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ON THE RECENT DISCOVERIES AT THE EAST END
OF THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF DURHAM.^

By JOHN BILSON, F.S.A.

The historian of the Norman Conquest, in his chapter

on the effects of the Conquest on Art, says that it is to

Durham " that we are to look for the highest degree of

perfection that has ever been reached by round-arched

architecture in its Northern form. . . . Among
examples of the specially Norman style, none, either in

our own island or beyond the sea, can compare with the

matchless pile which arose at the bidding of William of

Saint Carilef. . . . The designer of such a pile,

whether Bishop William himself or some nameless genius

in his employ, must rank alongside of Diocletian's archi-

tect at Spalato, of Saint Hugh's architect at Lincoln.

And the church of Durham not only stands thus pre-emi-

nent as an example of Norman art ; it holds a place

instructive above all others in the history of Norman art.

No building more thoroughly supplies the hatchet to their

argument who cannot rise above a purely chronological

arrangement of architectural works. The work of

William of Saint Carilef was far in advance of all contem-

])orary buildings."^

This last statement is especially true, not only of the

decorative features to which Mr. Freeman seems more
particularly to refer, but also of the constructional

elements which are the basis of the design of all medieeval

architecture. In the choir aisles of the work of William
of Saint Carilef we find, not the unribbed vault of Eoman
origin, but the ribbed vault, the design of which dictated

the plan of the piers and wall-shafts, each separate rib

being supported by a separate shaft carried up from the

floor to receive it. The vaulting of the nave is, consider-

ing its date, a still more remarkable construction.

' Read in substance at the Scar- ' Freeman's Norman Conquest, v.,

borough meeting of the Institute, G29-G31.
July 22, 1895.



3 ON THE RECENT DISCOVERIES AT THE EAST END

Erected between the death of Flam1);iid (1128) and the

accession of GeoflVey Riifus (113.3)/ it presents, so far as

I know, the earliest exani])le of the introdnction of the

pointed arch in order to solve the difliculties of the con-

struction of a ribbed groined vault over an oblon^y space.

The design of the vault is no longer based upon a semi-

circular transverse rib, as in the transept vaults, but the

diagonal ribs are Inade semi-circular, and the pointed

arch follows in the transverse arches, almost as a matter

of necessity, though here of a somewhat awkward form.^

So remarkable at such an early date is this innovation,

that more than one writer on Durham has attributed this

vaulting to an impossible period in the thirteenth century.

But documentary and architectural evidence combine to

prove that at Durham, before 1133, the builders adopted

a new expedient, which was destined to revolutionise

vaulting construction, and which had the most important

influence in the development of Gothic architecture. The
method was, says Viollet-le-Duc, the sole innovation of

the first constructors of Gothic vaults.^

But these considerations lie outside my present subject,

and my only reason for introducing them here is to show
how important it is that we should be able to complete

the plan of the whole of this most remarkable church.

With the exception of the eastern termination, the church
remains, in all essential features, as it was built during

the forty years from its commencement b}^ AVilliam of

Saint Carilef in 1093. Eecent discoveries have enabled

us to complete the ground-plan, at any rate, of this

eastern termination.

^ No other conclusion seems to be Arnold, vol. i, p. 139. After Flambarcl's

possible from the passages in the con- death, " Vaeavitqne episcopatus per

tinuation of Symeon, which state that quinquennium. Eo tempore navis

Flambard built tlie nave "usque testu- ecc}esia3 Dunelmensis monachis operi

dinem,"and tliat in the interval between instantibus peracta est." Si/meo7i,\).l'il.

Flambard's death and the accession of See also Burham Cathedral, by the

Geoffrey Kufus the monks completed Kev. William Grreenwell, 4tli edition,

the nave. Of Fhuubard the continuator pp. 35-37. The architectural details of

says, " Circa opns ecclesia; modo inten- the vault and the character of Ihe

lius modo remissiiis agebatur, sicut illi masonry of its ribs fully confirm the

ex oblatione altaris et coemeterii vel date assigned to it.

suppetebat pecunia vel deficiebat. His ^ The transverse arches are struck

nanque sumptibus navem ecclesise cir- from centres considerably below the

cumductis parietibus, ad sui usque springing line.

testudinem ei'cxerat." Si/meon of Dur- ^ Dictioimaire Raisonne de VArchi-

ham, Historia EcclesKS Dunhelmensis tectiire Franqaise, iv, 35.

Continuatio, cap. i, Rolls Series, Ed. T.



OF THE CATIIEDKAL CHURCH OF DURHAM, 3

Before clescriKung wliat lias been found, it ma}^ be well

to give a brief outline of the history of the Norman
church.^ It was commenced by Bishop William in 1093,

after his return from exile, Aldhun's church having been
pulled down in the previous year.- The work was pushed
forward with great rapidity, and, although we have no
documentary evidence as to the extent of Carilef's work,
it seems probable that, when he died in 1096, he had
completed the choir, the crossing piers, the eastern side

of both transepts, and one bay of the nave arcade and
triforium immediately west of the crossing,'^ and that in

the interval between his death and tlie accession of

Bishop Flambard in 1099, the monks finished the western

side of the transepts. Flambard, who on his accession

found the church finished as far as the nave,'* completed
the nave up to the vault, which was added between his

death in 1128 and the accession of Geoffrey Eufus in

1133. The church was now practicall}^ finished. With
the later Galilee and the upper part of the towers we are

not now concerned.

We have no actual record of the erection of the

transept vaults, but they are clearly a little earlier than
the nave vault. The walls of the clerestory of the choir

still show the lines of the Xorman vault, which was
evidentl}'' of the same character as the transept vaults.

^ I here merely slate the conclusions niento lapides posuerunt. Nam paulo
generally accepted. Details of the liis- ante, id est, iv Kal. Angusti feria \i,

tory and references to the authorities on idem Episcopus et Prior, facta cum
wliich these conclusions are based fratribus oratione ac data benedictione,
(other than those hei'e quoted) will be fundamentum coeperant fodere. Igitur

found in Canon G-reenwell's admirable monachis siias officinas tedificantibus,

guide to the Cathedral. suis Episcopus sumptibus ecclesia? opus
- So says Symeon, though we should faciebat."

—

Si/meon, lib. ix,cii\^.S,-p. 128.
have expected that at least part of * I do not intend to imply that Carilef

Aldhun's church would be left stand- completed the whole height of the
ing until the choir of the new church choir, though it appears to be certain

coidd be used for worship. " Eccle- that his work extended as far as the
siam xcviij anno- ex qiio ab Alduno top of the triforium stage.

fundata fuerat, destrui pnecepit, et "* " Porro praedecessor (Willelnnis de
sequenti anno pcsitis fundanientis S. Carilefo) illius (Eannulfi), qui opus
nobiliori satis et majori opere aliam inclioavit, id deeernendo statuerat, ut
coustruere coepit. Est autem incepta Episcopus ox suo ecclesiam, monachi
-M. xciij Dominican incarnationis anno, vero suas ex ecclesife collectis facerent

pontificatus autem Willielmi xiij ex oflicinas. Quod illo cadente cecidit.

quo autem monachi in Dunelmum con- Monachi enim omissis officinarum sedi-

venerant xj tertio Idus Augusti, feria v. ficationibus opei'i ecclesia; insistunt,

Eo enim die Episcopus, et qui post cum quam xisque navem Eannulfus jam
secundus erat in ecclesia Prior Turgotus factum invenit."— S>/meon, Continuatio,

cum ca;teris fratribus primos in funda- cap. i, p. 140.

B 2



4 ON THE RECENT DISCOVERIES AT THE EAST END

A story told l)y William of Malmesbury/ in connection

with the translation of the body of vSt. Cuthbert into the

new choir in 1104, aflbrds ground for the supposition that

the apse vault at least, if not the whole choir vault, was
then completed. However this may Ije, the whole church

was vaulted from end to end before 1133—in itself a
sufficiently remarkable fact.

Bishop Pudsey commenced the erection of a Lady
Chapel at the east end of the church, presumably beyond
the Norman east end, but the work was abandoned, and
the existing Lady Chapel, or Galilee, was ultimately built

by Pudsey at the Avest end of the church. Fragments of

Pudsey's eastern chapel have been found at different times

near where he proposed to build it, and other fragments

were found in the recent excavations. The Norman east

end is said to have been in an unsafe condition as early

as Pudsey's time, but was only removed when the eastern

transept, or Nine Altars, was built.- The greater part of

the eastern transept would probably be erected before the

Norman east end was removed, in order to avoid inter-

ference with St. Cuthbert's shrine, which stood in the apse,

and which continued to occupy the same position until its

destruction at the Dissolution.

Before the recent excavations were commenced it was
known that the Norman choir terminated eastward in an

apse, and part of the outer face of the apse foundation

was seen in making a grave in 1844.^ It is curious, how-
ever, that almost every writer on Durham was inclined to

believe that the apse was surrounded by an ambulatory.'*

This opinion was based on the apparently sufficient reason

that, on the outside of both choir aisles, the Norman work
extended one bay east of the great arches which cross the

choir and aisles between the choir and its apse. The

1 Gesta Fonfificiim, Rolls Series, Ed. Sir G-. Gr. Scott, ii, 127. Eisfon/ of
Hamilton, p. 275, lib. iii, § 135. English Church Architecture, bv Gr. Or.

- An indulgence of 1235, from Hugh Scott, jun., 108. Durham Cathedral,

Northwold. Bishop of Ely, siDeaks of by the Rev William Grreenwell, 4th ed.,

the stone vault over St. Cuthbert's p. 29. The Cathedral and Monasterii
shrine as being then full of ci-acks and of St. Cuthhert at Durham, bj Gordon
threatening ruin.—•Raine's Saint Ciith- M. Hills, Jb?(r«aZ British Archceological

hert, p. 100, and appendix, p. 7. Association, xxii, 202. The Builder,
•* ArcluT'ological Institute, Memoirs Ixiv, 427 (article by C. C. Hodges),

of Newcastle meeting, 1852, i, 238. A liint of the real plan is gireri in
* Billings' Durham Cathedral, pi. v. Raine's Saint Cuthbert, p. 94.

Lectures on Mediceval Architecture, by
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OF THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF DURHAM. O

conjecture was a perfectly natural one, though it has

proved to be erroneous.

The accompanying plan (Plate I) shows the recent

discoveries* in relation to the existing Nonnan choir,

omitting the eastern transept (or Nine Altars) and the

eastern bay of the choir which was reconstructed in the

thirteenth century when the eastern transept was built.

The Norman work which still remains is shown in solid

black, all to the east of this (except what has just been
found) havinof been removed at the erection of the Nine
Altars. The lighter shading shows the plan of the founda-

tions below the floor level, and the darker shows the walls

above the floor. The parts which actually remain are

shown by strong lines, as distinguished from those parts

which are conjectural, shown by dotted lines, The wall-

arcades are omitted, in order to avoid confusing the plan

with unnecessary details.

Of the great apse which formed the eastern termination

of the choir, the inner face of the northern half was found

to be standing, for a length of about 18 feet, to a height of

two courses above the floor level, the upper course being

a chamfered plinth which formed the sill of the wall-

arcade. In this length occurred the plinth of one of the

clusters of shafts which divided the semicircle of the apse

into three parts.- The lower stone of the corresponding

plinth on the opposite (southern) side was also in position.

On the south side of the northern plinth, the base of one

of the shafts of the internal wall-arcade of the apse was
found in position, and proves that this arcade was of the

same character as the wall-arcades in the choir aisles. The

' Although it was hoped that the men to go deeper, and to extend the

exact form of the Norman east end excaTation further to the east. This
would soon be settled by excavation was done, and the result was the dis-

(Canon Greenwell, ut sup., p. 57), covery of the foundation of the southern
which, in fact, had already been apse. This was followed by the cxcava-

determined on, the recent discoveries tion of the foundations of the northern
were initiated accidentally. In January, apse, and of the remains of the great

1895, some sHght excavations were being choir apse. Mr. Hodgson Fowler, under
made in connection with a proposed new whose superintendence the excavations

method of heating, imder the direction were carried oi;t, has made full drawings
of Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., the of what was found, which, it is to be.

Cathedral architect. One of these was hoj^ed, he will he induced to publish,

made in the south choir aisle, near its Most of the masonry uncovered has been
eastern end. Canon Greenwell noticed made permanently accessible,

some peculiarity ill the masonry exposed - The plan of these clustered shafts

beneath the Moor, and told the work- shown on Plate I is conjectural only.
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accompan3iiig sketch sliows what remains of the inner

face of the apse. From the level of the bed on which the

stone floor was laid, and from the fact that the top of the

plinth is at the same level as the top of the corresponding

plinths in the choir aisles, it is clear that the floor of the

apse was at the same level as the floors of the choir aisles,

whicli ao-ain are at the same level as the floors of the nave

PLINTH OF INNER FACE OF L'HOIE APSE.

and transepts. We may safely assume tliat the shrine of

St. Cuthbert occupied the same position as it did after the

erection of the Nine Altars. It stood, therefore, with its

west end on the centre of the chord of the semicircle of

the apse. The high altar would no doubt be placed

immediatel}' to the west of the shrine. As the floor of the

apse would be at the same level as the floor of the choir

itself, the altar would only be raised above the general

floor level by the steps whicli may have immediately sur-

rounded the platfoi-m on which it stood.

The remainder of the inner face of the apse (beyond
what has been described above) and the whole of its

external face had been removed to make way for the

Nine Altars work, but both the outer and inner faces of

the masonry foundation l)elow the floor level were exj)osed

during the excavations for a considerable distance. The
total thickness of the foundation was about 14 feet

G inches. Assuming that the wall of the apse was 7 feet

in thickness (the normal thickness of the choir walls), it

, would stand, as we should expect, over the centre of the

wide masonr}^ foundation. In the excavation, on the

outer face of the apse, a quoin-stone of a chamfered plinth

was found, though not in position. This has been placed
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oa the foundation wall in such a manner as to indicate

that it is not in ^Uu. This stone is sliohtly convex on the

face, and clearly belongs to the plinth of one of the

external buttresses of the choir apse. 1^ rom the width of

this stone, it appears that these buttresses had the same

projection as the buttresses of the choir aisles (about 16

niches).

The internal width of the choir apse was (as nearly as

can be ascertained from what remains) about 2 feet

4 inches less than the internal width of the choir ^ itself,

and the apse walls were therefore set in about 14 inches

on each side from the face of the choir walls. How this

was managed, and what was the exact plan of the wall-

piers on the springing-line of the apse, and of the oblong-

bay which intervened between the apse and the great

sanctuary arch, cannot be determined with any certainty.

My plan of these parts is merely a suggestion of a

probable arrangement.

Of the terminations of the choir aisles everything had

necessarily been removed, at the time of the building of

the Nine Altars, to some distance below the floor level.''*

But the masonry foundations remain, and in both cases

are apsidal on the inside and square on the outside. The
apse at the end of the south aisle has been only partially

excavated, but the apse of the north aisle has been

entirely cleared out. Its width, north to south, between

the foundation walls, is 9 feet 8 inches. It is not quite

central with the aisle, the object being doubtless to give

a broader set-off to the (higher) choir wall than to the

(lower) wall of the aisle. The foundation of the apse of

the south aisle seems to have been set out in the same

manner.
Some surprise has been expressed at the great width of

the foundations of these aisle apses, but all the walls have

a very wide masonry foundation. The outer face of the

foundation of the north aisle wall may be seen in the

eastern bay, next to the Nine Altars, and the inner face

was exposed during the recent excavations, when it was

^ I should perhaps say tliat I use the " The general floor level of the Nine

term '' choir " to mean the two great Altars is 2 feet 8 inches below the floor

double bays of the eastern arm of the level of the choir aisles,

eiiurch, without reference to the ritual

choir.
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SECTION OF FOUNDATION OF WALL
OF NOKTH CHOIB AISLE.

found that this inner face (at B on Plate I) was exactly in

line with tlie inner face of the apse foundation on its

northern side (at A). The foundation wall of this aisle

was found to be 10 feet ]() inches in thickness, being

made sufficiently thick to receive the projection of the

buttresses and their pHnths on the outside, and of the

vaulting shafts and their bases

on the inside, as sliown on the

accompanying section.' The
thickness of the foundation of

the apse at the end of the north

aisle is 12 feet 11 inches (east

to west), and of the apse of the

south aisle 13 feet 1 inch. In

neither apse do the wails show
any indications of junctions of

masonr}', as would have been
the case if (as has been sug-

gested) the outer and inner

faces of the apse foundations

were
depth of the apse foundations

the case of that of the north aisle. Here the bottom
of the masonry is 14 feet 3 inches below the level of the

aisle floor, and the wall is built on the solid rock. Subse-

quent excavation further to the west has shown that the

foundation of the wall of the north choir aisle goes down
to nearly the same level as that of the aisle apse, and that

it is also practically built on the rock, which is here

sloping away towards the east. The facts that the foun-

dations of aisle wall and apse wall are of corresponding-

width, are in exactly the same line, and are of practically

the same depth, sufficiently prove that both belong to the

same work, and that the aisle apse foundations are part of

the original eastern termination of Carilef's church.

The recent excavations have thus demonstrated the

general arrangement of the plan of the eastern termina-

* The set-off on the inside was not bonded into the wall at the back of it.

wide enovigh to receive the greater pro- The explanation is siuiplj that, in

jection of the wall-pier which supported laying the lower courses of the founda-
the main arcli across the aisle in front tiou woi-k, the greater projection of

of the apse. The foundation of this this pier (compared with that of the
pier does not go down so low as those ordinary vaulting-shaft) was overlooked,

of the aisle and apse walls, but it is

of difi'erent dates. The
was ascertained only in
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OF THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF DURHAJI. \>

tion of the Norman church. The choir ended in a great

apse of five bays, or rather in a semicircuLar apse divided

into three bays, with an oblong bay intervening between

the apse and the great sanctuary arch at the east end of

the two great double bays of the choir. The aisles

terminated in apses internally, but finished square exter-

nally in line with the springing of the great choir apse,

Plate II shows the general plan of the Norman church,

with the original eastern termination as ascertained from

the excavations.

I propose now to consider the position which the

Durham plan occupies (as regards its east end) in

relation to the plans of the corresponding part of the

great Norman churches, both in this country and on

the other side of the Channel. In order to facilitate

this comparison, I have shown, on Plate III, the plans of

eight Norman east ends, reduced to the same scale as the

general plan of Durham (Plate 11).^

Confining our inquiry to the larger churches, viz., those

whose eastern arms are provided with aisles, we find that

the eastern terminations of most of the Norman churches

of the eleventh century and the early part of the twelfth

conform to one of two gener;d types—(1) those in which

the choir aisles are continued round the apse as an

ambulatory, generally with radiating chapels beyond, and

(2) those in which the choir aisles stop at the springing

of the choir apse.

Of the first type, of which the great church of St.

Martin of Tours may be considered the prototype, the

abbey church of Fecamp appears to be the solitary

example in Normandy during the period under considera-

tion. The ambulatory (generally with radiating chapels)

was more common in England, and was adopted at Win-
chester (commenced 1079), Worcester (1084), Gloucester

(1089), Tewkesbury (founded 1087), Norwich (1096), and

Bury St. Edmunds.- The chapel in the Tower of London

(c. 1080) also has an ambulatory.

The second type of east end, in which the choir aisles

stop at the springing of the choir apse, is more inime-

^ At tlie end of this paper I have fessor's churcli of Westminster shows

added some further notes on these plans. an apse with ambulatory. Arch(Eolo(/i-

^ Mr. Micklethwaite'splanof theCon- cal Jotci--^al,li, li.
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diateh' connected witli my present snljject, and may be

said to be the normal plan of the lar<j;er churches of

Normandy in the eleventh century. We find it in what is

perhaps the earliest important church still existing in

Normandy, the abbey church of Bernay, founded in the

earlier years of the eleventh century by Judith, the wife

of Duke liichard II. The choir of Bernay is two bays in

length (exclusive of the apse), w^itli aisles finished square,

both externally and internally.^ Dehio and von Bezold

attribute the plan to Cluniac influence." M. Ramee'splan
c)f the original choir of the Abbaye-aux-Hommes (Saint-

Etienne), Caen,^ shows the same arrangement. I am not

aware whether this plan is based upon anj actual remains,

but it seems probable enough when we find the same plan

adopted in the parish church of Saint-Nicolas, Caen,

commenced about 1083, and built under the immediate
influence of the monks of Saint-Etienne. The choir of

Saint-Nicolas is also of two bays, with a semicircular apse

beyond ; the aisles are finished in line with the springing

of the apse, square externally, but with shallow apsidal

recesses internally. The abbey churches of Cerisy-la-

Foret (Manche), Lessay (Manche), and Saint-Georges-de-

Bocherville (Seine-Inferieure), and the priory church of

Saint-Gabriel (Calvados) follow the same plan. So also

does the abbey church of Montivilliers (Seine-Inferieure),

except that its choir is three bays in length, instead of

two as in the other examples. It seems probable that at

Cerisy and Lessay the ends of the choir aisles were
finished with square recesses internally, but the triforium

stage at Cerisy has apsidal recesses at the east end.*

The motive for giving the ends of the aisles a square

exterior is sufiiciently obvious. The aisles were neces-

sarily covered with lean-to roofs, and the square exterior

made it possible to finish the roof with a half-gable,

^ See plan and notice by G. Bouet in laiides, by G. Dehio and G. tou Bezold,
the Bulletin Momtmental, vol. xxxi, p.95. p. 272.

'ihe apse at Bernay has been destroyed. * UHistoire fjenerale cle VArcliitec-
M. Bonet's plan shows a polygon.il i'i(re, by Daniel Ramee. The plan is re-

apse, but the original form must have jjroduced in Kuprieh-Eobert's UArchi-
been semicircular (as shown in Dehio lecture Normande, p. 63, and in Fergus-
and voa Bezold's reproduction of son's History of Architecture, 2nd ed.,

r.ouet's plan). i, 514.

-Die Kirchliche Bavknnst des Abend- * See notes on the plans at the end cf

this paper.
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clearly the most natural and satij^factoiy plan. In the

few examples of choir aisles witli apsidal teiminations,

both externally and internally, the aisles were either

finished with a half-gable, against which the apse roof

abntted, as at Sainte-Trinite, Caen, or an attempt was
made to continue the lean-to roof over the apse, with

anything but a satisfactory result, as at the church of

Guibray, at Falaise.

We have no complete example remaining in England
of the plan under consideration. But, although the plan.s

of Norman churches in England were much more varied

than those of Normandy, sufficient evidence remains to

prove thai this type of eastern termination was by no
means uncommon. Professor Willis' conjectural plan of

Lanfranc's choir at Canterbury shows a choir of two bays,

with semicircular apse be3xjnd, and with aisles fmished

square in line with the springing of the apse/ The choir

of Lincoln as built by Eemigius (c. 1075-1092) followed

this plan.- There is some evidence that the original east

end of El}' (commenced by Abbot Simeon, c. 1080) was
of the same type, though with a choir of four bays."

When Abbot Paul, who v/as related to Lanfranc, and had
been a monk of Saint-Etienne, Caen, began to rebuild St.

Alban's in 1077, he adopted a choir of four bays (double

the usual number in Normandy), with an apse beyond,
and linished the ends of the choir aisles square externallj"

with apses internally.* The aisle apses at St. Alban's

seem to have resembled those at Durham in their great

depth from east to west. It is not unlikely that Abbot
Paul's plan was the precedent followed by Carilef s archi-

tect at Durham in 1093. The plan of Peterborough
(commenced in 1117) was evidently inspired to a consider-

able extent by the plan of Durham. It has a choir of

1 The ArchHectiiral History of Can- to be clear, lio\ve\er, that the plan was
terhury Cathedral, by Profe.«soi' Willis, of the same type as Canterbury and

p. 38. Saint-Etienne and Saint-Nicolas, Caen.
2 The Architectural Hi.ttorii of Lin- ' The Architectural History of Ely

coin Cathedral, by the Kev Precentor Cathedral, by the Key. i). J. Stewart,

Venables, in tbe Archceoloyical Journal, j)- 29.

xl, 173. The Builder, lii, 755. The • For an account of the remains of

foundations show a choir of two bays the foundations of the east end, see The
and an apse. Nothing seems to haTe History cf the Architecture of the Ahhey
been found to indicate the terminations Church of St. Alban, by J. 0. and C. A.
of the aisles, and it has been suggested Buckler, 1847.

that the choir was aisleless. It appears
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four bays and an apse, and its east end shows signs of

advance on the Durham phin. The great apse at Peter-

borough is proportionately much less in depth from east

to west than that of Durham, and its division into five

bays is better contrived. The aisle apses, too, are of

much less depth, and do not project eastward so far

beyond the sanctuary arch/ They bear a general resem-

blance to the apsidal recesses of the Norniand}^ churches

rather than to those of St. Alban's and Durham. The
abbey church of Selb}^ (early 12th century) also shows
signs of Durham influence, and had a somewhat similar

eastern termination, with a choir two bays in length.^

The abbey church of Eonisey (first half of 12th century)

presents the only coinplete example in England of aisle

terminations of the kind under consideration. ' The
choir aisles are four bays in length, with apses at the

east end, finished square externally. The choir is only

three baj^s in length, the eastern bay of the aisles being
continued by a transverse aisle across the square east end
of the choir, with two arches v/hich gave access to an
eastern chapel.^

^ The inner line of the foundation of
the apse at the end of the south choir
aisle at Peterborougli is now indicated
by a step in the pavement. I am indebted
to Mr. J. T. Irvine for details of this plan.

* The Arcliitectural Hisforif of Selly
Abbey, by C. C. Hodges, in the Yorx-
shire Archceolocjical Journal, xii, 344'.

^ With regard to choir aisles termina-
ting in apses internally, with square
exteriors, I have confined my remarks
to examples in England and Normandy,
but it may be of interest to mention a few
instances in other countries. Kuprich-
Robert {L'Arcliitectnre JS'ormande, note
to p. 60) suggests that the plan came
from Lombardy, and refers to examples
from the province of Como. S. Abondio,
near Como (11th century), has double
aisles terminating eastward in this

manner. S. Fidelio and S. Jacopo, Como
(both 12th centiu'y), have single aisles

similarly finished. S. Maria del Tiglio,

near Gravedona (end of 12th century),
is a church of a single span, but has
apses of this kind flanking the princijial

eastern apse. See plans of these churches
in Etude sur VArchitecture Lomharde,
by P. de Darteiu, plates 75, 82, and 88,
and pnge 339. Apses of the same
kind, however, are to be found in

several churches in the south of France,

illustrated in H. Eevoil's Architecttire

Romane du 3£idi de la France, some of

which appear to be of a much earlier

date than those quoted above. St.

Quenin de Vaison (Vaucluse), probably

of the Cavoliugian period, has small

apses recessed in the wall flanking the

principal apse, and placed obliquely

(vol. i., pi. xix). The principal apse

of the conventual church of Vaison is

finished square externally, and is at-

tributed to an even earlier date (vol. ii,

pi. xxi). Apses of this kind flanking

the principal eastei-n apse are found in

the eliurch of St. Pierre de Maguelonne
(Heravdt) (vol. i, pi. xliv), and in the

abbey church of Montmajour, near

Aries (vol. ii, pi. xxxi), while the

Cistercian church of Thoronet (Var)

has two such apses on the eastern side

of each transept (vol. ii, pi. xiv). See

also plans in Dehio and von Bezold's

work. The practice of recessing an apse

in a sti'aight wall is, of course, found in

Roman work, both Pagan and Christian,

and was frequent in the East.
* Paper by the Rev. J. L. Petit in the

Winchester vol., Archceol. Inst., 1845.

Plan in The Builder, Abbey series,

Ixix, 236.
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The consideration of these analogons })lans suggests

questions as to the details of the Durham plan, the

answers to which must necessarily be open to doubt, on
account of the scanty nature of the remains of the east

end. Still it may be of interest to discuss some of these

points, though we may arrive at no certain conclusions.

There can be no doubt whatever that all three apses

were covered with stone vaults. The most probable form
of vault for this date would be a semi-dome, and it is

most likely that the aisle apses were so covered. But in

a church which exhibits vaulting constructions so much in

advance of most contemporary work, it is impossible to say

what expedient may have been adopted in vaulting the

choir apse. We cannot even say positively whether the

plinths which project on the inside of the apse carried

vaulting-shafts, or whether they supported a series of

great wall-arches over the lower w^indows, such as we
lind at Saint-Nicolas, Caen,^ Cerisy-la-Foret, Saint-

Georges-de-Bocherville, and (in a less marked degree) at

Lessay. Possibly one at least of the shafts which stood

on each plinth was carried up as a vaulting-shaft, and
received one of the ribs on the surface of a semi-dome;
while the oblong bay in front of the apse may either have
been covered with a barrel-vault, or (perhaps more
probably) with a quadripartite vault, as the choir itself

certainly was before the existing vault was built in the

thirteenth century.^ But whatever may have l)een the

form of the vault, there can be little doubt that the cracks

which, we are told, had rendered the east end unsafe

before the commencement of the Nine Altars were caused

by the thrust of the vault on walls insufficiently abutted.

The nature of the foundations forbids the assumption that

the failure of the apse was due to settlement ; indeed, if

this had been the cause of the weakness, it would have
shown itself in other parts of the church. The thrust of

the choir vault was counteracted by the semicircular

arches (or rudimentary flying buttresses) beneath the rooi'

^ This apse is illustrated in detail in apso there is a bi'oad wall-space (corres-

Pugin and Le Kenx's Architectural i)ondiug more or less with tlie depth,
Antiquities of Normandi/, plates 18 and east to west, of the apsidal ends of the
]y. aisles), which is covered with a barrel-

- In the plans of the Normandy apses vault. This wall-space is analogous to

(I'late iii), it will be noticed that imnie- the oblong bay at Durham,
diately west of the curved walls of the
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over the Irilbriuni, but the walls of the apse had no such

abutment—hence, doubtless, their failure.'

I have already mentioned that the intcrnnl width of the

choir apse was about 2 feet 4 inches less than that of the

choir itself. In connection with this fact the manner in

which early Norman a]:»ses were roofed is Avorth}^ of

attention. In Normandy, apses of this kind were

invariably roofed at a lower level than the choir, the roof

of the apse abutting against the gable, which formed the

eastern termination (externally) of the choir itself. The
same treatment is also found in some Norman churches

in this countr}^ and is in fact common to the Eoman-
esque styles in all couniries. The apse is thus treated as

a separate architectural feature, attached, as it were, to

the eastern gable of the choir, and very generally of less

width than the choir. The question is naturally suggested,

Was the Durham apse roofed in this manner? If so,

the choir stable must have been at the spring:ino- of the

curve of the apse {not over the great sanctuary arch),

and there must have been another great arch at this

point to carry the gable. In his conjectural sketch of

St. Alban's," Sir G. G. Scott shows the choir roof continued

over the apse, as at Peterborough, where the apse is of the

same width as the chcir, though it is not certain whether

this was the case at St. Alban's. The break between apse

and choir at Durham may have been disguised by stair-

turrets flanking the apse, but of these there is no evidence

either way. The usual position of such turrets is in line

with the great sanctuary arch, but it is almost certain

that there were no turrets in this position at Durham.^
On the whole, I am inclined to think that the roof of the

apse abutted against a gable, as in the Normandy
examples, but, in view of the scanty nature of the

evidence, I merely put this forward as a possible

conjecture.

- See Viollet-le-Duc, Diet, iv, 26, wooden ceiling wliich replaced the

on the failure of Romanesque vaults. vaidt.

Mr. J. T. Irvine informs me that the ^ Lectures on Mediaeval Architecture,

apse vault at Peterborough cracked and ii, 100.

thrust out the walls, and was conse- ^ There was a stair in the aisle wall

quently removed in the thirteenth on each side from the floor of the

century, when the old vaulting-shafts trifovium to its roof, but there is no
were lengthened upwards to the flat indication on either side of any staircase

in the choir walls.
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I have already noticed incidentally tlie great depth of

the apses which terminate the aisles. Tliey extend, in

fact, beyond the sanctuary- arch as far east as the end of

the oblong bay of the central span. This is the only

point in which the east end of Durham differs from other

analogous examples, except St. All)an's. It is possible that

the necessity of providing space behind the high altar for

the shrine of St. Cuthbert at Durham, and for that of

St. Alban at St. Alban's, may have led the builders of these

churches to allow o-reater length between the sanctuarv

arch and the great apse, and that the great depth of the

aisle apse may have been the result of the same cause.

I ought not perhaps to conclude this paper without

referring to a theory which has been advanced—that the

foundations of the smaller apses which have been dis-

covered at the ends of the choir aisles do not belong^ to

Carilefs church, but are part of the church erected by
Bishop Aldhun in 99G-999, and that they may possibly be
the foundations of apsidal chapels on the east side of

the transept of that church. The only arguments
which (so far as I am aware) have been urged in sup-

port of this theory, and which have not already been
dealt with above, are that some of the masonry on the

inner face of these smaller apses is constructed of stones

which are longer in proportion to their height than is

usual in Norman masonry; that these stones are not axed
diagonally, but exhil^it tooling of a kind which is charac-

teristic of pre-Conquest work, and that fragments of

plaster are still to be seen adhering to some of these

stones. In no case, however, does any of this plastering-

extend over a joint, and no plastering is to be found on
any stones which are worked on the face to the curve of

the apse. All the indications, in fact, are perfectly con-

sistent with the supposition that the Norman builders

simply reused the material of the older church, which, we
are told, they took down before they commenced the new
church, and when we examine the whole of the evidence

there cannot, I think, be the least doubt about the

matter.

In the first place, it is extremely unlikely, on the face

of it, that any part of Aldhun's church extended so far

east as these aisle apses, and still more unlikely that
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transeptal apses could have clone so. It is believed that

fragments of the work of Walcher, the first Norman
bishop, still exist on the east side of the cloister, to the

south of the chapter-house, and it is practically certain

that the crypt under the refectory was built during

Carilef's exile (1088-1091), whereas the new church

was only commenced in 1093, after his return. It

is therefore most probable that the cloister of the

earlier church occupied part of the site of the

existing cloister, and that the church itself occupied

much the same position in relation to the present

church as did the pre-Conquest church at Peterborough

(the foundations of which were found a few years

ago) to the Norman church there. We know that

Aldhun's church was much smaller than the Norman
church, and it is therefore improbable that any part of it

extended very far east of the present crossing.

But a much more conclusive argument against such a

theory is that it involves the supposition that Carilefs

architect purposely laid down the plan of his entirely new
building in such a manner that his choir aisles were

practically central with the transeptal apses of tl\e pre-

Conquest church. He must thus be assumed to have
allowed the elementary width of his new building and the

position of his east end to be entirely governed by the

width between the centres of the transeptal apses of the

earlier church, and this while adopting a plan for his new
church which, as we have seen, was perfectly normal in

the latter part of the eleventh century. And the only

motive he can have had for tying his hands in this extra-

ordinary manner was the retention of two quite incon-

siderable fragments of foundation work, for only the

apsidal inner face (and not the square outer face) was
supposed to be Aldhun's work. The facts that the sides

of these apse foundations are (as I have explained above)

exactly in line with the foundations of the walls of the

undoubtedly Norman aisles, and that the foundations of

both go practically to the same depth, are alone sufficient

to dispose of such a theory.

There can, therefore, be no doubt that the foundations

recently found belong to the Norman church, and that

their discovery has enabled us to determine the general
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lilies of the plan of the eastern termination of Carilefs

noble strncture. We may even, by the exercise of a little

iraasrination, call up a picture of the church as its Norman
builders left it. It would be foolish to regret the loss of

this missing part of the Norman church, since we are

more than compensated by the perfect beauty of the

Nine Altars. But we may congratulate ourselves on

thus beiniy able to add sometliinir to our knowledc^e of the

planning of the great Norman churches of the half-century

following the Conquest, and on the recovery of the only

missing portion of the plan of this preeminently the

grandest Komanesque monument in our country.

Notes on the Plates.

Plate I.

Pr.VN sirowrxG the Rrcknt Discoveries at the East End of Durham
Cathedral.

Described on p. •">, ante.

Plate II.

Pean oe the N'orman Cathedral of Durham.

Based chiefly on Billing-s' plan. The position occupied by St.

Cuthbert's shrine, since the 18th century at least, is indicated at B,

and the position of the high altar at A. The 1.3th century extension

at tlie east end (or Xine Altars) is indicated by dotted lines.

Plate III.

Plans of Norman East Ends.

To tlie same scale as the plan of Durham on Plate II.

St. Alban's.—Based chiefly on Buckler's plan. Commenced in

1077. Choir of four bays and apse. Aisles covered with unribbed

groined vaults. The terminations of choir and aisles have entirely

disappeared, and the original plan is indicated only by remains of

foundations. Width of choir about .31 feet (assuming that the choir

was of the same width as the nave).

Peterborough.—Commenced in 1117. Choir of four bays and

apse. Apse only was vaulted originally. Aisles covered with ribbed

groined vaults. The aisle apses have been destroyed, but their

foundations remain. Width of choir, oG feet.

CErjSY-LA-FoRET (Manche).—Abbey church, founded 1030-1035 by
Robert le Diable, and finished in tlie reign of William the Conqueror.

Kuprich-Robert thinks that the present church is a reconstruction

(consecrated 1150). Choir of two bays and apse. Choir separated

from the aisles by solid walls (as at St. Alban's). The clerestory of the

C
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apse has been altered, and tlie vaults of choir and apse are later.

Aisles covered with unribbed ^^roined vaults. The ends of the aisles

have been altered by the insertion of late ti-acery windows, but, as

the covering indicates a barrel-vault ratlier than a semi-dome, the

recesses shown on the jilan seem to be more probable than apses. In

the triforium stage there are apsidal recesses at the east end,

covered with semi-domes (plan shown at A). Width of choir, 33 feet

6 inches.

Saint-Gkorges-de-Bochervillk (Seine-Inferieure).—Abbey church,

founded 1050-1066, but the existing church seems to be of the first

half of the 12th century. Choir of two bays and apse. Choir
covered with unribbed oblong groined vault; apse Avith ribbed semi-

dome. Aisles covered with unribbed groined vaults ; aj)ses with
semi-domes. Width of choir, 28 feet 3 inches.

Saint-Nicolas, Cakn (Calvados).—Parish church (now desecrated),

commenced c. 1083. Choir of two bays and apse. Choir covered
Avith unribbed oblong groined vault ; apse with semi-dome. The
high-pitched stone roof over the apse is an addition of the loth

century. Aisles covered with unribbed groined vaults. The ends of

the aisles have been altered by the insertion of late tracery windows,
but the remains of semi-domical vault indicate apsidal recesses.

Width of choir, 28 feet.

MoNTiviLLiERS (Scine-Infcrieure).—Abbey church. Choir of end
of 11th centniy. Choir of three bays and apse. The lower part of

inside of apse is concealed by woodwork, and the upper part has been

much altered. Aisles covered with unribbed groined vaults ; apses

with serai-domes. Width of choir, 27 feet.

Lessay (Manche).—Abbey church, of the end of 11th and first half

of 12th century. Choir of two bays and apse. Choir covered
with ribbed quadripartite vaults ; apse with semi-dome. Aisles

covered with unribbed groined vaults. The square recesses at the

east ends of the aisles seem to be original, though they are shown
apsidal on Ruprich-Robert's plan. Width of choir, 24 feet 6 inches.

Saint-Gabkiel (Calvados).—Priory church. Choir only remains,

of second quarter of 12th century. Choir of two bays and apse.

Choir covered with a ribbed quadripartite vault over the two bays,

with central transverse rib carrying an undergirding wall ; apse
covered with semi-dome. Aisles covered with unribbed groined
vaults ; apses with semi-domes. Width of choir, 22 feet. (This

plan is based on Plates 80-82 in Ruprich-Robert's L'Architecture
Normande.)

The width of the choir given above is in each case the clear width
between the Avails inside. Where no authority is mentioned, the

plans are from my own measurements. General plans of most of

the Normandy churches are given in Ruprich-Robert's L'ArcJdtecttcre

Normande, plates 8, 54, and 93.



NOTES AIJOUT DUMB BELLS.

By R. S. FERGUSON, F.S.A., Chancellor of Carlisle.

Since the publication in the Journal for March, 1895,^

of a short paper b}' the present writer, entitled, " On a
Dumb l^ell at Knole," I have been endeavouring, by the

circuhition of copies of that paper, by letters to my
archnsological friends and to experts in campanology, and
by the insertion of a paragraph in Notes and Queries of

June the 29tli, 1895, to gain some further information on
the subject of dumb bells.

The present of a copy of the paper brought a speedy
reply from Mr. Albert Hartshorne, F.S.A., saying that he
had seen contrivances similar to that at Knole, or the

wrecks of them, in church towers, where they are usually

dismissed, as windlasses for raising bells into the towers,

instead of being recognised as practice dumb bells. He
further wrote, " In the tower of Bradbourne Church there

is a complete and ancient example of a dumb bell," and
kindly sent sketches and particulars, which will presently

be utilised for the supplying a description of the con-

trivance.

But on the other hand Dr. Eaven, F.S.A., writes me as

follows :—

With reaai'cl to windlasses, I think Mr. Hartshorne must be
wrong. Of the hundreds of towers which I have climbed in all pai-ts

of England, I never saw anything which could be suspected of mnfe-
Hntinnalogij. The best Avindlass I know is at Mildenhall coeval with
the medifBval lawsuit recorded in the year-book of 1469, and explained
in my Church Bells of Suffolk, pp. 46-52.'- It is placed close by the

great opening in the frame through which the bells were lifted, and
there can be no doubt of its intent.

One fails to see the object of a permanent windlass in a

church tower ; church bells once hoisted into position are

not likely to be lowered again for some half century or

so ; while both the hoisting up and the lowering down

' Archaolof/ical Juunial, vol. Hi, - I.e., the lawsuit, not the windlass,

p. 45.

c 2
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can be much better accomplished by a tackle su,s})en(lc(l

for the occasion from the great beam of the to.wer roof,

or otherwise (a thing any builder's laljourer could do'),

and by a cral) jjlaced at the bottom. It is, however,

impossible to suggest that the Mildenhall contrivance,

coeval with a mediicval peal in existence in 14()9, can be

a dumb bell, for the practice of change-ringing did not

exist in England until the beginning of the ] 7th century.-

]3radl)0urne church, of which Mr. Ilartshorne is one ot

the churchwardens, is in Derbyshire. Its tower contains

a psal of five bells, recently augmented to six. The
dumlj bell, of which an

illustration is given from

a pen-and-ink sketch by
Mr. Hartshorne, stands in

a corner of the chamber
in the tower immediately

below the l)ell chamber ;

it is not in such a position

as that it could, if a wind-

lass, be conveniently used

for raising the bells. It

is of very massive con-

struction, and consists ot

two stout oak parallel

beams, framed and
notched into the beams
of the floors above and
below, and making an

angle of about 80 degrees with the floor on which they

stand. They are 3 feet 10 inches apart, and carry a

horizontal oak roller. This roller has two holes at

ris^ht anoies to each other throus^h each end ; and one
end, which we will call A, has in addition a third hole

through it.

' How it was done at Bradbouvno is

qidte apparent : the great beam of the
tower roof, which is very jDonderons and
old, dating from about 1450, has a hole

bored horizontally through it, whicli

liole Mr. Hartshorne says must have
been boi-ed before the beam was placed

in situ. When the bells were to be

raised, a crow-bar would be j)assed

through this hole, round the ends of'

this a looped chain would be passed, and
from this chain the block and tackle

would be hung.
'-' Fabian Stedman, Tint innaJoqia,

1688, cited in Raven's Church Bells of
CamhridQeshlre, pp. 76, 77.
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This is exactly the arrangement of the roller of the

Knole dumb bell : the two through holes at either end
being to carry the weighted arms, of which the

Bradbourne example is now deprived, while the rope was
passed through the third hole at the end A, and secured

by a knot; it was then coiled round the roller towards

the other or B end. The Bradbourne roller shows marks,

particularly towards the B end, of much wear by the rope,

thus proving that the machine has at one time been much
used. This could not have been the case had it been a

Avindlass for raising the bells. But there is no sign of it

having been a windlass ; there is no sign of any handle

with which to raise a weight such as a bell ; no means
of doing so, except by putting spokes into the through

holes in the roller ; and there is no sign of ratchet and
pall to prevent a l^ell from overpowering the men, who
were endeavourino- to raise it, takins; charsre of the

machine, and runnin(T down to the o-round with frifijhtful

velocity to the destruction of the bell.

It will be noticed from the illustration that the main
timbers of the Bradbourne dumb bell are old beams re-used.

Mr. Hartshorne, who has carefully examined them, has

come to the conclusion that they came from a bell-frame

in Bradbourne church tower, which frame was taken

down in the reign of Charles II. (lGGO-1685), and replaced

by one which has in its turn been taken down in the

present year, 1895, by men from the famous Lough-
borough Bell Foundry, when the bells, with the addition

of a sixth, were re-hung.^ This gives us the reign of

Charles II. as the date of the Bradbourne dumb bell, a

very likely period for the parishioners of Bradbourne to be
keen about the new and fashionable exercise of change-

ringing, the very period (1667, &c.) when the Cambridge
printer, Fabian Stedman, was reducing the art of change-

ringing to a system, printing his changes on slips of paper,

and teachino- them to his ringers at S. Benedict's,

Cambrid2;e.~

' Messrs. Taylor, of Loughboi-oiigli, Pnru'i// Magazine, Christmas Numher,
liave pointed out that the frame taken 1895.

out in 1895 was originally for four bells - See Eaven's Church Bells of Cam-
only, but had been alterci in 1736 to hridjeshire, tit ante.

hold live.

—

Bradhonriie with Ballidon
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It remains to be mentioned that the Ibreman ol" the

Loughborougli men at once recognised the Bradbourne
contrivance as a duml) bell for teacliintr youim" ringers to

ring, and referred Mr. Hartshorne to one at Cirencester.

There was some difficulty at first in getting information
about the Cirencester example ; it had, apparently, been
forgotten, as the two following letters from the Yicar of

Cirencester (the Venerable Archdeacon Ilayward) show :

—

July Vlth, 1895.

A wlieel without a bell attached to it was put up years ago in

what we call the Town Hall, adjoining the chui'ch, but I never
heard of its being used, and cej-tainly it has had no rope to it

during the time of my incumbency, and no ymmg ringer has been
taught on it.

Odoher I9{h, 1895.

My dear Sir,

Absence from home has precluded my personal examination of our
dumb bell till now. As I expected, Taylor's man is under a
misapprehension. There is neither sliding bar nor block, and no one
can tell me when it was last used.

Through the kindness of Messrs. Taylor of Lough-
borough, I got into communication with Mr. Ernest P.

Harmer, of Tetbur}^, a member of the Gloucester and
Bristol Diocesan Association of Change Eingers, who
furnished the following account of the dumb bell at

Cirencester :

—

The " dumb bell " in the upper poi-tion of the Town Hall at

Cirencester is a contrivance made some twenty-five years ago by
Mr. William Hinton, the then leader of the ringers (and who about
that time re-hung the bells in the tower), for the purpose of instructing

a newly formed band of ringers in the art. It consists of a wheel and
rope, and you can " get it up " (or could, until it was damaged) just

the same as a bell, in place of which there is a weight of wood. I

say " until it was damaged," for I do not think it can now be ''raised
"

owing to something having gone wrong. If you write to Mr. F.

Gardner, Dyer Street, Cirencester, he, being on the spot, could give

you full particulars, and perhaps a sketch.

Thank you for your interesting pamphlet.
Yours respectfully,

E. P. Harjiee.

A letter to Mr. Gardner produced the following

interesting information :

—

The " bell " to which you refer was made by the late Mr. William
Hinton. It was erected about twenty years ago for the purpose of
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instructing a newly toi'med band of ringers how to handle a bell, and
thus prevent damage to the tower bells. The " bell" is not in the

turret as you have been informed, but is in the building which

connects the Town Hall to the church. There is a raised platform

against the back wall of

the hall, and from this

jjlatform a door opens
into a small chamber
behind, in which hangs
the rope of the "bell";
the bell itself is on the

floor of the chamber
above ; this is readied

by means of a spiral

stone staircase (in the

turret). The frame of

this bell is made of

4-inch by 3-incli quar-

tering and is 6 or 7 feet

long by 3 or 4 feet wide.

It is constructed in a

veiy similar manner to

an ordinary bell frame,

but very much "lighter."

The rough sketch I am
sending you. will, I

think, give you some
idea. The stone fixed

between the two pieces

of wood next to the

block is to increase the

weight. The Town Hall

is situate in the market
place and practically

speaking, forms part of

the building of the Parish Church. The hall is on the upper floor

over the south porch.

We have thus two instances of actual dumb bells, that

is, of dumb bells used for the purpose of teaching beginners

the art of chang;e-rini?in<>' : the first datingr from the

seventeenth century, the second of the nineteenth century.

Others there must have been of various dates, and probably

had attention been called tliereto some time, say forty

years ago, several would have yet been in existence, or on

record. It might be well, even now, to overhaul the

supposed windlasses in view of the fresh light we now
have.

I have been unable, as yet, to find in existence any

other instance of a dumb bell like that at Knole, a machine
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iiiicoimecled with hell-ringing at all, but a sort of haby

jumper on a large scale, suitable for elderly men, like

Addison, Franklin, and University dons.' I now proceed

to give documentary evidence as to this statement, culled

from the columns of Notes and Queries.

DcMB BiiLL.—The oi'igin of tliis name for the pair of Avell-knowu

lieavy leaden weights used for muscular exercises, is probably little

known. They take their name, by analogy, from a machine
consisting of a rough, heavy, wooden fly-wheel with a rope passing

through, and round a spindle, which pi'ojects from one side, the whole
apparatus being secured l)y stanchions to the ceiling of a room, and
set in motion like a church bell, till it acquired sufficient impetus to

carry the gymnast up and down, and to bring the muscles of the arms
into play, though in a less wholesome and more dangerous manner
than that now in use by means of its leaden successors. A specimen
of the old-fashioned du^mb bell still exists in New College, Oxford,

though long removed from its original position. (SIGMA. Notes

and Queries, 2nd series, vol. xii, p. 45. 1861.)

Dumb Bell.—It seems strange that this name should have been
given to a thing which has not the slightest resemblance to a bell.

It was probably such an apparatus as that desciMbed by
Addison in No. 115 of the Spectator (1711). He says :

—"I exercise

myself an hour every morning upon a dumb bell that is placed in a

corner of my room, and pleases me the more because it does

everything I require of it in the most pi'ofound silence. My
landlad}^ and her daiTghters are so well acquainted with my hours of

exercise that they never come into my room to disturb me while I am
ringing."

Franklin, writing to a friend in 1787 {Life of Benjamin FranMin,
&c., by Bigelow, 1881, vol. iii, p. 370), .speaks of his using a machine
similar, apparently, to that mentioned in the Spectator. He says :-

—

" I live temperately, drink uo wine, and use daily the exercise of

the dumb bell." Observe, Vxot dumb bells. By the beginning of the

present century the dumb bells, as we now know them, had come into

use. In The Miseries of Human Life, 1807, p. 38, Mr. Sensitive

enumerates among exercises :
" To keep yourself alive . . . rolling

the gravel walks . . . cutting wood . . . working the dumb
bells, or some such irrational exertions."

That the use of what we now call a dumb bell should have superseded

the cumbersome machine above described is natural enough ; but it

is curious that a name quite applicable to the machine should have
been transferred to an implement utterly unlike it, merely because

both were used with the same object of aiding bodily exercise.

(J. DIXON. Notes and Queries, 7th series, vol. vi,"p. 282. 1888.)

I regret to say that all efforts to get particulars of the

' Lord Sackville recollects that when Bell, and swing up and down on
a boy he used to fasten a stick to the it. Journal, vol. Iii, p. 46.

end of the rope of the Knole Dumb
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diiiub bell at New Collefre have failed, as the followino-

letter from the Ifev. W. A. Spooner will show :

—

I liave been haviiio' a careful search made in College for the

dumb bell. I am afraid all traces of it have disappeared. One or two of

the servants remember somethins;- of the kind kept in a lumber-room
under the Hall, but at the time a passage was made under the Hall

this lumber-room was cleai-ed out, and then I fear the dumb bell was
broken up ; at any rate, no one has seen it since. I am soriy so

interesting a relic should have perished.

Appendix.

The enquiry about the New College dumb bell brought

to light a dumb bell apparatus, which is described in a

letter of Mr. E. J. Day, of the Senior Bursar's office, at

New College, who kindly interested himself in the search

there :

There is in the tower a dumb bell apparatus, used while change-

ringing practice is going on. The bell clappers are tied so that the

bells themselves are silent, but they ring small bells fixed in the

belfry. This apparatus was fixed some few years ago by the

University Society of Change-Ringers, but certainly not so far back as

1860.

I have to thank my old friends Mr. Hartshorne and
Dr. Eaven, the Archdeacon of Cirencester, Mr. Harmer,
Mr. Gardner, Eev. W. A. Spooner, Mr. E, J. Day, and Mr.

Haverfield, for their kind assistance.



FURTHER MEGALITHK.^ DISCOVERIES AND EXPLORA-
TIONS IN THE ISLANDS OF :\IALTA DURING 1892
AND 189:i, UNDER THK GOVERNORSHIP OF SIR
HENRY A. SMYTH, K.C.M.G.

By A. A. CARUANA, Director of Edvcatiox.

Great Stones at Cordin, Malta,

The terraces of Cordin promontory were known long

ago to be strewn with the relics of cyclopean structures

entombed under mounds of earth and rubbis]\ which had
been allowed to accumulate upon them. The task of

clearing these remains was undertaken so far l)ack as

1840; but for reasons unaccountable to me the work was
abandoned very shortly after it was begun. In my report

of 1882 on the Pli03nician and Roman Antiquities, the

attention of Government was again called to the impor-

tance of exploring and preserving these ancient remains.

Eenewed excavations were begun in May, and continued

to December, 1892.

The remains at Cordin are all 2[reat stones. Thev are

lying on the slope of the hill towards the inner creek of

Marsa, in the north-western extension of the great har-

bour, and towards the entrance to the French creek.

The whole place seems to have been a large oriental sacred

area, like that of Hagar-Qim and Mnaidra in Malta, and
that of the Ggantia in Gozo,

Dr. A. L. Adams\ in 1870, from the apparent smail-

ness of the Cordin stones as compared with the other

Maltese megalithic monuments, inferred that they were
uncovered dolmens like those in France. Houel, in 1787,

had also deemed them dolmens and circles, only the upper
portions of the exterior enclosure and one of the lateral

apses of the Ggantia being then visil^le. Now that they

are cleared out, the Cordin great stones show the same
configuration as all our like monuments, but having

^ Notes on the Nile Valley and Malta.
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formerly been exposed to safe pillage, they have suffered

enormously from devastation, and have been greatly

reduced in size. When their recent exploration was

begun they were found in such a disordered condition

that their appearance was only that of confused piles of

tall stones mostly buried under the soil, without the least

configuration to denote their original arrangement. A
great many of the monoliths and tall stones had been

broken and carted away to wall up the terraces of the

newly cultivated lands in that locality, and to macadamise

the neighbouring roads. In this state it was with extreme

difficulty that the original plan of some of the cyclopean

l)uildin£:^s, once existinu' on this spot, could be made out,

an accurate survey taken, and a description detaiied m
this memoir.

Of the great stones at Cordin five groups could be

distinguished, but of only two of these could a plan be

formed, as the others did not present any structure.

From extension of area, number of chambers, and situation,

one of these two groups was evidently the principal

sanctuary of the place. Around it, within a stone's throw

from one another, on the bare rock, are the remains of

the other four fanes, resembling those on the plain of

Hagar-Qim and of the Ggantia. The trend of the walls

of many of the internal cliambers and recesses in the main

building could be traced in many instances by laying bare

the foundations and by the symmetrical position of other

compartments in situ. Its general configuration was

arrived at by a comparison with other better-preserved

megalithic monuments existing in the two sister islands.

The accompanying plan in drawing No. 1, executed by

Dr. F. Vassallo,^ the Assistant Librarian, will explain the

general appearance of the main monument as it now
stands, and will help the description of its interior.

The structure still in situ is represented by the portions

coloured sienna, the parts wanting are shown by hatching.

The main building stood nearly on the summit of the

Cordin knoll. Its remains show the same oval-shaped

chambers and hidden recesses typical of all our megalithic

monuments. Its internal coniiguration, however, is quite

' Toyafje Pitioresque, Vol. iv, PI. ccl.
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])L'culi;ir, and difU'reiit from the fan-shaped form of Hagar-
Qiin, or tlie usual juxtapo,sit ion of two pairs of chambers
like the Mnaidra, the MelkarL temple, it-torri Gawar, and
the Giiaiitia. Two long suites of chaniljers, communieatiDir

with each other, and forming two separate parallel and
adjacent rows looking north-west, constitute this monu-
ment. These chand:)ers are \ery similar in plan and
dimensions to those of Mnaidra and Ggantia, l)ut not in

position.

The extreme leno-th of the enclosure now cleared is

121 feet, and the extreme breadth 100 feet. Its area is

12,100 square feet, but very prol)a1)ly the original extent

was far greater, as indicated by some large stones beyond
the present enclosure, and apparently connected with it.

The greatest leno-th internally of the left row from the

main entrance is 118 feet.

Five chambers, A, B, C, D, E, form the left row, the

more complete and less disturbed of the two rows. The
entrance of chamber A, the first of tlie row, looks towards
the great harbour, like that of Mnaidra and that of Hagar-
Qim to the cove of Wied-iz-Zurrieq. The tall stones

siding the entrance to this chamber have been removed,
but its apsidal form is retained although deprived of the

septa or screens separating its two, opposite lateral apses.

Its longer axis measures 38 feet, its shorter one 22 feet. As
in all our great stone constructions, this first chamber is

comparatively plain and without recesses.

Four tall stones (a^), two on either side, line the passage

to chamljer B, opposite the entrance to A. Two mono-
liths (cr) form the broken jambs of the doorway.

Chamber B measures 33 feet by over IG feet. Outside

the screen, which originally cut ofi' the right apse of this

chamber, there are two holes sunk in the ground, one
circular the other rectangular, marked (/>^),like those in the

Ggantia, where they are similarly situated. In the left

apse there is a recess (Jr) like that at Mnaidra, which
interferes with the trend of the following chamber.

The passage from this chamber B to C is marked Ifi.

The perimeter of chamber C is entire, as are also the

perimeters of A and B. It measures 33 feet by 13 feet :

its fii^ure is regular, but its internal arransfement has not

been preserved.
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The passage to D has two sills, marked cc, its level being

above that of the others.

Chamber D measures 23 feet by 21 feet. The now
incomplete left apse of this chamber can be traced by the

foumlations of the destroyed wall indicated on the plan

/

>ikJ«B.'

I

by hatching. Several stones mark the completion of the
right apse.

The" last in the suite of chambers of the left row is

marked E. Its right apse is nearly complete, but the wall
of the left apse has been entirely removed. It is 27 feet
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long and 21 feet wide. In the wall of the right apse there

is one of those mysterious liole-])iercinfrs, marked (e^),

so common in our great stone monuments, lliis operung

communicates with the recess beyond (e-), separated by
two sills from a further one (e^). The whole has the

appearance in arrangement of the oracular recess of the

inner a])artment of Hagar-Qim discovered in 1885, but is

of ruder construction.

The distribution of the numerous fittings of the interior

right-hand row of chambers appears to have Ijeen origi-

nally nuicli more complicated, as is the case with all our

monuments of a similar nature. The great number of

small recesses penetrating the chambers interfered a great

deal with their typical configuration, hence this enclosure

has been subject to much disturbance, and its internal

arrangement to many alterations. The internal length of

this right row is 100 feet, and its average breadth 50 feet.

Apparently there were originally five chambers, F, G, H. I,

K, all except chamber F being in juxtaposition with the

corresponding ones of the left row, though without any

intercommuni(;ation.

The entrance to F, like that to A, looks to the great

harbour and the Marsa. Two tall stones
(f^), in situ, are

the jambs of this doorway. Its enclosui-e is complete with

the exception of a portion of the right apse. It is 25 feet

long and 12 feet wide.

The passage (/~) marks the entrance to the next chamber,

<3r, which measures 22 feet by 15 feet. The left apse of

this chamber still remains ; the right one has entirely

disappeared.

Chamber H, measuring 24 feet by 15 feet, is entered b}'

{g). The configuration of this chamber is much interfered

with by the passage {h^) to the recesses (/r andA^), and the

entrance (Ji^) to the next chamber.

Outside chamber H and its recesses, to the right

there is an adjacent enclosure (L) with a recess (7^), which

has its entrance (/~) quite independent of that of chamber
H. It looks like a cattle-shed or sheep-pen.

The elliptical configuration of the fourth chamber I in

the upper portion is not well defined ; it was apparently

20 feet by 16 feet. A recess (/) is entered from this

•chamber.
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Chamber K has retained its shape even less on account
of tlie recesses (k^, k'\ P, k^), anastomosing with it.

Drawing No. II presents tiie plan of the next minor
grou}) as it now stands, the trend of the missing walls

Q-1,r--'vr 3TON E3 /^X "CC3t=VpiM

M /^. i_T/N .

JT.

being hatched in sienna. It is an envelope girding

several chambers, with an entrance looking north-west
like that of the main group. Its extreme length is 72
feet, its breadth is 52 feet.
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.M, the lirst chamber of this group is 28 feet by U) feet.

Its left apse is entire, its right one can be traced only by
the founda/tions.

The left apse of N is preserved in its entirety ; the

right one appears to have been removed, probably for some
outside adjacent chamber which no longer exists. Its

length, if complete, would be 18 feet by G feet.

Chamber 0, entered from {?i), retains its left apse ; its

right one is interfered with by the recess (/>') in the next

chamber. It measures 22 feet by 13 feet.

P is another enclosure entered from [o). It measures
25 feet by 12 feet. Its configuration can be traced by
the foundations, but it has otherwise entirely disappeared.

Three recesses (/)\ ]r, p'''), were annexed to this enclosure.

Eecess (p^) had an outside communication (jr^).

The last enclosure Q has retained its right apse entire
;

the left apse is completely destroyed. Its length is 22 feet,

its breadth 12 feet.

In these two groups of great stones, the lower courses

only have been preserved. The upper layers have dis-

appeared altogether, so that llie spring of the partially

domed roofs of the lateral apses cannot be observed as in

Hagar-Qim and the Grgantia.

The principle upon which the Cordin great stones are

built is quite different from that of the great stone

structures of Hagar-Qim. The exterior and interior

facings of the lower courses of stone in Hagar-Qim are

formed of large slabs hewn on either side and edge, nicely

adjusted sidewise together, and placed upright in the

direction of their longer dimensions like Stonehenge.

These tw^o facings are propped internally and externalljT-

at the low^er end by large stones, which also form an
ornamental basement. They are bound together above

by string layers, which complete the building and give

stability to a work of regtilar masonry. Besides compact-

ness of structure, Hagar-Qim and Mnaidra present unity

of design, a general refinement in the interior wdiicli is in

keeping with the exterior, and an attempt at decoration.

In the remains at Cordin, the lower course of stone from
front to rear is formed of massive blocks ranged close

together on their broad side on the bare rock and headino-

throuo-li the thickness of the wall. These blocks are
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alternate with tall stones placed vertically, tiie spaces

between being pointed in with smaller stones or rubble.

No sifjns of corbellincj forward or of contracting structures

are observable in the walls of the lateral apses. Their

interior is very rough, and, though exhibiting an apparent

regularity of form, the work is of rude design and un-

skilful execution. The more rude are apparently the

older monuments. The great stones at Cordin, like those

of Grgantia, ma}^ therefore point to an earlier and more
primitive era than those of Hagar-Qim and Mnaidra. If

Fergusson, the author of Biide Stone Monuments^ their Age
and Uses, is ri^ht in believimj that the more recent of our
great stones belong to the era of the Trojan war, 1,200

years B.C., the Cordin great stones are most probably
the work of the earliest colonists in Malta, about 1,500
years B.C.

The promontory of Cordin, on which the remains just

described stand, is in close proximity to the shores of the

inner and commodious creek of the great harbour known
as il-Marsa. That harbour was of old, as we are informed

by Diodorus Siculus, one of the safest shelters in the

Mediterranean for local shipping and the numerous
foreign-going vessels. Thus the country round and near

it formed the principal thoroughfare for native and foreign

trade.

Along the shores of Marsa many balneal establishments

were erected. The accommodations and mosaic pave-

ments of these baths have been frequently met with in by-

gone times, and recently during the extension of the

gasworks in June 1889.

The Eomans took great care of and kept in proper
repair the mole along the great harbour, of which
considerable remains were discovered by Comra. Abela
and the Marquis Barbaro. One of its milestones is

recorded in the inscription No. YIII of Class XIV in the

Eeport on Local Eoman Antiquities, 1882.

Just by the foot of the Cordin promontory there were
found in 1768^ extensive remains of large stores and
other premises, which in all probability were used as the

Custom-house of the ^reat harbour. There were vats

' Report above quoted, Sec. 102.

D
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and stores, with a vaulted roof flanked by galleries with

large entrances, with porticoes, and oilier conveniences.

evidently intended for the storage of ^oods and the

commodities of import and export trade. A Koman
marble temple of Diana had been erected there. The
marble statue and some of the pillars which adorned its

shrine were recovered in 18()5 and are preserved in the

museum of the Public Library.

The old ethnical " Tarxien " denomination of the near

village points to an early settlement of Phoenicians in the

immediate neighbourhood of Cordin. Numerous pagan
tombs are frequently found outside the inhabited district

of Tarxien and Marsa. Two old Christian cemeteries,

besides one in il-Gzira bearing a Roman inscription first

published by Gualtieri^ and another on the hillock tal-

Gisuiti found in 1874, are evidence of the dense popula-

tion of that part of the country in ancient times. These
circumstances evidently prove the inaccuracy of Fergus-

son's statement that the Maltese great stones are situated

inland and far away from centres of population and
of the Maltese harbours. They are certainly non-Greek
and non-Roman, so unrefined and ungraceful are they in

execution. They show no columns, no precious marbles,

no mosaic pavements, or stucco coatings embellished with

frescoes, like the Greek and Roman architectural monu-
ments in Malta and elsewhere do ; and their exterior, in

keeping with the interior, is not ornamented with

peristjdes or porticoes. They are of the same style of

architecture representative of the oldest non-historic

remains. With respect to the materials and the mode of

their construction, the Maltese great stones have been
classed with the rude megalithic antiquities of other

countries; though, being worked with eflective and sharply

pointed metal tools, they are not strictly so.

The origin and era of the Irish, British, and other

Continental great stones, the race to whose skill and
power they can be ascribed, and the object for which they

were designed are still subjects of great perplexity. An
absolute silence of the classics, even so detailed and
accurate as Caesar and Tacitus who had the opportunity

' Antique Tabula, Tab. cccxl.
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of seeincT the Celtic j^reat stones, the former in Great

Britain and F ranee and the latter in Germany, and an
absolute want of local tradition deprive megalithic

antiquities of all historical evidence. By one tlieorj^ our

great stones, like other rude monuments, were thought

coeval with the cave-man, and so were swept into the

pre-historic gulf. As two lithic ages, separated by
thousands of years, have been presumed to be worked by
either chipped or polished stone tools and other imple-

ments found in pre-historic caves, the Maltese great stones

may belong to either of these two ages, extending over a

period of possibly 50,000 years. No flint tools or arms,

however, like those discovered in the Danish and other

Continental finds have hitherto been met with in our

natural caverns ; the islands of Malta, consequently, have
not as yet a claim upon the existence of man in pre-

historic ages. Moreover, the blows of percussion on the

walls of our great stones prove evidently that metal tools,

sharp-pointed and very effective, have been used in dress-

ing them. Eudeness, indeed, is impressed on all their

parts ; they show a failing attempt at linear or oval out-

lines, roughness in opposing surfaces of blocks, and in

dimplings on the walls. In making perforations for rope-

hinges to a door they attacked the jambs on the lateral

sides of their corners until the borings met as in the stone

ages. But our great stones offer a certain style of

workmanship regular in internal distribution of details,

and an attempt at ornamentation ; consequently they are

not the rude work of man in a savage condition.

Others have regarded the cromlechs and great stones

of Great Britain and the Continent either as astronomical

observatories and orreries, or law-courts, or places of

assembly, or even battle-fields ; and so the Maltese great

stones may have been.

By some these monuments, including the Maltese great

stones, were considered as temples consecrated to an
ophite or other bloody worship, and the dolmens as altars

on which human victims were sacrificed. But the charred

bones found within our enclosures are the relics of

quadrupeds, mostly oxen and sheep, not of human victims.

Fergusson has very rightly observed :
" The Maltese great

stones are too much unlike anything else in Europe, in

D 2
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Africa, and in the East. They have neither any
i-esem])lance to the Nurhogs, those of Sardinia, or the

Talyots of the Balearic islands. They are so unique tliat

no useful inference can be drawn with respect to their

age from comparing them with other monuments in

Greece or Europe or anywhere,"
Cluverius, Bnsching, D'Anville, Malte-Brun, and other

geograpliers ; Commander Abe] a, Count Ciantar, Canon
Agius, and other of our early historians, were certain that

a Cyclopean i-ace, the Pheacians, expelled from Sicily by
their giant brothers the Lesthngones, were the aborigines

of our islands and the builders of our great stones, which
were considered by them as works of defence and called

Cyclopean towers. The presence of this race of Antheuses
and Orions in Malta was strengthened in the opinion of

our historians by the occasional discoveries in several

caverns of teeth and ribs and bones of long dimensions,

which were deemed remains of our giant forefathers.

Canon Agius^ records the discovery of a giant skeleton

in excavating the foundations of Fort Manoel, Malta, in the

time of Grand Master Manoel De Vilhena, about 1725.

This fabulous existence of our giants was grounded on
one or two passages in the sixth and seventh books of

the Odyssey, referring that the Pheacians, driven away by
the Cyclops of Sicily from Hiperia, which was presumed
lo be the ancient name of Malta, were led to Corfu by
T^ausithons, son of Neptune, and Periboea the daughter of

Eurimedon king of the giants. The Greek poet or

rapsodes may have alluded to an emigration of a
Pheacian tribe from Hiperia, a place now identified with
an ancient town on the river Hiparis en the southern coast

of SicilVj on the ruins of which Camarina was subse-

quently erected by the Greeks of Syracuse.

A tooth illustrated by Comm. Abela,^ found at Gozo in

1658, was presented to Pope Alexander VII by Grand
Master De Eedin. It has been identified as part of a molar
of an extinct species of elephant. Dolomieu^ mentions

that other teeth have been found in our islnnds, having a

crown suriace measuring 8 inches, probably of an elephant

;

' Gozo IlJiislrated, cap. iv.

- Malta Illu.sirata, favola xii.

^ Apjieiidix, Par uu Voyageur Francois, 1791.
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and other exuvios of hippopotami. Since the excavation

of the Canclia gap in 1857, a great many mohirs, teeth,

long bones, and other remains of proboscidians and other

large quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, etc., have been exhumed
from the ix-Xantin iissure in 1870 by myself; in the iz-

Zebbug cave by Captain Spratt, E.N., in 1859 ; in the

Maghalaq cave and vault in the Bin-Ghisa gap, in St.

Leonardo fissure, in the Melleha valley, and in the Mnaidra
gap, by Dr. A. L. Adams up to 18G3; and very recently in

Ghar-l)alam cavern by Mr. Cooke. These explorations,

among other relics, yielded the remains of several indivi-

duals of three extinct species of elephant called Elephas

mnaidrce, of two dwarf species called Elephas melitensis and
Elephas falco neri^ and of the hippopotamus. These relics

undoubtedly were the teeth and the ribs of giant

dimensions seen by Comm. Abela and Count Ciantar,

wdiich by the learned of their times were likewise

believed to appertain to a giant race of men, a belief in

their case strongly confirmed by our wonderful megalithic

remains.

In Fergusson's opinion the Irish cairns, the British and
German barrows, the French dolmens and cromlechs, and
the finds in Denmark were, like the African tumuli,

sepulchres of Gaelic and other Celtic peoples, and some of

them simple cenotaphs. He estimates that human
deposits have been exhumed from those monuments by
the pickaxe and spade to the extent of three-fourths.

Thus he contended that the Maltese great stones mark
the burial-places of a people who burned their dead and
were very careful of the preservation of their ashes.

All the great stones, agreeably to this theory, whether
in the Celtic or Maltese form, as well as the pelasgic

tombs in Greece and Asia Minor, and the African tumuli,

belong to one style, like the Ghotic, the Grecian, and the

Egyptian, with a beginning, a middle, and an end with-

out a great hiatus ; and all belong to one unbroken
period, whether prehistoric or historic. They seem to

be the work of active and energetic races prompted by
the same feelings as ourselves and not of an unpro-
gressive and slothful Turanian stock.

Though some of the Celtic moiitiments belong even to

the tenth century a.d., the more ancient ones can hardly
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go niucli beyond the Cliri-siiau era, Tlie age, however,

assigned by Fergusson to some of the IMaltese great

stones is that of tiie Trojan war, about 1200 B.C. The
exterior appearance of IJagar-Qim with its two lateral

domes restored Avould resemble, in his opinion, that of

Kubber Eoumeia, near Algiers, which has been ascertained

to be the tomb of the Mauritanian kings down to Juba II,

about the beginning of the Christian era. Fej-gusson

grounded his theory on the numerous recesses in the

internal arrangement of the more complete chambers,

which he compared to cupboards with shelves for the

careful preservation of human ashes. He, moreover,

considered that the situation of the Maltese monuments,
far away from any centres of population and from the

harbours of the two islands, made it hardly worth while

to enter the argument to prove that they were burial-

places, and not temples in an appropriate sense. Had
the learned writer obtained a full and correct acquaint-

ance with our great stones by a personal visit, he would
have observed how much the internal arrangement of

chambers—recesses and other details—differs from the

honeycombed appearance of cupboards and niches in a

burial-place. He, moreover, had his information about

the situations of our great stones from Colonel Collin-

son, E.E., who M'as in Malta on service. That officer

reckoned the eight miles distance of Hagar-Qim, of

Mnaidra, and of Melkart ruins, from Valletta the present

capital of Malta ; but he entirely failed to observe that this

great centre of population was not in existence during

the age of our great stones. These monuments, in fact,

nearly all stand in immediate proximity to our many land-

locked bays, coves and harbours along the south-east, the

southern, and the north-east of Malta, which, with their

mid-Mediterranean position, ofi'ered safe shelter to early

navigators.

The Llelkart ruins stand on the knoll overlooking the

Marsa-scirocco, or vast south-east harbour, within ten

minutes from St. George's Bay. That whole coast as far

as Xgharet-Meduviet, Marnisi, and Deyr-Limara is full of

ruins of the same description, indicating that the place

was once a very populous centre. The Mnaidra and
Hagar-Qim great stones are within a few minutes from the
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bay and cove of Wied-iz-Zurrieq, in full view of the little

rock of Filfla. The heath il-Guredi intervening between
them, and sloping towards the sea, has been broken up and
dressed into terraced fields, obliterating all traces of a
road between the two. Still on the dykes several isolated

monoliths and detached blocks of stone, presenting well-

marked indications of mason- work, are visible. In the

inland surrounding district and in the now derelict

villages of Hal-Cbir, Hal-Xiluc[, Hal-Niclusi, etc., are seen

the megalithic ruins of Bir-Gabbar, Biar-Gabrun, Biar-

Blat, tal-Ghenieq, il-Hereb,and tal-Barrani, mixed up with
other great stones scattered in the intervening lands.

From the fact of these two important monuments being

in such proximity, and from the numerous ruins sur-

rounding them, it may be safely inferred that the place

formed part of an important seaport town. The place

was undoubtedl}" a large focus of habitation, and in

my Eeport on the Phoenician Antiquities of Malta,

fol. 24, I ventured to suggest that this was most pro-

l)ably the site of the original Phoenician capital of Malta.

It seems that its extent was limited on the north by Hal-
Xiluq, on the east by Taltami, on the south by the cove
of Wied-iz-Zurrieq, and on the west by Hal-ta-Buni. It

drew its supply of water from Ghayn-il-Cbira, Ghayn-il-

Qadi, Ghayn-Ghliem-AUa, and Ghay]i-Muxa on the west,

alon2[ which stand the mef]jalithic ruins of il-Gorgrenti

and San Laurenz. The primitive capital may, however,
have been Cabiria, which left its name recorded byHal-Cbir,
on the skirts of which villaoe are several me2:alithic struc-

tures deemed works of defence by Commander Abela. The
native denomination, Cbii\ meaning great, and traditionally

preserved to the place, points out that it was a notable

town and not a small assemblage of a very few habita-

tions, as it was in the time of Mons. Duzsina and Com-
mander Abela.

We have seen the Cordin great stones in close proximity

to the inner land-locked coves in the great harbour, and
in the midst of a country thickly inhabited and frequented

])y native and foreign populations, and so are other great

stones at the Wardia, at St. Paul's, and the Saline Bay, and
at Melleha in the island of Malta. The Ggantia at Gozo
stands on Xaghra Hill the original Phoenician capital of
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the sister island, on tlie side overlooking the Eamla fertile

valley and bay. The Qaghan and Mrezbict great stones

are near the 'Mg-ar cove and the sea, in full view of

Kemmuna Island. The only exception seems to be that

of the Ilartinni lands and it-Torri-tal-Ga\var, between

Gudia, Hal-Safi and Zurrieq.

The information supplied to Fergusson was thus utterly

inadequate and incorrect.

Those who believed in the sepulchral character of the

Maltese great stones have regarded them as princely

tumuli for the resting-})lace of the ancient worthies of the

island, not inferior to the tombof Atreus at Mycenaa, or of

that of Atalyattes at Tantalcis. The number of these

worthies in Malta must have been indeed very consider-

able, as the great stones found in the two islands are

numerous. As an evidence of fact against this theory,

when the former excavations were undertaken in 1827,

1839, and 1840, some of these monuments presented a

variety of stone furniture and arrangement of details

undisturbed, and no traces of having been once rifled.

Stone and clay figures and other stones, ornamented and
sculptured, were discovered, but no cinerary urns like

those found commonly in our rock-tombs. Hence no

local evidence, by the circumstances accompanying their

early excavation, is afforded to this conjecture, based only

on what has been the case in those Celtic monuments
with which the Maltese great stones have been grouped.

Some of our great stones have been exposed since their

exploration to enormous devastation. Their materials

have been used in levelling the ground for the upper soil

of humus, and in dressing the terraces of newly cultivated

lands. Still, some portions of them have been preserved

with their details, and by clearing the foundations the

general trend of the walls and the original extent of their

ambitus have been traced. It is by accunnilating, sifting,

and comparing all their internal though scanty evidence that

light may be reflected upon their history. The contents,

moreover, found in some of them, especially a highly

interesting inscription allusive to extensive repairs, and the

traditional denomination of one of our great stones, will

afford a conclusive evidence to our inference that they

were destined for the public worship of the deities of
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nature consecrated by the aborifrinal Phoenician settlers

in our islands.

All our megalithic monuments, both exteriorly and
interiorly, are made of one typical form, the e<i'g, symboliz-

ing the universe, the upper portion the heaven, the lower

the earth. Uniformity of plan and design, so simple and
identical in shape and dimensions of chambers and
recesses, and in details, prove that the Maltese great stones

served for similar purposes and were built by the same
race.

A Phcenician inscription found in the Ggantia in 1855,^

as read by W. Wright, states that the people of Gozo
island had repaired the shrines of the temples of Sadam-
Baal, of Ashtoreth, and of three other sanctuaries, at the

expense of the most worthy Aris the son of Yuel, the

Shafat son of Zibqm, the son of Abd-Eshmun ; that the

sacrifice was made by Ba'al-Shillekh the son of Abd-
Eshmun, and the work carried on by Ballo the son of

Kin, the son of Ya'azor, superintendent of the carpenters.

In the reading of Eenan, the temples restored by the

peoj)le of Gozo were four, and there is only a little discre-

pancy in deciphering some of the names of the officers

mentioned. The age assigned by Kenan to this inscription

is between the years 350 and 150 B.C., after the expulsion

of the Carthaginians from Malta by the Eomans.
The arranirement of the shrine of Ashtoreth, in the

left apse of the anterior area of the right hand pak of

chambers of the Ggantia with the steps leading to the

sedicula in which was placed tlie conical statue of the

goddess, was seen by La Marmora in 1834, and minutely

described and compared to a similar shrine at Paphos.

Tacitus and Maximus of Tyre inform us that the Venus
of Paphos was a white pyramid. Sir J. Lubbock, by the

conical obelisk symbolising the goddess, was led to believe

that the Phoenicians had erected this shrine in their

bronze a^e.^ Althoue^h the monoliths sidino- this shrine

were pulled down, still in 1881, when m.y Eeport on the

Ggantia was published, all the accessories of that shrine

and the conical idol were in the same apse, and there

remained till 1885. The late Marquis Desain, the pro-

* Dr. Adams, Notes of a Naturalist in the Nile Valley and Malta, part iv.

^ Frehistoric Times, 2}- 4
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])rietor of the place, thoroughly ignoring the nature of

that monument, with perfidious stubbornness, in spite of

the remonstrances of Government, at whose expense those

remains were cleared up, ordered the removal of these

interesting details in his search for Greek vases.

Two of the other shrines mentioned in the inscription

above referred to were probably the circles to the north

of the Ggantia drawn by liouel in 1785, and by Admiral

—

then Captain—Smyth in 1827 ; and the enclosure in front

of the same ruins to the south, seen by La Marmora, and
believed to be a dolmen or cromlech.

In 1885 a fragment of another PhoDnician inscription

was found carved on one of the tall monoliths in the left-

hand hemicycle of the posterior area of the left-hand pair

of chambers, deciphered by Professor Sayce, of Queen's
College, Oxford, who suggested as a doubtful interpreta-

tion of it, " graving-tool of " This evidence

is a direct proof of the use of 1:he Ggantia great stones

dedicated to the worship of Baal and Ashtoreth, and of

their Phoenician builders.

There can be very little doubt that the ruins of

Melkart belong to an old temple of the Tyrian Hercules.

Two conical cij^pi, or pillars of saline marble, adorned
with foliage of acanthus at the base, of elegant form and
graceful execution, found in the Melkart ruins, bear a

Phoenician inscription recording the offer to the king of

the earth by Abd-Osir and his brother Osir-Shamar, sons of

Osir-Shamar, son of Abd-Osir. To this Phoenician inscrip-

tion is added a Greek translation, in which the Phoenician

names of Osir and Osir-Shamar are rendered Dionysius
and Serapion. The age assigned by Eenan to this inscrip-

tion is about 180 years B.C. Ptenan, who does not doubt
that the shrines of Melkart in Malta belong to the old

temple of the Tyrian Hercules, states that two like pillars

in the temple of Melkart at Tyre are recorded by Hero-
dotus (II 44) and by Sanchoniatho.

In the great stones of Hagar-Qim and Mnaidra is

observable internall}^ an identical distribution and
arrangement of details like at Ggantia— similar niches

for statuettes, monopode tables for the reception of

oblations, lateral apsidal recesses with mysterious oblique

cylindrical holes, screened from public view, and indicating
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the inviolability of oracular areas ; and extensive outside

courts for the gathering of \vorshippers.

Charred bones and teeth of sheep, oxen, pigs, and dogs

have been repeatedly picked up by Dr. Adams and myseli

in many of the chambers of Hagar-Qim and Mnaidra, and

there is no difficulty in recognizing such remains, found in

abundance. Such linds, coupled with evident signs of fire,

seem highly suggestive that these quadrupeds have been

used for sacrificial ceremonies in sub-Jove temples. An
altar with a pitted surface all over, and eight small

pillars springing from the corners, and adorned with two

serpents ; a sacred slab, presenting two coupled serpents

round an egg, figuring the generative power in the

religious tenets of the Phoenicians, were also recovered

from these remains. Seven acephalous and grossl}' fat

statuettes, two of them seated and wrapped in a gown
covered with dotted ornaments, the five others naked and

.squatted on oval bases, record the ridiculous figures men-

tioned by Herodotus and Tertullian of the seven Cabiri

adored by the Phoenicians, two of whom, Axieros and

Axiokersa, were females. This suggested very happih'

to the learned Dr. C. Vassallo, late librarian, that the

Hagar-Qim seven chambers were consecrated to Phoe-

nician worship of the seven Cabiri, or Powerful Gods,

and the great stones of Mnaidra to that of Eshmun, the

eighth and latest member of the Cabirian family, according

to Sanchoniatho.

The great stones at Cordin show the same topography

of oval-shaped apartment, with several recesses leading off,

like in all our megalithic monuments.
One principal feature of Ggantia, Melkart, and Hagar-

Qim is to be surrounded by teviejios, or smaller fanes, to

shelter the national deities as in a Pantheon. So also are

the great stones at Cordin.

There is no direct evidence from which to infer the

particular deity worshipped in the temple of Cordin ; we
can only conjecture it.

A primitive Phoenician settlement in the islands of

Malta, and the claim of these early colonists upon our

great stones, are beyond question. The Phoenicians, like

all Canaanites, hated cremation alter death, and adopted

proper interments of their deceased in tombs made for
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the purpose, so that their great stones were simply

temples for public worship in the open air. The principal

national deities of the Phoenicians were Baal, the generative

god, and Ashtoreth, ihe conceptive goddess, represented

by an egg. All our Phoenician inscriptions bear direct

evidence that that was the worship of our Phoenician

ancestors in Malta.

Amonf? the cliaroes brous:ht before the Roman Senate

against Verres, Cicero mentions the sacrilegious plunder

of the temple of Juno, which stood on a promontory in

the great harbour of Malta. Valerius Max states that

a Punic inscription in that Phoenician grand temple

recorded that one of the o-enerals of Kinsj Massinissa

had taken away some ivory teeth, which were subse-

quently restored by the king himself. Juno is the

Roman name for the Phoenician Ashtoreth and the

Greek Hera. In the traditional lore of the Phoenician

belief, the deities of generation and fecundity were
principally worshipped. This native worship of the

earliest settlers of the islands of Malta was not affected

by the subsequent Greek colonists and the Romans.
The Greeks, who had settled friendly with the native

Phoenician folk, had, as elsewhere, Hellenized the Phoeni-

cian gods and worship. In Baal the Greeks saw their

Zeus and the Romans their Jupiter, generator of gods and
men. They recognised Hera or Juno in Ashtoreth, and
the comprehensive form of goddesses into which the

Greeks and the Romans divided the conceptive principle

of nature.

As the Greeks possibly made use of Melkart temple,

so thev mav have made use of the "Teat stones of Cordin.

Prosper Aquitanicus further informs us that Ashtoreth's

temple in Africa occupied a considerable area surrounded
with shrines like the Cordin great stones. These cir-

cumstances may uphold the conjecture that the great

stones of Cordin formed the primitive national temple

of Ashtoreth, raised by the Phoenicians on the most
noteworthy and extensive area in proximity to the great

harbour of Malta.

The Maltese great stones are certainly pre-Roman and
pre-Greek. All considerations combine in appointing to

the apparently oldest ones the very remote era of the
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expulsion of the Canaaiiites of Phoenicia and their settle-

ment in Malta, namely 1 ,500 years B.C.

The construction of some of them was certainly

executed before the Phoenicians' skill enabled them to

work artistically and with elegance. Others appear to

belonc^ to a more recent a^'e, after the Phoenicians had
commenced to be more refined in arts. The use of these

sacred areas as places of worship lingered probably up to

the second century of the Christian era, as evidence is not
wanting to show that relics of heathenism existed in the

two islands of Malta at that time. Ptolemy, a.d. 190,

positively asserts that the worship of Juno and of

Hercules in Malta was then highly renowned.^ By
Eoman intolerance, by right of iiereditary supremacy,
and finally by mere existence, the only public worship
in Malta up to the time of Constantius Chlorus was
heathenism. The restoration of the temple and theatre

of Apollo at Notabile took place under the Antonines.

Up to the same time, the college of the Flamines
Augustales was preserved at Gozo. In fact, great

stones stood venerated in the northern shore of Africa
and in some countries of Europe up to the eighth

centur3^ The Emperors Manlius Theodorus, and Flavins

Eutropius, in the fifth General Council of Carthage,

A.D. 399, ordered the total annihilation of the great

stone worship. A Council at Aries in 452, another at

Tours in 567, a third at Nantes in 658, and a decree of
Charlemagne at Aixda-Chapelle in 789, destroyed that

worship in France. Two Councils at Toledo, in 681 and
692. forbade that worship in Spain ; and a statute of the

time of Canute the Great did the same in England.

During probably the third century, the Maltese great

stones fell into utter decay. The upper layers, to the

height of 21 or 22 feet, were gradually removed, and onlj'

the lower courses retained the shape of the original

structures. The fallen material and drifting soil accumu-
lated upon them to the height of 7 or 8 feet, affording

food for veo-etation, leaving visible only the toDS of the

taller stones. So they were entombed at the time of

Comm, Abela in 1642 and so remained until 1839, when
their partial excavation was commenced.

^ Lahheas, Tom. iv.



ON SOME FLINT IMPLEMENTS FROM EGYPT AND
DENMARK.

By F. C. J. SPURRELL.

A large number of chipped flints are found over the

surface in certain situations more abundantly than in

others, thoufjh sporadically they occur in many parts of

the Nile Valley. The specimens exhibited on this occasion

were excavated by Prof. Petrie at Nagadain 1895. They
are all made of local materials, as is shown by the crust

still left on the stones. The majority are oval in shape,

some symmetrical, others bean or kidney shaped and
round, the length varying from a little over one to nearly

eight inches. Few are pointed or show resemblance to

the pala3olithic hache.

The chipping is very uniform in kind. Some of the

longer ovals are chipped at one end from side to side,

making a sharp edge. Signs of use are seen on a very
limited number, and when they occur appear to be dis-

connected with the intention of the maker. A variety

diverges in some cases to a well-marked, broad end,

making a triangle, with one corner for attachment to a

handle ; they are thin and flat. Along with these are

hoe-blades, coarse chisels, rough knives, and a variety of

forms closely resembling many of the ruder neoliths of

this country. Thumb-flints, or slicking-knives, also occur,

and hollow scrapers, with sickle teeth and long flakes

notched along the sides, which might be saws or drags.

With them are also found polished basalt and hornstone
celts, pecked into shape and formed into chisel-shaped

objects, the edges very blunt, and the whole outline very
stumpy. They are generally small. Some are of the

form of the eared hatchet common at all times in Egypt,
which was set sideways in a handle, the ears serving to

bind it into a groove.

Arrow-heads were found—one with a well-made tang
and triangular head, others shouldered or heart-shaped.

The barbed forms are the commonest. The barbs (with-

out the tang) bend inwards—they were probably very
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loosely fastened on. A very long 1)arl)ed one and a

rough variety was found pointed at both ends.

Although those already mentioned appear to belong to a

different style and mode of workmanship, there is nothing

to show that they do not belong to the liner work about to

be described except that the two are not found together.

The first were found in layers of soil, mixed with ashes

and signs of living waste. The finer ones were exclusively

found in graves in cemeteries apart from, but near by, the

settlements. Broken specimens of the finer sorts did not

occur away from the graves, nor did the characteristic

ovals occur in the graves ; but inasmuch as the grave
specimens were all new and specially ]jrepared for burial,

and were all made from stones quarried and worked far

away, the distinct facies of the two varieties of work may
be reconciled by supposing one to represent use, tlie other

honour among the same people. It is not implied that

these implements were constructed for ceremonial pur-

poses ; only that they were brand new, fit for work—such
as they were commonly put to—and ready for the

unknown journey of the newly dead.

Of the finer, or grave, implements there are many
varieties. One sort of these may be shortly styled flakes,

by which is meant that (although they are glorified,

splendid examples of flaking, from their simplest to their

most elaborate forms) the character of a crude flake as

struck from the block is preserved, and they thus differ

from those implements which have been so completely

worked over as to retain little or nothing by which their

first outline can be determined.

All fine flakes, on separation from the parent block, have
a point and a butt and three or four sides, The three-

angled form is the commonest, and when the middle rib

on one side is placed as close to one edge as possible, a

razor-shaped blade is formed. This, when the back of

the blade is neatly chipped and tooled, and when the

inevitable wind is corrected as much as possible, and an
edge or fine nicking is given to the cutting side, is a

perfect knife. It must be noticed, however, that the

presence of curves and wind was detrimental, and in the

case of these flakes both are occasionally wholly absent.

Some of these flakes are ground, on one or both sides,
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and llieii liuely iluted. The back is finely tooled in a

complicated manner resembling the seam when two edges

of leather are brought together, making a waved line.

The impulse which started the several fissures took its

origin from a small point, at first going deep into the stone

but subsequently, by a sudden change, running for a long

distance just beneath the surface at a uniform level. The
horizontal direction also changed suddenly. The tendency
for the flake to ripple along at an even distance beneath

the surface, though differing in different specimens of flint,

is very regular, and was the result of art, and no peculiarity

of the stone.

The finer and most regular kind of flaking, or fluting as

it may be called, requires a smooth surface on which to

employ it, and was first practised on the smooth surface

of large flakes. Knives were therefore first carefully

chipped to the desired outline, then they were ground,

probably on some hard stone such as quartzite—or it may
have been with sand—as thin as possible, with regard to

the future force to be employed ; then they were fluted on
one side, the other being left smooth, probably because

they would not bear further reduction in thickness.

Sometimes fluting was tried on fine chipping without

grinding previously, but never very successfully. And
sometimes fluting was carried across a considerably curved
surface with partial success. In most cases it is evident

that the object the workman had in view was to flake

quite across the blade, and if unsuccessful in that to make
the junction of two flutings so accurate as to give the

impression of but one. Mitreing was not desired. The
evidence for grinding is found at the junction-line

of fluting, where small patches are sometimes lefc

occasionally. There are none in the best work.

It is difficult to understand .that the delicate blades of

knives and the fine bangles were chipped by blows

delivered directly. A more precise blow might have
been delivered indirectly by means of an intervening

substance, such as a point of stone or metal, but even this

would appear too clumsy. The smallness of the point of

origin, and the apparent slowness and deliberation of the

action, indicates rather that fluting and ring-making was
the result of pressure.
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The pressure might have been direct or by means of a
lever, and there are signs of some torsion having been
nsed, as thoucfh a loriix bone or metal bar with a slot in it

were used.

The nearest modern work to which this ma}" be

compared is that emplo3'ed to shape the edges of the

thick glass plates called deck-lights, some very fine

specimens of which were exhibited at the last Naval
Exhibilion. The general resemblance was curious.

The remaining forms of simple flakes call for no special

remark.

The fmest knives are thin and narrow, and as much as

fifteen inches long. They have a central bulge, from which
the edges recede to either extremity, which in these sym-
metrical forms is rounded.

One end is less carefully finished than the other, and
was covered by the handle. The remainder of the blade

is well worked, bat is never ground or fluted. Except
the tang, the edges are finely notched, the best examples
being '03 inch apart and about '01 inch deep. It is

very delicate, regular work, made after the edge had been
brous^ht to a true line.

The notching of these knives round the point shows
that they were not intended for thrusting—indeed, the

finish of this variety is all for show.

Some knives or spearheads are large and leaf-shaped.

These are often ground and fluted. Another kind of

knife is pointed and curved to form a thin crescent. Most
of these are well flaked. One was found lightly ground
and fluted. A kind of knife or spearhead formed for

thrusting, having a sharp point, was sometimes ground
and sometimes not, and rarely fluted. One of this shape

was ground in f^icets, having a median line—a very metallic

form. From the scimitar-formed knife, varieties show a

gradual change at the tip, whose curve nearly approxi-

mates them to the next t3'pe.

The most admirable implements have a recurved tip.

The finest flint was used for these, often clear and Chalce-

donic, and on them the highest art was exercised. The
form of these knives is commonly a straight blade, with

the cuttinof edi^e recurved towards the handle, the blunt

edije meetini:^ it after turnini? to a ricfht ancjle with the

E
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blade. The knives are ground very tliiii on l)utli sides,

and then chipped with exactness, obhteratiiig all si^ns ol"

grinding, except when one side is left plainl}- ground.

Some implements are characterised as having the

effective or business end much the wider. The smaller

is often rounded and commonly rough, and was inserted

in a handle or shaft. From that ])()int the edg^es diverjje

until near the free end, when the widening increases, some-
times rapidly. The edges then curve back, either in

segments of circles to the middle point, or from rounded
corners to a slightly depressed centre ; in all cases this

termination deserves the name of fish-tailed. The business

end is sometimes nearly a straight line. The largest of

these spearheads have the greatest care lavished on them.

They are sometimes ground and finely chipped, but not

fluted, because apparently the shape made this too difficult.

But, as if to compensate for it, some are smoothly polished

intentionally, the polish going over the ridges into the

hollows (not as in grinding, which only rasps the pro-

minences). The section of some of these is the thinnest of

the whole series. Except at the butt, the edges are worked
to a cutting-line all round. In some it is merely a sharp

line, in others it is carefully notched, coarsely or finely

—

the finest being the most regular of any known, very regular

in depth and spacing—the notches are frequentl}^ "03 inch

apart and '01 inch deep.

Some of these, from their size, were probably arrow-heads

—others, perhaps, javelin-heads; but it is to be noted

against the latter supposition that the largest and broadest

-are the most reduced in thickness ; they are almost of

papery thinness, a quality unsuited to a javelin or spear,

where weight is desirable. They may have been arrow-
heads specialised.

There are some examples of these beautiful flints in

public and private collections—but they are not numerous
—obtained from Thebes and other places through dealers,

the origin of which was a mystery until Professor Petrie

worked the cemetery of Nagada. Of these earlier examples
Mr. Greville Chester in particular gathered some together,

among which was a fine example (now in the possession of
General Pitt Eivers) of the broad-bladed type, having the

end recurved. It was mounted on a carved ivorv handle
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of true or dynastic E<Typtiaii work. None of the Nagada
specimens had any of the handles remaining, but one
double-pointed arrow-head has the line marked completely

up to which the woodwork once reached— (it had a cord
wrapped round it with some leather, the association of

which is not understood)—but the wood was wholly
decayed ; several others showed signs of some resinous

cement at the rougher end. The wood had probaljly in

every case been destroyed by ants.

Among the objects from Nagada were rings of flint.

These are very line and llinisy to look at. They were
manufactured from the ring-shaped flints naturally occur-

ring in the limestone and gravel of the country chipped
into shape and then ground finely by means of emer}-, a

mineral largely used then for forming hard stone vases

and beads. They were probably armlets. General Pitt

Elvers showed some in London numy years ago ; these

were broader and unpolished, and there is one in the

British Museum.
Some of the details of the implements made by the race

described somewhat closely resemble the later neolithic

work of Northern Europe.

But it will not be safe to conclude that, because in

Egypt there are found implements belonging to various

palceolithic and neolithic types such as are recognised in

Europe, and apparently in a similar order of deposition,

they were of synchronous manufacture, although the

date assigned by Northern antiquaries to the later Stone
Age of Denmark is, by a curious coincidence, the same as

that assigned to similar work in Egypt by Professor Petrie.

3,000 B.C.

II.

—

Flint Chipping in Denmark.

It is. a far cry from Egypt to Denmark, but it is well

to take this opportunity to make a few remarks on a
particular point in the manufacture of the fine stonework
of the latter country.

Hitherto Denmark has held the pre-eminence in flint

chipping. Worsaae^ says that it is •' quite unknown out

' Danish Arts, J. J. A. Worsaae, 1882, S.K.il. Ilaiidbooks.

E 2
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of Northern Eiiro])e," and his lurlher opinion is acccplcd

by everybody, viz., ''It is remarkable that these ilint

iuiplenients have a])parently never been attempted to be

polished, as only in extremely rare cases are there a few
shglit traces that tlie polishing- of the Surfaces had ever

been attempted. In this respect they form a great

contrast to the large Ihnt axes, which are apparently

superilnously polished. It is possible that the workman
feared to expose the thin, delicately chipped blade to the

danger of loreaking in giinding." I have never held this

view that the traces of polish which he speaks of as

rare were put on after the knife was finished as to

chipping.

It was many years ago that, in examining the fine

collection of Sir John Lubbock at High Elms, I came to

the conclusion that the relics of polish on some blades

was not the finishing-touch, as it was evident that some of

the flaking was later than it.

As these objects, showing suitable signs for demonstra-

tion, are not common, it will be convenient to refer to

some in the British Museum, to which easy access is so

kindly given by Sir A. W. Franks. The specimens I

refer to have usually the finest chipping on them ; they

have almost always very flat surfaces, such as blades

without handles or the flatter part of daggers. The
coarser forms rarely needed the refinement which the

others received in their treatment.

The finest Danish flat knife-blades reach to 15 inches

in length. But it does not appear by any signs

that the longer blades were originally cleverly struck

flakes. All appear by distinct marks to have come from
blocks whose exterior mass has laboriously been knocked
ofl" piecemeal, so that only one knife was the result.

There is never any trace of wind on them, although

occasionally they may not lie quite flat. Besides, the

structure of the flint is rarely good enough to permit

of the separation of first-rate flakes as in the Egyptian
stone. The general shaping of the blades was begun
boldly, then shorter and shorter strokes were given at the

edges as the curve became defined. Fine fluting could

only be attempted after the surface had been reduced to

great smoothness by careful and niggling work. When
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PLATE V.

12. Knife from Denmark.
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the surface was to be fluted it was oTonud —-from tlie

appearance it is clear that sand was used—and the blade

was made as flat and smooth as possible ; then flaking was
i"esunied, and very fine work was carried over both sides

of the blade from both ed<]i:es. These flutins^s met in a

line somewhere on the side, forming an irregular raphe.

In happy cases the flutings pass quite across the blade, a

distance of 2^ inches or more, but usually the flake from

one side was met by another from the op]3osite side. The
intention was clearly to make the two hutings meet so

that they should have the appearance of one. When
they do not do so the irregularity is quickly corrected,

and no determined attempt to '' mitre " or alternate

between each other is found. After fluting no polish

was intentionally given. The polish which is sometimes

seen is that of accidental use, or the action of the earth in

which the instrument lay. A want of flatness—which
was the best the Scandinavian artists were able to accom-
plish—in the blades caused them to succeed in the very

dilhcult operation of making the even parallel fluting to

pass across the great curvature at an even depth without

detriment to its regularity, in a manner which surpasses

the Egyptian in this particular. But the direction is

never straight across, it is markedly diagonal, and in this

is behind the Egyptian work.

When the knife was completed the edges were smoothed
and made up to an even cutting-line, and lastly, in some
of the finest examples, the edges w^ere carefully notched,

not at haphazard, but at regular distances apart, with

the flake completing the notch on the other side exactly

opposite.

Wear, of course, obliterated this finish, which was
never so delicate as the Egyptian, but enough remains on
some specimens in our collections to show it.

The object the operator had in view was that of orna-

ment, and his care was to obliterate all trace of the

oTindinf]^ sta<?e. In the laro;est knives this is often

successful. In the British Museum (Table-case G) is a

knife, a sketch of which is given (No. 12, PI. VI). It is

12 inches long, by 2^ inches wide. The flutings are

mapped out in order to show the raphe or junction-line

where they meet on one side. Near the haft small portions
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of the blade, with the ground part visiljle, are shown
bhick, and one small patch near the tip. The latter is

unusual, tlu; imperfections being mostly seen at the other

end. C)n the other side of the blade, so successful was
the artist that his flutings pass (piite across and obliterate

all faults. (Fig. 12.)

A large knii'e lying next to it is 14 inches long, and
shows no tell-tale patches in its perfect sides. Both these

knives show notchino- the laro-er most,

For the sake of reference, as there are no plates in which
this particular is shown, there are in the British Museum
some blades in which patches of the ground surface ma}' be
found, viz., a dagger—"Denmark 279," "Denmark 303,"

"Denmark 322;" 112 Knife. In table G, "Denmark
225c," and "Denmark 286." Besides the parallel fluting,

there are the very line zig-zag or puckered lines on some
knives, chiefly the handles of daggers, in which situation

they closely recall the stitched edges when two pieces of

leather are drawn together, and of which they appear to

be an imitation. These lines are so well known as to

require no illustration. They appear to differ in no
particular from those found in Egyptian work except the

situation in which they are found and their greater

regularity.

The resemblance in details of chipping between Egypt
and Denmark is curious, but, as far as is known at present,

is confined to that, the shapes of the implements being

very different.^

It seems very unlikely that a method of working should

have travelled from the East across the plains of Europe
in one direction, and into the valley of the Nile in another,

without the similar shapes of the implements having

travelled along with it. liesides, there are no specimens

from lands surroundincr Denmark which show the routeo

^ Various arrow-Jieads with flat points Antlquitex 2ire]iis1oriques de Danemark,
are figured in books on the English and on pi. 22, Nos. 6, 9, 10. Tliere is, how-
Continental Stone Age. Mostof tlieseare ever, in tJie Britisli Museum an imple-

so simple, small, and inconspicuous as ment eloselv resembling the Egyptian
to have escaped notice. Some of those broad arrow-heads, whose business edge,

more elaborated have doubtless been however, is little curved. It is labelled

included in the irregular forms com- "Cumberland," and evidently LiTinPeat.
n:onl_T jumbled together as "scrapers" The section given in Ihe sketch (No. 11,

and "thumb flints," their use wholly PI. V) is taken £ inch from the edge,

ursuspected. Some of more distinctive Its total length is 4'4 inches; breadth
shape are figured in A. P. Madseu's 3'1 inches. Query—was this Danish i'
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PLATE VI.

9. Implement from Egypt.
10. Part of Knife from Denmark.
11. Arrow Point from Cumberland.
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taken, althoui^^li diligent collection has been for many
years in practice.

On the whole there ajjpcars to be good evidence to

show that the mere endeavour to excel in laborious

dexterity of mani|)ulaiion produced similar results in a

material of limited capacity for shaping in lands discon-

nected by thousands of miles.

Plate IV.

1. A fine implement in rose-tinted, opaque flint, finely indented all

round, 8 teeth to 1 cm.
2. This im])Iement is 14^ inches long, by 2^*^ inches at the Avidest

part, finely indented 10 to 1 cm. all round, except near the

handle.

8. Fish-tail arrow-head, indented 12 to 1 cm.
4. Ground then re-chipped. It is wrought to a fine cutting-edge, but

not indented, 8^ inches long.

ii. Leaf-shaped lance, head ground, with a middle ridge on each side,

edges indented except the lower quarter.

6. Sabre-shaped, 9 inches long, convex part indented, concave edge

slightly bevelled and smooth.

7. Dagger-blade, two-thirds toothed, the rest evidently inserted in a

handle once.

8. This knife is a good example of the parallel fluting. It was
obtained at Abydos. It is plain ground on one side.

1'late Y.

0. This drawing represents the most perfect implement of the whole
series found. It was gi'ound and then fluted on both sides.

The ground surface is obliterated except near the haft-end.

The convex edge was toothed, the back is bevelled smooth,

the depth of the flutings for f inch are -^-^q to ~,j^ of an inch.

The material is a translucent, Chalcedonic yelk)\v flint. There
is evidence of much gentle usage on this, for it is much
smoothed and the toothing nearly obliterated. The flaking of

the original apparently meets in a middle line on each side ; a
magnifying glass was needed to map oiit the exact outline of

the chips, so thin were they at the ends.

Its length is S'G inch, breadth 1'5 inch.

10. Part of knife from Denmark in British Museum.
11. Arrow-point from Cumberland (England) iu British Museum.

Plate YI.

12. Knife from Denmark iu British INIuseum.
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The antiquities of Carintliia liave been prreatly neg-

lected ; as far as I am awai-e, no l*]ngiisli or French
author has given a detailed description of them. At
lirst this seems strange, the province being within one

day's journey from Vienna, and separated only by tlie

Carnic or Julian Alps from Venetia. But the causes oi

neglect are not far to seek. Carintliia is remote from
London and Paris. ^ Tirol, easily accessible, presents greater

attractions to the mineralogist and geologist ; while the

traveller, seeking to gratify his love for the picturesque,

finds more to astonish him in the lofty peaks and serrated

ridges of the Dolomite Mountains than in the tranquil

scenerv, o'rand and pleasino- thoucjh it is, that surrounds the

Valley of the Drave.^ Besides, there are here no Eoman
buildings still standing above ground—no temples, amphi-
theatres and aqueducts as we see them in Southern France."

Xor is the district intimatelv connected, as Britain,

' Moreover, railway comumnication
with Klagenfurt, the capital of tlie

])rovii]ce, was opened much later than
in many parts of Europe.

- ^Murray's HandhookJor Soi'tli Ger-
jjuau/, Edit. 1890, Part II, p. 460,
" sharp peaks and tooth-like ridges, rising

many thousand feet into the air, . . .

present the most picturesque outline."

The Dolomite Moioifains, by Gilbert

and Churchill, 8to, 1864; see especially

•C'liap. XII : Tour through C'ariuthia-

ZolUeld, Klagenfurt, &.c. These writers

are not antiquarian specialists, but they
give some information which the archseo-

logist may find useful, v. Chap. XII,
Gail Tlial, p. 173, seq<i., Auf dei-

Plecken ou the Italian frontier—Roman
road from Lienz (improi^crly identified

with Leoutiuni) to Aquileia—an impor-
tant route of commerce, wliicli was the
])ortal into Venetia. Compare tiie

Aiitonine Ititierarii, pp. 276, 277,
Wesseling's pagination, and Corjnts

Iiiscri-ptionum Latinaruiu, Vol. Ill,

Part II, p. 002 sq.- XXXI, Viic Xorici.

1. Aquileia Virunum pei" Saifnitz.
' Of the temples the Maison Carive

at Nimes is the best known, and ou
account of its size, beauty and preserva-

tion, deservedly so. I mention it now,
because a recent discovery has been
jiiade here. "It is constructed with
the optical refinement of the curved
liorizontal lines hitlierto considered
peculiar to the Parthenon and other
tireek temples of the fifth and sixth

centuries B.C." : American Journal Oj

Fhiloloqy, 1895, January-March, p. 1.

I'or this reference I am indebted to Mr.
Weale, Principal Librarian of the Soutli

Kensington Museum. '1 his jjeculiarity

Avas unknown to the builders of tlie

.Madeleine at Paris, hence the efiect of

straiglit lines in tlie pediment is dis-

agreeably heavy. Similarly, as I have
lieen informed, tlie architects of tlie

Pantheon were not acquainted with Sir

Oiiristopher Wren's train of matlie-

matical reasoning, and cousequently
failed in their attempts to imitate him.
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Gaul and Spain are, with the course of important events in

Koman history, and the names of great generals and
statesmen. Some, too, may have been hindered by Gold-

smith's experience recorded in a well-known line, and
afraid that boors would shut the door against them.^ I

need hardly say that such apprehensions are now ground-

less ; the archa3ologist will feel much more safe and com-
fortable in the Austro-Hungarian Empire than if he pur-

sues his inquiries, as I have done, in Spain, Sicily or Turkey.

My object now is to fill up, at least to some extent,

a gap in antiquarian studies by calling attention to

monuments comparatively unknown ; and I shall ])egin

with a work of art which is far superior to all that have
been found in the Eastern Alps liitlierto.

In 1502 a bronze statue was discovered in the Mao'-

dalenenberg,^ near Zollfeld, by a peasant as he was plough-

ing. It was removed to Salzburg, where it remained for

ii long time in the possession of the Archbishops ; lastly,

in 1806 it came to Vienna, and, as a chef d'oeiwre, now
adorns the great Museum of that capital, occupying the post

of honour in the thirteenth hall of the Antikensammluna".''

' Traveller, lines 3 and 4.

- This liilLis also called Helenenberg ;

and the latter name is used ia the title

of the most elaborate aceount of the
ilgiu'e now under consideration, viz.,

Die Erzsfaiui-' roiii Melejieiiherr/e Fesf-

Hchrift zur Befirilssuiig der XII J'er-

sainmJiing Den/scher Fhiloloyen tind

Schtdmiiiiiipr zii Wlen . . . von Robert
von Sclmeider, "Wien, 1893, folio with
photographs. The locality is defined

m Map No. I appended to Kilrnten's

Jidmische Al/crfhiimer, by Jaboruegg-
.Uteufels ; Situations-Plan des Zol-

feldes mit Andeutung der Ausdehnung
von A'irununi naeli den Gebiiiule-Spuren
jiebst Bezeiehnung der in der Uuigebung
getundenen romischen Euinen und
J)enkniale ; com]). Xo. II Situatious-

Plan vom Ilelena-oder ^Magdalenaberge
)nit Andeutung des Umfanges der
romischen Ruinen.

Information as to the best mode
of making the exeui-sion to Zollfeld

—

the site of Viruniim, distant a few
miles from Klagenfurt— will be fountl

in the following work, which is a jDart

of Hartleben's Series of Guide-books :

Illustrirter Fiihrer durch Kiirnten mit
hesonderer Beriicksic/itif/inif/ der Stcidte

Klagenfurt und Villach soivie der

Kdratnerischen Seen und ihrer Umge-
htingen, von Josef Rabl. Mit JIO

Illustrationen mid einer Karte. See

pp. 31, 33, 35. On his way the visitor

may enjoy tlio liiu^ ]irospect of the most
extensive plain in Carinthia and of the

Karawanken mountains beyond it.

•* Uebersicht der kitnathistorischeii

Sammluiigeii des AllerJiiJchste.n Kaiser-
hanses, p. 90, " Sie selbst ist iUter als

die Insehrift und wahrscheiulich die

Statue eines Siegers in den grieehischen

Kampfspieleu und ein Originalwerk aus

lieu V. Jahrhunderte v. C'hr. Erworbcu
vom Bischofe von Gurk ]\[atthaiis

Lang von Wellenburg, ward sie naeli

dessen VValil zum Erzbischofe von
Salzburg dahin gebracht, von wo sie

ISOG naeli Wien kam." The date here
assigned to the statue seems doubtful

:

Purtwangler considers it to bo tlie

work of Polycleitus; but on account of

its slender pi'oportions I should be
inclined to propose a later date, and I

was glad to find that Dr. Murray of the
Bi'itish Museum agreed with me, and
thought we had here evidence of

modifications introduced bj' Lysippus.
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Ancient statues, like ancient buildings, li;ive often borne
many names ; the one now under consideration has been

called Hermes Logios, Antinous, Mercury, Germanicus
and an Adorante. We need not stay to examine all these

appellations, but we may remark that the first is supported

by the authority of the eminent scholar K. 0. Mull(;r in

his Archaolor/ic. der Kiinst} He regards the uplifted

right arm as an indication that the god of eloquence is

here represented. This would be in accordance with

expressions in Cicero's rhetorical treatises : De
Oratore, HI, lix, 220, speaking of gesticulation, he says

that the arm extended to a great length is, as it were, a

dart of speech- ; again, in his Orator, xviii, 59, he

develops the same idea more fully by the words hrachii

projectione in contentionibus, contractione in remissis—
the arm outstretched in more vehement passages and
contracted in those that are more tranquil.

The Hermes of the Villa Ludovisi at Rome illustrates

Cicero's words ; there the right arm is a restoration, but
the adjoining parts show that in the original it must have
been extended as we no\Y see it. Emil Braun has well

interpreted the motive of this figure. The god stands

absorbed in reflection, but at the same time preparing to

give expression to the thoughts that fill and dominate him.

( Vorschule der Kunstmytholoiiie, S, 61 fl., Taf., 97; Ruin. unJ
Mus. Boms, S. 579 fl. English Translation, p. 349.) With
tliis statue one now in the Louvre should be compared

;

it is usually called Germanicus, l)ut, as K. 0. Mliller

observes, it is a Iiomau or Greek of later times, who is

pointed out by his costume of Hermes and his gestures

to be an orator. {Handbuch der Archdologie, § 160,

Eemark 4. English Translation, p. 135.)^

Investigations of this kind encounter great difficulties,

as it oftens happens that the authority quoted on closer

' Tliis n'ork is sometimes quoted as •' Logios, as an epithet of Ileinnes,

the Hamlhooh of Archceolor/ii. Tlie coiTesponds well with tlie narrative of

English translation has a different title

—

the reception of Barnabas and Paul at

Ancient Art and its Remains. Lystra (Acts of the Apostles, xir, 12),
- Cicero describes the action of the Avhere tiie inhabitants called the former

hand and foot also, " manus autem Jupiter and the latter Mercurv, because

minus arguta, digitis subsequens verba he took the lead in speaking, iirtihi)

non exprimens . . . supplosio pedis avrb; yv 6 iiyoiifjuvog tov \6yov.

in contentionibus aut incipicndis, aut
tlnicndis."
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inquiry turns out to be a i-ecent addition, and tliat, too, in

some cases made incorrectly, e.g., a figure is engraved in

Gori's Museum Florentinum which has been frequently re-

ferred to as Hermes, with a roll in his hand (Vol. I,

PI. LXIX. No. 4) ; but Zannoni, R. Call. cHFirenze, Ser. V,

}). IIG, asserts that the roll, left arm, head, and both feet

are modern. Comp. Midler-Wieseler, Denkmiiler der alteii

Kunst, Part II, p. 177, oWa. Similar mistakes appear in

our English compilations, such as Eicli's Companion to the

Latin Dictionary.

The last of the above-mentioned interpretations of the

bronze from Virunum is now more generally received, and
it is supposed to be a youth who raises his hand as a

suppliant, seeking to obtain from the gods victory in a

pugilistic combat.^ On the right thigh the following

words are inscribed (Corp. Tnscrr. Lat.., Vol. Ill, Part 2,

No. 4815) :—

A • POBLIGIVS • D • L • ANTIOC
TI • BAPBIVS • Q • PL TIBEE.

We have here the names of two freedmen, Aulus

Publicius Antiochus and Tiberius Barbius Tiberianus.

They probably dedicated the statue in a sanctuary on the

Magdalenenbero- where it was found.

Inscriptions on statues were not uncommon in Etruria.

Mr. Dennis, in his book on the Cities and Cemeteries of

that country, mentions several. Sometimes they were

placed on the head, shoulder or thigh ; sometimes on the

border of the pallium, on the sleeve, or on the fringe of

a cuirass. If we reo'ard the bronze now under consider-

ation as representing Hermes Logios, one of the Etruscan

examples is peculiarly apposite, viz., the Arrimiatore or

Orator, a Senator or Lucumo, . . . with one arm raised

in the attitude of harano-uin"—a figure in the Museum at

Florence. (Dennis, op. citat.^ Vol. IL p. 103. )~

' Jabornegg-Altenfels, o^^. citat., Eomans; Ericfc aiis Gotha voni 18 Oc-

Xo. CLXXXVI, p. 78 sq., cites the tober, 1811.

opinions of Siklcr and Eiclilioru con- - Ibid., pp. 114, inscription on robe of

earning this statue. Sikler thought that female statue ; 202, on right sleeve ; 426,

it was a Hermes Logios (Eedegott), the on fore leg of bronze Chiniscra in Flo-

work of a Greek artist in the Seleucidan rentine Gallery.—TINSVIL in Etrus-

period, which was set up soniewhei'e in can characters— similarly on shoulders

Syria, and afterwards acquired by the of griffon in tbe Leyden Museum ; 515,
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According to Apiunus, who with ;i colleagno published

u work entitled Inscriptiones Sacrosaiictce Vetustati.s at

Ingolstadt, 1534, folio, the statue, when discovered, hud
a cap (])ik'vs) of bronze gilt ; but some deny this statemeni,

and say there was a shiekV {clvpev.s) near the right f(jot.

Mommsen adopts ihe latter opinion. This object bore the

following characters engraved upon it :

—

M • GALLICINV.S • VINDILI • f • L • l^AEB • L • L •

rPlILOTAEltVS • PR • GTtAXSANTVS • BARBI • P • S •

"' Parbius " does not occur in the English edition of

Force/thii, Text or Appendix, nor in Smith's Dictionary of

Greek and Boman Biography and Mytholoyy, but the

femini]ie gender will be found in Jahornerjq-Altenfels^

p. 43, No.^LXIX :—

BAPBIAI^] • P • F
VERAE • VXoRI •

P • TITIVS • P • L • ADRIS
SIBI • ET • SVIS • YF

'E • TITIO • P • F • OLEmENTI
AN - XII

Barbia3 pia3 fili^e Verse, uxori, Publius Titius Publii libertus

Adriaticus (?), sibi et suis vivus fecit, et Titio pio filio

dementi annorum xii.

Tacitus, Histories, I, 25, in his account of Otho's con-

spiracy against Galba, mentions Barbius Proculus, one of

the life-guards {sp)ecidatores) who distributed to his

comrades the watchword w^ritten on a tablet [tesserarius).

De Vit, Onomasticon appended to his edition of i^ora^/^z/r/,

has an article " Barbia," consisting of three sections.

Gens Roniana ex Lapidihus scriptisprwsertim nota, corrupte

apud Suidam p)ro Barbatia usurpata. He gives several

examples with references ; amongst them in nummo Gra'co

Bap^La OPBIANt;. For the gens " Barbatia " see Cohen^

Medailles Considaires, PL VIII, Nos. 1, 2, and Eclaircisse-

nients, p. 58 sq. M. Barbatius occurs on a coin of Mark

on statue of a -narrior (Mars?); 51S, on folio Atlas of Plates; T. XV, Statuotta

left tliiy;b of an ]<]triiscan aruspex, in a nnxliebro in bvonzo di antico stile,

peculiar costume. See also IlicaH ' The shield lias disappeared, together

Italia avanti il dominio del JRomani, with a battle-axe {bipennis) which the

left hand formerly held.
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Anthony the Triumvir, and appears to be the same person

as Cicero alludes to, Philippic XIII, 2, § :> :
" Addite ilia

naufracia Ca3saris amicorum, Barbas Cassios, Barbatios,

rolliones/'J

The two inscriptions on the bronze have been variously

explained. Sikler thought that in the former D • L stood

for Decii legatus, and Q ' PL for Qucestor Pohlicii; but

more recent critics have not ai^reed with him. We can

hardly doubt that L is the abbreviation of liberties, and S

of servus ; Q • PL may be Quintius Plautius. TIBER has

been interpreted as the equivalent of Tiberius^ Tiberifiutt

or Tiberianus. Some have supposed M to be Magister,

and PP. Procurator ; but this is uncertain. The expan-

sions as given by Eichhorn, Baron von Sachen, and Dr.

Kenner are repeated by Jaborneo-g-Altenfels, oj). cifccf.,

p. 79.2

CEAXSANTVS also is an uncommon name, probably

that of a Greek slave Kpa^avro?, derived from KpdCo) ; in

Latin vociferator, one who cries aloud. We know the

gens " Craxsia " from an inscription found at Geneva,

and now in the Museum there :

C • CRAXSIO
VOLT • HILAEO
ANNOR • XXV

VITALIO • PATER
FILIO • KARISSiMo

Piscriptioiies Confoederationis Helveticce Latince, edit.

Th. Mommsen, p. 16, No 95.^ The volume of the Corp.

Inscrr. Lat. containing " Switzerland " has not yet

appeared. To those who have not studied Palatograph)-

the letters XS may seem strange ; but it can be accounted

for if we bear in mind that the Romans co])ied the

^ Gruter, pug. DCCCCLXXXIX, read by Dr. Fricdr. Kenner, Gustos

No. 3, has an engraving of the figure des kaiserl. Miiuz-und Antikeneabinet.-^

that abows both these accessories

—

in Wien. '"Aulus Poblicius Deeimi
" humana statura major"—which is libertus Antioclienus Tiberius Barbius

more coi'rect than Lehensgrosse (life Quinti Publii libertus Tibei'iensis."

size) in the Catalogue of the Museum at That on the shield is, according to

Vienna, loc. dial.—" Non dissimilis est Eichhorn, "Marcus Gallicinus Vindilhe

illi marmoreal qua3 Romsc visitur in libertus, Barbius Lucii libertus Philo-

liortis Pontiiiciis sub Vatican©, et terus, procurator Craxsantius Barbius

putatur Genius Priucipis vel Antinoi posteris suis."

illius, etc." •* Gens Romana, barbarica\ ut vidc-

- The Inscription on the thigh is tur, originis : v. De Vit, Onoraasticon.
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Greeks, who used X^ rallier than KS before the intro-

duction of H. So oil coins we have tlie older form

AXSIVS for AXIVS, and a similar orthography occurs

in manuscripts still extant. See my Paper on the

'•"Antiquities of Saintes," Arcluvol. Jour/i., Vol. XLIV,

p. 180, and p. 181 (with note 1), where I have made
some remarks on MAXS, i.e., Maxsumo. To the refer-

ences there given we may add some from more I'ccent

authorities :
—

Ernest Babelon, ^[onna^es de la Repuhlique romaine.

Vol. I5 p. 246, sec. XXII Axia. Sur les monnaies, le nom
des Axii est orthographic jLvsius, tandis que dans les

auteurs on trouve plutot Axms. On ecrivait de meme
indifTcremment Alexaandrea et Alexandrea, Maxsumus et

Maxunuis, cf. ibid., p. 128, jEinilia, No. 6 ; M. /Emilius

Lepidus, (1) Lepide, mcujistrat ruonctaire, Nos. 22, 23
;

Cohen, Medailks Consulaires, PI. I, yEmilia, Nos. 6, 7.^

Dr. Isaac Taylor, On the Alphabet, Vol. 11, p. 92, says that

in inscriptions much earlier than the one on the Virunum
statue X% as w^ell as KS are used for x. But, as far as T

know, the writer who has treated the subject most copi-

ously is Emil Seelmann in his book entitled Die Aussprache

des Latein nach physiologisch-historischen Grundslitzen,

Heilbronn, 1885, v. esp. Ziceiter Ilanpttheil, Bildung und
Klang der Laute, Consonantismiis, p. 352 sq., and comp.

pp. 131, 147, 278. He gives fifteen examples of XS from

Corp. Inscrr. Lett. The first occurs in the so-called

Senatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus EXSTEAD, and the

second on the tombstone of L. Cornelius, Cn. F., Cn. N.,

Scipio. (Orelli, Collectio Inscrr. Lat., Vol. I, p. 150,

No. 555, SAXSVM.)
Lastly, our own mediasval coinage supplies an instance

of XS : Akerman, Numismatic Manual, p. 304 sq.

William the Conqueror, Pennies, No. 4 : rev., SEPINE

' I have rcfeiTec] to tlie denarii of v. Cohen, op. c'dat. Eclaircissements,

the gens ^Emilia for a philological p. 12, " II est peu de families consulaires

purpose. They are also of great his- dent toutes les inedailles offrent plus

torical interest, e.g., one of them with d'interet historique que la famille

the legend TVTOE EEG, guardian of .Emilia"; t^iV^., p. 13, "MarcusLepide,
the king—an office which nearly corre- deux fois consul, grand pretre, censeur

sponds to our modern protectorate

—

avec ]Marcus Fulviiis Nobilior et prince

shows the interference of the Romans du Senat, qui, envoje par son ordre a

in Egyptian affairs ; another has on tlie Alexandrie^ jjour serrir do tuteur a

reverse a basilica, possibly that in which Ptolemoe Epipbane, &c."

&t, Paul pleaded his cause before Nero,
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OX lEXEC (lixetev). In the Held a cross, . . . iii

the ancfles of the cross the letters PAXS ; comp. No, G.

The PAXS type was formerly of great rarity. Ed.

Hawkins' Coins of England, Vol. I, pp'. 75-77, Vol. II, Pis.

XVIII, XIX, engraved by Fairholt, Nos. 240-242, p. 77,

the legend of the reverse contains the name of the

moneyer Avitli OX— very rarely OF. Archceologia,

Vol. XXVI, pp. 1-25, " Description of a large collection

of coins (nearly 12,000) of William the Conqueror, found
in 1833 at Beaworth, Hampshire." By Ed. Hawkins;
plate facing p. 24, of eighteen different types of the two
Wilharas, Xos. 8-10.

Professor Key, The AJf>habef, Terentlan Metres, c)\\,

p. 108, says that in Greek X was merely a guttural

aspirate, equivalent probably to the German ch. The
usual pronunciation of X as K in such words as XpLaTo<;

is evidently objectionable, because then there would be
two letters, differing in form, but identical in phonetic

value. Moreover, there can be no question that the

Greek X was a real aspirate, if we bear in mind that the

Romans substituted for it H, e.</., xo-iva, hio ; as F and B
took the place of ^,- 6iqp /era, ov6ap uber. See the initial

articles O and X in Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, 7th

edition.'^ Doubtless the Romans found a difficulty in

pronouncing these Greek sounds, as we English do with

the Welsh double L.^

I have selected the following Inscription found at

Magdalenenberg because it is one of the most impor-

tant :

—

luna

rosa dimidia rosa

caput Medusas

aquil^e du£e pugnantes.

^ Other examples arc xfA'Sw J' birundo, - See also initial article II in Smith's

^HfMWv hiems, xoprog hortus. In the Latin Dictionary. White and Eiddle,

middle of a word NG took the place of under letter X, give some graphic

X, as in angor a s varieties : VXSOR tor uxor, VICXSIT
for vixit, COXIVNXS for conjux.
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C • VETTiVS •
(i

• F
POL EQ LkG vm Avg
ANN XLiiX STiP XXV'"
l\)¥M QV7VEST0U
VETERANoRV^'
I<ri^ Q VETTIVS QF
POL FPATER EQ LEG
VTlI AVG ANN XL ST:^

HSE
M METILVS EQ LEG
\.III AVGET PARRIV' lEPt

GVItI TEST POSVERVNT

ar- , -,__, ar-

milla
torques duo .,,

phalerre.

[Expansion.]

C. Vettius Q. f. Polpia] eq[ues] legponis] VIII
Aug[usta3], ann[orum] XLIIX, stip[endiorum]

XXVIII, idem quasstor veteranorum, et Q. V^et-

tius Q. f. Polpia] frater, eq[ues] legponis] VIII
Augpista3] ann[orum] XL- stppendiorum] XX,
lipc] sptus] e[st] [debuit esse siti sunt] M. Me-

• tilius eqpies] legponis] VIII Augpistee] et P.

Arrius her[edes] C. Vettii test[amento] posuerunt.

This Inscription was engraved on tlie tombstone of C.

Vettius, who lived forty-eight years, served in twenty-

eight campaigns, and was also paymaster (qucesto?') of

veterans ; and of Q. Vettius, his brother, who lived

forty years and served in twenty campaigns. The}^ were
both of the Pollian tribe, and cavalry officers in the

Eiohth Lecfion Aus^usta. The monument was erected bv
the heirs, M. Metilius and P. Arrius/

I have copied the Inscription from Mommsen, Corp.

Inscrr. Lat., Vol. Ill, Part 2, No. 4858, rather than from
Jabornegg-Altenfel's Kimiteiis Roinisclie AlterthUmer,

^ Lapidarium Septentrionah, No. 719, second line :

VETT
CANN
VSLM

Jiiit tlic name of the dedicatoi' Vett. is doubtful, being scarcely legible.
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p. 80, No, CLXXXVIII, PI. No. G, because the former
seems to have made a more careful examination of the

original ; but the discrepancies are not material.

In IJoman history we fre(|nently meet with the qens

Vettia. The " Onomasticon Tullianum," which occupies
Vol. VII of Orelli's edition of Cicero, contains no less than
fourteen persons who Ijore this name towards the end of the

Eepublic ; and under the Empire it was still more common,
as Smith's Dictionary of Classical Biography will show, s.v.

Among all the Vettii of the former period L. Vettius is

the most remarkable. He gave Cicero information
concerning the Catilinarian conspiracy, and the orator,

writing to his friend Atticus, calls him ille noster index
(Epistles, II, 24). But he figures more prominently four

years later, when he accused Curio, L. ^Emilius Paulus,
M. Brutus and L. Lentulus of being engaged in a plot to

kill Pompey, and afterwards mientioned other distinguished

Eomans as being privy to this design.^ But he con-
tradicted himself; people therefore suspected his evidence,

and thought that the conspiracy was an invention of his

own. His career, as an informer, presents a parallel to

that of Titus Gates, " a sorry foul-mouthed wretch " (so

Calamy calls him), who devised out of spite nefarious

schemes and then attributed them to others, naming
persons of rank, and even involving the Queen in a
charge of high treason. Hume's History of England,
Chaps. LXVII and LXVIII, supplies many particulars of
this intrigue, which became a national disgrace ; but if

any desire further details, the Life of Edmund Calaniy,

Evelyn's Memoirs, and Burnet's History of His Own Times
will satisfy their curiosity abundantly.-

' Cicero ad Atticiuii loc. cHat. Parallels, Vol. II, pp. 267-271, contains
" Itaque insinuatus in familiaritatem a good account of the so-called "Popisia
adolescentis (Curionis), et cum eo, ut Plot," contrived by Titus Oates, with
resindicat, ssepe congre.ssu.e, rem in eum a woodcut of a medal—Legend: THE *

locum deduxit, ut diceret sibi certuni POPISH • PLOT • DISCOVERED •

esse, cum suis servis in Pompeium EY • MEE—representing this impostor,
impetum facere, eumque occidere." tlirougli whose accusations men of
Merivale, Hisforj/ of Rome, Vol. I, importance suffered imprisonment and
p. 203. His disclosures tended to im- execution. Compare Medallic Illustra-
plicate the most conspicuous members lions of British His/ori/, published by
of the senatoi-ial party, Cato and Cicero, the British Museum, Vol. I, p. 580.
and more especially the younger Curio The Mutilation of tlic Hermes-busts at

. . . At every fresh examination ho Athens during the Peloponnesian War.
had denounced new names. is related as a eorresponciing event in

- A popular work entitled Historical ancient times.
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The name of Vettius is connected with our own history.

One of this gens who had the cognomen Bolanus, after

serving, a.d. 63, under Corbulo, Nero's commander-in-
chief against the Parthians, was appointed governor of

Jiritain, aj). (19. Tacitus mentions him among the

inefficient rulers in the interval between Suetonius

Paulinus, who suppressed the revolt of Boadicea, and
Cerialis, conqueror of the Brigantes, a formidable tribe

occupying nearly all the north of England, Bolanus,

though he displayed no military energy, gained popularity

by administering his provhice justly. [Annals, XV, 3
;

Ilistories, II, 65, 97 ; Agricola, 8, 16.)^

As I have already intimated, the Vettii are known to us

from the Eomano-British Inscriptions. Four are given by
Hlibner in the volume of the Corpus devoted to this

subject. The following seem the most interesting :

—

(No. 46.) ^^[ A SACEAT
SSIMA VOTV
M SOLVIT
VETTIVS BE
NIGNVS • LPli

N[emesi] A[ugusta3] sacrat[i]ssima votum solvit Vettius

Benignus
We may observe in sacratissima a barbarous form for

the Dative sacratissimcB. Scartli, Aquoe SoHs, p. 66,

discusses the Inscription, of which he has a full page
engraving, PI. XXIV, showing the actual condition of tlie

stone. Perhaps the last words w^ere l[ibens] p[ecunia]

s[ua].

(No. 757.) DEABVS NYM
PHIS VETi'i§
MANSVETAI^i
CLAVDIA • TVE^i
NILLA • FIL • V • S •m

Comp. Bruce, Roman Wall, p. 402, with engraving of

' See Orelli's note on Tacitus Ann., officer. JfZ.Agric, cap. 16. eadeni inertia
XV, 3, " Bolani res gestas delineavit et ergo liostes, simiiispetnlantiacastrorum

;

laudibus extulit S Latins, Silv." 5, 2, 30 nisi quod innoccns Bolanus et nullis

sqq. When Agrieola was appointed to delictis invisus caritatem paraverat loco
command tlie 20t]) Legion in Britain, auctoritatis.

Bolanus, as governor, was his superior
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the altar and the characters thereon inscribed. He reads

MANSYETA YoYIT; bat then the words would mean
that one person made a vow, and that another performed

it, which is unusual.^

Lastly, we find two forms of the name—Yectius and
Yettius. Of the interchange of C and T there are familiar

examples in dictus, Italian ditto, cocta cotta (terra-cotta).

Similarly we have LATTYCAE for lactucce [Corp. Tnscrr.

Ltd., Yol in, pp. 807, 828, a.d. 301), and PEAEFETTO
for prcefecto (Muratori, Novus Thesaurus Veterum Inscrip-

tionum, eye, p. 710, 1). For these citations I am indebted

to Seelmann, Die Aussprache des Latein, p. 348. Euperti,

in his edition o^ Juvenal, Sat. YII, 150, reads

Declamare doces ? ferrea pectora Vecti,

Cam perimit san'os classis numerosa tyrannos !

But Vectius, yet more desperate than the rest,

Has opened (0 that adamantine breast !)

A rhetoric school ; where striplings rave and storm
At tyi-anny, through many a crowded form.

Otto Jahn has Vetti, which appears to be more correct,

as it is in accordance with the Inscriptions. This man
may be the same with Yettius Yalens, who as Pliny,

XXIX, i, 5, §8, informs us, was a paramour of Messalina,

and paid attention to the study of eloquence. The part

he took in her Bacchanalian orgies, and his execution,

are related by Tacitus, Annals, XI, 31, 35.^

We read of another Yectius long antecedent to this

period. Suetonius, de Illustrihus Grammaticis, Chap. II,

mentions him among the critics who commented on
Lucilius, the predecessor of Horace, as a satirist :

" ut

Laslius Archelaus, Yectius, Quintus Philocomus Lucilii

' Expansion of No. 757. Deabus adsectator ; is et jiotentiam iianctus

Nymphis Vet (tia)Maiisueta[et] Claudia noTam instituit sectam " (v. Hardouin
Tur[ia]nilla fil(ia) v(otum) s(olTeruntj in loco) ; where it should be observed
l(ibentes) [ui(erito)]. that nobilitatus (rendered notorious) is

- Tac. Ann., XI, 31: " feminae pel- used in an unfavourable sense, as in

libus accinetae adsultabant ut saci'ifi- some writers of the golden age. See
mantes vel insanienles Bacchie . . . the Latin dictionaries, s.v. nohilito. At
ferunt Vettium Valentem lascivia in a meeting of the Sacietj of Antiquaries
pra;altani arborem couisuni." Orelli, in a paper on the recentlv^ discovered

ilia note, quotes the passage of Pliny house of A Vettius at Pompeii was
mentioned above : " De medicoruni read by Mr. Talfourd Ely ; it was
sectis : Exortus deinde est Vettius reported in the Athenaeum of 29th
Valens adulterio Messalina? Claudi February, 189G.

•Caesaris nobilitatus pariterque eloquentiae

F 2
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satiras, laniiliaris siii.' The text is uncertain, but the

notes of Casaubon and Gronovius show some attempts to

emend it.

POL, the abbreviation of J*ollia, occurs in the second

line of our Inscription. Livy, VIII, 37, relates that the

TuRculans revolted, and were brought to trial at Rome.
On this occasion the Pollian tribe voted that they shouUl

be scourged and executed, and their wives and children

sold by auction ; which produced a resentment lasting

nearly down to the historian's own time. Niebuhr says

that "Pollia" is the same with " Pobliha," one of the

later tribes; just as mollia and mohilia are the same word :

" Oscilla ex alta suspendunt molha pinu" {Viri/il, Georgics

II, 389); " Pilentis matres in mollibus " (yAneid, VIII,

666) ; Roman History, Eng. Transl., Vol. I, p. 419, note 977.

This remark sounds plausible, but it is not conclusive.

In the article " Tribus," Dictionary of Antiquities, 3rd

edit., p. 880, Col. 1, "Pollia" is placed among the

seventeen earliest rustic tribes, but " Poblilia " and
"Pomptina" were additions made to the list, 396 A.U.C.

{Livy, VII, 15) ; and probably the former bordered on the

Hernici, as this tribe afterwards included Anagnia,

Perentinum, and Aletrium. " Pollia" has been confounded
with "Poblilia"; similarly in Petronius [Satires, c. 55}
there is a passage where P. Burmann (edit. Amstelgedami,

1743), reads Puhliuni in accordance with all the MSS.,
but the recent editor, Buecheler, has restored Puhlilium}

Vettius is called eqiies. Here we may remark that the

cavalry of the Eoman army was divided into two classes

—

the legionary and the allied. Livy, in his account of a

battle with the Celtiberians in Spain, speaks of the

legionarii as opposed to the alarii. His meaning is clear,

because he calls the former Romani equites (Bk. XL,
Chap. 40) ; comp. Tacitus, Annals, III, 39, and Orelli's

note, " Erant itaque (alarii) auxiliares e sociis.^ A
Roman horse-soldier, trampling on a conquered German,
is well figured in Dr. Lindenschmit's Alterthumer unserer

heidnischen Vorzeii, RoniiscJie Skulpturen, Heft III, Tafel 7,

' Petronius, I. c, Donee Trimalchio Sexta, Norieum, Nos. 4712-5767. At
* rogo," inquit uiagister, " quid putas the end of Part I, conspectus operis,

inter Ciceronem et Publilium interesse "? p. xviii, Indices, §7 res militaris, pp.
- Corp. I)iscri: Lett., Vol. Ill, con- 1136-1] 59; Part II, s.t. ALAE, pp.

taining, besides other provinces, Pars 1142-11-18.
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Nos. 1 and 2. The learned Curator of the Museum at

Mainz calls attention to the fact that the weapons of the

northern nations are more exactly represented here than

on columns and triumphal arches, where the artists have
neglected reality, and indulged their own fancy. Com-
pare Heft XI, Taf. G, No. 2, Gravestone of the Dalmatian
Andes of the Claudian Ala. This group I need not now
describe particularly, as I have done so alread}^ in a

paper on the "' Eoman Antiquities of the Middle Rhine,"

Archaeological Journal^ Vol. XLVII, p. 200 5^., text

and notes. But I may be allowed to observe, in passing,

that the Roman monuments in the Museums at Bonn and
Mainz deserve far more attention than they usually

receive.^ The collection at the latter place is specialh'

instructive for military accoutrements, and, from its

situation on a graiide route of European travel, very

accessible. Too many of our own countrymen and our

American cousins seek amusement as their only object in

travelling. They lose opportunities of improving them-

selves and others; and so they return little, if at all,

wiser than when they went out.

Subjects similar to the one mentioned above occur on
many coins of the Lower Empire. For example, Con-
stantine II, surnamed The Younger, appears galloping to

right, and pursuing an enemy who, in his flight, lets his

shield fall (Cohen, Medailles Tmperiales, Vol. VI, PI. VI,

facing p. 211, No. 5G), with the legend DEBELLATORI
GENTT. BARBARR. Nepotian is in the same attitude,

and a captive kneels before him [Ibid,., PI. IX, p. 321,

No. 2). Decentius, on horseback, transfixes an enemy
who is on his knees, holding a spear with his right hand
and raising his left. (Ibid., PL X, p. 336, No. 14).~

1 It is evident that statues and reliefs, DN CONSTANTINVS P. F. AVG-—on
on account of their greater size, have an the rerersp he holds vpitli his right hand
advantage over coins and gems, where a standard, and with his left a globe
objects appear in miniature or con- surmounted by a Victory crowning liim,

ventionally treated, so that we are often while he trauiples on a kneeling ba'--

at a loss to ascertain with precision the barian ; legend: VICTORI AAAVGGrGr,
ideas which tlie engraver intended to and in the exergue COXOB. The
express. cluiracters on the recerse are not eas-y

- A gold solidus of Constantinus III, to interpret at first sight. If we take
formerly in the collection of the Vicomte the first A as the terminal letter of

Ponton d'Amecoui't, has come into my r7c/o)v"« we have only AA corresponding
possession. The obverse bears the to GCxGr, meaning Three Augusti. On
Emperor's bust -n earing the pallida- the other hand, if we take tlie first A
mentum, with diademed head—legend : with the following two, we leave only
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I Avill only quote a sin^i^'le Inscription as illustrating

that now under consideration : it seems specially apposite,

because it commemorates one who, like Veitius, was a

cavalry officer, and belonged to the Noric division :

—

C • IVLIO • ADAEI • F
PEMO • TREVEO
EQ • ALAE • XOETC
STATOEI • AN • XXVII
STTP • VII • H • A • S • F • C •

The heir has erected with his own money the monument
to Cains Julius Primus, son of Adarus, a Treveran, a

cavalry staff officer in the Noric division, twenty-seven

years of age, who had served for seven campaigns.

H • A • S • F • C should be expanded thus : II[_eres\

a\_ere] s[iio] f[acienduin\ c\iiravit\.

This grave-stone, like the one found at Magdalenen-
l)erg, is adorned with reliefs both above and below the

Inscription, In the upper relief the deceased appears

clothed in a tunic, and mantle on the lower part of his

person, reclining on a couch, holding a napkin in the left

hand, and supporting the right on his knee. A young
servant, with arms crossed, stands at his feet ; in front of

him is a large jug, and a small table [mensa tripes)^ with

fruit and bowls upon it. Bcittiger, in his Sabina,

Taf. XII, Vol II, facing p. 173, has an- engraving from
Tournefort, Voyage du Levant^ of a somewhat similar

subject ; but here the treatment of it is more complicated,

as the composition consists of five figures. The lower

relief shows a naked man leadintf: a horse, which carries

Ticfori dixtive of Victor (conqueror of fitree kingdoms are personified, offering

the Augusti), which is ntiintelligible, so the crown to Her Majesty, witli the

that the case is wliat Horace denotes legend Urimus tibi nohile regnvm.
by the phrase, litem life resolvit. Mr. We have CONOB in tlie exergue, and
Grueber offered a suggestion, whicli I tlie syllable OB was supposed to =72,
readily accept, riz., that the standard the number of solicit in the pound of

fills the space which the letter A of Vic- gold ; but tlie discovery of bars of this

toria would otherwise occupy. nietal in Hungary, inscribed with GBR,
Similarly in our shilling of 1895 part has caused this opinion to be rejected,

of the motto Honi soit qui nial y iJense and it is now genei'ally believed that OB
is intercepted by the shields of Ensland stands for ohryzum ; hence CONOB
and Scotland, the harp of Ireland being means pxu'e gold according to t.lie

placed below, while the rose, thistle standard of Constantinople. Foreellini,

and shamrock fill up interstices. For ed. J)e Yit, s.r. Obrussa (testing of gold

the device compare Pistrucci's corona- by fire) Obryza, Obryzatus, Obryzum.
tion medal, on the reverse of which the
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a sacldle-clotli and long girths hanging down, and upon it

a saddle with pommels and an oval shield. The man
holds two spears in his left hand and a long rein in his

right. ^

This inscription was found 1831, in making a new road

fromXanten (Castra Vetera) to Cleve. (Braml)ach, Corpses

Inscrr. Rhenanarum^ Eegierungs-Bezirk, Dusseldorf, No.

187, p. 52 ; Henzen's Supplement, forming the third volume

of Orelli's Collection, p. 370, No. 6838). A crack goes

througli the lower relief, probably made in removing the

stone to Treves, where it has found a resting place among
the Romischen Steindenkmiiler des Provinzial Museums, a

handsome building which was being erected when I

visited that city in 1887, and is now completed.

I have not found Adarus in any list of Latin proper

names ; it is probably Celtic, and may be the same as re-

appears in the Scotch family Adair, and the Irish town,

Adare, co. Limerick.

The term Stator requires some explanation. Besides

the authors, in Inscriptions we have Stator Prcetorius

and Atujustornm. It seems to denote an officer attached

to the staff of a general or governor, and employed to

receive and carry despatches ; he probably had other

duties that we are now unable to define accurately."

In both cases I have translated eque-'i a cavalry officer,

because the ornamental character of monuments on which

this word occurs sufficiently indicates that a common
horse-soldier cannot be meant. Moreover, in at least

two passages of Ctesar's Commentaries this interpretation

seems to be required by the context. The first is

Chap. LXXVII of Book I, Be Bello Civili. The author is

here relating the war with Pompej^'s lieutenants, Afranius

and Petreius, in Hispania Citerior (Northern Spain). He
says that some of the enemy's military tribunes and

centurions voluntarily remained in his camp, and were

afterwards highly honoured by him ; together with them

he mentions Eoman equites, as if they were of the same or

similar rank. Again, ibid.. Book III, Chap. LXXI, after

the account of his loss of 960 soldiers near Dyrrhachium,

1 Hettner, Trier. Inscrr., A'o. 308, II, 19, 17; X, 21. Gruter Inscrr.,

p. 133 s(?. 1031,3; 600, 6; 631,3. Stator civitatis

^ Cicei'o, EpistoJce ad Familiares, Vieniiensis.
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previously to ihe decisive action at Vliai'salia, lie subjoins

the names of four iupiite-s who apparently couiniand(Ml the

cavalry.^

Monimsen, Jies (jestce Jfivi Augusil ex monuuicntis

Ancyrano et Apolloniensi, p. 46, gives the names of the

IcLiions and their quarters tabulated. Here we find the

Eijihtli Lemon Aucjusta stationed in Pannonia ; and the

veterans who also have a place in our Inscription are

said to have been removed thence to Berytus (Ijcirout),

A.U.C., 738.

The quasstors were important officers in the Eoman
army, accompanying the consuls when they took the field,

and having charge of the funds. They had their tent

(qucestorium sc. tentorhun) near the Porta Decumana, in

the part of the camp farthest from the enemy. (See Das
Rdmercastell Saalburg von A. v. Coliausen Oberst zu Dienst

und Conservator und L. Jacobi, Baumeister, p. 30, and
Taf. II; or Fischer's Ent/Ush Translation, p. 15, PI. II.

Q. as an abbreviation for Quinarius, i.e., half denarius,

occurs on coins, which I mention lest it should be mis-

taken for Qucestor. (Mommsen, Geschichie des Romischen
Milnzicesens, p. 493, No. ]9.)~

Cohen, 3/edaiUes Cousidaires, p. 215, PI. XXVII, has a

denarius of the gens Metilia, a plebeian family, with

Victory crowning a trophy, and the letters CEOT in the

field vertically arranged. He explains it as referring to

T. Metilius Croto, deputj^ of Appius Claudius and praetor

in Sicily, B.C. 215 ; but M. Babelon seems disposed to

follow Mommsen, who infers, from comparison with a vic-

toriat struck at A-'ibo, that CEOT means the atelier monetaire

at Croton.'^ We may observe that both these cities were
in Bruttii, and thus a similarity in their types would be

^ Bell., Cir. I, 77 : " Cres.ni- qui Oiwrnasficou, gives another form of the

milites adversariorum in castra jier name Felginas; C. Flegiuas, Placentinus,

tempus colloquii venerant . . . cqiKS Romauus in exercitu Ca?saris, ad
centurionen in ampliores ordines, eqiiitex Dyrrhachium interfectus.

Romanos in tribunitiiim restituit hono- " Smith's Diet, of Ant., 3rd edit.,

rem." Ibid., Ill, 71 : " Duobus his p. 5.34, col. a. Receipts and payments
unius diei prceliis Cffisar dcsiderarit passed through the Qntrstor's hands,

milites DCCCCLX, et notos eqtiites and he seems to have been in charge of

Somanos Felginatem Tuticanum Gral- military stores.

lum, senatoris filium ; C. Felginatem, * Babelon, infra. Vol. I, p. 56,

Placentia ; A. Granium, Puteolis; M. Cla.ssement cltronologiqve, Note 2, re-

Sacrativirum, Capua ; trihvnos militutn i'crence to Borghesi.

et Centuriones XXXTI." ])e Tit,
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accounted for : Monnaies de la Repuhlique Romaine, s.v.

Msecilia, Sect. XCII, Vol. I, p. 158 and Note 5
; p. 159,

Note 1 ; with references to Livy, IV, 48, XXIII, 31,

where the various readings of Madvig and Weissenborn

should be cohated. M. Babelon says that Cohen is

mistaken when he treats MetiHa as a different gens from

Ma^ciha ; but I think the opinion of the earher numis-

matist will be confirmed by examining the passages in

Livy where these names occur. (See the reprint of

Drakenborch's Livy, with Crevier's Notes, Loud., 1842,

Tom III ; Index in 7, LAvii historiariim libros, s.v.

Mgecilius et Metilius.) To the former of these families

the Emperor Avitus, a.d. 455-6, belonged ; he was father-

in-law of the well-known author Sidonius Apollinaris,

who addressed a Panegyric to him. An aureus of Avitus

is reproduced in the Illustrated Catalogue of the Collection

LrAmecourt, PI. XXXII, No. 815, p.
129.i It bears

many signs of a late and degenerate age. On the obverse

his bust appears crowned with a diadem of pearls ; the

reverse shows him trampling on a captive

.

There still remains to be noticed the name of Arrius,

more interesting than any that have preceded—a name
which a Eoman lady has by her heroism made illustrious

for ever. The younger Pliny, Epistles III, 16, relates

how Arria accompanied her husband to Eome, when he

was accused of taking part in the revolt of Scribonianus,

and encouraged him to commit suicide. She unsheathed

a sword, plunged it in her breast, then drew it out, and,

presenting it to him, said, " P^etus, I feel no pain,''

" words," says Pliny, " immortal and almost divine."

Martial wrote a good epigram on this subject, I, xiii,

(XIV).

Casta sno gladium cnni traderet Arria Pajto,

Quein de visceribus strinxerat ipsa suis,

" (Si qua fides, vnluus quod feci non dolet," inquit;
" (Sed quod tu facies, hoc mihi, Pajte, dolet.""

The coins of the gens Arria deserve attention. One of

' Legend : D. N. (Dominus noster) zuiu Kiigelabsclineideu bedieiite, be-

AVITVS PERP. FAVG : reverse : weisst aueh die bekannte Anekdote voin

VICTORIA AVGGG. Heroismus der Porzia, der Geinahlin
- Bottiger, Sahina (Vol. I, ]). 314; des Brutus, bejm Plutarch in vita

VierteSzene—A.nmerkuugen,S.297, 2) : Bruti, c. 31, T. VI., p. 237 luid

Dass man sich nur eines Messerchens Valerius Maximus III, 215.
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I hem probably shows us the head ol" Q,. AitIus, who
(Ideated Grixus, a lieutenant of Spartacus in the gladia-

torial war. Another bears on the obverse the letters

F. r. E., i.e., Fortunai populi liomani ; on the reverse we
see a spear between a laurel crown and a square object,

which some call a plialera ; 1)ut according to Eckhel,

Vol. V, p. 148, it is a kind of altar. (Cohen and Babelon,

s.v. Arria ; and Collection dAmecourt, PI. I, No. G, p. 2.)

Exception may be taken to the former interpretation,

because the pJ(alerce were usually circular bosses, Ijut

sometimes in the form of pendants, like earrings. (See

Kich, Companion to the Latin .Dictionary, s.v. plialera',

and eques Sagittarius.) The word is probably never

found in the sino-ular number, as more than one was w^orn

by the person thus decorated. So Caslius, in the remark-
able monument preserved at Bonn, has five on his breast,

connected by leather straps. (Lindenschmit, op. citat.,

Heft VI, Taf. 5.)^ The Greek word also, (j)d\apa, is

plural ; the singular occurs only in ^Eschvlus, Persas, G61

(652),

BacrtXetof TLdpa<^ <^aXapov nLcjia'uaKcov,

and seems to mean the cheek-covering, part of the tiara

worn by Parthian Kings and seen on their drachms. (Lin-

wood, Lexicon to yLJsc/iylus, and Liddell and Scott, s.v.

;

Buttmann, T^jexilogus in ^6.ko<; ; Lindsay, History and
Coinage of the Partliians, PI. 2, No. 25 sqq., Arsaces
VIII (Artabanus II), &c.2

These Vettii must not be confounded with the Vettii in

Macedonia {Livy, XLV, 30. Tertia regio noh'des urbEs,

' Conf. omnino Baumeister, Deuk- angefiihrteiiTrfptcfpaioVTrTraji/ (ornaments
miller des Klassiscben Alterthums," an round the necks of horses) in den
Rxeellent Article, s.v. 7?^(7^eH (Greek and jircecept. conjucj., c. 48, T. I., Pt. II,

Roman), pp. 2015-2078, iiOol links oben, p. 571. Wyttenbacli.
2062 links unter. Part II (Roman) begins '^ Arria and Partus are names that

p. 2043, V. esp. engraving {Abhilclitxg) have been given improperly to the group
22f)3, nearly full 4to page facing p. 2U50, of a Gaul and his wife—the former
Grabstein eines in der Varusschlacht stabbing himself—in the Sculpture

gefallenen Vice-Cent.urionen. Bottiger, Gallery of the Villa Ludovisi at Rome

—

op. citat.. Vol. II, p. 101 ; S. 83, 1) : ISo. 28 in the large room (Murray's
Zum I?rust-mid Stirnenschmuck der Handbookfor Rome, ^ect.l,^'6'S). The
Pferde, die mit dem allgemeinen details indicate a Celtic race, as in the

Namen phalercB gennant wurden (S. so-called dying gladiator. Emil Braun,
zum Silius Italikus XV, 255), gehorten Ruins and Museums of Rome, pp.
auch wohl bei ausserordentlichen 341-343, describes the male figure as a
Gelegenheiten Perlenschniire. . . . Gallic leader breathing his last on the

Hierher gehoren die in der Aufzahlung field of battle,

des mannlichen Luxus von Plutarch
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Edessam et Berocam et Pellam, liabet, et Vettioriim belli-

cosa.m gentem), where we may notice the coincidence in

the epithet nohiles with the Acts of the Apostles, XVII, II,

ovToi 8e Tjaav ivyevearepoL rcov ev ©eaaaXovLKT]: "These
were more noble than tliose in Thessalonica," Authorized

Version
;
generosiores, Translation by Theodore de Beze,

usualh^ called Beza.^

There was a people with a similar name, Vettones, in

Lusitania, between fh Durius (Donro) and Anas (Gua-
diana), also called. Vectones ; they occur three times in

('cesai\ De Bella Civil% lilj. I, c. 38. The penultimate

quantity of this word is long in Lucan, Pharsalia, IV, 9

—

His pra3ter Latias acies erat impiger Astur,

Vettonesque leves

;

but in Greek we have two forms—OveVrwz/e? and OveTTove<;,

so that the quantit}^ seems doubtful. Comp, Suessiones,

Soveaiojve^; and 'lovecrcrove';, Soissons. (Ccesar, Bell. Gall.,

II, o, 4, 12 proxinii Eemis, I3.)~ In the country of the

Vettones was situated Alcantara (Arabice, " Al-Kan-tarah,"

' The name of the Ecformer is more
accurately written Ees^ze. He was a

Frenchman by birth, but specially con-

nected with Geneva during his actiTC

life, in these respects resembling Calvin,

to whose functions and ascendency he
succeeded. The Codex BezcB is one of

the most valuable treasures in the

Library of tlie University at Cambridge ;

accordingly it is made conspicuous by
being deposited in a glass case by itself.

It contains tlie text of the Crospels and
Acts of the Apostles, and is described

by Tischendorf, 2nd stereotype edition

of the New Testament 1862, p. XVI,
among the Codices Grsrci iique unciali-

bus litteris scripti a sa>culo IV iisque

ad X. The edition by Pr. Scrivener is

said to be the most elaborate of his

writings, and I presume tluit it will be

more useful to Biblical students than
that of ivijiling Cantabrigiic, 1793.

See also Home's Infroduciion /o ihe

Holy Scriptures, 9th edition, 184-6, Vol.

II, pp. 113-117 (IV D), with full-page

lacsimile; /i(V/., Vol. V, p. 15 .se(^. The
MS. was presented to the University by
Beza in the year 1581. His Translation

of the New Testament, Cambridge, 1642,

has been reprinted by Bagster (Loudon,
1832) in a pocket volume. It may
interest scholars to compare it with the

Old Italic Version and Jerome's Vulgate.

Eeceut publications have imparted
fresh interest to this MS. ; I refer to A
Studif of Codex Bezm, by Professor

Rendel Harris, and The Church in the

Roman Empire before A.D. 170, by
Professor W. M. Eamsay. From the
latter we gather that the revision of

the Codex was made by a native of

Asia Minor, who was familiar with the

topography of that region, v. Ind., pjJ. 36,

52-4, 87, "94, 128h., 140, 151-63, 167,

418; but the list is incomplete : see esp.

Chap. VIII, pp. 151-167. In some
cases the I'eading pieserved in Codex
Bezce is better than that of the text

usually received. Acts xvii, 12,

following the verse quoted above, it

says :
" some of them therefore believed,

and some disbelieved," instead of "many
of them believed." Perhaps the dis-

crepancy arose from the jealousy

{(pd6vo(;) with which the Greeks of

different districts regarded each other.

(Ramsay, op. citat. 3rd edition, p. 160.)
- Ptolemy, Geographia, 'OvianovtQ

II. IX, § 6, edit. Car. Miiller, p. 221..

Ov'iaaoi'ii;, wv iroXic; o/xoicot; cii: civaroXtliv

Tov ^riKociva TroTajxoi' (Sequaiia fl.,

Seine). Various forms of the name and
references are given in the note. For
the Vettones in Lusitania v. ihicl., II, 5,

§ 7, p. 140.
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the hridLi'e), Lauciu of the Vettoiies, Xorba Cicsareii of

the Eomans, on the river Tagus, famous for tlie Tr.ijaui

Pons, 210 feet hi<fh. (Ford, IfandJxiok for Sjiain, p. 270

sq., edit. 1878.) A plant is named after this people, being

called in Latin vettonica, veto7iica, and hetonica ; in English,

heiony. Pliny says that wine is made from it; tliat its

leaves, when dried, yield a kind of flour, and that it has

also many medicinal properties, whence the Italians derive

their proverb Aver pih virtu cite Ja hettonica}

Lastly, the coins of the gens Veitia present an interest-

ing type : Obverse, head of Tatius, King of the Sabines,

with monogram S, i.e., ^TA in ligature; reverse, man
standinj? in biga, wearing toga, and holding a sceptre

;

behind him an ear of corn ; legend T. YETTIVS IVDEX.
The head of Tatius alludes to the descent of the gens

Vettia from a Sabine origin. We have probably on the

reverse Sp. Vettius, administering justice {judex). He
w^as the interrex after the death of Eomulus, who caused

the people to vote for the election of Numa ; and his car

is supposed to be the oldest form of the sella curulis, the

adjective being connected with currus. The ear of corn

may refer to the functions of the moneyer, wdio as gedile

w^ould have charge of the distriljution of provisions to

the people. This is M. Babelon's interpretation, op. citat.,

Vol. II, pp. 530-532, and seems, to say the least, plausible.

Cavedoni and Mommsen, however, say that the personage

on the reverse is Numa, and explain the ear of corn as

symbolizing a division of lands wdiich he ordered. (See

also Admiral Smyth, llie Nortliwnberland Cabinet of

Boman Coins, Tablet XVI, p. 253 sq., where the above-

mentioned denarius is fully described, with the opinions

of Eckhel and Eiccio about it."

' Strabo 'S.oviaaiwriQ, Lib. IV, Cap. C. Knight's Cyclopadla of Natural

III, § 5, p. 194, eel. Didot. Pliny Nat. Ilisfon/, a.v. Staehv's ((TTaX''f, a spike),

Eist., Lib. XXV, Cap. VIII, Sect. 47, column 887. Betony is said to be a

§85 : " Vettonica dicitur in Gallia, in popular remedy, the roots acting as

Italia autem serratula, a Grsecis cestros purgatives and emetics. Uizioi/ario

aiit psychotrophon, ante cunctas lauda- delta tiiiqua Italiana delta Academia
tissima." The references to passages, delta Crusca, Art. "Bettonica e Bret-

-vvhere betony and diseases it will cure tonica. Erbanotissima,edir!icltc virtu,"

are mentioned by this author, fill more wliere the plant is fulh" described,

tlian one column in the Index to Sillig's - Colien, Monnaies de la Repuhlique

edition. Forcellini's article is under romaine, p. 327, No. 175. Vettia.

the heading " Betonica," but he calls Famille tres-ancienne, PI. XL, Nos. 1, 2 ;

attention to the affinity of the letters V p. 328, Eclaircissements.

and B. Compare with Pliny's statements
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For the reliefs adorning this tombstone I know no better

illustration than the monument of Ceelius, engraved in Lin-

denschmjt's AlterthUinerunser heidnischen Vorzeit, Heft. VI,

Taf. 5 ; also in his Tracht und Bewaffminr/ des Bor/iisc/ien

Ileeres wdhrend der Kaiserzeit, Braunschweig, 1882, p. 16

s(/. Taf. I., figs. 1-6, Ccelius and two other centurions.^

It is unnecessary to discuss the military decorations [torquis^

etc.,) in detail, as copious information on these subjects

will be found in English, French, German works of

reference: Smith, Dictionary of Antiquities, i\\\Y^e(Mt\o\\\

Daremberg et Saglio, and Baumeister. I will only add
that i^halercE appear to have been worn as ornaments by
ladies also, which is inferred from a passage in the Satires

of Petroniics, where the author quotes Publilius

—

matrona
ornata faleris pelagiis—probably meaning coral; so De
Vit explains the phrase in his edition of Forcellini, s.v.

phalerce.-^

Among the antiquities of the Eoman Empire the

roads are by no means the most conspicuous, but

they deserve to rank among the most important, show-
ing as they do the military character of the people,

their eno-ineerino- skill, and the relations subsisting^

between different cities. Aquileia, we know from
Strabo, was fortified as a bulwark of Italy against

the barbarians north of the Alps ; its proximity to the

Adriatic contril)uted to make it a great commercial centre,

where slaves, cattle and hides were exchano;ed for wine.

' The monmnent of Manias Ctelius also Fiihrer clitrch das Froviiicial-

is not at Mainz, but in the Provincial 3Ii(seu>n zu Bonn, 1895, p. 13 sq. Das
Museum at Bonn, of which Dr. Klein is Denkmal ist ein Cenotaph nnd tcahr-

Director. Er wurcle, wie Overbeck in scheinlich auf dem. zweifen Feldzuff des

(lem Kataloge des Ttonigl. rheinischen. Germatiicus m Deiitschland (15« Chr.)

Museums vaterldndlscher Alferthilmer errichtet.

in Bonn naeli einer Angabe der - Petronii Satirce, edit. Buecheler,

Annales Cliviae bemerkt, bei Xanten p. 64, cap. 55 :

(Castra Vetera) im Jahre 1633 gofunden. " An ut matrona ornata faleris pelagiis

It has shared the fate of many other ToUat pedes indomita in strato ex-

antiquities discovei-ed at Xanten in traneo ?

"

being removed to other localities. A V. edit. Burniann, 1743, torn. I, p. 359,

fine statue was recently found there, note, Ornamentis marinis, glossaj ; aHi

and purchased at a higli price for the • patagiis (edging or border). Buecheler,

Berlin Collection. Hence the traveller in his note,
f».

63,, on the words " Quid
who visits the place, which is not iar putas inter Ciceronem et Bublilium

from Cleve, will meet with little to interesse?" says " Publilium resiitui,

reward him for the trouble of making a Publiura librt omnes."

detour to a dull country town. ISee
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oil and products of the South l)i-ought thither Ijy seaJ

Now, there were three roads leading from Aquileia to

Yirununi, a ])roof of frequent intercourse between the

two cities— (1) through Krain and Untersteier (Carniola

and Lower Styria) marked in the Table of Peutinger
; (2)

through Gorz (Gorizia) and over the Prediel, according to

the Antonine liinerarj/ ; (3) through Friaul (Friuli) and

Villach (Santicum), also in Itin. Antonin. On the other

side, proceeding northwards from Virunum we have—(1)

to Ovilabis (Wels) on the Danube, where tlie railways from

Passau and Salsburg meet, through Noreia (Neumarkt), the

ancient capital of the Taurisci in Noricum
; (2) to the same

place, tlu'ough Candalica (Huttenberg)
; (3) to Juvavum

(Salzburg), through Immurium (Murau), cf. Murius Fl.

hodieMur. Beliandrum stood at the junction of numbers

(1) and (o), hodie Friesach, near the frontier of Ober
Steiermark, and not far from Judenburg. The former

place is well known to numismatists on account of the

coins minted there, like those struck by the Patriarchs of

Aquileia." The neighbourhood of the latter (Judenburg)

has yielded the remarkable Vas Dlatretum now in the

Museum at Buda-Pest, which I have described in my
paper on Antiquities in that city.^

If a short digression may be pardoned, the subject

tempts me to say, in passing, that our own country pre-

sents one of the best examples of a Eoman road, viz.,

at Biackstone Edge in Lancashire, close to the boundary
between that county and Yorkshire. It is in very good
preservation, and has the singular feature of a central

groove or trough for the drag on wheels of waggons going

down hill.* (See Mr. Thomson Watkin's Roman Lanca-

^ Strabo, lib. V, cap. I, § 8, 'AnvXipa 5', regioni : with references in the notes to

. . . t7nrtiXi<ySiv rote," virttJKHfikyoi^ Professor Luschin von Ebengreutli, Die
fiapfidpotg , . . 'aiJttrai S't/xir/'piov Agleier ; Grote, Die 3Iunzen den sild-

Toig irefji tov "iGrpov tojv 'iWvpiuiv lichen Oesterreichs ini 3HtteJaIter.

'iOitac KOfxi'^oiKTi S' ovToi fxiv rd f/c Neue Folge der BUitterfur Mllnzku7ide,

QaXc'iTTTiQ wai oivni' tTTt ^vXuhdi' widcci' Vol. I, and other authorities.

apfxti/J-t^Kaic avadivng Kai tXaioi', tKsTt'oi "* Archceol. Journ., Vol. L, p. 322 sq.,

5'dv5pa7ro5a Koi /3oTKr;/xaTa kou ctp/xara. text and notes.

^ For the coins of Friesacli, ste La * Some account of Roman roads -nith

Zecca de' Patriarchi d'Aquileia, Studio
,
grooveo 'svill be found in the Congres

di Alherto Pnachi, Trieste, 18S4, p. 8 Archeologique de France, ILIjVI^ Session,

and seqq. A Frisacco gli arcivescovi di Seances generates fenues a Vienna en

Salisburgo possedevano gia dall' anno 1879, pp. 277-288, Memoir by M.
1130 una zeeea, i cui cont s'erano in Caillemer. Les voies a rainures chez les

breve volger di tempo diffusi in lontane anciens. But these were made for a
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shire^ pp. 56-G2.) He has a full quarto pao-e engravino-

opposite p. GO, and a diagram at p. Gl ; also compare the

map prefixed to his book.^

The roads previously mentioned were made in a

northerly direction, and maintained the military com-
munications between Italy and the Danubian frontier

;

but others were carried from West to East, through the

valleys of the Gail and the Drau, with some deviations
;

whence we see that the Romans had occupied the province
completel}'.

Of these Via3 Norici it may suffice for the present to

enumerate the following :—From Aguontum (Lienz) to

Eha3tia (Tirol) ; from Virunum towards Celeia (Cilli in

Unter Steiermark) ; from Celeia to Poetovio (Pettau)^

;

from Juvavum (Salzburg) to Pons yEni (Innsbruck)
;

Eipensis on the banks of the Danube from Vindobona
(Vienna) to Boiodurum (Innstadt, a suburb of Passau).

Further information will be found in the Corp. Inscrr.

Lat., Ill, 2, pp. 692—702, with an excellent map at the end

different purpose, viz., to diminisli fric-

tion and tlms to facilitate tlie motion
of carriages ; so 1 hey corresponded
somewhat with our modern tramways.
P. 278 : "Les anciennes traces de rones,

si frequentes sur le sol rocheux de la

Grece, ne sont pas des ornieres creusees

par un long usage, mais bien des rainures,

preparees arlificiellement, a des distances

calculees sur la largeur ordinaire des

chars, dans le but d'assurer la direction

des roues et de faciliter la traction des

fardeaux sur un terrain accidente."

Compare p. 281, Plates facing p. 280 :

I, Voie antique du Val de Pier (Haute-
Savoie) ; II, Plan de la Voie complete
avec rainures trans versales pour em-
pecher le glissement des betes de trait

—

Profil (i.e., section). From a careful

examination of these grooves—of their

form, depth (sometimes even tliirty

centimetres), and their distances from
eash other—it seems to follow that they
were not ruts of wheels, but constructed
with the design mentioned above.

' In Smith's Dictionary/ of Greek
and Roman Anfiqq , 3rd edition. Vol. II,

p. 947, this engraving is reproduced on
a smaller scale, as an illustration of the

ai'ticle Tia. For the whole subject of

materials and methods of construction

V. i6(W., § 2, j^P- 950-953, with three

woodcuts.

- Poetovio was an important Roman
station, where, as Tacitus informs us
(Histories, III, 1), the leaders of the
Flavian party met to arrange their ]5lan

of campaign against Vitellius. This
form of the word is correct, occurring
here in tlie Florentine MS., as well as

in a Spanish Inscription, " extra Tarra-
gonam "

; v. Orelli note, loc. citat., and
Ins Collection, IVo. 3592. Antonine
Itinerary, edit. Parthey and Pinder,
with the pagination of Wesseling: Index,
PcEtovione, 2G1, 2G2 (bis), 265 ; Pata-

vione, 129; Petovione,561. We find also

Petobio ; V. Bailey's Aucfarium appended
to the English edition of Force] lini's

Lexicon. There were roads from Pettau
to Vindobona (Vienna), Carnuntum
(prope Petronell on the Danube) and
to Siscia (Sissek on the Save). An
account of antiquities found at Pettau
is given in the following publication :

Romische Bildwerke JSinheimischen

Fundorts in Osterreich herausgegelien

von Alexander Conze, II Heft, Sculp-

turenin Pcttauund St. MartinamPaclier
mit Tafel V-X (Wien), 1875, -Ito, Sepa-
ratabdruclc aus dem XXIV. Bande der
Denkschriften der Philosophisch-IIis-

toiischen Classe der Kaiserlichen Aka-
demie der Wissenscbaften.
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oi" the volunie.^ A\C should hear in iiiiiid tliat ancient

Noricum extended i\\v beyond the limits of Carinthia,

which is only Mid-Noriciun ; lor I'tulemy inlbnns us that

it was bounded on the West by the River ^Enuri (Inn), on
the North by the Danube, on the East by Mons Cetius,

and on the South by the part of Pannonia under that

mountain and the Caravancas above Istria.^

I proceed now to notice brieliy some objects of Art and
Antiquity found in Carinthia, and especially at Viru-

num (ZoUfeld), partly because there is no room for

insigniiicant places within the narrow space of a paper,

partly because this site has rewarded explorers with

remains far more important and interesting than any
other.

Tra,vel is often very disappointing ; the archaeological

tourist not infrequently visits some spot famous for its

associations—political, literary, or ajsthetic— and returns

to his hotel from a day's excursion having caught nothing,

or next to nothing. In many cases the barbarians of the

Dark Ai^es have scarcelv left a sino-le stone above Q-round
;

in others, the most valuable monuments have been trans-

ported to Museums more or less remote. Zollfeld forms

' A good map of the Roman roads in a tabular form under the following

accompanies Baron Hauser's little book heads, viz.. Roman name of station,

entitled Die alte Geschichte Kcirntens Distance to next station, Present

von der Urzeit his Kaiser Karl dem name of Roman station. See p. 4 sq.

Grossen neic aus Quellen hearheitet, for three roads from Virunum—two
Klagenfurt, 1893—Kacrntens Homer- to Ovilabis and one to Juvavum.
sfrassen, Maesstab 1 : 1,000,000, with In addition to these lists the author

useful indications, Zeichenerklilrung, furnishes us with many explanations,

Romische Ortsnamen, Jetzige Ortsna- correcting tlie errors of earlier anti-

men ; nachweisbare Romerstrassen, alte quaries, e.ff., Jordan and Muchar, and
Sti'assen mit romischen Funden. Ancient identifying the ancient routes by means
routes and rames of places are distin- of modern names of places derived from
guished by being coloured red. Consult the Roman, and existing remains, such

also Karntens Romische AlferthUmer, as milestones, pavements and monu-
von Midi. F. v. Jabornegg-Altenfels, ments recently discovered.

4to, 1871. Maps at the end of the - Lib. II, Cap. 13, §1, Vol. I, p. 285,

volume: No. I, Situations-Plan des ed. Car. Miiller : To NwpKcoi' Trfpiop/^frai

Zolfeldes mit Andeutung der Ausdeh- htto jxiv ^{jntwQ "Aii-oi izoTafxoj, diro 5t

nung von Virunum ; No. I II, Situations- apKrojv fxfpn tuv Aai'ovfiiov to) dirb

Kai'te des Jaunthales in Unter-Kiirnfen "Aivon ttot ajjLov fj.ixp'- ''o'' Kfriou vpovQ

mit Andeutung der Ruinen der romi- . . . aTro 5f nparoAoiv dvTw tu>

schen Station Juenna, heute Globasniz
;

Keri'^j (ipfi, aTro Se ij.iarj/ji.0piag t<^ ts

and Karle von Eiirntenmit liezeichnung virb ro tlpmxkvov opog jxtpti tijq War^/oviaQ

der romischen Altcrthumer iind Slras- ri/f di'ot . . . Kai Ttji ivrlvQii' vvip Tt)v

senziige mit einem Segmente der 'Iffrpiav bpii, o /caAarat KapcvciyKai;

Peutingerschen Tafel von Ost-Noricum. (hodie Karairanken). On the last word
The roads fi-om Aquileia to Virunma Car. Miiller has a long note,

mentioned above are described, p. 1 sq.,
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no exception, for the finest statues and wall paintings

have found their final resting-place in the Kunsthis-

torische Sammluno-en at Vienna^ or the Rudolfinum at

Klaoenfurt. This classic ground of Carinthia can

' Two of the great treasures o£ this

Collection are the so-called Senatus-

C'onsultura de Bacchanalibus, a bronze

tablet

—

Die Sainmhaiffeii de/i K. K.
Miiiiz-und Ani iken-Cabiiiets, beschrie-

bcn von Freih : von Sacken und Dr.

Kenuer, pp. 111-114—and the so-called

Apotheosis of Augnstus (Gemma
Augustea), illd., pp. 420-422, the most
beautiful cameo that remains tons from
antiquity (well figured among the

plates appended to Bernoulli's Romi.sche

Ilconograpltie, Zweiter Teil, I), inferior

in size, but far superior in workmanship
-to a similar one at Paris : Chabouillet,

Catalogue general et raisonae des

Camees et Pierres gravees de la Bib-
linlheqne Inqx'riale, etc., pp. 28-31,
No. 188, Caniee de la Sainte-Chapelle.

Apotheose d'Auguste.

These objects are well known, so that

they need no fiu'ther notice here, but
such cannot be the case with the Ileroum

• of Trysa (Gjiilbaschi) in Lycia, near the

island of Rhodes, because it is a recent

addition to tlie Museum, having been
<liscovered in 1842, and explored by an
expedition sent out under the auspices

of the Austrian Government in 1S8I
and 1882. The monument consists of

a court enclosed by walls forming an
irregular quadrangle, and containing

remains of a sarcophagus and other

tombs. In these walls the two upper
rows of stones are adorned inside with
reliefs ; only the South front towards
the sea is also decorated outside with a

double frieze. The limestone found in

the country is the material employed.
A reconstruction of the Heroum and its

immediate surroundings occupies the

centre of the room, to vehose walls the
sculptured slabs are attached.

Ur. Schneider regards them as illus-

trating both art and literature—the
pictures of Polygnotus and his school,

known to us from the descriptions of

Pausanias (I, 15, and esp. X, 25-31,

&c.) and from painted vases. Miiller-

Wieseler, Denkmdler der alien Kiinsf,

Part I, p. 34, Taf. XLIII, No. 202,

Zur Vergleichung mit Polygnot's gros-

sem Geuialde in der Halle von Delphi,
Handbnch der Archiiologie der Kunst,

§ 134, 3. Sir George Scharf, Introduc-

t Ion to Wordsworth's Greece : Pictorial.

Descriptive and Historical, pp. 56-60,

Figs. 104-107; and the Cyclic poems
whose titles have come down to us, e.g..

the Thebais, relating events preceding

the Iliad, and the _tEthiopis continuing

"the tale of Troy divine"; Clinton,

Fasti Hellenici, Vol. I, Appendix,

pp. 345-358, with reff. to the Chrono-
logical Tables, esp. p. 152 sq., for

Arctinus of Miletus. C. O. Midler,

Hist, of Greek Literature, Vol. I,

Chap VI ; " The Cyclic Poets," pp.86-96,
English Translation.

The following subjects are represented

in the frieze : War of the Heroes
against Thebes, Landing of the Greeks
at Troy, Battle of Amazons and Greeks,

Contest of Lapithse and Centaurs at the

marriage of Pirithoiis, Bellerophon

conquering the Chima-ra, Banquet with

dancing, Ulysses killing the suitors of

Penelope, the Calydonian boar-hunt,

Siege and taking of Troy, Battle with
the Amazons, Rape of the Leucippides,

Hunting scenes, Four exploits of

Tlieseus.

Such are the interpretations of the

sculptures proposed by Dr. Sclineider in

the Uebersicld der kiinsthistorischen

Sammlunqen des Allerhochsteii Kaiser-

hauses, Wien, 1892, pp. 379-387; but
they have not been universally acceijted.

Dr. Wilhelm Gurlitt, Professor of

Classical Archajology in the Universitj^

of Gratz, informed me that he was of a

different opinion, and that his views

had met with approbation.

We may compare with the Heroum
of Trysa monuments from the same
region, which our fellow countrymen
have discovered and which are now
deposited in our National Collection : v.

Sir C. Fellows, Travels in Lgcia, with

numerous Plates, and Vaux, Handbook
to the Antiquities of the British

JIuseum, Lycian Room, pp. 143-163.
- A general account of the Rudol-

fmum will be found in a iiseful publica-

tion entitled Minerva, edited by Dr.

R. Kukula and K. Trlibner, " Jahrbucli

der gelehrteu Welt, Vierter Jahrgang,"

1894-1895, p. 343 sq. This Institution

consists of two parts : I, Historisches

Museum und Monumentenhalle, con-

G
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be rcaclied JVoni I he latter place in twenty minutes-

by railway; ])ut it is |)rererable to take a carriage, and
enjoy the bcantirul views—on one side of nearer hills

slo})ino- down towards an extensive plain, and on the other

of the lofty ranges of the more distant KaraAvanken
Mountains.

As I have already hinted, tlieie is little to be seen in

situ. We made our way into an upper room of a very
humble dwelling, like a pot-house, containing a local

collection—amoui^st other thinjTS, coins of Hadrian and
Antonine, a lamp,strigil (scraper), bronze handle, fragments

of an amphora, flue of a bath and mosaic, stylus (iron

pen), armilla, (armlet), spoon, button and ear-ring. For
a triflino' 2;ratuitv the old woman in charge was verv
willing to show and expatiate on her treasures ; but they

were of little value, and such as one meets with in the

provincial museums of any country once occupied by the

Eomans. Instead of wasting his time at Zollfeld, the

visitor had ])etter return to Klagenfurt, and read the-

excellent Filhrer durch das Historisclie Museum by the

learned Director, Baron Hauser, which will enable him to

study with pleasure and profit the objects preserved

therein.^

Case 3 contains exclusively the finds at Magdalenenberg.
There are only casts of the Hermes Logios so-called, and
of a bronze griffin ; the latter w^as discovered in the ^'ear

1843 by an agricultural labourer, wdiile ploughing. It is

16 inches high and of fine workmanship. I exhibit an
engraving of it, from Jabornegg-Altenfels, PI. Xo. 7,

()CXCIV. The ancients connected the griffin with

^VpoUo as an attribute, of which we have an example in

a mosaic at Palermo- ; so this imaginary creature would

taining 250 Roman and otlier ancient tigv.ngder BtadieKlagevfurtnndViUach
j;tones, prehistoric and Koman obiecls sowieder Kdrnfnerischen Seen vnd Hirer
found in excavations chieflv at Zollfeld f'^«i//eJ7(H_9'ejj von Josef Eabl, Wien, 1884,

and Magdalenenberg, arraujied according p. 6.

\o \he'iv provenance—collections of arms ' This Guide is a small pamphlet,

and wood-carving—a valuable cabinet pp. 88, and costs only 30 kreuzers, rather

of coins, upwards of 11,000 pieces, and more than a franc. The Fourth Edition,

a Library and Archives— ] 4,OoO original 1893, is an improvement on its prede-

documenta ; IT. Naturhistorisches cess^ovs (verhesserie).

Museum—collections relating to natural - My Paper on "Antiquities in the

sciences, with botanic garden and special Museum at Palermo," Arclioiological

Library. Illustrirter Filhrer dvrch Journal, 1881, Vol. XXXVIII, p. 149,

Kdniten mil Besonderer Be^rilck^ich- text and notes 1 and 2—Apollo riding
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be analogous to the eagle of Jupiter, the peacock of Juno,

and the owl of Minerva. Whether there was any temple

or sanctuary of this deity at Virunum, I do not know that

we have any information ; but the figure may have been

imported from a distance, and only used as an ornament,

without religious significance.'

If anyone will take the trouble to examine this collec-

tion he will have realistic proof, more satisfactory than

any accounts of historians, that under the Eomans the

inhabitants of Noricum were not " rude Carinthian boors,"

on a grifthi. A coloured engraving of

this subject accompanies Professor

Basilo's 'brochure, SulV antico edijizio

delta Piazza Vittoria in Palermo, Tav.

Ill, Dettaglio del Mosaico scoverto

. . . 1869.
' To the passages mentioned in the

Archceolor/ical Journal, lac. citat., add
Pliny's description of the gi-iSln, Lib. X,
Cap.' XLIX, Sect. 70, § 136, edit. SiUig,

grvpas aurita aduncitate rostri fabulosos

rcor; cf. VII, §10; XXXIII, §66;
witli Avhich compare Mscliylus Prome-
theus Vinctuf!, T. 803 edit. Dindorf
(r. 828 edit. Blomfield)—

otvaoTOfjLOVi; yap Zijvoq UKpaytig Kin>a(;

rpvvrat; (pvKa^ai,

C. O. Miiller, Arclidologie der Kunsf,

§ 362, 1 ; English Translation, p. 44'.>,

ApoUons tTnhjfiiai tTrKpaviiai (iiber die

Istros schrieb). Nach Delphi kehrt cr

Ton den Hyperboreern zuriick . . .

Xeben den Hyperboreern wohnen die

Ariniaspen, die, in Skytho-Phryg-
ischem Costiira, mit dera G-reifen um das

Grold kilmpfen. Rawlinson's note on
Herodotus, IV, 27, Vol. Ill, p. 23, and
woodcut, p. 24 :

" The only truth con-

tiiined in the tale is the productiveness

of the Siberian gold-region . . and
the jealous care of the natives to prevent

the intrusion of strangei's. . . The
Greek griffin is curiously like the Per-

sepolitan {Ker Porter, Vol. I, p. 672,

Plate 52), and both are apparently

derived from the winged lion of the

Assyrians (which, was the emblem of

the god Nergal, or Mars." Layard's

Hiiiereh, 6th ed.. Vol. I, p. 65 seqq.,

PI. at p. 70. Winged lion discovered ;

Vaux, Handbook to the Antiquities in-

the British Museum, p. 268, woodcut,

p. 267. The clause loc. citat. 'lomiSoi'tQ

iiai 01 \iyovTiQ rovg fj.ovi>o(pOci\fj,uvQ

dvdpibirovg Kai tuvq xuvaoipvAaKag Tplmag
ftiai is aptly illustrated by Rawlinson's

note (9) on Herodotus III, 116, Vol.

II, p. 503 sq. Tlie annual production

of Russian gold mines in the Uril and
Altai Chains at present amounts to

between £4,000,000 and £5,000,000.

See also Baehr's edition of Herodotus,

Excursus V, Vol. II, pp. 653-655 De
Gryphis, where the opinions of many
learned writers are stated.

Tlie grifiu found at Magdalenenberg
has been removed to tlie Museum in

Vienna

—

Guide to tlie Historical Col-

lection in the Jludoljinum, op. citat.,

p. 25, Pult. 3. This figure, like the one

at Palermo mentioned above, has a

connection with Apollo. Dr. Schneider,

Uehersicht der Tcunsthislorischen Sa.mm-
hinrjen des Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses,

p. 84 sq., says :
" Einst zu einer Statue

des ApoUon gehorig. Zwischen seincn

ausgebreiteten Fliigeln ist noch der

Rest der Kithara des Gottea zu erken-

nen."

A passage in Pausanias, where he
mentions griffins, is too important to be

omitted, Lib. I (Attica), Cap. XXIV,.
§§5, 6: He is describing the famous
chryselephantine Statue of Minerva in

the Parthenon, and informs us that

they were placed on each side of her

helmet. This leads him to relate the

tale of the griffins and Arim:ispiaus ;

his account of the former correspondL*

with the representation of them in the

monuments— like lions with the wings

and beak of an eagle, t^vaith' s Dictionari/

of Greek and Roman BiogropJit/,

Vol. Ill, p. 250; Raoul Rochettc,

Lectures on Ancient Art, English

translation, p. 176.

Compare Von Sacken und Kenner,

Das K. K. 3Iunz-und AntiJcen Cabinel

,

Wien. 1866, p. 307, No. 1225 ; Sitzender

Greif. der Lowenleib, gefliigelt, der

Adlerkopf mit spitzen Ohren, gezack teu>

Kamme und Bocksbart ; von trelflicher,

charakteristischer Duichfiilirung, 3iZ.

G 2
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but that hey possessed the comforts and hixuries as well

as the necessaries of life, and tliat " convenience, arts, and
elegance," to quote again the same author, were not un-
known to them. The objects liere displayed, if considered

by themselves, may seem unimportant ; but taken collec-

tively they present to us a picture of ancient civilization

that should interest the studious inquirer. In the iirst

and second compartments of this case we see a dagger
{parazoriiuin) and two swords {(jladii)^ a fragment of a

l)ronze vessel with a Greek inscription (APXIA), many
armlets and finger-rings, brooches to fasten dresses {fibulcB),

ornamental hair-pins, small tablets (tesserce) with names
engraved—Bonopompo, Mandatus, Acastus'—several

bath-scra])ers {strhiiles) ; also remains of rouge in a

vase." The use of cosmetics by the Roman ladies is well

known, and has been fully explained by Bottiger in his

Sahina, a work which, I think, surpasses every other

treatise of the kind, because it is profoundly learned and
by no means heavy. For the employment of paint to

beautify the complexion consult the First scene

—

Phiale

(bringt) die Schminke, Vol. I., Text pp. 23-20 ; ibid..

Remarks [Amnerhumieii), pp. 51-53 et seq.^

' A frieud suggests to mo, that

Sonopompo sounds more like modern
Italian tliau ancient Latin ; it does not

occur in De Vit's Onomasticon, appended
to his edition of ForcelUni's Lexicon—

a

most copious repository of proper names
—nor have 1 met with it elsewliero.

De Vit has an article " IMandatus," in

whicli he refers to the following author-

ities : Brambach, Corp. luscrr. Rhen-
anar., No. 713, v. 3, in museo reg.

Bonnensi T • FLA;^IVS • MK)ATVS
;

Corp. Inscrr. Lat., Vol. V, No. 3422,
Veronre SEX • F • POB

I
MANDATO ;

ihid., No3. 3373 and 3904. Wilmann's
JExempla Inscrr. Lat.., No. 2604,

Venusu^ MANDATVS •RAB • III • 7 • II.

Cf. Mommsen, Inscriptioiies Regni
NeapolitaHi Latince, No. 736. RAB
maj be expanded Rabilianus, and the
marks following may mean that he
obtained three victories and two crowns.

This last inscription is specially impor-
tant for information concerning the
schools of gladiators, and Wilmanns
has a commentary upon it. Acastus also

occurs as a mythical personage ; he was
an Argonaut, and one of the Heroes
who took part in the Calydonian boar-

hunt : Ovid, Metamorphoses VIII, 305.

- Diet, of Antiqq., 3rd edition,

Vol. I, p. 880 sq., s.v. Fucks, with an
illustration, Female painting her face

(from a Vase).
^ Banofka, Bilder AniUcen Lehens,

p. 43 sq., Tafel XIX. Fine Frau auf
einem Lehnstuhl, im Begriff sicli zu
schmincken mit deni Pinsel, den ihre

Rechte naeh dcm Gesicht erhebt,

wiihrend ihre Liuke einen Spiegel hiilt.

The same engi'aving appears in Bottigor's

Sahina, Tafel IX, facing p. 3 of Part II

;

JSrJdurunq der Kupferatfehi, p. 2.52 (zur

fiinften Szene). Xenophon, (Eco)io-

mictts X, §§ 2, 5, the lady painted her-

self sc as to appear whiter and redder
than she really was. Cerussa (4"fJ-i'9ioi')

white lead was employed in the former
case ; ancliusa {dyxovtra or tyxovcya),

alkalet or ox-tongue, and other pig-

ments in the latter. The passage from
Xenophon may remind the English
reader of the line wliich Pope puts into

the mouth of Narcissa

—

"And—Betty—give this cheek a little

red."

edition of his works, London 1760,
Vol. Ill, p. 246. 3Ioral Essa//s, Epistle I,

' Of the Knowledge and Chai-acters of

Men," V. 251.
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Compartments .'] to G contain a small spoon, bell, weights

(of bronze and stone), compasses, plummet {Senkblei)y

iron pen (.styhis) for writing on wax tablet, hook for draw-
ing up the wdck of a lamp, bronze strainer for filtering,

fragment of sieve, fishing hook, row of metal mirrors, two
lamps with frames for glass cylinders, tools of various

kinds—scissois, knives, hammers, chisels—and comb-like

instruments probably used for weaving. Some objects

here show how much attention the Greeks and Eomans
paid to the artistic decoration of articles for domestic use.

I refer to a bronze wire that ends in the head of a snake
with quivering tongue, and to supports for furniture in

the form of eagle's or animal's feet. The st3de is similar

to the bronzes in the British Museum, or those from Her-
' culaneum and Pompeii now preserved in the Museo
Nazionale (formerly Borbonico) at Naples.

In Case 4, among the finds at Yirunum, some of the

most notable are a spoon -shaped mason's trowel, a well-

formed female panther, of bronze, a small bronze altar

with inscription (Mommsen, Corp. Inscrr. Lett., Vol. III.,

Part II., 4805),^ an alabaster slab with architectural

design, probably of buildings in Yirunum, a rectangular

copperplate found by Professor Pichler 1883, which perhaps

Tiie eyebrows -were blackened with Egyptians, consult Sir Ci. Wilkinson's
stihitim, slimmt {ariufxi), a sul]-)]iuret of Manners and Customs, Vol. Ill, p. 37S
antimony : Juvenal, Sat. II, 93, seqq., especially pp. 380-383, Kohl, or

Ille supercilium madida fnligine S°^^^!'i\""'-r.-^'''' ^^"'^''•''^^o
"^"O^^^^^*"'

tactum ^°-
-^V' ^'^rT.«l-V-f83:

Boxes,

Obliqua producit acu, pingitnue trc- "^ bottles to I'okl tl»e L.ohl tor staining

mentes ^
o ^ ^^g eyelids. JJodkin for applying the

AttoUens oculos :

^^«^'l-
./^""^"^"f"' .fj^''

^miptiaj'
Antiquities at Alnwick Castle, by JJr. b.

With tiring-pins, these spread the Birch, pp. 98-101, Xos. 751-763, Vases
sooty dye, j^ml cases for liolding stibium.

Arch the full brow, and tinge the

trembling eye

;

i NEMNIC
Giiford's Translation. j^ • g \jj • L • L

See his note, Vol. I, pp. 61-fi3 ; and riLOCL • D • D
Ruperti, Commentarius, in- loco, with C. I. L., Vol. III. Pars posterior-

foot-note No. 25, where he cites a host Noricum, Virimum, p. 601, basis aerea

of authors, sacred and profane, ancient exigua3 molis litteris aetatis libera
and modern, English and foreign. V. reipublicre vel certe Augustte scripta.

Ileinrich's note ibid, in his edition of At the end of this volume, with other
Jwvenal, Vol. II, p. 107 : Erklaernng. maps by Kiepert, is Tab. IV, Raetia

Eine komische Benennnng der schwar- Noricum Pannonia ; we have Regio
zeu Schminke, . . . was aber nicht inter A^irunum et Noreiam (Neumarkt
Alkohol odcr Spiessglas ist, sondern in Styria) triplici majoris tabulse
Beiglanz. He also cites Tertullian, modulo (^,-,^^,3^) descripta, et Virunum
J)e Ciiltn Feniinarinn.I, 2; 11,5; edit. cum Vicinia sextuplici majoiis tabu]a^

Oehler, Vol. I, pp. 703, 720, with foot- modulo (^rsuhor,)- ^ SuppLment ta
notes. For the toilet of the ancient this volume appeared in 1893.
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refers to the Avcn-.shii) of ]'>})ona, wliose iiiiiue Ave also see

ill the epigraphy of this region. 'J'he goddess, wliom tlie

classical scholar will remember as occurring in Juvenal's

phrase,
"jurat

Solam Eponsim et fades olida ad pra3sepia picfcas."'

was venerated in many countries, and especially

in those famous foi" breedinc^ horses. Mr. T. Hodgkins'

Essay, entitled the " Pfahlgraben," gives an example from

the sculjitures discovered on the Teufelsmauer or TAmen
TraTisrhenamis and Transdaniibianus} Pichler has

engraved the relief on this copper plate in the Bild-

beilagen to his Vininum ; it seems to have decorated the

side of a casket, where a female standing between two
men on horseback may be the same goddess. These

figures, with snakes behind them, form the upper group.

The lower exhibits more variety : A tripod, with ofl'erings

thereon, stands in the centre ; at the left side one man
turns towards it, while another, looking in the opposite

direction, disembowels an animal hanging from a tree

;

at the right we see a fish, cock, and goat (?), and behind

them a man with a ram's head. The whole subject is

complicated and hard to interpret. The difficulty may

1 Sai. rill,\. IbG.sq. OltoJahivs and rofers to Tacitus, Kisf., Lib. \,
•edition, p. 92, gives the various readings, cc. 3, 4, and calls the historian menda-
yponam, iponani, hiponani ; and p. 298 eiorum loqitacissimuf; :—v. Orelli's Ex-
the Scholium, v. 157 SOLAM EP. quia i-ursus ad lib. cltaf, C. II seqij.

uuilio est, qui consulitur (lect. dub. v. especially p. 327.

note). Epona deamulionura est. Hcin- Oehler, instead of the usual title

rich in loco (Epona) Sebutzgeist fiir Esel Apologia, gives Apologeticuni {uTtoXoyij-

und Pferde, uberbau])t {iiv Ju»ieiita. tikoq Koyoi;), and in defence of the
- This Memoir is reprinted from the alteration, remarks, " Hanc Inscrip-

Archceologia JEliana, 1882; Plate lY tionem habent libri ptene omnes." Bui
is between pp. 34 and 35, full-page some MSS. have jL^jologillcum, Sal-

engraving of Epona, the tutelary deity masius, in his edition of TertulUait I)e

of the stable (two altars to whom have Pallia, Nota? p. 307, cf. p. 225,
been found in our island). . . . She mentions examples of the interchange of

sits with long draperies in a tra)iquil ;' with e—diatrita for ciarpijTa, colipia

attitude, liolding something in her lap. for KioXt'jTna, and dicteria for vijKTrjpia.

Four horses are in motion Comp. Juvenal, Saf. II, v. 53,

behind her, two towards the right hand, ,,t- . , , ,. . .

I . , 1 j\ I ,-i T TVT t o Luctanturpaucse: comeauntcoliphia
and two towards the lett. In JNote 2, „^ ' ^

p. 34, Mr. Hodgkin quotes Tcrtullian ^

(Apoloffia XVI, where he is defending with Euperti's explanatory note.

the Christians from the calumny about Otto Jahn gives the various readings,

their worship of an ass's head)

:

colj'phia, coliphia, colo^phia, the first

" Vos tamen non negabitis et jumenta being in the Codex P if// aianio,-, together

omnia et totos cantherios cum sua with the Scholium, athletarum cibum
Epona coli a vobis." In the beginning dicit. For the interchange of the

of this chapter he says, " Somniastie vowels, v. " Key on the Alphabet," under
AJaput asininum esse deum nostrum," the heading E.
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arise from an admixture of Greek myths—perhaps those

concerning Hypsipjde and the Thracian Diomedes—with

some local rites and traditions of which no account has

come down to us.^

' We may observe, that Uie position

-of the femak' between harses, on the

cop])er plate from Virnnum, is similar

to that of Epona in lMi\ Ilodgkin's

engraying above-mentioned, representing

a bas-relief discovered near CEIiringen,

a little Swabian town (Viens Aurelii) in

Wiirtemberg, N.E. of Heilbronn—v.

Map, op. cil(tt., between pp. 18 and 19,

The Pfaidgraben, from the Bavarian
Frontier to the Main. Colonel Yon
Cohausen, Der Eomische Grenzwall in

Ueufschland . . . !Mit. .52 Folio-Tafeln

Abbildungen. -Ulgemeine Ubersieht

liber den Lauf des Grenzwalles, p. 7 ;

and esji. Vou Lorcli an der Rems bis

Miltenberg am Main, p. .30. See also

Atlas of Plates, Taf. I, Der Eomische
Grenzwall von der Donan bis ziim Rhein.
This map includes for comparison Die
Rritischen Romerwiille.

Pichler thinks ('' Virinmn," p. 181),

that in these reliefs we may see an
allusion to the story of Hypsipyle, who
saved her father Thoas, King of Lemnos,
from a massacre of the male inhabitants,

and thus incurred the hostility of the

women who had murdered them. She
therefore fled from the island, was taken

prisoner by pirates, and sold to the

Nemean king Lyciirgus, who entrusted

to her care his son Opheltes, also called

Archemorus. Hypsipyle showing the

seven heroes, who fought against Thebes,

the way to a foimtain, left the child,

and it was killed by a dragon: Hi/ginus

Fabularnm, Lib. LXXIV, and Gerhard's
Vaso dalV Archemoro, ArchaologiscJie

Zeitung, 1840-50, vG, 76*.

Cf. omnlno Baumeister, Denkmiiler,

Vol. I, pp. 113-116 ; Fig. 119 Arche-
moros' Tod, relief in the Palazzo 8pada

;

Fig. 120 Archemoros' Begrilbnis, great

amphora from Ruvo—both large en-

gravings intercalated in the text, and
minutely described, especially tlie latter.

The Nemean games were instituted in

honour of Archemorus ('Apx^Mopoc),
whose name signifies " Forerunner of

death."

The same author proposes another
explanation. The Thracian Diomedes
may be represented here. He is said to

have fed his mares on human flesh, to

liave been put to death by Hercules,

and devoured by liis own stud, ^neid.

I, 7-52 : Nunc quales Diomedis equi.

Sei'vius has the following note :
" Dio-

medes enim, i-ex Thracum, habuitequos,

qui liumauis carnibus vescebantur.

Hos Hercules, occiso crudeli tyranno,

abduxisse ]ierhibetur." Virgil, edit.

Burniaun, Vol. II, p. 184. See Coning,
ton 1)1, loco, and compare Lucretius,

V. 29, edit. Forbiger

:

" Et Diomedis cquei, spirantes naribu^

ignem,
Thraciam Bistoniasque plagas atque

Ismara propter."

The cruelty of Diomede may have given

rise to the proverbial expression dvnyKi;

AiOjur;5£(a, used to mean absolute, ex-

treme necessity : Aristophanes, Ecclesi-

azusa; v. 1029 (1021), Plato, Respublica,

493 D ; see Orellis Ouomasticttm Pla-

ionlcnni, appended to his edition of the

author in one volume, p. 1024 ; he refers

to the Scholiast on Aristoi^hanes loc.

ciiat. and Suidas s.v. Aio/^/jStiot; avayKi}.

This Diomede must be cai-efiiliy dis-

tinguished from the hero of tlie same
name, whose exploits are celebrated by
Homer in the Iliad, bk. V. Ato/n/ySoff

apiania, sometimes called Tydides (his

patronymic) ; so Horace, Carmiiia I, \i,

16, Tydiden superis parem, cf. ibid. : xv,
28 ; V. Damm, Lexicon Bomericttm, Vol.

II (Glasgow, 1833) ; s.v. Iv^tvQ.

The Villa of Diomede at Pompeii is

not named after any object found therci n

,

which can be associated with the

Homeric chieftain, but from aii inscrip-

tion on a tomb opposite to it. See

Mommsen, Inscrr. Regni Neapolitani
Laiince, 1852, No. 2356, p. 121, Pompeiis
ad villam Diomedis.

ARRIAE • M F
DIOMEDES • L • SIBI • SVIS

ef. 2355. At p. 112, Pars Quinta,

Cam]5auia § X, Pompeii, we have an
Inti'oduction pi-efixed to the inscriptions,

which contains a history of the excava-

tions, and a discriminating review of

Pompeian literature. This house is one
of the largest and best presei'ved

dwellings in tlie town : Overbeck, /J,

Fiertes Capttel,Die Privalgebdude, Die
Wohnhciuser, No. 21 Villa surburbana.

pp. 328-335, Fig. 198, facing p. 329,

full page engraving, general view ; Fig.

199, ground plan intercalated in the

same page
; p. 329, die Villa mit ihrem
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The s])eciineiis of glass in this cuUeclion arc particu-

hirly fine, and ijulicate liow far the Iionians liad advanced
i:i this branch of ait. A green cruet ^vith white spiral

lines and a ribbed bowl deserve attention. IFalf-burnt

Ininian bones sufficiently indicate the purpose to which
some of the vessels deposited here were applied. I am
surprised to hnd that Baron Hauser, in a notice of the

contents of this case, speaks of Thriinenflaschchen,

repeating the mistake which Jabornegg-Altenfeis made
before him. These small vials used to be called lacry-

matoria—perhaps from a passage in the Psalms, Ivi, 8,

(put my tears into Thy bottle), but there is no classical

authority for the Latin word, and it is now generally

admitted that they held perfumes—very necessary to

counteract the stench that cremation had caused.^ But

Eingange an dor gegen die Stadt
ansteigendcn Graberstrasse liegt. For
its position relatively to other buildings,

see Baedeker's map, Italie iVIeridionale,

Eouto 9, p. 124. Compare Gell and
Gandj, roinpcianci, Vol. Ill, p. 99,

Plate II (ground plan). Street of the

Tombs; Vol. IV, p. 167, Plate XX,
Villa Suburbana.
At first sight, the man with an

animal's head may be difEevilt to ex-

plain ; biit we need not be surprised at

it, if yve bear in mind that during
Hadrian's reign, in consequence of his

journej' to Egypt, and admiration of

the wonders he saw there, the worship
of the deities renerated in that country
spread throughout the Eoman empire,
his influence being universal ly felt, as

iie Tisited every province of his vast

dominion. The great emperor was not
satisfied with studying Egyptian monu-
ments ; he endeavoured to reproduce
them in his villa at Tivoli, especially in

the Temple of Serapis (^tpc'nrdoi' or

2apair£t07', v. Pape, AVorterbuch dcr
griechischen Eigennauien) built on the
model of that at Canopus. Hence it

bore the name of that city, and is so

called by Spartianus, Vita Hadriani,
cap. XXVI, locorvim celeberrima nomina
inscriberet, velut Lycium, Academian,
Prytanium, Canojnim, Picilem, Tenipe
vocaret. Posterity, I think, owes more
to Hadrian, as a patron and conservator
of ancient Art,, than to anyone else.

Cf. oran., Winckelmann, Jlistoire de
VArt, Livre VI, chapitre VII, § 24. Des
imitations d'ouvrages egyptiens, faitcs

par Adrien. Statues have been found
at Tivoli in red granite of the earlier

period, and in black marble of the later.

The Museum of the Capitol and the

Villa Albani possess examples of both
kinds. Grcgorovius, GescMclite der
romiscJien Kaisers Hadrian vnd seiner

Zeit, Part I, Chap. IX, pp. 37-44;
Part IT, Chap. X, Hadrian's Villa,

esp. 213. G. Long, jEgyptian Anti-
quilies. Vol. I, p. 348. Sir H. Ellis,

Townleji Gallerij, Vol. I, p. 45.

Sejitimius Severus also visited Egypt

:

Spartianiis, Vita, Cap. XVII. Jucun-
dam sibi pcrcgrinationem banc propter
religionem dei Sarapidis . . . Severu>
ipse postea semper ostendit.

' Filltrer ditrch das Historische

3Iiisei!m des Undolfmums in Klagenfnrl,

p. 31 sq. Pidt 4, Abteilung 4 and 5,

Zwei Thranenflaschchen, welche bei

dem Leicheubrande geschmolzen sind.

Similarly in the Congres Archeologique
de France, XLVI'' Session 1879, Les
decouvertes faitcs a Vienne depuis
I'annee 1841 jusqu'a ce jour ; p. 23, 11

a ete trouve aussi des pieces des mon-
naies, des clefs d'un travail curieux, des

lacrjimato ires et diffcrents autres objets.

And so the Delphin editor on Horace,
Carm. II, xi, 23—

ibi tu calentem
Debita sparges hichryma favillam

Vatis ami(;i

quoting Torrentius, says, " Exiguani
ampullam lachrgmis plenam urnse ferali

infcrebant." This error has been
corrected in the Catalogue of the York
Museiun, op. citat, p. 83, No. 3—De-
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other kinds of industry also are well represented here. We
see numerous spindles (Spinnwirtel) found in graves and

appropriately buried with diligent housewives, remains of

colour that seem to have been intended for wall-paintings,

stones for rubbing this colour, and others for sharpening

pointed instruments.

Wall-case 6.—A female mask, rude work of red clay,

wears a head-dress like that of the Egyptian Isis, and was
found near three altars of the goddess ; so that here, as

in the monuments of our own country, we are reminded

what an impression the wonders of that land had made
upon the Eomajis, and how widely the influence of its

religion had extended/ Acasfus has been already men-
tioned ; his name recurs inscribed on a cup with the

following sentence :—'xlccensust. dum. lucet. Bibamus.

Sodales. Vita, brevis. Spes. fragilis."

The fourth compartment shows us not only the vege-

table and animal food of the inhabitants, but also the

luxuries they enjoyed. We see the refuse of their

kitchens—bones of hens and other kinds of poultry, horns

of deer, and teeth of the wild boar—also mussels, peri-

scription of a small vessel, of pale green a corpse was carried round, and these

Lilass. The use of the so-called lacry- words were addressed to each of the
niatories wa8 to contain nngiicnts and guests : " Look at this, drink and be
liquid perfumes, poured on the funeral merry, for such you will be, when yOTi

pile. die. Rawliuson's Tra/islat ion, Vol. I,

' As a proof of the worship of p. 130, Note 4. The figure . . . was
l<]gyptian deities in the Roman Emjiire, of a mummy in the iisual form of

compare Baumeister, Ueiikma/er des Osiris, either standing or lying on a

Klassischen AUertnins, Vol. I, p. 761, bier—with three woodcuts and many
Figure 812—Is^is in Eomischcm Kostilm. references. St. Paul in his First Epistle

In her right liand she holds a sisirum to the Corinthians, I, xv, 32, (pdym/j.e i-

(rattle): from a photograph of a marble Kai ttiw^ev dvpiov yap diroOvi'iaKO/xtv,

statue in the Vatican. Cicero expresses quotes Isaiah, xxii, 13 Septuagint.

a strong wish to visit Egypt ; at that Similar expressions occur in Luke xii,

time it had been proposed to send an 19. Horace, Odes I, 5i, v. (5, vina liques

embassy thither in favour of Ptolemy et spatio brevi Spem longam reseces;

Auletes, which would have given the v. 8, Garpc diem, quam minimum credula

orator an opportunity of gratifying his jiostci'o. The Delphin editor, who is

curiosity: ad Atticum, II, v. § 1: Cupio very superior to many of liis collahora-

equidem et jam pridem cupio Alexan- teurs in the same series, compares The
dream reliquamque iEgyptum visere. Booh of Wisdom, ^oipia ^aKdj/xwv,

What Cicero failed to do, Grermanicus Chap. II. vv. 6-8. See also Horace.,

accomplished. Tacitus, Annals II, 59 Odes 11,111, 1Z-\Q:
proficiscitur, cognoscenda; antiquitatis. Hue vina et unguenta et nimiuiii

Chap. 60, he visited Thebes, heard the breves

vocal statue of Memnon, and penetrated Flores amceuEe ferre jube rosfc :

as far as Sycne, Dum res et atas et sororum
- This Inscription reminds us of Fila trium patiuntur atra.

Herodotus, 11,78, where he informs us Book of Wisdom, ibid. v. 8, arexpoiutSa

that after banquets, a wooden image of poSwv Trplv fi /xapavdi'ivai.
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winkles ami oyster-shells, heaps ol" tlui last having been

found in the sewers of Virununi. The fish must have
been brought from Italy, and, on account of the expensive

transit across the mountains, could have been consumed
only l)y the wealthy/ Even the fragments of potters-

should not be passed over ; they are often of good material

and adorned with beautiful ligures in relief. Holes were
bored and the broken pieces were riveted with lead; hence
it is evident that the possessors valued them, and wished
to render them available for use again.

-

The general arrangement of panels and blending of

harmonious colours followed the style adopted for Tom-
peian dwelling-houses ; which Avas also imitated in the

ornamental accessories—masks, arabesques and Carya-

tides. Speciall}^ worthy of notice are four pieces in

which Painting and Plastic Art are united- -figures

modelled in gs^psum having' Ijeen let into the picture.

They consist of two Genii on a yellow and one on a red

^ Fiihrer dvrcli das Historiselie

Mv.seum in Klaffenfurt, p. 34 sq., Wand-
kasteri 6. 4. Sfelle euliiilfc Iviichenab-
fiille, aus dcneu zu entnehmen, was die

Roinci- hierzulandc verspeisten. 5. Ui/-

terste Sfelle.—Hier siad ebensolche
Kiiehenreste ausgestellt, aber audi
Seescliiiet-ken uiid ]\Iuscbeln.

The arcbtcologist can hardlj' fail

to revert to the Kitcben - Middens
(Kjokken-moddinger) in Denmark,
which have attracted so much attention,

being accumukxtions of shells of fish

4Uid bones of animals on which tlie

primitive population fed. The former
were the principal articles of consump-
tion, hence these refuse- heaps are called

Shell-mounds in Chap. VI of Sir John
Lubbock's work, Frehisioric Times, ;is

illustrated by Ancient Remains, &c.,

pp. 171-197, Ist edition. We may
notice as a remarkable coincidence that
the four species most abundant in these
mounds are : the oyster, cockle, mussel,
and periwinkle

—

ibid.,Y). 179. This book,
2ud edition, 1869, p. 162, is cited in an
Article, " Sur les animaux domestiques
])endant les Temps Prehistorlqves par
M. E. Dupont, Congres International,
d 'Anthropologic et d'Archeologie Pre-
historiqucs," Stockholm, 187-i, Tome
second, p. 822. See also Undersijgelser
i (leoloqisk-antiquarisTc Retuinj af G.
Forchhammer, J. Steenstrup, og J.

Worsaac.

- Such rivets often occur iu fictile

remains of Greek and Roman art. A
conspicuous example is supplied by
.) uvenal, XIV, 308 :

Dolia nudi

jS'on ardent Cynici : si fregeris, altera

fiet

C'ras donius, ant eadem plumbo com-
missa manebit.

Scnsit Alexander, testa cum vidit in

ilia

Magnum habitatorem :

where the Satirist alludes to the so-

called Tub of Diogenes, which was
evidently an earthen vessel

—

If crack'd, to-morrow he procures a

new.
Or, coarsely soldering, makes the old

one do.

Gilford's Translation, Vol. II, p. 177 ; v.

Heinrich's long note on Juvenal, loc

citai.

Soldering with iron is called ferrtuni-

iiatio (avyKoWijaii;); with lead, ^^/«/w6rt

-

litra (iJioAv^cwffic) : Paidus, Digest,

Lib. VI, Tit. I, Cap. 23, § 5, Corpvs
Juris CicUis, edit. Beck, Yol. I, p. 134,

Lipsiffi, 1829. Pliny, Nat. Eist.,

XXXVI, xxiv, § 58, has malthare=
sulidare, to cement, and maltha. " Y,

calce fit reeeuti . . . quae res

omnium tenacissima et duritiam lajjidis

antecedens."
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<fronnd, and a small white lisli on a green colour, intended,

I suppose, to represent water; but some members of the

bodies—a foot or an arm—were only painted. It would
seem that an outline of the whole was drawn on the walL

then those parts that should be made particularly promi-

nent were hollowed out, and the plaster figures inserted.

The British Museum possesses only two examples of this

kind, which are exhibited in the part of the Etruscan

Saloon next to the Gold Ornament Eoom. One is a

Gorgon's mask in relief on a Pompeian painting of

female ligures in arabesque ; the other is a head of

a child above, also in relief, with a festoon underneath

;

])elow is a woman carrying a dish, with a vase upon it/

He who would study such a collection as I have en-

deavoured to describe wall be able, in some measure at

least, to understand the social life of the Ancients; he

will learn much that the mere reader of grammars, dic-

tionaries and College text-books, does not know at all, or

knows very imperfectly. Not that we should run into

the opposite extreme, and attempt to substitute realism for

literature, because philology and archaeology ought to

iidvance pari j)ctssu. Antiquaries have often mistaken

the meaning of the classical writers, and failed to make
discoveries because they have not trodden the path which
Strabo, Pliny, and Pausanias had pointed out. On the

other hand, verbal critics have dwelt too exclusively on
forms of expression, and neglected both the ideas that

underlie them, and the monuments throwing light on those

ideas.

' The former object was found at who has the curiosity to inquire about

Pompeii in 1753 by Thomas HoUis, them.
and presented by him in 1757 ; the Such a combination reminds me of a
Litter has been retouched throughout; process " wliich consists in laying upon
it was presented by the Earl of Exeter the general body of the vase some clay

in 1771. The effect is much the same in a very viscous state, technically calk'd

as tliat produced in the manner described /^arJo^'iwe, either with a pipe or a little

by a writer in the iSncficlopcedia spatula in the form of a sjjoon," so tliat

Britannica, 9th edition, Vol. XIV, the contours of plants or animals stand

p. 676, Art. "Linoleum." Mr. Walton, out in relief. See my Paper on " Autun."
the original patentee of linoleum, has Archaological Journal, Vol. XL, p. 46
adapted a preparation of oxidized oil sq.. Note 3, containing references to

and coi'k or other thickening material, Brongniart ; Dr. Birch on Ancient
embossed with patterns, for wall decora- Pottery, and the Memoires de la Sociele

iwns. under tlie name of Lincrusta- Eduenne, tome troisieme, 1871. Many
W^alton. The attendants in the Brit- specimens may be seen in the Museum
ish Museum will readily show the an- at Cologne, as well as in French coUeC-
tiques above-mentioned to any visitor tions.
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I will now say a few words by way of explanation (.

the photos, and lithoiiraplis which I exhibit. They are

taken from Jabornegg-Altenfels' KiirntenH liomisvhe

Altert/i'/'i/i<'i\ ixnd the following numbers are the same as

those given by him :
—

CIX. Four marble statues, two of them being du[)li-

cates ; hence there are only three photos. No. 1, Herma-
phrodite, with tlie distinctive organs of both sexes. A
mantle extends behind the figure—part of it rests on a.

quadrangular colunni, while one end hangs down from
the left shoulder.' No. 2, a male, headless, but a hollow

is visible between the shoulders in which the head had
been inserted. The body leans against the trunk of a

tree, reaching to the middle of the left thigh. A mantle,

held by the left hand, is fastened b}^ a fibula on the

right shoulder. Nos. 6 and 4 exactly alike. All the

drapery is wrapped round the left shoulder, and the left

hand holds some object of which so small a fragment

remains that it cannot now be identified. These statues

were all found at Zollfeld ; they are well executed, and
a comparison with others of inferior workmanship from
the same locality seems to show that they served as models
for imitation.

^ The heruiaplirodite was a favourite

subject -with tlie ancient sculptors and
engravers : that of Polycles seems to

have been the uiost famous ; Pliny,

^''aL Bist.,XXXrV, viii, 19, §80 (Kx
sere) Hermaphvoditum nobileiu fecit

:

Sillig, CafriloffH.t Artlficum, p. 360. The
original was in bronze, and the marble
statues now existing in the galleries of

Florence and the LomTe, according to a

frequent practice, were probably copied

from it. For works of art representing

the sexes iinited in a single person, see

Midler, Maudbucli der Archaoloqie
(Cycle of Eros), Sect. 392, § 2, Ee-
mark 2.—English Translation

—

Ancient
Art and ifs Kemains—p. 514 sq.; Denl-
miiler, Atlas of Plates accompanying
this work. Text pp. 24-26, Part' 11,

Plate Ivi, Nos. 708-721. Clarac, Miisee

de Sculpture, Texte, tome IV, ]ip.

179-183. Planches, tome III, 303
;

IV, 6G6-672. Sometimes the Her-
maphrodite is recumbent, e(j. in tlie

Louvre, on a mattress. Tassie, De-
scriptive Catalogue of Engraved Gemx,
Vol. I,p. 179, Nos. 2507-* 1520; Vol.11,

PL xxxi; Salmacis, Vol. I, Nos. 2521,

2522. But Gori is a better authority

for tliis kind of illustration : Museuur
Florentinuni, Vol. I, p. 158, Tab.

LXXXII, Nos. IV, V, " in duabu-
gemniis elegantissimis . . . Cupido
cum flabello ad corpus (Hermaphroditi)
refrigerandum, ventum agitat, vel

muscasabigit" ; cf.flahellifertB, Plautus,.

Trinummus, II, i, 22 (30); Martial,

III, 82 :

Et icstnanti tenue ventilat frigus

Supiua prasino concubina flabello.

See Gori's notes, loc. citat. Bottiger,.

Sabina Acliie Szene, Vol. II, p. 191
(Anmerkungcn 2) , p. 213 ; and Beilage

zitr Acliten Szene, Das antil-e Fdcher-
schrdnJichen, pp. 220-237, to which is

prefixed Tafel XIII, explained p. 257.

Daremberg et Saglio, Dictionnaire dex

Antiquiten Grecques et Eomaines, Uix-
neuvicme Fascicide ; s.v. Flahelluni,

pp. 1149-1152. Figs. 3064-3078, esp.

307G—Eventaila longmanche; p. 1149.

terra cotta figurines found at Tanagra,
dating chiefly from the second and third

centuries B.C. ; some of them have fans

in their hands.
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CXI. The Genius of Grief (Trauergenius). Near it

were found skulls, a skeleton, and one of the so-called

lacrymatoria ; the statue, therefore, was appropriately

placed in a burial-ground. The figure had originally

small wings, of which one still exists, and there are

bracelets on the upper arms^ ; the left hand holds a

wreath, probably for sepulchral ornament. In the same
photo, is a small boy enveloped in a mantle, said to

represent Sleep ; but why this condition should be so

personified I am unable to conjecture.

CCXLI. Bust of white marble, life-size
;
perhaps a

Eoman Emperor. The short beard reminds me of Hadrian,

but the somewhat sullen countenance wants the intellec-

tual expression which characterizes the portraits of that

accomplished sovereign.'-^

CCCLXIX. Statue found in the St. Veiter suburb of

Klagenfurt about 1760, and now placed in a garden.

Only the upper part remains—from the head to the thighs
;

the left arm, disproportionately thin, rests on a shield.

Medusa's head on the breast is the only ornament of the

cuirass," but on the coverinsfs of the thioiis we see several

^ Armill(B are usually mentioued as Siebentcl d. Nat. Grrossc. Immediately
ornaments of women, so Festus, edit. C. under the neck two great armlets are

O. Miiller, p. 333, Spintlier A^ocabatur suspended by ribands in front of tlie

armillcB genus, quod mulieves antiqutc chest.

gere-re solehant brachio sunimo sinistro

;

" Admiral Smyth, Descriptive Cata-

accordingly we find them on Herma- Jogue of a Cabinet of Roman Impei-ial

phrodites, because they were effeminate. Large Brass Medals, p. 98, No.
Grori, loc. cltat. brachia, armillis ornata, CXLVIII : the laurelled head of

quas in luctu tantum abjicicbant mu- Hadrian, with a handsome and intel-

lieres. When the bracelets were placed ligent countenance. Cohen, Medailles

iiu the upper arm they were called Imperiales, tome II, p. 96, PI. IV;
irfpil3paxii>"ia, (brachialia) , when on tlie p. 144, PL V ; p. 192, Pi. VI.

wrist ntptKapma. Often they took the •' A fine statue of Hadrian, in the

form of a serpent (utpig), as they are attitude of addressing his array, show.s

made in the present day ; this appears the Gorgon's head on the upper part of

on the statue of the sleeping Ariadne in the richly ornamented cuirass : Vaux,
the Vatican; hence it was wrongly called Handbook to the Antiquities in the

Cleopatra, the bracelet being mistaken Brit. Mus., p. 229 ; full page woodcut,

for the asp with which she is said to p. 230 ; Sir H. Ellis, Townleg Gallerg,

have poisoned herself : Baumeister, s.v. Vol. I, p. 257, with a reference to

.ir/wiawrfer, Vol. I, p. 129 -s//., Figs. 136, Servius on Virgil, JEneid VIII, 435:

137; also p. 125, Fig. 130. ArmiUce sicut in autiquis Imperatorum statuis

were conferred on Roman soldiers as a videmus.
mark of honour: Smith's Diet, of ^gidaque horrLferam, turbatae Pal-

Antiqq., third edition, Vol. I, p. 191, s.v. ladis arma,
W^e have a good example in the raonu- ^ ^ _ ipsamque in pectore divie

ment of Caslius above-mentioned ; Lin- Gorgona, desecto vertentem lumina
denschmit, Die Alterthiimer unserer coUo.

Heidnischen Vorzeit. Sechstes Heft, Martial, Epigrams, VI, x, 11—posidi

Tafel V, Romische Sculpturen. Ein mihi Gorgone Pallas. Daremberg ct
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uiiiiute liuniaii iigitres. A cippus servos as a pedestal,

and the labours of Hercules, one on each of the four

sides, lead to the supposition that the Emperor Maximi-
anus liercuiius is here represented.^

CVIII, Pis. 1 and 2. Three Mithras-stones, which may
have been set up in the Mithrasum at Vininuni, mentioned

in LiscriptionXII, p. 23—SOLI • INVICTO • MYTUIl . . .

TEM • VETVSTATE • CONL. : Soli invicto Mythraj . . .

templum vetustate conlapsum. (Comp. Inscription Xlll,
Avhere nearly tlie same Avords occur.) There can be no
question about the meaning of these sculptures; it is

abundantly proved by the radiated head of the Sun-god
four times' repeated, the Phrygian bonnet on the head
of many figures, the trousers (dva^vpiSe^s) which they

wear, and an archer shooting an arrow from a bow

—

all these details belonsj to Oriental customs and wor-

ship.^

CXXXIX, PI. 3. Wolf and Twins. Eomulus and Piemus

sucking the teats of the she-wolf, which turns back her

head towards them ; te7^eti cervice rejiexam, Yirgil ^neid^
VIII, Goo. This group is seen so frequently that we may
regard it as an emblem of sovereignty ; and, like our

Saglio, Diet. Aitfiqq. Gr. et Rom. Fasei- pp. 110-123, in wliich tlie Emperor i>

etile, XXI, p. 1628, Fig. 3644, Meduse flattered extraTagantly, Chaps. Ill, X.
Kondanini (a Munich) {Glyptothek, XIV—v. csp. Chap. I, '• Sicut hodiequi-

yiobiden-Saal, Baedeker Sud-Deutsch- (al hodie quoque) tcstatur Herculis ara

land and Ostevreich, p. 138, edit. 1876). maxima, et Herculoi sacri custos familia

Daremberg and Saglio's article
—" Gor- Pinaria principem ilium tui generis

gones," pp. 1615-1629, Figs. 3632-3645-

—

ac nominis Palautea moenia addidisse (a).

IS a very elaborate monograph, with adiisse) victorcm," &c. See also Pfl-np//.

many foot-notes. Note 9, p. 1628 : VI, Ezekiel Spanheim, de Prastantia

Cest aussi le type moyen a grandes ailes et Usu Ntimismattcm, Uissertatio XII,
relevees qiii oriie la cuirasse du buste xii, § 4, pp. 494-497, "with an en-

d'Hadrientrouyea Antium. SeeDuruy, gracing of a medallion; legend:

Hisioire des Itomains, Vol. V, p. 31

;

MONETA • lOVI • ET • HERCVLI •

woodcvTt, Musee du Capitole. Hadrian's AVGGr, Jovis et Herciilis, utriusque

hust in the Brit. Mus. is described nudi, cum solitis eorum insignibus.

by Taylor Combe, Ancient Marbles, Monetse vero in medio, cum bilance et

Part III, PI. XV, " The head is not cornucopia?, prostant effigies. Lactan-
oniamented with any dindem, and the tins (?), De Mortibus Persecutorum,
l1rea^t is quite uncovered"; hence the Cap. LII. Cohen, J/eV. J;«p., t. \',Texte,

face of Medusa cannot find place here. pp. 425-500, Planches XII, XIII; XII,
Visconti says, " Con tutto il petto nudo, No. 4, BR. M. is the .same as that quoted
c di stile grande e sublime," cited in the from Spanheim.
note. - My Paper on the " Eoman Anti-

^ Gibbon, Chap. XIII (edit. Smith, quities of the Middle Rhine," Archfeol.

Vol. II, p. 67), to whom I owe some of the Journ., Vol. XLVII, pp. 378-380, with
following references:

—

Fanegyrici Vet- photos, of the Front and Back of the

cres, edit. Delphin, Claudii 31amerii-)ii Mithraie Tablet at Wiesbaden.
Paneg. Maximiano Augnsto dictus, II,
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royal arms, it was probably placed in some consjDicuoiis

part of public buildings. A similar example appears
among the monuments of Avenclies, and a notice of it

has been published by the local antiquaries/

CXL, PI. 3. Genius of Grief. Compare photo, supra
No. CXI. A winged youth, who holds a wreath in his

right hand, and leans upon an inverted torch which is

beino- extino-uished.

CXLI, PI. 4. Vine foliage on two stems grows out of a

vase with two handles idiota) terminating in rosettes at

the top. On each side a leopard, sitting on his hind
quarters, holds in his fore-paws a drinking horn
[rliyton). Large clusters of grapes hang down from
branches on which two birds are perched ; there are three

others—of whom one drinks from the vase, another swims
in it, and a third stands on the edge." Figures of animals,

in two rows, decorate the exterior. The composition is

harmonious, and the execution indicates the best period of
lioman occupation.

CXLVI, PL 4, Bust of man, winged, whose head is

covered with a cloth that leaves the face open ; he places

his left hand on his breast. It is included by Jabornegg
in the Romische Alterthumer, but it seems to me rather
mediaeval than classical. The treatment of the counte-
nance reminds me of St. Paul's words :

" We all with open
face beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord," where
the Eevised Version has " unveiled."^

^ My Paper on the " Eoman Anti- coins of Histiaea, afterwards Oreus in
qiiities of Switzerland," ^re/(fFo/. Jo?fr»., Eubtra. ; but it is not mentioned by
Vol. XLII, p. 199 -sq., text and notes. Leake in his Numimnata Uellenica.
I think a good illusti-ation will be found Bii'ds occur frequently among the
m the Mitfheilv.n(jeH der Aniiqnari'iclieii decorations of Cliristian monuments,
Gesellschaft in Zurich, Band XVI. esp. the doA'e with the oliye-branch. It

- The subject may remind us of the would be easy to multiply examples,,
celebrated Doyes of Sosus, so often but the following may suffice for our
imitated in the round ; but the original present purpose : a peacock is con-
was a mosaic picture made of clay spicuous in the foliated scroll-work that
tcssei'ae. Pliny, Naf. Kist., XXXVI, adorns the chair of Maximianus men-
xxy, 60, has described it, "' Mirabilis ibi tioned aboye. Raphael Fabretti,/Hs«*/p-
columba bibens, et aquam umbra capitis fioyium Antiquarmn . . . Ex])licalio,
iufuscans. Apricantur alia^ scabentes 1699, p. 57-i, Cap. VIII, No. LIX,
scse in canthari labro." A copy found Avicula e poculo bibens. C/l p. 378, Nu.
in Hadrian's Villa is to be seen in the XXXI, D-K, " Ayicula? ista? suis hinc
Museum of the Capitol (Rome), Upper inde rogis impositre, quid ahud quam
floor, Hall of the Doves. C. O. Miiller, Phoenicem, notissimum aiternitatis syni-

Handbuch der Archdologie, §163, Re- bolum, significare possunt H
"

mai'k 6. Smith's Bictionarti of Bio- ^ Second Epistle to the Corinthiau.-i,

fjraphy, s.y. Sosus. The name also iii, 18, avaKtKa\vfj.jjLivij) TrpocnoTTM tj))'

appears as that of a medallist on the oo^av Ki'pi'oi' /caro7rrp(^o,ufro(.
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(JXJjIV, pi. V. Covered carriage druwu Ij}- two horses

(earpentum), with garhxuds on their necks. A man seated

withni holds a disc, which L)oks hke a patera. The side

l)anel is ornamented with snakes and rosettes. The car-

pentum was used by Eoman ladies, but not exclusively by
them ; and we see it on a medal of Caligula.'

CXLIII. PI. V. A young man stands in a car drawn by
two horses galloping, guides them witli his right hand,

and holds a spear in his left ; behind him on a small

pedestal stands a man carrying a shield ; a thii'd inan, tied

by his feet to the car, is dragged along the ground. Over
the horses a winged genius hovers with a palm-branch in

his right hand, and a wreath in his left. Comp. Victory

in the Syracusan Medallion. The subject is evidently

Achilles dragging die dead body of Hector to the Grecian
camp.'-

CCCLXXXVII, PI. VIII. Bull with head hfted up and
woman raising her hand to her head. There is probably
some allusion here to the Mithras or Dolichenus cult, in

which the bull pla^^s a prominent part. See Desjardin's

Musee National ITojigrois}

' Tliis medal was struck by the
Emperor in honour of his mother, after

licr decease. Colien, lied. Imp., I,

PI. VIII, facing p. 137 : Agrippine
mere G.B., No. 1. Eev., S. P. Q. R.

MEMORIAE AGRIPPINAE. Eckhel,
Doct. Num. Vet., Vol. VI, p. 213 :

" Thensa a binis mulis tracta." The car-

pentum was a two-wheeled carriage

with an arched covering over it {ciirrus

arcuatits) ; that of Agrippina liad

]iainting or carving on the panels, and
in this respect resembled the scidpture
at Maria Saal. Suetonius, Caligula,

C'hap. XV, cavpentum, quo in pompa
traduceretur. Propertius, V, vui, 23,

where he is speaking of Cynthia's
journey to Lanuvium, uses the word
serica as an epithet of this vehicle, pro-

bably with reference to the silk curtains

that composed the awning overhead.
L>i'!l, V 25, carpentis festo profestoque
uterentur (matrons). Daremberg and
Saglio, Vol. I, Part 2, Figs. 1194-96.
Bottiger, SaUna,No\.\l,y. 212, Note 4,
Oil the words Die Prozession beginnt,

p. 189 : Ammianus Marcelliuus, XIV,
vi, 16. In this chai^ter, besides car-

pentum, iasterna and carrucha occur.
The former is a rare word, and means a
sedan-chair or litter carried by two

mules harnessed to shafts, one before

and tlie other behind : v. Rich, Com-
panion to ihe Latin Dictionari/, s.v. with.

illustration, §9, carruchis solito altioribus

;

§ 16, quos imitataj uiatroniB complures
opertis capitibus et basternis per latera

civitatis cuncta discurrunt. Micali,

Zi'Italia Acanti it Dominio del Homani,
tav. 27. Descvizione delle Tacole in

Rame, p. ix. TJrna in alahastro nel

museo di Volterra, Vedi Tom. II,

pag. 104, 105.
- Homer, Iliad XXII, 398-400—

t(c Sitppoio v'tSt](T(, Kapi] c''e\Ke(T6ai

iaatv.

eg di(ppov S'di'a/Sdt;, avd rt KXvrd
Ttvxi asipac,

IxaoTi^tv KiXaav, to) 5'ovk ukovts

TTtTScrdrjv.

Virgil, JEneid, I, 483—
Ter cu'cum Iliacos raptavei'at Hectora

muros.

•* Desjardins, Monuments Epigra-
2yhiqites du Mu.see National Songrois,

p. 10 iY^., § 3, Jupiter Dolichenus, No. 28a
ot 28b, pi. V ct VI. My Paper on "Anti-
quities at Buda-Pcst," Archaol. Journ.,

Vol. L., p. 213, Jupiter standing on the

back of a bull ; v. ink-photo facing

p. 214.
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CCXCVIII, ri. Vlir. Pediment with spread eagle in

centre (Wrw/Aa), on each side circular niches containing

the radiated head of the Sun, and the Moon's head with
crescent above it. The pediment is supported by two
fluted Corinthian columns, and between them we see

Jupiter Dolichenus, holding a two-edged battle-axe ibipen-

nis), standing on a bull ; and Juno (Dea Syria) holding a

wreath, standing on a roe. This group resembles that in

Face 13. of the pyramidal monument described in my
})aper on Buda-Pest.^ We can easily account for the

diffusion of the worship of Mithras and Jupiter Dolichenus
in Europe, The old religions of Greece and Eome had
lost their hold on the popular mind, and were even derided :

on the other hand, communication with the East developed
rapidly under the Empire, partly from commercial inter-

course, partly from tlie number of legions stationed in

Syria, which from time to time were moved westwards as

occasion required.

CCCCLXX.I, PL Xlir. In the upper part of the stone

we read the following inscription :

—

SYR • VALERIAN • EVTYCHES • ALB • MA.^ . .

Below it, on the spectator's right, a man wearing a laurel

crown, with a quiver on his back, holds a bow in ]]is left

hand, and stretches his right towards an altar, bearing in

front the words NEMESI -"AVG. • Towards the left side

' Archreol. Jonrn.^ Vol. L, p. 215. The tessellated pavement at Nennig
' Sxich is the iiiterpretatiou jiroposed (on tlie line of railway between Treves

by Heinrich Hermann, Doml-apitular ia and Thionville) shows two examples of

A7ff^p/j/'ar^ : Jabornegg-Altenfels.p.lDl. men using whips in their' contest with
Another, which seems far more plausible, the bear : Die Rdmi.sche Villa zit Nenni</

is given by Hirschfeld in Cor/i. Inscrr. uiid ihr Mosaik erlduiert vox Domcapi-
X«^., Vol. ill, Ft. 2. Tenrnia (St. Peter fu/ar Yon Wilmowsky, coloured plates

im Holz), p. 593, No. 4738. He reads Nos. Sand 8, folio. Parti, Text, p. 6 sq

the Inscription thus :

—

No. 5, men fighting with a bear; their

-rr . T -nr>T i TkT T^irrnt'^,,

r

t^. ,
accoutreuients resemble tliose in the

S\ E.U,(., • VALERIAN • EVT\ CUES •

Carinthian relief ; der Kampf der Thiere
ALii-MA

jj^jj. Yenatoren. Der Biir mit drei

and explains the subject as follows: Fechtern. Eine ziemlich lange Peitsche
" Diana cum pharetra sinistra arcum und ein schmales, deu linken Ann
tenens, destra in ara saerificans. Trcs bedeckendes Schildchen. Text, p. 7, PI.

vcnatores vel gludiatores Syracus(?) No. 8, Fechter mit Stab iind Peitsche,

Valerianus Eutyches, sei'viAlbii Maxim

i

Part II, Erkliii-ung der Eildtafeln des
. . . votumsolvuntNeniesi Auguirta'." Mosaiks der Eomischen Villa zu Nenuig.
Comp. No. 4876— L . ALBIO TELES- Tafel III and V. In this admirable
PORO . . S • ALB • M.IX s(ervis) M-ork the details of the figures are care-

Alb(i) Max(imi), where other slaves of fully explained and elucidated with iip-

the same master are mentioned. propriate citations.

H
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of the stone, a man with a shiehl in his left hand and a

whip in his right urges a bear to attack a man, who is

fighting with the same weapon against the animal, and
has two cranes perched behind him on his girdle. A
fourth man, also armed with a whip and shield, stands at

the extreme left of the monument ; he is similarly equipped.

It has been conjectured that the Inscription refers to the

Syrian legions that served in the expedition of the Em-
peror Valerian against the Persians, A. d. 258. The letters

ALB • MA. perhaps stand for Albinus Maximus.
I regret that I have not done justice to an interesting

theme which is at once old ami new and difficult—old

because it relates to a people and period that have long-

since passed away ; new because it has not been previously

treated by our fellow-countrymen ; and difficult for me
because nearly all the recent authorities have written in

a language with which I am but imperfectl}" acquainted.

And now that I find myself less able to undertake long

journeys and fatiguing investigations, I may perhaps be
allowed to express a hope that younger and more vigor-

ous antiquaries, profiting by our labours and correcting

our mistakes, will prosecute their researches with renewed
ardour, and attain more important results. So may they

hand down to others the torch of scientific inquiry, to be
carried in turn by future generations, still burning and
shining amid the dark recesses of the past

!
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CARINTHIA.

Appendix.

In attempting to explain a human figure with an animal's head,

like an Egyptian deity, which occurs on a copper plate found at

Virunum, I have made some remarks on the frequency with which
we find in various parts of the Roman Empire monuments relating

to the superstitions of that country. Two Inscriptions in our own
country bear witness to this cult. C. I. L., Vol. VII. ; luscriptiones

Britannice Latinre, edit. Hiibner, No. 240, Eburaci reperta anno 1770.

DEO • SANCTO
SERAPI
TEMPLVM. ASO
LO FECIT
CL. HIERONY
MIANVS. LEG
LEG. VI. VIC.

See p. 30, No. 10, of a Descriptive Account of the Antiquities in the

Grounds and in the Museum of the Yorlcshire Philosophical Society, by
the Rev. Charles Wellbeloved, fifth edition, 1869. This publication

is a Catalogue Raisoimi', which has been very carefully compiled.

Ihid., No. 298, lOVI • SERAPI, found at Kirkby Thore, West-
moreland.

Egyptian Symbolism found expression by combining the heads of

birds and beasts with human bodies. Liibke, Grundriss der Kunstge-
schichte, Vol. I, p. 30 sq. :

" Die bildeude Kunst der ^gypter. Uni
die verschiedenen Gotter des Landes anzuzeigeu, greift man zu
iiusserlich synibolisirenden Mitteln, setzt den menschlich gestalteten

Gottern die Kopfe der Thiere auf, welche zugleich zur hiero-

glyphischen Bezeichnung ihrer Namen dienten. So erhiilt Thot den
Kopf des Ibis, Rhe den des Si)erbers, Anubis wird hundskopfig,
Amnion widdei'kopfig dargestellt; von den Gottinnen triigt Hathor
den Kopf der Kuh, Neith den der Lowin," fig. 22. Vaux, Haudhooh
to the Atitiquities in the British Museum, pp. 348-365, and Avoodcut,

p. 352 ; for Anubis, see p. 362.

^neid, VIII, 698 :
" Omnigeniimque deum monstra et latrator

Anubis."
Virgil is here describing the battle of Actium portrayed on the

shield that Vulcan made for yEueas. The passage is imitated by
Propertius, Elegies, III (edit. Jacob, IV), xi, 41 : "Ansa Jovi nostro

latrantem opponere Anubim."
One of the most important passages for funereal rites amongst the

Romans will be found in Tibullus, Elegies, Book III (of which,

II 2
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hoAvever, the authenticity is doubtful), 11, vv 9-26. A distinct allusion

to perfumes occurs, v 23 sq. :

" Illic qiias iiiittit dives I'anchaia nierces

Eoique Arabes, pingiiis ct Assyria."

See Dissen's Comme7itari/, Yo]. II, p. 329: " llUc in sepulcliro (auf

dem Grabe) fundantur, etTundantur odoi-es pretiosi. . . Pancliaia

thuris et mjrrliEe ferax aliorumque aroniatuni odoriferorurn."

Compare Lucan, Fharsalia, Lib. Vlll, vv 729-787, relating to the
death of Pompey the Great. Martial, Epigrams, X, 97:

" Dvim levis arsura struitur Libitina papjTO,
Dum mijrrham et ca.siam llebilis uxor emit ;

"

Tacitus, Annals, Lib. Ill, c. 2 :
" Uhi colonias transp^rederentur,

atvata plebes, trabeati equites pro opibus loci vestem odores aliaque

t'unerum sollemnia cremabant." In chapters 1 and 2 the historian

desciibes the landing of Agrippina at Brundisium, and the procession

in which the ashes of Germanicus were carried to Komo.
Lavish expenditure at funerals was forbidden by the Twelve

Tables ; Cicero, de Lefjihiis, Lib. II, Cap. 24, § 60, NE ISYMPTYOSA
RESPERSIO. Smith's Lathi, Dictionary tianslates the last word,
"a sprinkling of the funeral pile with wine," but this rendering is

inaccurate; v. Davies's note, loc. citat., "rogus vino vel murrhata potions

respersi solebat," and the Commetitary of Turnelus (reprinted by
Davies, p. 379, in his edition op. citat.), who refers to passages in

Pliny and Festus. Forcellini s.v. explains correctly— " infusio un-
guentorum et vini in rogum."

Another extract from the Twelve Tables in the same chapter of

Cicero de Legihus seems to indicate that the ancient Romans had
anticipated the processes of modern American dentistry. A clause

in the Code provides impunity for those who interred or burnt a
dead body in which the gold remained that had been used to connect

the teetli. QVOI AVRO DENTES VlNCTl ESCVNT ; AST IM
CVM ILLO SEPELIRE, VREREVE SE ERAVUE ESTO.
Here the archaisms should be noticed : Quoi is the old foi-m of cni ;

it occurs in Plautus, Lucretius, Catullus, and in Cicero, Epistles to

Atticus XIII, 42, as a various reading

—

quoi iter i7istet^ai'id even in

the Augustan Age
;
probably in YirgW, Eclogues IV, fin.—quoi non

risere parentes—also in Tihulhis and Propiertius. Similarly we have
qnoipiam for cuipiani. Cicero pro Fonteio, Fragmenta, 11., cap. 3 ; v.

Orelli's note on, 1, 1, where many peculiarities are mentioned. The
V^atican Palimpsest of the Oration was collated by Faernus, and
afterwards more carefully by Niebuhr. QVOlEl is found in an
Inscription on the monument of the Scipios outside the Porta
Capena ; Orelli's Collection, Vol. 1, p. 15U, No. 555, QVOlEl VITA
DEFECIT. Escunt=erunt ; so we have escit=^ent XII. Tahb.

apud Gellium, Noct. Att., XX, 1 ; Liicretius, 1, 620 (613, edit.

Creech) :

" Ergo rerum inter summam minumamque quid escit ?
"

V. the notes of Wakefield and Forbiger. Compare Professor Key,
Fragmentary Lat. Diet., p. 574, s.v. Sum, § 50, escit, a very old form, a

present used also as a future. It should be borne in mind that this

Code w^as enacted B.C. 451-450, about 60 yeai-s before Rome was
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taken by the Gauls. For R convertible with S, v. Key on the

Alphabet, R, § 4, p. 91 sq.

Ast is an ancient form of At. Key, Dtct\ citat., s.v. at fin., § 18, ast

is limited to old writing-s, Cicero's Letters ami Foets. Im = emn (com-
pare English him) ; Macrobins, Sntuniah'a, Lib. I, Cap. IV, quotes

from the XII Tabb., SET. NOX. FVRTV:M. FACTVM. F.SIT. SEI.
IM. OCCISIT. lOVRE. CAISVS. ESTO., v. note of Ursinns,

Davies's edit. De Lcuiibus, p. 172. In Lucretius III, 877, " at quoniani

mors exiniit im prohibetqne " is a conjecture of Lanibinus adopted by
Creech; but the true reading-, restored by Turnebusand later editors,

is, " id quoniam. mors eximit esseque prohibet," which has Manu-
script authority, and satisfies the requirements of both sense

and metre, so that guessing was unnecessary. The mistake arose

from not perceiving th&t pi-ohihet is here a dissyllable. We also have
em for eum ; Gellius loc. citat., Forcelliui, s.v., Roby, Latin Grammar,
Book II, Cuap. vii, p. 129, 4th edition.

Se = sine. Se in old -writers is used as a preposition with the

ablative, and signifies separation or without; Key, Lati)i Grammar,

§ 1369. /Se or A'ecHn comparison signifies, with verbs, separation; witli

adjectives, absence, ibid., § 1370. Sed is another form of se, aside.

§ 815, note ; compare § 834 note, related to English sund-er, German
soiul-erii.

Some eaidy editions, of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, reail

juncti (joined) iustead of viucti (bound) ; but the latter seems more
appropriate and expressive. Celsus, Yll, xii, § 1, p. 403, edit. Targa :

" At si ex ictu vel alio casu aiiqui labant dentes, auro cum iis, qui bene
haerent, viuciendi sunt." Tiie foUovv'ing Latin words signify an instru-

ment for extracting teeth

—

forceps and forfex, which ai-e convertible

terms (Celsus, Zoc. citat., Dictionary of Antiquities, Si-d edition, with
illustrations), and appear to be connected with /orw, a door, denoting
the opening made to grasp the object. Donaldson's Varronianus, p. 297,

who compai-es/orpea; " a pair of curHng tongs" from pec-to, but (?).

Some suppose /oj-ce^^*" to be akin to Greek 0e/>/U'/, 0t/jov; Latin fornius,

fornus, fornax. Forpex may be another form of forfex by the inter-

c'nange of P with F, which is common. See Lewis and Short's Latin

Dictionary : Dentarpaga, Varro apud Nonium, c. IT, n. 237 :

" bipensilcs forcipes dentarpagte." Dentiducum, iiooi'Tu^/w^/di' corre-

sponds with our phrase " drawing teeth."

Pollux, Onomasticou, edit. Dindorf, Lib..IV, § 181, gives a list of

surgical instruments : Kai c/j^/aXcm /hcd iuTpici/ <T/t«'\//, Y/-«\<s', -ro/nei'v,

v7ro^l>(i(pii, a'7O7\</0<s-, /f/^-'/ (probe, catheter, spjecillum)
,
/^cXortj, ^vmijjt,

t»ooj^Toft(7T/yv, ocovTc'i'iiici, cvcictof (read Hvciaiov, a syringe), icu't fiijXiccrcK,

TO Tip' ^u'jXtjv KaOeifui. We have among them one for cleaning,

another for extracting, teeth.

Again, we find arctim cum illo as a variant ; this probably was
substituted for ast ivi cum illo by some ignorant transcriber who did

not understand the ace. imiov eum. Arctim is an uncommon form ot

the adverb arete, which some read in Cicero, Epistles to Atticus, XII,
44, instead of CarteiiB (olim Tartessus, Tarshish?), a town in

Baetica, to which Cneius Pompeius tied after the battle of Munda.
Arctim would be said of a close blockade : v. the note of Bosius in

the Variorum edition of Gra'vius.

Consult also Wordsworth, Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin,
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Part III, Sectio Prima; Miniuhienta Anfiqna, C;\\). II; Leyis Duo-
decini Tahnlnrnm relvjuirn qua- extant omnes, pp. 254-2G5 ; Notes,

pp. 502-r, ; JM. EM, p. 102
;
QVOI, p. 103 ; KSCIT, p. 511 ; dentes,

p. 587. Kpi'jptian mummies of early date are said to liavo been

foimd with false teeth in thorn joined with Gfold. Table X, Jns

Sacnoii, fioivral rites, py). 5;5.S-5H7. Friedi-ich None, Foniieiilehre der

Lafeiiiisrheu Sprache, 1892, Vol. 11, p. 375 spfjq., Prononiina dcmon-
strativa (':') is, ea, id; em, im Accusative Sin^'ular, Vol. II, p. 380,

§ 193 ; ibid., qiiis oder qni, qiuf, quid odei" qwnl ; Dat. Sing. ciii, qiioi,

i/nof, qnniei, qui, p. 453, § 228 ; v. Index (Itrqisfcr.)

I have already noticed the following Inscription in the Klagenfurt

Museum: " Acastus. Acq . . . ite. Accensust. dum. lucet. Bibamus.
Sodales. Vita, brevis. Spes. fragilis." Our own literature supplies a

better illustration than those given above, containing, as it does, a
nobler sentiment, clothed in felicitous diction. Dr. Doddridge wrote
some lines on liis family motto, Ihim vivivms, vivaviits, which are the

best specimen of the serious Epigram in the English language

:

Live wliile you live, the epicure would say,

And seize the pleasures of the present day.

Live while you live, the sacred preacher cries,

And give to God each moment as it flies.

Lord, in my views let both iinited be
;

I live in pleasure when I live to Thee.

In addition to the authorities for the shell-mounds above mentioned,
compare The International Scientific Series : Man hefore Metals, by
N. Joly, with 148 illustrations, 3rd edition, 1883, chap. iv. ; Tlie Peat
Mosses and the Kitchen Middens, especially pp. 98-104. It should

be observed that all the rubbish-heaps that have been excavated are

situated near the shores of the Baltic. Till a recent period these

mounds were supposed to be places of burial, and are so described in

the Gtdde to Northern Archaeology by the Royal Society of Northern
Antiquaries of Copenhagen, edited for English readers by the Earl of

Ellesmere (London, 1848). Murrai/s Handhooli for Benmarh will give

useful information as to the best mode of reaching these prehistoric

remains at Solager, Havelse and Boserup in Sealand ; at Meilgaai'd,

and neai' Hadsuna ferry on the Mariager fjord in Jutland
; pp. 70,

71, 75, 90, 92 of the 4th edition, 1875. However, since that date I

presume that the development of the railway system has given the

explorer increased facilities for pursuing his investigations. This
guide book is accompanied by an excellent map, on a sufficiently large

scale.

One of the most important passages in ancient writers that relate

to primeval man is Lucretius, V 1284-1287:

" Et, flamma atque ignes postquam sunt cognita primum,
Posterius ferri vis est aerisque rcperta

;

Et jDrior ffris erat, quam ferri, cognitus usus

;

Q,uo facilis magis est natura, et copia major."

Of. Virgil, Georgics I, 143 sq. :

" Tum ferri rigor atque argutie lamina serrse

—

Nam primi cuncis scindebant fissile lignum

—

Tum variaj venere artes."

The Plate in Spon, Miscellanea EruditcB Antiquitatis, Lugdnni, 1685
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(the year of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes), p. 125, represents

Diogenes in dollu—Toreama. work executed in relief

—

cum haculo et

pera Vhilosophicti, assideute cane. So Juvenal, Sat. XIV, 309, calls

the philosopher Cynicns. There is a portico of a temple between him
and the dog. The article also contains a notice of an engraved gem
and an inscription.

^lartial, Epigrams IV, 53 :

Ilunc, quein sjrpe Titles intra penetralia nostra)

Pallados et templi liinina, Oosme, iiovi

Cinn baculo peraque seneni, cui eaiia putrisque

Stat coma et in pectus sordida barba cadit.

These lines serve as a commentaiy on .Spon's Plate. Compare
Cicero, Tusculau Dispuiafious, I, xliii, § 104, speaking of Diogenes,

'•Projici se jussit inhumatum. Turn amici, Volucribusne et teris ?

Minime vei'O, inquit: sed bacillam propter me, quo abigam, ponitote."

In the Ancient Marhh'>< of the British Museum, Part X, Plate XXX,
is a very pleasing representation of a hermaphrodite. TJie figure holds

in the right hand a bunch of grapes to feed a bird, restored as an
ibis; it may, however, have been a goose. Compare Vaux, Handbook
to Antiquities, in the same Collection, p. 196, Janiform heads of

Bacchus and Libera. We have here Dionysus, under his androgynous

type, as partaking of both sexes. Sir H. Ellis, Toii-nley Gallery,

Vol. I, p. 338 sq., Bacchus, c/'/top0os- (biformis). Note 28 ;
Millingen,

Ancient Unedited Monuments Cited, Series II, p. 20, chap, on terminal

heads; Ancient Marbles of the Brit. Mus., Part II, PI. 17, with Greek

and Latin quotations. Note 1.

The fable of the nymph Salmacis combined into one person with

Hermaphroditus will be found in Ovid Metamorphoses, IV, 285-388,

following almost immediately the transformation of Clytie (well

known from the bust so-called in the Brit. ^NIus.) into a heliotrope

—

ibid., V. 2/0 :

Yertitiu' ad Solem : inutataqiie servat amorem.

Baumeister, Denkmdler des Klassische7i Altertums, I, 672 ; from

which I extract the first sentence :
" Es kann kaum einen Zweifel

unterliegen, dass dieses doppelartige Wesen Ursprung in den orien-

talischen Religionen habe, in -welchen eine mannweibliche Venus als

vollkommenstes Bild der Naturgottheit bezeugt ist."

Statues of the Hermaphrodite are described, with references, in

the Roman Court Catalogue <f the Crystal Palace, pp. 80, 81, 85,

written by the late Sir George Scharf. The Preface, pp. 1-30, ends

with a list of the principal illustrated works on Sculpture, &c. The
title is too modest, for the list is accompanied by remarks that will

be useful not merely to the tiro, but also to the advanced student.

Sir G. Scharf's labours as an artist and author have been recorded in

the anniversary address delivered April 23, 1895, by Sir A. Wollaston

Franks, as President of the Society of Antiquaries {Proceedings,

Vol. XV, pp. 377-379.)

In the earlier part of his career our departed friend had paid

special attention to classical Archaeology, and I may be permitted to

add that, with his habitual kindness, he affoi^ded me valuable assist-

ance in forming Art-Collections that would render lectures on Greek
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iind Liitiii iiutliors at (,)iif'('ji's Collrf^c Coi-k. more I'oalistic and

intei'estiny- than they usually arc

Other words compounded with llcrnies ocimr : v. ^\nn], M i^cc/hi)ica

Eriid. Anfiq., Sectio T, Articulus iv, l)e Hermis, Hcnnatheiiis, Her-

merotibus. Hermannbibns, Hermeraelihus, JTermharpocratibus et

Herruaphroditis, p. 9, Tab. X-XVIl and Tab., p. 15; Dirtimmry i>f

Aidiqnifits, Third Edition, Vol. 1, 955a, s.v. Hernne. Such figures,

according to the best recent criticism, were composed of the square

pillar, as the emblem of Hermes, surmounted l)y the bust of the other

divinity. Cicero mentions these combinations three times in tlie

B'irst IJook of his Letters to Attinix, I. tin. (M<iii<ianlt X ; an excellent

edition with a French translation iiiterpaged, ancl notes), "Hermathena
tua valde me delectat." IV, 3 {Mimtj. IX), "• (^iiod ad me de Her-

matliena scribis, per mihi gratum est, et ornamentum Academi^e

propi'ium mete." X, 3 (Moi/g. VI), " Signa nostra e(. Hermeraclas."

He is here speaking of the decoration of a Villa ; see Middleton, Life of

Cicero, Vol. Ill, pp. 294-'J97 ; especially the last page.

The Museum at Cologne possesses a marble head, or rather mask, of

Medusa, resembling the one at Munich, but it cannot be adduced as

an example of the type with wings, because these appendages are

modern restorations. This specimen of ancient sculpture is incom-

parably the finest in that collection. Verzeichniss der Rijmischen

AUerthumer des Museums WalJraf-Bichartz in Koln, anfgestellt von

Prof. Dr. H. Diintzer, I, Erdgeschoss. " Den Eintretenden blickt hoch

am iiu-ssersten Penster rechts die Kolossale Marmormaske des von

Perseus abgeschlagenen Hauptes der sterbenden Meduse mit ergrei-

fendem Ausdrueke unendliehen Leides an." C. W. King, Antique Gems
and Bii/gs, Vol. I, p. xv.. Description of the wood-cuts in the text.

P. 258, the celebrated Medusa of Solon (Blacas) ; ibid., p. 326, the

countless number of Cameo Medusas (Renaissance) . . . in

three-quarter face, Avith the eyes staring wide. Vol. II, p. 73

(Miscellaneous Gems), Plate I, No. 5, The Dying Medusa
; p. 79,

Plate III, Roman Intaglio, No. 17, Gorgon's bead. The remarks of

this learned connoisseur deserve careful attention, because they often

contain information not easily accessible elsewhere.

Catalogue of Engraved Gems in the Brit. Ifus., 1888. Medusa v. Index

of Subjects, p. 237, esp. Nos. 1240-1256; I258-I262; cf. oinu. No. 1256.

The Strozzi Medusa and the literature connected with it, inscribed

ZOAnNOC ^/- Clorgoueion, p. 235. Catalogue of the Marlborough

Gems by M. H. Nevil Story-Maskelyne, pp. 16-18, Nos. 96-108, esp.

No. 100, under the heading, " Associations, Attributes and Symbols
of Pallas." The metopes of Selinus, now deposited in the Museum
at Palermo, offer us an archaic representation of Medusa, beheaded

by Perseus, Minerva standing by to aid him (Baedeker, Italie

Meridionale et la Sidle, edit. 1877). Introduction, L'Art chez les

Anciens, par R. Kekule, p. xxvii sq. ; ibid., p. 247. Meyer's

lieisebilcher, Unter-Italien nnd Sicilien von Dr. Thomas Gsell-Fels-

Zweiter Band : Sicilien. 2, Palermo (Museo Nazionale, Erdgeschoss),

p. 222. 2,* Metope mit Perseus, welcher die Medusa todtet, aus

deren Blut der Pegnsus entspringt, &c. : details are minutely

described in a manner w^hich corresponds with the general accuracy

of this excellent guide-book. Serra di Falco, Le Avtichita della

Sicilia, Vol. II, t. 27. Miiller-Wieseler, Part I, Tafel V, No. 25

;
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text p. 4. Liibke Gnuidriss der Kunstgeschichle, Vol.- I, p. 116.

Baun leister, Fig. 983, Aliere Medusa, found in the subslructions

{Unterhan) under the Pai-tlienou. Tlie same article contains, Fig. 984,

an engraving of a coin ol" the geus Cornelia sti-uck in Sicily, which is

remarkable; the device on the reverse being Medusa's head in the centre

of the fricjH'sfrd (Cohen, ^^ed<lllles Consulaires, PI. XIV, No. 13; text

pp. 1U4 (No. 2S), and 111. ]>aumeistei-, Fig. 985, Rondanini Medusa.

Medusa's head as an ornament, like some other mythical .subjects,

was retained in Christian Art, e.(/., it occurs twice on a sarcopluigus

at Aries inscribed PAX APn'EliNA.
Rome, personified as a goddess, bears a close resemblance to

Minerva, which is proved by the fact that a colossal busD in the

Vatican is a.ssigned by Viscouti (Museo Pio-Clemenfino, torn. VI,
tav. 2) to the fonner, and by Hirb to the latter. They may be

distinguished without difiiculty : Minerva has the aegis (goatskin)

Avith the appalling Goi-gon's head in the ceutre, and these attributes

are wanting in the deified Ronu^ : v. Hirt, Bilderbuch j'iir Mi/fho!ogie,

Part 1. pp. 46-50. Tab. VI, Nos. 6, 7, 8, and Vignette, [). oO, p. 47
note. Part II, p. 184 sq., Tab. XXV, Figs. 15-19. Emil liraun,

Jinitis and Mnsenmx of Enme, p. 210. This biist of Minerva, now in

the Gallery of Statues, was probably one of the ornaments of

Hadrian's Mausoleum. Com])are trie Vienna Cameo, Rome enthroned,

seated with Augu.stus. Von Sacken und Kenner, Uas K. K. Milnz-und

An tiken- Cabinet. Antike (jeschnitteiie Steins. Kasten II, No. 2,

p. 418. A better account of it is given by Dr. Robert Ritter v.

Schneider in the Ueber-fichf der kanstTtistorit^cJien Sanimliuigeu des

Allerhuchden Kaiserhanaeti, Wien, 1892, p. 101. Antikensammlung.
Saal XIV, Schrank VT, No. 14 Gemma Augustea. It is justly

called Dieses uuvergleichliche Meisterwerk romischer Glyptik.

Maximianus 1 must not be confounded Avith the .second of this

name, Maximus, or Maximin—also Roman Emperors— still less with

St. Maximianus, Archbishop of Ravenna, whose pastoral chair (circa

A.D. 550), formed of ivory, beautifully carved, is still to be seen in that

city. Liibke, ojp. citat., Vol. I, p. 266, Fig. 178, two woodcuts—one

showing the whole, the other a part on an enlarged scale. The
monogram of the Saint appeal's iu front. His name in extenso is

inscribed over his head on a mosaic at San Vitale, where, attended by
two priests, he precedes Justinian. Dr. Appell, Catalogtie of Repro-

dnctions <f CJirisiian Mosaics exhibited in the South Kensington Museum
—copies reproducing the size and colour of the originals. The
Emperor Justinian and his Court, &c., pp. 7-9, esp. p. 8, Maximian
habited in an alb and chasuble : p. 9, at the end of the article, many
English and foreign authorities are cited.

In my note on the carpentum I have mentioned the carrucha. A
good example of it is supplied by the Tre'sor de Treves, which contains

an ivory tablet of fine workmanship. We there see the carpeyitum in

a procession for the translation of relics. See Le Tresor de Treves

par Leon Palustre et X. Barbier de Montault, Prelat de la maison de

sa Saiutete, PI. I, Ivoire Latin V. Siecle with explanatory text.

From this photo. Daremberg and Saglio seem to have copied the

illustration for their article, C'arrucha, Fig. 1198. My paper on the
" Antiquities of Treves and Metz," Part I, Arc/ueol. Joitrit., Vol. XLVI,
p. 228, Xute ;].

H 3
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T liavo TTiado somn roninrks on flic Hear in a i-elief foaiul at

'reurnia in lS:i7. VVn seldom nicct: with tlir Ix-iir in Gi-ook Ai-t ; this

uy^Iy cicatnn; makes his appearance on the eoins of Urso, a city of

the Tiii-detaiii ii." Jiaetioa, hodie Osuna ; Alois Heiss, ])pscripfi<»i

f/eiierale <]i'.s MiyinuiUft Aiitiqut's de V Expaijiic, pp. 818-:{:^0, PI. XLVI,

], " Ours a droite assis et tenant une palme."
Aceordini^ to H. Hei-inanii's explanation, Eutychos (foi-tnnate)

expi'esses a prayer for the stu-cess ol' \'alerian ; but the epithet forms
a straiij^e eontrast with tlie fnte of this emperor, the nicst unfoi'tuiiate

in the long line of Cicsars, wlio was not oidy defeated l)y tiie Persian

kin^. Sapor, hnt exposed to the most humih'atin<i' indignities. Gibbon
(Chap. X, Vol. I, pp. 408, 406, 407, edit. Smith) here follows

Tillemoct, Histoire des Eniperenrs, who gives many details together

with copious references in his marginal notes; see esp. Article IX,
" 'J'raitement indigne que Sapor fait a Valerien."

Mommsen in G. I. L., /oj. cifat., states, I think coi-rectly, tliat the

above-mentioned sculptures exhibit Diana standing by an altar

inscribed ISTEMESI AVG. With the juxta-position of these two
deities we may compare an inscription found at Aijuincum, ])E^-
DIAN^ NE"]VESI-AVG : My pnper on Antiquities at Buda-Pe.st,

Archcvol. Jouni., Vol. L, p. 8."30, and Professor Torma Karoly, Az
AqulncAimi Ampliithentrnm, 1881, 8vo, pp. 109. Mommsen infers

from the day on which the festival of N^emesis Augusta was
celebrated, June 24, that she was the same as Fors Fortuna ; see Note,

Arclufol. Joiirn,. Inc. rifaf.

BIBLIOGRAPHT.

Muchar, Das Eomi.srhe Noricum, 1823, 1826, an important work
but partially obsolete in consequence of a more careful study of

inscriptions and the discovery of pre-historic antiquities, in our own
times: " scriptor est nee peritus satis nee simplex et in auctoi-ibus

indicandis parum accuratus," C. I. L., Ill, ii, p. 588.

Corp. Liscrr. Lot., Vol. Ill, Pars Posterior, edit. Mommsen,
Inscriptionum Illyrici Pars Sexta-lSToricum ; De Noricarum Inscrr.

auetoribus. Noricum, pp. 587-704 ; much information is given in

the preface to each section. Supplementum, edit. Hirscht'eld, pp.
-1808-1851.

Die alte Gesclticlde Kdrnten^s von der Urzeit his Kaiser Karl den).

Grossen neAi aus QuMen hearbeitet von Karl Baron Hauser. This

book contains Plates to illustrate the " First Iron Age " {Hallstdtter

Zeit), a model of a four-wheeled chariot drawn by four horses,

animals and human figures, rude worivmanship of a primitive popu-

lation, pp. 16-19 ; and secondly, for the Keltic Period, a series of

coins found in Noricum, pp. 30-32. The term Hallstdtter Zeit will be

understood by referring to a Catalogue entitled Die Sammlnvgeu des

K. K. Miiuz—und Antiken— Oabinetes (Wien), by Von Sacken und
Kenner, pp. 318-322. Die Fiinde von Hallstatt im ohero 4erreichischeu

Salzhammergnte (Zimmer I, Tisch VII, VIII und Zimmer IV), many
graves were explored and 5,924 objects were found belonging to the

end of the Bronze Age or the beginning of the Iron Age. In the

Museum at Vienna the number of specimens exhibited amounts to

2,460.
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Tlie latter set of Mauser's Plates is specially interesting, if com-

pared with money struck in Gaul before Caesar's arrival thei'c,

and considered in connection Avith tiDiiidi, examined iu South

Germany, the Rliineland and France. Thus we are assisted to trace

a mig-ration of the Celtic races Westwai-d ; while, on the other hand,

some tribes moved Eastward from the valley of the Danube, and
settled in a part of Asia ]\[inor, called from them Galatia. See

Mons. H.-A. Hazard, " Essai sur les Chars Gaulois de la Marne."
Extrait de la Revue ArclieoJocjique , Avril, 1877, p. 11.

Fiihrer dnrch das Historische Mnxeum des Eiidoljiiinnis iu Klageu-

fiirt, 1893, von K. Baron Hauser.
Jaboi-negg-Altenfels, Ueher.ncht der in der Moimnientoi-Halle dex

Landhaiiftes zu Klaijenfurt, aiifijestellten, hi Kdrnten gefundenen nnd

tm Besitze des kdrntn. GescJiiclit- Vercins hejindlichen Bomprsteine.

Kiirnten's Romische Jlterthilmer, by the same author. 4to, with

photographs, lithographs, and maps, 1871.

Vinoinm von Fritz Pichler, 1888.

Bild-Beilagen zu Fritz Pichler's Virunnin, Atlas of Plates.

llhisirirter FilTirer dnrch Karnfeii. mit besonderer BerilcksicMlijung

der Stddte Klagenfurt und Villach sonde der Kdrntiierischen Seen.

und Hirer Umgehuiigoi von Josef Rabl, 1884.

The preceding list is by no means complete ; it includes only some
of the books which it is desii-able that the enquirer should consult.

Publications of learned Societies in Carinthia and in Vienna will also

be found useful.

Besides the valuable assistance received, from other friends, I am
particularly indebted to Dr. Robert Ritter von Schiieider, Director of

the Collection of Antiques in the Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des

Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses (Wien), who favoured me with three

excellent photographs of the so-called Hermes Lognis—two of the head,

and one of the whole figure ; the last has been copied to illustrate

this memoir.
P.S.—Tear-bottles were unknown to the Greeks and Romans ; but

we meet with them among Oriental nations. An account of this

usage appeared, as follows, recently in one of the London news-

papers :
—

' The custom of bottling tears is peculiar to the people of Persia.

There it constitutes an important part of the obsequies of the dead.

As the mourners are sitting round and weeping, the master of cere-

monies presents each one with a piece of cotton wool or sponge with

which to wipe away the tears. This cotton wool or sponge is then

put into a bottle, and the tears are preserved as a powerful and
efficacious restorative for those whom every other medicine has failed

to revive. It is to this custom that allusion is made in the Psalms

—

' Put thou my tears into thy bottle.'
'"

l\latthew Henry, in loco, pithily remai-ks, "' What was sown a tear

will come up a pearl."

Lachrymatorium does not occur in Classical Latinity ; Ducange's
Glossary gives the word, and explains it : 1, Locus lachrymarum

;

2. Linteum quo oculi abstei-guntur.



^locfctiings at iiflcctings of tljc Uo))ii\ .'^Ivcibnrological

Institute.

February 5th, 1896.

Judge liAYLis, Q.C., V.P., in tlie Chair.

Mr. Andukvv Oliver exhibited a small funereal figure taken from a
tomb in Egypt. It probably dates from the twenty-sixth dynasty
(about B.C. 600), and represents a field labourer with a hoe and
sandbag in his hands. Such figures, called "Answerers," were
supposed, by aid of a magic formula engi-aved in hieroglyphics on the

statue itself, to perform the deceased's obligatory labour in the Elysian
fields. The name of the person for whom tliis figure was made was
Wahab-Ptah. Mr. Oliver also exhibited a painting of the Holy
Trinity on alabaster and a small silver-gilt plaque of St. Peter,

surrounded by small paintings on ivory.

Mr. C. E. Ketsek, M.A., F.S.A., read the first instalment of a paper
entitled " Recently Discovered Mural Paintings at Willingham
Church, Cambridgeshire, and elsewhere in the South of England."
but confined his remarks to Suffolk, Essex, Hertford, Kent, Sussex,
Hampshire, Dorset, and Devonshire, leaving Willingham Church to

be dealt with in a subsequent paper. The author commenced with
describing the twelfth and thirteenth century paintings at Lakenheath
Church, Suffolk, and the Norman painting at Heybridge and Copford
in Essex. Passing on to Littlebourne and Boughton Aluph in Kent,
he dealt with the little church of Clayton in Sussex, and described the

large and early representation of the Doom therein depicted. The
paintings of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries representing the

Annunciation and St. Michael weighing souls, found at Rotherfield,

were then described; also a fine example of St. Christopher at West
Grinstead. Mention was made of a large fourteenth century painting
at Catherington Church in Hampshire, representing St. Michael
weighing souls, and the most recently discovered paintings at Wellow
of the figures of St. Thomas a Becket, Edmund of Pontigny,
Archbishop of Canterbury, besides other figures. The paper closed

^vith descriptions of paintings to be seen at Wimbourne Minster in

Dorset and at Axmouth in Devonshire. Mr. Keyser promised to read

the remaining portion of the paper at the May meeting.
Mr. Talfoukd Ely, M.A., F.S.A., exhibited, and read a paper on,

a terra-cotta figure found in Cyprus by Major Alessandro di Cesnola,

and published in /S'aZa»ii»ifl as " a bearded Hercules . . . in a lion's

skin." Mr. Ely showed that this Avas incorrect, and that the figure

was that of Silenus, of a somewhat refined type. Silenus was a

favourite subject with artists of every kind. A cast was shown of

the unique tetradrachm of -5^tna with the head of Silenus. Mr. Ely
traced the development of Silenus from an independent Asiatic deity

of flowing water (as on the Ficoroni cista) to the position of a
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(Irnnken servant of Dioiiysos. As to outward form, the lowest type

is the l^apposilenus. A nobler conception is found when Silejins

appears as the gnardinn of the infant Dionysos. Like other water

deities, Silenus was yifted with wisdom and prophetic powers. To
idyllic poetry he is what Teiresias is to tragedy and Calchas to epic

verse. Though sometimes confounded with Satyrs, he is distinctly

their superior, as in the Satyric drama and in the pageants of the

Ptolemies. His rugged features were Avell adapted for yrylll and

to ward off the evil eye. Like Pan, he formed an excellent foil for

Eros and other types of youthful beauty so prevalent in later Greek

art, Mr. Ely came to the conclusion that his terra-cotta represented

an actor playing the part of Silenus.

Mr. Ely's jDaper will be published in a future number of the

Joi!r)ial.

March 4th, 189G.

Viscount Dillon, F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

Mrs, A. Kekr exhibited a Brevet issued to Jean Francois Richer

during the French Revolution, and dated " premier germinal

2 annee."
Mr, J. L. Andue, F.S.A., exhibited a carved wooden panel of late

sixteenth century work. The panel was purchased near Horsham,
but it is of foreign workmanship.

Mr. H. LoxGDEN exhibited, by permission of the Hon. Mark Rolle,

a curious brass from Pefrockstow Church, Devon. The brass, which
was described by Mr. Mill Stephenson, is to the memory of Henry
Rolle, Esq., his wife Margaret, who died in 1591, and their nineteen

children. Further notes and an illustration of the brass will be given

in a future number of the Journal.

The President read a paper on " Feathers and Plumes," principally

from an inventory of the feathers and plumes in the royal stores,

temp. Elizabeth. The President further commented on the fashion

and use of feathers in civil and military costume as illustrated in

drawings in MSS. and allusions by the dramatists. Lord Dillon's

paper will appear in a future number of the Journal.

Mr. H. H. S. Cunynghame read a paper entitled " Notes on

the Possible Arabian Origin of Gothic Characters, Derived from an

Examination of the Methods of Writing used by the Arabs." Mr.
Cunynghame said : It needs only a litt^le consideration in order that

the influence of tools upon caligraphy may be recognised. The
wi'iting of the Assyrians was the direct result of the use of clay,

and the Chinese has probably been developed in a similar manner.
There are three principal sorts of pens which have had their

influence on the written and printed characters of Europe, namely,
the stylus, the reed, and the quill. The stylus, or point, produces

letters such as we find inscribed on the walls of Pompeii, in which
the characters closely resemble our own capitals, but without any
difference between the thickness of the lines. The stylus was chiefly

used on tablets painted over with wax or some analogous com-
])osition of a different colour.
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With till! use, however, of linen or papyru.j hiirk, or iinaliy of

paper, a did'ertiiit wi-itin^ pen beeamo necessary, and we have the

clioice of (lie lii-nsli of the (Miinese, or else the reed pen of the

Jxn'yprians. tVoni wlioni it was in all probability borrowed by the

Arabs and, in sliort, by all the Scniitie nations. Anyone who has

watched a native Ai'ab write will observe that he adopts a very
peculiar attitude, lioldin'i;' his paper at an angle of 45° and his pen
nearly horizontal. This will excite surprise until an attempt is made
to write with an Arab pen upon a fiat surface, when it will be found
inipossible.

The pen is so flat that it will retain no ink. Consequently, it

must be held horizontal, and the paper or parchment inclined in the

way we see it represented in old missals. The })en consists of a

peculiar reed, very silicious and hard on the outside and vei-y flexible,

cnit in a peculiar manner. Its action may be deuKmstrated by
substituting for it a sort of machine like those employed to spread

gums, and which is held in a sloping position. The peculiarity of

the reed is, that one can write by pushing it forward like a plough,

which cannot be done with a pen.

Now, the suggestions which 1 desire to bring to your notice is.

that the men in whose hands learning lay during the darkness of

the middle ages v/ere Arabs, chiefly in Spain. For centuries

Aristotle's works and the great Syntaxis of Ptolemy, originally in

(ireek, were only known by means of Latin translations from Arabic
translations, and I submit that it is probable that such translations

made b}' Arabs, would be wa-itten with the Arab pens at their com-
mand.
The reed, however, being indigenous only round the banks of the

Mediterranean it became natural to seek for a substitute, and the

quills of birds were used. They posses.sed one great adva,ntage, in

that they would bold the ink when used upon a flat surface. This is

of course due to their tubular form. But they had a great disad-

vantage in that they could not be driven like a plough, but only

dragged over paper. They are hence absolutely unfit for writing

Arabic. But inasmuch as Gothic is written from right to left the

ordinary quill will write Gothic fairly well, only that back turns are

difficult. It is, however, to be observed, that the pen is usually

employed more straight to the paper than the reed, so that the down
strokes have a tendency instead of being thick when upright oi-

inclined to the left to be only thick in the down strokes. In fact, a

pen i-eally only writes thick lines Avell in otw direction, and not in all

directions as does a reed.

The use of the pen led to a new sort of character, which was
developed by the Italians.

By a comparison of very early Gothic missals with the missals of

the Arabs I could bring much evidence to show that the insti'u-

ments for ruling lines and describing circles were very similar, and
also that the incipient Gothic ideas of illuminations, though un-
doubtedly ultimately traceable to the Greek and Egyptian, and very
" Byzantine " in appearance, were inspired to a great extent by the

style which the learned Arabs had caught from the Greeks of latei*

I]gypt, and this may perhaps be considered as lending some weight to

the theory which I have had the hardihood to submit to you.
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CHRONOGEAMS. Collected (more tlian 4,000 in number) since the publication

of the two preceding voluuies, in 1882 and 1885. By James Hilton, F.S.A.

4to. London, 1895 (Elliot Stock.)

We have liere a third volume on a subject which the author has

well made his own ; an excellent example of successful perseverance

in the neglected by-paths of literature. The former volumes practi-

cally introduced the subject to general notice, until then known to

but few, hardly more than heard of by others, and entirely unknown
generally. It may be stated that a chronogram is a mode of marking
a date by so forming a sentence that the Roman numeral letters

therein shall, when the numbers so re^Dresented are added together,

give the year or date desired. For example, one given here will make
all clear :

—

Here yoV haVe 3-et another qVIte neW book of right

eXCeLLent ChronograMs IssVeD by I. hILton, F.S.A.

The capitals, the Roman numerals, being added together give the

year date 1895. Usually, as above, the date letters are larger, or in

capitals, and thus atLract attention. To make a true chronogram

every word should contain at least one numeral letter. Every

numeral letter must be reckoned ; neither choice nor excess can be

permitted, or there would be no certainty ; also neatness and con-

ciseness are necessary. The intention is to supply a date, not to make
a puzzle. Over thirty-eight thousand examples of this form of

curious ingenuity have been collected and noticed, of which number
over fourteen thousand seven hundred are recorded in print. The
antiquity of this custom can be traced as far back as the year 1210,

necessarily in manuscript, but the sixteenth, seventeenth, and the

early part of the eighteenth centuries were the times when it

flourished, favoured of course by the extension of printing. Care

must be exercised in determining the actual date of execution, as

sometimes the work is retrospective—done actually after the date

i-epresented or recorded. As compositions these clironograms are

seen often as most difficiTlt ; to those who can appreciate them their

cleverness must be at once recognised. Their character varies, for

they are found curious, serious, humorous, and scholarly. The
Hubjects tieated also widely varied, for here we have them on books,

epigrams, sundials, emblems, engravings, portraits, title pages, medals,

coins, the drama, history, horoscopes, mourning rings, monumental
inssriptions, mottos, broadsheets, nuptial congratulations, and alma-

nacs. In the last-named each day has a distinct line or sentence

with a chronogram ; one example is named which has nine hundred

and fifty-nine dilferent chronograms, all marking the year 1724. A
play was written in Flemish, each, line in rhyme but containing a

chronogram marking the date 1688. When recited, of course all the
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clever ingenuity of this intention must have (lisappoared. Of the

latest exam])les of this work one is given of I87'i and one of 1882.

Since then there are some of 1887 rolating to the Queen's .lubilee,

perha])s so revived as a consequence of these publications.

Besides the chronogran'i thcie were other methods or forms of this

literary conceit, namely, the cabala, the anagram, and the logogi-aph.

One form of the cabala was by using all the lettei-s of the alphabet.

Thus A to K inclusive marked units to ten. Fi'om L which marked
twenty, to T inclusive mounting each lettei- by ten, reached one
hundred. Fi-om U which marked two hundred, .and then X Y Z
mounting each letter by a hundred, marked to five hundred. Another
form was by using- the vowels only, thus a, e, i, o, u represented

1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Of this plan a good example is given on page 244

—

very puzzling, but very clever.

Mighty pretty is the author's delight and astonishment on finding

a wonderful unique book just suited to his mind, a chef iVceuvre of

this class of labour, containing many examples—a sweet honeycomb,
which he at once proceeds to rifle. We wish him heartily further

similar luck and delight, and that fresh discoveries will reward con-

tinued research in the yet untrodden ways where such literature may
be expected. We are almost promised more, judging by the following,

Avhicli appears on the title page :
—

Another bVDget neeDs another CLearanCe = 1255
So noVV yoV haVe another Last appearanCe = 170
Ask Whether this the Very Last WILL be = 177
I Can bVt ansWer " he VVho LIVes WILL see"= 293

1895

Much more could be noted from such a full volume, but it is hoped
enough has been said to give a good and sufficient idea of the most
valuable information it contains. No other similar work exists—no-

where cei'tainly can such a mass of information as is here brought
together be met with. Any one thus making a first acquaintance
with the subject will soon feel a charming and keen appreciation of

the newly-discovered art, for these conceits are really curiosities in

literature—insti-uctive, valuable, and entertaining. As a whole, the

work will form a perfect guide to the student, and, as it fills a void it

must soon have a place in eveiy library in the list of standard refer-

ence books. It is the successful result of unwearied patience and
tenacious research. The infinite capacity for taking: pains, always
indispensable to genius, is manifest on evei"y page. Some title pages
have been well reproduced, and also some cui'ious tail pieces from old

books—all worthy of notice. There is an excellent index giving full

aid to t!je searcher.

NOOKS AND COENERS OF PEMBROKESHIRE. Drawn and described by
H. Thoenhill Timmins, F.R.G-.S., author of Nooks and Corners of Hereford-
shire. (London : Elliot Stock.) 4to. 1895.

From time to time a pleasant volume such as this conies before us.

Without i^retence to historic detail, it is nothing more than notes

made in a wandei'ing tour, in the by-ways of the pleasant land of

Pembrokeshire, sometimes known as Little England beyond Wales.
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Few localities can boast within so small a compass such varied attrac-

tions for the lover of old world associations. Besides old cliurches,

ruined castles, and fortified houses, the constant occurrence of camps,

cromlechs, hut circles, and other prehistoric remains, there are always

quaint legends and superstitions— a happy hunting ground for those

curious in folk lore. The hilly wild ways make travelling very

tedious. There are said to be sixteen miles and seventeen hills

between Haverfordwest and St. Davids, a wearisome journey. The
author notices the strongholds of Pembroke, Manorbere or Maenor
Pyrr (which is fully described), C^arew, Roche, and Haverfordwest,

and Tenby full of curious nooks. At Carswell there is a remarkable

group of stone buildings with vaulted chambers, huge fire places and

bulging chimneys, a puzzle still to the archajologist. Of Caldy

lobsters an old writer says :
—" The lapster sett whole on the table

yieldeth exercise, sustenance, and contemplation ; exercise in cracking

his legs and claws, sustenance by eating the meate thereof, and con-

templation by beholding the curious work of his complete armour
both in hue and workmanship."

It is to be hoped that readers will catch at the pleasure to be

derived from such a peregrination as is here recorded, and give us

similar examples of what may be done by an intelligent observer

skilfully aided by pencil and kodak. There are maps, many pretty

sketches, and an index.
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Teera-coita Statuette eeom Ctpeus.



A CYPRIAN TERRA-COTTA.i

By TALFOURD ELY, M.A., F.S.A.

The statuette which I now place before you was, with

two others, bought by me at Sotheby's, in 1892, at the

sale of Cyprian antiquities belonging to the late Edwin
Henry Lawrence, Esq., F.S.A., a great-nephew of Sir

Thomas Lawrence, once President of the Eoyal Academy.
These antiquities were obtained hy Mr. Lawrence from
his son-in-law. Major Alessandro di Cesnola, who is said

to have discovered " 14,000 objects of archseological

value," before the British occupation of Cyprus."

In the sale catalogue the statuette is described as an
*' Actor in bear's skin." On the plinth is " Cyprus (Sala-

mina), Jan., 1878."

In Salaminia,^ however, there is a woodcut of this figure,

which is described as follows :

—

" Fig. 227 Terra-cotta Statuette of an Actor." "Another
grotesque figure is that of a bearded Hercules of a very

archaic type, and clad completely in a lion's skin, the

head and ears of which are placed on his head, so that

the ears project on the right and left. His beard falls on
the breast of the statuette, the bare face of which has a

stony and energetic expression. In his right hand is a

monstrous club, strengthened with bands of metal; it rises

to the owner's shoulders. In his left hand is a- large

basket or dish, filled with fruit of different kinds, as well

as a piece of flat bread or cake ; his hands and feet are

bare."

The latter interpretation is scarcely admissible. The
skin perhaps might possibly be a bear's ; it could hardly be

a lion's, for the distinctive scalp and jaws are lacking.

Again, neither type of countenance nor attributes can
be said to be those of the hero in question, even allowing

for comic extravagance. There is nothing " archaic " in

the type.

' Read at the Monthly Meetmg of - Preface to second edition of Sala-

tlie Institute, February 5tli, 1896. minia, p. xxiv. •* lb., p. 198.
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Let us look for ourselves then, and we shall lind that

the figure is standing in a position of rest, with right

knee slightly bent, and right foot a very little advanced.

With his right hand he clasps an object resting on the

ground, and much larger than an ordinary club, for it

reaches almost as high as his shoulder; except hands, face,

and feet (which are bare), the whole figure is covered with

a close-fitting, shaggy skin. The forehead is high, bold,

and wrinkled ; the face better modelled than the rest,

with beard and drooping moustaches. The ears are those

of a beast, and may possiljly be attached to the hide.

Some drapery wound round the waist falls in folds at the

left side. The left hand supports a basket, in which are

probably fruits, five in numl^er, but possibly they may be

sacrificial cakes. The aged look and staid respectability

of the face are not at all suited to the gluttonous and
generally disreputable brawler who answers to the name
of Hercules on the ancient stage. It is rather a peaceable

deity of woods or gardens that stands before us. I see

nothing of "a stony and energetic expression," but rather a

placid—and even benevolent—countenance, such as would
befit a worthy and prosperous City merchant, or more
appropriately a model country gentleman " all of the

olden time," with a weakness for occasional indulgence

in more wine than was good for him.

If the figure is not a Hercules it is hardly more correct

to describe it generally as an " actor." What a comic

actor of classic times looked like may be very well seen

in the Terra-cotta Eoom at the British Museum, where a

shelf in Centre-case B supports a series of grotesque

dramatic figures. It must not be forgotten that, even in

Tragedy, masks were regularly employed ; and the large

mouths of these were vastly distorted for the purposes of

the comic and satyric stage. In the face of our figure

there is no such distortion, and if we compare it with the

above-mentioned terra-cottas in the British Museum, or

with the very next woodcut in Salaminia^ (which happens

to represent an actor), we shall see its decided difference

from the huge-mouthed mask.
We have found, then, that the statuette is neither a

Hercules nor an " actor in bear's skin."

1 Fig. 228.
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What, then, is its proper interpretation ? This, I think,

is not very difficult to determine : it is a Seilenos. That

faithful nurse and supporter of Dionysos from childhood

is very frequently met with in collections of terra-

cottas, e.g., there are three images of him in one wall-case

in the British Museum (Case 54 in the Terra-cotta

Room),
I do not, however, remember to have seen any repre-

sentation of him exactly like the one now before us. He is

generall}^ far more gross and objectionable in pose and

general bearing, a very Falstaflf of mythology.

Lucian^ describes him as a stumpy old fellow, fat, and
with big ears sticking up, and an utter coward—a de-

scription closely tallying with extant monuments.^ Still,

however unattractive he may be to our prosaic minds,

devoid of Bacchic inspiration, he was in ancient times a

favourite with artists of every class and every rank, from

the most ambitious sculptor to the humblest purveyor of

images in clay. With the vase painters he was a stock

subject ; and in Furtwangler's admirable Beschreibimg, of

the Berlin collection of 4,221 vases, there are no fewer

than 137 entries under the head of " Silen."

In forty or fifty paintings discovered at Pompeii or Her-

culaneum Seilenos figures conspicuously. By Pliny there

are mentioned, among the v/orks of Praxiteles which had

been brought to Eome, " Sileni in Pollionis Asini moni-

mentis."^ Among these was probably to be found the

original of the pleasing group exhibited at Athens (in

Pentelic marble), at the Louvre, and elsewhere,* of

Seilenos, here in nobler form, holding the infant Dionysos,

a motive well known to us through that prized remnant

of the master's work, the Hermes and Dionysos, discovered

in 1877 in the Temple of Hera at Olympia, and also

through the Munich Eirene and Ploutos,^ copied from the

work of Kephisodotos, the father of Praxiteles. Perhaps

such a Seilenos is intended when Pliny, speaking of

1 Bacchus, 2 ; Cf. Beorum Concilium, No. 114, and in the Vatican. A
4. remarkable vase from Athens in the

" E.g., the figures in Wall-case 38 of Berlin Antiquarium (No. 2,925) shows

the Bronze Room in the British Museum. Papposeilenos carrying the infant

^ Naturalis Historia, xxxvi, 23. Dionysos on his left arm.
' E.g., in the Munich Glyptothek, ' No. 96 in the Glyptothek

I 2
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"Satyrs" by unknown masters, mentions one who ploratum

wfantis cohibet}

A crouching Seilenos is to be seen at Athens (in place

of an Atlas) now supporting the cornice of the front wall

of the stage of rhaedrus,-but apparently adapted from an

earlier structure. This was a favourite motive. Copies

of it slightly modified are a replica, once used as a

fountain, found at Eome in 1874,^ and a kneeling Seilenos

in terra-cotta from the Lecuyer collection now at Berlin.*

At the British Museum Seilenos is to be found on a

leaden cup in the Etruscan Saloon. A little further on

he may be seen in terra-cotta, supported b)^ Eros, close to

the Gold Ornament Room.^ He is credited with 54 out

of the 2,349 items comprised in the Catalogue of Engraved
Gems exhibited in that room, the representation often

taking the form of a " Mask of Seilenos."

There are also several masks of Seilenos in terra-cotta

from Capua in the Terra-cotta Room,*^ where, too, is to be

seen an interesting Greek statuette of Seilenos carrying the

infant Dionysos, "and dangling before him a bunch of grapes.

Of the coins representing Seilenos, one only need be

mentioned here. It is the unique tetradrachm of aEtna,

as Catana was called for about 15 years before its over-

throw in 461 B.C. This splendidly preserved specimen of

fine archaic work, apparently fresh from the mint, is now
in the hands of Baron Hirsch ; but an electrotype is in the

British Museum, and of this, through Mr.

, ^ j^sf,^>^\ Barclay Head's kindness, I am able to

{ i^^m^^^\ show you a cop}^ Besides the reference

to the huge beetles celebrated by Aristo-

phanes,^ the type is, as Mr. Head has

observed," eminently characteristic of the

place of issue. For, according to the

Cyclops of Euripides, Seilenos was kept in bondage in the

' Nat. Hist., xxxvi, 29. See Welcker Furtwaiigler, La Collection Sahoiiroff',

quoted by Wiescler DenJcmdler der alien note 15, on plate 149.

Kiinst, ii, 406. ' In Wall-case 15. It is said to be a
" See Monument i delV Institiito, ix, 16. caricature of the Hermes of Praxiteles,

•^ Htdletino della Commissione Muni- but Seilenos is looking at the grapes,

cipale, tav. xiv, xt, i, p. 135ff. and not out into the distance, like the
^ Furtvvangler,t/rt/»'J, ii (1887),p.200. Hermes. Compare the Seilenos and
° In Wall-cases 10-12. Infant from Melos in central-case B.
^ Wall-case 67. They -were probably ** Pax, 1, 73.

amulets, to avert the evil eye. See '' In the Bronze Room, Table-case B.
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caves of ^tna, a district rich in the wine to which he was
so warmly attached.

Among the marbles in the Grgeco-Eoman Basement at

the British Museum is a disc bearings on the obverse Pan,

on the reverse Seilenos before an altar.

Mr. A. S. Murray, Keeper of the Department of Greek
and Roman Antiquities, has pointed out to me the inter-

esting Greek bronze of " Seilenos Kistophoros,^ which
resembles the Pompeian bronze lamp-bearer at Naples,"

and, like that figure, must have been intended to support

something.

Among the vases we find Seilenos masquerading in the

midst of his brethren in guise of a herald, on a red

figured Psykter.^ In more serious fashion he takes a

leading part in imitating a neophyte in the Bacchic

mysteries, as depicted on a terra-cotta relief.^

We must not forget, however, that although we are

accustomed to think of Seilenos as an individual—the

faithful follower of Dion3^sos in his varied adventures and
triumphs—the earlier artists and story-tellers know nothing

of such individualisation, but place before us Seilenoi as

members of a class, and as a class not easy to distinguish

from that of the ordinary Satyrs. Thus in the Homeric
Hymn to Aphrodite (1. 262) we hear of Seilenoi in the

plural, as lovers of nymphs, but with no individual

characteristic. Even Pausanias^ remarks that those of

the Satyrs who were advanced in age were called

Seilenoi. On that compendium of sixth-century mytho-
logy, the famous Francois Vase, we have three Seilenoi

in a group. There can be no mistake as to their

identity, for their name is written above them. They
have horse's legs, a peculiarity found, I believe, nowhere
else in Attic art. It seems to have been a Macedonian
type, being found on the coins of Lete.*^

There was, however, in early myth an individual Seilenos,

who was totally unconnected with Dionysos and his tipsy

crew. This was the old Asiatic deity of flowing water,'''

' In the Bronze Room, Table-case B. ^ See Head, Historia Numorum, p.
- Baumeister, Denkmdler, Abb. 895. 177.
^ E 7fi8 in Table-case D of the Third " See Baumeister, BenJcmaler, p. 1639,

Vase Room. a valuable source, from whiclx I have
"• Campana, Opere in Pla.ftica, 45. obtained mvich help in preparing this
" I, 23, 6. paper.
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who, under the name of Marsyas,^ became well known
to the Greeks fi'om his ill-fated attempt to outdo with

his shrill flute the nuisic of A])ollo's lyre.^ Pausanias^

gives an uiij)leasant idea of the effect on the hearer of

the musical efforts of Marsyas when he tells us that the

Phrygians attributed their trium])li over the invading

Gauls to the help afforded by that river-god, who kept the

enemy at bay by the strains of his llute. Surely bagpipes

must be meant. This fabled contest between Apollo and
Marsyas may shadow forth the real struggle for ascendency

between the older and the newer theologies of Western
Asia. It is curious to find that the top-heavy inebriate

of classic art has been developed from what we might
denominate a " total abstainer," an impersonation of the

limpid stream. According to Pausanias* the inhabitants

of Pyrrhicos, in Laconia, were indebted to Seilenos for

their water supply.

On the beautiful Ficoroni cista we see him comfortably

seated by the gushing spring of which he is the guardian.

Lucretius (VI, 1265) uses the Doric form ^' silanos aquarum''

for "fountains of water." Nay even so late as Imperial

times the figure of Seilenos was a favourite one for

fountains, as may be seen at Pompeii. The water poured

forth from the goat-skin bag carried by Seilenos on his

shoulder, a skin at another time supposed to contain wine,

when the old Phrygian water-deity had lost his indepen-

dence and degenerated into the bibulous follower of

Dionysos.

In one instance alone do we find Seilenos as an inde-

pendent deity possessed of a temple in his own right apart

from Dionysos, even after his perversion from abstinence to

alcoholism. This was at Elis; and Seilenos was represented

as receiving a cup of wine from the hands of Methe, the

impersonation of drunkenness.^ Pausanias goes on to say

that one might conjecture the tribe of Seilenoi to be

mortal, on the ground of the existence of their tombs, one at

^ Herodotus (vii, 26) has tow '2iXr)vov wine into the fountain, would appear

Mapavio). Cf., TOi^ 'EiArfvbv "Mapavav, from the use of the article to be meant

Pausanias I, 24, 1. for Seilenos.

- See Herodotus loc. cit., and Xeno- ^ X, 30, 9.

phon Anabasis I, 2, 8. "The Satyr" '111,25,2.

mentioned in J nab. I, 2, 13, as having * Pausanias, VI, 24, 6.

been caught by Midas, who had poured
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Pergamos, another "in the land of the Hebrews," of all

places in the world. By such mortality we are reminded
of the mournful cry, "Great Pan is dead."^ As far as

outward form is concerned, perhaps the lowest type of this

rural divinity, a type almost brutal, is the Papposeilenos,

whom Pollux^ describes as ttjv \Seav OyjpLcohecrTepos, rather

beastlike in appearance. Wieseler makes a strong

distinction between ordinary kSeilenoi and the Pappo-
seilenos.^ This creature, with pointed ears and beard,

creeps on all fours, and is covered all over with thick

hair.*

More human, if more depraved, Seilenos appears in the

joyous rout of Bacchic worshippers, now propped up by
Eros or by youthful Satyrs, now with difficulty keeping

his equilibrium on the bacli of a donkey,^ an animal

which, however undignified in modern estimation, is

assigned to him in virtue of his prophetic gifts, according

to Baumeister, who compares Pindar's legend of asses

sacrificed to the Hyperborean Apollo.^

Seilenos seems to have been sometimes regarded as a puny
creature. At any rate Pausanias,'^ speaking of a certain

stone on the Acropolis of Athens, says it was only big

enough for a little man to sit upon, and adds that the

story was that Seilenos had rested on it.^

Again, in a Pompeian picture he is painted as of

diminutive size. Compare the Seilenos on the sarcophagus

from the Villa Casali.^ So, too, in a familiar way he came
to be used as a support for lamps, balances, and such

trifling gear.^*^

He is, however, on occasion, represented in a more
dignified fashion, as in certain Pompeian pictures where

'Plutarch, De Defectu Oraculorum, "^ Z)e«/«Ha7er, p. 1639; Pindar, Py^y^ta

XVII. - IV, 142. X, 33.
•* Das Satyrspiel, Gottinger Studien, ^ I, 23.

1847, zweite Abth. p. 591, "Dieser Pap- '^ So Helbig, Wandgenidlde 397,

posilen ist . . eine bestimmte, von " Silen auffallig klein gebildet."

den iibrigen Silenen wolil zu untcr- '• Baumeister, Deiikmaler, Abb. 492.

scheidende Person, und von Pappo- Commenting on the smallness of the

silenen in der Mehrzahl . . . darf Seilenos attacking a nymph in plate 140

nicht die Rede sein." ot the Sammlung Sabonroff. Furt-
* See Grerhard, Antike Bildwerke, wiingler quotes two similar instances of

56, 3. equally small satyrs.

'See Clarae, Musee de Sculpture, '"jE.r/., a specially fine bronze at Naples,

pis. 138, 155. see ante, p. 15.
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lie teiuls the infant Dionysos,^ or plays the lyre before the

gro\vn-ui) god.-

Nay, one's first impression as to the bronze head of

Seilenos discovered at Colchester^ is its strong resemblance

to Zeus, so full of majesty is it with llovviiig locks and

beard.

A head of Seilenos in Thasian marble at Castle Howard
was taken for a portrait of a poet, till l)etrayed (like

Midas) by its pointed ears. It is a " very noble type,

without any vulgar feature," says that excellent judge,

the learned author of " Ancient Marbles in Great

Britain."*

Our survey, then, of the development of the Seilenos

myth has shown us how the primitive Oriental deity of the

running stream has passed over, like others, to a post in

the train of the joyous god of the vine.

Originally one of many, and hardly distinguishable

from kindred rustic spirits in half-human form, he has

assumed, like his brother of the wilds. Pan, a fixed and
definite status as the lieutenant of the all-conquering

Dionysos. Drunken reveller as he is, he still retains

much of the wisdom and repute for hidden lore that has

always marked the water daemon in every age and clime.

As he dealt forth his theories of Kosmos to old Midas in

the heyday of his Phrygian power, so, too, Seilenos lends

an antique colouring to the verse of imperial Eome,
Brought captive before the Phrygian monarch, he tells of

the distant land beyond this Kosmos possessed by giant

men,^ and winds up w^ith the pessimist's moral, that it

were better never to have been born.*"

To Vergil's Chromis and Mnasylos the tipsy demi-god
pours forth first his favourite cosmogony, and then a mass
of old-world tales from the stones of Pyrrha to Philomela's

speedy flight.'^

Seilenos when recognised as the guardian and prae-

ceptor of the youthful Dionysos, custos famulusque del

' Helbig op. cit., 371, 374-79. ^ Theopompos, quoted by Aelian,
" lb., 395. See also Museo Borbonico V H. Ill, 18.

II, 31. ^ According to Aristotle, quoted by
^ In 1845. See Archaoloaia XXXI, Plutavch Consol. ad ApolL, 27. Com-

pp. 443-7, i^ls. xiii and xiv. pare Servius on Bucolica VI, 13 ; and
"* Michaelis Journal of Hellenic Cicero, Tusculan Disputations, I, 48.

Studies, VI, p. 38. ' BucoUca, Eel. VI, 13-84,
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Silenus alumni, as Horace^ calls liim, assumes a position

altogether distinct from and superior to that of the

common herd of Satyrs, mere lovers of wine, women, and
the rustic music of the flute. The marshals of Ptolemy's

procession impersonated Seilenos ; and on the wagon
bearing the winepress he was represented as in command
of the Satyrs."

As Macleane remarks,^ he represented the " crassa

Minerva " of the ancients, " Wisdom under a rough
exterior,"

In the Satyric drama Seilenos was one of the principal

personages represented, not a mere member of the chorus.

Thus in the Cyclops he is father of the Satyrs.'*

In Idyllic poetry he plays a part akin to that of

Teiresias in Tragedy, or, in Epic verse, of Calchas, who
knew what is, what will be, and what was in former

time.^

The comparison, therefore, of Socrates to Seilenos was
not, after all, so very uncomplimentary to the Athenian

jjhilosopher, though, according to Athenaeus,*^ Critobulus

seems to have meant to be rude when saying Socrates

was far uglier than the Seilenoi. This, of course, is very

different from Plato's curious comparison of Socrates with

the sculptors' Seilenoi.^

May not this supposed resemblance between Seilenos

and Socrates have had something to do with the adoption

of the head of the former as an amulet ? This often

occurs in grylli and other gems, " perhaps as passing for

the emblem of universal knowledge."^ Xo doubt such

figures were often intended to ward off " the evil eye "
;

and the rugged features, bald head, snub nose, and shaggy
beard were all adapted to arrest the dreaded first glance.

Yet it certainly is a little strange that these aged linea-

ments should have been so zealously perpetuated in the

sensuous Hellenistic times, when the majestic Zeus and
Hera, and Athena with her warlike virtue, were being

^ Ars Poetica, 239. ** V, 188. See Xenopbon, Si/mposium
- Athenaeus, V, 197e, and i99AB. IV, 19, and V, 7.
^ In ii note on the above passage of '' Convivium 32, cf. 33 and 37. See

Horace. also the Scholiast on Aristophanes,
^ See lines 13, 82, and 269. C/oud.s, 1, 223.
" Homer Iliad I, 70. Cf. Vergil '' King, Antique Gems, pp. 263,

Oeorgics IV, 392, 393, and Conington's 264.
note thereon.
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•

elbowed out by the deities of love and wine ; when
youthful beauty was sought above everything, and the

shrewd old Hermes of the black- figured vases was
replaced by a comely Ephebos, while Dionysos himself

had to drop his former flowing beard. Possiljly there

was some idea of contrast ; and certainly the clumsy old

toper does well set off the lithe forms of Eros and the

youthful Satyrs as they support his tottering steps. A
similar reason may excuse the presence of another rugged
patron of the woods and hills, Pan ; though Pan's unccmth
ugliness really requires no excuse, seeing that he is by
nature half a goat.

But to return to our statuette. We have come to the

conclusion that it represents Seilenos, or, more exactly,

Papposeilenos. A further question, however, arises : is it

supposed to be Seilenos himself or merely an actor repre-

senting him ? A good deal depends on the date, and in

the case of Cyprus dates are difficult to establish. There
were, however, several successive waves of civilisation

which passed over the island ;^ at first a primitive style of

art akin to that of Hissarlik ; then Egypt prevailed

through the medium of Phoenicia. With the conquests of

Sargon, Assyrian influence became paramount ; a little

later the Egyptians under Amasis conquered Cyprus ; and
then came the Persians, who in turn were supplanted by
Cimon and his fellow Greeks. With these earlier phases

of art our figure has nothing to do. It is not "Trojan,"

or " Mycenaean "
; nor is it Egyptian, or Phoenician, or

Assyrian, or Persian, or early Greek. It is probably

Graeco-Eoman ; and therefore may very well be an actor,

whereas if it had been of much earlier date it would
hardly have been likely to be anything but an image of

the demi-god himself.

Seilenos was more or less covered with shaggy, wool-

like hair, as we see him in the famous Parian marble
statue (No. 98) in the Bacchus-Saal of the Munich Glyp-
tothek, or in the kneeling figure in terra-cotta acquired

for the Berlin Antiquarium in 1886.- This hair was of

his own growing.

For stage purposes, of course, a corresponding dress was

^ See Papayannakis in Gazette A rdieo- " See page 117, note 4.

logique, 1877, p. 117 fP.
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required. This, according to the grammarian Pollux/

consisted of a shaggy tunic,^ or shepherd's coat, of goat-

skin or similar material—^just, in fact, such a rough goat-

skin clothing as one sees at the present day among the

Greek mountains. This rustic outlit appears in the monu-
ments in two forms, viz., either as a modern-looking suit

of coat and trousers, as on a statue figured by Clarac ;'^

or as what nowadays are styled "combinations," a tight-

fitting covering for the whole person, shown on the vase

from Euvo, represented by Baumeister in Plate V of his

Denkmaler, and on a krater in the Museo Gregoriano."^' This

latter " combination " form comes nearest to our statuette.

We must next consider whether this shaggy covering of

our little Seilenos is intended for the natural hide of the

figure or for such a garment put on it. I think it is a

garment, looking especially to the even distribution of the

hair, and to its abrupt limitation at the extremities.

Is the figure, then, to be taken as the actual Seilenos

himself, dressed in goat-skin, or as an actor playing his part?

It seems to me that the tight-fitting dress is not such as

would be ascribed to Seilenos in his natural state, but is

rather a form of costume specially fitted for dramatic

action, such a costume as we see in the famous Pompeian
mosaic;^ while the drapery wrapped round the waist repre-

sents Pollux's cf)OLVLKovv \ixdTLOP, OY puFplc uppcr garment.^

It is true that, though there are huge ears, like those of

a pig, there appears to be no mask, therefore the actor

could hardly be on the stage, but must be supposed to

be standing at ease behind the scenes. On the other

hand, he would scarcely, under such circumstances, take

the trouble to go on holding the basket of offerings.

But we must not be too particular in the case of such

a figure. The maker may well have combined the

traditional features of Seilenos with the accessories

familiar to him on the Satyric stage. Anyhow, in view

of the Euvo vase-picture before referred to, we can
hardly be wrong in pronouncing our terra-cotta to be an
actor playing the part of Seilenos.

1 IV, 118. •» Mueller, Denkmdler II, 397. See
- C/., Aelian, Varia Historia, III, 40, Hid., 475 and 519-522. Compare the

'Eff0»)t' S'^i' Tois ^iKqvois 'afjitpifj-aWoi bas-relief Museo Borhonico II, 11.

Xtrwvfs ^ Mus. Borb. II, 56.
^ Musee de Sculpture, tav. V, n. 874a, " Loc. cit.

22lD.



FEATHERS AND PLU^NIES.

Ey Viscount DILLON, F.S.A.'

The list of plumes and feathers to which I have to

call your attention is to be found in the Audit Miscellanea,

in the Public Kecord Office, and enumerates the objects of

this class in the Eoyal Store, at the time when S'. George
Howarde took over the office of the Armoury. It will be

seen to include plumes and feathers, both for military and
civil wear, and besides the richer sort are many which

from their numbers must have been for use by the Eoyal

Guards. I shall presently note some of the instances of

use of these plumes, &c., and also some of the very many
references to the fashion of wearing them as mentioned

by the dramatists of the period. But I may here remark

that, as will be seen from the richness of some of these

ornaments, and from the prices paid for ostrich feathers,

it is clear that all the plumes and feathers we see in pictures

and engravings were not costly feathers. Of this we have

confirmation in a note to Von Leber's excellent description

of the Wiener Zeughaus, 1846, where he tells us thaf

according to Maximilian's orders the light cavalry, as we
may suppose the " Halb Speisser " to be, was to have

feathers made of silk to stick in his head piece. Ostrich

feathers.Von Leber remarks, were too fragile and expensive,

and the imitation was made of silk or wool wound tightly

between twisted wires, like our modern tobacco pipe

cleaners. Von Leber further remarks that such woollen

helmet plumes are occasionally found hi old armouries.

Another feature to be remarked is the " Dragon of red

feathers," and perhaps also the "Pellicane of white

feathers." These would be rather puzzling to recognise

had we not the drawings in the armourer's book at Madrid
of Charles V.'s time. Among the plumes shown as existing

there is the fine double-headed Imperial Eagle, of which

a copy is given in Jubinal's work on the Armeria Eeal.

1 Read at the Monthly Meeting of the Institute, March 4th, 1896.
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It will be seen that feathers of all colours appear in the

inventory, and among them " Byrdes of Arabye," which we
may take to be the " Birds of Arabia " or rather Birds

of Paradise in the Tower Inventory of 1629.

One or two words used may need a note of explanation :

Langettes are the long tongue-like feathers springing from
the bushy plumes ; Troches are branches or clusters, like

the points on the top of a stag's horn.

The long hanging plumes of the sixteenth century appear
to have been fixed to a metal button which was introduced
into the larger part of a keyhole opening in the crest-ridge

of the helmet ; the neck of the button then passing into the

narrow part of the opening, the weight of the plume
would keep it in position. The standing plumes and horse

plumes would be fitted into plume pipes, often richly

ornamented, and fixed at the side or back of the helmets
or morions as seen in pictures.

The earliest distinct representation of a plumed helmet
that we have met with is the fio-ure of one of the Kinsf's

attendants on the occasion of young Henry of Monmouth
receiving the accolade at the hands of his cousin Eichard II.

during the Irish campaign of that King. The represen-

tation^ is in one of the exquisitely fine miniatures of the

Harleian MS. 1419, a French metrical account of the

deposition of Richard. The MS. was executed very
soon after 1,400, and from the loose surcoats and other
details of costume, it must be considered a French work.
The King and young Henry are both mounted, and one of

the attendants has a white plume springing from the apex
of his pointed bascinet. Some of the civilian figures in

the MS. also have single plumes in their caps, but none
of those in armour, nor have the mounted archers" in

Plate IX. any plumes.

The next representation in point of date of this helmet
plume is the portrait of Robert Chamberlain, esquire to

Henry V., and one of the benefactors of St. Alban's Abbey,
in the Register Book of which, Cottonian MS. Nero DVII.,
this portrait occurs with the date 14171 The plume

* Engraved in .4}t//(Po?o^(V7, Vol. XX., -^Engraved Strutt, Regal and Hccle-
PI. 2. sia?tical Antiquities, PI. LIX., Fairliolt,

' Planche, in his History of Costume, p. 207. See Archfeologia, Vol. XX.
has omitted the bows.
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here springs from a pipe at tlic apox of the hehnet. In

IlarL MS. 4481, a French MS. of Christine de Pisan, of the

early part of the fifteenth century, c. 1420, we have a good
example, on fol. 114, of a knight's plume. Hewitt has en-

graved it in his Ancient Anns and Armoui\ III, p. 389.

The fashion of enriching feathers by the addition of

jewels, pearls, &c., attached to the i)en was much in

vogue in the fifteenth and sixteenth c^enturies, and as ex-

amples we may mention a figure in Eome's Life of the Earl

of Warwick (Cott. MS., Julius E. IV., executed about

1487), where a figure wears such a feather in his round
salade or chapel de fer. In the Romance of the Botie, Harl.

MS. 4425, are numerous examples of this fashion, and very

large feathers are seen similar to those in tlie hats of the

attendants on the two Sovereigns at the Field of Cloth

of Gold^ as represented in the bas-reliefs at the Hotel

Bourghtheroulde at Eouen. In the Hampton Court picture

of " The Battle of the Spurs," large plumes of feathers are

seen in many of the helmets, but none of the horses wore
top-nets. Of course German pictures of woodcuts of th

time furnish very many instances of the extreme to which
the fashion was carried both in civil and military costume.

Among Henry VIII. 's jewels, in 1530, according to a

list in the Domestic State Papers, is " an ostrich feather

garnished with four small rubies.""

The notices in Hall's Chronicle of feathers ornamented
with spangles, &c., are very numerous, and one especially

may be quoted where, describing the jousts held on the

13th February in 2 Henry VIII,, of which there is such a

magnificent representation in the illuminated Eoll at the

Herald's College, Hall tells us that the King's horse had on
the front of the chanfron " a goodly plume set full of

musers or trimbling spangles of gold." This word muser
has not been met with elsewhere, but evidently was the

special name for what are called paillettes in French and
Flitter in German.

Hall, under the year 1520, says " the feather was black

and hached up with gold." This ornamentation of the

whole feather was of old date, as we see in John of Gaunt's

' See also "Eomance of the Eoses," - As late as 1648 Sir Edmund Baron,

Harl. MS. 4425, and Vraie Noblesse, Bt., bequeaths to his great niece " my
Reg. 19, Chap. VIII. feather sett w'** diamonds." Bury Wills.
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badcfe of an ostrich feather ermine as shown in Willement.

p. 27.

As to the prices of feathers, tenqy. Henry VIII., the

followino- are interesting :

—

In 1510 ostrich feathers for the bonnets of the King
and Lords are charged 6 tops at 12d. each.

In 1511 12 ostrich feathers used in the Eoyal
mummery on Twelfth Night are charged 28/-.

In 1516 36 ostrich feathers at 1/- each were bought
at " The da2:ar on London Brido-e " for the Roval
revels.

In 1513 when Henry, Earl of Northumberland, went
to France to the siege of Turwin he took 60

ostrich feathers, 30 of white and 30 green (" for

My Lord's captains and gentlemen "), each of

2 feathers, also 100 white feathers for my Lord"s

guard.

In 1518 Gerard van Hartell, plumer of the King's

feather, received 6, and in the following year

£34. 16s. %d. was paid to the same for plumes
and feathers for the King, and at the King's

funeral Edmunge Button, feather maker, appears

as receiving 4 yards of black cloth as livery

mourning.

Good examples of the large plumes on the helmets and
top-nets on the horses' heads will be seen in the Great Seals

of Henry YIIL, Edward VI., and James I. Top-nets occur

on the Seals ofEichard III. and succeeding kings till Charles

I., whose horse's head comes so close to the border as not

to allow of this ornament. But top-nets are also seen in one

of Edward VI. 's half-crowns, and some of the crowns and

half-crowns of Charles I.

A very good example of the langettes, or long detached

feathers, will be found in the figure of St. George
engraved on the breastplate of the fine suit of Henry VIII. 's

armour, now in the Tower of London, and presented to that

King by the Emperor Maximilian in 1514. Also in the

votive picture of " St. George and the Dragon " with

Henry VII. and his family now at Windsor, and described

by the late Sir Geo. Scharf. K.C.B., Arch., Vol. XLIX. In

this picture also is a good instance of the top-net.
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At the banquet on Slirove Tuesday, 1st Henry VIII.,

Admiral Sir lulward Howard and Sir Thomas Parre came
in dressed " after the fashion of Prusia or Spruce, and
wearinfj; on their heads, hats after dauncer's fasliion,

with feasauntes fethers in them."

Soon after this, when the Ambassadors from the King ol'

Arragon and Castile came to the Court, Henry VIII.

appeared armed and in a rich dress of velvet, and with a

great plume of feathers on his head-piece " that came
down to the arson of his sadell."

Among "' stufl' wanting in 1553" in a list of stufi

remaining unspent at Westminster, are :

—

4 top-nets of feathers for horses,

2 horse tops of red and yellow feathers,

1 top for a head-piece of red and yellow feathers.

Among the stuff delivered to the Lady Jane, usurper at

the Tower, a cap of black velvet with a white plume,

laced with aglets enamelled, with a brooch of gold.

Among the sundr)^ stuff borrowed by Sir Andrew
Dudley, knight, for the furniture of his pretended mar-

riage to the Lady Clifford, 7th Edward VI., are 51 ostriche

feathers.

In Clarendon's Difference and Disparity between the

Estates and Conditions of George, Duke of Buckingham, and
Robert, Earl of Essex, reference is made to " the glorious

feather triumph " of the latter, when he caused " two
thousand orange tawny feathers, in despight of Sir Walter

Ealeigh, to be worn in the tilt-yard, even before her

Majesty's own face." Clarendon gives no date for this,

nor have I been able to find other mention of this event.

I will now give some instances of reference to feathers

and their fashions from the dramatists.

In Elizabeth's time feathers in civil and military head-

pieces appear to have been most general.

Lilly, in Campaspe, 1591, laments the " gloves worn in

caps instead of plumes in graven helmet," but he could

hardly have criticised the gallant Earl of Cumberland,

whose portrait with his Eoyal Mistress' glove in his hat

still exists at Oxford and is engraved by Lodge.

At the Queen's death there was a charge of £47 for

" plumes of feathers for ye bedistead where the corpes was
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placed in, for the horses of estait and chariott liorses," and

in the engraving of the funeral procession in Vetusta

Monumenta the horses are seen having not only top-nets,

but also plumes on the cruppers.

As to the feathers on the bedsteads, many examples of

such remain to this day, as for instance on some of those

at Hampton Court. In the funeral procession none of the

mourners wear feathers in their caps.

The custom till a few years ago of having a board with

six or eight large plumes on it, the whole being carried

on an attendant's head, probably dates well back into the

sixteenth century. It is said that a full set of these

feathers as carried in this century was worth £200-£300.'

It is difficult to say whether feathers preceded or

succeeded cable hat bands, or whether they were in

vogue together.

In the robes of the Order of tlie Garter we may trace

the growth of the plume, which seems to have kept pace

with the increasing height of the cap or hat of later

times.

In Peele's Polyhymnia, or description of the jousting

held on the completion of the 33rd year of Elizabeth's

reign, each knight had his lance, staves, horse trapper,

and his plume of a distinct colour, in which also his

attendants were clad.

In 1569 Bishop Tanner, in a sermon preached at Court,

foretells to the ladies the speedy downfall of their " high

plumy heads."

In 1604, in Marston's Malcontent, we have :

—

" What a beast was I, I did not leave my feather at home."

and

—

"This play hath beaten all young gallants out of the feathers
;

Black friars hath almost spoiled Blackfriars for feathers."

And yet again :

—

" No fool but has his feather."

In Friar Bacon's Prophecy, 1604, contrasting old fashions

with new, we have :

—

" Then cloakes were for the raine and feathers but for beddes.
4F ^ ^ *

TV

Now cloaks are for the sunne and feathers for the winde."

' Lancaster.

K
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In Dekkar's Jlonest Whore^ Fustigo siiys :

—

" I must have a great horseman's feather, too."

Ill IGO'), ill Eastward JIo, by Ben Jonsoii, Chapman
and Marston, the dulness of town is expressed by " Not a

feather waving nor a spur gingling anywhere," and the

constable says, " They say knights are now to be known
without feathers like cockerels by their spurs." Evidently

the fashion in spurs was on the increase, and that of

feathers temporarily in the shade.

But Rowland in his poems makes many references to

the latter.

In Humour s Looking Glass he speaks of a knight who
" had his hat display a bushie plume," and of a lady he
says :

—

" What feathered fowl is this tliat cloth approach,

As if it were an estridge in a coach,

Three yards of feather round about her hat."

In his Spy Knaves a dandy says to his servant :

—

" And 'point the feather maker not to fiiile,

To plume my head with his best estridge tail."

In describing how someone took the common hangman
for a person of importance, he says :

—

" His hat was feathered like a lady's fan,

Which made this gallant think him some great man."

In 1606. when Christian IV. of Denmark came to visit

his royal brother-in-law, some of his knights wore
" strange feathers of rich and great esteem, which they

called Birds of Paradise." It is evident that though, as

the inventory shows, such birds were already known to

us here, they were to the northern races objects of

wonder.

In 1610 Ben Jonson, in The Alchemist, says :

—

" Whom not a Puritan in Blackfriai's will trust so much as a feather."

This sentence, like that in Marston's Malcontent, already

quoted, refers to the fact that in the sixteenth and early

seventeenth centuries the feather makers appear to have
lived chiefly in Blackfriars, just as glass workers inhabited

Whitefriars, and probably for similar reasons, namely,

foreigners pursuing these trades having first settled in

these localities. Ben Jonson, in his Bartholomew Fair,
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1614, and Eandolpli, in liis Muses Looking Glass, 1638, as

well as Beaumont and Fletcher m Monsieur Thomas, 1639,
refer to this locality as the home of these trades. Ben
Jonson also notes the fact that most of the feather

makers were Puritans, and that renders the theory of their

being foreign refugees very probable.

In IGll, in Middleton's lioariiKj Girl, Mrs. Tilt-

yard asks :

—

"What feather is't you'd have sir ?

These are most worn and most in fashion.

I can inform you 'tis the general feather."

To this the dandy replies that he wishes to see a spangled

feather, and afterwards he is told that he looks like a noble-

man's bed post. These spangled feathers were evidently

like those already noticed in Henry VIII. 's time.

In Sir John Davies' epigrams of this period are frequent

notices of feather fashions

—

" But he doth seriously bethink him Avhether

Of tlie gulled people he bee more esteemed,
For his long cloake or for his great blacke feather.

^ •IT ^ ^r •3t*

Besides this muse of mine and the blacke feather,

Grew both together in estimation
;

And, both grown stale, were cast away together."

In 1615, in Beaumont and Fletcher's CupicVs Revenge, to

" This feather is not large enough,"

it is rephed,

"Yet faith 'tis such an one as the rest of the young gallants wear."

Fitzgeffrey, in his Satires, 1618, mentions that

" Most younger brothers sell their lands to buy
Gurganian plumes like Icarus to fly ;"

and asks why he ought

" To rectifie my fore-top, or assume
For one night's revels a three-storey plume."

In another place he describes a spruce coxcomb, who
uses a looking glass set in a tobacco box or dial " that he
may see which way his feather waggs."

Minshew, in 1627, writes: "Natural ideots and fools

have and still do accustom themselves to wear in their

K 2
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cappes Cocke's featlicrs. or a hat with a necke and head
of a cocke on the top."

In 1()20, in Francis Lenton's Young Gallant's Whirlvjig,

we have

—

" The estridge on his head with beaver rare."

Again, in Eowley's Match at Midnight, 1G33, Blackfriars

is referred to twice

—

" She tliat dwells in Blackfryers, next to the .sign of ' The Fool

Liing'liing at a Feather.*
"

and

—

" With one Mistress Wagg in Blackfriars, next to the sign of
' The Feathers and the Fool.'

"

In Amanda, 1635; is:

—

" As light as thou thyself dotli hang thy feather."

Also, in Love Restored, 1640 :

—

"Now there was nothing left for me that I could presently think

on but a feather maker of Blackfriars. . . . But tliey all

made as light of me as of my feather, and wondei^ed how I

could be a Puritan, being of so vaiu a vocation."

In the same year, in "Wit's Recreations, is

—

" What, doth my feather flourish with a grace ?
"

Taylor, the Water Poet, speaks of—
" A beaver band of feather for the head.

Prized at the church's tythe, the poor man's bread."

As might be expected, the allusions to plumes andfeather.s

by Shakespeare are very numerous :

—

In Richard II. w^ e have the Duke of York saying, " I

come to thee from plume-plucked Eichard."

In TJie Taming of the Shreiv Petruchio's lackey is

described as having ''an old hat and the humour of 40
fancies " pricked in it for a feather.

In All's Well that Ends Well the Clown speaks of
" delicate fine hats and courteous feathers."

In Loves Labour Lost the Princess asks, " Wliat plume
of feathers is he tliat indites this letter ?

"

In Henry V. allusion is made to the military plume :

"There's not a piece of feather in our host : good argument
I hope we shall not fly."
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Cominpf nearer to the date of the Inventory, we have, in

Henry VIII. ^ the severe censure of the fashion by S'.

Thomas Lovell, " These remnants of fool and feather that

they got in France," alludino- to the expensive outfits at

tlie Field of Cloth of Gold.

In Hamlet we get a hint as to the extent of the actors'

wardrobe in those days, where, after declaiming the verse
*' Why let the stricken deer go weep," &c., the Prince says

to Horatio, " Would not this, sir, and a forest of feathers,

if the rest of my fortunes turn Turk with me, with two

Provincal roses on my razed shoes, get me a fellowship

in a cry of players, sir?"

Of the occurrence of feathers in female costume at

various periods much might be written. The Duchess

of Devonshire's ostrich feather, an ell and three inches long,

presented to her by Lord Stormont in 1774, introduced the

fashion for these ornaments, and considering the rigour

with which feathers are required to be worn at Court by

all ladies now-a-days, it is curious to find Walpole, in

1781, in a notice of a decree against high heads, saying

that " though the Queen never admitted feathers at

Court, not a plume less was worn elsewhere."

It is worth noting that " crane feather doublets " and

other articles of dress so qualified, which often occur ni

medigeval inventories, do not mean doublets, &c., of

feathers, but of the delicate grey colour familiar to us in

the plumage of the demoiselle crane. Yet there are some

instances of actual feathers being used, as in the case of

Francis I.'s reception of the English Ambassador at Paris

in December, 1518, when the King wore a robe of cloth

of silver figured with beautiful flowers, the lining being

of Spanish herons' feathers. Of course, in Mexico and in

some of the Pacific Ocean islands, cloaks of feathers were

worn by persons of high station.

In the East the herons' plumes were specially affected

by the Sikhs for their helmets in preference to any other

feathers. The chief attendants of Solyman, when be-

sieging Rhodes, are mentioned as wearing single ostrich

feathers in their caps.

During the First Empire Napoleon introduced the use

of plumes in the Court head-dresses of his new nobility,

and after 1815 the Legitimists and Orleanists often referred
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to tlie ladies of tlie bite creation as " les dames a

phniH'S."

The use of the expression, " to show the white feather
"

as a term for cowardice, is said to liave its origin in the

fact that no <xiime cock has a white featlier. When at

Ivry Henry IV. 's white cornette, or white flag, temporarily

disai)peared, owing to its bearer being wounded, the King,

l)oinling to the white panache in his helmet, made his

famous speech, " si la cornette vous manque, voici le signs

de ralliement." The white cornette being the peculiar

riglit of the commander in the French army, the King,

whose horse also had a white feather on its head, utilized

the idea of white as indicating the whereabouts of the

supreme power in the battle.

In the English army, ft'om 1800 to 1821), the infantr}-

regiments wore white and red plumes in the chaco with

the exception of the 5tii Fusiliers, who had a white one,

and when in the latter year the general plume was changed
to white, the Old and Bold who had won their white

plumes in 1778 at St. Lucia, where they took them from
the caps of the French Grenadiers, were permitted to

change their plume to red and white, as they now wear it.

In 1821-1823 the Household Cavalry wore bearskin

caps with white or red feathers according to the regiment,

up the side and over the top of the fur.

Audit Miscellanea.

This byll Indented made the xx Maye
the fourth yere of the Reigne of o"" Souraigne Lady Elizabeth

by the Grace of God Queen of England
ffrance and Ireland defendo'' of the faith, &c., wituesseth that S'"

George Howarde knight
M"" of the Queene her Ma*''' Avmery hath receyved of George

Brydeman Keep'" of Her Highness Pallace

at Wesf by vertue of a warrante dated the xviith of Maye the yere
abovesaid These

Plumes of ffethei'S and other Ifethers pticularly hereafter ensuying,

That is to saye :

^ffust oone greate Plume of white Osterige ifethers for a lielmett

richely garnesshed with jDasamayne and frenges of Venice golde
and with greate spangells of golde and sniale spangells of copper

having a topnett of Hemes Ifethers.

^ These items occur iu Harl. MS. 1419, a.b., a list of Henry VIII.'s effects at
his death, 1547.
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Ttera, two large Plumes for horses with twoo faire Langcties the

pece

of white fathers likewise garnesshed with like spangelles Topnettes

and hearons ft'ethers.^

Item, nyne Topnettes for Horses foure pnrple and j-ellowe and fyve

white and purple richely garnesshed and trjmed as is

afore said the same lacking sundrye of theyre garnisshe-

ments.'-^

Item, sixe greate Plumes for Helraettes of Ostrenge ffithers, viz. twoo
of purple and white, two of red and yellovve and twoo of

purple and yellow richely garnissbed w*^ passaraayne and
frenge of venice golde and greate spangells of gokle and
small spangells of copper.

Item, two plumes for Morions thone of purple and white and thother

of purple and yellowe garnesshed and trymed as aforesaide.

Item, nyne olde Ifethers being small topnetts for horses, viz. thre all

redde, two blake, twoo grene, oone bleue and purple and
blake and one other like Ifether being for a mannes head

peace alle redde smally garnisshed.

Item, foure faire Plumes to garnishe Hattes rounde aboute viz. oone

all white, oone redde and yellowe, oone purple and yellowe

and oone purple and white richelye trymed with

passamayne and frenge of venice golde the passamayne
being garnesshed w"' pearleand the frenge with spangells of

golde.

Item, seven faire longe doble li'ethers for hattes viz. two all Avhite,

two purple and white, two purple and yellow, and one red

and yellowe, garnished with passamayne and frenge of venice

golde evry of them garnesshed w*'* troches of seede pearle

furnished w"' pie hanging at the toppes and with spangells

of golde.

Item, oone lesse double ffether for a hatte all white garnished w^''

Venice golde.

Item, twoo lesse Ifethers for Hattes all blake thone garnesshed with
damaske golde alongest the stalke like fryers knottes and
collettes w'' coautersette stones and richely garnesshed w*^

fayre pies and thother garnesshed w*^ frenge of venice

golde trymed w* seede pearle.

Item, twentie and foure small Ifethers for Hattes viz. sixe white, sixe

blake, sixe purple and sixe grene, oone of every of the
saide Ifethers garnesshed with small seede pearle and the

rest garnesshed and trymed with venice golde.

Item, twoo fayre ifethers for Cappes thone purple and yellowe and
the other red and yellowe garnesshed with passamayne and
frenge of venice golde and trymed with troches of pearles

hanging at the toppe with spangells of golde greate and
small.

Item, oone fayre Hearon's ffether trymed at the staulke w*^ venice

golde and pearle.

Item, two Byrdes of Arabye.
Item, nyne single ffethers purple.

^ There were two of these in 1547. - There were six of red also in 1547.
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Item, toniu' like ffctlici-s rcdcU".

Item, a boxc wlieiin is pcurlc! piissaiiiiiyiu' and I'lciigL' grcatc and small

Kpaii<j:ells of guide to gai-iK'Sslio fTfthcrs.

Item, cone plume of redde and ycllowc ilVtlicis for a Hufkyn
•ranu'sslicd with ])iis.saniayne lace of vcnico guide and sett

Avith great e spange lis of silver guilt and small spangells of

copper.

Item, oone rounde white ffethcr foraCappe.
Item, twoo Plumes of ftetliers white garnesshcd with red Rooses and

Venice golde and spangells viz. thone being for a horseman
thother for a foteman.

Item, oone Dragon of red ff'ether.

Item, oone Plume of white ffether having thre Langettes.

Item, thre lesser Plumes of white ffcthers w* horse toppes.

Item, oone like Plume of i-edde iJethers with a horse toppe.

Item, oone like Plume of blew tfethers with a horse toppe.

Item, oone like Plume of yellowe fTetbers with a hoi'se toppe.

Item, twentie and thre single russett ffethers.

Item, thre hundreth and foure score Toppes for hedde peces for men
all of blewe Ifethei'S.

Item, oone hundreth and nynetene toppes for hedde peces for men all

of red flfethers.

Item, oone hundreth and seventene like toppes for horses of red

ffethers.

Item, thre score and eightene Toppes for hed peces for men all of red

and yellowe ffethers.

Item, sixetye and foure like Toppes for horses all redde and
yellowe.

Item, two olde horse Toppes thone yellowe and thother blewe.

Item, foure Phimes of red ffethers thi-e of them having fyve
langettes apece and thother having sixe langettes.

Item, three Plumes of purple and white ffethers with thre horse

toppes.

Item, oone Plume of blewe and red not holye furnesshed.

Item, thre olde Plumes of blake tfethers unfurnyshed.
Item, thre like Plumes viz. two of blak, purple and white ffethers

and thother of russet, purple and white.

Item, oone Plume of blew and white ffethers.

Item, thre Plumes of purple and yellowe with thre horse toppes.

Item, oone Plume of grene and white.

Item, seven Plumes and sixe horse toppes of red and yellowe ffethers

thone Plume broken.

Item, oone Plume of blewe and blake.

Item, thre Plumes of blewe and sixe toppes for horses.

Item, oone Plume of white ffethers for a hufkyn garnesshed with
passamayne of Venice golde and sett av*'' greate spangells of

golde

and small spangells of copper,

tem, oone Plume of grene with a top for a horse.

Item, a Pellicane of white ffethers.

Item, nyue Langettes with a horse toppe of wbite.

Item^ thre Langettes redde.

Item, two Toppes for hed peces of blewe ffethers.
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Item, thre Imndreth and foare .score Toppesfor Horses all of

bleue ffetliers.

In witness whereof the soid S'' Georo-e

Howarde hath to this psent byll Indented
sette his hande the daje and yeare first

above written.

(name has been cut out.)

In 1629 The Towei' Inventory includes

:

Plumes of i¥eathers of sondry CuUo'^' c. ix, xliiii.

Plumes of ffeathers for horsemen, xxxiii.



FURTHER GREAT STONES, GOZO, EXPLORED IN 1893.

By A. A. CARUANA, Director of Education.

Great Stones tal-Qaghan.

The vestio-es of another G^antia similar to that of

Xaghra have been discovered close by the road leading

to Qala, in the territory familiarly known as tal-Qaghan,

within the area of a large tenement the property of Saura
Hospital

These ruins lie just between the lower extremity of the

Nadur Hill and the plain of Ghain-sielem and Qala, the

two villages nearest the sea, within fifteen minutes' drive

of the little cove and bay of 'Mgar. Their state of preserva-

tion is even worse than that of the remains at CordinHill,

Malta. Until ver}^ latel}^ a considerable use was made of

these stones for building small houses in the neighbourhood
and for walling in the newly-cultivated lands at Ghain-
sielem.

The remains of this cyclopean monument still standing

in situ consist of seven stones forming a portion, 52 feet

in length, of a northern wall marked a, b, in Fig. 1.

Plate I. This wall formed the eastern half of an exterior

boundary which girded a vast interior area, the western
portion having been entirely removed. Eight great stones

ibrming the western half, 50 feet long, of the southern
wall of the boundary marked c, d, are also preserved.

The northern wall a, b, on the rocky ridge of a valley

to the north, was evidently the rear ; and the southern
wall c, d on the plan, which slopes gently towards Ghain-
sielem and Qala, was evidently the front of the enclosure.

The entrance, e, to the area enclosed by these great

stones was in the middle of the front wall, looking to the

sea of 'Mgar.

The preservation of these remains in situ assists us in

completing the configuration of the whole exterior boun-
dary, shown on the plan by hatching; the western extremity

c, d, of the southern wall is curved inward in the form of an
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apse, and its trend clearly shows its continuation so as to

meet the northern wall at a. The depth/, g of this right

apse is 33 feet. The apsidal form of the western half and

the depth of its apse being once known, the typical con-

figuration of the eastern half and the depth of its apse can

be easily obtained. The east end, b, of the northern

wall marks the beginning of the bend of the eastern apse,

which may have had the depth h, i, of the opposite apse

and may have been prolonged to k, to enclose the front of

the interior area. The extreme length /, z, of this area,

from east to west, including a middle passage betw^een the

two opposite and lateral apses, is about 1 60 feet ; its wddth,

from front to rear, is 90 feet ; its area about 1,600 square

yards, nearly double that of Ggantia.

No traces of the orio-inal internal arranorement of the

enclosed area have been discovered. From what we know
of other similar Maltese great stones, we may presume
that several suites of elliptical chambers and recesses in

juxta-position like those of Cordin completed the interior

arrangement. The structure, entirely of quasi-rude stones,

like those of G-gantia and Cordin, reveals the same primitive

In connection with these remains there are three vast

natural caverns, probably used as cattle-sheds and sheep-

pens ; and the remains of another megalithic enclosure in

a field close by but about which nothing can be determined.

It is probably the remains of a fane collateral with the

principal one, like those observed in Ggantia at Xaghra,
Gozo; and at Cordin and Hagar-Qim, in Malta.

Ta-Mrezbiet.

Hagra Wieqfa and Hagra at Sansun.

In a tenement called ta-Mrezbiet, by the road Ben-

ghasi, within the limits of the same village of Ghain-sielera,

at a very short distance from tal Qaghan, another smaller

but very interesting megalithic enclosure was discovered.

It is more regular in form and nearly complete, but of

different construction. The configuration is certainly oval

as shown in Fig. 2, Plate I. The tall stones are all erect

like those of Hagar-Qim, hence they are called by the
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natives Ilagar-Wienafs. and form tlie interior facing to the

enclosure. The portion preserved a^ 0, (\ d, is the western
lialf of the original structure. The eastern portion d, b\ c',

d, shown in hatching on the plan, has been entirely

removed, hut the configuration and dimensions of the

whole enclosure are very easily recovered by means of the

western half still remaining in. situ. The length of its

internal area, from the western apse to the one opposite,

is 70 feet ; its width is 24 feet. At the northern extremity
of the western apse there is, e, what was apparently a
passage to another chamber or recess, of which no relics

have been found.

Plate II, Fig. 1, represents a rude monolith 12 feet

high and 7 feet broad tapering to 3 feet at the top, called

Hagra-Lcie(]fa by the natives. This monolith stands

erect in situ in the field ta-Grugna, within the limits

of Qala, the property of Mrs. W. Strickland.

Fig. 2 is a drawing of il Hagra ta-Sansun, in the rural

tenement ta Ghayn-Xeiba of the district ta Gnien-Mrik, to

the north-west of the Go"antia in the XfT;hara villatje. It

is another single monolith, at present 20 feet long, 14 feet

broad, and 7 feet thick, but orio-inallv much Ioniser and
thicker. It was discovered in August 1893. It was
propped at its lower extremity by huge stones when stand-

ing erect, but at present is lying down in the above-named
field resembling the Kerland demi-dolmen.

These apparent menhirs are not the only great and tall

stones hitherto found singly in our islands. They are

found scattered in the vast plain and valley of Xgharet
Medewiet near the Melkart remains at St. George's Bay.
They had led Quintinus ^duus, the Auditor of Grand
Master L'Isle Adam in 1532, to believe that the temple of

the T3aian Hercules in that spot had a circuit of three

miles,

A great number of these single erect monoliths and
ringing stones are also met with in the waste il-Guiedi

between Mnaidra and Hagar-Qim, and in the inland

district surrounding them ; on the south coast of Malta in

the lands near Ghar Hassan ; and in the valley of San
Dimitri, Gozo. They resemble so-called druidical stones

in appearance, but with such stones our megalithic monu-
ments have no connection whatsoever.
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I surmise that if the hinds in the vicinity of these

single monoUths were explored, the vestiges of the original

enclosures to which they pertain would be met witli

under the soil. They, in fact, present indications of mason
work connected with other buildings which have been

destroyed.



"KILLING" PITS.

By J. R. MORTIMER.

" Killing " Pits are some mysterious excavations on the

north-west brow of the Goathland Moor, between Scar-

borough and Whitby, about IJ- miles south-west of Goath-

land Chapel. Of these and others much has been written

at various times, and by various authors ; and various

have been the views given to account for tliem.

By early writers on antiquities these and others similar

liave been described as Pit Dwellings and the sites of

British villages.

Professor Phillips thus writes :
—

" In several places these pits are associated in such considerable

numbers as to give the idea of a villag^e. Such are the Killing Pits,

on the gritstone hill, less than one mile south of Goathland Chapel;

the pits in Harwood Dale ; those which encircle Rosel)erry Topping

;

besides many on the site of Glaizdale, and in other situations."'

The following abstract is from a rather lengthy paper

on Pit Dwellings, by the Eev. J. C. Atkinson, Vicar of

Danby (now Canon of York), in the Gentleman s Magazine

for 1861. After having described several clusters of pits,

he adds :

—

" The Goathland settlement occupies a space of 600 feet by 1.50 feet,

but the pits are not so thickly clustered as in that last-named. The
name by which this site has been known, time out of mind, is ' Killing

Pits.'
"

He also remarks :

—

" Besides these, several others might be named."

The above extract clearly shows that Canon Atkinson,

like most other archseologists, firmly believed in the

habitation theory. Afterwards, however, he changed his

views, and in a letter to the Whitby Times, April 6th,

1889, strongly combats the habitation theory ; and in

referring to the " Killing " Pits, says that,

" in nearly every case, if not in every case, the so-called British

villages were neither more nor less than the traces left by mediaeval

iron mining."

' The Rivers, Mountains, and Sea Coasts oj Yorkshire, p. 203.
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He also gives from old documents three other instances

of " Killinfj " Pits in the neighbourhood of Danby, viz.,

Hither Killin Pits, Far Killin Pits, and the Lower Killin

Pits.

Again, in another letter to the same paper. May 3rd,

1889, Canon Atkinson further supports his belief that the

Killing Pits on Goathland Moor were the shafts or pits

sunk for the purpose of extracting ironstone.

Lastly, in his Forty Years in a Moorland Parish,

published in 1891, pao-e 170, he still supports this view;

and at page 174 he adds :

—

" For my own part, if only the opportunity oould be achieved, I

should go in for an examination of any of these so-called British

villages with very definitely preconceived opinions as to what should

be looked for and the way in which the looking for it should be con-

ducted. And for one thing, I should have no more doubt about

finding horizontal operations than about the fact that the pits were
there. If I did not find the ironstone, it would be because it had
been removed,"

This seems strong faith, akin to that of an antiquary of

a past age, without the least attempt to prove it by the

simple application of the pick and shovel.

From the several occurrences of the name of " Killing
"

Pits given by Canon Atkinson from old documents, it seems

almost certain that their name was derived from Kiln and
Pits—in other words, pits from which material had been

obtained for the kiln, such as ironstone for smelting, or,

it might be, in some cases limestone for burninuf into

lime. This name would be most natural and expressive,

and could hardly have had any other meaninpf. But then

the name might often have been given to similarly-shaped

old pits which had not been formed by quarrying for the

kiln, and possibly the pits under discussion are an instance

of this.

June 10th, 1892, in company with the Eev. E. M.
Cole, of Wetwang, I visited the " Killing " Pits. From
descriptions of them, and impressed with antiquarian

tendencies, we expected they would be found uniformly

circular and regular in size, iust such as we had been led

to think the remains of sunk dwellings of a circular form
might be. In this, however, we were undeceived. These
pits are very irregular, both in shape and size, and also

in arrangement, and we unanimously agreed that few,
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if any, of them were the leiiiains of liabitulioiis. They
measured from 3 feet to 20 feet in diameter, and from
1 foot to 5 feet in depth ; and we thoui>ht it ])robable

that none of them had originally been more than 10 to

12 feet in depth. Pits most certainly they are ; and
probably many of the shallow ones were made, at various

periods, in obtaining, for different purposes, the slabs of

gritstone which were near the surface, and which would
be more easily procured at this outcrop of the beds than

in most other places on the moors. Most of the slabs of

gritstone which are found in the neighbourhood of
" Killing " Pits vary from G to 1 2 inches or little more in

thickness, and have been no doubt obtainable in all sizes

up to 12 and 15 feet square. Were not at least some of

these pits excavated for the purpose of removing such
slabs, to be cut into the tall boundary stones, several

of which we have observed standing on the moors, and
which were probably at one time more numerous than

now? They are of the same texture as the gritstone

slabs remaining in situ at " Killing " Pits. Again, several

of the pits may have been made by the Ancient Britons

in quarrying to obtain the side and cover stones to form
the burial chambers (kistvaens) for the reception and
protection of their dead placed in the tumuli of that

neighbourhood. For such a purpose the most suitable

stones, most readily obtained, would be procured from
these outcropping beds at " Killing " Pits, where little

more than the removal of the turf would be needed to

reach slabs of a suitable .size and thickness. It may be
noticed that the beds are cracked in every direction,

often more or less displaced, broken, and tilted on edge,

sufficiently to form separate slabs, so that their extraction

would not be difficult. That such slabs were long since

used by the Ancient Britons living on the moors round
the " Killing " Pits we have ample evidence from the stone

cists found in the tumuli, and also from finding several

of the boundar}^ posts marked with small " cup," and
other engravings, upon them of the Ancient British period.

The following drawing is one of the several boundary
posts with cup markings that the writer observed on the

Peak Moors during a day's ramble in the summer of 1890.

These boundar}' stones, on which are shown similar and
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other ancient mystic sculpturing, are most certainly

portions of broken-up slabs which have come from
ancient burial chambers. The
irregular size and form of many
of the "KilUng" Pits are just

such as would be left by the

obtaining of boundary posts or

slabs suitable for the construction

of stone chambers for interring

the dead. Slabs of various sizes

would be required, and where a

large one was raised a large pit

would be left, and where a small

one was taken the excavation

would be small, much in the

same wa}^ as we now find many
of the " Killinix " Pits differincr in

size.

May 12th, 1893, 1 again visited

these pits, and this time in company with Mr. Chadwick, of

Malton, and under very favourable conditions, the weather
being exceedingly fine and dry, and the ground in a great

measure freed of the heather by recent fires on the moors.
Under these circumstances the pits were shown to be
more varied in size, more numerous, and to cover a

greater area than I was led to believe on my first visit.

Most of them occupy irregular positions, and are only

partially in two rows. Mr. Chadwick called my attention

to a large flat stone (which I had previously seen) in the

centre of a hole in the ground, about half a mile south of

the " Killing " Pits. This large flat stone had been bared
and excavated all round, but from some cause or other

had not been removed. On my arrival at the place Mr.
Chadwick remarked, that if this stone had been removed
it would have left an excavation similar to many of those

at " Killing " Pits. My reply was that I had come to the

same conclusion on my first visit, and showed him the

notes I had then made. A few days after Mr, Chadwick
sent me the following piece of information he had
ojathered from residents in the neighbourhood :

—

" The people living in Goathland, or tlie fx^eeholders, have a right,

from time immemorial, of collecting or quarrying stone on the moors.
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The ' Killiii<; ' J'its are merely tlic ictnains of— or traces left of

—

such excavations, and probably not Ancient British at all. Stones
are to be found in all sorts of positions in different parts of the moor.
Some are edge way up ; others are flat ; but in many cases some
depth would have to be dug to lift them from their positions. This
process would leave similar cavities to those shown by the ' Killing

'

Pits."

Thus Mr. Chadwick and myself were at one respecting

the probable origin of many of these pits. Besides these
" Killing " Pits, similar dish-shaped hollows, produced by
the stubbing up of large trees, are often visible on many
of the untilled sites of old forests—such as J3everley

Westwood and other places ; also in numerous places on
the Wold hills of Yorkshire, where chalks and flints have
been quarried in earl}^ times, and are often erroneously

believed to be the foundations of pit dwellings.

Since writing the preceding, I have seen the Memoirs

of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, and at

page 236 Mr. C. Fox Strangwavs, F.G.S., thus writes of

"Killing "Pits:—

" A good deal of mystery hangs over those pits, and various

theories have been started to account for their origin, but there can
be little doubt that they are ancient workings for this impure iron-

stone. Similar shallow pits occur at many other places on these

moors, but always just over the iron-stone." '

After these conflicting opinions and the firm assertions

of so able a geologist as just quoted, a re-examination of

these pits with the assistance of the pick and the spade

seemed desirable. Therefore, on the 26 th and 27th of

July, 1893, with the assistance of two workmen, I exca-

vated four of the most circular in form, but variable in

size. The first was a medium-sized pit, one of the larger

class. After having removed the })eaLy turf and rubbly

soil beneath, which had accumulated to a depth of

18 inches—apparently during a lengthy period—the fill-

ing-in of the pit was found to be a mixed-uj) material,

consisting of clay, peat, disintegrated gritstone, and a few
gritstone blocks of various sizes, such apparently as had
been cast from an adjoining pit in sinking it. These
rested on a central depressed bed of almost pure peat-earth,

varying from 5 to 10 inches in thickness. This had either

' Memoirs of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom—Jurassic Hocks

of Britain. Vol. 1.
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accumulated during a considerable period at the then

bottom of the pit previous to the casting in of the super-

incumbent matter, or had been the turf removed from the

surface and cast there in excavating an adjoining pit.

However, this was not the original bottom of the pit, as

we observed under it a very similar mixture to that met
with above. This mixture was observed to extend live

feet below the layer of peat, and as we proceeded down-
wards it readily peeled from off the firm sides of the

original pit, which had been quite circular, with vertical

sides, and had reached 11 feet in depth, with a diameter
of 8^ feet from top to bottom. The depth penetrated

was through beds of disintegrated gritstone (moor grit),

divided by beds of more or less clayey and shaley matter
(calcareous shale). There was no trace of impure iron-

stone observable in the sides, or at the bottom of the pit

;

neither was there tunnelling or even undermining at the

bottom, giving the pit the bell-mouth shape so firmly

expressed by Canon Atkinson.

After excavating (clearing out) the other three pits, we
found they had originally measured from 5^ to G^ feet in

diameter, and from 4 to 4J feet in depth. The sides of

these were not quite vertical, and the bottoms were more
or less roughly dished, just as they would have been made
in extracting stone slabs. The outlines of all the pits

were very clearly shown by their sides having been
stained a dark colour from the percolation of water
charged with peaty matter finding its way down the

sides of the original pit, between the filhng in. We could
find no evidence of their ever having been pit dwellings,

neither could we find any trace of ironstone having been
extracted from the pits we examined. Still, some of the

larger and deeper ones may have been made in searching
for ironstone, and a little may have even been extracted,

as small quantities of this impure stone were observed in

the sides of the little gullies, at a little lower level on the
escarpment near the pits. Besides, some of the larger

may have been made in obtaining calcareous shale to

be used as a flux, or to otherwise aid in reducing the ores

believed to have been smelted in the bottom of the valley
in the immediate neighbourhood—hence their name of
^' Killing " Pits.

L 2
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Wo may tlicreforc surmise that these uTegiihir pits on

the edge of Goathhmd Moor were most probaljly formed

for vanous purposes, at very difTercnit pc^riods—not solely

for any one purpose—certainly not for dwellings.



THE FITZWILLTAM VIRGINAL BOOK.

By J. A. FULLER MAITLAND.i

The passion of archeology has, during recent years, had
more important results than ever before. As students

of antiquitj^ increase, scientific research is ever better

directed, and sound methods of investigation are more
and more widely recognized and adopted. This is

probably true with regard to all branches of archseology,

but none has reached a high stage of development more
rapidly than the science of musical antiquities. Not
many years ago, the handful of fanatics, as they were con-

sidered, who held that ancient music was a worthy object

of research, were content to accept specimens of old com-
positions from any quarter without submitting them to the

most ordinary tests. If it were attempted to perform any
music of the past, it was thought enough to reproduce it

under frankly modern conditions ; and any want of effect

that was felt was attributed to the inherent dulness of the

music, rather than to the incongruity of its presentment.

Again, the ancient laws of composition were carelessly

studied and imperfectly understood, and any doubtful

passage was restored, not in accordance with the rules that

were in force at the period of origin, but in obedience to

the taste of an audience accustomed only to modern music.

Of late things have been far more satisfactory, and
several causes have contributed to a state of the art in

which we musicians may, I think, take a great pride.

Musical antiquaries have learnt that if their work is not to

be discredited, they must follow the laws which govern
the restitution of a corrupt passage in a classical text, and
that the authority of the ancient treatises cannot be
lightly set aside. Not only in England, but in France,
Germany, and Italy, really scientific principles have been
applied to music of a past time, and certain editions of

the classics of these countries can be pointed out which

^ Read at the Monthly Meeting of the Institute, June 3rcl, 1895.
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have been as carefully and accurately prepared as the

monumental editions of literary masterpieces. In the

investigation of national and traditional music, too, much
has been done to improve the haphazard methods of a few
decades ago ; and although many misleading puljlications

are unfortunately being brought out more or less continu-

ously, yet the change of standard may be illustrated by
comparing the original edition of Chappell's Popular
Music of the Olden Time—the author of which, though
perhaps the best musical antiquary of his day, was in the

habit of accepting tunes without any satisfactory evidence

of their genuineness and purity—with the new issue of

the book, into which Mr. Wooldridge, the present editor,

has admitted nothing that is not capable of irrefragable

documentary proof. Not only has the literature of music
undergone what may be called a revolution, but a very

important element in the change is due to the scientific

reconstruction and restoration of the old musical instru-

ments, whereby we are enabled to hear the compositions

of the last three hundred years at least almost exactly as

they were heard by the contemporaries of the composers.
Various attempts have been made at restoration in

various j)laces ; but the most important work in this direc-

tion has undoubtedly been done by Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch,

who has succeeded wonderfully in reconstituting every
kind of musical instrument in general use in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries.

It is of a book, rather than of an instrument, however,
that I have been asked to tell you to-day, although it is

owing to Mr. Dolmetsch's kindness in lendino^ me his

virginal that you will present!}^ be able to estimate to

some extent the beauty of the music the book contains.

In the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridcre there is a

musical MS. containing a. very large number of composi-
tions for the virginal, the keyed instrument which was
the immediate precursor of the spinet and harpsichord,

and which held, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

the place now occupied by the pianoforte. The origin of

the name " virginal " is far from clear ; but the theory now
generally accepted is that the instrument was intended

for the use of young ladies, or played by them. This is

the meaning given by Blount, in Glossographia. One
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whose opinions have every right to be considered has

put forth a supposition tliat it was called " virginal

"

because keyed stringed instruments were used to accom-
pan}^ the hymn "Angelus ad virginem"; another surmise,

that the English name of the instrument was given in

honour of the virgin Queen Elizabeth, seems without

foundation, and equally baseless is the traditional title of

the book now under discussion.

That title, it has been amply proved, is altogether false

and misleading, and indeed that it should have ever arisen is

only an illustration of the carelessness with which musical

manuscripts were examined in past times. For against one

of the pieces, the " Ut, Ee, Mi," of Sweelinck, on p. 216,

there occurs the date 1612, when Queen Elizabeth had been
dead nine years. And another piece, Dr. Bull's " Juell,"

exists in a manuscript in the British Museum, where it is

dated December 12, 1621. Probably the name, for which
Hawkins is responsible, arose from the fact that all the

composers represented rank among those of the Elizabethan

era. In outline the history of the book, as brought to

light by Mr. Wilham Chappell and latterly by Mr. W.
Barclay Squire, may be recapitulated as follows :

—

A Cornish gentleman, named Francis Tregian,the head of

a rich and powerful Catholic family, was seized on account
of his religion, in 1577, and after many short imprisonments

was thrown into the Fleet prison, where he remained for at

least twent3^-four years. In this prison eleven of his chil-

dren were born, among them his eldest son, Francis Tregian,

who entered the College at Douay in 1586. On leaving

Douay, in 1592, he was for two years chamberlain to

Cardinal Allen in Eome, He afterwards returned to

England and succeeded in buying back his father's lands
;

but in 1608-9 he was committed to the Fleet himself on a

charge of recusancy. He died there in 1619, owing a large

bill to the warden for board and lodgino;. It is this Francis

Tregian who has been supposed to be the scribe of the

greater part at least of the famous manuscript. The
splendid binding is undoubtedly a piece of Netherlands

work, and many other things connect the book with the

Netherlands, One of the composers most largely repre-

sented in the collection is Peter Philipps, who was an
Enoflish Catholic ecclesiastic settled in the Netherlands
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and probably a connexion of Morgan Pliilipps, one of the

first Professors of tlieDouay College. You will remember,
too, how close was John 1 kill's connexion with the same
country. The date I cpioted before for a piece by Pull

(1(')21) would of course invalidate the younger Tregian's

claim to be considered as writing the whole of the volume
;

but it has been supposed that two styles of writing are to

be discerned in the MS., though they are so much alike

that it is difficidt to be sure whether they are two or one.

That the family of Tregian had a good deal to do with the

book is quite certain ; the '* Mrs. Katharin Tregian,"

whose name appears opposite a pavan by William Tisdall,

on p. 315, was probably the grandmother of the younger
Tregian. But more eloquent than this is the frequent

occurrence of odd little contractions of the surname, no
other proper name being thus treated throughout the

book. " Treg, Ground " is the name of a piece by Pyrd :

" Pavana Dolorosa Treg." is a piece by Peter Pliilipps,

dated 1593 (the year after the younger Tregian left Douay
for Eome) ; the initials " Ph. Tr." are set against a pavan
by Byrd ; against the first line of a jig by the same master

are the initials " F. Tr." ; and, finally, a short piece called

"Heaven and Earth" has, for its composer's name, the

three letters " Pre.," no doubt a contraction for " F,

Tregian." The theory concerning the compilation is,

then, that the book, bound as it is now, was bought by
Francis Tregian in the Netherlands, and that, during

his imprisonment in the Fleet, he wrote out from musical

manuscripts in his possession the transcript which has

been, in some cases, the only means of their pre-

bcrvation.

Its later history is soon told ; how it got into the hands
of Dr. Pepusch is not known, but Hawkins tells us that

Mrs. Pepusch, who was Margherita de I'Epine, the famous
singer, used to try to play the pieces ; and though she was
an accomplished harpsichord player, she never could get

through the first piece in the book, the famous set of

variations on " W alsinMiam." If one thinks of the

executive powers on the pianoforte of the most accom-
plished p7'{7ne donne of the present day, we shall not find

it difficult to believe what Hawkins tells us about Mrs.

Pepusch. In 1762 it was bought at Pepusch's sale by
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K. Bremner, who gave it to Lord Fitzwilliam before 1783.

The price paid for it by Bremner was £10.

The difficulty of making public the contents of the

manuscript seemed at one time quite insuperable, seeing

that it was not possible to find anyone with the requisite

knowledge, who would also have the leisure to work at it

in the museum at Cambridge ; and by the terms of Lord
FitzWilliam's will, nothing may be taken out of the museum
for any purpose. At last, two years ago, an ardent lover

of old music, who happens to be an accomplished photo-

grapher, Mr. C F. Bell, undertook to photograph the

entire volume on a reduced scale, so that the work of

translation into ordinary notation could be carried on
where it was most convenient. The extreme neatness and
clearness of the writing made it seem as if it would be
easy enough to reduce the music to a form in which it

would have some meaning for modern musicians ; but the

task has been by no means a light one.

It will naturally be asked, What is the nature and style

of the music contained in this collection ? Its chief value

consists in this :—that while the^ vocal works of the orreat

Elizabethan composers are, if not as well known as they

deserve to be, yet accessible to all who care for them,

their published instrumental music is of small extent, and
hardly important enough to be called representative.

Works by Byrd, Bull, and Orlando Gibbons were pub-
lished, in 1611, under the title of "Parthenia" (with obvious
reference to the name " Virginal," a reference which is

made still more emphatic by the picture, on the title-page,

of a simpering young lady playing the instrument). The
compositions were very few, nor do these three names
complete the catalogue of composers of the virginals of

that golden age. Of several existing MSS. of virginal

music, the Cambridge book is by far the longest and
most important, but it is to be hoped that in the future

the contents of the other collections may be made public.

In considering the contents of this collection, it is

necessary to remember that the great musical form in

which all " classical " works are cast was not so much as

guessed at in the reign of Elizabeth. Without entering

into technical details, I may remind you that this form
allows of the modification, or, as it is called, development,
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of the musical subjects or phrases chosen, and that its

nonventions allow the display, not merely of technical

inirenuity, but of real invention, ima_u!;ination, and poetry.

Such qualities we need not hope to lind in the Elizaljethan

pieces, except in a very rudimentary condition ; and they

are for the most part much shorter than the sonata-move-

ments to which modern musicians are accustomed, I may
divide the contents into four classes, which are about
equally represented in the book :

—

i. Variations, or rather lloiid ornamentations on the

plain chant of the church, or cantifermi. These
are the oldest things in the volume, one of them,
a " Felix Namque " of Tallis, being dated 15G2.

ii. Variations on secular tunes, in a style which seems
to foreshadow the sets of variations that reigned

supreme in the fashionable world down to the

middle of the present century. The tunes

appear now in one part, now in another, but are

seldom altered at all materially, though some-
times they are . richly ornamented. In these

pieces it is interesting to see the gradual devel-

opment of various forms of musical embroidery
that are now so hackneyed as to be absurd, and
for the student of the pianoforte the passages

have a special value. One peculiarity of these

variations is the great executive dexterity

required in the left hand, which must have been
cultivated by the Elizabethan young ladies to an
extent that is hardly dreamt of, even by the

virtuosi of the present day. It was no doubt
this peculiarity which occasioned Burney's

remark, concerning these very pieces :
" Some

are so difficult that it would be hard to find a

master in Europe who could play them without

a month's practice."

iii. Fantasias based upon some short and easily-

remembered subject, treated in strict contra-

puntal style, and with very beautiful effect. To
the unpractised ear these compositions are

hardly distinguishable from fugues, excepting

that they very often fall off towards the end
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into mere florid ornament. When this is the case

a return is generally made to the polyphonic
style in the last section, which, in many
instances, is of the utmost grandeur and
breadth,

iv. Dance-movements, ranging from the long and
elaborate pavans and courantes to the slighter

and shorter almans, &c.

In point of time, the compositions, so far as they are

dated, cover a period of sixty years from the composition

by Tallis, already mentioned as beine^ dated 1562, to Dr.

Bull's "Juell," dated 1621.

This instrument, belonging to Mr. Dolmetsch, is a very
line specimen of a sixteenth century instrument of Italian

make ; it is undated, but a written sentence appears on
the crosspiece confining the jacks, "Non percussus sileo

"

("Unstruck I am mute"), in a hand that cannot be later than

1600. The action is, roughly speaking, the same as that

of the harpsichord, i.e., the jacks, furnished in this case

with leather, not quill plectra, rise on the pressure of the

keys, striking the strings as they pass them, and being
provided with dampers to prevent the sound of the

jdectrum as it returns to its place. It has one ver}''

awkward peculiarity in practical music, and that is what
is called a " short octave," the seven lowest notes being
arrano-ed so as to sjive these sounds in succession, beoinnin^
from the bottom note, which is apparently E

—

Apparent notes, E, F, F sharp, G, O sharp, A, B flat.

Eeal sounds :— C, F, D, G, E, A, B flat.

As an example of the first class I have mentioned, I

have chosen, not one of the compositions by Tallis, which
are so archaic in style as to be scarcely pleasing, but one
of Byrd's, a " Miserere " in four parts, in which the work-
manship of the ornamental parts has far more interest and
beauty than anything of the same kind by Tallis can
show. Byrd inherited from Tallis the tradition of this

solid kind of music ; he was only a little younger than

Tallis, but he was a musician of far wider powers. He
and Tallis obtained in 1575 a patent from Elizabeth for

printing and selling music and music paper, English and
foreign, for twenty-one years. They afterwards found the
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monopoly less prolitable than tliey had expected, foi- there

is a petition in the Stationers' Kegisters, recording that

" Bird and Tallys . . . hane niusike bokes with note,

which the coniplainantes confesse they wold not print nor

be furnished to print though there were no priuilege."

In this Virginal book are many compositions by liyrd,

which prove him, if there were nothing else l;)y which he

were known, to deserve the name of a Master of Music,

bestowed on him by more than one contemporary.

Peacham, in his Coi/ipkat Gentleman, calls him " That Kare

Phoenix, Maister William liird." He died in 1G23, so

that his life covers the whole period of the compositions

in this book.

Byrd's pupil, Thomas Morley, obtained a similar patent to

that already mentioned, in 1598; but although apparently

a much younger man than Byrd, he died as early as 1604.

His great work, as some of you may be aware, was the

famous Treatise, called, somewhat ironically, as it seems

to us nowadays, ^1 Plaine and Easie Introduction to

Practicall Musicke. He wrote in all the forms of music

then practised, and his madrigals are among the very

finest of any time. In the department of instrumental

music, as it concerns us to-day, his chief contributions

were those belonging to my second division, namely, varia-

tions upon popular tunes. His " Goe from my Window "

is perhaps the most beautiful of these, and it seems to be

the only way in which the tune itself has been preserved.

I may perhaps be permitted to tell you of one very

gratifying thing in connexion with this piece. For

reasons which I could not explain without troubling you
with many details of a very technical kind, the music of

this period cannot be written out straight from the MS.
With regard to accidental notes, &c., the practice of

the older composers was in many ways different from

ours, and many points have to be supplied conjecturally,

in order to recover the actual effect of the music. The
ninth piece in the collection is this piece by Morley ; and

my fellow-editor and I had fully discussed it, and supplied

accidentals, when we came upon No. 42, a set of varia-

tions on " Goe from my Window," attributed to John
Munday. It turned out to be the same composition,

saving only that No. 42 had an extra bar and a very
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beautiful variation at tlie end. A comparison of the two
proved that our conjectures were almost without ex-

ception right, for the later piece had been written out with
more care, and had the accidentals wliicli we had put in.

As an example of my third class, I have taken a fantasia

by Peter Philipps, who, as we have seen, was intimately

connected with the transcriber of the book, and whose com-
positions abound in it. His very name had been strangely

forgotten in England till a few years back, when Mr.
Barclay Squire published some beautiful madrigals by him.

Before coming to the fourth class, I should like to play

you the last-dated piece in the book, Dr. Bull's " Juell." It

does not indeed contain many of the curious character-

istics of Bull's work ; these were bold harmonic and
rhythmical experiments, which for the most part are more
interesting to learned musicians than to people in general;

and rapid passages very often for the left hand, and ver}'-

often consisting of repeated notes that are exceedingly

difficult to play successfully on instruments of this date.

One of Bull's experiments in rhythm is a fantasia kept up
from the beorinniniy till nearlv the end, in 11-4 time, which
yet sounds quite natural.

Another most interesting number, wliich I should have
played you were it not that the " short octave " arrange-

ment already referred to makes it impossible to play some
of the notes on this virginal, is a piece called " Ut, Ee, Mi,"

the subject of which consists of the successive notes of the

scale, subjected to every kind of ingenious treatment in

the way of modulation ; the piece is nothing less than an
anticipation of the "Wohltemperirtes Clavier" of Sebastian

Bach, in that it realizes what is called the circle of keys,

quite a hundred years before the invention of equal
temperament.

There is one very quaint specimen of an early endeavour
to represent non-musical things in terms of music, in a

fantasia by John Munday, describing in very naive manner
the changes in the weather. In case there should be any
mistake as to the meaning of the different parts, theyare care-

fully labelled "Thunder," "Lightning," "A Cleare Day,"&c.
A short " alman " and a little piece called " Muscadin,"

both by anonymous composers, will fairly represent the

fourth class, that of dance- tunes.



ox RECENTLY DISCOVERED MURAli PAINTINGS AT
VVIIjLINCJHAM church, CAi^rBRinGE, AND ELSE-
WHERbJ IN THE SOUTH OE ENCLANU.

Ey C. E. KEYSER, M.A., F.S.A.

Since the publication, by the Council of Education,

South Kensington Museum, of the third edition of the

List of Buildings in Great Britain and Ireland, having

Mural and other Painted Decorations, in the year 1883, a

large number of fresh examples of wall paintings and
other remains of decorative colourincj have been brouoht

to light. Many of these have been already illustrated and
described, as for instance the panel painting of the Doom
at Wenhaston, Suffolk,^ the wall paintings at Little

Horwood and Padbury, Buckinghamshire,"-^ those at Chip-

penham, Cambridgeshire,'^ the interesting examples at

Poslingford, Suffolk,''' and at Friendsbury, Kent f the very
fine series at Friskney, Lincolnshire,*" &c., &c. Several

examples from Sussex are described in Sussex Archceologia,

Vol. XXXVIII, p. 1. At Ashampstead, Berkshire, some
thirteenth century paintings have been quite recently

discovered, and are described in the Eeliqiiary and
Illustrated. Archceologist, Vol. II, p. 53. Short notices of

other discoveries have also appeared from time to time

in the Antiquary and other archaeological publications,

and, as in the instance of St. Paul and the Viper at St.

Anselm's Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral, in the weekly and
daily journals.

Before entering on a detailed account of the paint-

ings at Willingham, it appears convenient to give a

brief description of other recent discoveries, which, it is

believed, have not been fully or correctly treated of, and
which have either been carefully personally examined,

^ ArcJicBoloffia, JjlY, 119; Archceologi- * Suffolk ArcJiceologia, VIII, 242.
cal Journals XLIX, 399, &c. * ArchcBoloyia Cantiana, XV, 331

;

' ArclicEological Journal, XLTX, 335 ; XVI, 225.

Records of Buckinghamshire, VII, 217. •> Archceologia, XLVIII, 270; L, 281;
^ Cambridge Antiquarian Societg''s LIII, 427.

Journal, V, 321.
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or about which early and reliable information has

been obtained. Many of these have probably already

disappeared, as even now, as of yore, the hand of the

destroyer follows close on that of the restorer, and paint-

ings are brought to light only to be re-covered with colour

wash or otherwise obliterated.

Starting in the Eastern Counties, the Church of Laken-

heath, in Suffolk, may first be mentioned. This was
visited in October, 1886. The walls of the church were
covered with painting, some of the scroll patterns and
other decorative designs being as early as the twelfth

century. There were traces of pictorial subjects in

various places, viz., of figures of men and horses on
north wall of north aisle, of Our Saviour showing the

wounds on the east wall of the nave on south side of

chancel arch, and of the Virgin and Child on west wall

of north aisle : but the most interestino- were a series

of New Testament subjects painted on the spandril space

between two arches on the north side of the nave,

representing The Presentation in the Temple, with St.

Simeon, the Infant Saviour, and the Blessed Virgin

;

the Scourging ; Our Lord bearing His Cross ; the Descent

into Hell ; and the Eesurrection, all of fifteenth century

date.

At Heybridge, near Maldon, in Essex, visited in March,

1886, while the church was undergoing restoration, had
been recently opened out on either side of the chancel,

the head of a Norman light, which had for centuries been
blocked up by the insertion of perpendicular windows.
Some very nice early foliage, probably of the twelfth

century, and very fresh in its colouring, remained on the

heads and splays of these earlier windows.
At Copford, in the same county, where the series of

paintings of the Norman period in the apse is so well

known, the walls of the nave and western bay of the

chancel have been recently explored, and numerous
decorative and pictorial designs had been brought to

light at a short time previous to a visit paid to the

church in November, 1893. In the western bay of the

chancel on the south side round a blocked-up Norman
window is on the east a King crowned and holding an

orb, and on the west a Queen repainted. Above the arch
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are two angels, one holding a dish with loaves or apples^

the other holding a wreath. These are of the Norman
period. On the north side round the head of the window,
wdiich is modern, are some heads, said to form 2->art of

the subject of the Transfiguration. There are traces of

figures lower down on either side of the w^indow. The
nave is very interesting, and when first constructed was
clearly divided into two stories, the lower one separated

into several bays by a series of groining arches, all

elaborately painted. The two stories are now thrown
into one, the vault and upper portions of the arches of

the lower church having been cut away, but the jamb
shafts, capitals, and low^er parts of the arches standing

out some distance from the w^alls, still remain. On the

sofht of the eastern groining arch are parts of two figures

on north, with an angel holding a sword within a

medallion below, while on the south is a portion of an
indistinct subject, and an angel holding a cross within a

medallion below^ On the east respond of an Early

English arch opening from nave to south aisle is a small

representation of the Trinity Banner. All the Norman
groining arches are ornamented with rich decorative

designs foi'ming borderings, of similar style and date to

those previously discovered in the apse. On the north

wall on east portion of the nave is a large painting said to

be Our Lord healing the Centurion's servant ; on the

west of the picture is a prostrate figure with some women
gazing at it, then the wall of a building, and outside, (?) the

Centurion addressing Our Lord, who has the cruciform

nimbus, and is accompanied by one of the Apostles. The
figures are almost life size, and the attitudes are very

expressive. The definitions of the subject do not appear

to be very satitifactory. It may portray St. Mary Mag-
dalene and Our Lord performing one of His miracles, and

is probably one of the subjects mentioned as having

been discovered in 1G90.^ On the springer of the next

groining arch on the north is part of the subject of

Samson or David and the lion, only the lower portion of

the figures being visible. An example of the same subject

in Norman sculpture may be seen on the tympanum of a

1 Wright's nisfoiy of Essex, I, 40G ; Cronuvell, Excursions through Essex, I, 64;

Antiquary, 1871, I, 158, 184.
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former doorway at Ilighworth, Wiltshire. Below is a
nimbed head within a medallion. On either side of the

Norman window adjoining is the figure of a Norman
soldier, and decoration on the jambs, splays, and above
the head of the window. On the west groining arch is

part of a subject not now discernible, and on west bay of

north nave wall is part of a rich border and other

colouring. On the west wall are two large but indistinct

subjects, viz., on north of west window two bishops

and other figures, and on south a crowned head and other

personages. There is a sheep or ram portrayed above.

On the south side on the western o-roininsf arch is the

Norman decoration, and a head within a medallion below.

On the next groining arch is the subject of the Flight

into Egypt, the lower part of the ass and the drapery of

the Virgin, and of a figure behind them being discernible.

There is another nimbed figure within a medallion below.

Above the Early English arch into the south aisle is a

Norman window recently opened out. On either side of

the lower part is the upper portion of a knight, and round
the splay and arch, and on the wall above the window, is

elaborate twelfth century ornamentation. The whole
series is most interesting.

At Fingringhoe Church, visited in November, 1893, are

some paintings, described in the Essex Archceologia,^

and new very faint. On the west respond of the nave
arcade is the figure of an Archangel, and on the western
pillar three subjects, viz., St. Gregory's Mass, St. Michael
Weighing Souls, with the Blessed Virgin interceding on the

Souls' behalf, and the Virgin and Child.

At East Haniiingfield, in the same county, according to

information received from Mr. Durrant of Chelmsford,
during the progress of the conflagration which destroyed
the church, the " fire disclosed frescoes at the west
end of the nave where they had been hidden by the

woodwork of the belfry. They represented The Last
Supper, St. Catherine and Her Wheel, Christ Healing the

Sick, &c."-

At Waltham Abbey Church a large painting of the

Doom has been brought to light, and in an old house

1 Essex Arcliceologia, New Series, III, - Durrant's Kandhook for Essex
118 ; Essex Note Book, p. 9. p. 115.

M
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near the abbey was found beneath the panelHng a large

post-Keformation painting of Jonah being cast out of the

ship into tlie jaws of an immense whale. This was cut
out fi-om the wall, and exhibited at a meeting of the

London and Middlesex Archaeological Society, at the

Drapers' Hall, Throgmorton Street, E.G., hi March, 181)?).^

At the ruined church of Ayot, St. Lawrence, Hertford-

shire, are various remains of colour, and on the chamfer
of the arch of the south doorway an early inscription in

red letters, the words "Andrew M" being still decipherable.

At Hatfield, in a room over the outer gateway of the

palace built by Morton, Bishop of Ely, at the end of the

fifteenth century, and now used as a dressing room in

connection with the tennis court, the walls on the south
and west sides and the panelling on the north are

covered with a large subject of a lion hunt. The main
part on the west wall shows a gentleman on horseback,

with a man bearing a shield behind him. Round the

corner on the south wall is another horseman, with hound
by his side, and behind him a soldier. In front of the

principal figure can be made out a lion springing up at

three men on foot, two of whom are striking at it with
their swords, while the third has a kind of spiked ball at

the end of a leathern thong. Li the background are

numerous trees, houses, and churches. On the panelling

on north wall are faint traces of more painting, with a
figure, rustic scenery, &c. The colours used are dark
grey, black and white, with some deep yellow on the

saddle of the central figure. The painting dates from
the time of Elizabeth or James L
At Cottered, during the restoration of the church in

1886, remains of colouring were found over the chancel

arch, round the jambs of the south doorway, and else-

where on the walls. On the north wall of the nave, by
and partly over the north doorway, and facing the south
doorway, which is, and always has been, the principal

entrance, is a large subject about 8 feet square, within

a border ornamented with black ivy berries. It is

probably a portraiture of St. Christopher, but unfortu-

nately the central part of the picture is so confused that,

with the exception of a shield, apparently of St. George
^ The Antiquary, 1893, vol. xxvii, p. 225.
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—but the colour is gone—nothing can be distinguished,

thouLdi it is said a large fif^ure and two heads in the

upper part have been discerned. On either side, carried

from top to bottom, is a curious zig-zag road, touching

on the east side on numerous houses, of the lath and
plaster type, two castles and a church with a spire

(similar to that of the present church), trees, bridges, &c.

In the road are two soldiers fencing, and, lower down, a

hound chasing a stag. On the west side are also several

houses, and numerous avenues or hedgerows of trees, and

a chapel, with a figure of a hermit or monk standing at

the door and tolling a bell. In the centre is perhaps

part of the mast and sail of a ship, and, below, a large tent

open at the side, and with a youth in red hose and long

toed shoes standing near it. The groundwork of the

picture is deep red, and the only other colour now
apparent is vermilion. It is of late fifteenth century

date.

At Witley Church, Surrey, visited in April, 1892, was
a large subject recently uncovered on the south wall of

the nave. There were two rows of figures, one of which
was St. Anthony, but the details were too indistinct to

enable anj^'one to obtain a clue to the design.

At the disused parish church of Albury, in the same
county, a painting of St. Christopher was found beneath

the whitewash over the south doorway, shortly before a

visit made to the church in September, 1889. It is

partially concealed by a tablet, but presents us with all

the usual accessories of this subject, and several ships in

full sail, portions of a castle, &c., are introduced into the

picture.

At Littlebourne, in Kent, is part of the same familiar

representation, covering a considerable portion of the

north wall of the nave. The Saint and Infant Saviour

have been destroyed ; but the hermit, standing with lantern

at the door of his cell, and several ships in full sail, and a

galley containing numerous sailors, sufiiciently indicate

the main subject of the picture. At the time when this

painting was inspected, viz., in February, 1889, the very

interesting and early representation in St. Anselm's

Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral, of St. Paul shaking the

viper from his hand into the fire, was brought to light.

M 2
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The deep blue colouring was ver}"- remarkable at the

time. The subject has been illustrated and fully described

in ArcJiwoloqia, Yo\. LII, p. 390, sxud Archceolo<jia Cantiana,

Vol. XVIII,^}). 172, and elsewhere.

Another discovery was made in the same year on
the south wall of St. Alphe^e Church, Canterbury. The
picture was of considerable size ; and though somewhat
indistinct, and the chief part of the figures of the Virgin

and Child obliterated, suflicient remained to identify it

as a representation of the Adoration of the Magi, of

fourteenth century workmanship.

At Boughton Aluph, in the same county, a painting of

the Holy Trinity was discovered on the east wall of the

north transept, in the summer of 1893. It is of the latter

part of the fifteenth century, and, as is usual in repre-

sentations of the subject at that period, portrays the

Almighty seated, and holding the Crucified Saviour

between His knees. A powdering of the monogram
"t.i).C." is introduced into the picture, and a small object

in the right hand corner may be a kneeling figure of the

donor of the picture. A short account of this painting

with an illustration will be found in the Reliquary,

Vol. Vni, New Series, p. 49.

In the County of Sussex two very important discoveries

took place at this same period, and were inspected in

September, 1893, while the churches were undergoing

restoration, and again in the Spring of the present year.

The small church of Clayton, standing almost at the

mouth of the tunnel on the main Brighton line, has a very

early chancel arch, but otherwise presents no special

architectural features of interest. The whole of the nave

walls, on the removal of the whitewash, were found to be
elaborately decorated with a very large and rather early

representation of the Doom. Over the chancel arch,

within a vesica, having a kind of riband zigzag bordering,

is a figure of Our Lord seated and with uplifted hands, no
doubt showing the wounds. The features of Our Lord
and the drapery are somewhat indistinct. The ground
colour is a pale pink. Surrounding it are several figures,

all very faint : the one on either side of the vesica seems

to be resting the head against it. The figures (? Are they

the Apostles ?) appear to be nimbed and in attitudes of
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adoration. There is a beautiful bordering of interlacing

scroll foliage, white on a red ground, with an upper band
of red and yellow carried round part of the arch and then

horizontally to the north and south walls, and another

embattled l3ordering along the upper part of the picture.

Below, on either side of the arch and above an early

recess in the east nave wall, is a figure of Our Lord, with

a cruciform yellow nimbus and red cross, richly vested.

On the south side He is bearded and in the attitude of

Benediction, and a Chalice is painted on the wall to the

south of Him. In the painting on the north side is a

kneeling figure, probably of St. Peter, receiving the keys.

In both pictures a row of trefoiled arches is introduced

above and at the sides of the painting. A tablet conceals

the lower part of the one on the south side. The north

and south walls are covered with a procession of large

figures, no doubt forming part of the main subject of the

Doom. The embattled border is carried along above, and

the scroll below, as on the east wall. On the north side

at the east end is painted a large hexagonal enclosure,

with the trefoiled arches on a red ground, and a kind of

lattice work in red lines forming the lower part of the

outer wall. In the centre are seated three nimbed
figures, no doubt intended for the three persons of the

Blessed Trinity. That on the west side is the most

distinct, and has the right hand with the palm outwards

partly upraised, and probably the cruciform nimbus.

The central figure is clad in white. The whole is very

faint, but appears to be intended to represent, though in

an unusual manner, the Heavenly Mansions. On the east

of the enclosure is a large angel, and on the west a large

nimbed figure (? of St. Peter), in full ecclesiastical vest-

ments. He has the right hand upraised, while with the

left he is grasping the left hand of an ecclesiastic richly

A^ested, and holding a pastoral stafi' in the right hand.

He also has the nimbus. To the west is another anoel in

white with red border to his garment, and with the

nimbus. He is turned with partly uplifted hands to three

more ecclesiastics. The anofel and St. Peter are bare-

footed, while the ecclesiastics have red shoes. The lower

part of the two western figures is destroyed by the

insertion of a modern window. To the west of these
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comes a procession of crowned figures with short tunics

and striped stockings, only the heads of the eastern ones

being visible. At the west end is another angel blowing

a trumpet. To the west of the window on a lower level

is another angel with richly painted red wings stooping

down, and behind him are several uplilted hands, and
two nude figures, clearly rising from their tombs. On
the south wall at the east end is a large figure, probably

of an angel, and immediately adjoining it a large cross in

red, with several nimbed and apparently winged figures

prostrated at the foot of it, and below the eastern arm.

On the west side is a female figure with the head resting

on the arm of the Cross. To the west again is an angel

apparently keeping back the figures beyond it, namely,

four ecclesiastics richly vested, and 1-hen a series of

crowned personages similar to those on the north. A
modern window on this side also occupies the space of

part of the subject, and to the west of it come several

figures, one crowned, some kneeling, and all with hands

in attitude of supplication. Three crowned figures

adjoining the window hold scrolls, and are turned

towards the west. There is also a figure on a large

crimson horse, riding westwards. There is a figure with

uplifted hands between the forelegs of the horse. On the

lower level to east of the window are faint traces of

persons rising from their graves. The embattled and
scroll borders are carried along the wall, as on the north

and east. The treatment of the subject is unusual. It is

probable that, as in other instances, the procession on the

north represents the saved, that on the south the con-

demned, at the great day of Judgment. The date appears

to be late in the thirteenth centur}^ On the north wall

can be made out a series of large semi-circular arches on
shafts, of an earlier date. Other remains of colouring

exist in the church.

At the same time as this very interesting discover}^ was
being made at Clayton, viz., in 1893, some almost equally

remarkable paintings were being brought to light at

Eotherfield, in the same county, during the restoration of

the church, and, as in the case at Clayton, these have also

been carefully preserved. There are considerable remains

of decoration, scroll designs, &c,, in various parts of
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the churcli, of as early a date as the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. There is a nice early scroll foliage

pattern on the west wall of the Lady Chapel on the north

side of the chancel, and on the same wall and the splays

of the several windows a masonry pattern of double lines

in red. On the north splay of the east window of this

chapel is a figure of a large angel on a red ground
powdered with ivy berries. A faint scroll can be made out

over his head, and there can be no doubt that this is

St. Gabriel, and that the Blessed Virgin was delineated on
the opposite splay to complete the subject of the Annun-
ciation. On the east window on north side, on the east

splay is apparently a nude female figure seated and
holding a distaff. She has golden hair, but the colouring

is very faint. On the opposite splay is the foot and lower

part of the leg of another nude figure, so that there is little

doubt that Adam and Eve were here portrayed. Over
the chancel arch is a large representation of the Doom.
In the centre is Our Lord nimbed, with deep red under-

garment and yellow cloak. His hands are upraised, and
right side, arms, and feet are bare, exhibiting the wounds,
whence the blood is streamincy. His feet rest on a larcre

orb, and above His head in a yellow medallion is the sun
and moon on either side. On each side is an angel with

outspread wdngs blowing a large trumpet : that on the

north has red, and that on south yellow wings. On the

right of Our Lord is a figure of the Virgin, kneeling and
in attitute of supplication ; she has red nimbus and cloak.

On Our Lord's left is St. John with red vestments, also

nimbed, and kneeling. Below are the heads of two monks.
On the dexter (north) side is a large hexagonal enclosure

with yellow walls and red doors and a pinnacle on south-

east corner. Within it are several figures, and the wing of

an angel is discernible. (? Is it intended for the Heavenly
Mansions ?) Below are traces of various figures, and below
again on north of the chancel arch is a large repre-

sentation of St. Michael Weighing Souls. St. Michael has
a yellow nimbus, and his wings and the lines of his vest-

ments are a deep red. The scale on the north side is

weighing down that on the south. He is holding the

balances in the left hand, and points to the south side with
his right. There seems to be a small figure by the south
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scale, and several more by the north, but all are very

indistinct. Below is a scroll border, vermilion on a white

ground, and below again two rows of small figures. The
lines on their dresses are picked out in vermilion, but tlie

subject is too indistinct to enable one to hazard a conjec-

ture as to its interpretation. On the east pier of the

south nave arcade are traces of a figure, and on the north

wall of the nave, between the two eastern arches, are

indications of a large subject, but only the borderings

are at all clear. On the east wall of the north aisle, on
the south side, is a lar^e ficrure of Our Lord standinf? and
apparently holding a Cross in the left hand. He has red

cruciform nimbus, white garment with yellow lining, and is

delineated with bare arms and feet. A nimbed figure with

crimson robe kneels at His feet. Our Lord is holding the

right arm of this fio'ure in His, and is pressini^ the hand
against the wound in His side. The subject is of course the

Licredulity of St. Thomas, though the kneeling figure has

rather the appearance of a female. The representation of

Our Lord is above life size, and an ornamental pattern in

yellow runs along above His head. The date of the

painting may be as early as the fourteenth centuiy. On
either splay of the blocked west window of the north aisle

is a large nimbed figure in deep red vestments. That on
the south side is holding some object (? a sword) pointed

towards his body, while that on the north seems to be an

ecclesiastic. Varied decoration has been noted on some
of the nave columns.

At West Grinstead, in this same county, a very fine

example of St. Christopher was recently discovered. It is

described in Sussex Archceologia, Vol. XXXVni, p. 51,

where it is stated that most of the picture has again been

covered over.

At Catherington Church, Hampshire, some paintings

were discovered, and brought under the notice of the

Society of Antiquaries on February 7th, 1884. On the

north wall of the nave is a large painting of St. Michael

Weighing Souls, which has been restored. It presents

many peculiar features. St. Michael, with outspread

wings, is habited in a long tunic powdered with crosses

down to his ankles. He grasps a sword in the right hand,

while the left is held over the balance on the condemned
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side of the scales, which are suspended from a girdle

round the waist. To the west is the Blessed Virgin

crowned, and interceding in a practical way on the soul's

behalf. She holds the beam in the left hand, while with

the v'lfAit she has unhooked the scale containing the soul.

In the other scale are several demons, and one is crawlmg
along the beam. The date is probably fourteenth century.

On the east windows of the north chancel chapel is a

considerable amount of nice decoration, and a represen-

tation of the Blessed Trinity, unfortunately much faded

when seen in 1889. The Almighty holds the Crucified

Saviour between his knees, as at Boughton Aluph, and
above are two censing angels, and above again two
more angels, one playing on the harp. The surface is

diapered with cinquefoils. Only two shades of red are

used to depict the several portions of the subject.

At Durley, in the same county, numerous paintings had
been found, but unluckily had been almost entirely white-

washed over previously to a visit paid to the church in

April, 1888. On west splay of north chancel window is a

figure holding a scroll, and on the splay of a window in

the north transept is a ship with a sailor doing something

to the tackling. The following paintings had also been
found, viz., on walls of chancel, various figures, and below
them, of an earlier date, . masonry patterns enclosing

cinquefoils ; on transepts and nave walls, first, texts

of Elizabethan date, and then various saints ; on south

wall of nave between the doorway and west end, the

Doom with our Lord in Judgment, the saved being-

represented, as is usual, clothed, while the condemned
were being driven naked to Hell.

At Hurstbourne Tarrant, visited in June, 1896, is a

considerable amount of decoration at the east end of the

north aisle. On the north wall of the aisle between the

east and middle window is a large representation of the

Moralitv of " Les trois rois vifs et les trois rois morts."

On the east side are the three skeletons painted in yellow,

and with a yellow tree between each of them. On the

west are the three Kings : the eastern one is bearded, richly

habited, and holding up his left hand. He has deep red

shoes. The next is also bearded, while the western one
is a younger man w^ith smooth face. They wear crowns
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of an early t3'pe. A tree is depicted between each of

them. A beautiful scroll border i-uns above the picture,

and a scalloped pattern below. The date is of the time
of Edward the Third. Between the middle and west

window, also on north wall of the north aisle, is part of

the subject of " The Wheel of the Seven Deadly Sins."

Oidy the eastern portion has been explored, with a nice

scroll pattern running round the border of the wheel, and
representations of Luxuria and Socordia. This is also

of the fourteenth century, and it is hoped that more of it

may shortly be uncovered.

At the neiffhbourinsf church of Ashmansworth is an
early painting on the west splay of the Norman w^indow
at east end on north side of the chancel ; it appears to

represent an ecclesiastic stooping down towards a figure

of the Virgin. On the north chancel wall is a figure,

perhaps of St. Anne.^
At Tufton Church, in the same neighbourhood, on the

wall facing the principal entrance, is an excellent por-

traiture of St. Christopher.

One of the most recent discoveries of mural paintings

has been made at Wellow, also in Hampshire, viz., in the

autumn of 1895. Round the head of the east window are

some crowned heads and thirteenth century decoration

previously discovered and described in the Archceological

Journal, Vol. IX, p. 117. On the south splay is a figure

of St. Thomas of Canterbury, rather faint, but the name
is discernible. On the east wall of the chancel is a

masonry pattern with five-leaved roses on stems in red,

and two very fine Consecration Crosses, one on either side,

of a deep red, of the Maltese type, within circles. On
south wall near east end is the martyrdom of St. Thomas
of Canterbury, also some"what obscure ; but the head of

the archbishop, his attendant deacon, and the armed
knights can be made out. The pattern of masonry and
roses appears on various portions of the chancel walls.

On east part of north chancel wall is, perhaps, a large

cruciform nimbus. On the east splay of the east window
on this side is a crowned head, and on the east splay of

the west window an archbishop with the name above,

Edmund of Pontigny, Archbishop of Canterbury. The
^ Newhury District Field Club Transactions, IV, 192.
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only other English church where he occurs in mural

painting is at Friendsbury, Kent. There is one more
Consecration Cross on the north chancel wall. On east

w^all of nave to the north of the chancel arch is part of

the Creed, and along the north wall a very interesting-

scheme of decoration. The earliest appears in places, and

consists of a design of roses and lilies within masonry

patterns, probably of the thirteenth century ; then come
some large subjects, with a very beautiful crimson scroll

border above. At east end is part of a large figure
;

next comes a figure on horseback, and a female seated (?)

on an animal. She has yellow hair and deep crimson robe,

and is holding a distaff in her hands. Query, is this the

legend of St. George ? Farther west is a fine example of

the familiar subject of St. Christopher. He is clad in

yellow vest and crimson tunic. He holds the Infant

Saviour, who is habited in a pale garment, the colour not

now discernible, on his left arm, not, as usual, on the

shoulder. Both face the main south doorway. In the

water is part of a fish, and to the west two large figures in

the attitude of Benediction. Over the north doorway is

a large castle, probably part of the same subject. To the

west of the north doorway and on west wall is the pattern

of roses and lilies, a copy of the earlier design and

probably of fourteenth century date. There is one

Consecration Cross on north wall to the east of the north

doorway, and another to the west of it with a small cross

within a circle, apparently painted over the earlier one.

Another, with rich crimson border, remains on the west

wall. On south wall to the west of the south doorway is

the rose and lily pattern and another Consecration Cross.

To the east of the doorway is a semicircular-headed stoup,

with canopies in red painted above the arch, and on the

back of the recess. A portion of the old screen retaining

its colouring is incorporated w^ith the reading desk in the

chancel.

At Wimborne Minster, in Dorsetshire, some paintings

were found in 1891. Within a Korman recess in the

east wall of the north transept the wall was covered

with painting, and unfortunately parts of four distinct

series were so mixed up as to make the various subjects

obscure and fragmentary. There is colouring on a Norman
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bracket in the centre of the recess, and on the arch on

either side. On the lower part is a design of squares

enclosing roses, geometrical patterns, &c., and with a

border of flowing zigzag below. This is all of a grey

colour, and may be late twelfth century. Of the next

series is a figure of St. John the Baptist on the south side,

viz., his head and right hand upraised, while the left hand
holds the medallion containing the Agnus Dei. Of the

third series is a large female saint with left hand on the

breast on the north side of the subject. This may
portray the Blessed Virgin, and appears to be of the

fourteenth century. Of the upper series are parts of a

large representation of the Crucifixion. Our Lord on the

Cross occupies the centre, with a large figure of St. John
the Evangelist on the sinister side, and the head of the

Virgin with a red nimbus, mixed up Avith the large figure

of the earlier series on the dexter side. The date of the

Crucifixion is probably fifteenth century.

The walls of the little chapel of the Hospital of St.

Margaret, in the same town, are covered w^ith subjects,

but none can be made out, except possibly St. Christopher

opposite the main entrance. There is some nice decora-

tion with diamond-shaped panels enclosing lilies, of about

the date 1270.

At Axmouth, in Devonshire, some interesting dis-

coveries were made shortly before a visit paid to the

church in October, 1892. On the east respond of the

nave arcade is a figure, four feet high, probably of St.

James Major, as he is holding a pilgrim's staff. On the

next pillar is a figure of Our Lord, with arms and legs

bare, and hands upraised so as to show the wounds. On
the south wall of the south aisle is a large painting of the

Martyrdom of St. Erasmus, somewhat indistinct, but the

main details of this unpleasant subject are clearly dis-

cernible. It appears to be of the fourteenth century.

At Downton Church, Wiltshire, visited in September,

1891, was a subject on either side of the west doorway,

on the west wall of the nave. That on the north probably

represented the Nativity, though it is not very clear. At
the interesting church of Eamsbury, visited in 1895, a

picture of St. Christopher was discovered,but not preserved.

Li Berkshire some early decoration was found at Pad-
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worth Cliiircli: In the apsidal chancel are two Consecration

Crosses, and two more in the nave, all probably of the

Norman period. On the east wall of the nave, to the

south of the line Norman chancel arch, is a large figure of

a bishop, probably St. Nicholas, and, below, a small

subject, somewhat obscure, but apparently St. Nicholas

restoring the three children to life. There is also a

portion of another subject on the south wall. The whole
seems to date from the Norman period. A painting ol

the Crucifixion was also found on the east wall of the apse,

and destroyed.

At the neighbouring church of Aldermaston portions

of the Eood Screen, with remains of decoration, have been
utilised for the framework of the bells, and two parts of

the Eood Beam similarly ornamented are preserved in the

belfry. A gilded and painted boss from one of the old

roofs forms the centre of the sounding board over the

fine old Jacol^ean pulpit. The large alabaster table tomb,
with effigies of Sir George Forster and his lady (she died

in 152G), also bears traces of colouring on the effigies, the

canopies over the weepers at the sides, and the coat of

arms on the shield at the west end. Within the past

few days the walls of the transept have been examined,
and an accumulation of bricks, plaster, deal battens and
laths removed before the original surface could be
reached. This has been mainly decorated with a masonry
pattern of double red lines, enclosing roses, and with a

nice scroll pattern round the head of the south window.
On the east wall is a larj^e niche for image of the Viroin,

and on the south a piscina, both similarl}^ decorated, and
all datin^ from about 1320-1350. On the south wall to

east of south window is a large portraiture of St. Chris-

topher, on the same wall surface, and therefore, probably
of this same date. The saint is bareheaded and lightly

clad, and holds a peculiar kind of stafi' in his right hand,
with an object at the bottom, perhaps for spearing eels.

There are several fish and a mermaid in the water. He
bears the Infant Saviour on his left hand, which is

upraised, and arm, as in some of the earlier examples.^

1 Another early example of St. Dingley in this same neighbourhood,
Christopher was discovered some little but it has unfortunately been destroyed,

time back at the church of Stanford
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Our Saviour is holding the orb in tlie left hand, and
ffivinw the Benediction with the ri^dit. The whole is

under a trianguLar canopy with nice cinquefoded fringe.

The only colour apparent is red. The position of this

subject is unusual ; but there is a Norman doorway, now
blocked up, on the north side of the nave, through which

the picture can be clearly seen, as also through a cinque-

foil-headed low side window at the side of the doorway.

On the opposite side of the window is the masonry
pattern, and on a later, and unfortunately very tender,

Isijer of plaster a large subject. There is a very rich

canopy in yellow surmounting a building ( ? a chapel

divided into two compartments by a central shaft), and

with very delicate pink colouring on the under side of

the canopy. In the lower part is the head of a young
man with low velvet cap and two feathers, and with

nimbus, bending or kneeling before an altar, while above

is an angel bearing a mitre and descending to him. It is

difficult to identify the subject, but the date is clearly of

the middle of the fifteenth century. On the east wall

above the recess for the image, painted over the masonry
pattern, is a subject in three tiers of compartments. In

the lower tier are two ships ; in the next apparently two
ecclesiastics with pastoral staves, and above again some

more figures. There is a powdering of roses over the

picture. The whole is very indistinct. On the north

wall of the nave facing the transept are three sets of

the Commandments painted one over the other, and

probably of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth

centuries. Traces of qolour are also visible on the j arnbs

of the east window of the chancel and elsewhere, and it is

hoped that several more paintings will shortly be brought

to light.

At Sulhampstead Abbots a good deal of painting was

found some years back, of ^vhich only some decoration on

the east arch of the nave arcade now remains. Portions

of a St. Christopher on the north wall of the nave, and of

the Martyrdom of St. Thomas h Becket over the south

doorway were brought to light, but in too fragmentary a

condition to be worth preserving.

At Sonning a very late portraiture of St. Christopher

was found in the north porch over the doorway, an
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unique instance of a painting of the saint in this situation

in England.^

At Ashampstead, already referred to, some thirteenth

century paintings were discovered in 1895. There is

some nice scroll and foliage on the north wall of the

chancel, and over the chancel arch a large representation

(? of the sun), and either the Crucifixion or the Doom; but it

is very indistinct, as most of the surface has been hacked
away. On the north wall of the nave is some more of the

scroll foliage pattern, and representations of the Annun-
ciation, Salutation, Nativity, and the Angels appearing to

the Shepherds, no doubt the first of a series of New
Testament subjects such as we find, of about the same
date, at West Chiltington Church, Sussex. A very nice

Consecration Cross has more recently been brought to

light.

At Inkpen, during the restoration of the church in

May, 1896, an interesting painting has been found, in

addition to some masonry patterns of double lines and
scroll decoration, and traces of subjects in deep red and
yellow on the east walls of the chancel. On south of east

window are perhaps two figures, one holding a scroll.

On a stone, formerly one of the voussoirs of the splay of

the original east window, are several small heads of

females outlined in red and with yellow hair. There are

traces of texts of various dates on the walls throughout

the church. On the south wall of the nave b}^ the south

doorway is part of a large and curious subject, viz., the

upper portion of an apparently nude male figure with

curly hair. On either side of his head hangs the scale of

a pair of balances suspended above, while a pair of

bellows are directed towards his left ear ; above on this

side is a bugle horn, and below (?) a gridiron and pair of

shears. On the dexter side is what looks like a bell

swung upwards on its framework. The male figure is in

white or pale flesh colour outlined in red. This painting

seems to portray the subject of the Christian Eepre-
sentative surrounded by certain implements, and possibly

commemorates some guild of metal workers formerly

existing here. Similar representations have been found
at Hessett, Suffolk ; Stedham, Sussex ; Lanivet, Cornwall

;

' Hugh Pearson, Memorials of the CliurcJi and Parish of Sonniiiff, j). 32.
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Micliaelcliurcli Eskley, Herefordshire ; and Gumfreston,
Pembrokesliire ; and possibly also at West Cliiltington,

Sussex. Most of these are of late date, and the example
at Inkpen appears to have been executed when some
additions were made to the church, late in the fifteenth

century.

In Oxfordshire a great many additional examples have
been brought to light since the publication of the last

edition of the List (f Mural PaintiiKjs^ ifc. At the noble

church of ]^urford gilding and colour is everywhere
visible, and in a small chapel on south of south aisle are

several subjects, one referring to St. Thomas a Becket.

At liloxham, in addition to subjects previously dis-

covered, is part of the Doom over the chancel arch ; and
on the south wall of the Milcombe Chapel the history of

a female saint, perhaps St. Catherine, with Our Lord in

Glory above. On the panels of the chancel screen are the

Evangelists with their emblems (St. Luke altogether

effaced), and other saints, one probably St. Sebastian.

Eich decorative painting remains on various parts of the

church.

At Barford St. Michaels is some very nice scroll and
foliage on the west wall and elsewhere, and the panels of

the chancel screen are painted red and green alternately.

At Broughton, in addition to the subject of the Five

Joys of the Virgin, which remains on the north wall of

the chancel, some large paintings had been laid bare in

the nave, shortly before a visit paid to the church in

1884. Over the chancel arch had been portrayed the

Doom, and on the north wall of the nave a very large

representation of St. Christopher with scrolls above, and
over the blocked-up north doorway a picture of St.

Michael Weighing Souls. Some early inscriptions on the

south wall show that other subjects had been depicted

there.

At North Stoke, visited in January, 1884, some
discoveries had recently been made. On either side of

the chancel arch, on the east wall of the nave, were traces

of subjects : that on the north portraying an ecclesiastic

holding a large cross, and a small figure in a ship near

him. On the south wall are three tiers of paintings

apparently exhibiting the legend of a female saint. In
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the middle tier are two scenes, one the saint being led

blindfolded before the Governor or Marristrate, who is

seated and holding a large sword ; and, secondly, the same
saint surrounded by several figures, grasping a book pressed

to her bosom in one hand, and holding out the other to

receive a cup from which ilames are issuing, and which
is probably intended to t3^pify poison. The date of the

paintings is thirteenth century.

At Lonop Coombe the restoration of the church brought
to light numerous interesting paintings which were
inspected in March, 1893, during the progress of the

work. Traces of colour were visible on either side of the

east window, on a decorated niche in south-east corner of

the nave, on the east beam of the nave roof, on the jambs
of the Norman south doorway,' and on the walls of the

south porch. Over the south door on the interior wall are

two tiers of texts, the earlier of the seventeenth century,

with large figures of Moses and Aaron on either side.

These have been painted over a very large representation

of St. Christopher, of which subject only the following

accessories were then visible, namely :—On the east side a

curious spotted animal (? an otter,) and a large fish like a

pike, and on the west side two more large fishes of similar

character, and a partially nude figure of a mermaid.
Over the north doorway another large subject is mainly
concealed by the Creed and Lord's Prayer. Part of the

bordering, and a curious animal were onlv then discernible.

To the east of this is a female saint crowned and holdinj^

a sword, probably St. Catherine, under a nice canopy of

fifteenth century date. On the east wall of the nave to

the north of the chancel arch is a representation of the

Crucifixion, probably of fourteenth century date. In
the centre is Our Lord on the Cross, with nimbus and
crown of thorns, and blood flowing from His wounded
side ; the veins on His arms are curiously portrayed. On
the south side is the Virgin Mary, nimbed and holding a

book, with green dress and kerchief over her head, and on
the north is St. John, also with nimbus. A later and
larger representation of the same subject has been painted

over, and is much mixed up with it. The head and arms,

' On the Norman doorways of Pyrton and Prize Norton, in this same county,

colouring is still discernible.

N
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and blood flowing from the wounded side of Our Lord,

can still be discerned, and a wavy pattern above, and
})owd('ring of leaves or pomegranates also remain. There
is a curious borderino- in cliocolate and wliite, and a zigzag

pattern in chocolate enclosing leaves, apparently of the

earlier date. There is also part of a late text and border

on the wall above. On the south side of the chancel

arch, also on the east wall of the nave, is another repre-

sentation of the Crucifixion, of the same date as the later

one on the north side. Here Our Lord is portrayed with

nimbus and crown of thorns hanging on the Cross, which
is painted yellow, and picked out with red lines. On the

north side is the Virgin with red mantle, and on the south

St. John with green vestment and red cloak, apparently

holding a book. The ground of the picture is cliocolate

with a powdering of pale grey leaves or pomegranates.

The wall above has been only partially explored, and a

portion of a text with border and date (? 1633) discovered.

At Thame the fnie parish church was undergoing restora-

tion when visited in February, 1890, and a considerable

amount of colouring was being brought to light ; on south

wall of south aisle remains of subjects mixed up with
texts ; on south-east pier of central tower a female saint

under a large embattled canopy, with red background
;

and in the south wall of the chapel on east side of

south transept a large effigy of an ecclesiastic, of

thirteenth or fourteenth century date, very richly coloured.

A portraiture of St. Helena is also reported to have been
discovered.

At Brightwell Baldwin, visited on the same day,

is an old chest, on the front of w^hich is painted the

combat between St. George and the Dracfon. St. Georcre,

on horseback, is thrusting a long spear into the jaws of

the prostrate dragon, of which only portions remain, while

the Princess kneels above it, and a nice scroll border
encloses the picture, which is of early fifteenth century

date. These painted chests are "by no means common,
and in the List of Mural Paintings, c|c., only thirteen

examples are cited. Two others, besides the one at Bright-

well Baldwin, have since been noted, viz., at North Shoe-

bury, in Essex, where the chest has some foliage in white

on a red ground painted on it, and at Sawtry, in Hunting-
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denshire, on which are depicted St. Edward the Confessor

and St. Edmund.
At Ducklington considerable remains of paintings, pro-

bably scenes in the Passion of Our Saviour, &c., were

found on various portions of the walls ; but on the

occasion of a visit in March, 1893, the only important

picture remaining was one of the Blessed Trinity por-

trayed in the usual manner on the south splay of the

east window of the south aisle.

At Standlake, visited the same day, the walls had been

thoroughly scraped, so as to expose the rough inner

surface of the masonry, and paintings of St. Christopher

and other subjects, which had been recently discovered,

had been destroyed.

At the neighbouring church of Northmoor, also visited

at the same time, is some very interesting mural decoration.

In the north wall of the north transept are two recesses for

founders' tombs, some remains of colour being visible at

the back of the western one. Above each of them are

paintings in vermilion and red, representing two angels

holding a napkin, no doubt containing the soul of the

deceased, whose armorial shields are also depicted on the

wails. Effigies of a cross-legged knight and lady now lie

near these recesses, both retaining traces of colour. They
are of the time of Edward III, and are said to com-

memorate members of the De La Moor family, and may
have originally occupied these founders' tombs. The
armorial shields can no doubt be identified.

The recent discoveries of mural paintings at Little

Horwood, Padbury, Winslow, Brill, and Oakley, in

Buckinghamshire, have already been mentioned as having

been fully described in Vol. XLIX of our Journal, and

Vol. VII of the Records of Bucl'inghamshire.

At Bletsoe, in Bedfordshire, is a large painting, described

in " the List " as " a knight on. horseback," which, when
inspected in August, 1886, proved to be a very large and

complete representation of the subject of St. George and

the Dragon. The painting is on the north nave wall and

partly over the north doorway. St. George is in plate

armour with the St. George's shield on his breastplate.

He is brandishing a sword in his right hand, and rides a

white horse with red trappings, which is trampling the
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drajTon under foot. Tlio drafron is in the form of a larire

winged snake, and is impaled l)y tlie spear. Above, to the

right, is tlie Princess and her lamb, and, to the left, the

castle, with the King and Queen viewing the combat.

There is also a kneeling hgure, no doubt of the donor of

the picture, with part of an invocation on a scroll ; and

over the head of St. George the armorial bearings of

the donors, introduced as we occasionally fnid them at

Chippenham, Cambridgeshire, and elsewhere. The figures

are nearly life size, and the date late fifteenth century.

At Ijolnhurst, visited the same day, a good example of

the subject of St. Christopher was noted on the wall over

the north doorway.

At Eamsey, in Huntingdonshire, a large figure in red

was found on the nave walls a few years back, and at

Broughton, visited in December, 1888, the subject of the

Doom had just been laid bare over the chancel arch. It

was of fi.fteenth century date, and introduced the usual

features of that period. On the south wall of the nave at

the east end is perhaps the Eesurrection, and, below, Adam
and Eve, the former digging and the latter spinning.

In April, 1887, a visit was paid to Molesworth Church,

where some interesting paintings had been recently dis-

covered. Above and at the side of the north doorway is

an unusually fine example of St. Christopher. The saint

is nimbed and with flowing locks. He is clad in a white

tunic and red cloak down to the knees. He is bare-legged,

and clasps a knotted staff, which has sprouted at the top,

with both hands. He is marching from east to west, and

is in mid stream, the water being full of fishes, two eels

beins; also introduced, one of which is glidino- over his

right foot. He is gazing up at the Infant Saviour seated

on his left shoulder, and holding the orb and cross in the

left hand, while the right is raised in attitude of Benedic-

tion. On the west bank is a curious kind of cell composed
apparently of lath and plaster, at the door of which
stands the hermit holdinj? a lantern at the end of a staff.

The general groundwork is red, with a powdering of large

white cinquefoiled flowers connected on slender stems.

In the upper corner on west side is painted a shield with

a chevron between three pheons, and apparently a crescent

for difference. The tinctures are now not discernible, but
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the arms appear to be those of the Foster famih' : Sable, a

chevron ermhie between three plieons, argent, and possibly

of the Foster, who was Lord Mayor of London in 1454. On
the east side is another shield with 1 and 4 on a fesse,

three annnlets or bezants, quartering, 2 and 3 the chevron

between three pheons. These shields clearly comme-
morate the donors of the paintincr, which is in excellent

preservation, and apparently of the latter part of the

fifteenth century. On the south wall by the south door

is another painting, but less distinct. On the west is a

hermitage similar to that on the north wall : there is a

faint ficfure of a hermit holdinor a bell in the left hand and

the cross in the right, while a pig with bell round its neck

is jumping up to him. There are some quaint trees in the

lower part, and foliage somewhat similar to that in the

other picture. The ground is red. A rich border of wavy
foliage on a red ground is carried round the painting,

which of course portrays St. Anthony. The date is the

same as that on the north wall.

In Cambridgeshire several recent discoveries of mural

paintings have been made besides those at Willingham

which will shortly be described. At Quy, visited in May,

18<S4, were some rather indistinct subjects over the

chancel arch, and on the south wall of the nave, probably

a representation of The Doom, as at the east end of the

south wall are traces of flames and a demon. On the

north wall, opposite the north door, are portions of a

St. Christopher. On east beam of nave roof are painted

stars, and on a niche on east wall of nave on north side

of chancel arch a small figure in the centre surrounded

by white stars on a blue ground.
' At Tofts Church, visited in June, 1885, the fragments

of a very beautiful alabaster reredos were preserved, with

portions of figures of Our Lord, St. Christopher, a Bishop,

and of a saint with the head broken off, holding a large

golden key, with white hart with gold collar by the right

foot, and another animal—(?) a red pig—licking the left.

The whole was much enriched with colour and gilding.

The very interesting series of mural paintings at

Chippenham, discovered" in 1886, and visited in October

of that year and subsequently, have already been

referred to as havinf? been fully described in the

N 2
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Camhruhje Aiilt<jii(irhni, Socirtifs .jonnml^ Vol. V, p. 321.

In 18!)3 some additional painting was foiiiid in a recefH

at tiie east end of llie nortli aisle, 'i'liere are three

distiiK^t layers of ('olourint;-. Tlie earliest is on the lower

part of the recess, l)elow the okl altar stone, and
represents the folds of a curtain in red. This may he ot

late twelfth or early thirteenth century date. Over this

has been painted a design of double masonry lines of the

end of the tliirteenth century. Above the altar stone is

the masonry pattern, and on either side a large nimbed
angel with large wings swinging a censer, and with

censers above. There seems to have been a central

bracket— (?) for an image of the Blessed Virgin. Round
the arch, which is obtusely pointed, are large leaves all

in chocolate, which is the colour employed to outline the

angels and censers.

At Burwell, visited in October, 1886, was a very large

and late portraiture of St. Christopher, then recently

discovered.

At Shudy Camps the walls had just been partially

divested of whitewash, on the occasion of a visit to the

church, in August, 1895. In two or three places early

texts with yellow borders, possibly of the time of Edward
VI, had been discovered ; also some scroll work in red

;

part of a large subject on the south wall; and an angel

on the east portion of the south wall, which had not been
preserved. Over and at the sides of the chancel arch is a

painting of The Doom, all the figures being depicted in

deep Indian red. In the centre is Our Lord seated in

majesty, with several angels on each side. The hands are

not clear, but are probably— the right raised in attitude

of Benediction, while the left is pointing down in act of

Condemnation. On His ri<dit kneels the Blessed Vircjin in

attitude of Supplication, while on His left is another

nimbed figure, probably of St. John the Evangelist.

Behind the Virgin are the Heavenly Mansions, with angels

above them, and in front St. Peter with keys, but not

very distinct. Below may be the pillars or foundations

of heaven represented by two upright columns with

apparently a figure between them. Eound the arch is a

procession of figures : those on the north advancing to the

Heavenly Mansions, w^hile those on the south are encircled
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by a chain and are no donbt being dragged down to the

jaws of Hell, which are, however, not now discerni])le, but

three black demons are visible on this side, A larj^e red

patch below the spring of the arch may indicate the spot

where the jaws of hell were portrayed. There is a wavy
border on the lower side. The date of the painting is

tifceenth century.

At the neighbouring church of Bartlow is a painting of

St. Christopher which is mentioned in the Gentleman s

Magazine for 1822, Part II, p. 305. It is on the south

wall of the nave, and only the upper part now remains,

but it must have been an unusually large and line

representation of this familiar subject.

On the occasion of a first visit to Willino-hani Church
in 1881, one could not help being struck with the beauty
of the sacred edifice, and at the same time with its

neglected appearance, and the wonderful accumulation
of whitewash on the interior walls. Traces of paintings

and decorative colour could be made out over the

chancel arch, on the walls and arches in the nave, and
on the eastern portion of the north aisle roof; and
colouring had been also noted on the nave roof and
fourteenth century screen. All traces of neglect have
now happily been removed, and under the guidance and
personal supervision of the present rector, the church
has been thoroughly and carefully restored and reopened
for divine service in 1895, It consists of Vv^estern tower
and spire, nave, aisles, south porch, chancel, and sacristy

on the north side. The church, as we now see it, is

mainly of the Decorated Period, but a lancet window in

the west wall of the south aisle was brought to light

during the restoration, as were other remains of the

Early English period in the chancel and aisles. Some
very nicely carved stones, with the chief part of a Norman
doorway found during the process of the work, prove the

existence of an important church in the twelfth century,

and a lattice work pattern on the reverse side of some of

the voussoirs carry us back to a still earlier period. One
of the most interesting features in the church is the

sacristy on the north side of the chancel, with an acutely

pitched stone roof. This is of fourteenth century date,

and is figured in the Glossary of Architecture. The
N 3
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sedilia and pisriiia on sonlli of chancel, llie south porch

of the nave, and the tower and spire are all line examples

of decorated work, while the screen across the north aisle

is an excellent specimen of the same period. The nave

roof is very beautiful, of the hannnerbeam type, of the

fifteenth century. It is said to have been brought from

Barnwell Priory, and clearly was not constructed for its

present situation. The architectural features of the

church; and the various discoveries made during the

course of the restoration, are well described in a paper

read by the Eector in November, 181)4, before the

Cambridge Antiquarian Society, a,nd since published as a

pamphlet by A. T. Naylor of Cambridge.

Owing to information received as to the discovery of

interesting paintings, a second visit was paid to the

church in February, 1894, and a third in May, 1895,

when the work of restoration was approaching completion.

In the chancel, the only colour, now remaining, is on

a bracket supporting a niche for image in the east wall

to the south of the east window. The most important

remains are on the walls of the nave, where at least four

or five series of paintings have been brought to light.

The earliest appears at intervals on the eastern portions

of the north and south walls, and consists of a diaper

pattern of pomegranates or leaves in yellow and deep

red on a pale red ground.

Over the chancel arch has been an elaborate painting

of The Doom. The upper part has been destroyed or

concealed by the present east window and roof, and only

the feet of Our Lord remain. On the north side numerous
nude figures are rising from their graves, the ground-

work being painted a dark green, while an angel is blow-

ing his trumpet above. On the south side are also several

nude fissures risincr, and in the usual situation the iaws of

Hell are portrayed. A demon at east end of south

wall is holding a chain, which is no doubt encircling the

condemned and dragging them down into the jaws of

Hell. There is also an angel above on this side of the

picture. The date may possibly be of the fourteentu

century, and belong to the second series of paintings.

On the south wall, over the eastern arch of the nave

arcade, is one of three subjects relating to the Blessed
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Virgin, and probably of the third series of fifteenth century

date, namely the Salutation or Visitation. kSt. Elizabeth

on the west is salutino- the Blessed Viroin to the east of

her. Both wear white dresses and pale blue cloaks

trimmed with ermine. Elizabeth has also a hood, and
both have yellow nimbi. Above are scrolls in black

letter, deciphered by the Kector as follows :
—" Magni-

ficat mea anima dominum," and " Beata tu es inter

mulieribus." Along the south wall over the two east

arches are three shields, probably of the earliest period,

charged with the emblems of the Passion, namely the

east with the crown of thorns, the next with the five

wounds, and the west one rather indistinct, with a pillar

or cross, and two scourges or nails. Over this second

arch are traces of a large figure, one of a series of

Apostles or Prophets of post-Eeformation date, which
have been delineated over the earlier paintings. To the

west is part of the Assumption of the Virgin, of the

third series, naively the lower part of the dress of a

female figure in ermine robe, apparently in Vjlack and
white, with an archangel at the feet. Over this third

arch is a trace of a large figure, and another one further

west, both of the series of the Apostles. Between the

third and fourth arch is an inscription in small red letters

of early character. Between this and the next arch, and
partly above it, is a seventeenth century text, or, according

to the Eector, part of the Ten Commandments, and the out-

line of another Apostle—query, St. James Minor, with

club; and further west three more large figures : (1) of

Faith holding a cross and cup
; (2) of Hope with an

anchor, and (3) of Charity with a child. These are of

the same date as the Apostles. The arches themselves

have remains of a chevron pattern in three colours on
the chamfered edges of the mouldings and a scalloped

border in red above. This belongs probably to the

earliest period.

Over the west tower arch are faint traces of a large

subject- On the north wall of the nave, commencing at

the west end, is a large figure of Justice with sword and
scales ; and no doubt the other cardinal virtues—Fortitude,

Prudence, and Temperance—were also here portrayed, but

they have disappeared. There are traces of another
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figure and late texts between the arches. Facing the

south doorway, on space between tlie second and tliird

arches from the west, is the legend of St. George and the

Dragon, large ])ut not very clear : St. George on horse-

back, and riding from west to east, is trampling the

prostrate dragon under foot. His spear is broken, and
he is brandishing his sword in the act of dealing the

finishing stroke to his vanquished foe. In the left hand
corner are the King and Queen looking on from their

castle ; the Princess and. lamb can also be made out, and
there is said to be a demon discernible on the east side

of the picture. A cable border on dark grey ground
encloses the painting, which seems to belong to the second,

or fourteenth century, series. To the east of this come two
more Apostles, the eastern one probabl}^ St. Simon with
saw, and then between the second and third arch from
the east, a large portraiture of St. Christopher. He
wears a low kind of cap, red tunic and cloak, and has
both legs bare below the knees. He is carrying a sort of

pilgrim's staff, and is travelling from west to east. He
holds the Infant Saviour on the left arm, as in the instance

at Wellow—not on the shoulder, as is almost invariably the

case. Our Lord, as usual, is giving the Benediction with
the right hand, and holds the orb and cross in the left.

Numerous fish are disporting themselves in the water.

The figure of the Saint is about ten feet h'uAi. The
ground colour of the picture is red. It is of the same
date as the St. George. These two subjects are often, as

here, represented side by side, and a list of examples is

given in the Antiquary for 1883, Vol, VIII, p. 194. Adjoin-
ing this, and over the east arch but one, is the Annun-
ciation, rather faint, belonging to the third series. The
Blessed Virgin, to the east, is habited in a blue robe and
kneels at a fald stool, while St. Gabriel, with sceptre and
scroll, is on the west. There are also scrolls with black
lettering above. Parts of an Apostle with open book are

mixed up with it. Next come three heraldic shields : the

east has the arms of the See of Ely—gules three crowns
or, and the west is charged with a lion rampant. The
tinctures are not clear ; but if they can be, azure a lion

rampant sable, the shield no doubts commemorates John
de Kirkeby, who was Bishop of Ely 1286-1290; and as
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these shields appear to form part of the original scheme

of decoration, they will thus prove the exact date at

which the earliest painting was executed. Above the

eastern arch are faint traces of another figure, probably

of the second series, and at east end another large Apostle

with staffand wallet, probably St. James Major, or possibly

St. John the Baptist. On the chamfered edges of the

arches is a pattern of black wavy Unes on a grey ground,

and there are considerable remains of decorative colour-

ing on the soffits and round all the arches of this north

arcade. On the east wall, to the north of the chancel

arch, is a Consecration Cross painted in red.

In the north aisle only slight traces of wall decorations

remain. In the east splay of the east window on north

side is some red colouring, and portions of a niche with

stars on a dark green ground and beading in red.

In the south aisle, which was the last part of the church

to be explored, considerable remains have been brought

to light. At the west end the original western lancet

window was found walled up, no doubt at the time when
the aisle was enlarged in the Decorated Period. On either

splay was a masonry pattern in double red lines, enclosing

a plain scroll, and six-leaved roses in red of date circa.

1260. Painted over this, but not much later, is the figure

of a female Saint ; that on the north side has a kerchief

over her head, the hair marked by crimson lines, and the

face similarly outlined. She wears a red cloak with

yellow lining, white dress and red shoes. She holds two

palms in her right hand, and a book wdth yellow cover

ornamented with intersecting red lines in her left. The
figure on the south splay is not so distinct. She, too, has a

kerchief over her head, yellow cloak with white lining,

red dress and shoes. She holds a book in the left hand,

but the right is not distinguishaole. The colouring is very

bright. The figures are about three feet six inches high.

On the west wall, to the south of the present decorated

west window, low down, is part of a large but confused

subject, the heads of two crocheted canopies, with a

shield on a deep red ground, and the head of a bearded

man, are the only portions discernible. Along the south

wall are several large texts within elaborate borders,

which may be as early as the sixteenth century.
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On tlie east wall, on south of east window, are probably
four layers of painting, viz., first, a late text, then a

guilloclie border on yellow wiih red lines, no doubt to

another text, probably aljout 1550, then a masonry
pattern of double lines, and then on the wall itself vermilion

colouring. This and the bordering are also apparent on
the north side of the window.

Besides the wall paintings, there are (ionsiderable remains

of decoration on the woodwork. As has been already

stated, traces of colour have been found on the beautiful

hammerbeam roof in the nave. On the eastern portion of

the north aisle roof, the rafters are alternately painted red

with a feathery pattern in white, and green with a similar

decoration in black. The panels of the pulpit, which is of

wood, and of fifteenth century date, have been painted

green. The chancel screen, of fifteenth century date, has

had the panels painted red and green, and the tracery of

the compartments on the north side, the only part

remaining, has gold, red and green on the mouldings, and
a red rose in one of the s})andrils. The south aisle screen,

of similar date, has also traces of colouring. These screens

were all smothered in white paint at the time the restora-

tion of the church was commenced.
By far the most interesting screen is that forming a

parclose at east end of north aisle, and dividing it off from
the rest of the aisle, and the east bay of the nave. It is

of fine decorated character of early fourteenth century

date. On the portions between the aisle and chapel the

panels are painted red, and the carved mouldings red and
green. Between the nave and chapel the boards forming
the lower panels have been transposed, but the design is

still clear and very curious. On a red ground are a series

of popinjays set lozengewise in groups of four round a

central star encircled by a beaded band. The birds are

much like the parroquets of our day. No similar scheme
of decoration appears to have been noticed in England.

At South Leigh in Oxfordshire, on the east wall of

the nave, is an elaborate pattern of scroll foliage with

birds (supposed to be parrots) introduced amidst the

foliage.

Such is the record, and in most instances a somewhat
superficial one, of the discoveries of the more interesting
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mural paintings wliicli have been noticed in the South of

England since 1883. In the majority of the cases the

opportunity has been seized of personally inspecting the

paintings soon after their discover}^, and in some instances

this paper will contain the only record of their brief

exposure before their final destruction or concealment

by a fresh covering of plaster being laid over them. No
doubt the imperfect condition of most of the paintings is

a bar to their preservation, and it is therefore important

that, as far as possible, notes should be made of these

subjects as soon as possible, so that we may apprehend
as far as we can the spirit which actuated our forefathers

in the adornment of their churches in early times.
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^institute.

April Lst, 189G.

E. Grekn, F.S.A. (Hon. Director), in the Chair.

Mrs. A. Kerr exhibited a model of an Etruscan tomb found near

Orvieto.

Mr. H. Wilson exhibited a book of sketches of churches in

Cheltenham and the neifjhbourhood.

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, ]\L.A., read a paper on " The Monastic

Building's of the Benedictine Abbey of St. Peter at Gloucester,"

describing the buildings and contrasting the aiTangements witli those

at Canterbury and elsewhere. By the aid of the Oi'dnance Survey

and other plans Mr. Hope "svas enabled to trace the limits of the

ancient monastery.

May Gth, 1896.

Judge Baylis, Q.C, V.P., in the Chair.

Mr. C. E. Keyser, M.A., F.S.A., read the second instalment of a

paper entitled "Recently Discovered Mural Paintings at Willingham

Church, Cambridgeshire, and elsewhere in the South of England,"

the first part of the paper having been read at the February meeting.

This paper is printed in the present number of the Journal.

Dr. A. A. Caeuana, Director of Education at Malta, communicated

a paper on " Great Stones at Gozo, Malta, explored in 1893." This

paper is also printed in the present number of the Journal. In

illustration of the paper Sir Benjamin Stone, M.P., exhibited a large

series of photographs of the stones themselves, and remarked on the

advisability of the Government taking- steps to preserve the remains

of these ancient and important ruins from the reckless hands of

visitors.

.Jane 3rd, 1896.

Judge Batlfs, Q.C, V.P., in the Chair.

Mr. J. A. Fuller Maitland read a paper on " The Fitzwilliam

(commonly called Queen Elizabeth's) Virginal Book." Mr. Maitland

illustrated his paper by performing compositions taken from the

manuscript on a sixteenth century virginal kindly lent by Mr. A.

Dolmetsch. The paper is printed in the present number of the

Journal.



SOME NOTES ON THE STUDY OF OLD PARISH
CHURCHES.

1

By J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, F.S.A.

Many an otherwise excellent parish history fails badly
when it comes to the fabric of the church. And this is

true not only of those which were written in the dark
ages of architectural knowledge, but, with few exceptions,

of those which have appeared in recent times. The new
writers have a larorer architectural and ecclesiological

vocabulary than their predecessors, and the dates which
they give to windows and other features are generallv

nearer the truth. Few attempt to go further in their

enquiry than the dating of such details ; very rarely is

the description of a church accompanied by a good plan.^

and sometimes there is none at all, although without a
right understanding of the plan it is impossible to w^ork

out the story of the church. The details are indeed
most valuable helps ; but the real essence of the building
is in its walls ; and unless the relation of the details to

the walls is properly understood, the details may easily

lead the enquirer wrong.
Those who have the arrangement of our conference,

thinking that this subject might properly be brought
forward there, have asked me for a paper upon it. And
in accepting the invitation I have tried to put together

a few notes which m.ay be useful to those who wish to

work out the story of a parish church for themselves.

The subject is not quite a new one with me, and I will

venture to begin with a reference to a paper on " The
Growth of a Parish Church," read to the Archseological

Institute, at Lincoln, in 1880, and printed in Vol.

XXXVII of the Archceological Journal.

In that paper I tried to show that nearly all parish

churches, as we see them now, have grown from smaller
ones of earlier date ; that generally the story can be
traced back to an aisleless building of the twelfth

^ A paper read before the Congress of Archaeological Societies, 8th July, 1896.

O
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oentury ; and tliat there was a normal order (j1" <>ru\vlh

seldom departed from without cause. To this I would
now add that in many more cases than I liad any idea of

in 1880, the germs from which the buildings have grown
are older than the twelfth century, and that in a few they

are of the thirteenth, or later, though we may have
written evidence of the existence of churches in those

places in older times. But the order of growth from the

earlier and later plans is tlie same as that from those of

the twelfth century. The buildings were without aisles

at first, and may be roughly classified as those which had
towers at the beiyinninf? and those which had not. The
original towers were central, and often, though not always,

they were flanked by transepts. This form, which seems
to have been reached early in the eleventh century, was
the architectural beginning of most of our larger parish

churches, though but few of them now keep either the

cross form or the central tower. The smaller churches

have grown from the simpler plan of nave and chancel

only, which is far older than the other. In each type we
find both apses and square east ends, the apse being

sometimes formed by the bending round of the chancel

wall and sometimes separated by a cross arch, and made
a distinct division of the building.

Starting from one of these beginnings the first step in

the enlargement of a church was generally the addition

of a north aisle to the nave, and that was often followed

soon by one on the south. These aisles, as time went on,

were in man}' cases widened—sometimes more than once

—

so that where there were transepts the aisle walls came to

line with their ends, and often the transepts disappeared

altogether. This stage was generall}' preceded by the

removal of the central tower, which had either fallen or

been taken down because it was unsafe. I think that

never in tlie old days, except perhaps in a very few rich

trading parishes, would men have voluntarily taken down
their tower to replace it by a better. The undertaking

was too great. To build a church tower was the work
of a generation or more, and therefore, when men
already had one, even if they were not satisfied with it,

they would rather try how they might improve it than

think of building a new one.
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When a tower came down of necessity, its rebiiilding

was oi'ten not attempted till after a long interval, and
it was seldom done in the old place in the middle of the

church. Our fathers used their churches on seven days

in the week ; and although they were willing to put up
with a temporary inconvenience for the sake of a per-

manent gain, they were careful always to arrange their

works so as to interfere as little with the use of the

church as might be. The gap in the middle of the

church where the tower had been was therefore roofed

over and made decent, and in due time, when the new
tov/er was begun, it was placed outside the church at

the west end of the nave, or in some other position the

reason for which may even now sometimes be traced.

When built the tower was generally joined on to the

church by a slight lengthening of the nave, or otherwise

according to its position.

The addition of a tower to a church which had not

had one before was done in the same way, and this, with

other works done to both on parallel lines, brought
churches which had been begun on different plans nearer

and nearer together until sometimes it is only by careful

search that it can be determined from which of them one
has grown.

The clearstory often followed the west tower, but was
sometimes used without it.

The changes in the chancel, though much alike, were
not quite so uniform as those in the western division of

the church. After the twelfth century it seems to have
been common to take down apses and replace them by
square ends, and examples may be found in which no
other change of plan has been made than this. There is

a good one at Sidbury near Sidmouth, and another at

Meriden, near Coventry. The loss of a central tower
necessarily led to considerable work in the chancel, and
sometimes to its rebuilding. Chapels in the form of

aisles were added on one or both sides, and in some large

churches clearstorys. The final development of the old

English church plan was reached as earl}^ as the

fourteenth century in a few churches— St. Mcholas's, Lynn,
for example—and became common in towns in the

fifteenth and sixteenth. In this transepts have quite

o 2
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gone ; the chancel- arch is taken away, and the arcades

and clearstory are carried uniformly from east to west.

The divisions were made by screens, and when properly

furnished this is a fine type of church. The contrast

between it and the aisleless cross church of the twelfth

century is great. Yet in many cases one has grown by
regular steps from the other.

The story I have told is true of nearly every old

English parish church, more or less. A few keep the

form of their first laying out, and have received changes of

detail only ; others started on the course of change even

before their first building was complete. Some went but

part of the way, and others ran the whole course. Some
took four centuries to do it, others did it so quickly that

they are quoted as examples of churches built new and
all at once from the ground, which close study shows
they were not. Others again, although their growth has

been quite normal, have had their earlier parts rebuilt

or so considerably altered that at first sight they seem
to depart from the general rule. And very often the

evidence of an earlier state of things is to be sought not

in actual remains, but in the influence of the older work
upon the form of the newer which replaces it.

If we wish to read the story which an old church has

to tell we must begin with the plan, and always keep
in mind the conditions under which the work was done.

The most important of these are what I have just men-
tioned when speaking of the tower, namely, the unceasing-

use of the church and the economy, which, although it

did not prevent works of improvement, was careful to

prevent the demolition of what might be worked in with

the improved state of things.

One of the commonest sources of error in church de-

scription is the assumption that a wall is of the date of

the windows in it. The text books tell the student much
about windows and nothing about walls. He sees the

windows and dates them properly, but has no eyes to

distinguish those which are inserted from those which are

contemporary with their setting. Now, it is scarcely too

much to say that in country churches the walls are gener-

ally older than the windows. It is quite usual to find

chancels with the windows and roofs of the fourteenth or
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the fifteenth century, whilst the walls are of the twelfth

or thirteenth ; and aisles in like case are nearly as

common. They are dated by the insertions until the

busy " restorer " comes and hacks off the plaster inside

and the roughcast outside, and makes much of himself

for discovering that there are blocked-up lancet windows

in the wall. These he probably proposes to open out and
" restore," and, if he gets his way, finds himself sorely

bothered by the want of relation between the lancet

windows and the buttresses, which are of the later date,

and were never intended to have any relation with them.

It is not always necessary to dissect the walls in order

to ascertain their date. After a Uttle training the eye

can tell a good deal, and there generally remains some-

thing of the original besides mere walling—some string

or plinth, the sedilia in the chancel, a piscina in the

wall of an aisle, and nearly always the doorway is kept,

though every window may have been altered.

It is not, however, always safe to assume that a wall

is as old as the oldest feature in it. I remember a good

many years ago being much puzzled to make out the

story of Colwall Church in Herefordshire, until I dis-

covered that the south doorway, though wrought in the

twelfth century, was moved, and put where it now is, in

the thirteenth. Such cases are not uncommon. Catterick

Church, near Richmond in Yorkshire, is a rare instance

of a parish church built upon a new site in the fifteenth

century, but it is full of parts of the elder church which

it replaced, and which stood close by. They are of many
dates, and can easily be recognised in spite of one of the

most abominable " restorations " which ever an unfortu-

nate church suffered.

The most remarkable example of re-use which I have

met with is a tall stone spire of the fourteenth century,

which stands on the top of a Tudor tower at Stanion in

Northamptonshire. I have seen it mentioned as a

"broach" spire of "Perpendicular" date; but the case

is as I say. The spire must have been first built on an

earlier tower, which failed, and had to come down ; but it

was itself all clean ashlar work" in excellent condition

;

and as the good people of Stanion in the days of Henry VII

thought it was far too good to be lost, they took it down
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Ocarefully and put it in store ; and when they liad built

their new tower, they set up the old spire again on the

top of it, I hope their successors will take as ^ood care

of it. When I saw the church in 1894 it badly wanted
mending.

Churches which have received their full development
of plan have often nothing left in position of the lirst

buildings from which they have grown. The most likely

places to fmd any are at the outer corners of what were
the transepts, if any trace of them remains, and in the

spandrels of the main arcades, which, strange as it may
seem, are often older than the pillars and arches which
carry them.

This last-mentioned fact is due to a cause which also

brought about most of the irreo-ularities in the setting out
. . ,

^
of old churches, for which fantastic explanations are often

given : and that is, the practice of building up as much
of the new work as possible before the old was disturbed,

and then pulling down as little of the old as might be,

consistently with the carrying out of the new intention.

It musi: be remembered that, in all but the few churches

which have never been enlarged, much, if not all, that

we now see was built on ground already partl}^ occupied.

The rule, the square, and the line were the only instru-

ments then at the builder's disposal for setting out, and
he had not the help of carefully scaled plans. The best

work is done with wonderful accuracy ; but often in the

work of the local mason, especially in rural paxts, we
find evidence of bungling and stupidity which his modern
descendant would find it difficult to beat.

We will take the case of an aisle having to be added
to a nave up to then without one. At the best, a line is

stretched at the required distance from the old wall and
parallel with it, and if the old wall be straight and square

the new one will be. But perhaps there is a porch in the

middle projecting further than the width of the new aisle,

and there are buttresses or turrets at the east and west
corners which stand out unequally from the main line.

This may be seen and allowed for, but it is equally likely

that it is not. The ends were generally built first because

they did not interfere with the access to the church. If

the builder be of the careless sort he makes his two
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ends equal in themselves, and when (perhaps the next

vseason) the time comes for building the side wall, and the

porch is taken down, the line is laid from one new corner

to the other new corner with the result that the new wall

is not parallel with the old one, nor with the arcade which
will later take its place. Such or such like is the origin

of most of the irregularities of plan which we find,

including the chancels out of line with their naves. But
sometimes the distortions are so great that they can

scarcely be explained this way.

The outer wall beinf^ finished, I believe the roof

generally followed next. But the arcade would do so if

it were built outside the old wall as it sometimes was, and
thereby made necessary some alteration of the nave roof,

and, unless the same were done on both sides, shifted the

<;entre line of the nave. But more often the new arcade

was built in the line of the old wall, and so under the old

nave roof.

To this point the inside of the church has not been

touched, and its use has gone on without interruption.

Now it becomes necessary to break into it, but the use is

not suspended.^ A slit is cut down the wall near one end,

east or west, and in that slit a respond of the intended

arcade is built up, and then at proper distance another

slit is cut and a pillar built. Then the arch between
them is built, stone by stone, only enough of tlie old wall

being cut away to get them in. In this way the whole

arcade was built, and the usual order seems to have been
to begin at the ends and work towards the middle, which
was probably done, that the doorway in the old work
might be kept in use as long as possible.

There were opportunities for going wrong in this

method of building, and sometimes they were made the

most of. I had lately sent to me a note of a case at

Throckmorton, in Worcestershire, where they had begun
at each end and built two good arches each way ; but the

last two pillars got too near together for a like arch, and
they had to put a little one in the middle.

* Sometimes we find licences issued for sometimes show that the dates of the

services to be held in halls or the like. licences correspond with those of the

They are always for short periods, and ending of some considerable works in

an examination of the fabrics of the the churches when the junction of the

churches in those places would probably old and the new was being made.
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There is another curious and instructive case at Scar-

borough. The old church there was a very early victim

to *' restoration," and has been scraped and tinkered

worse than most. The part of present interest to us is

the south arcade of the nave. The line of it is very

crooked, which may partly, but not entirely, have been
inherited from the earlier wall. The arcade was begun
from the east end, and completed for two bays and a half^

ending with the point of an arch, thus, I think, proving

that the work was done in the way described. The half

arch having the old wall below it to rest upon might
safely be left for an}^ length of time. The work was then

taken up by a younger man, or at least by one of a newer
school. I think there was little or no interval of time

;

but the " restorers " have restored very treacherously, and
the reading of the story is as the deciphering of a palim-

psest MS. But whether after a pause or not the new
man began at the west end in his own fashion, and either

did not know or did not care that his wall was consider-

ably thinner than that of his predecessor. The meeting of

the parts at the point of an arch is so clumsy that even the

casual observer sees it and asks what it means. I think

the explanation given here is the true one.

When the arches were finished the old walling within

them was cleared away ; but that above, if it were in good
condition and otherwise fit, was left, and thus it is that

often there under the plaster, and hung up as it were
amongst the later work, is all that is left of the first stone

church on the site.

In small country churches grown from the simpler

type of original plan, the earliest work may often be

found in the walls of the chancel or in the western part

of them where an apse has been taken away.
In such churches more than in those of important

places we find the alteration to have been in the form of

improvement rather than in that of enlargement, and re-

building was rare. Those who used a church might find

it quite large enough, but old-fashioned and gloomy. So
they enlarged one or more of the windows, and this, with

the re-roofing which in many cases was made necessary by
the decay of the older roofs, is enough to give the building

the appearance of being much newer than it really is.
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The changes are most conspicuous in the windows, and
they went on all through the Middle Ages. Sometimes

there is evidence to show that a window is the third, or

even perhaps the fourth, that has been in that place, each

being generally larger than that next before it. The gift

of painted glass seems sometimes to have brought with it

the alteration of a window to a later fashion without

enlargement. Occasionally it may be observed that the

jambs and outer order of the arcli are older than the

tracery within them, or that the jambs and mullions differ

in detail from that which is above them, which suggests

a difference of date.

This last criterion must, however, be used with caution.

Another cause sometimes brougrht about a want of aoree-

ment between details which should have worked together,

although the work is all of one date. There was a good

deal of what may be called New Road business done in

the Middle Ages. The centres of it were some of the

chief towns and the principal stone quarries. A great

trade was done in gravestones, which seem to have been

kept in stock—those from Barnack, for instance, may be

found far and wide through the Eastern and Midland

Counties—and also the "yards" would execute mason's

work to order, and send it to the place of its destina-

tion to be fixed by the men on the spot.

Sometimes these were men of little skill, and made
strange mistakes. I know a large east window set wrong
way round with the broad splayed stone jambs to the

outside. I will not say where it is lest I give a hint to

someone to spoil it by " putting it right." These unskilled

country masons would sometimes undertake the simpler

work themselves, whilst the more difficult was ordered

from the quarry. A good example of this is the east

chancel whidow of Babraham Church, near Cambridge.

The jambs and mullions are local work and plain, but the

tracery is moulded. Of course, the two do not work
together ; but they are made to fit after a fashion, and the

effect is not bad.

Carpenter's work of the best sort seems often to have

been wrought at a distance from the place it was meant
to occupy. And this may generally be the explanation of

that seemingly reckless disregard for existing features
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wliicli is sometimes to be seen, where wall pendants are

inaclc to come in front of windows, and things are done
which tell of an absolute indifTerence to anything but
ilic work inmiediately in hand. But some of these
" unconformable " roofs were very likely prepared to form
parts of greater schemes of improvement which were
never carried out. For example, the well-lvnown double
hammerbeam roof at Knapton, in Norfolk, now spans an
aisleless and rather low nave ; but it has so evidently

l)een prepared for a lofty and many-windowed clearstory

that it seems almost certain that they who ordered and
paid for it must have had it in mind to build such a

clearstory. If they had not, they must have been singu-

larly foolish people.

The subject of misfits recalls the frequent story cf this

or that in a parish church having been brought from this

or that abbey or priory at the suppression. It is not to

be doubted that some such transferences^ did take place

;

but in by far the greater number of cases the story has

no foundation better than the imagination of some sexton,

and it ought to be contradicted, as it may lead to mischief

at the hands of men who, though they may hesitate about
taking away what they think to be in its original place,

have no scruples about pulling to pieces that which they

believe has already been moved.
Before I bring this discursive paper to a close I should

like to urge on any who would write the history of a

parish church not to stop at the sixteenth centurj^ Even
of churches which have been well and reverently treated

much of the later story must now be recorded in books
and drawings. The high box pews, the galleries, and
other things, which the Church reformer has done well

to take away, are none the less material for the Church
historian. We who have passed through it all scarcely

appreciate how enormous has been the change in our

own time. Even now there are grown men and women
who can hardly believe that churches ever were as

^ The tower of Wroxeter Churcli, the twelfth century onwards. Tliere

Salop, is a singular example of the use are sculptures from tombs, bosses from
of monastic spoils in a parish church. Taultiug, and details of all sorts used in

It is a large and well designed tower positions for which tliey were not in-

unusually rich in decoration, which, on tended, but combined with skill. The
being examined, is seen to be made up tower was probably built soon after

of architectural fragments dating from 1540 with material from Haughmond.
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nearly all were fifty years ago ; and unless I greatly

mistake, before the twentieth century sees its end, this

dull, commonplace, workaday tiliie of ours will seem
one of the most important in history, and will even

have acquired a glow of romance. Antiquaries will

read papers about us, and novelists present fancy

portraits of us to their readers. I leave the novelists to

take their luck. They cannot do worse than men of

good name have done before. But the future antiquary

is my younger brother, and I should like to help him if I

can. He will have learned enough of the dark ways ol

the " restorer " to make him suspicious of anything he

may find in an old church unless he has some positive

evidence about it which will enable him to see through

and behind 'the havoc of the Grimthorpian and the meddle-

some tinkering of the less ignorant but more mischievous

moulding-monger. Therefore, let the historian of any
old church not only set down all that he can learn of

its former condition, but record, before it is too late, what
was the course of the "restoration" which his subject can

scarcely have altogether escaped. The man of mouldings,

if he find, say, a window which takes his fancy in a place

where it has a meaning and a history, has a trick of making
one or several copies of it and sticking them in places

where they have neither, and then perhaps he smartens

up the old one till it is as new^ as the others. Nothing-

can undo the mischief, but a record of the facts will keep

ahve the memory of the old window with some of the

associations connected with it, and will caution posterity

against the foro^eries.
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By UENRY SUAKPE.

There is no reason to donbt the correctness of the

generall}' received opinion that Kichborough Castle is the

remains of the Roman military station Ivutupiai. It would
therefore be a waste of time to discuss that point. There
are, however, two other questions not yet settled, and
which, as far as 1 can ascertain, have never been discussed.

They are—Where was the harbour of Rutupiee?—and
How is it that there is no road from Canterbury to

iiichboroucfh Castle? Eichboroui>;h Castle is several

miles from the sea. The principal road in those parts

is the one from Canterbury to Sandwich, and a small

road branches out at right angles to it and goes to Eich-

borough Castle.

In order to work out these questions I have been to

Eichborough Castle, Sandwich and the neighbourhood,
and have examined the country as far as Dover and the

road from Dover towards Canterbury for a few miles.

Eutupite is mentioned in the following places in the

classics. The quotations are arranged in chronological

order, as far as possible :

—

Lucan^ a.d. 65, Pharsalice, Lib. G, v. 64, poetry

—

" Rutupinaque littora fervent."

Ptolemy, a.d. 160, Lib. 2, cap. 3^
"Post qiios maximi orientales Cantii, in quibus nrbes Londinium,

Uaruerninm, Rutapise."

Antoninus, a.d. 300, Itinerary—
" Itei' Britanniarum.
" A Gessoriaco de Gallis Ritupis in portu Britanniarum stadia

numero CCCCL."
" A vallo ad Portum Ritupis."
" Ad Portum Ritupis."

Ausoniua, a.d. 350, poetry

—

" Rhutupinum latronem."
" Rhutupinus agar."
" Tellns quern Rhutupina tegit."

' Read at the Canterbury Meeting of the Institute, July 27th, 1896.
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Animianus MarcelUnus, a.d, 375, Lib. 2, cap. 1

—

" Ad Rutupias sitas ex adverse defertur."

Lib. 27, cap. 8—
" Defertur Rutupias stationem ex adverse."

Peutingers Tables, a.d. 399, Segment I

—

" Ratupis."

Orosius, A.D. 417, Lib. I, cap. 2, par. 17

—

" Quae dicitur Rhutiipi partus."

Notitia Imperii Romani, a.d. 425

—

" Rittubis."
" Rutupis."

The spelling varies very much, and, what is more
important, the name varies. Sometimes it is Rutupias,

sometimes the harbour of Eutupiee, and once the military

station Eutupias. I avoid the use of the word " port,"

because that is used sometimes for " harbour," sometimes
for " town." The variation in the name seems to suggest

that the military station and the harbour were not close

together. In addition to the quotation given about the

military station, we know from the Notitia Imperii Romani
that a legion was quartered here.

In order to make my case clear it is necessary to

examine the principal roads in this part of the country

and to show what changes have taken place in the coast

for some distance on each side of Eichborough Castle.

Antoninus, in his Itinerary, makes the road from London
divide into three at Durovernum, now Canterbury, and
go—

" Ad Portum Ritupis XII m.p.

Ad Portum Dubris XIIII m.p.

Ad Portum Lemanis XVI m.p."

His distances, as usual, are not very exact. These roads

may be seen on the one-inch Ordnance map, leading,

roughly speaking, to Sandwich, Dover, and Lympne.
To begin with the last of the three : it runs from

Canterbury a little to the west of south. It is very

straight, and is marked on the Ordnance map as a Eoman
road. It points to Lympne, but does not go quite so far.

The Canterbury end of it is also missing. As the Portus

Lemanis has ceased to exist, the road is very little used

and partly obliterated. The sea formerly ran up between
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Itomncy iiuirsli aiitl the solid ground oi" Kent, us Camden
tells us in his Britannia 1G()7, translation by Gibson 1753,

column 255 :

—

Ilitli "At four miles distant, is Hitli, one of the Cinque

or Ports, fi'oni whence it had that name 1h5 in Saxon

Hide. signifyinj^' a port or station, tliough at present it can

liardly answer tlie name, by reason of tlie sands lieaped

in tliere, which have sliut out the sea at a great

distance from it. Nor is it very long since its first

WestHythe. rise, dating from the decay of West-hythe ; which is a

little town hard by to the west, and was a harbour
said in 1GU7. till in the memory of our grandfathers the sea retired

from it. But both Hythe and West-hythe owe their

original to Lime, a little village adjoining and formerly

Portus. a veiy famous port before it was shut up with sands

Lemanis. cast in by the sea."

At the point beyond Lympne, where this road formerly

reached the coast, are the remains of a Eoman fortification

now known as Stutfall Castle.

The second road, from Canterbury to Dover, is not very

straight. There are several turns in it near Dover.

There are straight pieces nearer Canterbury, but on

the whole it is not so straight as a Eoman road ought

to be. It is not like the one from Canterbury to

Lympne, or the one to be described later. The Eomans
may have used and improved the road made by the

Britons. We know that the Britons did make roads,

because Ctesar tells us in his De Bella Gallicu, Lib. 5,

cap. 19

—

" Omnibus viis notis semitisque essedarios ex silvis emittebat."

"He sent his chariot soldiers out of the woods b}^ all known ways
and lanes,—or, by highways and bye-ways."

Dover at the time of the Eomans was different from

the present town. The present harbour, and nearly all

the ground in front of the cliff, are the result of works

begun in Henry Vlllth's time. Shortly before that there

was sea between the two cliffs, and Leland, writing at the

same time, says that cables and anchors have been dug up
in the ground between the hills. The old harbour is said

to have been silted up in the time of the Saxons ; but

something of it remained in the time of Domesday book.

In the time of the Eomans the sea is supposed to have

run a mile up the valley.
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The third road from Canterbury, towards Sandwich, is

a good road, but not straight. It may have been a Hritish

road improved by the Eomans, It cannot have run to

Sandwich in Eoman times. Montagu Burrows, in his

Cinque Forts, 1888, p. 30, says

—

" Sandwich and Stonar were wholly English. N'o Roman roniains

have been found at either."

It will be shown that Sandwich is not mentioned till

more than 200 years after the Romans left, and that there

is good reason to suppose that the land upon which it

stands and the land over wliicli the Sandwich end of the

road runs were not formed when the Eomans were here.

The latest mention of Eutupiee in history is by the

Venerable Bede in his Ecclesiastical History, written in 7oG;

that is, 300 years after the departure of the Eomans, He
is partly copying from Orosius, but appears to know the

town that he is writing about. In Book I, chapter 1,

par. 4, he says

—

" Hahet a meridie Galliam Belgicam, cujus proximuni litus trans-

meantibus aperit civitas qua? dicitur Rutupi Portus, agente Angloruni

nunc corrupte Reptacaestir vocata."

" Rutupi Portus, now corruptly called Reptacaestir by the Auglcs,

is the nearest port to France."

King Alfred, in his version of Orosius, written about

^)00, gives part of the sentence in which the above (juota-

tion occurs, but omits the part about Eutupiaa.

The Anglo Saxon Chronicle, after the arrival of tiie

Saxons, does not mention Eutupiae, but often mentions

Sandwich.
Since the time of the Eomans great changes have taken

place on the coasts of Kent and Sussex. The western half

of Eomney marsh has been formed. The strait between

the Isle of Thanet and Kent has been filled up. The Isle

of Sheppey, which in the time of the Saxons was described

as in the Thames between Essex and Kent, but nearer to

Kent, is now only separated from Kent by a small stream,

and is several miles from Essex. Many harbours have

been filled up. No information is available about what
land has l)een washed away. It is the forming of the

land between the Isle of Thanet and Kent that most

concerns us here.
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The one-inch Ordnance maps of the first edition cive

important information, which is not to be found in those

lately issued. In the earlier ones marsh formed by the

deposit of mud and shingle banks are marked in a
diflerent way from solid ground. This shows what pai'ts

are now dry land, which were under water at no very
distant time. In Sussex these places are called levels,

as Pett Level, Pevensey Level, and the levels at Brighton.

It is a very useful word, because it is often not possible,

by looking at the surface, to see whether there is marsh,
or shingle underneath. For my purpose it is immaterial

R u T u P I >E

which it is. The map shows these levels hatched. It is

taken from the Ordnance map, with some slight cor-

rections near Sandwich from my own observations.

Solinus, who wrote about the year 238, says in his

Polyhistoi\ Chapter XXV

—

" Thanatos insula alluitur freto Gallico ; a Britannise continente
aestuario tenui separata,"

which may be translated into English thus

—

" The Isle of Tlianet is situated in the Straits of Dover,
separated from tlie mainland of Britain by a narrow strait."

and is
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Bede, in his Ecclesiastical History written about 736.

says in Book I, Chapter XXIV

—

" Est autem ad orientalem Cautiae plagam Tanatos insula non
moclica, id est inagiiitudinis, juxta ooiisuetudinem testimationis

Angloriira, familiarum sexcentarum, quam a coiitineiiti terra secernit

fluvivis Vantsiinin, qui est latitndinis circitei' trium stadiorura et

duobus tantuni in locis est transmeabilis, utrunique enini caput

jirotendit in mare,"

meanino-

—

o
" The Isle of Thauot is separated from Kent by the river Wantsome,

which is about three furlongs wide, and can be crossed only in two
places."

By " transmeabile " he probably means fordable, as of

course it could be crossed anywhere.

After this the strait was filled up by degrees, until, in

the time of Henry VII, a bridge was built over it at Sarre,,

on the road from Canterbury to Eamsgate. Montagu
Burrows, in his Cinque Ports^ P^gG 245, says—

•

" Sarre. In 1485 wo find from the Rolls of Parliament that a

bridge was permitted to take the place of the ferry, which was so
' swathed, groweu and hyged with wose mudde and sand that no
fery or other passage may be there.'

"

Possibly this l^ridge was not built till later, or it may
have been a drawbridge, for John Twiiie wrote 105
years later, in 1590, in his De Rebus Albionicis, page 25—

" Thanatos enim nostro fere ^vo, ex insula facta est peninsula sive

Chersonesus, superantibus adhuc octo fide dignis viris, qui non moda
cymbas minutiores, verum etiam gi-andiores naviculas, onerariasque
measse et remeasse inter insulam et nostram continentem, frequente
navigatione vidisse se aiunt."

" Thanet was almost in our time changed from an island into a
peninsula, as eight I'cliable men now living afltirm, who have seen not
only small vessels, but large merchant ships pass and re-pass between
the island and the mainland."

Eeasonino' backward, if the bridge Vv'as authorised in

1485, and the strait was three furlongs wide in 736,
we may conclude that at the time the Eomans were here,

from 43 to 436, the strait was considerably more than
three furlongs wide. The width of the level is in one
place rather less than a mile. In most places it is

between one and two miles wide. Fortunately, we have
evidence of the width of the strait in the time of die

p
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Koinaiis. lioys, in his lllstorii of Sdndiric/i, 171)2, pau'c

8G5, writes :

—

" IMr' oxtcnsivo ti'ivcfc of nuirsli land lyin<^ bftwceji Tlmiiefc and
Walnicr, and oxtendinf; from tlio sliore to Cantci-l)!]!-}-, was formerly

the bed of the Portus Rutupinus, and in all probabilily was covered
with the sea at the time the Romans were in this counti-}'. A stronif

presumptive proof of this is, that no remains whatever of that people

occur anywhei'c throuj^hout this flat district, whereas we meet with
coins and other Roman matters the moment we ascend the risin<>;

borders of the marsh."

E. Hasted, in his Uistonj of Kent, 17 78-- *J'J, Vol. Ill,

page 386, note b, writes :

—

" Ri('hl)orou^;h. This tract of land is supposed to have been an
island, in the antient state of the country, and it is at this time cut
off from Guston by a narrow slip of marsh, across which, even now,
in wet times, the water flow^s, insomuch that people passing along
fi'om Ash to B-ichborongh are obliged to pass through it."

Except the passage quoted from Bede, no mention can
be found of a harbour at Eutupin3 or Eichborough after

the time of the Romans. The statement l)y Gocehnus
in the sixteenth or seventeenth century, that St. Augustine
landed at Eichborough in 597 is not considered reliable.

No earlier histories mention the place where he landed. '

The harbour which took the place of Eutupias was
Sandwich. The first reliable mention that we have
of this place is in the Life of St. Wilfrid, by Eddi,

chapter 13, written in 711. The event recorded was
in 666

—

" Gloriose autem a Deo honoi'iticati, gratias Ei agentes, vento flante

ab Africo, prospere in portum Sandwicie salutis pervenerunt."

" With the help of God, and giving thanks to Him, they arrived

safely at the harbour of Sandwich with a south-west wind."

In the Anglo Saxon Chronicle between the years 851
and 1066 Sandwich is often mentioned. Large fleets

sometimes lay in the harbour. The only other harbour
on that coast capable of containing a fleet appears to have
been Pevensey. Sandwich and the four other Cinque
Ports received a charter from Edward the Confessor

about 1050. Other ports w^ere added from time to time.

They were bound to furnish the King with ships and men
for a short time every year, and in return had certain

immunities. The original number of ships that they

were bound to furnish was fifty-seven. The numbers
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varied from time to time, hut they continued to furnish

a large number down to the time of Queen Elizaljeth.

Hastings alone supplied twenty ships to oppose the

Spanish Armada. In 1626 the Ports made their last

contribution—only two ships, on the demand of Charles I.

By that time the harbours had been nearly filled up by
deposits from sea or river. Sir Walter Ealeigh, writing

to Queen Elizabeth, A Discourse of the Sea ports, princi-

pally of the Port and Haven of Dover, says

—

"... Henry the Sth in his time . . . when Sandwich,
Kye, Camber and others were good havens . . . (these havens being
now extreamly decayed) no safe Harbour being left in all the Coast
almost between Portsmouth and Yarmouth."

Sandwich harbour has disappeared. The tovvn is

apparently built upon the level. There are marsh
and ditches inside the wall. I have not been able

to find any part of the town which is decidedly above
the level, though of course in a town of that age
some streets are a little higher than others. The site

of the wall is now shown by a raised walk. Outside

the wall to the south-east is some ground a little above
the level, which must formerly have been an island.

The railway passes through it in a cutting. I have not
found any book or map which shows upon which side

of the town the harbour was. I enquired at Sandwich and
was told that there was no old map there. The town is

almost in the shape of a semi-circle, the straight side

facing north-east, and along this side the Kiver Stour runs.

It is surrounded by a wall except on the north-east, so

that the harbour was probably on that side when the w^all

was built, in the time of Edward IV.

The original Cinque Ports were Hastings, Eomney,
Hythe, Dover, Sandwich. These, with the two ancient

towns Eye and Winchelsea, which were added shortly

afterwards, were called the Head Ports. All their

harbours are gone. Hastings had two : One is filled

up and used as a cricket ground, the other cannot
be found. The first Winchelsea was washed away by
the sea, the second was left high and dry by the retiring

of the sea. Eye is on a river some miles from the sea.

Eomney is half a mile from the shore, Hythe is a mile
inland. Dover old harbour is filled up, and the entrance

p 2
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1o it is half a mile from tlie sea. Sandwich is on a

river four miles from its mouth. It is no wonder that

there is difhculty in iindhig the niore ancient harl)our of

Hutu pile.

Taking into consideration all the changes in the coast

that have been mentioned, and the width of the strait

given by Bede, and the building of the bridge, there is

every reason to suppose that the whole, or nearl}- the

whole, of the level between the Isle of Thanet and Kent
shown in my map was not formed in the time of the

liomans, and that its place was occupied by water. This

would leave the military station Eutupice upon an island

on the north side of the entrance to a harbour a mile and

a-half long by a mile wide. It may seem awkward to us

to have a military station upon an island. It was pro-

bably placed there for safety. On this coast there were
several towns or villages upon places that were islands

before the level was formed—Pevensey, Hydney, Northeye,

the two Winchelseas, Eye, Appledore. Going further off

we find Cadiz, Venice, Tyre.

We now see why the road could not run to the military

station at Eichborough Castle. It could only run to the

harbour, " ad Portum Eitupis," as said in the Itinerary of

Antoninus. We do not know what reason there was for

reaching the harbour at the particular place where it

does— the little village of Each End. It may have been
made by the Britons in time of ]3eace, and the island ma}?-

have had nothing to do with it. It keeps along the high

ground as much as possil)le.

There is another reason for supposing that Each End
was at the end of the road and the place where the boats

left the mainland for the island. Eichard of Cirencester

wrote or might have written his De Situ Britannice in

1400. It is the opinion of many competent persons that

this is a forgery compiled by Bertram, by whom it was
published in 1757. It is thought to have been partly

taken from Camden and other writers later than Eichard'.

The part about to be referred to does not appear to be
taken from these writers, and it does not seem to matter

much whether we connect it with the name of Bertram or

Eichard. Both were so far away from the time of the

Eomans that they had to gain their information from
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writings and not from tradition. The part in question

is an Itinerary, in the style of Antoninus, but not a copy

from his. Even if the whole thing is spurious, it is useful,

because it calls our attention to a fact. In Iter. XV a

road is mentioned from Dover to Rhutupis colonia, ten

Roman miles. Antoninus does not mention this road. It

is marked on the Ordnance map as a Eoman road, and if

complete would run from Dover to Each End, not to

Eichborough Castle or Sandwich. I have walked over

the greater part of this road. Up the steep hill from

Dover I could find no straight road. From the top of

the hill, a mile from Dover, it appears to have run in a

straight line to Woodnesborough. The last mile, from

that place to Each End, is missing. At the Dover end

for nearly two miles it is straight, with only one deviation

round a farm, and it is hardly wide enough for a cart, and

much overgrown. Further on there are more breaks, but

the road soon comes back again into the old line. It

runs almost due north and south. Nearly all the other

roads in this part run north-east and south-west, or north-

west and south-east, in consequence of the lie of the ground.

The road is not wanted for modern traffic, and appears to

have no object at its north end. Ptichard of Cirencester

says that it goes to the colony of Ehutupis, by which he

may be understood to mean the mercantile settlement as

distinguished from the military station upon the island.

This is the only place in which I have found the word
" colony " used in connection with Eutupi®. The road is

said to be ten Eoman miles. From Dover to Each End is

eleven Eoman miles, and Eichborough Castle is a mile

and a-half further, and not in a straight line. Not much
reliance can be placed upon this, because the distances in

the Itinerary of Antoninus are not exact, and there is no

reason to suppose that this one is more correct.

We will now go back to the question which was passed

over before—why v\^e should think that the roads from

Canterbury to Dover and to Each End are the same as

those used by the Eomans. It was shown that the two

unimportant roads, from Canterbury to the Portus Lemanis

and from Dover to Each End, remain in great part to the

present day. It is therefore next to impossible that the

two more important roads, from Canterbury to Dover
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and to Each End, can have been quite obUterated. The
harbours they led to were used in the time of the

Ivonuuis, and with slight change of position have been

used ever since, or at any rate to the time of Elizabeth.

There may have been some deviations from the old roads.

The road from Canterbury starts straight for Each End,

and the road from Each End starts straight for Canter-

l)ury. In the middle there is a deviation to tlie south to

avoid the two branches of the Little Stour. Originally

the road may have run across the marsh and over two
bridges. In the troubled times after the Romans the

bridges may have been allowed to get out of repair,

and the traffic may have been diverted to the higher

ground wliere the present road runs.

In the 400 years that the Eomans were here the sea

probably receded considerably, but the newly-formed
land would not be ffood enouQ:li for buildin^f on, A
little to the east of Each End a tunudus or small island

rises out of the level. It is eighty yards to the west of

the sixty-seventh milestone and about half that distance

to the south of the road. If it is a tumulus, and the date

of its erection can be ascertained, it may throvv^ some
light upon the date of the formation of the level in that

place.

In Archceologia, 1888, Vol. LI, Part II, page 449,
"Archaeological Survey of Kent," is the following pass-

age :—
" The Kent Arch^ological Society, during the autumn of the past

year, caused the land to the north and west of the castrum at Rich-
borough to be excavated under the supervision of Mr. Dowker and a
committee, but the results v/ere disappointing, and proved that the

site of the vicus and cemetery must be looked for in another
direction."

The Kent Archaeological Societ}' having failed in their

attempt to discover the town of Eutupias just outside the

walls of Eichborough Castle, search should be made for it

at Each End.



KENT IN RELATION TO THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SURVEYS

By E. W. BRABEOOK, F.S.A., President of tlic Anthropological Institute.

The evidence of human occnpation in Kent goes back
literally to the remotest antiqnit}^ ; and it is reasonable

to infer that there was human occupation there in times

which have left no evidence of it behind them. Before

man began to practise even the rude art of shaping

flints he probably availed himself of the advantages which

the upright position he had acquired gave him, and of the

weapons which nature placed within his reach, and flung

stones at any animal he wished to kill. The discovery

that a stone would be better for a sharp edge, and that

such an edge could be given it by knocking it with

suflicient force and smartness against another stone,

would be made in due course after some interval of time,

long or short. The human mind, excellent instrument as

it is, works so slowly that it may have been a long time.

At any rate, this discovery was made in Kent ; and by all

that we can judge from, as early in Kent as anywhere.

Sir Josepli Prestwich, whose recent death full of years

a,nd honours leaves a great void in the scientific world,

explored the chalk plateau for tvventy miles—from Titsey

on the west side of the Darent valle}- to Punish on the

east, and recorded fifty different localities in which flint

implements have been found. Ninety-five per cent, of

the specimens consisted merely of flints slightly trimmed.

He accordingly suggested that the}^ were the work of a

more primitive and ruder race than that which fabricated

the palaeolithic implements of the valley drift. Indeed,

he went further, and conjectured that as these rough

implements appear to have been carried down, with the

southern drift, on to the plateau from Central Wealden
uplands, which in his estimate might in pre-glacial times,

before the denudation of the Weald, have formed a low

mountain range 2,000 to 3,000 feet in height, it is possible

they may have to be relegated to a very early period

Read at Canterbury, July 24tli, 1896.
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indeed. 'J'li;U, however, he left a« a question for Uic

future.

The documents wliich Sir Jose])h Prestwicli adduced in

support of his theory were 1,277 iniplenunits collected

mainly by Mr. B. Harrison on the east side of the Darent,

and 236 collected mainly by Mr. De 13. Crawsliay on its

west side. Upon these several questions arose : first,

were they (as regards the majority of them, excluding

those which are obviously of the ordinary palaeolithic

type) of human workmanship at all ? Here the great

authority of Sir John Evans was ranged on the negative.

He attributed the apparent chipping of their edges to the

agency of nature. Second, assuming them to be the work
of man, is their rudeness an index of their antiquity ?

Upon this Professor Boyd Dawkins adduced some cogent

instances to the contrary. Third, assuming them to be
the work of man, and that the presumptions are in favour

of their antiquity, ought we to be satisfied with the

evidence, and ought we not to suspend our judgment till

more conclusive discoveries have been made ? General

Pitt Eivers argued that we had better wait ; but at the

same time he observed, with great force, that " he had
alwa3^s thought that a time would come when implements

of a ruder t3'pe than those of the river drifts would be

discovered. It was hardly reasonable to suppose that

implements of the high finish and form of some of the

known pakeolithic ones should be the earliest implements

contrived b}" man. A single chip or a couple of chips ofl'

a rude nodule of flint would be sufficient to constitute a

useful tool for some purposes, and at the time of the ver}'

first commencement of the arts, probably the ideas of

man would go no further."

Since then Mr. T. Bell has enforced the same con-

clusion in an excellent paper read befoie the Anthro-

pological Institute ; and has shown that in the Oxford
Museum there are implements used by savages in Tas-

mania and South Africa within recent times which
correspond to those of this pre-pala3olitliic stage.

However this maybe, and non nostrum est tantas compo-

nere lites, there is no question but that Kent is largely pro-

ductive of relics of the palceolithic period. Mr. Worthing-
ton Smith found at Canterbuiy two Hint implements
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of a very old type, wliicli are now in the possession of

Sir John Evans and of the British Musenm respectively.

They were deeply ochreous and greatly abraded. Sir J.

Evans and Sir J. Frestv/ich found some line specimens at

Hythe Bay and Eeculver [Arcli., XXXIX). Amono- those

in Mr. Harrison's possession is one found at South Ash,

described by Sir Joseph Prestwich as most carefully

fashioned, six inches long b}' three and a-lialf wide, of the

thin Hat spatula-shaped form and of a bright yellow

colour. At Ightham, Erith, and Hayes, Mr. Spurrell has

found numerous specimens, which have been described

by him in the Archceologia Cantiana. Mr. Stopes has

collected an enormous number from the river gravels

at Swanscombe. Others from Chartham, Chilham, and
Petham are among the collections of the Kent Archaeo-

logical Society.

This leads to the observation that palaeolithic man
has not only left relics of his workmanship, but remains

of his personality. In a gravel pit at Galley-hill, near

Swanscombe, considerable portions of a skeleton were
discovered in the year 1888, but unfortunately were not

described until the year 1895, when they were entrusted

to the most competent hands of Mr. E. T. Newton, F.E.S.

The evidence that these bones are the remains of paleeo-

lithic man rests partly on the appearance of the bones

themiselves, but mainly on the testimony of two intelligent

and respectable persons by whom they were seen in

situ. The skull is extremely long in proportion to its

width ; the supraciliary ridges are strongly developed

;

the sutures are completely obliterated both internally

and externally. The forehead is only moderately re-

ceding.

In these features the skull possessed a considerable

degree of resemblance to two skulls found in a cave

at Spy, near Namur, in Belgium, and to the famous
Neanderthal skull. It also in various particulars re-

sembles closely a skull of great antiquity found in a

river bed at Borris in Ireland. We shall probably be

wise if we leave the case there. At the same time, if

(which is not very likely) we should happen to meet a

man of Kent, or Kentish man, with an extremely long and
narrow skull, much flattened in at the sides, and with
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strong-ly projecting eyebrows, we shall be justified in

asking his lea\e to measure him, as a specimen presenting

synipionis of a return to the very earliest type of people

oi' whom wo know anything as having inhabited Kent.

The grindnig teeth of the individual were well worn, and
indicated a person of something like middle age, Ijut I he

other bones discovered do not appear to have pi'esented

any peculiarities which Jielp us to a conjectural restora-

tion of him.

Mr. Worthington Smith has, however, put together all

the indications we have of what palasolithic man was like

in a very ingenious manner. He paints him as shorter in

stature, bigger in the belly, broader in the back, and less

upright than man of the present day. He has but little

calf to his legs. The females are considerably shorter

than the males. The old men and children are hairy, like

the Ainos of the present day. The foreheads recede, the

large bushy red eyebrows meet over the nose, the brows
are heavy and deeply overshadow the eyes. Many of the

women have whiskers, beards, and moustaches. The
noses are large and flat, with big nostrils. The teeth

project slightly in a muzzle-like fashion ; the lower jaws
are massive and powerful, and the chins slightly recede.

'The ears are pointed, and generally without lobes at the

base. I do not follow Mr. Smith any further into his

description of their manners and customs, though strongly

tempted to do so.

We now approach anotlier cjuestion that has been much
discussed. How is the interval between the palaeolithic

and neolithic ages to be filled up ? Mr. Allen Brow-n

answers it by urging that there is no such interval ; that

the pala3olithic and neolithic periods are continuous, and
asks why it should be otherwise. He points to the fact

that in the valleys at West Wickham, Mr. Clinch (who
now worthily fills the office of clerk to the Society of

Antiquaries) found palaeolithic implements stained with

ochreous deposit, and that neolithic implements have been
found in the same place. Mr. Clinch has described these

discoveries in the eleventh volume of the second series

of the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries. Mr.

Brown specialises a great number of forms of implements
•as being an intermediate type, to which he gives the
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name of mesolitliic. He thus affirms a continuity of man's

existence between the two periods.

Professor Boyd Dawkins, on the other iiand, has argued

that the two periods are separated from each other by a

revolution in chmate, geography, and in animal life. He
acknowledfjes that the evolution of the Neolithic from

the Palaeolithic stage of culture in some part of the world

may be accepted as a high probability, although we
may be unable to fix with precision the land where this

transition took place ; but wherever it was, he holds that

it was not in this countr}-. Paleolithic man was a rude

hunter ; neolithic man a herdsman and tiller of the

ground, and the remains of each are associated with

those of animals suited to their different characters.

Between the two, in his opinion, there is a great gulf

fixed. The discovery of the ruder forms of implement

is not inconsistent with their belono-inoj to the neolithic

period. These doctrines are also held by Dr. Munro in

his delisfhtful work on Bosnia and the Herzeo'ovina, iust

published ; by Sir Plenr}' Howorth, and by other writers of

eminence.

There is no contesting this weight of authority ; but

we cannot help thinking that the other side of the

argument possesses the height of probability. Let it

be granted that in palasolithic times Enghand was joined

to the Continent, and that by the neolithic period it

had become an island—that the fauna of the two
periods are difi'erent in character—and that very little

evidence has yet come to light of the intermediate

forms—one cannot but think it more highly probable

that such intermediate forms existed, and that a con-

tinuity of human existence was kept up, than that

there was some huge cataclysm which swept away the

palo3olithic people, and left England untenanted during

the long lapse of time which has to be allowed to have
passed between the one period and the other.

The ethnology of Kent, therefore, during the interval

between the palaeolithic and the neolithic periods is a

subject on which it is premature to express any opinion.

We have little evidence that an}^ people occupied it, and
none as to what sort of people they were. Whether they

continued gradually improving their implements and
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changing llieir liahlls, woi'king out their own progress

towards better things, or wliether during a long period ot"

time the county remained unoccupied, must be held to

be a (piestion on whieli we await further evidence. We
lind it dillicult to realise a state of things where human
and animal life was suspended, and suspect, rather, that as

the ages rolled on man and beast alike became modified

to suit the chancfed requiremeuts of their surroundinfjs.

The neolithic period in Kent has not 3'-ielded human
remains, but only remains of human worlcmanship, and
the same remark may apply to the long stretch of time

which we may call the Celtic period, and corresponds with

the bronze age. A glance at Mr. Payne's excellent map,
and still more useful archceological survey of the county
shows how considerable are the remains of human
workmanship belonging to this period. The whole
county except the Weald is freely marked with the

symbol (^, representing earthworks and oppida, and the

blue marks, representing pre-Roman antiquities, are

frequent. The topographical index shows many dis-

coveries of implements and weapons of bronze, ornaments
of gold, and coins belonging to this period. In Kent,

however, recorded discoveries of human, remains are

comparatively infrequent. The great ossuary at Hythe
belongs to a much later time, and is quite inconclusive.

Professor Flinders Petrie has examined about fifty of the

seventy earthworks which he found referred to in various

maps and works on Kent. He describes the enclosures,

entrenchments, pit villages and tumuli on Hayes Common
as the finest in Kent for their extent, their preservation,

and the great number of pit dwellings, exceeding 150.

In fact, he says, they cannot prol^ably be matched nearer

than Wiltshire or Dorsetshire.

Upon this hint we may perhaps be permitted, in the

absence of direct evidence from Kent iti-:elf, to refer to

the discoveries of General Pitt-Eivers on his estates in

Wiltshire. He discovered, in the two villages of Wood-
cuts and Eotherley and in the pit near Park House, in

Eushmore Park, the bones of a race whose stature did

not exceed 5 feet 2|- inches for the males and 4 feet

10-j-(j inches for the females.

He asked, are these the survivors of the neolithic
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population wliicli, after being driven westward by
successive races of Celts and others, continued to exist in

the out-of-the-way parts of this region up to Eomaii times?

and found some justiiication for the hypothesis that they

were in the crouched position of the iuterments and their

markedly dolichocephalic and hyper-dolichocephalic

skulls. The meauing of this is that the ce})halic index
varies from 689 to 799. The cephalic index of the Galley-

hill skull as it now appears is, as nearly as can be measured,
()40. On the other hand, he suggested that they might be
simply the remnants of a larger race of Britons, deteriorated

by slavery and reduced in stature by the drafting of their

laro-est men into the Eoman leo:ions abroad, a view which
might perhaps be supported by the comparatively large

size of the i'eraales. The meaning of this is that, as

compared with skeletons at Frilford of about the same
period, measured by Professor Rolleston, while the men
are six inches shorter, the women are about the same
height.

If the first theory be correct we have a continuance
of race from neolithic to Homan times, through successive

invasions. If the second theory be correct we may, it is

presumed, take these remains as probably belonoing to

the later Celtic or Brythonic races. Whether the earlier

Celtic or Goidelic races ever occupied Kent there is little

to show. Professor Eh^s intimates that their position

to the west and north of the others affords a sort of
presumption that they were found occup3ing the county
when the Brythons or Gauls came and drove them
westward, and that they had probably occupied it for

centuries, having themselves driven before them the

neolithic peoples who preceded them. He refers to the

visit of Pytheas to Kent about 330 B.C. on a mission from
the merchants of Marseilles, when he found a thrivino-

agricultural communit}^ making and drinking mead and
beer, and ready and willing to enter upon trading
relations with the Greek merchants who commissioned
him.

Sir John Evans tells us that gold coins were struck in

Kent as early as the second century before Christ, and
Dr. Ehys mentions the curious circumstance that the}'

were all modelled after Greek coins of the time of Pytheas,
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Avliit'li was nearly two ccnluru'S earlier. Nothing could

more strikingly indicate the slow and gradual and yet

certain and important advance in the arts caused by

commerce and by intercourse with the Continent. The

people with whom Pytheas opened up relations were not

savages to be propitiated by trumpery ornaments or

bits of tinsel, but knew the value of money, and in due

course saw the advantage to them of striking their own
coins, and acquired the art of doing so. Professor Boyd

Dawkins has shown cause to think that iron mining was

carried on in the Weald as early as this period.

Among the collections of the Kent Archaeological

Society is a magnificent series of gold armilloB and

tortjues in the highest state of preservation. Four

armillte of solid gold, weighing from 1 oz. 10 dwLs. to

2 ozs. 12 dwts. were found in the Medway below Aylesford

in 1861. One weighing as much as 22 ozs. 4 dwts. is

now in the British Museum, and was figured in the

thirtieth volume of the Archceological Journal. Three

torques (one broken) are also in the collection of the

Kent Society, and have been described by Mr. Eoach Smith

in Vol. IX of the Archcwlogia Caiitiana. So highly does

the Society prize these precious objects that it has

deposited them in a cabinet at its bankers, where they

can be seen by special arrangement.

The next stage in Kentish history which involves an

ethnological development is the landing of Cassar at

Dover. That great soldier gives us little information

about the people themselves, but the shght indications

we derive from his narrative are all in their favour. He
found them awaiting his arrival in force displayed to

view on all the hills: "in omnibus coUibus expositas

hostium copias armatas conspexit." When he sought to

land he found cavalry and chariots ready to endeavour

to prevent him. They had an advantage over his soldiers

in the free use of their limbs, unencumbered by the

heavy armour the Eomans wore, and in their better

aquaintance with the ground.

He speaks well of their military tactics. " Being well

acquainted with all the shallows, when from the shore

they observed any single persons coming out of a ship,

putting spurs to their horses they would set upon them
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while encumbered in the water ; a great number Avould

surround a few ; and others at an open flank would
shower in darts upon multitudes." So that Crcsar did

not at first obtain his wonted success '' hoc ad pristinam

fortunam Csesari defuit." Nor were the natives crushed

by their first defeat ; for " as they knew that cavalry and
ships and corn were wanting to the Romans, and could

guess at the paucity of their soldiers by the smallness of

their camp, the leaders of the Britons resolved to cut off

the Romans from corn and provisions and prolong the

campaign till winter." The men of the Seventh Legion
being sent out to forage was overcharged by the Britons

and scarce able to stand their ground ; the natives had
awaited their arrival all night in the woods, and poured
in darts upon them when they had scattered and laid

aside their arms and were busy reaping the corn they had
not sowed.

C^sar also describes their tactics in fighting from
their chariots in terms of admiration. "• Ita mobilitatem

equitum, stabilitatem peditum, in praeliis prsestant." "By
daily experience and practice they become so expert, that

they are accustomed on declining and sloping ground to

check their horses at full gallop and quickly manage and
turn them and run along the pole and rest on the harness

and from thence with great nimbleness leap back into the

chariot." The Romans found that these people, rightly

struggling to retain their freedom, were not despicable

foes. " In perpetuum sui liberandi facultas daretur, si

Romanos castris expulissent, demonstraverunt." Cassar's

soldiers "having demolished and burnt everything a
great way round " left for the winter.

Caesar found four Kino-s in Kent : and Kent, which was
the first portion of the country to adopt a gold coinage
of its own, was also the first to inscribe its coins with
letters as early as 30 B.C. This is a further evidence of

the receptiveness of the people. Indeed, in discussing

the ethnology of Kent, it is to be borne in mind that, as

the nearest point to the Continent, it has been from the

earliest times to our own day the part of England to

which the foreigner, whether invader or visitor or

merchant, naturally gravitates ; and that here, therefore,

the influence of the foreigner, whether in actual admix-
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lure of l)l()()(l or in tlic a(l()};(ioii of liis ways of ihiiikiii^ and

actiiiL:-, iiiaybe expected to be considerable. The Kentish

(•oriier ui' the coinitry may therefore be expected to be in

advance of the rest of it in civilisation.

My late friend Mr. Henry Shaw, in a letter which he

wrote to me in 1870, lamenting the tendency of the anti-

quaries of that day to cram us with " remote evidences

of barbarism, varied only with discussions tending to

prove by evidences on the earth and under the earth

that all our civilisation is of Roman origin," said :
" I have

no doubt that our physical beauty has been much im-

proved by the savage soldiers, who so long ruled over us,

having condescended to cross the natives, which is shown

by the number of Roman noses we meet with. Where
the pugs come from I can form no opinion." That

very accomplished artist and authority on the dresses

and decorations of the Middle Ages did not affect to be

learned in races, but his humorous remark may serve to

show the usefulness of obtaining exact observations on

physical peculiarities.

The Roman occupation of 500 years undoubtedly

effected great changes in the aspect of the country and

the manners and customs of the people. Some interesting

Roman interments were discovered in this city south of

the Stour by Mr. Pilbrow, and are described in Vol.

XLIII of Archceologia. In the German invasions which

took place after the Romans withdrew, Kent fell, about

the year 449, to the Jutes. Mr. Coote maintains that at

and after the departure of the Imperial authorities the

language spoken in all the cities of Britain, and by the

upper and middle classes, was Latin. He founds upon this

observation, and upon the testimony of Paulus Diaconus,

the theory tliat Vortegern or Wyrtgeorn, and not Hengest,

was the reah leader of the Jutes and invader of Kent.

He doubts whether there was a King of the Britons at this

time, and does not suggest by whom the invitation, stated

by Bede and the Anglo Saxon Chronicle to have been

given by Vortegern to Hengest, was in fact given to

Vortegern.

Mr. Park Harrison, in 1882, was struck, when visiting

Kent, with certain peculiarities in the physiognomy of a

portion of the population round Canterbury, which he
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suspected might be due to Jutisli blood. He collected

some photographs, and fortified his opinion by that of

Dr. Beddoe. He describes the peculiarity of the Jutisli

features as in the form of the nose and mouth. There is

no nasal point or tip or bulb, but the end of the nose is

rounded off somewhat sharply, and the septum descends
considerably below the line of the nostrils. The lips are

less moulded or formed than in the Saxon type, the lower
lip being thick and deep. He thought tlie Jutisli profile

resembled that commonly sculptured in Assyrian marbles.

That tliev were different in race-oris^in from the Saxons
would seem to be confirmed by the circumstance that

the objects found in Kentish graves differ from those in

Saxon cemeteries.

Sir Henry Howorth argues that the Jutes and Frisians

were the same people, and that we may therefore expect
to find some resemblance between the people of Kent
where the Jutes settled and those of Dumfriesshire where
there was a Frisian invasion. Dr. Walter Gregor has

recentl}^ been conducting an ethnographic survey in

Dumfriesshire, and it will be interestinfr to see whether
this view is confirmed. In all these matters there is

much obscurity, as the terms Jute, Angle, and Saxon are

used without discrimination, and the chronology of the

period is confused. Sir Henrj^ thinks that previous to

the fifth century there had been a gradual colonisation,

and that the Eomaii-British and Saxon peoples had been
gradually intermixing for a hundred years before, an
opinion which was held by the late Thomas Wright.

Mr. Coote, in his valuable work The Rouians of
Britain, shows that the number of the Jutisli invaders or

colonisers could never have been large. The geography
of Jutland demonstrates that its resources in respect of

population must have been small. This conclusion is

strengthened by the fact that they did not impose their

own name upon their new country, but, on the contrary,

appropriated to themselves the old native name, calling

themselves Cantware and CentinQ;as. Little more than a

generation after they had made good the foundation of
their new kingdom of Kent, they were too weak to retain

London and Middlesex, and lost that jewel of their crown
to the Saxons, who founded the kingdom of Essex. This

Q
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renders entirely untenable tlie theory of an externiiiiatio!i

of the original inhabitants.

I am aware that these views are not popular, and are

not even considered orthodox, but I do not think much
the worse of them for that. The accepted view that the

Jutes effected a complete expulsion of the i3ritons from
Kent is not supported either by probability or by evidence.

The impenetrable Weald must have sheltered man}'' of the

inhabitants, and the " merciless swords " of the savages,

whom Mr. Green takes a pride in calling our fathers,

however thoroughly they did their work, cannot have
" swept utterly away " a resourceful and civilised popu-
lation. All that Bede says is that " some, spent with

hunger, came forth and submitted themselves to the

enemy for food, being destined to undergo perpetual

servitude, if they were not killed. Others led a miserable

life among the woods, rocks, and mountains, with scarcely

enough food to support life." A large discount is always

to be taken from stories of bloodshed and extermination.

I need not refer to the landimr at Ebbsfleet or theo
battles of Crayford and Aylesford. The Jutes never had
a peaceable time here. Besides constant wars with their

kindred races who had settled in other parts of Britain,

they were harried by Danes and by pirates from Ireland.

This corner of the country was too wealthy and too easily

accessible to be left alone. They were in a very vulner-

able condition. The settled part of the county passed

through many political changes : at one time sub-divided

among a number of petty chiefs ; at another absorbed in

a kingdom extending over many adjacent counties ; at

another extending itself along the Weald over the terri-

tories of the other tribes.

Nor need I refer to what was perhaps the principal

event of this period, and is especially connected with the

history of this city— the mission of Augustine. However
important it was in many respects, it had no ethnological

significance. The companions of Augustine were not in

a condition to introduce any new racial element. No
one will deny that the mission had far-reaching social and
religious consequences, but for the present purpose it

cannot be taken as qualifying in any way the evolution

of the English race.
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We can therefore pass on to the arrival of William the

Xorman. It is true tliat he did not, like Caasar and the

Jutes, land in Kent ; but the Kentish men were in the

front of the battle at Senlac. After that decisive battle,

the punitive expedition to Romney and the capture of

Dover Castle quickly followed ; and Odo, Bishop of

Bayeux, was made Governor of Kent. Domesday Book
shows the distribution of the lands of Kent amonjr the

Normans. It has never been suggested, however, that the

settlement of the Normans in their castles and territories

drove out or exterminated the English, as it is alleged the

Jutes drove out and exterminated the Britons. On the

contrary, many English landowners remained tenants

under the Norman lords. The distinction between the

two races was maintained up to 1340 by the old law of

presentment of Englescherie.

Since the Norman Conquest we have had many invasions

of Kent, but of a friendly character. We are, indeed,,

subject to daily invasion as the Dover boats land their

cargo of passengers. Perhaps the most interesting foreign

settlement is that of the Huguenots after the revocation
of the Edict of Nantes, of which there is so interesting a
memorial in the continuance to this day of their Protestant

Avorship in their own chapel in the crypt of Canterbury
Cathedral. The Huguenot Society does excellent work in

cherishing the memory of these good men and women,
and placing on record the great debt we owe them. One
item in that indebtedness lies in the fact that they were
the originators of the modern form of Friendly Society.

The question will probably be asked—having regard to

all this mixture of races that has been goinsf on so longr

—

what is the use of an ethnographic survey of Kent ? In
order to answer it, it is perhaps desirable that I should
set forth briefly what the Ethnographic Survey is, and how
it proceeds. It arose out of a suggestion by Professor

Haddon, addressed to various bodies that deal with Anthro-
pology, Archaeology, and Folk Lore, that for the purpose of

ascertaining what man is in any district, the whole man has
to be studied. You must not merely measure his skull and
record his physical characters, but you must look up the

histor}'- of his descent, find out from the remains of their

workmanship what sort of people his forbears were, and
Q 2
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ascertain what superstitions and l)C'liefs tlicy liave trans-

mitted to him.

It is accordingly proposed to record for certain typical

villages, parishes, and places and their vicinity (1)

physical types of the inhabitants
; (2) current traditions

and beliefs
; (3) peculiarities of dialect

; (4) monuments
and other remains of ancient culture, and (5) historical

evidence as to continuity of ra.ce. The first step which
the Survey Committee took w^as to form a list of such
places in the United Kingdom as appear especiall)^ to

deserve ethnographic study. A list of 3G7 such places

was made, but no one suggested an}'' place in the County
of Kent. This neglect is probably due to the sense that

the population of Kent has become so mixed by the

changes to which I have referred that no village or place

in it could be said to be typical.

The kind of village or Dlace which the Committee con-

sidered would be suitable for survey is such as contains

not less than 100 adults, the large majority of whose
forefathers have lived there so far back as can be traced,

^nd of whom the proposed physical measurements, with

photographs, might be obtained. It is no doubt desir-

able to exclude places where there has been a modern
intermixture of race, and it is therefore suggested that at

least three generations should be clearly traced ; but it

would be neither possible nor desirable to exclude mix-

tures of race taking place in ancient times. I cannot but

think there must be many places in Kent which would
answer such a test as this, and would be eminently

suitable for survey.

ISTo doubt the populous places in North and West Kent
would not be very serviceable for the purpose, but there

are many villages in Mid Kent and East Kent where, up
to these railway days, the people have lived quietly by
themselves, and pursued generation after generation their

labours of husbandry or other occupations without much
immigration or emigration. If it be true, as I cannot but

suspect, that from the earliest times to the present there

has been a continuity of population, subject to frequent

modification from the causes to which I have referred,

but never entirely dying out, the resulting race, though

it be a mixed race, will still be the expression of the soil,
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and it will be well worth while to observe and record its

characteristics.

One part of the Survey, that relating to monuments
and remains of ancient culture, is happily complete. The
valuable Archa3ological Survey of the County of Kent by
Mr. George Payne, who is one of the representatives of

the Society of Antiquaries on the Ethnographical Surve)''

Committee, leaves nothing to be desired in that regard.

The map shows at a glance what discoveries have already

been made, and distinguishes by colour the period to

which they belong, and by form the nature of the thing

found. At a glance one can see that the whole county is

dotted with earthworks, that megalithic remains are in

the neighbourhood of Addington and along from Ayles-

ford towards Chatham, that pre-Eoman antiquities have

been met with in many of the ancient villages, that

Eoman remains cluster along the lines of the great roads

and the principal cities and stations, and that the Anglo-

Saxon element is especially strong in the eastern portion

of the county.

With such guidance, it will be easy to select the

villages where it would be worth while to take physi-

cal measurements and. endeavour to collect folk-lore.

Investigations into dialect would probably not be very

successful ; but the simple directions drawn up by Pro-

fessor Skeat at the request of the Committee for the

guidance of the enquirer may well be borne in mind
;

and the evidence recently published by Professor Skeat,

that the Kentish dialect retained in 1611 certain peculiari-

ties which it possessed in 1340, and has not now, shows

that information of a negative character may at least be

obtained. Some suggestions as to the points to which
attention might usefully be given in respect of local

history are also contained in the brief code of questions

which the Committee has drawn up, and which em.bodies

in a pamphlet of twelve pages a most comprehensive and
exhaustive enquiry.

The portion of the enquiry which relates to folk-lore

has in other counties been to a large extent anticipated

by the action of the Folk Lore Society, but not so in Kent.

I think it probable that there is much Kentish folk-lore

scattered about in local histories and other printed works ;
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but no one has yet, so far as I am aAvare, been at the

pains to gather it together. Okl Anljre}^, or rather the

Eev. White Kennett, his annotator, tells us that " the way
of chusing Valentines ])y making little furrows in the

ashes and imposing such and such names on each line or

furrow is practist in Kent" ; that women when they have
kneaded their dough into a loaf cut the form of a cross

upon it ; that a whipping Tom was talked of to frighten

maids from wandering ; that " putting of iron upon barrles

of drink to keep it from sowring when it thunders is a

common practise "
; and so forth.

In the various papers read before and published by the

Folk Lore Society, I can find little relating to this county.

The Eev. Mr. Birks reported to Mr. J. G. Frazer the

existence of a custom in Orwell to throw water on the

last waggon returning from the harvest field, and for the

men in the waggon to throw water on those they met.

Some weather-lore from Kent is also noted, as that the

flowering of the blackthorn in April is followed by cold

weather ; but the other references to Kent are few ; nor

are many more to be found among the miscellaneous

contents of the Gentleman s Magazine.
A writer in the Spectator of 8th June, 1889, recorded

the extraordinary belief of an old man in East Kent
that if you take a hair in summer from the tail of a

horse and place it in a running stream, it will before

long become a watersnake or an eel. By what occult

process of nature this wonderful transformation was to be
effected he did not explain. It is not easy to think that

such a belief can ever have been very widely spread, even
among the most ignorant. The old man condescended
to particulars, and said the root of the hair would become
the head of the fish.

It would seem, therefore, that in respect of folk-lore the

ethnographic enquirer has almost virgin ground to work,
and one cannot but think that research in this direction

would be rewarded with valuable results. Mr. Clinch, in

his work on Bromley, states that the custom of ringing

the Pancake Bell on Shrove Tuesday was still, in 1889,
when he wrote, observed at Bromley Church, and that

tradition affirms that the ringer of the bell was supposed
to be entitled to receive one pancake from each house in
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the town. Tlie tradition does not state whether he was
required to consume them all, and with what con-

sequences.

There must be existing in Kent memories of quaint

customs which would be worthy of enquiry and record.

We know, of course, with regard to tenure of land, that

Kent has at this day its special tenure of gravelkind, which

commends itself so much to our notions of justice, that all

the sons alike shall succeed to the inheritance, and not

the eldest son alone. This is a custom of which the law

takes particular notice. Details of the customs relating

to this tenure may be found in the Cmisuetudines Kantiae,

and in Elton's Tenures of Kent. Kent is also distinguished

from other counties by its division into lathes.

The collection of physical observations and of photo-

graphs is another important part of the iSurvey. For this

careful instructions have been drawn up by Dr. Garson

and Professor Haddon. Dr. Garson is the medical man
who has been appointed by Government to instruct the

officers of the Prisons Department in the system of

anthropometric measurement known as Bertillonage, and
in that of identification by finger prints advocated by
Dr. Prancis Galton. The instructions, therefore, for which

he has made himself responsible, may be taken as authori-

tative.

All the necessary measurements can be obtained with a

small equipment of instruments, consisting of a two-metre

tape, a pair of folding callipers, a folding square, all

graduated in millimetres, and a small set square. Such a

set is on the table, and the Committee is prepared to lend

such a set to any observer who may not happen to have

a set of his own. The use of these instruments is clearly

explained in the instructions, and a person of intelligence

without medical education may soon become expert with

them.

Some personal information is asked for in order to

ascertain the suitability of the individual for record and
to classify him according to the various points of view in

which the observation may be made useful ; but these will

in no way be published, and care will be taken to obviate

the possibility of any annoyance being given to those

measured. Other general observations have also to be
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made Avhicli cannot be reduced to figures, as of" the

colour of skin, hair, and eyes, the shape oi" the face,

profile of nose, &c.

In all these, the franiers of the Schedule have

endeavoured to give such ])roadly marked, general defini-

tions as will keep the personal equation out of view.

Whether a man is stout, medium, or thin there can be

little doubt ; so if his skin be pale, ruddy, or dark ; and in

like manner for the other observations. No one could

feel much difficulty in assigning the right place to any

subject where the definitions are so general, and no two

observers would be likely to differ.

The hair is distinguished into five classes for colour

—

red, fair, brown, dark, and black, and three for shape

—

straight, wavy, and curly. The colour of the beard is

classified in the same way. The eyes are distinguished into

six classes of colour—blue, light grey, dark grey, green,

light brown, and dark brown. For the shape of the face

only three classes are suggested—the long and narrow, the

medium, and the short and broad. These are sub-divided

into two varieties, according as the cheek bones are pro-

minent or inconspicuous.

For guidance in observing the profile of the nose

sketches are given of the various forms defined by Dr.

Topinard, the eminent French anthropologist, which re-

present respectively a straight, an aquiline, a concave, a

high-bridged or busque, and a clubbed or sinuous form

of nose. There are other types also defined by that

authority ; but as they are mostly found in races far

difTerent from any that are met with in this country, as

the Chinese, the Negroid, and the Papuan, it has not been

thought necessary to include them in the code of instruc-

tions, the five enumerated being sufficient in practice.

Lips are defined as thin, medium, or thick ; ears as flat

or outstanding, with sub-divisions according as they are

coarse or finely moulded, and according as the lobes

are absent or present and attached or detached. Most of

these estimates might no doubt, by an elaborate system

of minute measurement and calculation of indices, have

been reduced to figures-; but the advantages gained by
such minute accuracy would have been lost by the greater

trouble and difficulty in obtaining observations, both in
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respect of finding persons competent to make tiiem, and
persons willing to submit to tlie trouble of having tlieni

made.
The measurements for which actual fiofures accordinfr

to the metric sj^stem are asked are those of the height of

the individual standing and sitting, the length and breadth

of the cranium, the length and breadth in several

dimensions of the face, the length and breadth of the

nose, the height of the head, and the height of the

cranium. For detailed directions as to how these are to

be taken I must refer to the pamphlet of instructions

issued by the Committee.
It is also desirable that photographic portraits should

be taken of the persons measured, and that these should

be obtained on a uniform method. For this purpose Dr.

Francis Galton has prepared careful directions, which, if

followed, will enable his method of composite j^hotography

to be applied to them, and by this means an average type

of features may be deduced. As that method, however,

tends to soften down peculiarities it does not supersede

the ordinary method of single photography.

Dr. Galton recommends that the photographs should be

two of each person—the exact profile and the strictly full

face. These are difficult to get when not taken for the

special purpose, inasmuch as the photographer usually

likes to pose his sitters a little obliquely so as not to get

the full face nor the profile. The decision that these are

the best for scientific purposes was arrived at several

years ago b}^ a Committee which worked for some time at

obtaining photographs of the different races of the United

Kingdom.
The collections of that Committee are now deposited

with the Anthropological Institute ; but although numer-
ous, they are not so instructive as photographs collected

in connection with measurements and with the other

observations forming part of the Ethnographic Survey

may be expected to be. Mr. Park Harrison founded

upon them some ingenious inferences, but the work of

the Committee was never brought to a final conclusion.

Dr. Galton adds the excellent practical suggestion that

it would be a considerable aid in making measurements

of the features of the portrait and preventing the possi-
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bility of mistaking the district of which the sitter is a

representative, if a board be lixed above his head in the

pLane of his profile on which a scale of inches is very

leufibly marked and the name of the district inscrilied.

This Ijoard should be so placed as just to fall within

the photograi)hic i)late. The background should be oi"

a medium tint, such as a sheet of light brown paper.

The only remaining branch of the Sur^'ey is the histo-

rical evidence. Where a place has been selected for

survey, and the physical and other observations have
been made, it is essential to ascertain what the place

is and has been. Accordingly we ask for information

as to any historical events connected with it bearing

on its early settlement or subsequent incursions ; the

nature of the pursuits and occupations of the inhabi-

tants ; their customs and old tenures ; their constitu-

tional aversion or propensity to change, and so forth.

We also ask for the dates of the churches and monastic

or other ancient buildings or remains of former buildings;

the evidence derived from family names through manor
rolls, parish registers, guild and corporation records, and
the like. By all these means we hope to obtain a com-
plete view of the racial characters of the people in various

parts of the country, and some indication of the causes of

these characters. It may be that while fresh influences

have been brought into play by the succession of histo-

rical events, the persistence of original types can still be
traced.

"
. . . Possint generatim sascla refcrre

Naturam, mores, victum, motusque parentnm."



THE EARLY MINUTE BOOKS OF THE DEAN AND
CHAPTER OF CANTERBURY.i

By FRANCIS W. CROSS.

Nicholas Battely, the editor of Somner's Antiquities of

Canterbury, in a letter to Strype, dated March, 1690,

describes a visit to the Chapter Library at Canterbury.

He says :

—

"... in the place where ye Records of about ye time of K.

Edward & Qu. Elizabeth lay were found heaps of burnt papers ;
for

some years ago a fire happened to ye place where ye records lay,

whereby many of them were consumed and ye rest very much defaced.

A damage irrecoverable !

"-

Out of those heaps of burnt papers the earliest remaining

records of the Chapter were saved. Four volumes (two

of which are so much burnt as to be in a fragmentary

condition) contain the "Acta Capituh " from 1561 to

1628 inclusive; audi propose to indicate the nature of

the matter which here awaits the research of the historian

or the antiquary.

By far the larger portion of the record relates to the

renewal of leases to the Chapter's numerous tenants.

These entries contain many curious particulars ; but I

need only mention the obligation laid on certain of the

lessees to regularly furnish supplies of corn and meat for

the daily wants of Mr. Dean and his brethren. Thus the

tenant of Orgaresweeke Marsh in 1563 was

" bounde to delyuer to the [prebend] aryes resident weekely thorow

owte [the year]^ except the tyme of lente ccl" [ot] byeife after the

rate of ob q^ a pounde and . . . Carkases and a halfe of mutton

. . . at V** the Carkas."

The tenant of Sheldwich in 1567 covenanted to deliver,

within the precinct of the church yearly, thirty quarters

of good wheat. As he received the profits of the vicar-

^ Read at the Canterbury Meeting, ^ Words within parentheses are con-

Julj 23rd, 1896. jectural completions of the burnt text

;

' Cambridge University Library MSS., portions not thus filled in are indicated

Baumgartner Papers: Strype Corre- by . . .

spondence, Vol. III.
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iv^e by sequestration, he was also required to keep the

chancel in good repair, and

'•to provide an apio and convenk-nt curat."

It was sometimes arranged that renewal fines should

be paid partly in kind : we read of a tenant having to

send in

" a fatt bullock to m'' Doane "
;

another,

' a good fatfc buck of tiiis Season "
;

a third,

" halfe a Tunue of wyne to be deliuered into m'' Dcanos liowse before

lialoraas next,"

and so on.

The income from certain manors was ear-marked for

the purpose of hospitalit}^ ; some rents being appropriated

to the Dean, and others to the resident prebendaries—an

arrangement which lasted until the year 1G15. There

would ordinarily be frequent arrivals of distinguished

guests within the Close ; but occasionally a royal or

archiepiscopal reception involved a heavy addition to the

usual outlay. When Queen Elizabeth visited Canterbury,

in 1573, the Chapter resolved

" tbat at her ma*^*'** repare lather to this church she shall be psentyd
w''' a purse and thjrtye poundes in golde,"

and it was further agreed

"that her ma*''^'* honorable counsaile shall be byd some one Daye to a

Dyner."

In 1583 it is recorded that

" m'" Deane and dyuers of the company at her ma['''^^] last being here

were at greate charges w"' thenterteyn[ing] of dyuers of her hignes

pryvey counsaile and othe[rs] attending vppon her royall persone to

the some of thre hundreth poundes or thereaboutes."

In June, 1585, it was agreed

" that the great chamber in m'' Deanes house shalbe waynscotted at

the churches charge because it is thonly place w'''in this churche

titt for thentertaynement of any noble psonage that shall resoi't

hether for any purpose."

At the same time, in order to make a better show on such

occasions, it was agreed

" that there shalbe one hundreth marks bestoAved at [the] Discresson

of my Lo. of Dover o'" Dean & the Rec'' & tresorer in sylu[er] p[late]
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for thuse of the churclie & that the said playet so bought shall

Ke[main] in the custody of my Lo. of Dover o"" Dean for his

necessarie vses [as] ofte as need shall require."

A year later it was decreed

" that my Lo . of Dov'^ o'' Dean in considerat[ion] that his house

roome the Dean Lodginge wherein he nowe Dwelleth is veiy narrow
& strait for hym especially when he enterteyneth any noble ma or

other of hygher place pass[ing] this wayes in publique alfayres .

wherevnto he is nowe often Dryven : shall haue all that house &
lodging w'> m'' Gilberte hyde late o*' Audif hade."

Archiepiscopal installations were occasions of lavish

hospitality ; and we find the Dean and Chapter welcoming
a new Primate with a substantial gift. When, in 1575,

Grindal was translated from York to Canterbury, it was
decreed
" that the lorde A^rchebusshopp hys grace shall agaynsfc thys next

Ester be presentyd by the Thresorer of thys churche with twentye
fatte wethers in token of the chapters good will at hys nowe entry

into tharchepiscecopall See of Cantebui'ye."

Again, in September, 1583, it was agreed, on the coming
of his successor,

" that the new electyd Archebusshop shall be presentyd wyth ij Ifatt

oxen at his entrye into tharchiepall See."

While handsomely maintaining hospitality, the Dean
and Chapter did not overlook the duty of benevolence,

both to the poor at their gate and to the distressed

stranger. Every Sunday throughout the year distribu-

tion of the " Queen's alms " was made to thirty persons

whom the Mayor of the city declared to be fit and proper

recipients of the bounty. To supplement this, the Dean
and Chapter agreed, in 1575, to tax themselves indi-

vidually for the better relief of the poor, and directed

their treasurer to deduct yearly forty shiUings out of the

stipend of the Dean and a sum^ from the stipend of each
prebendary, the whole to be handed over to the Mayor.
The benevolence of the Chapter was not confined to

Canterbury. In January, 1582, they agreed

" that John hooker master of [Arts] and Reder of the Ebrew lector

in Corpus christi college in Oxford shall at the I'equest [and] sute

made to vs by the right honorable therle [of] Leicester and m'^'

Secretary Walsyngham hau[e] fi^om vs fyve pound es six shillings

and eight pence by yere towarde the furtherance of h[is] studye. . .
."

^ Tlie amount is not legible.
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III June, 1509, tliey gave £G lo.s. Ad.

'•to tlio ])0(ir of the aillictt-d i'lcncbe churclif in Ijondoii."

In 1570 the assistance granted " to Ciprian valore a

stranger" was continued for another year. In 1585 a

sum of .£4 ^vas bestowed upon three French preachers,

exiled for rehgion, " their necessity being great."

The Chapter of Canterbury has incbided within its own
body some of the most distinguished foreign scholars

who sought refuge in this country from religious perse-

cution in their own. In the early Minute J3ooks we find

mention of Peter Alexander, whom Cranmer employed in

his intercourse w^itli foreign Eeformers. In 1501 it is

stated that

*' whei'c there ys the some of xiiij'^ remayn[ing in the ]ia]ncls of the

most Reuerend father in g'od the Lorde Archebusshop of Canterbiirye

of such money as ys due to this chui'che for fynes takyn of diu^s late

consecrated Bysshoppes owte of this churche That ni''. Peter

Alexander shall take and Receyve the sayd some of oure gyfte and
in lew and place aswell of all suche Dueties as he sayth were clue

and vnpaid vnto hym at his late depture oute of Englond after the

death of the late Kinge Edward. As also of all suche diuident as he

claymeth to be due vnto hym by vertue of his lett"? of non resydens at

eny tyme at or before micha^ last past."

The burnt pages of these early Chapter records bear the

signatures of Hadrian de Saravia, Hooker's familiar friend,

and of Pierre du Moulin (Petrus Molina3us) ; while later

(January 25, 161y) the reception of the learned lay pre-

bendary, Isaac Casaubon, is thus recorded :

—

"At this Chapter by vertue of the Kings ma**^^ graunt vnder the

broad Scale of England m"" Isaac Casaubon was admitted and in his

owne pson sworne in the place of a Prebend of this Church and after

enstalled in the Quier in the jDerson of m^' D'' Charier."

It has been stated by some writers that the Walloon
refugees began to occupy the Crypt of the Cathedral as

their Temiile as early as 1561. Others say that the Crypt

was first assigned to the strangers by Queen Elizabeth in

1568. These dates are too early; for the main body of

the Walloon settlers only arrived in Canterbury at

Midsummer, 1575.^ It is precisely at this date that they

are mentioned in the Chapter Minutes, as follows :

—

" Yt ys agreed the wallons Strangers shall be licensed asmuch as

in vs the deane & chapter lyeth to haue thuse of theire comen prayer

^ See Ads of ihe Tririi Council, 1574-1575.
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& sermons in the paryshe Cburche of S' Elphies in Cant7burj in

sucli sorte & at such tyme as the parysbeners tbere be not byndred
or disturbed of tbeyre comen prayer."

From this record we learn, for the first time, that the

Walloons worshipped in St. Elphage Church before they
obtained possession of the Crypt ; a fact which explains

why in 1575-G the baptisms of the foreign congregation
were entered in the parish register.

Like their predecessors, the Priors of Christ Church,
the Dean and Chapter bore their part in the national

defence. When, in 1569, the Earl of JSTorthumberland's

rising agitated the kingdom, they gave order
" tbat tbere sbalbe providit tenne Corselettes furnyshed. and tenne
Calyiiers also farnyshed to remayne in some conuenyent place in
this churcbe in tbe custody of the Tresorer to doe such seruice as
shall apperteyn."

A little later, mention is made of

"the greate charge tbat the cburche bath bene at for settyng furtbe
or Six ligbt horsemen for the servyce of tbe prince agaynst the
Rebells of this tyme."

The rebellion was soon quelled, and in the following year
the Chapter's militia were back in Canterbury ; for an
order was then given to sell their geldings,

" to avoyde such cbarge as the cburche ys at by the kepyng of theym."

Notwithstanding their large estates the Dean and
Chapter seem to have been often in want of funds. In
May, 1567, it is recorded that

" by reason of lack of payment of and [not coming] in of tbe revenues
of the said churcbe at [seasons] and tymes vsuall The officers there
are [at such ty]mes destitute of money to Supplye thordinary [and
q]uartely payments to the poore and inferio^' mynisters. . . ."

It was remembered, however, that there remained
" in tbe vestrye [or] Tresory bowse of this church dyuerse . . .

^

ments . plate and other Jewells now not [law]full to be vsed in or
abowte tbe Sei-vyce,"

and it was ordered, for the church's better provision, that
" [tbe said] plate shall be by weight delyueryd to m^" [Tresorer tb]at
now is to be conueyed to london and [Avbo] shall make sale tbereof
to tbe best [profit] of the cburche. And that the money tbereof
[received] shall be lade into tbat cheste where oure [S]eale lyetb
redye to supplye as nede shall [be] thordinary and quarterly payments
alone [and] whych shall be allways redylyueryd to be [laid in] the

^ The -word may bs " vestments " or "ornaments."
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foresaid chost as mono}'' sliall come [in to the Trcsojrci' or officers of

the said chiirche."

Again, in 1570,

*' vestments and other Vestry Stuffe
"

were sold in order to purchase armour. In the same
year it was agreed
" that m"" Recejvo'' and m'' Tresorer shall make sale of the lente

clothes remaynyng in the vestrye to m"" pycreson at such pryses as

they shall thynke theym resonably worthe."

In May, 1566, we find the Chapter agreeing to sell

some property, in the City of London, which is connected

with a famous historical site : it was no less than that of

Gresham's Eoyal Exchange. The record is as follows :

—

" [Where] there hath ben dyuerse motions made by and from the

Lorde mayo'' of the Cytye of London and others the Cytyzens and
Comyners of the same Cyttie to vs the Deane and the Chapiter of

this churche to have by bargayne sale and ffeoffament all those

oure messuages Landes Tent'' & Gardyns and other hereditaments

scituate and beinge in the parishes of Saynt Bartylemew the littell

and of Sainte michaell in Cornhille w"'in the same Cyttye to thende

to plante and erect a Burse vpon oure grounde and soile there.

Yt hath ben therfore after sundrye consultacons hertofore had
amongest vs the saide Deane and Chapiter in that behalfe thoughte

goode to Appoynte m^ Buttler and m'' Nevynson prebendaries of this

churche and m'" Wyllm Lovelace solicitor generalle and of the churche

counsaile in all matters and causes by and w*'' the aduise of m'' Deane
of the saide churche to entre in [comm]unicacon v?"' the saide mayo*"

Cittizens and coialtie and after the queues maiesties licens to be

obteyned vnto vs to depte withe the saide Landes and Tent' and vpon
good consideracon of sufficient recompence [to] be made to vs the

saide Deane and Chapiter for the [same] to conclude and goe thorowe

in that behalfe. [Whereu]pon they the saide m"" Butler m'' nevynson
and [m''] Lovelace by and w^^ thaduise of the saide m*" D[eane]
concluded/th.at we the saide Deane and ch[apter] shall depte withe

bargayne and selle the saide mess[uages lands] tenements & here-

ditaments to the s[aid Lord Mayor citiz]ens & Cominaltye."

So far the record is written upon a folio which had
been folded in previous to the fire, and is only slightly

damaged. The continuation, upon the next folio, is much
burnt ; but sufiicient remains to show that an indenture

had been made between the two parties, whereby the

Chapter agreed to dispose of their lands, tenements, and
gardens on the said spot to the Lord ]\iayor and Com-
monalty ; who, on their part, agreed to assure to the

Dean and Chapter, as the price of the property, an

annuity of thirty pounds. A record, dated February,
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1572, informs us of steps then taken to capitalise the

annuity :

—

*' Yt is agreid that wlieareas there is a eonuenient purchase of xxx^'

l)y yere offeiy[d] that wariiyng shall be gyven vnto the lor[d] mayo""

and others at London for the paymen[t] of Six hundreth pounds."

It was not until 1574 that the sum of £600 was paid

down in London, " at St. Lukes tyme," to representa-

tives of the Dean and Chapter. The price of the site of

Gresham's Bourse was laid out in the purchase of about
eighty acres of land at Great Chart.

The Deanery at Canterbury was rebuilt in the time of

Dean Godwyn. The original building, formerly the

Prior's lodging, had been destroyed by fire. In February,

1569, the Chapter agreed

" that yf there lacke eny stones for the reedyfying of the burnt
iodgyng "

they might be taken from any place within the precinct

of the church : doubtless the monastic buildings afforded

a convenient quarry. In November, 1569, it was agreed

that Dean Godwyn, should take a fine of £200, arising

from renewal of a lease,

" to thende that the said m"" Deane shall satysfie and content fford and
Holte for theyre barganes toching the buildyng of his new Iodgyng."

He was also to pay £27 As. lOd. arrears due, for the year

ending at Michaelmas, and in future

" to beare the charge of all workmanship glasse and other thyngs
nedefull for the fynyshynge of that buyldyug."

In December, 1570, it was agreed

"that m'' Deane shall hane somucli of the yron in the wyndowe in

the lytle chappell aboue in thuppermost of the churche aboue naniyd
as he shall haue nede of to be spente in the new Iodgyng."

The Dean of Canterbury had, at this time, a London
house. It is first mentioned in 1561, as

" the messuage called the flower de luce [in South] warke."

In 1562 there is an order of the Chapter
" that the Receyvo'' for the tyme [being have] oure mansyon howse
at the [flower de luc]e in Southewarke well repayred."

Again, in 1568, we read :

—

"Ytys agread that the mansion house and Lodgyngatthe floarede
lyce in Southwarke shall be conveniently repayred in such man'? as

the same may be apte to Receyve IVF Deane as necessitie shall

requyre."

R
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The Dean had another mansion house at Cliarlhaui, near

Canterbury. Dean Gotlwyn had found this house in great

decay, and was allowed, in 1570, the sum of .£(i l-ls. h/.

toward its reparation. It was then agreed tliat the

chapel should be pulled down if it could not be repaired.

In 1589 the Chartham mansion was leased to William

Boys, with a proviso that

"yf anye Successor of my L: of Dovor that shall liercafter be Deaiic

of this chnrche shalbo disposed to inhabite and dwell in the sayde

mansion house and shall thereof giue one whole yeares warniiigi>,"

the lease should become void ; but the Dean was bound
in that case to repay to Mr. Boys a sum not exceeding a

hundred marks

" laide out in the finishinge of the buyldinge lately begon there."

A record, dated December 1st, 1585, shows that Dean
Godwyn, who had been lately consecrated Bishop of Bath

and Wells, had not, in the opinion of the Chapter, taken

due care for the Deanery buildings. It is as follows :

—

" It is decreed that a lett'" shalbe written to my L[ord] Bussbope
of Bathe to signifying the ruen of & decay of the Deans houses

aswell at Cantorbury as at Chartbam Lefte by hym at his departui-o

from this deanery & to vnd[er]stand what allowance he will make
for the same & for other things delyvered to his custody & nou'

not found to be lefte by him : and yf he do not answers to o"' good

satisfaction to enter an action agaynst hym for dilapidations & for

other things that are to be answered by hym as we shalbe advised

by o"" councell."

Among the distinguished persons who are mentioned in

the record is Lord Cobham, Lord Warden of the Cinque

Ports. In November, 1564, the Chapter, on learning that

his lordship, " a man of much hono''," was intending to

become their neighbour, granted twenty oaks from the

woods of Godmersham toward the repair of his house at

St. Augustine's (Canterbury). In 1575 it was agreed

" tliat the right honorable the Lorde Cobham shall haue free lybertj-e

to enter into our mano"" of meopeham and thei-e to take his pleasure

of hawkyng and hunting, and to take order for the preservacon of

oure game and free wai-ren there and in oure names to restrayne

and inhibit all other persons to vse or folowe oure sayde game there."

Another notable person frequently named in the

Chapter books was Eoger Manwood, Hecorder and M.P.

for Sandwich, subsequently Justice of the Common Pleas
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and Chief Baron of the Exchequer. In 1563 it was
:agreed to grant a lease

" oP the howse in Sandewhiche called [S* Thojraas howse to liym and
to his heyres in . . . payeng xx*^ by yere to thentente to [erect a]

Grramar seoole therevppon according to the [Queen's] ma*'^® licens in

that behalfe made."

In September, 1565, Mr. Manwood was
" reteyned to be of the Churches counsaile,"

the reason for the appointment being

" because m*" Lovelace oure Solicito"" and Counsailo'" [is so] much
•Trobled Avyth other causes that owre [caus]es are not folowed as

they ought to be."

In 1565 it was agreed :

—

" m'' Seriaunt manwoode shall liaue twenty ooks towards the

buyldyng of vj almes howses at hakyngton to be takyn owte of owre
woodes at Thornden by thassignmeut of m'" Hill now Receyvo'" vppon
resonable pryse to be set by the said Receyvo'."

It was at the same time agreed to contribute £5 toward

the repair of the highway between Thornden and Canter-

bury, Serjeant Manwood undertaking
" to bestowe as much more of his owne purse."

In 1576 the following record refers to an extension of

Manwood's Charity :

—

" Uppon Sute made vnto vs from m"" Justice manwoode by hys letters

for thauyng of two acres of fewell woode to be spente vppon the

burnyng of bryck to be provided for the makyng and settyng vpp of

a new howse wherein the poore shall be sett on woorke or otherwise

relevyd and Roages and vagaboundes punyshed yt ys agread that he
shall haue twoo acres to be taken owte of oure woodes by thassingne-

ment of the Receyvo"" and Surveo'" of oui'e woodes without eiiythinge

to be payed therefore."

An earlier reference to brick-making occurs in 1565,

when the Lady Hales became a suitor to the Chapter

—

" to lease a lytic close lyeng nere to her howse [of the] Dongeon
cont. ij or iij acres callyd Bryckes close whych ys thought to be a

very Apte pcell of ground [to] make Breek in when the churche

shall haue [n]eede thereof and therefore not meete to be lett

[o]vvte. . . ."

There are many references to the extensive woods
belonging to the Chapter. In 1565 the following curious

entry occurs :

—

" Yt ys agreyd that the Saltpeter men shall for theyre favo"" showed
to the churche haue by assignment of the sayd Receyvo'^ one Roode
of woode to be takyn owte of Shoorte payeng nothinge therefore."

R 2
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In 1573 a gift of six oaks was made to

" Sii" Thomas Scott Knyglit, Thomas Honywoode esquyer and

other gentlemen of the country wlio are purposed at theyro and the

countrycs charge to Repayre Sandegat Castell."

The Chapter usually assembled at the early hour ol

eight^ in the morning. When necessary they adjourned

from day to day until the business was completed. Then

all who were present subscribed their names to the record.

In 1569 there arose

" contentyon betwene m"" Deane and the prebendaryes
"

"with coniplaynts of gryeii's of wronges offered to some of the

chapter."

It was found impossible to agree as to the election of

officers,

" althow that the Avhoole Daye was spent in that busynes "
;

and, after many ineffectual adjournments, it was agreed

" that tharchebussh. his grace shnlde haue thorderyng of all the

matters."

The Archbishop fixed the 5th December for the Dean and

the Prebendaries to appear before him ; but this

" daye by reson of the greate Assembly of the L. Cobham and of

dyu'ise other of the wurshipfull of thys shyre for the prynces greate

affayres was not thought conuenyeut."

Ultimately, on December 15, the Dean and certain Pre-

bendaries attended at Lambeth, and the appointments

were made by the Archbishop. A year or two earlier

than this dispute, it was found that the deliberations of

the Chapter had not been kept secret, but had been

revealed, causing " greate disclaunder." It was there-

fore decreed that, upon proof being obtained of any such

offence in the future, the offender should for the first

fault be banished from the Chapter a whole year ; for

the second fault, three whole years ; and for a third fault,

for ever.

At this period- the Chapter included one member
who was eminently qualified for the " Church Militant."

This was Mr. George Boleyn, whose turbulent temper has

served, more than his talents, to preserve his memory.

He is supposed to have been a son of the ill-fated George

Boleyn, Viscount Eochford, and therefore a nephew of

' Occasionally at 7 a.m. "' 1566-1576.
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Queen Anne Boleyn. In July, 1575, we find him " con-

vented " before the Dean and Chapter
" vppon a bill of complaint exhibited and showed fourth by m''

wittm woode a preacher of the sayd church toching a greate

misbehavio'" of the sayd m"" Bolen."

He confessed

" to have stryken the said ni' woode w*'' a dagger,"

and he was thereupon censured and

" sequestred from the chapter vntyll his better behaYio' wei'e approved

and allowed of."

Mr. Bole}^! had previously offended : He had assaulted

one of the Prebendaries ; had castigated a lawyer in the

Chapter House ; and had even threatened to pin the Dean

to the wall with his dagger. He now appealed to his

cousin, the Queen, and was soon after reinstated in statu

quo. In November, 1574, it is recorded that

" m"" Bolen hath made his sute to the chapter that he may be lycensed

to goo to his studye at Cambrydge and that neu^thelesse he may
reeeyve & haue all such comodityes as he now enioyeth."

It was agreed to pay him his stipend and dividend

" so longe as he contynueth his studye."

In February, 157|, he was presented to the rectory of

St. Dionis Backchurch. In December, 1576, Dr. Boleyn

was installed Dean of Lichfield.

The preacher on whom Mr Boleyn drew his dagger was

probably the same as the

" m'' woode one of the pben[daries]"

who is mentioned in November, 1570, when
" in consideracon of his paynes takyn in reading a lectu.re twise eu'?y

weke betwene mydsomer and michas "

he was granted

" of the churches liberalitie xxv* and . . . henseforth quartely

vntyll other order be takyn."

In 1562 mention is made of a person of the same name
who served the Chapter as physician. It was then

"agreid that m"" willm woode the phisicon [receive] yerely foure

marks to be payed [to him] quartely duryng the chapters pleasure

[towards] the mayntennce of his state here [in Can]terbury the fyrst

payment to begyn [at mic]as next the same wiHm imployeng his

diligence [in] his vocacon when he is or shall be resonably callyd."
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A second appointment of m, like kind was madi^ in Decern-,

bar, 1587, when it was

"agreed that m' D: Becou slialbo entertained as phisioion to vs the

Dcane and Chapiter, and shall haue a Stypend of fower pownds by
yeai-e at fower vsuall feasts by oven porcions to be paicd him."

The Chapter minutes only rarely refer to tlie services

iu the Church. In 1583 complaint was made that the

petty canons and lay clerks, in spite of warnings, still

neglected to attend

" in such sort as their duty bound them,"

and it was ordered
" that yf eny peti cannon or laye clerke fale to be present in the

quere at the begynnyng of the three da^'ly servyces exeept in theyre
weekes of lybei-tye that eury of theym so makyng defaulte shall the

next seruyce after stande at the doore of the gi'ate in the quere iu

his surplis duiyng the tyme of the Avhole seruice."

In 1567 the Chapter agreed
" that m'' Selby m"" of the children and organ player in consideracon.

of his paynes had in makyng and pryckvng of dyuers books of [music]
for the queere shall haue fyf tye three shillings and foure pens."

In November, 1583, it was granted to

" m'' Selbye in Respect of his old age ... to be absent from the

Quyer at his owne liking."

In 1574 it was ordered that

" for the better exercyse of the maister and of the queresters there
shall be a sett of violls and a sett of Lutes prepayred at the churches
charge."

In November, 1583, it was agreed
" that (blank) ffelbrig shall remayne as a conduct in the quere and
to receyve after the rate of tenne pounds by yere."

It was also ordered
" that henry Bryckell who the last michas quarter hath served in the
quere shall haue for that quarter xP and shall so contynue and
receyve for his stipend after viij^' by yere."

At the same time it was appointed

'' that m'' Deaue m"" vicedeane & m"" Tresorer calling to them the
Chaunter & the Quier shall see the same Quier furnyshed with souge
books & to reward those that take paynes therein according to theire

discretion."

in 1573 it was agreed to ...
" disburse to the quenes orgayne maker beynge sent for to viewe and
mende. the greate orgaynes for his costs aswell at this tyme. as at an
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other iyme l)efore this and for mendyng of the lessor orgaynes in the

quyere Six pounds thyrtene shillings and fours pens."

In 1578 it was ordered
" that Jaspar Blanckard the Organs maker shall have xx'^ ouer and
besides the bargayne and agrement made with hym for the amending
of the greate orgaynes "

;

and it was agreed that he should have

"a fee or rewarde yerely to thys ends that he shall twyss eusrye yere

make hys repayre to thys church to see to the sayd orgaynes and
amende the same if nsede so rsquyre."

The Chapter record contains a few references to bells.

In 1570 it was agreed that

" whsrs the bells of lats have bsns stollen from the churchs of

Seasalter that thinhabitants there shall haue fyve marks to be taken
outt of tlialmes money toward the by ing and providing of a new bell

for the sayd churchs."

In June, 1585, it was agreed

"that the wackeringe bell now in the house of m^ Lawse shalbe given
iu almes to thuse of the Hospitall at the east Bridge in this city of

Cantoi'bury to be hanged vpp there in the chappell so that it be
recorded in the records of that howse that it was the gyfte of this

Dean & Chapter."

In 1624 it was ordered that an af^reement should be
made
" with Hatch the belfounder by the {^reat for the new making of six

bells to be hung in Dunstan steeple."

If these bells were made it would be interesting to know
what became of them, as there are no Hatch bells in the

present Cathedral peal.

The Cathedral Grammar School, or King's School, is

mentioned from time to time. In 1565 it is recorded:

—

" the L. Archebusshoppes grace hath [misjlyked of the gramer scole

that yt lackyth banks [and] that yt is not bourded,"

and the Chapter agreed to see the school amended in all

things necessary. Mention is made, in 1570, of the

lodging of the schoolmaster, usher, and scholars within

the precinct. In November, 1573. the decision was taken

for Mr. Dean to journey to London
"to make meane to the quenes ma*'® for a dispensacon to place the

gi'an/? scole owte of the mynte in some other place w'in the Syte of

the church."

In 1585 the Chapter
" decreed that thei-e shalbe fyue marks geven in Reward vnto m""

Shor . . . the scolsma of the gramni scools to encourage hym in his
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^ilygence [and foi-] his paynes takinge in teachiugo & for the Ileleife

of his charges in his late sycknes."

At the same time a sum of twenty shillings was
" bestowed vp3 John Leeds a poi-e scoller of Cambridge & somtyme
one of her ma"^* scollers in this scoole."

We find on various occasions the scliool term shortened
in a gruesome way by the plague dispersing the scholars

to their homes. A more agreeable record occurs in 1561,
as follows :

—

" Yt ys Agreid that the Scolemaster and [Usher] shall haue lxvj»

viij"* towards such [charg]ys as they shall be at in settyng furthe of

[tragjedies Comedycs and int'^ludes this next [. . . .]mas and the
same to be done by thadvise [and] consent of m"^ vicedeane."

Had the date been a few years later, we might fairly have
assumed that Kit Marlowe had some share in the

diversions.



OPENING ADDRESS OF THE ANTIQUARIAN SECTION
AT CANTERBURT.^

By Peofessor T. M'KEXNY HUGHES, M.A., F.K.S., F.S.A.

When I learned that the honour of presiding over one

of the sections of the Arehoeological Institute had been

conferred upon me, and that the first duty which I had
to discharge was to open the business of the section with

an address, I cast about for a subject of wliich I might

liave some knowledge, and which should also, if possible,

combine the advantage of having a special local interest.

I dismissed the idea wdiich of course occurred to me,

as it does to every one in similar circumstances, of

compiling a history of all the results of recent archteo-

loo:ical research. I realised that the Institute has sub-

divided the subject of Archaeology, so that it is treated

under three heads, namely, Antiquarian, Historical, and

Architectural, and that I had not to do with written

evidence or inscriptions, which belong to the section

presided over by that distinguished scholar, my colleague

from Cambridge. Nor, again, was it within my province

to speak of monuments in wdiicli distinctive features

were arrived at from age to age, in the attempt to add
beauty of form to utility and durability of structure. The
discussion on these will be guided by the accomplished

and energetic secretar}' of the Society of Antiquaries.

Our duty in this section is to " eye the delver's toil," to

note exactly where things were buried and what objects

were found associated—in fact, to take special cognisance

of the fossils of Archaeology. This being the case, I felt

that I might legitimately urge upon your notice a stricter

observance of the methods of geological research in deal-

ing with this class of evidence.

I thought, further, as we w^ere to meet in a region

where man had from the earliest period of which we have
any record employed flint as the material of his instru-

ments of every-day use, as well as, in all probability, for

1 Eead at Canterbiirj, July 22nd, 1896.
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international relations, and, as we sliould be walkip.g over

Hints together every day for a week, that I could not do
lietter than lay before the section the results of a long

and somewhat detailed study of flint and flints, of the

mode of occurrence of flint ; the vicissitudes through
which flints pass after they have been washed out of the

parent chalk ; and the changes which nature works in the

condition of the surface by fracture and chemical action.

But I learned that there would be no opportunity of

exhibiting such a collection as would be necessary for the

proper illustration of the subject, nor would the time

at my disposal suffice for the purpose. So I found I

must relinquish the larger scheme, and, instead of

giving a conspectus of one branch of the subject,

I have endeavoured to offer a generalisation from
many different observations along various lines of en-

quiry—a plan which allows me to refer to the history of

flints so far as possible without laying a large quantity

of illustrative specimens before you in support of my
statements, and will enable me to touch upon several

other points of interest arising out of recent discoveries.

The heading under which I would link my remarks
together is the continuity of domestic life in Britain from
the earliest times, as shown by the objects of every-day

life which have been disinterred.

Here at once I find I have to speak of flint.

The history of primaeval man in Britain belongs

exclusively to what you have separated off as the anti-

quarian section of Archasology. It depends almost

entirely, so far as accurate observation and legitimate'

inference may be held to have established satisfactory

conclusions, upon the use of stone implements. The
story of Palaeolithic man may now be considered to be

based upon sound evidence, but that is almost entirely

derived from his use of flint. The anthropological

evidence from the supposed primaeval skulls or skeletons

is so far too doubtfal, both as regards the finding and the

characters, to justify our attaching much importance to it.

But the implements exhibit a uniformity of type which
indicates a common origin. Moreover, they have been

searched for where expected from analogy, and there

found. Much false and foolish evidence was adduced in
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the earlier stages of the enquiry, but that has now been-,

sifted out and set aside.

Now we are looking for evidence of man's existence in

the much more remote past, and the enquiry has been
much prosecuted in Kent. But we must not again allow

the research to be impeded, and results discredited, by the

too hasty admission of unsatisfactory evidence. It may be

true—and it has been supposed that it has been already

proved—that man did inhabit Kent long before the time

of the makers of the stone hatchets which we find in the

gravel of lieculver or in the brickearths near Eainham.
In this enquiry into the more remote history of man chief

reliance is placed upon fragments of flint which are

supposed to show traces, not indeed of having been,

fashioned, but of having been used by man. The term.
" palseotaliths " which has been applied to these earlier

stones is unfortunate if only on account of the finality,

involved in the superlative.

Whatever may be the working hypothesis with which.

we proceed to follow up this line of research, the one

most necessary bit of knowledge for its safe prosecution is

the history of the vicissitudes through which the flints

have passed which we are examining with a view to dis-

covering traces of man.
None of these flints are in the position in which they

were formed. All of them have been transported by
natural agencies. They have run the risk of being

trampled on, kicked, and scrunched against one another

by animals. They have been exposed to irregular and
rapid expansion and contraction with changes of tem-

perature, and to various chemical actions which must
affect the condition of the surface.

We must have made ourselves familiar with all the

operations of nature which affect the form and condition,

of a flint, and must have satisfied ourselves that none of

these can have produced the result we observe, before we:

can safely pronounce that any given specimen certainly,

shows traces of human handiwork, however likely it

may seem that the fragment might have been turned to

account by primaeval man. The majority of the frag-

ments which have been referred to this pre-palgeolithic.

age are not of the form into which flint was commonly
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shaped by palixjolithic man, nor are the fractures, which are

supposed to indicate use, of the same, or approximately

the same, date. We shall probably have further oppor-

tunities of discussing this question in the course of the

week.

All the commoner types of stone implement are

suggested by natural forms. In illustration of this point

I once made a large collection of flints, which is now in

the Jermyn Street Museum. There must often be con-

siderable doubt respecting specimens on which there are

not a great many chips. They may be specimens rudely

fashioned by man, or they may be natural forms acci-

dentally chipped along their weaker or more exposed

edges by the various operations to which I have referred

above.

But there is no great step from using a flint with a

naturally formed cutting edge and trimming another so

as to adapt it for similar use. The continuity in the

objects of every-day life shows itself thus early in the

fact that rough flints were picked up and used, then

shaped a little where the natural form was not quite

what was required.

Nor do the proofs of continuity end with the more
ancient types known as palseolithic, for, among the

wasters and flakes of almost any neolithic implement

manufactory, implements are found hardly distinguishable

from palseolithic leaf-shaped and oval forms. These are

the natural flints which have been rough dressed and

prepared for the more careful work by w^iich the newer

or neolithic implements were elaborated. In fact, the

embryology of the more highly-finished forms shows that

they have, in the course of their development, passed

through the stages at which the implements of the palaeo-

lithic type were arrested.

Even among the ground and polished implements

made out of the basic rocks, which are commonly known
as greenstones and basalts, natural forms seem to have

lent themselves readily to the requirements of primfeval

man. as I first suspected among the weathered rough-

surfaced celts so common in West Yorkshire and recently

saw the proofs of so clearly on the coast of Brittany.

The rock naturally breaks into fragments, which are
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rolled on the beach into long tapering pebbles such as

require only to be ground at the broad end into a cutting

chisel edge to furnish just such an implement as was
commonly used by neolithic man. Very likely the

chancre from unofround to ground was the result ofo O o
^ ^

importation or even of invasion, but it is too small and
unimportant a thing, though very conspicuous in archae-

ology, to lead us to infer from it any considerable break

in the continuity of the habits and appliances of every-

day life.

Vast difference of circumstances and great lapse of

time between palseolithic and neolithic man are inferred

from the geographical changes which are known to have

taken place, and from the local extinction of whole races

of animals.

But lapse of time does not imply any abrupt interrup-

tion of continuity, and the local extinction of species does

not involve any sudden destruction. The animals that

lived in the palgeolithic age did not disappear all at once.

Indeed, the French antiquaries have classified the remains

of primaeval man by reference to the groups of animals

that successively prevailed with him.

Many of the forms of life which were common in

Southern Britain at the commencement of the neolithic

age are wholly or locally extinct, such as the Elk, the

Red and Roedeer, the Bear and the Beaver. Many have

become extinct in quite recent times, such as the Marten,

the Kite, and the large Copper Butterfly; some are now so

scarce that we may expect them to disappear in a few

years, such as the Badger or the Swallow-tail Butterfly.

Earth movements and other geographical changes of

considerable extent have taken place since the commence-
ment of neolithic times, and when, as we look back
through the ages, the perspective of the receding past

has reduced this varied history to a thin line, changes

will be found to have taken place at the time indicated

by it of the same kind as those which we now refer to the

close of the palaeolithic age.

As we follow down the history of domestic appliances

we b3^-and-bye find the use of stone superceded by that

of metal. Here we meet with a new difficulty, which

makes negative evidence of less value than in the .
case
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of Stone. The metal is perishable ; the surface oi' the

bronze is olten so corroded that an ordinary workman
would notice nothing })ecuUar in a valual)le relic, and
would throw it away. The iron often leaves Ijut a rusty

streak.

There is plenty of evidence of the overlap of stone and
metal, of bronze and iron, showino; continuity of domestic

life with the gradual incoming of new inventions.

But enough evidence has been collected to su<^gest

that some of the earlier bronze implements were imita-

tions, as far as the form was concerned, of the common
flat stone celt. Metal was scarce, and came in slowly.

Stone was still used by the ])oor folk down to the Roman
occupation of Gaul and probably of Britain. Roman
ware was found by Miln, with stone implements, in the

rubbish round a Roman villa in Brittany. The obvious

explanation of this was that the Romans employed native

servants, who brought their own instruments with them.

There might be cases in which the natives had looted a

Roman villa, but the buildings and other remains did not

admit of that explanation in the case of the excavations

in the Bosseno.

The change from the ancient British mode of life was
not abruptly interrupted by that greatest of all episodes in

our history—the conquest of Britain by the Romans ; and
yet nothing has ever happened which has produced so

great a revolution in all the appliances and habits of life.

The imprint of Roman civilisation was never obliterated.

Once the better class of Roman pottery had come into

use it held its own.
There does not seem to be much meaning in the term

Romano-British. The Romans who came here did not

modify their appliances so as to make them approach
the British type, nor did the British modify their objects

of every-day life ; but by degrees, without much inter-

ruption of continuity, the Britons adopted the Roman
methods and instruments.

Other important modifications mark the making of the

old English people. It was not by the first inroad of

Angle, Saxon, Frank, Jute, or Dane, that the great change
was brought about. These rough people do not appear to

have introduced any appliances that had such utility
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or beauty as to supercede at once those left among tlie

Eomanised British. Moreover, as time went on, each new
body of invaders found more and more of iheir own kiih

and kin estabUshed in the country.

Here 1 will try to accentuate the point of my remarks

and the inference I would have drawn with regard to the

methods of observation from which alone any trustworthy

deductions can be obtained for the construction of such a

sketch as I have been endeavouring to lay before you.

In studying the fossils of archaeology and their teaching

the methods of geology must be followed. It is not enough

to say that under such-and-such a house or street, at such-

and-such a depth, such-and-such an object was found. It

will not do to record the information of an obliging work-

man, who soon finds out what lends an interest to the find.

You will easily obtain evidence, if you seek for it by inter-

rogation, that a quite recent jug was obtained forty feet

down, and may elicit from your informant by cross-exami-

nation that he found it when digging potatoes. The stor}'

of Dr. Buckland's Paramoudra is another example.

You must carefully observe each section for yourself and
note what objects are confined to one layer, and which

of them, ranging through a longer period, recur at several

horizons.

It was by observing in this way in the top layers

objects of the last two centuries, in the next below
medioeval objects, and in the lower la3'ers Eoman
remains, that I made out that a certain corner now
built over in the midst of the colleg:es of Canibridi>-e

had been a laystall or place where rubbish might be
shot for fifteen centuries at least.

It was from noting the perpetual association of a certain

class of pottery of Roman type with undoubted mediaeval

fragments that I inferred that the Eoman type of com-
moner ware did prevail all through the six centuries

from the withdrawal of the Eomans to the Norman
Conquest. It was only by this method I could show
that this was not merely an accidental mixture of ancient

and modern refuse.

To return to our enquiry.

The Norman Conquest, like the Eoman occupation,

brought in a mixed crowd. As the Eomans grafted on
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to British lite Huns and Asturians ami Gauls, some with

more, some with less facility of assiiuilaliori to the native

British, but all disciplined to Eoman civilization, so the

Normans brought in an army drawn from various races,

each with their own well-marked idiosyncracies. There

were, of course, many quick-witted but volatile French

among them ; but it is a great mistake to talk of it, as is

connnonly done on the otliei- side of the channel, as if it

were a conquest of England by the French. The back-

bone of the army was Norse, which readily coalesced with

the Scandinavian element on this side the channel, while

the Celts from Brittany may perhaps explain some of the

colonies of the Celtic type so connnonly found in East

Britain. Their leader, William, is shown by an early

painting, preserved in Caen, which was copied from a still

earlier fresco, to have been a reddish haired man ; and

though Matilda, to distinguish the combatants on her

embroidery, gave prominence to the dark haired French

type among the Normans, William Paifus' h<nir and com-

plexion support the inference, drawn from the Caen

painting, that his father was a red Norseman and no

Frenchman.
Now, excavations among the scarce remains of the tenth,

eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries tell us of no

break in the ordinary domestic appliances throughout all

that transition period. And to appeal in conQrmation to

another of our sections the early Norman castle was the

same as the Old English burh—a fort upon a mound.

If we examine a collection of the remains of ordinary

household appliances of the nineteenth century in the

refuse of any house or town we shall see a vast diflference

Ijetween them and the corresponding remains of the

fifteenth century
;
yet the change has been gradual and

the continuity kept up. So in the more remote past the

whole result after centuries may be great, but the change

was not abrupt or violent.

In these enquiries language goes for very little : the

physical features of the people are worth more ; but the

most trustworthy evidence is that derived from the spade. •

In the deep trench we can see for ourselves layer after

layer, each holding the waste and refuse and broken

vessels of every-day life. This is the record which has
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been so neglected b}^ Arcliceology. We onglit to be able

to study this in our museums. Drawers of arranged

fragments should enable us to infer the incoming or the

overlap of each type. But where is there a museum
which displays, or even preserves in an accessible form,

all the objects which have been found together at distin-

guishable stages ? Where can we take a basketful of

objects and by comparison assign, if not a date, at any

rate a relative place to them ? It is from the neglect of

this kind of evidence that a wrong impression of the

amount of interruption of ordinary life and of the rela-

tion of the conquered to the conquerors has been so

generally prevalent and the great fact of the continuity

of our domestic history throughout invasions and con-

quests and civil wars has been so often lost sight of.

In this ancient city relics which form as much part

of its history as a leaf or a chapter of its most valued

historical document are now and again exposed. Surely

I need hardl}^ appeal to the citizens of Canterbury, or

to the archaeologists now gathered here and inspired by
its stirring memories of 2,000 years, to support every

effort to accept and preserve the priceless records which

are from time to time presented to them in the progress

of necessary renovation and expansion.



INVENTORIES OF THE GOODS OF HENRY OF EASTRY
(1381), RICHARD OF OXENDEN (1334), AND ROBERT
HATHBRANJ) (1339), SUCCESSIVELY PRJORS OF THE
MONASTERY OF CHRISTCHURCH, CANTERBUJiY.

Transcribed and iinnotatod by W. JI. St. JOinS" TTOPK, M.A.

The interesting series of inventories and accompanying
memoranda that forms the subject of this paper is con-

tained in a narrow paper book of sixteen leaves, each
measuring 1(5^ by 6 inches, which forms ])art of the

manuscript numbered E. 27 in the Chapter Library at

Canterbury. It is written throughout by the same scribe,

and its contents have therefore no douljt been copied

into the book from the original documents (which are now
lost) for preservation and reference.

Since a monk, even if prior, had in theory no private

property these inventories do not enumerate the goods
of the priors themselves, but are lists of such plate and
other valuables belon^ino; to the monastery as were lent

to the prior for use during his lifetime. Such lists often

took the form of an indenture and on the death of the

holder were checked over and note made of any additions

or defects. Cases in point will be found in the documents
before us.

The first list is an " inventory of all the goods of Henry,
prior of Christchurch, Canterbury, on the da}^ of the

election of prior Eichard, viz. on the 26th day of April

A.D. 1331, after the death of the said Dan Henry the

prior his predecessor of good memory."
It enumerates the books, the vestments, mitres and

other ornaments of the prior and his chapel, the silver

plate, the hangings and carpets and other furniture of his

lodging, the pewter and copper vessels, and the various

utensils and instruments of domestic use, and the horses

in his stable.

The actual contents of each chamber in the prior's

lodging are not specified, perhaps because they were
reckoned as fixtures which passed as a matter of course

from one prior to another. Mention is however made of

the camera or chambers in general, the privy chamber
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(privata camera), the hall (aula), the greater and lesser

chapels (magna capella or capella majo)\ and capella

minor), of the wardrobe [garderoha), and of the kitchen

{coquhia) and buttery (botelria).

The prior Henry referred to was the famous Henry of

Eastry. He entered the monastery as a novice and after,

no doubt, filling various offices was elected prior in April

1285. He died on 8th April, 1331 at the advanced age,

it is said, of 92, after being prior for forty-six j^ears.

During his priorate he ruled the monaster)^ well and
prudently, and succeeded in paying off' a debt of 3000
marks with which the convent was burdened. He was
also an energetic builder, and both in the church and
monastery he left behind him evidences of his artistic

taste and munificence.

According to a manuscript list of the archbishops and
priors compiled in archbishop Warham's time Henry of

Eastry was buried in the church {?iter imagines sanctarum

virginum Sythe et Apollonie}

This burial place has hitherto been unknown and un-

identified, but there can be little if any doubt that prior

Henry's tomb is that in the south aisle of the quire which
has until now been called the monument of archbishop

Walter Reynolds, who died in 1327. The recumbent
effigy upon it is not that of an archbishop, ])ut of a mitred

prior in mass vestments without staff or crosier. The
tomb is flanked by two large niches, now empty, which
we may reasonabl}^ suppose held the images of St. Sytli

and St. Apollonia. Between the flanking tabernacles

once rose a handsome canopy, but this has long been
taken away. In the Treasurers' Accounts for 1330-31 is

an entry

:

Pro tuniba domini H. prioris xxj.li. iijs. iiijd.

which no doubt refers to the monument under notice.

Both Dart- and Professor Willis'' have printed the long

list which has been preserved^ of the Nova opera in

1 C.C.C.C. MS. 298, p. 118. Conventual Buildings of the Monastery
" The Histor 1/ and Antiquities of the of Christ Church in Canterhury, by the

Cathedral Church of Canterbury, And Rev. Robert Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

the Once-Adjoining 31onasfery : By the (London, 1869), 185-187.

Reverend Mr. J. Dart (London, 1726), > In Register K. f. 220, and Cott. MS.
Appendix, No. V. Galba E. IV. (British Museum).

•* The Architectural History of the

s 2
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Ecclesia et in Curia tempore II. Prioris, tlie total cost of

whicli was £2184 18s. Sd. ; it need not therefore be here

repeated. There are, however, in the list certain entries

relating to the buildings occupied by the prior himself

which may properly be noticed.

The prior's camera or lodging at Christchurch, Canter-

bur)'', consisted of an extensive group of chambers, be-

tween the great dormitory and the infirmary, over two
sides, the east and south, of the infirmary cloister. This

cloister, like all the principal divisions of the monastery,

is of Norman origin, and part of its beautiful twelfth

century arcade still remains on the east side. The south

alley was rebuilt on an enlarged scale about 1250 as the

subvault of the prior's chapel above. In the well-known
Norman drawing a building lettered Camera i^rioris veins is

shewn at the north-east corner of the infirmary cloister,

where part of it remains. The prior's chapel was being

built in 1254,^ and was finished by prior Koger (1258-
1263)." It was 64 feet long and 21 feet wide, but was
unfortunately pulled down about 1700. Its place is now
occupied by the Howley Library. The prior's chapel was
no doubt connected with the camera vetus hy other cham-
bers over the eastern alley of the cloister, but all these

were rebuilt or enlarged by Henry of Eastry soon after

his election as prior. The extent of his works is thus

enumerated in the list above-mentioned ;

Ab anno Domini. M°. Camera magna Prioris cnm pictura.

CC'' Ixxxv"^ usque ad Camera minor cum Capella^ et novo Camino.
annum Nonagesimum Camera longa cum novo camino.

Camera ad scaccarium cnm diversorio ibidem.

Studium Prioris.

Anno. M.CC.XC.j" Nova Camera Prioris plumbata. cum Garde-
roba. Camino. Celatura. pictura. et pavi-

mento aliarum Camerarum . sxxvj.li.

xviij.s. vj.d.

Anno. M.CC.XC.iiij° Nova panetria et nova coquiua plumbata in

Camera Prioris .xiij.li. xviii.s.*

The buildings here specified formed part of the group
round the camera prioris vetus ^ whicli contained the prior's

* In the Treasurers' Account for 1254 ^ Professor Willis suggests (p. 185,
is a payment of £14 " ad capelJam note) that " the word capella, coupled
prioris." -n'ith camino in " this and another

" " Capellam inter Dormitorium et In- passage " appears to mean the chimney
frmariam honorifice perfecit." Henry hood, and not a chapel."
Wharton, Anglia Sacra, i. 140. * Register K. f. 220.
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own lodging and offices, and accommodation for his ser-

vants, and the inventory refers to the contents of these

chambers. But there is shewn in the Norman drawing,

on the north side of the infirmary chapel, a building let-

tered Nova Camera Prioris. This was gradually enlarged

in later times and eventually became an extensive estab-

lishment or mansion for the reception of the more distin-

guished guests of the monastery, who were assigned to

the prior. Its history, however, does not now concern

us, but its existence is here noted to avoid confusion with

the camera vetiis w^here the prior lived.

Of Eichard of Oxenden, who w^as elected prior 26tli

April 1331 in succe;ssion to Henry of Eastry, very little

is known. He died 4th August 1338 and was buried in

the chapel of St. Michael (on the east side of the south

transept). The inventory made during his priorate, in

1334, contains a list of the plate assigned to his use and

of the furniture in his lodging. This is in part a repeti-

tion of the inventory of 1331, but it gives fuller details

and contains as well as a number of additional items.

Eobert Hathbrand was elected prior in succession to

Eichard of Oxenden, and held office for thirty-two years,

dying on 16th July (xviiKal. Aug.) 1370. He was buried

in St. Michael's chapel. Among the buildings ascribed

to him in the Kalendar of Obits is Camerani aliam plumbo

coopertam. juxta la gloriet} This new chamber was an

addition to the prior's lodging, the Gloriet being the

upper chamber at the north end of it.

The inventory made during Eobert Hathbrand's term

of office is a very short one, drawn up in 1339, the year

after his election. It is confined almost entirely to bed

furniture, carpets, hangings, etc. all of which are enu-

merated in the preceding inventory, though not always in

identical terms.

The inventory of 1331 has a number of marginal anno-

tations of later date which record the disposal or where-

abouts of various articles. The inventory of 1334 has

similar additions, but fewer in number. All have been

duly noted in my transcript.

The following is the text of the inventories :

1 Lambeth MS. 20. f. 201J.
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f. 1] liiveiiiiiviiiin Omuinin bonmnim LIcnrici Prioris Ecclcsio Christi

Cant.uai-'' dii' I'lcccioiiis llicai-tli J^rioris videlicet xxvj" die Aprilis

Anno Domini MilKsinio CCC'"". 'J'rieesinio Primo. Post obitu bono

memorio dicti dotnini Henrici Prioris ])redecessoris sui. In primis

Libri do Theologia

Hil)liii

Tliomas supei- Lucara et Jobannem
Thomas super Matlieum et Marcuni
Epistolo l^anli glosate

Sumnia Longobardi
Tractatus super summas Longobardi

Secunda secunde super librorum smumarum
Summa confessoruni

Legenda dominicalis et sanctorum .xij. leccionum per totum
annum

Item Legenda sanctorum
Liber Cassiodori senatoris

Glose super ecclesiasticis

Capituli et questiones libri Augnstini

Sermones dominicales et sanctorum per annum Primi

Sermones dominicales et sanctorum per annum Secundi

Sermones dominicales abbreviati

Liber de exemplo sacre scripture

Vcni niecam
Liber de excmplis de dictis Patrum
Collectarium ex multis (?)

Planetus Bernardus de doloi'e matris Christi

Prima pars concordancium ab .a. usque .d.

Secunda pars concordancium ab .d. nsque .1.

Tertia pars concordancium ab .1. nsque .q.

Quarta pars concoi'dancium ab .q. nsque ad finem

Veritas Theologie et liber de proprietatibus rerum
Summa librorum de Theologia .xxvj,

Libri de Jure Canonico

Decreta nova magna Prima
Item .Decreta secunda
Item .Decreta tei-cia

Huguncio super decretis

Item .Rosarium super decreta [^sic]

Decretales nove apparate Prime
Item .Decretales nove ajjparate. Secunde
Item .Decretales nove apparate tercie. cam vj. libris Decretalium

Item .Decretales nove quai'te. non appai'ate

Item .Decretales abbreviate cum summa Reymundi
Item .Decreta Vetera cum Integra

Item .vj, libri Decretalium cum glossa. G. de Baysio. .J.Monaelii.

et Johannis Andree
Item .vi. et. vij. libri decretaliuni sine glosa

Item .glose. J. Monacbi super .vj. libris decretalium
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Summa que dicitur copiosa. Prima
Item .Summa copiosa. secunda
Prima pars Hostieiis super primum et secundum librum decre-

talium
Secunda pars Hostiens super .iij. iiij. et v. libi'is decretalium

Speculum Judiciale

f. lb~\ Item liber qui dicitur Catholicon

Innocentius super decretalibus

Summa Goffredi

Summa Mandegoti : de eleccionibus celebrandis

Summa Martiniani

Repertorium Juris

Nove constituciones conciliorum generalium & Provincialium

Summa Compostolani cum summa Maudegoti
Summa super decretalibus.

Summa Reyraundi glossata

Summa libi'orum de Jure Cauonico .xxix

Libri de jure Civili

Codex
Instituta

Summa placentini super Instituta

Liber de legibus anglie qui dicitur Bracton.
Liber de statutis Regni Anglie
Hystoina Trojanorum.
Liber de Regimine Principis
Liber qui dicitur Rageman
Summa de artificio scribendo
Liber de dictamine stili Romani
Registrum vacacionis

Registrum omnium officiorum Ecclesie Cantuariensis.

Registrum omnium cartarum et Composicionum Ecclesie Can-
tuariensis.'

Memoriale multorum-
Summa librorum de Jure Civili .xiiij.

Libri de Offieijs Ecclesiasticis

Missale magnum novum
Item .Missale novum, in miuore volumine
Item .Missale vetus parvum
Item .Missale abbreviatum cum collectare

Item .Missale novum abbreviatum
Ordinale
Diurnale
Psalterium Piimum

' This forms the first part of Register and is practically a memorandum book
E. in the possession of the Dean and of divers matters touching the rights
Cliapter of Canterbui-y. and privileges, the manors and reve-

^ This volume is now in the British nues and possessions of the monastery
Museum (Cott. MS. Galba E.IV.). of Cliristchurch, Canterbury, compiled
It bears tlie heading on the first leaf

:

imder the direction of prior Henry
Memoriale mulforum Henrici Frioris, of Eastry.
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Psalteriuni ])arviiin secundum cum ympnnrio ct Cant .

Liber qui ilicitur Poiitificale

Novum Portil'orium dc usu Sarum.'
Sumnui librorum de Oflicijs I']eclcsiafitici8 .xj.

XX

Sutnma summarum omnium librorum .iiij.

Vestiraenta Ecclesiastica H. Prioiis pi-edicti. In primis

"Casula Tunica efc dalmatiea de Inde''^ .samitto brudato aurcia

floribus gladvie

^Item .Tunica .j. de indo in parte brudata aureis floribus gladue.

*Item .Casula .j. palh'ata de Inde ' cum tunica etdalmaiica dc inde

exterius et de rubeo samicto intorius.

f. 2] ''Item .Tunica .j. de Inde exterius et erocei coloris interius

"Item .dalmatiea .j. de Inde exterius et rubei coloris interius

^Item .Casula .j. palliata de purpura diasperata '' cum tunica et

dalmatiea de purpui-a exterius et de panno croceo interius

^Item .Casula .j. palliata cum Tunica et dalmatiea de viridi panno
diasperat aui'o

^Item .Casula .j. palliata cum duabus tunicis et .j. dalmatiea de

subrubeo panno supe en vin diasperatf

*Item .Casula .j. palliata de rubeo diasperat rosis aureis

^Item .Casula .j. palliata rubea de piano panno
''Item .Tunica .j. exterius rubea et interius alba

"Item .Tunica .j. nigra exterius et erocei colons interius

^Item .Casula .]. alba palliata de piano panno diasperat^

®Item .Casula .j. palliata cum duabus Tunicis et duabus dalmaticis

de albo panno diaspei-at parvis rosis de serico

®Item .Tunica .j. de albo panno diasperato aureis Griffonibus

Summa Casularum .ix.

Summa Tunicarum et dalmaticarum .xxj.

Cape. In primis

*Capa una preciosa brudata et diasperata auro
^[Item .Capa una de Inde Samicto brudat aureis floribus]*

®Item .Capa una de Inde cum aureis arboribus et besancijs

aureis

®Item .due cape de Inde samito brudate aureis floribus gladue.

®Item .Capa .j. alba diasperata parvis rosis

Summa Caparum .v.

' The presence of a Sarum portbos ^ In margin : " Tercius capellanua

in a monastic liouse, instead of the habet."

Benedictine breviarium, should be ^ " Prior " wTitten over,

noticed. '^ In margin: "Prior."
2 In margin :

" Prior habet." ^ In margin :
" Suboapellanus."

^ Indus, blue. ** This entry is struck through.
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Albe

'Alba .j. de serico cum parvis Rosis rubeis et viridibus cum
parui'is brudatis de auro"

'Item .alba .j. de serico plauo cum rubeis paruris auro brudatis

'Item .iiij""". albe nnius secte de samito de Inde brudate aureis

floinbus gladue et scuto Regis Anglie.

*Item. .alba .j. cum amictu cum paruris de rubeo samitto brudatis

ymaginibus brudatis aureis

^Item .alba .j. cum amictu cum pai'uris de diversis coloribus et

auro brudatis de diversis armis.

*Item .alba .j. cum. paruris brudatis de diversis parvis scutis

"Item .alba .j. cum paruris consutis [cum roseis rubeis auro
brudatis struck through^ de diversis scutis ejusdem operis.

'Item .alba .j. cum paruris diasperatis de albo panno cam amictu
consuto.

*Item due tabule de I'ubeo samitto brudate cum j^maginibus

aiu'eis.

Summa albarum .xj.

Mitre^ dicti domini. H. Prioris

'Mitra una cum lapidibus preciosis oruata et margaritis cooperta.

precium .xx.ti.

''Item .alia Mitra lapidibus preciosis ornata et margaritis cooperta.

precium. .xiiij.ii.

Summa Mitrarum .ij.

f. 2&.] Item .vestimenta Ecclesiastica dicti domini. H. Prioris

Colaria®

'Colarium .j. cum amauz'-* de diversis formis

'Item .Colarium .j. de losenges et perulis diversi coloris

'Item .Colarium tercium. de perulis de Inde et floribus deanratis

Summa colariorum .iij.

' In margin : "Prior." Innocent III (1198-1216). Honorius
2 It Avill be noticed that the albe itself III (1216-1227) by bull anno pontif. b"

was of silk, embroidered -with small red granted the use of the mitre, and by a

and green roses, and that the apparels later bull in the same year the use of

to it are separately described. The next the ring. The use of the crosier in

albe was of silk,' but plain, -n-ith red addition to the mitre, tunic, dalmatic,

appai-els embroidered with gold. gloves, and ring was not granted until

=' It is uncertain whether these albes 1378 by Urban VI (1378-1389). The
were of blue samite, or whether the respective bulls will be found in Regis-

apparels were of this costly stuff. ter A. f. xxvi.

^ In margin : '' Subcapellanus." ^ " Sacrista" in margin.
•'' In margin ".iij"^ capellanus." ^ These appear to have been " collars

"

^ The prior of Christchurch, Canter- or amice apparels to wear with the

bury, was empowered to use the gloves richest suits of vestments,

and tlie dalmatic, as well as the mantle ^ i.e. enamels,

at table by bull anno pontif. 8° of
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Cirothece

'Cirothece .ij. rum iliuilm^^ ina^-nis Kaniau- et aliis albis rainoribus

Kamau.
'Item .ij. Cii'otlu'Cf cuin hipidihiis cL |K'i'uIis divcrsi coloris

'Item .iiij. Cirotlu'ce cum magnis tassellis uniii.s secte

'Item .quatuor Cirothece cum parvis tassellis ai'genteis et

deauratis.

Stinima Cirotlu-cai'iam sei-icai'ura .xij.

Item .Ornanienta Ecclesiastica aurea argentea et eburnea dicti

domiui H. Prioris die et anno predictis. In primis

'Calix nnns. cum patena argcntea et deaurata precium .Ix.s .

^Item Calix .j. minor cum patena argentea et deaurata precium
.Ixij.s'^.

'Item parvus Calix cum patena cum pede tornatili precium
.xviij.s .

Summa Calicnm .iij

Urceoli

''Duo urceoli argentei cum tribus cireulis deauratis et gemmis in

summitate cooperture^

^Item duo urceoli araalati precium .xxx.s .

^Item duo ui-ceoli argentei pro Capellanis precium .x.s.

•Item urceoli argentei ad magnam Capellam quorum .j. deauratus.'

ponderant .xx.s

Summa urceolorum .viij.

Superaltaria^

^Superaltare .j. de alabaustro longum ornatum argento deaurato et

operate precium .xl.s.

'Item aliud superaltare minus de alabaustro. pi-ecium .xx.s .

"Item superaltare tercium. de Jaspide ornatum argento deaurato

et operato. precium .Ix.s.

•Item .superaltare quartum de Geet ornatum argento deaurato et

operato. precium .xiij.s. iiij.d.

Summa superaltarium .iiij.

Crux.

Item j. Crux de Jaspide. precium .C.s. [Sacrista habet added^

1 " Sacrista" in margin. and a pearl or diamond on that for the
-

i.e. cameos. water.
^ " Subcapellanus " in margin. ' The gilt one would be for the wine.
•* " tereius capellanus " in margin. ^ Portable altar-slabs. The fourth
* "Prior" in margin. was of jet {de Geet).
" Perhaps a ruby on the wine cruet ^ " inter reliquias " in margin.
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Anuli

^Anulus maguus pontificalis cum sapliii'O quadrato et daabus
carolis de rnbinis et smaragdiuis. precium .x.ii.

'Item alius anulus cum albo Camaa cum quatnor rubinis et

quatuoi' smaragdinis. precium .x. marc .

'Item .tercius auulus cum magno saphiro sine carola. precium .l.s.

Snmm.a annlorum pontifioalium .iij

Morsi

'Morsus .j. niagnus argenteas cum .vj. magnis sapbiris et magno
camau in medio omnibus in puro auro scituatis. precium
.x.ii.

'Item .duo Morsi minores argentei amallati
|
nnus cum Crucifixo

et alius cum ymagine beate Maine cum duobus angelis astan-

tibus. precium .xxx.s.

Summa Morsorum .iij.

f. 3] Tburribulum

•Item .Tburribulum .j. argenteum et deauratum. precium .iiij.li.

Batelli ad Thus^

^Batellus .j. magnus amallatus ad Thus, precium .Ix.s.

'Item alius batellus minor ad thus cam cocleari precium .xx.s.

Summa Batellorum ad thus .ij.

Quodam vas argenteum ad aquam Benedictam

'*Unum vas argenteum et deauratum ad aquam benedictam cum
aspersorio argenteo. precium .l.s

^Item Cuppa .j. argentea et deaurata intus et extra curta et

operata ad imponendum corpus domini. precium .Ixx.s. est

in Tbesauraria

Pelves" ad Capellam Prioris

-Due pelves argentee ad Capellam Prioris. precium .xlvj.s .

Summa patet.

-Item .Campana .]*. argentea ad Capellam Prioris. precium .xxvj.s.

viij.d

'Item Calepungnus' .j. deauratus precium .xx.s.

1 " Prior " in margin. •> Basons for washing the hands at
* " Subcapellanus " in margin. Mass.
•* Incense-boats or " ships." ' A pome or ressel filled with hot
* "Sacrista" in margin. water for warming the priest's hands at
' " Thesaurarius " in margin. Mass in winter.
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Candelabra

'Item .iiij"'*. Ciindelabra in magna CapcUn Prioris argentea platea

cooperta. precium .x.a.

Summa patet.

Ymagines beate Marie eburnee

.j. ymago eburnea sancte marie et tilii sui precium .xl.s, Frater

Thomas Stoyl habet.

Item alia ymago eburnea beate marie niaior cum tabcrnaculo

eburneo in Capella Prioris. precium .C.s.

-Item .tercia ymago beate marie cum majestate in tabernaculo

eburneo precium .l.s. [est in Thesauraria"']

Summa ymaginum .iij

Vasa argentea in Camera dicti doraini H. Prioris die et anno
predictis

Olle argentee ad vinnra .vij. de quibus :

Una olla ponderat .Ix.s.

alia olla ponderat .Ix.s.

tercia olla longa ponderat .xxx.s.

quarta olla ponderat .xlv.s.

quinta olla ponderat .liij.s.

sexta olla minor aliis ponderat .xl.s.

septima olla qne est in Refectorio ponderat .Ix.s.

Summa precij. xvij.ii. viij.s. iiij d.

Olle argentee a[d] aquam .vj. de qiiibus :

una olla ponderat .xxvj.s. viij.d.

Item .alia olla ponderat .xxv.s.

Item tercia olla operata ponderat .xviij.s. iiij.d.

Item quarta olla ponderat .xiij.s. iiij.d.

Item .quinta olla ponderat .xiij s. iiij.d.

Item .vj. olla ponderat .xvj s. viij.d.

Summa precij .C.xiij.s. iiij.d.

f. 36] Vasa argentea in Camera dicti domini H. Prioris die et anno
predictis

Cuppe argentee in Camei^a ejusdem H. Prioris .xiij.

Una Cuppa cum tribus [^sicl ponderat .xl.s. et precium .l.s.

Item alia Cuppa cum amalo in fundo ponderat .xxvj s. precium
.xxx.s .

Item tercia Cuppa ponderat .xxij.s. et precium .xxv.s.

Item quarta Cuppa larga et'curta cum amalo in fundo precium
.xl.s.

• " Tercius Capellanus " in margin. •* First altered to vestiario, then re-

- " Inter reliquias " in margin. instated, and finally the words in

brackets struck out.
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Item quinta Cuppa deanrata ct garnettataciim coliiiiipnis in pede.

precmm .iiij. marc .

Item. .vj*". Cuppa, preciiim .xxx.s.

Item .vij* Cuppa que est in refectorio precium .iiij. mavc''

Iterai -viij. Cuppa, procium .xxx.s.

Item .ix. Cuppa precium .xxv.s.

Item .x^ Cuppa precium .xxvj.s. viij.d.

Item .xj^ Cuppa precium .xxj.s.

Item, .xij Cuppa intus et extra deaurata et gaimettata pi-ecium .l.s

Item .xiij^ Cuppa curta nova ponderat .xiiij.s.

Summa .xxij.ii. viij.s. iiij.d

Ciplii argentei sine pedibus .xij.

xij. Ciplii argentei sine pedibus ntimero signati et distiucti et

unius forme' qui ponderaut .x.li.

Suraraia patet.

Pelves argentee .xj.

vj. pelves argentee magne ponderant .xviij.ti.

Item .ij. pelves argentee ponderant .Ixiij.s. iiij.d. que sunt in

Refectorio propter liospitcs.

Item .j. pelvis vetus ponderat .xxiiij.s.

Item .pelvis .j. argentea operata cum pede ad species precium .l.s.

Item .j. plata argentea parva cum pede et amalu in fundo ad
species- precium .xvj.s. viij.d.

Summa .xxv.ti. xiiij.s .

Salai^ia^ argentea .iij.

•j. Salarium magnum argenteum cum cooperculo precium .xxx.s.

Item .j. salarium minus cum cooperculo. precium .xx.s.

Item tercium salarium parvum cum cooperculo Precium .x.s.

Summa .Ix.s.

Scutelli* magni argentei

Scutellus magnus argenteus ad Elemosinam Prions ponderat
.x.ti. x.s et precium .xj.ti.

Item .Scutellus magnus argenteus ejusdem Prioris ad pitantiam
in Refectorio ponderat .xxvj. marc . et precium ..wiij.ii.

Summa .xxix.ti.

Scutelli et salsaria argentei ad coquinam

X. Sctitelli magni argentei videlicet charjours que ponderant
xviij.ti. xv.s.

Item .Scutelli minores .Ixxviij. qui ponderant .Ixxiij.ti.

XX
Item .salsaria argentea .iiij. viij. que ponderant .xxvij.H. x.s.

Summa ponderis et precij omnium scutellorum et salsai'ium ad

coquinam .C.xix.ti. v.s.

' Probably a set or "nest" of ^ Saltcellars or Salts,

beakers. ^ A spiceplate. * Chargers or large dishes.
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C^'ocli'.iiiii aigi'iitea. vidt'licot. in Boli-liiu' :

xxiij. undo .ij. ad ova.- que poiidei-iiiit xxvj.s. viij.d

Iteoi .xij. cocloai-ia qui f-ignantur Prioiis ponderaiil .xv.s.

Item .xiij. cocleaiia. J. de Goi-e pouderant .xviij.s. iiij.d

Item .xij. cocleaiia in parte deaurata pouderant .xx.s.

f. 4] Item .duo coclearia ad ova" ponderant .ij.s. iiij.d

Item .duo coclearia ad species qvxe pouderant iiij s.

Item .j. coclear deauratuni ponderat .ij.s. ij.d.

Summa coclearium .Ixv. SumnKi prccij coniiKlcin .liij.ii. viij.B. vj d.

Coopercula argentea in Camera dicti H. Prioris die et anno prcdictis

Unum magnum cooperculuni aniplum argenteum in boteli'ia quod
ponderat .xx.s.

Item .coopcrculum .j. exira deauratum ad cuppam de inurram'' :

ponderat .x.s.

Item cooperculurn tercium argenteum pondei'at .xiij.s. iiij.d.

Summa Lujus .xliij.s. iiij.d.

^Item .j. arbor argentea cum quinque ramis ct septem Unguis
serpentis precium .xl.s.''

Summa. patet

Et Memorandum quod die et anno eleccioni.s dicti domini Ricardi

Prioris ut sui^erius continetur : Prater Willelmus de Coventria

Sacrista recepit de fratre Thome Stoyl suppriore .x. anulos auri

cum lapidibus preciosis quos dictus Thomas Stoil recepit a dicto

H. Prioris in vita sua per indenturam factam inter eosdem. quos
quidem anulos dictus H. Prior recepit de Mngistro. W. de Swantoii

executore testamenti domini R. archicpiscopi Cantuariensis in partem
golucionis. M^. marcarum quas Idem archiepiscopus couventui legavit.

Precium autem dictorimr .x. anulorum tale est.

j. magnus anulus pontificalis cum topacio. precium .Ix.s.

item .j. magnus rubinus rotundus. precium .C.s.

Item alius rubinus quadrangularis. precium .iiij.ii.

Item tercius rubinus oblongus. precium .xx.s.

Item quartus rubiuus sculplus. precium .xx.s.

Item .j. magnus saphirus oblongus. precium .xl.s.

Item .alius saphirus minor rotundus. precium .xl.s.

Item .tercius saphirus cum .iiij°'". Karolis in circumferencia ornatus

parvis garnectis. precium .xxx.s.

Item .quartus saphirus minor precium .x.s.

Item .j. anulus cum perydot. precium .xx.s.

Et fnit unus undecimus anulus cum parvo rubyno quem dictus

dominus H. Prior in vita sua dedit Petro Byne mercatori de
societate Wardorum de Florentia. quem eciam dictus H.
Prior, recepit in partem solucionem dictarum. M\ marcarum.

' The " bottlc-ry " or butteiy. ^ One would like to know Avliat this
' Egg spoons. silver tree of five branches and seven
* Citppa de mvrra, a maser. serpent's tongues was for ?

* "Thesaurius" m margin.
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f. 46] Dorsalia' et Tapeta- in Capella et Camera dicti H. Prioris die

et anno predictis. In pi-imis

Dorsale maguum rubenm cum albis leonibus. j.

Dorsale rubeum cum albis rosis j.

Tapeta longa cum seutis ad bancum aulo ij.

Item .Dorsale rubeum planum j.

In Capella majori

Tapetum album cum rubeis rosis -j.

Item .tapetum cum seutis et crueibiis. j.

Item .tapetum rubeum j.

Item .tapeta cvim albis leonibus ij.

In minor! Capella

Tapetum novum cum seutis j.

Tapetum vetus cum seutis j.

In Camera Prioris

Tapeta rubea cum albis Rosis circa lectum iij.

Tapeta rubea cum seutis operata iij.

Tapeta alba cum griffonibus ij.

Tapeta crocei coloris cum papejays'' non palleatis ij.

Tapeta crocei coloris cum papejaj^s palleatis ij.

[Tapeta crocei coloris cum rubeis rosis altered into albis

rosis j , hilt the ichole e7itry aftertvards strttck fhrough.'\

Item Tapetum crocei coloris cum rubeis rosis j.

Item Tapetum viride cum albis rosis j.

Item Taj^etum de velveto j.

Item Tapetum vetus cum seutis j.

Item Tapeta rubea et plana iij.

Summa Dorsalium et Tapetum in Capellis et in

Camera dicti dommi H. Prioris. die et anno

predictis [xxvij altered iiito^ xxxj.

Bankeria* in Capella majori dicti domiui H. Prioris

Bankeria in Ciipella majori viride cum albis rosis ij

Bankeria in Camera ejusdem .H. Prioris. In priniis

Bankeria rubea cum albis rosis unius secte vj

Item Bankeriura crocei coloris cum papejajs j

Item Bankerium viride cum rosar'' et i-amis cum papejajcs
in nodis

j

Item Bankerium diversi coloris cum seutis diversis in

nodis
j

Item Bankerium viride largum cum diversis seutis j

Item Bankerium pallea-tum viridis et rubei cum diversis

seutis
j

1 Dossers or hangings. •'' Popinjays or parrots.
- Tapets or carpets. * Banker,s, or coverings for benches.
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Item Baiikerium stragulatuni viridis rubei efc albi coluris j.

Item Bankci'iuni stragulatum rnbei et albi colons j.

Item Baiikeria stragulata viridis rubei ct crocei culuris

Vetera ij

Siimma bankerionim in Ca.pella et in Camera dicti

.H. Prioris. die et anno predictia xvij

Lectisternia' in Camera dicti .11. Priuris. In prjjiiis

lectisternium rubeum j

Item lectisternium croceum j

Item quiltc album j

Item lectisternium de ]\Iorre j

Item lectisternium de panno qui dicitur liourde-
j

Item Chalones^ unius forme iij

f. 5] Mappe^ et manutertria^ dicti domini H. Prioris.

Gardoi'oba. In primis
Invente in

j magna mappa continens .xx. ulnas.

Item alia mappa continens .xx. ulnas.

Item [tercia mappa altered info'] tres mappe sub uno conteutu

continentes .xviij. ulnas

Item quai-ta mappa continens .xvj. ulnas.

Item .j. manutergium continens .xvij. ulnas

Item aliud manutergium continens .xiij. ulnas

Item duo manutergia sub uno contentn que continent .ix. ulnas

Item duo alia manutergia que continent .viij. ulnas sub uno
contentu.

Item .j. pulvinar de serico continens .j. ulnam*^

Item aliud pulvinar continens dimidium nine et dimidium
quarterie

Item ,iij paria lintliiam"

Vasa de Stagno® et Cupro in Camera dicti domini H. Prioris

011a de de \_sic'] Stagno ad vinum
Olle de stagno ad aquam
Olle de cupro ad aquam
Pelves magne de stagno
Pelves minores de stagno cum amal
Scutella de stagno
Pelvis ad Elemosinam de cupro
Olle nove longe de stagno ad vinum
Olle nove minores de stagno ad vinum et aquam
Pelves magne et large de cupro

J

j

•iJ-

Quilts or coverlets.

Striped cloth.

Counterpanes or coverlets.

Tablecloths.

Jack-towels.

^ A pillow of silk, apparently for the

prior's bed.
^ Three pairs of sheets.

^ Stagniim, pewter or tin.
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Lavatoriuin' de cupro de forma galli
j

Lavatoi'ium de cupro de forma capitis hominis j.

Item lavatoria rotunda cam cooperculis pendentia .1
j

Item lavatoria parva in privata Camera iiij

Pelves de cupro minores iu dicta privata camera iiij

Item .j. olla euea

[Utensilia et lustrumenta dicti H. Prioris struck through.^

Quissini in Camera dicti domini H. Prioris anno predicto

Quissinus magnus de rubeo samitto j.

Item quissinus magnus de rubeo samitto tuly
j

Item quissinus magnus vetus de Baudekyno .j.

Item quissini unius secte cum papejayes de Bynde ij.

Item quissinus frectatus magnus de coi^eo deaurato iu

magna capella j.

Quissini de viridi serico vj.

Item quissinus magnus consutus de panno cum scutis .ij [«ic]

Item quissinus magnus textus cum scutis j.

Item quissinus rubeus cum leonibus croceis" j.

Item quissini crocei coloris cum papejayes et rosis .xij.

Item quissini quilibet cum .ij. papejayes et ij albis rosis

cum scuto in medio iiij

Item quissinus .j. cum quinque papejayes et iiij""" rosis rubeis.

f. 56] Utensilia et instrumenta dicti domini H. Prioris die et anno
predictis

Ferrea rotunda ad nebulas'

Ferrea quadrata ad Wafres j.

Mortaria enea ad species cum .ij. pestellis* ij.

Patella® ferrea quadi'ata ad carboii j.

Patella ferrea parva ad plumbum j.

Fui'ce ferree ad ignem^ iij

Secnris magna pro bosco" - j.

Hachetes minores unius forme iiij.

Hacbettes et martelli minores ij.

Sarpe ad vineas'^ • ij.

Cultellus ad doland:®
j

Martellus magnus ferreus pro bosco j.

Wegges^° ferree ad Idem ij.

' The Lavatoria or lavers here men- ^ This was a pair of tongs with
tioned were of two kinds : (1) jugs or round plates at the ends for making
liiigons of copper, one in form of a cock, gaufie-cakes.

the other shaped like a man's head, for * Brass mortars with pestles for

hokling water ; and (2) small cisterns, pounding spices,

usually of lead or pewter, suspended or •'' Patella, a pan.
otherwise fixed over a stone bason or ^ Fire-forks,

lavatory, with a tap from which water '' A woodman's axe.

could be drawn or allowed to run over '^ Pruning hooks for vines,

the hands. " A chopping knife.
-' This red cushion with yellow lions '" Wedges,

practically bore the royal arms of

England.
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Neytol ferr^ ,id idem ij

Driveles' ferr'' i.j

Sip;inim f(MTOuni- niagnum ]ii'0 ]inllanis ]

>Sif;-imm lerrcum luiiins ad ;inini;iliii minora signaiidu j

Signum ferrcum parvum ad vasa et utcnsilia j.

Sica' ad ligiia majora sine bracliiis iij

Sica ad ligna miuoiu cum bracliiis ij.

Seca ad petram ij

Scca minor ad trtissand* ij

Scca maniialia^ n]

Scliafhok" j

Aunder'' major j

Aiinder minor j

Vange^ ferreo iiij

TurbuP ferrate j

Mattok bisacutus'° j

Howe" j

Pykoys^- ij

Item .duo iiistrumenta ferrea cum longis perticis pro berbis

extrahendis" ij

Equi in stabulo dicti. domini H. Prioris. In primis

j. equs qui dicitur MoreH" precium .xl. marc^.

Item alius eqas qui dicitiir moreH. pre(;ium .xxv. marc .

Item tercius equs soreli''^ precium .x.ti.

Item quartus equs Hard'* pro Priore precium .xxv. marc .

Item .V*"* equs qui dicitur Mokkf precium .x. marc^.

Item .vj. equs grisellus''' precium .x.ti

dominus arcbiepiscopus babet et thesaurarius tenentur

respondere de equo vel de precio

Item .vij"^ equs Baiardus staloun'®

Item .viij"^ equs Baiai'dus stalon

Item .ix"^ equs Baiardus vetus palfridus

Item .X. equs qui dicitur Stokfisscb'^

Item .xj. equs qui dicitur Bausan.^" CapeHanus domini arcbi-

episcopi babet.

Equi carectarum-' .iiij°'' precium .viij.li.

Jumenta'" .vij. unde tbesaurarius de Bourii vendit .3.

1 Driveles, dribbles or iron pins.
" Signumferreum, a branding iron.

^ Sica = seca, a saw.
* A trussing-saw.
** Handsaws.
^ Probably a sheaf-liook.

^ Andirons.
** l^anga, a shoTel,

Perhaps the same as trihulmn,

flail.

'" A pickaxe sharpened at both ends.
" A hoe. '- Picks.
'•* For an excellent contemporary

illustration of these instruments, the

weeding hook and crotch, in use, see

Vetufifa Monumenta, vol. tI. pi. xxiii.

fig. 2. from the Louterell Psalter.
'^ A morel liorse is a black horse.
'^ Sorellus, reddish brown.
"' Liardus, dapple-grey.
'"^ Grisellus, grey.
'^ A stallion bayard or bay horse.
'^ Truly a singular name for a horse
^'^ Bausan, piebald.
"' Cart-horses.
-'- Jumentum, a mare.
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[Pal erased^ Pullani' .ij. Madles- signati de etate .j. anni.

Item pullanus .j. femella^ istius aniii

f. 6.] Vasa argentea cum alijs Ornamentis in Camera domini RicardI

Prioris inventa. videlicet die Translacionis beati Thome martyris

Anno Domini Millesimo. CCC"'". xxxiiij'°. tempore Fratris Rogeri de

Thaneto tunc subcapellani.

Olle argentee ad vinum. In primis

011a una nova perquisita tempore R. Prioris. ponderis \_hIanJi']

Item .alia ollanova ejusdem forme et ponderis perquisita tempore
dicti R. Prioris.

^[Item .tercia olla magna domini H. Prioris ponderis .Ix.s

Item .quarta olla ejusdem domini H. Prioris cum circulo in medio
ponderis xliij.s. iiij-d'']"

Item .[quinta struck throttgli] olla pavva cum amatt in cooperculo

ponderis .xliij.s. iiij.d^

Item .[sexta struck througli] olla ejusdem forme et ponderis

Summa ollarum ad vinura : [vj struck through and altered into] iiij

Olle argentee ad aquam

[Olla una nova perquisita tempore domini R. Prioris ponderis]'

Item alia olla domini .H. Prioris ponderis—xxvj.s.^

Item [tercia erased] olla ejusdem domini H. Prioris. ponderis

—

xxiij.s. iiij.d.^

[Item quarta olla .J. de Westone ponderis]'

[Item .quinta olla domini H. Prioris operata ponderis]''

*Item quarta \_aUered into tercia] olla*"

Summa ollarum ad aquam [v altered info] iij ®cum tribus gutteriis®

Cuppa argentee

[Cuppa una perquisita tempore R. Prioris cum amallo in fundo

de ymagine sancti Johannis Evangeliste cum tribus glan-

dinibus in cooperculo deauratis ponderis]'^ [Data domino G.

le Scrope added]

Item alia cuppa domini ,H. Prioris. magna cum amallo in

fundo
I

et tribus ramis in cooperculo deauratis ponderis

[Item tercia cuppa cum pede longo et operato cum milite in

fundo equitaute]* ponderis [Data fuit domino .J. de Stonore

added^

Item .[quarta]*' cuppa cum amallo in fundo cum pede quadrato.

ponderis .xxv-.s"

Item .[quinta]'' cuppa cum amallo in ftmdo de ymagine beate

Katerine. ponderis

1 PidJanus, a foal. * These amounts are in a differently

- Madle, male. coloured ink.
' Femella, female. " Struck through.
* " In custodia domini Prioris " in ^ Struck through and " Data domino

margin. G: Scrop " added.
'^—^ In a different hand,
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]fein .[vj*]' cuppa cum amallo in fiindo cum pcdc rofundo.
pnnden's .xxv.s.'-

Iteni [vij**]' {'u]i])ii. quo dicitur hellc ot que fuit W. dc Lydeby
Suinuia cupparuin .[vjj altered into^ v.

Ciphi argentei cum pedibus

[Ciplras uuus cum pede intus et extra deauratus et operatus
Thome Stoyl pouderis]' [Prior habet added]

[Item ciphus alius de cristallo [J dc borgan liabet written over]

cum pede amallato qui dicitur desiderium et idem pes
deservit ad qucndiun cipbum parvum de murra cum cooper-

culo arg*entco ct deaurato]' [Prior habet added]

Ciphi argentei sine pedibus

Ciphi Fratris Walteri de Norwyco .vj. unius forme cum numero
signati

Item .ciphi E'rati'is Ricardi de Clyve .iij. unius forme
|

quoi^um
iinus ponderat .xiij.s. vj.d. alius .xiij.s. et tercius .xij.s. vij.d

Item .ciphi Johannis de Gore .iij. unius forme
|

quorum unus
ponderat .xvij.s. alius .xvj.s. et tercius .xv.s.

Item .ciphi' Johannis de Welles [.ij. unius forme
|

quorum
unus]* ponderat xiij.s. x.d. [et alius .xiij.s. ix.d]^ [Prior

added]

Item ciphus unus Nicholai de Sandwico ponderis .xvj.s.

Item .ciphus unus Petri de Icham ponderis .xiij.s. iiij.d.

Item .ciphus S. de sancto Paulo .ij. quorum unus intus deauratus

et extra operatus cum amalo in fundo de diversis bestijs

ponderis .xxiiij.s. viij.d. et alius cum amalo in fundo de
assumpcione beate Marie virginis ponderis .xx.s. iiij.d.

Item ciphus unus Alexandri de Sandwico cum amalo in fiindo de

passione beati Thome martyris ponderis .xx.s.

Item, ciphus unus Roberti Poucyn cum amalo in fundo de diversis

gallis. ponderis .xviij.s. viij.d.

Item ciphi Roberti de Elham .ij. unius forme
|

quorum unus
pondei^at .xiij.s. iiij.d. et alius .xj.s. viij.d.

[Item ciphus. Nicholai de Ivyngho. ponderis .xj.s. vj.d]^

Item ciphi Thome de Greneweye .ij. quorum unus est cum
ystrione amallato

|
et ponderis .xx.s. et alius sine amallo

ponderis .xv.s.

[Item ciphi S. de Pessinggis .ij. quorum unus ponderis .xvij.s.

et alius .vij.s. de ponderis xvij.s. Thomas de Garwenton
habet]-'

Summa ciphorum sine pedibus [xxviij struck through and altered

to] XXV.

' Struct tlirougli. •* Struck through and unv.s written
* These amounts are in a differently above but afterwards struck out.

coloured ink. ^ Tnterpolated bv the same scribe,

•* Altered to ripJncs.
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Nuccs'

Nux una Nicbolai de Boui-ne cum pede ct coopercnlo argont et

amallat'''.

Item alia Nux Thome Stoyl cum pede amallato et operatn. cum
cooperculo argenteo et deaurato

^Added by the same scribe in paler ink :

Item .iij'' Nux. Hugonis de Sancta Margareta cum coo])erca]o

deaurato

Item Nux .iiij*. recepta de Thesaurariis(?) viz. R. de Thaneto
et W. Chetham cu^m cooperculo argenteo et glaudibus

deauratis]

Summa N^ucium [ij altered into~\ iiij.

f. 6?>] Ciphi de murra* cum pedibus

Ciplius urius domini H. Prioris de murra cum pede aj'gunteo et

deaurato et cuui cooperculo argenteo et deaurato.

Item .ciphus alius domini .R. Prioris cum castone
|

.et circulo

argenteis et deauratis cum pede argenteo et operate, pes est

in refectorio [Prior liabet added]

Item .ciplius unus parviTS Willelmi de Thrulegh cum cooperculo

argenteo [Prior habet added,]

Summa cipliorum de murra cum pedibus .[iij. altered to] ij.

Ciphi de Murra sine pedibus

Ciplius unus novus Thome Stoyl magrius cum castone^ argenteo
deaurato et operato.

Item ciphus alius cum fundo argenteo deaurato et operato cum
agno

I

et .iiij. Evangelistis

Item .ciphus tercius cum [castone etj' circulo argent | et deaiirat

cum manu amallata in fundo
Item .iiij'"*. ciphus cum castone et circulo

(
et scuto argenteo.

Item .quintus ciphus cum [castone et circulo argent'' et]^ rosa in

fundo argentea.

Item .vj. ciphus .R. de Holjngbourn cum castone et cii'culo

argent*'*.

[Item .vij. ciphus ejusdem .R. de Murra plana ''cum circulo

deaurato^J^

Item .viij. ciphus cum circulo argenteo [et ramis in fundo]^ et
lijlms spliutis.

Item .ix"*. ciphus cum circulo argenteo
|
et manu argentea in

fundo Vlcaurata^

' Nuts, i.e., cups formed out of cocoa- on a foot, and were then called standing
nuts. masers. Occasionally, too, they had

- Ciphi de murra, masers, i.e., bowls covers. See Archcuologia, 1. 129-193.

of spotted maple wood. They usually ^ casto, Fr. chaion, tlie print or

had bands of silver-gilt round the socket for an enamelled plate in the

edge to protect them and give increased bottom of a mascr.

depth, and a medallion or print in the * Struck through.

bottom. Sometimes they were mounted ^—
* Added by same scribe.

T 2
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Item ciplins .x. qui quondim fuit ilnmini A\. arc-liiepiscopi cum
oii'cnlo arp^enteo I't duaiirato

|
ft divcrsis splintis.

Item .iij. t'i])lii vcteves
|
et frsu'ti

'Itfin .ciphus .R. de Kawo magmis
Item .ciphus .S. de Soles cum castone et circiili) in fuiido et leone

donui-ato'

Summa ciphorum de murrn sine |»(m111)us [xx altered into xiij then int(^

xiiij and finally into] xv.

[Item .cooperculum uuum domini .11. Prioris. magnum argcnteum

ponderis .xx.s.

Summa patet]'-

Coclearia argentea in boteleria

Coclearia inventa in Boteleria xv.

Item .coclearia domini .H. Prioris xij.

Item .coclearia .R. de Elliam xij.

Item .coclearia ad species ij

Summa coclearium xij.

Pelves argeutee ad aquam

Pelves perquisite tempore .R. Prioris .ij. cum ymaginibus .

Prioris amallatis in fundo. ponderis.

Item .pelves perquisite tempore ejusdem .R. Prioris .ij. cum armis

Regis Anglie deauratis in fundo. ponderis.

Item .Pelves domini .H. Prioris .ij. cum mitris deauratis in

fundo. ponderis.

[Item .pelves ejusdem domini .H. ij. cum rosis deauratis in fundo.

ponderis.

Item .Pelves veteres^
|
et in parte fracte cum ymaginibus Prioris

deauratis in fundo. ponderis.]*

Summa Pelvium ad aquam .[x. altered into^ vj

Pelves argentee ad species*

Pelvis .j. ad modum rose operata
|

cum pede ponderis .l.s.

Item .ij. pelves cum regibus in fundo
|
et diversis ymaginibus

deauratis ponderis .Ixiij.s. iiij.d.

Item .pelvis .j. Thome Stojd cum pede et amalo in fundo

ponderis.

—

Summa pel viam ad species .iiij.

Salaria argentea

Salarium unum magnum cum pede
|
et cooperculo. precium

.xxx.s.

Item .aliud Salarium rotnndum cum cooperculo precium .xx.s.

Item .Salarium tercium rotundum parvum cum cooperculo

precium .[x.s. altered intol^ xvj.s. viij.d.

Summa Salai'ium argenteorum .iij

3—
1 Added by same scribe. ^ There were two, but the number is

- Struck tb rough. not given.
'' 8pice-plates.
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f. 7] Scutelli luagni argeutei

Scutellns imus magnus argenteus ad Eleniosinam domini. Prioris.

cnni signo x'. in fundo deani-ato ponderis .x.ti.

Summa patet

Scutelli argentei qui dicuntur Charjoicrs

Scutolli unius forme magni qui dicuntur Charjours .x. ponderis

.xviij.ti. XV. s.

Summa patet

Scutelli minores

Item .SciTtelli minores.— [Ivj altered into] Iviij—ponderis.

Summa patet

Item Scutelli rotundi—iiij. ponderis
Summa patet

Summa omnium Scutellorum cum Scutello ad Elemosinam .[Ixxj

altered into] Ixxjjj.

Salsaria argentea

Item Salsaria magna argentea [que dicuntur strucTi througli] ad

charjours .xviij

Item Salsaria minora [Ij altered to] xlvj

Summa omnium Salsarium .[Ixjx altered into] Ixjjjj

Et memorandum quod die sancti Jacobi apostoli. Anno Domini
Millesimo. CCC°'". Tricesirao tercio. tempore Fratris Rogeri dc

Thaneto tunc subcapellani Inventa fuerunt in camera domini
Prioris vasa argentea siibscripta. viz. Olle ad vinum .v. Inde
per preceptum domini .R. Prioris liberata fuit una olla debilis et

tracta Thome le Maij. ex causa inferius notata.

Item .Inventi fuerunt ciphi argentei sine pedibiTS .xxij. Inde
liberati fuerunt prefato Thome le Maij. duo. ciphi. qui quondam
fuerunt Thome de Middelton fracti

|

cum amallo in fundo de armis

quinque Portuum^ ex causa inferius annotata.

Item .Inventi fuerunt Scutelli minores .Iviij. Inde liberati predicto

Thome .iiij. fracti ex causa inferius notata.

Item .Inventi fuerunt scutelli rotundi .vj. Inde liberati predicto

Thome le Maij .j. fractus. ex causa inferius annotata.

Item .Inventa fuerunt salsaria argentea .lix. minora. Inde liberata

prefato Thome le Maij .vij. fracta. ex causa inferius annotata
Item .Inventa fuerunt coclearia argentea .xx. Inde liberata predicto

Thome .v. fracta. ex causa inferius annotata.

Et memorandum quod dictus Thomas le Maij. pro vasis prescriptis

ut predicitur sibi liberatis. liberavit predicto domino .R. Prioris. duas

pelves argenteas cu.m amalt in fundo. Item .ij. ollas argenteas ad

' The arms of the Cinque Ports were of tliem is on the Dover seal of 1305,

England dimidiating az/o-e three hults of Arcliaoloqical Journal, lii. 175.

ihips or. One of the earliest examples
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vinnm. Item .j. ollani tirgcMituam ad aquatn. quo j)olves et olle

j)n'scTil)nntur esse |)i>r(]uisite lenipcu'c ojusdem .R. Prion's

Itt-m Kfc ineiuoraiuluiTi (|UOfl do dictis dviij. scutellis niinoril)ns

liberati fuoruiit Stophano et Jtoborfo Tliesaurai'i js .iiij. scutelli frat-ti

ex causa inforins aniiotata.

Item de predictis sox scutellis rotumlis libcratus fuit ])i'edictis

Tliesanrarijs .j. fractus. ex oaiisa inferius notata.

Item, de predictis .lix. salsarijs liberatura fiiorunt [_sie] predictis

Thesaiirarijs .j. fractum ex causa que patet inferius.

Et memorandum quod pro istis vasis argenteis ut predicitur

prefatis Thesaurarijs liberatis roceperunt ijdem Tbesaurarij a

quodam aurifabro .iij. cuppas argeuteas efc duo istarum cupparum
date sunt amicis ecclesie

|
efc .iij'' remanet penes dominum .R.

Priorom.
Item, .memorandum, quod die Translacionis beati Thome martjris.

Anno Domini. Millesimo. CCC'"\ xxxiiij'" dcberent esse secundum
Thesaurarios in Camera domini. Prioris. vasa argentea subscripta.

viz. Scutelli minoros .Ixvj. sod non fuerunt tot die et anno ]iret]ictis

iuventi quia ut patet superius libel^ati fuerunt Thome le Maij et

Thesaurarijs .viij. et furabantur tempore fratris ,J. de [fol. Ih']

Coleshulle tunc subcapellani domini .R. Prioris .ij. et remanent
Ivj. ut patet supra.

Item deberent esse die et anno predictis secundum Thesaurarios

salsaria pro dicta Camera .Ixij. sed non fuerunt tot inventa die et

anno predictis
|

quia ut patet superius liberata fuerunt prefatis

Thesaurarijs et Thome le Ma,ij .viij. et furabatur .j. tempore fratris

.R. Hadebrand tiinc subcapellani domini .R. Prioris supradicti. et

remanent .Ij. ut patet supra.

Item .debei'ent esse in camera predicta ciphi argentei sine pedibus

.xxvj. et non fuerunt tot inveuti die et anno predictis quia ut patet

superius liberati fuerunt dicto Thome le Maij .ij. et remanent .xxiiij.

Item .debei'ent esse in dicta Camera secuudum Thesaurarios scutelli

rotundi .vj. sed non fuerunt tot Inventi die et anno predictis quia ut

patet superius liberati fuerunt prefatis Thesaurarijs et Thome le ]\Iaij

.ij. et remanent .iiij.

Item .deberent esse secundum Thesaurarios die et anno predictis

.xlvj. coclearia sed non fuerunt tot inventa quia ut patet superius

liberata fuerunt predicti Thome le Maij .v. et remanent .xlj.

Item deberent esse dictis die et [loco ei-ased] anno in prefata camera
secundum Thesaurarios .v. pelves ad species, sed non fuerunt tot

invente quia liberata fuit predicto Thome le Maij. una ut patet supra

et remanent -iiij""'.

Dorsalia
|
Tapeta

|
Bankaria

|
et quissini in Camera domini

.R. Prioris Inventi die et anno supradictis. In Primis

Dorsale magnum rubetim cum albis leonibus .j.

Item dorsale inibeum cum [magn erased^ albis rosis .j.

Item dorsale parvum crocei coloris cum vespertilionibus .j.

Item dorsale rubeum planum et debile .j.

Surama dorsal ium .iiij.
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Tapeta Tapef.a rubea cum albis rosis .iij.

Item .tapeta rubea cum diversis scutis .iij.

Item .tapeta alba cum grift'onibus et aquilis .ij

Item .tapetum album cum duobus angelis .j.

Item .tapeta crocei coloi-is cum papegeys .ij.

Item .tapeta palleata crocei coloris cum papegejs et rubei coloris

cum albis rosis .ij.

Item .tapeta vii-idia vetefa et dibilia [i'^V] cam diversis e.cutis .ij.

ad scamnum magne Camere
Item .tapetum viride cum albis rosis .j.

Item .tapetum crocei coloris cum rubeis rosis .j.

Item .tapetum viride novum, cum diversis scutis .j

Item .tapeta viridia et valde debilia cum diversis scutis .ij.

Item .tapeta rubea plana debilia .iij. [Ricardus Alcju liabet .j.

et . . . fecit pro addedl
Item .tapeta crocei coloris .iij. quorum uuuin est cum rosis de

nigro sindone
Item .tapetum de velvetto .j.

Item .tapetum planum de bluetto .j. [quod Bonyngton habet
added]

Summa tapetoimm in Camera domini. Prioris .xxvij

Bankaria Bankaria rubea cum albis rosis .vj

Item .bankarium novum de taune cum cervo
|
canibus

|
et cuni-

culis
j
ac arboribus .j

Item .bankarium novum diversi coloris cum diversis bestijs et

rosis in nodis .j.

Item .bankaria nova diversi coloris cum diversis bestijs in taber-

naculis .ij.

Item .Bankarium novum, crocei coloris cum leonibus
|
et tloribus

gladue iufrectis .j.

Item Bankaria alba cum rosis albis in margine .ij

^Item Bankarium diversi coloris cum castellis
|
aquilis. et diversis

scutis .j.

Item bankarium crocei coloris cum papegeis
|

efc rubeis rosis .j.

Item bankarium diversi coloris cum diversis scutis in nodis .j.

Item bankarium viride cum rosarijs Cranis et Papegeys in

nodis .j.

^Item bankare palliatum crocei et viridis coloris cum albis

aquilis .j.

Item bankar^ palliatum viridis et rubei coloris cum diversis

scutis .j.

[Item bankarium crocei coloris cum nigris Bestijs cum alis viridis

et albi coloris added]
f. 8] Item Bankarium stragulatum viridis

|
rubei

]
et albi coloris .j.

Item bankarium stragulatum rubei et albi coloris .j.

Item Bankar^ viride largum et vetus cum diversis scutis .j.

Summa bankariorum .xxij.

* "Servient^ regis hungarie (?)" in ^ "Jacobus Bonyngton habet'
margin. margin.
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quissini Ttcm .quissiiii magni cooportt de iiibeo samitto .iij

do samitto Item .(jiiissinus magnus coopertus de rubeo Bamitto de
tule ,j.

Suinina (pii'ssinorum iiiaguorum .iiij

quissini quissini cooperti ex una parte de viridi panno de serico et

de serico ex alia parte de panno serico crocci coloris .vj.

Summa patet.

quissini quissini unius secte crocei coloris cum papoiijfeys cum rosis

de panno rubeis xij

Item (piissini unius secte diversi coloris cum scutis et albis

rosis ac papegeys .iiij.

Summa quissinorum de panno .xvj

lectistcrnia Icctisterniura rubeum cum rosis de serico ad utrumque
finem .j.

Item lectisternium novum crocei coloris .j.

Item lectisternium rubeum fratris Thome Stoyl .j.

' Item lectisternium vetus de ffryson crocei coloris .j.

Item lectisternium de murrey vetus .j.

Item lectisternium de panno qui dicitur Burde .j. [datum
Canibus addedl

Summa lectisterniorura .vj

quylt quylt album .j

Summa patet

Chalones Cbalo magnus cum castellis et avibus
|
ac diversis bestijs

.j. [quat p' added]

Item Cbalo cum castellis et leonibus vetus .j. [Datus
Canibus added]

Item .Cbalo domini .R. Prioris. cum diversis bestijs in

circulis .j.

Summa .Chalonum .iij.

i

Lynthiamina Duo paria lintbiaminum. signata signo .x. [Data
bostilario pro se added]

Summa patet

Pulvinaria Pulvinare magnum coopertum de [serico erased] syndone
nigro .j.

Item pulvinare pai'vum. coopertum [de sig erased] de

syndone nigro .j.

Item pulvinare parvum coopertum de viridi syndone .j.

Item pulvinare parvum coopertum cum panno lynea' .j.

Summa pulvinarium .iiij

Sic.
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86] Bona Inventa in Camera domini Roberti Prioris. viz die Jovis

proxima post festam [Sanctorum] Petri et Pauli anno Domini

Millesimo. CCC™". xxxix". tradita Ricardo Pe[ ] Caraerario

salvo custodienda

In primis unura qailte album cum duobus tapetis albis cutn

Griffonibus.

Item unum tapetum album cum duobus angelis.

Item .unum lectisternium crocei coloris. cum Ai]^^^ tapatis ejusdem

secte

Item .aliud lectisterniatn de ynde cum uno tapete ejusdem secte

Item .lectisternium rubeum cum .iij'^"* tapetis rubeis cam rosis

albis

Item .lectisternium vetus de ffrysonii crocei coloris

Item .lectisternium vetus de [murr]ey

Item .unum Chaloun de rosis [cum] bordura de floribus gla . . .

Item .aliud chaloun de rosis cum tabernaculis in bordare

I[tem .... pa]ria pulvinarum
Item duo Materac^' et una Curtina

Item Dorsale rnbeum cum albis rosis

Item dorsale aliud i-ubeum cum albis leonibus

Item dorsale tercium rubeu.m cum diversis scutis

Item dorsale quartum parvum crocei coloris cam vispilionibas^

Item tapetum unum crocei coloris cam rabeis i-osis

Item tapetum aliud viridis coloris cum diversis scutis

Item tapetum parvum planum de viridi colore

Item dao tapeta palliata crocei coloris cam Papegyes [et rabei]

coloris cum albis rosis

Item .vj. bankaria rubea cum albis rosis

Item .duo bankaria cum diversis bestijs in tabernacalis

Item .duo bankaria diversi coloris cum diversis bestijs in Nodis

Item .Bankar*^ novum de Taune cum cervo canibas et coniculis et

ar[boribus].

Item bankar divei'si coloris cum diversis scutis in nodis

Item bankarium viride cum rosarijs

Item bankar crocei coloris cum aquilis

Item bankar crocei coloris cam leonibus et floribus gladue

inffrectis.

Item .dao bankaria alba cum rosis albis in marginibus
Item .bankar viride largum et vetus cum diversis scutis.

Item .bankarium palliatum vetus

Item .duo manutergia
Item .quissini magni cooperti cam rubeo samitto .iij.

Item .quissinas magnus quartus coopertus cum panno aurino.

Item .vj. alij quissini parvi cooperti ex una parte cum panno
aurino

Item .quissini crocei coloris cam Papegeys .vij.

' Mattresses. * Sic for vespertilionihus, i.e. butter-

flies.





THE REPOPULARISATION OF HI8T0RY, BEING THE
OPENING ADDRESS OF THE HISTORICAL SECTION

AT CANTERBURY.!

By Peofessor E. C. CLARK, LL.D., F.S.A.

For the very short address which I propose to give
on opening the Historical Section, it seems that to a

person in my position, as to greater men, three courses-

are open : he may furnish you with some historical in-

formation of a local character bearing on the particular

objects of the meeting ; he may inflict upon you a first

draught of some historical subject to which he himself

has paid special attention ; or he may confine himself

to some remarks which a more general—I am afraid I

must say a less serious—study of history has suggested to

him. As to the first—if I had the local knowledge I

should scarcely have ventured to air it in the proximity
of so eminent an authority as the Most Eev, Primate^

who was to have honoured us by presiding over a Canter-

bury meeting, not to mention such Ciceroni as Messrs.

Hope and Fox. As to the second—if I had a special

historical subject, I should hesitate to put the patience of
my friends a second time to a test which they endured
with such ojood nature at Cambridoje. So I fall back
upon the third course—that ofmaking a few remarks upon
the present study of history in general. I cannot speak
as a historian—not even as what in our elef^ant modern
phrase is called a " researcher " in history—only as an
amateur, but an amateur who cares really more for

history than for any other subject. There is some use,

occasionally, in an address by an amateur. He is, of
course, fair game for the better informed : he is sure to

expose his own ignorance ; but, after all, he can speak, in

a way that the professional cannot, to and for ordinary

persons—persons with whom the particular subject, in

this case history, cannot be the pursuit of their lives, buti

yet who may be very truly interested in it, who might derive

a great deal of valuable education from it, and who are

' Read at Canterbury July 23rd, 1896.

U
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really oratcful for siicli helps to the study as are within

their capacity and opportunities. And though / am
speaking as a non-historian, I mean to Ijorrow my text

from ojie or two very significant suggestions about the

results of over-specialisation from a real historian's address

—that of Dr. Hodgkin, delivered at our Edinburgh meeting.

I take a little more hopeful view than he took, and style

my address the " yj'qjopularisation of History."

To omit what some one has called, speaking on another

subject, the " usual panegyric " on historical study, I

would yet dwell for a moment on one or two points

which, to my mind, specially recommend that study for

the present time. It is a time, as it seems to me, of

impulse rather than judgment : of great devotion to

material pleasure, with alternations of, may I venture to

say, somewhat fantastic altruism : a time when the

scientific doctrine of evolution has set our most funda-

mental ideas quivering : a time when political power has

passed into the hands of those who cannot but be com-
paratively ill-informed. History is not, nor is anything

else, a panacea for these ailments : but history at any
rate furnishes a purely intellectual pleasure which
appeals to a very wide circle of minds : it is essential for

the accurate tracing out of our human development,

whether in art, in literature, in religion, or in science

itself: and it is of inestimable value as a corrective to the

superficial conclusions and the interested statements which
tend to form the staple of politics based merely on the

present.

Among the commonplaces with which I am afraid I

am regaling you, there is one other, which I will cut very

short—I mean the fact that our subject. Archeology, has

become a science—a science closely connected with,

directly ancillary to, History, and that History has, greatly

through this help, received within the last twenty or

thirty years a development quite out of proportion to

its previous bulk and growth. I need only refer to the

practically new study of palaeography, to the increasing

discovery of ancient records, to the wide publication of

such records as well as of the more modern ones, and
to the growing solidarity of historical research among
savants of every civilised country.
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Amidst all this life and growth, I wonder if the result

lias been quite satisfactory for my brothers and sisters

whom I venture to generalise as the " ordinary person."

Does he know more than his ancestors knew, of a subject

so interesting, so valuable, so almost indispensable ? Is

he, on the contrary, or was he till very recently, in danger

of beino; repelled by a voluminousness intractable to any
but a specialist, disposed to drop the whole subject in

despair, or, to content himself with the kaleidoscopic

omniscience of polite society, satisfied, if he can scamper

through the articles or reviews of to-day, to forget all

.about them to-morrow ?

No, there have always been, amongst our class, lovers

of history not content with this kind of knowledge ; but

they have often been driven, by necessity, to a very

-partial study of their subject—to the study of what are

prettily called " cameos," or to the examiner's favourite

field of special epochs.

I have not a word to sa}^ against either of these, as far

as they go. The " cameo " has brightness and interest,

with the merit of recognising the importance of great

personalities, which some modern historians ignore too

much, in their desire to resolve everything into tendencies

and movements and " zeit-geisV Again, a detailed study

• of some one epoch is, I believe, essential for acquiring the

power to estimate the conclusions of other people, in cases

where we cannot ourselves go into detail. But yet—one

visit to a Museum, whether of archa3ology or of arts or

crafts ; one of our own weeks of varied inspection ; one

perusal of such writhig as Macaulay's Essays, will shew
us that we cannot isolate the phoenomena of history.

With all allowance made for local separation and for

the initiative of great men, each event is, in some sort,

tlie result of all that have o'one before : we inevitablv

find that, concentrate our gaze as we will on a definite

spot, we shall still need some general view of the whole
field. As to the history of our own country I think this

truth would always have been admitted : but that it has a

wider application still may be seen more clearly in these

days of foreign travel for all who can command any leisure,

of cosmopolitan communication of ideas, of mutual com-
parison and improvement amongst national institutions.

u 2
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Even the "ordinary person," tlicii, wlio cares ahout the

subject at all, does want some general outline, at least of
European history and that of outside nations most con-

nected with Europe. And 1 think he got such a general

outline in older times, more than in recent. I do not

attril)ute this merel}' to the undoubted fact, that what
are called Standard books were more read, in days when
there was less periodical literature. liut I know there

were just readable authorities, which would at least give

some idea of the contemporaneity or the sequence of events

—so that one would not put down the earlier as a result

of the later, or attribute some definite reform to a man
whose great-grandson might perhaps just see the beginning

of it. Now I am not going to expose m3'self to the pity-

ing contempt of the well informed by naming the sort

of books which have sometimes saved iiie from such
blunders : but I venture to meiition two failino;s which
have struck me as occasionally incapacitating our great

works of modern research from giving the particular

help required— apart from mere l^ulk. I will call these

failings— as there is nothing like a strained metaphor for

arresting attention—Indigestion of matter and Superiority

of manner.
Accumulation of materials is the glory of this " re-

searchinof " as^e. From the domestic accounts of a Pharaoh,
or the minute l)ooks of a great Ecclesiastical Corpora-

tion, such as those on which Mr. Cross is about to-

address you, down to the parish register of Little Ped-
lington, few documents escape the modern investigator,,

who feels that " this ought to be in print," or the pains-

taking writer on history who holds, much to his credit,

that nothing of human interest is beneath its dignity.

But such writers do sometimes appear to forget that the

business of a true historian is not merely to shoot down a

lot of nuts for his readers to crack, but to extract the

kernel for them himself-—literally to enucleate, as Justinian

said about the chaos of old law which came down to him..

Eeferences, quotations in full, are thankfully received, or

rather justly ex^Dected : but surely the reader may also

expect some power of compression, some drawing of

conclusions ! And if the writer thinks, as he may, that

conflicting views are too equally balanced for him to give-
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a resulting opinion, he can at least give a full table of

contents and an index, both of which should Ije made
by himself. Modern literature is immensely in advance
of ancient, or rather perhaps of semi-modern, in these

respects. A writer on history now generally performs the

one-half of his duty—gives us the contents if no index,

the index if no contents. Still, the protest is sometimes

necessarv. As to the man who omits both, he ouMit to

be hanged without benefit of clergy, or bear whatever
reviewing comes nearest that penalty.

As to " superiority," I admit that we do not often hear

now of matter being beneath the dignity of history, and
I ought not to spend much time upon faults of tone or

sentiment. Still, I wish that modern historians would not

sometimes act as if they had been bitten by a bad sort of

young reviewer. Why is the last bit of information that

has turned up, especially if " made in Germany," to be
treated as if it had entirely thrown into the shade all

that was known before ? Why must some popular view,

about which it is still not too certain that it is not right,

be referred to as " the long exploded fallacy '' ? Why is

some favourite old illustration to be sneered out of notice

as "the hackneyed quotation from Koodle " ? These faults,

which do rather mark a certain school, not only make the

reader lose his temper, but depreciate the value of their

author's real contributions to his subject far more than he

succeeds in depreciating his predecessors. But pray do
not let me be understood as predicating this disagreeable

peculiarity broadcast of the modern historian. The other

day a high authority, treating of rather a well-known
subject, to whom I hazarded the suggestion that he had no
doubt some perfectly new documents in hand, replied,
*' No ; I have only what have been in the hands of

the public for some time—I find them quite enough."

And I read with pleasure the following praise, given in a

very recent review, to a writer on a semi-historical subject.

Mr. dares to be quite eleinentary, and that is one
of his chief merits." I do not mean to say that such
modesty and simplicity are rare among modern historians :

only that they are very pleasant when one meets with

them.

May I also enter here some timid plea for what is so
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frequently decried as "fine writing," and for those touches

of brightness and colour which are held u]) to scorn as

"purple passages''? When I hear a crilic inveighing

against " fine writinij "' I of course conclude that he has

been well advised in abstaininfj from that class of litera-

ture himself: but I also fear that he may sometimes
succeed in deterring others from work which we, of the

generality, would not willingly lose. The most Puritan

of us have loni? come to the conclusion that a church is

not necessarily the better for closely resembling a barn,

nor need a theatre be exactly modelled upon a gas-holder.

Then do not let us discourage, or allow to be discouraged,

the occasional touches of enthusiasm and gleams of poetry

in which a generous writer will warm to the subject that

he loves. Let us be as judicial as impartial as we can :

but we do not lose those qualities, because we can still

delight in the majestic periods of Macaulay's History or

the glowing picture of Stanley's Memorials.

But, after all, hulk is the great obstacle to a general

knowledge of history, as brought up to date, being
widely diffused. And here I hope and believe that our
present outlook justifies me in the title which I have
chosen for these remarks — the re-popularisation of

History.

It is a little over twenty years since a series of short

histories—for schools in the first instance, but calculated

to be useful for other readers as well—was projected by
one of the best and soundest teachers of History we
have ever had—the late Professor Freeman—and in-

augurated by him with an admirable general sketch.

This has been followed, some ten years ago, by a series of

rather fuller histories—the " Story of the Nations "—which
seem to me very nearly to supply the requirements of the

ordinary student of history : and the series has been sup-

plemented by the " Heroes of the Nations "—works more
in the nature of what have been called " Cameos," but in

many cases so widely treated as to constitute the continu-

ous histor}^ of a whole important period.

These books, being from difi'erent hands, are, of course,

of very various degrees of merit. One of the best of the
" Stories " is the work—unfortunately the last work—of

the great historian whom I have just named. One of the
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best of the " Heroes " is by an eminent writer still, I am
glad to say, among us, who has grouped round Tlieodoric

just what we most want to know of Italy and her invaders

during one of the most eventful centuries in the history of

the world.

These books vary much, as I have said, in excellence

:

their utility might I think, in many cases, be increased by
the addition of tabulated chronologies ; but they have
most of them these good points : They are written simply
and readably ; they contain results, generally of the latest

investigations, in a definite form ; they are illustrated by
good maps and by artistic contributions from archtEology

which give just the touch of human life and reality that

histories so often want. Finally, some of the most
valuable of them are written by men who have compiled
larger books, of more detailed reference, on the same
subject, and have thoroughly worked over all the avail-

able authorities, but have not thouo-ht it beneath them to

compress their work for the popular use of those who
cannot essay the longer stud}'. There is great truth in

what Freeman said of his own shorter history of Sicily,

that in order to write a small history you must first write

a large one. In looking forward to the future of historical

study among the class to which I address myself, I would
rather put a converse sentiment ; and hope that all the

writers of our good large histories may be induced to

write short ones also. They could not do a more useful

work, nor one, I believe, which would conduce more both
to their own repute and interest.

Let me conclude by instancing a most admirable speci-

men of a short but complete history by a well-known
writer of larger works on the same subject—Gardener's

Student's History of England. Whether one agrees with
the author's political views or not, I certainly think that

the events of our history are put more clearly and suc-

cinctly ; that the vast subject is made into a more inter-

esting and digestible whole for the ordinary student ; that

our national life, character, and art are better illustrated

by trustworthy engravings than has ever been done
before. The services rendered in the last department,

by our friend Mr. Hope's direction, well deserve an inde-

pendent notice of honour. Perhaps some future edition
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may add, from the puljlications of the C^haucer Societ}',

some contemporary portraits of that briUiant bit of four-

teenth century Hfe—the group of Canterbury pilgrims

—

to which Mr. Gardener refers, and which Dean Stanley

describes. At present you have to see them in Stoddart's

excellent but not quite authentic portraiture—the Knight,

the Franklein, the wife of Bath, and the rest. May I

add, for the mind's eye, a brief finish drawn from the

last " tales " themselves ? The " Coke " has recovered,

we hope, from that lick with the rough side of the

Manciple's tongue, assisted by what I am afraid I must
term a hair of the dog that bit him. The company have
composed themselves under the discourse—prepared.

Professor Skeat thinks, for some other occasion—of that

excellent " poore Person," against whose merits it can
only be said that he is perhaps a little long—like others

who have not his excuse. However, here I end, with a

last testimony to the wisdom of incorporating all matters

of human life and interest in this genuinely popular style

of history which I have l^een commending. If such books
as Mr. Gardener's continue to be written, I do not think

we need fear that over-specialisation against which
Dr. Hodgkin warned us five years ago, and against which
a worthy antidote has also been supplied in the shorter

works of Dr. Hodgkin himself.



SOMETHING ABOUT SAXON CHURCH BUILDING.^

Bj J. T. MTCKLETHWAITE, F.S.A.'

In accepting the term Saxon for the English architec-

ture before the coming of the Normans, I am no more

concerned to defend its propriety than I am that of the

cognate term Gothic for the architecture of the next

succeeding time. It is enough for each of them that it

is convenient and crenerallv understood.

The antiquaries of the last century were content to

class together all mediseval architecture earlier than the

appearance of the pointed arch as Saxon, and, I think,

Thomas Eickman was the first who tried to distinguish

that which really is so from that of later date. In a

letter communicated to the Society of Antiquaries in 1834,

and printed in the 26th volume of Archceologia, he Q&Ye

a list of twenty buildings from different parts of England

which he claimed to be Saxon, and he described certain

details which he considered to be characteristic of that

period. So far as he went he was quite right, and later

writers have done little more than add to the number
of known examples. Mr. E. A. Freeman and a few others

have contended that some of the buildings which shew

Eickman's criteria of Saxon date are not so early," but

his position has not been shaken, and the long-and-short

work, the turned baluster, the " triangular " arch, and

the rest, are now admitted to be indications of a date

earlier than the Norman Conquest.

We have scarcely got further than that. We have had

some excellent descriptive accounts of various buildings,

but, when it comes to fixing the date of one, we find

little but guess-work. From Ethelbert of Kent to Edward

1 Read at Canterbury, July 24, 189G. by the architectural use of the word
2 It has been argued that' there must JVoivnaii, which is only conventional.

have been some overlapping of styles, The Confessor's church at Westminster,

and that some buildings in appearance completed all but the nave before his

Saxon must be contemporary with some death, was a purely "Norman" building,

others in appearance Norman. This is and there may be others as early which

true, but the overlapping took place for lack of written evidence we are not

before 1066. We must not be deceived able to distinguish.
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tlie Confessor is four centuries and a-luilf, and tlie church
in Dover Castle has been dated beyond each end of

them. All through the Gothic period architecture was
continually changing, each phase being develo})ed out of

that before it, so that the work dates itself. But we have
not discovered evidence of anv such growth in the earlier

time. Changes of fashion no doubt there were, and
perhaps w^e may gain sullicient knowledge of them to

help us with the dating, but—except that we may safely

attribute to the end of the period those examples in which
the detail approximates to that of the Early Norman work
—we have not learned the lesson yet.

The difficulty is much that which the future antiquary

will find in <yivinof dates to the dull "Palladian" buildings

w^hich for two or three centuries have been growing up in

most countries of the world. They are not all exactly

alike, and some are less stupidly bad than others ; but as

there is no life in them there is no speech, and they can not

tell us anything.

So it was here in Saxon times. The architecture, if it

may be called architecture—w^as a debased imitation of

the Italian architecture of the time, which was itself

in a very degraded state. The method of building was
traditional from Eoman times, and there were ruins of

Roman buildings in the country which no doubt supplied

architectural ideas as well as material for the new churches.

In some cases we fmd better work than in others, and
some of the best is amongst that which we have reason

to think the oldest. The tendency till the eleventh century

seems to have been downwards, but we can not say that

it was uniformly so, and that a bad piece of work is

necessarity later than a better.

It has seemed to me possible that the ground plans

may give us more certain information than the archi-

tectural detail and the construction do. The study of

the plans has hitherto been neglected, and the purpose of

my present paper is rather to introduce it than to go very
far with it. And any attempt at classification or dating

which 1 now make must be taken as being subject to

modification as our knowledge increases.

The first difficulty is to get at the plans. The youngest
of the buildings we are concerned with have been subject
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to tlie cliaiiiies and chances of eiaht centuries, whilst

the oldest go back thirteen. Some few of the simplest

buildings keep their plans even now ; but most have been
so altered, enlarged, demolished, and built over, that it

is onl)'- by careful seeking out and piecing together of

evidence that we can make out what their original forms
were. In most of the plans prepared for this paper what
actually remains is shewn black, what is restored on more
or less certain evidence is scored, and conjectural resto-

ration either omitted or shewn in outline. Where for

any reason this is not kept to, the fact is stated.^

It is not to be doubted that many churches still in

use occupy sites already so consecrated by the Christian

Britons before the coming of the English. In the west,

and in inaccessible places, which were not occupied until

the English had themselves accepted Christianity, the use

of the churches would continue without break. And in

places whence Christianity had been driven, it was the

custom of the missioners wdio brouolit it back to seek out
the sites of the old churches and occupy them again when
they could. So we find St. Austin did at Canterbury, and
somewhere beneath the widespread vaults of the quasi-

patriarchal church of his successor is the site and perhaps
even the foundation of that church Romanormu Jidelium

in which he set his chair.

Of these Eomano-Britisii churches the only certain

remain is, I think, that found in 1892 at Silchester. A
claim is put in for the nave of St. Martin's Canterbury,
but, in spite of all that has been said about it, I have not

been convinced that any part of the existing fabric is

of the Eoman time. I do not dispute that Austin found
a church there, but I think nothing that is left can go
further back than the coming of Queen Bertha and her

Christian famil}^, who were using it when he came. Even
so it may claim to be the oldest of English churches—not

merely by survival, but in fact.

Austin's Cathedral, much altered and, I think, enlarged,

stood till the great fire of 10G7. Edmer's account has

preserved to us the description of it as it was then, and

1 All the plans of cburclies are figured to the inch, and the plans of crypts to

to a uniform scale of 32 feet to the inch ; 8 feet to the inch,

the elevation and section are to 16 feet
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Professor Willis's^ comment is so well known that I need
not dwell long on it. The church had an apse and an

altar at each end. That at the east was considered the

high altar, and the quire of the monks was enclosed in

front of it. There was a minor altar at the extreme east

end.

'J'he western apse had the primitive arrangement of

the Bishop's chair at the end and the altar in front of it.

There is little room for doubt that this western altar was
once the high altar, and that the eastern one with its quire

had been added, probably in an extension of the building,

for the use of the monks, and came to be considered the

principal altar through the increased importance of the

monks, who gradually made the whole church their

own.^

Of this church nothing now remains to be seen ex-

cept perhaps the marble chair of the Archbishop, which
may be that which stood in the western apse. It is of

Italian design, but of English material, and if not Saxon,

^ In liis paper on Wincli ester Ca-
tlicdral in the Institute's Winchester
A'olunie, Professor Willis has done for

that church the same as he lias done
for Canterbury in his book, and he has
printed some curious information about
the cliurch there as it was before the
coming of the Danes, and also at its

rebuilding, begun by Ethelwold and
completed by his successor near the
end of the tenth century. If there

had remained anything to which we
might apply the written account, it

would have been very instructive, but
by itself it is not definite enough to

enable us to reconstruct the plan at

either date. I shall, however, nse it

later to illustrate some details, and to

save repetition give here a general refer-

ence to pp. 3-16 of Pi'ofessor Willis's

paper for all Winchester matter unless

otherwise stated.
'- Mr. Hope has shewn me a passage

in the Chronicon Monasterii de Abingdon
(Rolls Series, Ed. J. Stevenson). It

was written in the thirteenth century,

and tluis desci'ibcs the abbey church of

Abingdon founded in 675 : "'habehat in

longiiudine c. et xx. pedes et erat roian-

dum tarn in parte occidentali quam in

jparte oriental i." About three hundred
years later, according to the same autho-

rity, the church was rebuilt or restored,

and appai-ently the same form kept.
" Cancelhis rotundus erat, ecclesia et

rotunda, duplicem habens longitudinem
quam cancellus ; turris quoqite rotunda
est.^' The latter passage would not be
easy to understand without the former,

but the mention of the length of the

nave and of the chancel shews that the
roundness was of the ends only. Tlie

round tower shoidd be remembered.
Tliis and that at Canterbury are the

only recorded instances that I know of

English churches with apses at botli

ends ; for that which figures in several

places as the plan of the first church at

Lyminge is a work of fiction, and a very

poor one. But I think they may once
have been not uncommon here. We
shall notice, later on, other churches
with western altars, and the turning

round was probably in each case effected

:is at Canterbury by the erection of a

monastic quire at the east end ; and
then at the rebuilding, which nearly

always took place in the eleventh or

twelfth century, the western altar which
had come to seem abnormal was moved
to the east end of the nave and set

against the I'ood screen. The German
churches with quires at each end, as

Maintz and Worms, may perhaps be

a tradition of an English arrangement
taken to Germany by St. Boniface.
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may be the work of that Peter, the Iloman citizen, who
was working in En^'lancl about 1280.^

How far the church which Bede tells us Austin conse-

crated- was the older Eoman church, and how far it was
his own work it is not possible for us to say now, but we
know that the plan and arrangement of it were those

usual in the larger of the primitive churches, and which
have received the conventional name of basilican. This

is what we should expect, for Austin and his fellows

would, so far as their means allowed them, naturally try

to make things as they had been accustomed to have them
at home.

The missionary period seems to have lasted about a

century. The first body which undertook to speak in

the name of the Church of Encrland was, I believe, the

Synod of Wliitl)y in 6G4, but the fusion of the Italian

and the " Scottish " elements in her traditions was not
completed for many years after that. We hear more of

the Italian side, because it supplied the historians ; but we
must not forget that much of the hard work of the con-

version of the English was done by men of Celtic race,

who looked upon the Italian newcomers with suspicion,

and were in turn reo-arded bv them as irreg-ular. These
Scots, as they were called, built quite differently from
the Italians, and the survival of their traditions in the

buildings of later time testifies to the share they had in

the formation of the Church of England.

We have seen that St. Austin's cathedral church was
what is called an Italian Basilica, and before undertaking
the search for other churches of the same sort, I will

describe shortly what is meant Ijy a basilica, that we may
know what we have to look for.

The basilican church had a wide nave with an aisle, or

in some cases two aisles, on each side. At one end of the

nave stood the altar, raised upon a platform, beneath
which was a vault called the confessio. Above the altar

was a great arch and behind it an apse. A space before

the altar was enclosed from the rest of the nave to form

^ Several other churclies of very early at Hexliaui, and I lateh' found part of
foundation preserve the chair, which was one in a collection of relics of ancient
once the seat of honour at the end of stone-work in the triforium of Peter-
tiie apse with tlie primitive ai'range- borouj^h.

ment. There is one at Beverley, another - JEcc. Hist. 1. 1, c. 33.
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the quii-e of the sin<^er8, and tliere were scats against the

wall round the apse for the higher clergy, a ehair or

throne for the Bishop being in the middle. In some of

the larger buildings there was interposed between the

nave and the apse a sort of transept or transverse nave
often as large as the other, but without aisles. In such a
case the quire enclosure was in the transept. Entrance
to the confessio from the church was arranged in diflferent

ways, but the most usual was by two sets of stairs outside

the screen of the quire. And, where the levels allowed of

it, there was a window below the altar through which
the confessio might be seen into from the churcli. At the

end opposite the altar was often a large porch, from which
the doors to the nave and aisles opened, and be^'ond that

again a courtyard surrounded by covered walks, after the

manner of a cloister. The altar was sometimes turned to

the east and sometimes to the west. It was arranged
that the celebrating priest should face to the east, Init

held indifferent whether he stood before or behind the

altar.

Every church did not have all the parts here described.

Sometimes the confessio was left out, and often the

buildings at the other end were curtailed, reduced to a

single portico alonsj

ReCULVeR._ .^ the front of the

ghurch. or omitted

altoo'ether.

Now let us search

whether there be
amongst the re-

mains existino- in

England any which
seem to have be-

lono-ed to churches
of this sort. I be-

gin with Reculver
(fig. 1), because it

is in Kent, and near

both in time and
place to the centre of the Italian influence. The church
was rather wantonly destroyed about the beginning of the

present century, but we have its foundations and some of

FIG. 1.
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its ruins, which Mr. Dowker carefully examined some
years since, and described, giving a plan upon which the

present one is based. The early part consisted of a nave

50 feet by 24 feet, opening by four arches on each side

into aisles, and to the east was an apse the width of the

nave. What may have been at the west was destroyed

by later work. The appearance of the plan is quite

Italian, except that, in place of the wide arch at the

entrance to the presbytery, there w^as an arcade of three

arches, separated by two tall stone pillars, which are now
preserved in the Cathedral Close at Canterbury. They are

rude, but the influence of the Corinthian order mr.y be

clearly seen in them. Tlie}^ may properly be described

as debased Roman, and the same may be said of the

method of building. The one departure from Italian

precedent—the substitution of an arcade for the great

arch, which we shall find repeated elsewhere—came of

the want of experience in such work on the part of the

builders, who were most likely English, and the lack of

skill to direct them in the Italian, or Italianised, amateurs,

under whom they worked. They seem to have feared to

throw an arch over a large span, so wdiere a wide opening

was wanted they divided it by pillars.

Where there is so much that tells of early date, and
Italian influence, it is scarcely rash to conclude that we
see the remains of the church which we know was built

at Eeculver about 670.

The next example (fig. 2)^ is chosen because it is the

most complete of its kind that we possess. The men of

Brixworth in Northamptonshire still worship within the

walls of the church built twelve centuries ago. It has

lost its aisles, and the apse has suffered a foolish " re-

storation," but most of the original buildino- remains.

The nave is about 60 feet by 30 feet, and therefore

considerably larger than that at Reculver, but it has the

same number of arches at the sides, and at the east end
there has again been the arcade of three instead of one

wide arch. This arcade, however, has not opened into

the apse, but into a chamber 30 feet square, on the east

side of which is an arch into the apse, and, reached

' On tliis and other plans of cliurches having crjpts their forms are shown by
; shacling tlie Toids.
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by steps downwards, two small entrances to a passage,

which runs round outside the apse partly Ijelow ground,

and I have no doubt once was the way to and round a

confessio}

The square chamber, between the nave and the apsidal

presbytery, is the transverse nave or transept of the

Italian basilica. It is possible that at first it extended

sideways to the walls of the aisles or beyond them, and
was shortened when they were pulled down, as will be
related further on ; but I have not been able to find any
evidence of this in the work, whilst the treatment of the

entrances to the confessio seems to indicate that there

was a little difficulty in getting them in between the

screen of the singers' quire and the side wall, which there

would not have been had the transept been of full length.

At the west end of the church is a tower, itself of

Saxon date, but only the lower part belongs to the first

work of the church. This forms a chamber with an arch

on each of its four sides. That to the east opens into the

church, that to the west now into a later stair turret, but
once either into the open air, or, as I think, more likely

into a small baptistery. The side arches, which are smaller,

opened into the covered walks of the forecourt, the butting

of the arcade walls of which may still be seen north and
south at the west corners of the tower.

We have here evidence of all the parts of a basilica as

before mentioned. The transept is reduced to the width
of the nave, and the porch is cut down to a small chamber,
and, though there is evidence of covered walks at the

side of it, we can not be sure that they were continued
all round a fore court. Nevertheless, all the parts were
there, and I believe the baptistery besides, an Italian origin

for which might be claimed, but I will not stay to do so

now.
About A.D. 680 the monks of Peterborough, or Medes-

hamsted, settled a colony at Brixworth, and built a minster
there, which I venture to think is that which has just been
described. The old monastery continued until 870, when
the place was harried by the Danes and the minster
burned ; and, for reasons which will be mentioned later,

it is likely that before the catastrophe the church had
* See note A at the end of tliis paper.

X
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received the addition of a western tower formed by
carrying up the four walls of the porch. It lay in ruins

for a time which we can not measure, but which seems

not to have been long. As often happened the chui'ch

ceased to be monastic, and continued as a parish church.

When it was repaired the aisles were pulled down and
the side arches blocked up. This saved the cost of roof-

ing, and enabled the place to be put into order the more
quickly ; and, indeed, it gave a church larger than was
necessary for parish use. Later on other changes came,

the last which we can identify as Saxon being the addi-

tion of a round stone turret in the middle of the west

side of the tower in the place of the older baptistery, the

arch towards which it blocks up. We have here noted

four distinct dates of Saxon work in this one church, and
perhaps there may be more which we can not now distin-

guish. In the later middle ai^es it was treated as most
parish churches were, and improved according to the

ideas of its users. Fortunately, there was no need to

enlarge it ; but a large south chapel was added, windows
were inserted at various dates, and the presbytery was
rebuilt. In the fourteenth centur}^ the tower was
heightened and crowned with a fine spire. In our time

the building has suffered from a well-meant but badly

conceived *' restoration," and has lost much which can
never be recovered.

From Brixworth let us turn to the mother church at

Peterborough : it is convenient to use the name which all

know. The great church of later times has nothing Saxon
about it ; but during the works consequent on the re-

building of the central tower, Mr. J. T. Irvine, F.S.A.

Scot., the clerk of works, found some old foundations

which were afterwards traced through the transept, and
gave the plan as shewn in black on (fig. 3). I have had
the good fortune to examine them several times under
Mr. Irvine's guidance, but have not yet been able to bring

him to my way of interpreting them. The walls remain

for some distance above the old floor, which was of

plaster, the degenerate descendant of the Eoman Opus
signinum, but all wrought stone has been taken away. I

think that anyone who looks on the plan, and also on that of

Brixworth, bearing in mind the relation of the latter to
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the Italian basilican plan, Avill see tliat what we have at

Peterborough is the transverse nave or transept with the

side walls of the presbytery of a basilican church some-
what larger, as one would expect it to be, than the

<laughter church. I have continued the plan sufficiently

to shew how it works out. Perhaps some day more may
be found to confirm or disprove my interpretation.^ The
plan seems to require an apse, and the fact that there is

one at Brixworth would lead us to expect one ; but the

place where it might be is now filled by a Norman founda-
tions, and Mr. Irvine, who examined the ground beyond

p0SeRBOROtl6n

this, found graves which he thought were Saxon, and had
been outside the presbytery. If he is right the end
must have been square. The ground is not suited for the
formation of a crypt.

^ In 189-t, by pemiission of the Dean
and Chapter, I dug in the cloister court
in the hope of finding further founda-
tions of the seventli century church, but
without success. Everything witliin the
okl cloister garth seems to have been
grubbed up, probably by the gardeners.
Within the east cloister walk we found
A\ good deal, some certainly, and all, I

think, of later date, but nothing that
tlirew an}' light on the old oliurch.

Perhaps the west end might be found
by trenching down the north walk of

the cloister. I could not remain to do
it at the time, but may ask leave to

ti'y again some day. I am pretty

sure nothing remains under the grass.

X 2
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T have said soinctliiiii;- iii a foniiei- paper read before

the Institute and printed in the thirty-ninth vohinie of the

Archceological Journal—where the printer amused himself

by transposing- the titles of the pLans— aljout tlie churclies

which St. Wilfred built at Hexham and llipon. in that

paper I tried to shew that the crypt which still exists in

each of those churches was the confessio of a basilican

church, of which the high altar Avas at the west end, and
that those churclies were built by St. Wilfred l^efore G78.

Though other views of them have been advanced since I

wrote, I have not met with anything which alters my
opinion. I will not go through the arguments again now :

I only repeat the plans of the presbyteries drawn above
the crypts which exist, and refer

to the churches as buildinofs, of

very distinctly Italian form, in

the North of England, where
the Scottish tradition was much
stronger than it was in the South.

We have a wiitten description

of the church at Hexham (fig. 4),

which was a veiy notable one in

MCRvps its time : the historian of it a"oes

so far as to say that it had not

its equal on this side of the Alps.

We are explicitly told that it

was in the Eoman fashion, and
the description confirms this,

whilst the western crypt in-

dicates that it was very Eoman .

It can not have been anything

less than the church of which
the remains have been found at

Peterborough. The church at

Eipon (fig. 0} was smaller than
that at Hexham, but what is

left of each shews them to have
been of the same t3^pe.'

The works at York Minster, which followed on the

burning of the quire in 1829, brought to light evidence of

^ In figs. 4 and 5 the walls of the as there is no need to distinguish existing

churches are shewn black for clearness, from conjectural parts.

RipOR
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PIG. 5.
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the earlier biiildiiii]f« on the site, and we have to thank
the late Mr. John ]3iowiie for keeping a record of it at

a time when few men cared for such matters. In the

western part of the (piire, below ever}'tliing else, there was
found a remarkable foundation of concrete and timbei*.

It did not belong to the present building, nor to the

Norman one which preceded it, but to something older
;

and, when the plan of it is laid down by itself (fig. 6),^

it appears plainl}' to shew the foundation of a basili-

can church with a transept like that at Peterborough.

The foundation of the presl)ytery is wanting, and was
proljably removed in the course of the building of the

present quire, and I suspect that something is also want-

ing at the west, where the central tower of the church is

now, and that the building went on further, far enough to

make the nave equal the transept in length. The width
of the transept was about 30 feet, and that between
the aisle walls about G8 feet. If the ancient walling

which remains visible at the sides of the site of the

nave be the substructure of the arcades of the first

church, the middle span was about 30 feet, but, if they

be later, it may have been a little more. The continua-

tion of the foundation all across, in line with the western

wall of the transept, seems to point to the substitution of

an arcade for the " triumphal " arch in that place, as we
have seen at Eeculver and Brixworth.

We can not say what was the form of the presbytery

;

but assuming it to have been as drawn, which seems a

likely proportion, the total internal length of the church

would be about 190 feet.

We learn from Bede that King Edwin, after his baptism

in a temporary wooden church by Paulinus in 627, began
majorem ipso in loco et auf/tistiorem de lapide fahricare

basilicaviJ The King was killed in battle soon after, and
the church was finished by his successor. Wilfred re-

paired it when he filled the see of York, and Alcuin

studied and taught there. If I am right in my interpreta-

tion of the foundations, the daily office is still said upon

' See Browne's Jlisfori/ of the Meiro- and tlic suggested pliin of the churcli

j)olitan Church of St. Peter, York, plate in black.

III. In mj plan the form of the con- - Hist. Eccl. 1. 2, c. 14.

Crete platform is shown by open scoring, ,
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tills very spot now in the middle of a minster rnajorem et

auijust'wreni than any of them 'ever dreamed of.

The church at Wing in Buckinghamshire (fig. 7) rivals

that at Brixworth in completeness, and resembles it in

many points, although it is smaller. The presbytery has

seven sides, and is very perfect. The coiifessio below it

has lost the communications with the church above, and

the arcosolia, which once projected from it beyond the

outer walls on north, south, and east, are gone, but it

remains a very good example of the confessio with central

chamber and passage round. There is clear evidence of

the stairs up to tlie church on each side, and the plan

suofo-ests that there was a small window bv which the

WIN(9 CRtlRCfi

crypt could be seen into without entering it, Ijut unfortu-

nately the wall where it should be has been rebuilt.

The arcades are like those at Brixworth ; but as they

still open into aisles, and have not been stripped of their

plaster, they look much better. They have plain imposts

on the soffits only, and the arches are somewhat wider

than the opening between the piers below, ^ which is a

common Eomaii form, and is often found in Saxon work
of all dates.

The chancel arch is evidently modern, cut through the

wall because what was there before was not thought

' Some of the ai'clies are brought back
to the lines of the piers by tlie curves
being returned inwards in the liorseshoe

form. This may be done only in the

plastering.
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sufficiently open. It may have been eitliei- one arch or

an arcade of three, but the ibrni of the crypt below
seems to indicate one rather narrow ar(ih, as is shewn on
the plan. In the east gable of the nave is a two-light

window, with midwall shaft, opening above the roof of

the presbytery. Much of the walling of the clearstory and
some of that in the aisles remains, but more recent work
has taken away all the original windows, and the traces

of them, except a few in the presbytery and that in the

gable, and all the doors except one at the east end of the

north aisle, which, though of Saxon date, has the look of

being later than the rest of the work.

The nave here has no transept between it and the

presbytery, but the arcade walls seem to have been
unpierced at the east end so far as the quire of the

singers extended, and where there are now two modern
arches.

Altogether the church shews the basilican form better

than any other now standing in England, and will give a

better idea of what our iirst Em?lish churches of the

larger sort were like. It can not be far removed in date

from that at Brixworth, and I do not think it later than

the seventh century.

Another church built, as we learn from Bede, under
Italian influence was that at Monk Wearmouth. Bene-

dict Biscop, the builder of it and of the sister church
at Jarrow, was an Englishman, but had been much in

Italy and France, and came back to his native land as a

missioner in the train of Theodore of Tarsus, who after-

wards became Archbishop of Canterbury. It might be
expected that he would follow the foreign fashion in his

building, and we are told that he sent for men from
France to make glass for his windows, as none was then

made here.' But when we seek for remains of his work
we find something very unlike the churches we have
just discussed.

At Wearmouth the church is now for most part modern,
but there remain of Saxon work the west wall of the nave
and the tower, and in 1866 the foundations of the side

walls of the nave were opened out. I have to thank Mr.

' Tliis statement by Bede is sometimes for }iien to make painfed glass ; but it

quoted as meaning that Benedict sent is not said so, and is very unlikelj.
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W. H. Knowles, of Newcastle, for a plan of the cliurcli,

which he was good enough to measure expressly for my
use, and upon which the present plan (fig. 8) is based.

The church has had a long and proportionately narrow
nave without

TvlORKSVeflRMOa^fi s^pe^eR's
mssm

^U

FIG. 8.

aisles, and a

west porch of

four openings,

carried up later

as a tower.

In 1884 I

was able to find

some remains of

the side Avails of the baptistery west of the tower, but, except

the two small doorways which led to them, nothing to tell

of the covered ways of the forecourt. Tlie whole of this

forebuildino-, which is one of the most remarkable relics of

early work in England, is arranged exactly like that at

Brixworth which stands in front of a church of the Italian

basilican form. ]5ut at Wearmouth we have a churcii

altogether different, and one which we shall see later on
belongs to another tradition derived from Ireland and
called in the seventh century Scottish. The Italian and
the Scottish traditions meet thus early here, and stand side

by side, but have yet scarcely begun to unite.

Benedict began his church at Jarrow in 681, and it

was consecrated, as the still extant inscription tells us, in

684. The side walls of the chancel of the existing parish

church (fig. 9) have '-^Aonrvtx/
been admitted by most aAKRUW S^PAULS

antiquaries to be Saxon,
though there have beei.

dilFerences of opinion as

to the date and the

meaning of what is left.

Sir Gilbert Scott^ says

that " the chancel of the Saxon church remains." I

think, however, it is not the chancel, but the iiave.

When in the twelfth century it was worked in as

the chancel of the larger church, its plan was that of a

chancel of the time, but we have no example of a long,

' iJediftral Arcliileclurp, Vol. IT, p. 47.

FIG. 9.
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narrow chancel of Saxon date. Indeed, tlie Saxon
cliurclies had no chancels in the later meanin<^ of the

word : the eastern divisions of them were preshj/terie.s, and
the ([uii-e of the singers, where it existed, was formed
within the eastern part of the nave. If the Jarrow plan

be compared with that of the undated but certainly early

church at Escomb
0SCOMB,DURHAM. (fio-. lO) in the same

county, it will be seen

tliat it needs only the

addition of the small

presbytery at the east

to make it practically

the same.^ And with
the like addition the church of Wearmouth makes a

third. Jarrow probably had a west porch and a fore-

court like Wearmouth, and Escomb certainly had a

building wdiich may have been a porch at the west,,

where it has left traces on the wall and foundations below
oTOund.

I can not doubt that all three are of one age, and that

the age of Benedict Biscop and the Venerable Bede.

And although their simplicity of form and comparative
narrowness shew the Scottish influence, it is likely that at

least those 'which were monastic—and that may have
been all three—^were fitted up with quires more or less-

after the Italian fashion, and followed it in many details

of furniture and arrangement. Indeed, I suspect that the

collection of turned pillars and curiously wrought stone-

rails now perishing in the porch at Jarrow and some
better cared for in the vestry at Wearmouth are the ruins,

of the early quire enclosures.

Eeturning to the consideration of the more strictly

basilican plan with aisles, it should be noted that all the-

examples described except Wing, of which we have no-

record, are known to have been built within the seventh

^ I made this suggestion a short time
since to the Rev. Dr. Fowler, F.S.A.,

and lie Tery kindly, and at his own sug-

gestion, went from Durham to Jarrow
to look for some points I wished to know
about. He found the quoin stones at

all four corners, thus proving tliat we
have the whole of the nave, and he

learned that the foundations of the west

wall are known to exist. There have
been doors on both sides, as we should
expect in a nave, but the east end has

been so altered in later times that no
certain evidence of the presbytery arcli.

is to be seen.
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century. And with one uncertain ex- nG^RGRf^VOR
ception they are all the Saxon churches, SOWGR
which I know, in which any evidence

of aisles can now be traced. The Ust

might be enlarged from written sources
;

but a verbal description of a building,

unless supported by actual remains, is

generally too uncertain to build an
argument upon. The ex-

ception is the larger church
at Deerhurst, which has

some appearance of there

having been aisles, whilst

the treatment of the eastern

parts, both in plan and
detail, indicates a late date.

We know little of the his-

tory of the church, and
later rebuilding has so

obliterated the earlier aisles

that their existence is only

inferred from appearances

outside them.^ The evi-

dence, then, seems to shew
that where aisles are found
in a Saxon church we may
suspect a very early date.

Even at Deerhurst, if the

aisles had remained still,

they might have shewn us

that they belonged to a

state of the church much
earlier than the east end
and transepts.

The use of the western

porch and forecourt seems
to have been continued

after that of aisles had been

SOUm eLGVATIOP.
to O lO
M M M l-l M I I

- 20
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• It lias been said that, the Saxon belong to ai-eades, really belonged to

church at Rej^ton had aisles, but the arches opening into transeptal chapels,

responds destroyed by the "restorers
"

as Mr. Irvine has proved,

in our time, which were assumed to
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{Driven up, and we iiiul 1 races of it quite to the end of the

Saxon period. At Nether Avon in WiUshire is an example
(figs. 1 1 and 1 2), which is remarkable for the com})leteiiess

of the evidence as to the buildinfrs which abutted on
the porch. I owe my knowledge of it to Mr. 0. Pouting,

who sent me his drawings of it some years since, and
allowed me to take the copies, which 1 am now using.

The north and south sides of the tower shew the usual

doorways and also very clearly the quoin-stones which
have bonded in the arcade walls of the covered walks.

These walls have been of good height, and there is a

small doorway in the tow^er wall with its sill about
level with the top of the w^all, shewing that there w-as a
iiat ceiling over the side w^alk and a chamber accessible

from the tower in the roof above it. Flanking the west
arch of the porch are two buttresses, which are cut down
from the side wails of the baptistery. In this case the

tow^er seems to be of one work all the way up, and not an
addition above the porch, as in earlier examples. By the

time of its building the arranoement must have become
an accepted one. The detail of the eastern and western

arches of the porch is elaborate though rude, and it

approximates so closely to Norman w^ork that we can not

date it much earlier than the middle of the eleventh

century. 1

The story of the first burial of St. Swithun in 803 shews
us a forecourt at Winchester with a gate tower in the

middle of the side opposite to the front of the church :

" Turris erat rostrata tlioUs, quia 'inaxhna q/uedam
Illius mite sacri 2^'>ilcJt.erri)UG limhia templi,

Ejusdeni sacrata Deo suh lionore hierarchi

:

Iiiter quam teiiiplique sacram peiiiohilis aula/in

Corpore vir Domini sanctns reqinevif humatits."

Whether this was a usual place of burial is not certain
;

but it was not one of honour as the Bishop chose it out

' The work sit Nether Avon should Nothing besides tlie tower seems to re-

be compareil with the tower of Lang- main in its place of the church to which
ford Church in Oxfordshire, about it belonged, but built into tlie wall of a
thiity-five miles from it, and evidently later south porch is a life-size stone

built under the same influence, if not rood of Saxon date, and perfect all but
by the same men. The Langford tower the head. It is like that Avhicli remains
is central without transepts, and is of at Romsey, and that whicli once existed

uncommonly fine design for its time. at Headbourne Worthy in Hampshire.
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of humility. St. Switliiiii died before the Danes came to

Winchester, and the church over which he ruled may
have been that of the seventh century, but the mention
of the tower seems to shew that the forecourt was either

added or altered later. In 1)80 Ethelwold, the then

Bishop of Winchester, consecrated the church which he
had eitlier rebuilt or greatly restored

—

de novo renovavit—
and his successor did more work there, and consecrated

the church again, as it seems, in 993, There was a fore-

court to this church also, and there were chapels opening

out of it ; but the inflated style of the description makes
exact interpretation impossible.

Besides the basilican churches, smaller churches
without aisles were built under the Italian influence,

and there is a remarkable group of them in Kent,

for the use of

plans of which I |b^ CAR^eRBORV
have to thank Mr. i | S'^ pRRCRPiS'

St. John Hope.
Passing over St.

Martin's for the

present we find,

first, the church
of St. Pancras

(fig. 13) at Canter-

bury, which we
have evidence was
used by St. Austin

himself. One can
not but refjret that so venerable a buildinsj should be a
desecrated ruin, but perhaps we should not know so much
about it if it had continued in use. As the plan shews,

it has a wide but short nave and a large round-ended
presbyter)- separated from the nave by an arcade of three

arches, as we found it in the basilican churches at

Eeculver and Brixworth. Outside the church there is

a porch to the west and one to the south, and Canon
Eoutledge says that there also remain the foundations of

one to the north.

At Lyminge a monastic church was founded in 633,

and in the present churchyard south of the existing

church, the building of which is attributed to St. Dunstan,,

FIG. 13.
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there are the foiinclations of an earlier cliui-cli (iig. 14)

of like form with tliat of St. Taneras at Canterbury
Ijiit smaller, and without any
evidence of the existeuce of

])orclies. It had the arcade
of three instead of a single

sanctuary arch. The next
example is what there can be
no hesitation in believing, as

its finder the llev. G. M. Livett

asks us, was tlie foundation of

the church built at Rochester in (504. h^nough has been
found to give the form of the presbytery and the width
of the nave (fig. 15). The foundations of the two pillars

of the dividino' arcade have
not been found, perhaps
because they have not been
sought for, but they must
have been there.

In the recent discussion

on the dates and story of

the building of St. Martin's

church at Canterbury all

parties have taken it for

granted that the present nave

is the original l^uilding, and all that is east of it is addition.

But now Canon Routledge and Mr. Livett have told us

that they have found, beneath the floor of the nave,

foundations in line with the side walls of the chancel and
running for some distance westwards. This important

discover}^ proving as it does that the chanceP is the

earlier, and that it has been shortened at the west, when
the nave was added to it, has put aside all former

speculations and very much simplified the case. The
walls of the chancel are entirely of brick, and nothing

like them is known anywhere else except at the neigh-

bouring church of St. Pancras, which is built in exactly the

same way, and the date of one must be, within a few

years, the date of the other. Furthermore, if we elimi-

' For convenience I leave out of only—that part which is built of brick,

account the eastern part of the chancel and which has hitherto been admitted
built in the thirteenth century, and use by all to be Saxon,

the word to indicate the western part

FIG. 15.
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nate all later work and consider only what we know of

the earliest, we shall lind in the clnirch of St. Pancras the

key to unlock the mystery of that of St. Martin.

There remain above ground at St. Martin's the south

side-wall of the chancel and part of the north, and we are

toid that they have run further west than they do now.

We are also told that the returns of an eastern wall for

two feet on each side have been found under the floor,

and they who tell us so have suggested that there was an
apse projecting from it. At the west end of the south

wall, where it has been cut short by the building of the

existing nave, there has been a low square-headed

doorway, and outside of it are marks on the wall and
foundations below crround which tell of a small chamber
there. ^

CAR^eRBtlRV

FIG. 16.

Now what have
we got here ? There
is (fig. 16) a main
building standing

east and west 14 feet

6 inches wide inside,

and not much less,

and probabty not

much more, than 30
feet long. At the

east end of this

there is a gap in the wall which, it has been surmised,

tells of an apse ; and about the middle of the south side is

a doorway leading to a little chamber outside. Have we
not all these parts on a larger scale in the plan of the

church of St. Pancras ? There is the nave or body of

the church with an apsidal presbytery at the east, and
entrances with porches outside of them in the middle of

the sides.

This, I believe, was the form of the church of St. Martin

as St. Austin knew it. It was small, but not so small as

some which we shall consider later on, and it would be

quite large enough for the little body of Christians who
came over here with Queen Bertha. It was proba]:>ly built

for her and them, but it may have been on the site of a

^ The round-headed doorway on the

south side of the chancel, though itself

of Saxon date, is evidently an insertion

in the wall.
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13ritisli churcli. Tlie (U'dicalion to St. Martin was most

likely theirs.'

All through the controversy 1 have contended against

the claim for the present nave of St. Martin's to be

Roman. The only argument for it has been the use of

pounded brick in the plaster and in the mortar of the

western window arches. But that by itself is not enough.

All Saxon building was debased lioman, and the use of

pounded brick in this instance proves only that there

was someone about at the building who either knew l)y

tradition, or had read or had noticed in some Roman work
which perhaps he had helped to pull down, that it was
used by the Romans ; and, as there was abundance of

broken brick lying at hand, it is not extraordinary that it

should have been used here. Mr. Dowker found pounded
brick used in the opus signiniun floors at Reculver, which is

now admitted to Ije Saxon, and it has also been found at

St. Pancras's.

The wallino- of the nave at St. Martin's is ao-ainst its

Roman date. It is made up of older materials used pro-

miscuously just as they came to hand, and tells of a time

when there were ruins near, at which the builders might
help themselves. This could scarcely have been the case

in Kent in Roman times, when it was a settled and peaceful

district, but was likely enough after the wars and con-

fusion which accompanied the English conquest.

I do not know whether those who have contended for a

Roman date for this work will do so still. But, if they do,

whatever date they give to the nave of St. Martin's they

must give an older to the chancel, and with it they must
carry back the church of St. Pancras. Perhaps they will

do so, and quote the story of that church having been a

heathen temple. Then they must explain the fact of the

temple of the heathen god being built after the fashion

of a Christian church, and one so far satisfactory to the

missioners from Rome that they made it the model upon
which their own smaller churches were built.

The chapel of St. Peter on the Wall built on the site of

the principal gate of the Roman fortress of Othona, in the

parish of Bradwell, on the coast of Essex, near the mouth

^ In the plan tlie older Saxon cluirch later -work in outline only. Post Saxon
is shewn in black and seorinor, and the work is omitted.
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of the Blackwater, seems to be another example of this,

which ma}' he called the St. Pancras type of church. It

is described by Mr. T. Lewin in a paper, in the forty-first

volume of Archcvologia, pp. 421-452, where he gives a

plan to a small scale.

We learn from Bede' that Cedd, the Apostle of the East

Saxons, built a church in this place soon after 653. And
Mr. Lewin claims that the old chapel, the wreck of which

is now a barn, is that church. Mr. F. Chancellor, in

Archceological Journal, XXXIV., pp. 212-218, contends,

arguing from the presence of certain buttresses, which he

says are part of the original construction, that the building

is of the thirteenth century. Mr. Lewin says that the

western corner buttresses, which are the most important

for the argument, are added. Without having seen the

place I can not give any opinion as to this. But the plan

which is given in both papers is very unlike that of a

thirteenth century English church, and closely resembles

those which we have just been considering. It consists of

a nave about 50 feet lono- and 23 feet wide inside,

with an apse of nearly the same width, and something

more than a semicircle, at the east. Mr. Chancellor points

out that the springers, which remain on each side of the

opening between the nave and the presbytery, are of

too sharp a curve to have spanned the whole width, and
he suggests that there were two arches and a central

pier. It is more likely that there were three ; but the

use of two arches, though certainly clumsy, is a not

impossible variation of the arcade which we have found
so often in buildings of known early date. The chapel

has had a small western porch as at the church of

St, Pancras, and from later notices it appears that the

porch was afterwards carried up into a tower, as was done
at Wearmouth, Brixworth, and elsewhere. The materials

are taken from the ruins of Eoman works in the midst of

which the chapel was built, and there are no architectural

features beyond those already mentioned which can

throw any light upon its date.

In the first volume of the Ecdedologist, p. 165, there is

a description of a ruined church at South Elmham, near

Bungay, in Suffolk, known as the Old Minster. And in the

• Ecc. Hist., III., c. 21.

Y
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fourtli volume of the Proceed itu/.s of the Siijjolk InMitute

of Arcluvoloiiii tliere is a paper by the Late Mr. Henry
Harrod, wherein he argues, I think conclusively, that this

place, and not North L]hnha]n in Norfolk, was the seat of

Felix, the lirst Bishop of East Anulia. In the same volume
there is another paper by Mr. Jl 13. Woodward, with a

small plan of the church and its precinct. Mr. Woodward
places the buildino- at " about a.d. 1000." Mr. Harrod
calls it "early Norman," and is very careful to guard himself

from any suspicion of belief that it can be of earlier date.

Perhaps in the year 1SG3, which is the date on the plan,

it might have been regarded as a sign of idiotcy for a man
to claim not only that Felix settled at South Elmliam in

the first half of the seventh century, but that the ruins of

the cliurch he built are still there. Such, however, I

believe to be the case.

SGUW. eLMRAM

lo _^ o lo 20 30 4o

FIG. 17.

The Old Minster stands near the middle of what seems

to be a Eoman camp, and, although not exactly like any
we have yet examined, it clearly belongs to the class of

which the church of St. Pancras at Canterbury is the

type.

The plan (fig. 17) here given is chiefly taken from that

which accompanies Mr. W^oodward's paper. The nave

and presbyter}' agree very nearly in form and measure-

ments with those of St. Pancras's. But there are no side

doors or porches. The entrance is by two doorways at

the west end from a chamljer the same width as the nave

and 27 feet long from east to west. This chamber
has had one external door in the middle of the west

wall, and it makes the whole building the largest of

its type which has yet been noticed. The west chamber
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was probably a baptistery, and it is not unlikely that

there was an altar between the two doors leading to the

church. Of the wall between the nave and the presby-

tery nothing is now visible above ground. It is almost

certain that there were once the three arches there ; and a

little dio-cringr miixht discover the evidence of them.

We have thus six churches of a very marked type, and
each one of them stands in a place where we know from

written evidence that a church was built in the seventh

century, or late in the sixth, b}^ the first missioners.

And one feature in these six churches—the arcade before

the presbytery^—is onh^ found elsewhere in a few churches,

which we have good reason to believe are themselves of

the seventh century. The conclusion is almost certain

that the buildings, the remains of which still exist, are

those first built on their respective sites, and that three

out of the six were the modest cathedrals of the earliest

missionary bishops.

A glance at these plans shews how different they are

from those of the Northumbrian group, although they may
be made up of the same parts. I have already said that

the last-named owe their form to the Scottish tradition,

and before c^oini? further it will be well to consider what
that was.

The only building in England which can reasonably

be claimed to be a church of the time of the Roman
occupation is that lately found at . rRccrco
Silchester (fig. 18). It is quite — .

^'''^ '^^'^''^-

Italian in form, and, small as it is,

has more in common with Eeculver,

Brixworth, and Hexham than with

the buildings of the Irish Scots, who
derived their Christianity from the

Britons, and in turn helped to bring

it l)ack to the English.^

These Scots had their own way of church building, and
I think we need not seek a remote Eastern origin for it as

some have done. It probably originated in lack of skill to

do any better on the part of the first Irish church builders.

' This arcade must not be confused, - The apse at Silcliester is turned to

with the narrow chancel arch, with an the west ; and to the east, in the middle
opening formed on each side of it, some- of a kind of forecourt, is the base of

times found in Norman buildings. what maj have been a fountain.

Y 2
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They were accustomed to houses the shape of l)eehives, and
made ])y piling up stones without mortar, or by setting up
a number of poles in conical form and covering them
with turf and earth. And when they wanted churches

they built them in like fashion, ])ut tried to make them
rectangular, not always with success. Soon they did

better ; but the rude hut, with the altar nt the east side

and a little door at the west, was the l)eginning from which
they worked, and its influence remains in our English

churches even to-day. The little chamber or presbytery

was better built, and had a window given to it. Then
in front of it a larger chamber was built to shelter the

worshippers, but still the entrance to the presbytery was
but a doorway, and when it grew into an arch it was a

very small one. This last development brought the

"Celtic" church to a small square-ended presbytery open-

ing by a narrow arch into a somewhat larger nave.

When the "Scottish" missioners came here and had
occasion to build churches, they, like the Italians, did it

in their own way. They often used wood ; so often,

indeed, that wood church building Avas sometimes called

a Scottish fashion. But it is a mistake to think, as some
have done, that they never used stone. St. Ninian had
built his stone church at Whitherne nearly two centuries

before Austin set foot in Kent. And when his followers

overran England form Northumbria downwards they

carried with them their from of building which met and
was modified by the Italian form,

D66RRCIRS^ but contributed the larger share to
[_SMALl^1lJRCH

^i^g shaping of the English tradition.

^"^^1 Most small English churches were

i
j I built on a plan, which is purely

_^^^^|t^mJ " Scottish," all through the Saxon
^£„r„.° ? ^.° -^1° time and beyond it. There are

yjQ 19 scores of them all over the country.

The smaller church at Deerhurst

(fig. 19), built in the middle of the eleventh century, will

serve for an example. Note its small square presbytery

and narrow arch. The church at Kirkdale,^ near Kirby

^ An inscription over the south door ruins, between 1056 and 1065. There
tells us that this church was built new are many stones with older knotwork
on the site of an older one, which was in built into the walls.
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Moorside, is a contemporary and dated building of like

form but rather larger size.

Corhampton, Hampshire ; St. Martin's, Wareham ; and
Wittering, Northamptonshire, and many more, shew the

same plan almost complete. Sometimes a western tower
is added, as at Kirkhammerton,
Yorkshire! (fig. 20); and often KlRKH7\MMeRSOn,yORKS.
a parish church, which by ^"^""^iiiiiZI! -...

'

. _,

enlargements and rebuildings Mll^f''''''"'"""""'"'""'''"H|
||| | ii iiiiH ii i

|
has grown to something very J M i

\ I
different, may be traced back ^"L-QBHiHil^*''''
to a beginning of this form.

^

Such are St. Benet's, Cam-
bridge ; Bosham, Sussex ; and Brigstock, Northampton.
And I believe the same is true of most of the very many
churches which have Saxon west towers, but nothing else

so old to be seen in them.

Except those of the early Northumbrian group, which,
though strongl}^ influenced by Scottish tradition, are not

purely Scottish, all the examples of the Scottish type which
have so far been mentioned with dates to them belong to

quite the end of the Saxon period, and I believe that by far

the larger part of the whole do so, and were built after the

pacification of the country under Canute. But we know
that there were churches built here between the seventh

century and the eleventh ; and when we find a plan intro-

duced at the former time and still in common use at

the later, we may reasonably assume that there were in-

termediate examples, although the want of distinctive

architectural character and the almost total absence of

written record makes it impossible for us to identify them.

Even of important collegiate and monastic churches there

is little to be found in history, and of the parish churclies

generally nothing at all, except what they preserve in

their own fabrics. Of St. Michael's church, St. Albans,

we know that it was built in 948, and if the "restorers
"

who have lately been operating there have not taken it

away, there is enough of the original building left to

shew that it was an aisleless nave with a presbytery.

This carries us back 100 years ; and if the existing chapel

* This plan was measured in 1892. " restoration," and, I am told, is much
Since then tlie church has suffered altered.
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at Bradford-on-Avon he that of J3isho]) Aldhehn, wliich I

beheve it is, we have in it an example ot" the eightli century.

The churcli of St. Nichohis at Leicester had a north
aisle added to it about 1100, or a little earlier. It has

been much altered both in mediaeval and modern times,

and the only Saxon work now to be seen in it is some of

the west end, and the walling above the Norman arcade.

There are remains of the original windows in that walling.

The work has an earh^ look, and seems to have belonged
to a church of the Scottish type, but with the addition of

buildings at the west, as we find in some other examples.
There is, however, nothing left to tell us of the original

form of the east end here. In Norman times the church
was made cruciform, with a central tower.

The church at Boarhunt (fig. 21) in Hampshire is of

this type. It is described by Mr. Irvine in the thirt3^-third

volume of the Journal, of

BORRnURG^nanSS . the British Archceological

Association, pp. 367-380,
and he dates it about 1025.

That date seems to lit well

with the comparatively

wide (6 feet 8 inches) and
rather low chancel arch

with a framing of square
rib work, and with the double splayed window, which,
with its midwall slab, remains perfect, at the north
side of the chancel. At the west end of this church there

has been a chamber the full height and width of the nave
and about 14 feet from east to west. This chamber
was joined to the nave by pulling down the separating

wall, as it seems in the thirteenth century, and its original

use is uncertain. It was not a vestibule to the church
like the west chamber at South Elmham, for at Boarhunt
there are traces of Saxon doorways on both sides of the

nave. It may have been the baptistery, or it may have
been the dwelling of the priest or priests attached to the

church.' There seems to have been a western chamber

^ Not only in Saxon times, but a good Wcarnioutli, Brigstock, and Erixworth,
deal later, dwelling places were much were eridently dwelling places, and so

more closely mixed up with churches in were that of Bedale church, Yorkshire,
England than is the custom here now. and that lately pulled down at Irthling-

The Saxon west towers at Deerhurst, borovigh cliurch, Nortliamptonshirc,

ria. 21.
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of the same kind at Diddlebury church, Salop, where
only the north wall of the Saxon church remains, but in

it is the return of the cross wall which formed the original

west end of the naveJ
The tower did not originallv beloiify to either tradition

of church building, but it was added to both. And the

form of it in most general use was so closely copied from
that of the common Italian bell tower that it is easy to

see whence it came. It is a square prism, small in plan,

and rather tall for its width, with few openings except

the belfry windows, which are of two or more lights

separated by turned shafts placed in the middle of the

thickness of the wall. There are very many such towers

at the west ends of churches in dilTerent parts of the

country, and two remarkable groups of them one in

Lincolnshire along the Humber and Trent, and the other

along the Tyne. After the use of church bells became
common they were probably hung in openings of the

west gables where there were not towers for them. There
are two openings which se,em to have been for this use at

Corhampton.
After the close of the missionary period, when the

English Church had become a national institution, no
more churches seem to have been built upon the Italian

types of plan ; but the Italian influence shewed itself still

in the occasional use of the apse, the larger presbytery,

and the wider arch, and probably also in many matters

of detail and arrangement which we can not trace now.
The Scottish type, on the contrary, continued, as we have
seen, all through Saxon times, and was passed on to those

which came after. It is excellent for small churches

botli of them of the fourteenth century. to the additional note B at the end of
Along the Scotch border there are church the paper.

towers planned for defence as well as ' The ruined chapel at Ebbs Nook in

residence. Against the west wall of the the parish of Bamborough, an account
nave of the church at Laindon in Essex, of which by Mr. Albert Way and Mr.
i», or lately was, a half timber house of Hodgson Hinde is printed with a plan
three stories ; and something of the in the eleventh volume of our Journal,
same kind, called the anchorage, was the had a west chamber the full width of

only dwelling provided for the parson the nave, but not of the same work with
of (Jhester-le-Street as late as IQd^i. He it. But judging from the plan, I do not
was allowed £10 a year to keep house think that the church is anything like

on. (Blunt's Thousand Years uf Ches- the age there claimed for it. If the two
ter-le- Street, p. 8.) Some further re- side doorways are as sliewn—rebated,

marks on this subject are transferred chamfered, and splayed—they can not
be earlier tlian the twelfth century.
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when the requirements are simple, but the old builders

were not content with it when room had to be found

for several altars, or where any degree of architectural

display was souirht for. And their efforts to get some-

thing better, ending as they did in the evolution of the

cross church, shew that, however much they were tied

by Eoman tradition, they were not without some power
of advance in their own way.^ The ])rocess was a very

slow one, but the result was important, for it produced
the plan which in its turn became the beginning of the

more elaborate church plans of the Gothic period.

We see the germ of the cross church as far back as

St. Austin's time in the church of St. Pancras at Can-

terbury. About the middle of the south side of the nave
is what looks like, and reallj' was, a porch. But it was
more than a mere vestibule— it was a side chapel. The
ruins of an altar still stand against the east wall, and it

will be seen that the door to the church is kept to the

west so as to be out of the way of the altar. The outer

door must have been at a higflier level with a descent of

steps probably of wood, and I think that the two chases

in the wall at the south-west corner, which appear to

have been intended to fix woodwork, are marks of that

stair.

Aldhelm's church at Bradford-on-Avon (fig. 22) has a

porch in the middle of the north

side of the nave with the outer

door well to the west, telling of

the former presence of an altar.

This is later than the Canterbury

example ; but the arrangement is

the same, except that the nave is

very much smaller at Bradfoi-d.

so that by comparison the porcli

has something of the dignity of a transept.

Whether there was a corresponding porch on the other^

side is uncertain. But the appearance of such a building-

BR\DrORD
-ON-AVON
s^iAWRencQ's

via. 22.

' Cliurclies planned upon the cross

were built in the East in very early

times, but they did not appear in Italy

any sooner than they did by indepen-
dent development here. The Italian

basilica even with the cross nave which

we, using the term we are accusto}|:|ed;

to with respect to later work, call i^

transept, does not properly give the

cross form, and I do not think that

there was any idea of it in the minds of

those who used that plan.
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as that at Bradford seems to have suijgested to someone

the idea of separating these porch chapels from the

entrances and moving them eastwards, and so getting

the appearance of the cross plan outside. I say outside^

because at first the transepts scarcely appear as such

inside, beincr entered from the main church throus;h very

small openings, or mere doorways.

There is a very pretty example at Britford, near

Salisbury, which I am sorry I have not a plan of. The
nave walls remain with the transept arches in them.

They are so small that some have called them doorways.

WORTH,
3tJSSEX

FIG. 23.

A larger and more complete example is foundl'at

Worth in Sussex, of which a plan is shewn (fig. 23).

This is a church with a large presbytery, an apse,

and a wide arch after the Italian tradition. But the

transept arches are comparatively small. The transepts

are not opposite to one another, which is probably
accidental.

These churches are transitional in type, uniting elements

from the Italian and the Scottish traditions and leading

up to the purely English cross church. That at Britford

has the jambs of its south transept arch enriched with

some very curious carving, and, I iliink, is rather early,
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probably of the ninth century.' 'I'lio church at \\'orth

has details conunouly found in buildinos of the last

century of the Saxon period, and most likely is of that

date.-

In these churches the development of the plan has not

added to it any new member, and, although the cross

form has been in a manner reached, the parts are only

the nave, the presbytery, and the two side " porches," as

at Canterbury at the end of the sixth century. The next

step was important. A square was cut off from the east

end of the nave by a cross wall in which an arch was
formed, and that part was carried up above the roofs in

the form of a broad tower. It was a great advance, and
the beginning of that grand and specially English feature

—the central steeple. The continued use, with it, of the

smaller western tower shews that the intention of the

central tower was to give disfnity to the buildincr. To
what place and person the credit of its first achievement
should be given we do not know, but it was generally

taken up ; and the cross, with a broad tower in the middle
and a slender one at the west end, seems to have been
the usual plan of the larger churches built in the later

part of the Saxon period, whilst in smaller ones of

the better sort the use of the central tower was not

uncommon.
The earliest date I can find for a two-towered cross

church is 969, when one was built at Eamsey.^ And 1 am
sorry to have to add that the central tower failed, and
had to be rebuilt, thereby setting a precedent much
followed by the central towers of later times.

The presbytery and transepts kept the same relation to

the nave after the addition of the central tower as the}'

' In 1887 I saw in the little church cut illustrations. The present plan is

at Bradford - on - Avon a large slab based on Mr. Walford's.
covered with carving, which had evi- •' ^' Dum quoque htrres ipsis tectorum
dentlj formed part of such a Jamb as culminibits eminebant, qnarum minor
those at Britford. I was told that it had versus occidentem in fronte basilicce

been found in the parisli church, wliich pulchriun intrantibus insulam a longe
stands near by, and it seems to be a relic spertamlnm prabebat ; major vera in
of a ninth century church on that site. qiiadrifidce strvctitr(e medio volnmnas

- The church has been terribly qualuor, forrectis de alia ad aliam
" restored," but tliere is a good descrip- arcubvs, sihi iiivicem connexax, ne laxe
lion of it before that catastrophe in the defiuerent , deprimibat. " Hist. Sam-
seventh volume of the Sitssejc Archceo- seiens," cap. xx., in Gale's Qiiindecim
logical Collections. It is written by Script ores, quoted in Britton's Archi-
Mr. W. S. Walford, and has good wood- tectural Antiquities, Vol. V., p. 126.
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had before, and therefore the four arms of the cross are

not of equal sections, the eastern being generally smaller

than the western, and the side arms still less. This would
hardly have been so had the cross plan been the con-

ception of one man, but it came quite naturally by the

process of slow development/
Turning to actual remains, the only example of the

two-towered church which we have in a state approaching
completeness is that in the Castle at Dover (fig. 24), the

builders of which adapted for their western bell-tower

the Eoman light-house, which they found already there.

DOVeR-oR me cassls rill .

riG. 24.

Its faces were not to the cardinal points, and they wanted
their church to turn to the east, so they got over the diffi-

culty by putting between the tower and the west end
of the church a building which formed a porch below,

and probably a dwelling-place above. The side arches

of the central tower are insertions of the twelfth cen-

tury, made, as it appears, because the original openings,

whatever they may have been, were not thought large

enough.

The next example is St. Mary's, or the larger church

^ The equalisation of tiie arms of the sort, but it was never general in Eng-
cross was a f urtlier development reached land.

in a few churches, chiefly of the largest
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at Deerliiirst (fig, 2.')).' It is a good deal less than that at

Dover, but the plan shews that in its last Saxon form it

was a two-towered church of like plan to that last de-

scribed. The central tower has gone, but the western

one remains, and is a very remarkaljle building. It

is described in the additional note B. The plan of

the church shews the side walls of the nave black
as still existing, which in fact they do, but only the

upper parts of them. They are carried by arcades

of thirteenth century work. These may take the places

of earlier ones, and the church may, as was suggested

before, have had aisles at its first building. If it had,

STMARy'S,
DEERRtJRS^

w ao .y 4o 50

FIG. 25.

I suspect that it lost them as Brixworth did, and was
without when the east part of the church was put into

the form shewn on the plan. That seems to have been
about the beginning of the eleventh centur)% but it is

certain that there is earlier work in the west end and tower,

and probable that there also is in the side walls of the

nave. The presbytery is round-ended and wide-arched,

as at Worth, and there is an arch in the east wall of the

south transept leading to an altar space beyond. In the

corresponding position on the other side is a doorway
which has led to some chamljer outside.

' The plan shews parts whiola now
exist only in the form of foundations
below ground. They are taken from a

plan made in 1860 under the direction

of Mr. Slater, the ai-chitect, who was
then carrying out considerable altera-

tions on the church. It is now in the

collection of the Society of Antiquaries.

The southern apse was not found by
Mr. Slater, and is put in on the au-

tliority of my much regretted friend,

Dr. .J. H. Middleton, who found evi-

dence of it. To him I also owe a plan

of the smaller church al. Deerhurst
made on its first discovery in 1885.
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The openings from the tower to the transepts on the

floor Unes are very small doorways, but there is an arch

higher up on each side which looks as if it might have
opened from an upper floor or gallery.

The only visible part of the church at Eei)ton which is

of Saxon date is the presbytery. There was more till

1854, when the " restorers" pulled it down, and it is only

from foundations which were uncovered in 1887, when
something else was done to the church, that we know its old

form. I have to thank Mr. Irvine for a copy of the plan

(fig. 26) and one of a paper which he wrote upon the church
in the Arch^ological Association's Journal. The plan

revealed very closely resembles that at Dover, and there

can be no doubt that, although the presbytery was inhe-

rited from some-

thing earlier, the R9p60I2
transepts, and
what was between
them, and the body
of the church, are

near in date to the

work at Dover

;

and that there was
a central tower.

We can not tell,

certainly, whether
there was also a western tower ; but, considering the

importance of the church at Eepton, it is likely that

there was. Eepton was the see church of Diuma,
the first Bishop of Mercia, who was buried there in

658. St. Chad moved the see to Lichfield in 664, but
Eepton continued to be the seat of a famous monastery
of men and women ruled by an abbess, after the manner
of that of St. Hilda at Whitby. In 874 the Danes
destroyed the monastery, and they occupied the county
for a hundred years. At the time of the Domesday Survey
Eepton had a church and two priests.^ What happened
at Eepton seems to have been the same as happened in

many of the places where monasteries had been founded
in the first days of English Christianity. The monastery
remained till it was harried by the Danes. Then the

* I take these dates from Dr. Cox'3 Churches of Derbyshire.

Fia. 26.
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building stood in ruins for a time, greater or less as it

chanced, ]iut the trachtion of the sanctity of the place

remained ; and as soon as peace retui-ned, the Christian

people gathered round it again, and enough of repair was
made to permit the services to be carried on until a

rebuilding was possible. The Danes could not take away
the lands with them, and, though the monastery was
not restored, the real property with which it had been
endowed was still considered to l)elong to the Church, and
allowing for some losses by usurpation would produce a

good income for the clergy who served there. But these

were often married men, and it was not to their interest to

share with many, and so it sometimes came about that

the remains of an endowment intended for a community
were taken by a single parish priest. The almse grew up
by degrees ; and although some strict moralists, or dis-

appointed men, may have complained of it, it probably
excited no more scandal than did the pluralities of the

eighteenth century, A notable example is aflbrded by
Hexham, where Wilfred's great monastic foundation came
to be a rich family living passed on from father to son
for generations. It continued so until the twelfth century,

when the last of the family, turning Cistercian monk, gave
up what by long custom had become his rights, and a new
foundation of regular canons was made. If we had the

means of tracing the story of Eepton it would probably
be very like that at Hexham, though there did remain two
priests there,

I difier from my friends, Dr. Cox and Mr, Irvine, in

believing that the crypt at Eeptou is of the first monastic
time. But I think this only of the crypt and the lower
part of the presbytery walls within which it stands. The
walls above are thicker than those below, and stand

partly upon the vault, which they could not do if it had
not been there first. They probably belong to the re-

building on the cross plan, which can not well have been
done when the heathen Danes were in possession, and so

must have been late in the tenth, if not in the eleventh,

century. The crypt seems to me to have formed no part

of the later Saxon church, as if the memor}' of it had been
lost during the time of ruin.

Professor Willis understands the contemporary metrical
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description of the church which Ethelwold and Elphege

biiiit at Winchester at the end of the tenth century as

telhng of a central tower and aisles. This is a combina-

tion of the use of which in England I can find no

evidence earlier than Edward the Confessor's work at

Westminster Abbey, which we are expressly told was in a

new fashion ; and with full respect to the opinion of

Professor Willis, who was an adept in the interpretation

of architectural documents, I think he was wrong in

attributing it to Winchester sixty years earlier. There

probably was a central tower, although the line,

''''Per quadrasque pJar/as pandit nhiqtte vias,'''

might, as we have seen, apply to a w^estern one. Professor

Willis gets the aisles from the couplet

—

"'' Partibiis hoc Austri firraans et partibus Arcti

Porticibus solidis arcubus et variis ;

"

but the passage goes on

—

" Addidit et plures sacris altarihus cedes

Quce retinent dubium liviinis introittivi

Qnisqiiis ut ignotis deambnlat atria plantis

Nesciat unde 7neat, quove pedem referat

Ovini parte fores quia conspiciuntur aperla

Nee patet tdla dbi semita certa vice

Hue ilTucque vagns xtans circuinducit ocellos

Attica Pedalei tecta stupetque soli

Cert lor advenat donee sibi ductor et ipsum

Ducat ad extremi limina vestibuli Sfc.^^

It is a fair sample of the poet Wolstan's fustian, and

the reference all through is not to the church, until the

puzzled traveller gets to the door in the last line quoted,

but to the forecourt ; and the portici, or chapels, to the

north and the south, were connected with its side walks.^

either forming them or being beyond and entered through

them. The church itself may have been an aisleless cross

church of the Dover type. But I gather nothing certain

about it from Wolstan's lines, except that it had a tower,

which may have been central, and a crypt.

^

1 It may be noted that the churches and it seems likely that this arrange-

of the abbeys of Ely and Bury St. ment of towers, which is net according

Edmund's, when rebuilt on a very large to the usual practice of the twelfth

scale in the twelfth century, -were each century, continued a tradition of earlier

planned with a central and one western churches of the Pover type,

tower. Both replaced Saxon churches,
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There were smaller churches following generally the

Dover type or])l:iii, l)ut with only ihe central tower, and,

so far as we can tell, no buildings of any sort outside the

west end. Such were Stanton Lacy in Shropshire and

Wooten Wawen in Warwickshire. And sometimes, as

liappened also later, the central tower was used without

transepts, as at Langford, Oxfordshire ; Great Dunham,
Norfolk, and, I think, originally at St. Mary's, Guildford.

In none of the examples mentioned so far does the

cross plan shew itself much inside the building. Even at

Eepton, where the transept arches are the largest, they are

FIG. 27. NORTON, DURHAM.

still only openings left in the walls which rose direct from

the ground. But the plan of a tower standing on four

piers and open equally on all sides was reached before

the end of Saxon time. There is one such at Stowe in

Lindsaj^ which we have reason for dating about 1052
;

and one at Norton in Durham is described and illus-

trated in the twelfth volume of our Journal (fig 27).

The early work is a good deal mixed up with later, but the

original intention is clear in each case.

The common Italian pattern so much used for western

towers was not suited for central towers, which had to be
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of <a much broader proportion ; and the builders of them,

and of the towers of the next type of church to be dis-

cussed, which also were broad, made some efforts to

break away from tradition, which are interesting, though
the architectural result is not generally very successful.

This seems to be the right place to mention Mr. Park
Harrison's curious discovery at Christchurch, Oxford,

where he has found a Saxon wall with three small arches

in it, and outside it the foundations of three apses into

which they opened. Mr. Park Harrison, who claims for

the work so early a date as 727, interprets it as being the

east end of a small church with a nave and aisles, or

rather three parallel and nearly equal naves, the whole

beins about 25 feet wide between the walls. We haveo
_

nothma* like this in Enoiish work elsewhere, and I

venture to offer another solution which at least brings it

nearer to what we have (fig. 28).

By treating it as on the Dover OXFORD
type of church we get what, but

for its very small size, might
almost be taken for a twelfth

century plan, when transepts

with apsidal chapels to the east

of them were common. But ^-^^ 28.

we have found a Saxon example
of such a chapel at Deerhurst, and there is a very Saxon
look about the Oxford remains. I think, therefore, they

are Saxon, but they must be late. Perhaps as early as

1004, when we are told some work was done there, but

not earlier.

I now come to a type of church which, so far as I

know, has not been noticed before. In this the tower is

not an appendage at the west end or in the middle, but

itself is the body of the church. The church of St.

Peter at Barton-on-Humber is a large mediaeval church

with a west tower, which has been recognised as Saxon
ever since Eickman's day. West of the tower is a

small building also Saxon work, with which the illus-

trators have played strange tricks. Brittoii omits it

altogether in his view of the tower, and so does whoever
is responsible for the cut in Parker's '• Eickman," and
Mr. Weatherley, in Sir Gilbert Scott's Mediceval Archi-

z
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tectiire, has jj^iven it a avcsI door, whicli it has iiol, and

never had, and made it into a l)iir l)oreh.

I visited the church in 1889 with Dr. Fowler, and after

careful examination became convinced that this tower,

with the western appendage, and a corresponding eastern

one, of which we thought we coukl see some vestiges in

the west wall of the ])resent church, was really the

original church. I give a

BARGOn-OR-HtimBeR
.

plan of it (fig. 29), which
^P^^€RS

,,jj^]^e,. jt j^(^t the smallest of

the churches we are con-

sidering. The walls are

thin for a tower ; but that is

o o ^To"^T!^^3,o »o common in Saxon work, the

j.^(j 29. budders of which, though
generally devoid of archi-

tectural ima.o^inatioii, did their w^ork better than those

who came after, and their thin w^all stands wliere

the Norman thick one has often fallen. We see here

that the tower has an opening on each face of the

ground floor, those on the east and west being arches

of some size, and those on the north and south only

doorways. This is as in the early porches we have
considered, except that here the doors are in the western

parts of the sides, and not in the eastern, as they generally

are in the porches, to bring them well into the arcade

walks. The flanks of the tower are elaborately orna-

mented after a rude fashion, and shew no indication

of aiiy butting arcades. The porch theorj^ had to be

given up, though it would have been pleasant to find one

of these porches with the baptistery still standing. Going
inside we found that the east and west arches are

ornamented with rib work on the sides towards the tower,

but are without it on the outsides, thus shewing that the

tower was the place from wdiich they were expected to

be seen. Over the eastern arch is a stone slab in the

wall, and on the upper part of it a face is carved in relief.

All things seem to point to the tower itself being the

place of assembly, the western building probably, as in

the basilican plan, the baptister}^ and the lost eastern

building the presbytery. The slab over the presbytery

arch I believe to be one of the earliest examples we have of
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the great rood, the face only having been carved, and all

the rest executed in painting, which has perished. The
tower seems to have been raised at some time soon after its

building.

I found another church of the same type at

Broug'hton (fig. 30), a few miles away to the south on
the great Eoman road. It has the east and west arches,

but only the south side door, which, as at Barton, is well

to the west of the wall. There is no baptistery, but the

west arch leads to a circular stair-turret like those at

lirixworth and Brigstock in Northamptonshire, The
work is ixettimy near to the Norman in detail, and I

should put it at about 1050-60.^ The Barton church

may be a few years earlier.

There are some reasons for believimx that the well-

BR0tJ6n^017,LlRCS. ePiRLS BARTON

HHHHHI-

FIG. 30. FIG. 31.

known Saxon tower at Earl's Barton (fig. 31), near

Northampton, may have been a church of the same sort.

It is broad and large, and its eastern corners are com-

pleted down to the ground, as if what building there was

to the east of it had been narrower than it is. The one

door is to the west, and there was an unusual number of

windows in the lowest storj^ of the tower. Unfortunately

the east arch no longer remains, a later and no doubt

larger one taking its place. The ornamentation ot this

tower, though it is much more elaborate, comes nearer in

character to that of its name-sake on the Humber than to

anv other I know.

' Since this paper was read at Can-
terbury, Dr. Fowler lias learned from
enquiries made at Brougliton tliat

some years since, when the church was
being repaved, the foundation of a

square chamber, just east of the tower

as the plan shews, was seen. I am very

glad to have this information, which

raises my theory to a proved fact.

z 2
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There is another large and much ornamented tower

at liarnak ((ig. 32), near Northampton, wliich I have

been rather tempted to think a church in itself, and the

existence of wliat look like seats of honour on its west,

north, and south sides seem to mark it as

BARNAK being a place of meeting, and something

more than a bell tower attached to a larger

church. But the east corners appear to be
united vrith the end wall of a building

wider than the tower, which can scarcely

be other than the nave of a church. And
the tower arch, which is original, is wider

iiG. 32. than is commonly found, and than we
should expect if it had opened into a

presbytery. Altogether, the plan is a very curious one,

and needs explanation. I have to thank Mr. Irvine for

the use of his careful drawings of both Earl's Barton and
Barnak,

One interest of the " tower " churches is that they

seem to be the beginning from which have developed the

churches of Denmark and the Baltic islands, with their

broad, short naves, sometimes with pillars in the middle,

but alwnys without aisles. I incline, therefore, to associate

them with the Danes, and the jjositions of them justify

this. But wdiether they be a few outlying examples of a

foreign fashion, or the Danes took the fashion as they

found it here, and developed it further at home, may be

questioned. I think the latter more likely. The period

between the acceptance of Christianity by the Danes and
the building of these churches was scarcely long enough
to allow of the growth of a Danish national type of

church plan, though one did come afterwards.

The subject of the arrangement and furniture of the

Saxon churches is too large to be dealt with fully at the

end of a long paper. They were very different from what
we inherit to-day from the later middle ages. The
custom of making living chambers in the towers and
roofs and other possible places about the churches seems

to have been general. And perhaps this was the path by
which the Latin monasterium, meaning a house wherein

monks lived in seclusion, led to the English niinstei\

meaning a church accessible to all men.
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Western galleries \Tere common, and the doorways
leading to tliem from the towers may often be seen, as at

Dover, at Bosham, and at Alkborough in Lincolnshire

—

three churches of very different forms, but all of late date.

I do not remember to have found evidence of such a gallery

in a very early church, except at Jarrow% which seems

to have had one. But the west end^ there has been so

much altered that it can not be said that any of it is part

of the first work. It may be that these galleries were
used for the night offices by men who lived in the towers

and in lofts connected with them, and who could in that

way enter the church without going downstairs, or down
ladders, which was then the more common use.

The church at Brixworth, and St. Mary's church at

Deerhurst, have each a window looking from a chamber
in the tower into the church. The windows are high up,

and the care and cost bestowed upon them shews that

they were important in some way. Windows of simpler

treatment are found in the like position in some other

churches. They were not to admit light into the churches,

and I think it not unlikely that they also may have been
part of an arrangement for sa5ang the night offices

without going below, the chambers from which they

opened being used for what may be called night quires.

The windowed chamber is an earlier contrivance than the

gallery. Deerhurst had both, but there is no appearance

of there ever having been a gallery at Brixworth.

I believe the carrying up of the early west porches into

the tower form was quite as much to provide dwelling-

places as for the accommodation of bells, and that this,

with the making of the quire chamber, if I may call it so,

was an addition to the earlier churches made before their

destruction by the Danes. This point is considered more
at large in additional note B, The west gallery was in

general use in the tenth and eleventh centuries, and was
probably introduced at Deerhurst when the churcii was
almost rebuilt and converted to one of the Dover type, of

which the western gallery forms a part,

' I.e., of tlie present cliancei. The Saxon tower, which had itself grown
tower, now central, is generally taken from the early west porch, as seen at

for early Normau work ; but I suspect Wearmouth,
tliat there is in it somethino; of a
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Eemains of fittings uftcr so long a time can not be
many. But there is something left Ijesides llie crosses and
grave-stones ^vlli(•ll have cliielly altiactcd the attention of

antiquaries. Screens and seats have already been men-
tioned. There are some reniains oi' altars ; and some fonts,

which seem to be of Saxon date, are still in use. So
many sundials are left that we may almost assume that

every church had one. They were made with little science,

and their indications were neither accurate nor regular

;

but, such as they were, they served to mark the divisions of

time, and were not mere architectund toys as the sundials

of to-day are.

If we apply what we have been able to learn of the

dates of the buildings through their plans we may go a

little way—but 3^et, I think, only a little way—towards
the datino- of architectural detail.

We have been told in I know not how many Ijooks and
papers that the use in a building of long and short work,

which means quoins or pilasters formed of stones placed

alternately flat and upright, is the surest evidence of

Saxon date. New long and short work is very common,
but it is not found in those buildings which we have
reason to place at a very early date. We may therefore

infer that those buildings in which it is found are later

than the others, althouu^h we may not be able to sav at

what date this fashion came in.

Eibwork, which is given as another test, is generally

only an arrangement of long and short work, and therefore

must be dated with it. But there is outside the pres-

bytery at Wing, which by its plan seems to be early,

another kind of ribwork made of ihe material and in

the ordinary courses of the walling. When new it was
probably .•some way finished with plaster.

Windows spla^^ed equally without and within are said

to be peculiarly Saxon. Such windows, when found
complete, have the actual window opening pierced in a

thin slab of stone, or a wood beard placed in the middle
of the wall between the two splays. There is a window
of this type in the little church at Bradford-on-Avon.
But the few windows which remain in buildings which we
have assigned to the seventh century are splayed only on the

inside, and the window filling, whatever it may have been^
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lias Leen at or near the outside face of the wall.^ Some
of the latest Saxon windows have also no outside splay,

but these are easy to distinguish by their resemblance to

Norman work.
All through Saxon times doorways were formed

straight through the wall without any splay or rebate.

Sometimes a rebate has been cut afterwards, as at liarton

on-Humber, where only the north door, wliich seems to

have been blocked soon after it was made, has escaped

alteration.

llerring-hone work is a method of laying rubble in

courses of stones inclined to the right in one course and
to the left in the next. The Saxons used it, and so did the

Eomans before them, and the Normans'-^ after them. It

can not be taken by itself as a test of date. Stonework
turned in the lathe was used by the Romans, and after

them by the Saxons, quite to the end of the time when
their buildings have a special character. It seems never

to have been used by the Normans, and may therefore be

taken as indicating Saxon time, but, till we know more
about it, not any special period.

The triangular arch, as it is called, was very much used

in late Saxon work, but some examples seem to go as far

back as the eighth centur}'.

The Saxon builders would use Roman detail when they

could get it, which I do not remember to have found later

men doing. Therefore, the occurrence of Roman detail in

a building may raise a suspicion of Saxon date.

For example, the tower arch at Corbridge, on the Roman
wall, is a Roman arch complete, probably a gateway from

some fort on the wall. Roman imposts are to be seen in

the same position at Alkborough, Lincolnshire. There is a

I^oman pillar used up in the arcade before the presbytery

at St. Pancras's, Canterbury. The font at Wroxeter is the

' Two of the three earlj windows that tlie defence was not against Danes
which remain on the south side of and sea-rovers, but against the North-

Jarrow churcli liave pierced shibs hke inn brian blasts, after the work of Bene-

the mid-wall slabs, but tiush with the diet Eiscop's Gaulish glassmakers had
outside. Sir Gilbert Scott held these lo gone the way of all window glass.

be additions, though of Saxon date. Mr. - A good Norman example is in the

J. R. Boyle, writing in the tenth vol- nave of Kippax church, Yorkshire,

ume of Arclueoloy.a .E/iaiia considers which has been called Roman because

them original, and ridicules the idea of of it, but which is of the twelfth cen-

their having been put in as a means of tury.

defence. I think Scott was riorht, and
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base of a large Eoiiiaii })illar turned botlom upwards and
hollowed out. As we have seen, the builders of the (;hurch

in Dover Castle took over the Hoiuan lighthouse whole to

make their bell tower. And I believe the real cause of the

preservation of the Koman gateway, called the Jewrj' wall,

at Leicester, is that the builders of St. Nicholas's church
there made use of it as part of their fore-building.

The meeting of the Archaeological Institute at Canter-

bury in July, 181M;, when the controversy about St.

Martin's church, and visits to that of St. Pancras, to

Eeculver, to Lyminge, and to Dover, brought under notice

some of the most important remains of Saxon church
building that survive, has caused me to write sooner than

I intended. I have had to discuss some buildings which
I have not seen ; and there are others which, if it might
have been, I would rather have seen again before writing.

But the ready help of my brother Antiquaries has let me
see with their e3^es what was beyond the range of my
own. If a plan was wanted, or some point about a

building needed to be looked to, there was nearly always
someone able and Avilling to help. I am especially in-

debted to Mr. Irvine for freely opening to me his store,

the antiquarian gathering of many years in many places.

Like help from others has already been acknowledged,
and of helpers wdiose names there has not been occasion

to mention before I would now remember : Sir Henry
Dryden, the Eev. C. E.. Manning, Mr. G. E. Fox, the Eev.

G. T. Harvey, Mr. W. G. Fretton, and the late Mr. E. J.

Johnson, of Newcastle.

If the paper had been delayed longer it might have
been more conclusive, or it might never have been
written. I offer it as it is, and hope it may interest and
perhaps help some who will carry on the study further.

Additional Notes.

A.

—

On the Saxon crypts.

Mr. Watkins, the then rector who examined the ground
m 1841, says positively, in his account of it, that there

was not any crypt within the wall of the apse at Brix-

wortli. But I am not satisfied with the evidence as he
gives it. The part of the wall at the east, where the
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entrance to llie crypt wonld have been, had been de-

stroyed in making a grave. It is, liowever, possible that

the crypt may have been intended and prepared for, but

never actually made. Mr. Irvine, in the fifth voknne of

the Journal of the Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural

History Society^ has shewn that the crypt at Eepton was
built up within already standing walls, and lately Mr.

'Wine

IG. 33.

Hope, who accompanied me on a visit to Wing during

the preparation of this paper, found evidence that the

same had been done there. It is not likely that there

was much difference in date, as the crypt has in each

case been prepared for in the first l)uilding ; but it may
be that the men who could build the walls were not

skilled to execute the vaulting required for the crypt,
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and the work had to be jjut ofl' until those who could do

it might be had, and in the case of Ikixworth deferred

so long that the desire to have a crypt passed away.

About 990 Elphege, Bishop of Winc^hester, put a crypt

into the church which Ethelwold, his predecessor, had
consecrated only ten years before. And he consecrated

it again, perhaj)s because the high altar had been moved.

This, besides illustrating the habit of building crypts

within already existing walls, shews us the use of one

It. ' '

'A m

FIG. 34.

in late Saxon times. We should indeed expect this,

for crypts were still builf in the twelfth century. But
whether the tenth century crypt at Winchester was nearer

to the Italian confessio, as we have it at Hexham or

Wing, or to the vaults (jf Worcester or Eochester, w^e

have nothing to tell us. It stood between them in the

line of tradition. The crypts at Wing (fig. 33) and at

Eepton (fig. 34), and what there is of that at Brixworth

(lig. 35), differ considerably in form, but have much in
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comiuon : and 1 tliiiik they can not he far apart in date,

which the hisl -named seems lo fix in the seventh centur}'.

It will be seen that all keep the form of a central chamber
with a passage round it reached from the upper church
by a stair at each end, although at Wing the walls of the

central chamber have become piers with openings between
them, and at Ixepton it is only marked out by four pillars

at the corners. Each, too, has had arcosolia or arched
chambers intended to receive tombs radiatinfr outwards
from the passage. Of these there were three—towards
the east, north, and south—at Repton and Wing ; and two
—towards the north-east and south-east—at l^rixworth.

The crypts at Hexham ar.d Eipon have each a place

provided for a burial, but it is quite different in form
from those for which I have ventured to appropriate the

name arcosolia. It is a narrow, passage-like chamber
running westward, and only just wide enough to receive

a coffin. The burial chamber at Eipon was turned into

a passage of entrance to the cr^'pt at some time during
the later middle ages, which so disguised it that I did

not discover its real character until 1892, when the Dean
and Chapter kindl}^ allowed me to open the ground
to see if there had been a second stair to the east, as I

suggested there might have been in a paper written ten

years before, and printed in the thirty-ninth volume of

our Journal. The result of that search is recorded in

the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries for June 16,

1892, where there is a corrected plan here, by permission

of the Council of the Society, reproduced (fig. 36), to-

gether with our own, of the Hexham crypt (fig. 37).

Our digging proved that there had never been any grave
where I had su2;c!:ested that of St. Wilfred mio-ht have
been, but the discovery of what was certainly intended

for a burial chamber only a few feet further to the west,

and agreeing, as well as the other, with Bede's description

of the ])\?icejuxta altare ad austruni (Ecc. Hist., 1. iv, c. 12),

leaves no room to doubt that it was not oidy prepared,

but used as Wilfred's resting place. That it ever was so

must have been forgotten before the Churchmen of later

times turned it into a passage. There is no evidence that

the burial chamber at Hexham was used ; but as it had
not been for the founder, it very likely would be for one
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of Ills early successors. Tt, like that at Kipon, is now the

entrance to the crypt. 1 do not know of any more Saxon

crvpts than those here mentioned, hut there ma}' yet be

others forgotten and inaccessible, and perhaps turned into

burial vaults.

a
^j_

/Scule ct- feeZ'
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given in the paper itself. To the end of the Saxon time

it was usual to make living rooms in the towers and roofs

of the churches, but the evidence of it is clearest in the

fore-buildings of the early monastic churches. That at

Deerhurst gives more points than are found together in

anj other single monument, but the parallels of all, except
the division of the two lower stories of the tower, mav
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FIG. 38.

be found elsewhere, and nearly all at Wearmouth and
Brixworth.

Here is a section of the tower of Deerhurst looking north
(fig. 38) with later mediaeval work left out and indications

given of missing parts, of which those that remain supph^
the evidence.^

' The section is based upon one by the cester, by the Eev. G. Eutterworth,
late Mr. E. H. Carpenter. There is a -which I found very useful on niy last

careful description in a little book, visit to the place in 1890, when my
Deerhurst y a parish in the Vale of Glou- attention was given chiefly to the tower.
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Tlie tower is considcralily larirer from oust lowest tliaii

iVoni north to soutli. and on the ground and .second

stories is divick'd into two unequal parts, the eastern

I)('in<'- the hircer. The eastern division has formed tlie

usual porch of entrance from the fore-court with an arcli

eastwards towards the church, and two small doorways
north and south from the covered walks of the fore-court.

These doorways were destroyed in the thirteenth centur}^

or later, when the walls were cut away and pointed

arches as wide as the chaml)er itself inserted. On the

west an arch rather lower than that towards the churcli

leads to the western division, which was not the Ijaptistery,

but a sort of vestibule to it. The baptistery itself stood,

in the usual way, west of the tower and in the midst of

the fore-court. A doorway of the thirteenth century

now fills up the arch between it and the tower, whicli

gives us the latest date up to whicli it can have stood.

Ascent to the upper parts of the tower must have been

b}^ wooden stairs or ladders in the western division.

The western room on the second story probably had no

use except as a landing. It received only a borrowed

light from the baptistery, which equalled in height two

stories of the tower. The eastern room was entered by
a door from the other. It has windows on the north and

south sides, and a triangular opening towards the church

on the east. In the same wall, towards the north side,

is the doorway which led to the gallery in the church,

and which, I think, is an insertion of the tenth century, or

later.

The third stage is now divided, but was originally

one room, and that, as appears by the treatment of its

details, an important one. I have already suggested that

it may have been used as a night quire. On the east

is the very remarkable two-light window towards the

clmrch already mentioned.^ There are windows in the

middle of the north and south walls, and close by each is

a round-headed recess very like those on the walls of the

^ The large stone tablet over this win- picture. Its position is just, below

ilow on the church side, which looks so wliere the Saxon ceiling was. The two

much as if it should have an inscription tablets with angular tops by the presby-

upon it, and has generally been a puzzle, tery arch were also probably painted,

very likely had an inscription, but only either with lettering or something else,

a painted one. It may have had a
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crypt at Eipon, and I believe, like them, intended to hold

lights.

In the west wall is a doorway now towards space, but
originally leading to an attic in the gable above the

baptistery. This room can not have been very con-

venient, but the treatment of its door-case marks it as one

of some importance. Perhaps it was the abbot's room.

Only part of the fourth stage remains, but enough to

shew that it was a single room like the one below ; and on
the east side, where the wall remains higher than else-

where, is a doorway which led up one or two steps into

the space between the ceiling and the roof of the nave.

This seems to point to that loft having been used as the

general dormitory.

The tower must have gone up at least one more story,,

where the bells would hang, but that has all been replaced

by later work.

It has been said before that there are reasons for

believing that the church at Deerhurst had aisles, and
lost them ; and one reason is that on each side of the

nave in the Saxon wall, above the thirteenth century

arches, is a three-cornered window like that from the

second stage of the tower to the church, and looking

as if it had served as a sort of squint from some chamber
outside, which chamber is more likely to have been an
attic in the roof of an aisle than anything else. If any
such attics existed at Deerhurst there must have been
separate access to them from the church or from outside,

as they could not be reached from the tower.

We have seen that in the late example at Nether Avon
attics were formed in the roofs over the covered walks of

the fore-court (fig. 11). If such existed at Deerhurst the

marks of them, and of the way to them from the tower, were
lost when the side walls of the entrance porch were altered.

At Wearmouth and at Brixworth the lower parts of the

towers shew clearly that they are older than the upper,

but I have not found any such appearance at Deerhurst,

and therefore would date it later than their earliest parts;

when thev had been raised and the loftier tower had
come into fashion. But this must have been within the

early monastic period of the churches ; that is, before

their destruction by the Danes, and there is reason for

2 A
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placing all this work in the eighth century or the early

l)art of the ninth.

Provision of dwelling rooms seems to have been made
ia churches of every type described in the preceding

paper. It seems to have nearly always been done in

towers, and there is evidence of it in other places. Suffi-

cient examples have already been mentioned to prove this,

and I will add only two more. The "tower" church
at Broughton had a chamber over the presbytery, the

doorway to which from the tower remains ; and at Brig-

stock, in Northamptonshire, an eleventh century church

of nave and presbytery, with a west tower, has a doorway
from the tower to a loft above the nave. In both of these

cases a stair turret has been added on the west of the

tower for the convenience of those who lived there. We
find the same in a few other places, but not many. Brix-

worth is one, and there the turret stands on the site of the

old baptistery, which must have been taken down to make
room for it, if it had not gone earlier. Here the stair is

of stone and may be original, but generally the stone

turret has contained a wooden stair. I think these turrets

belong to quite the end of the Saxon time. All that I

have seen have been added to the towers by wdiich they

stand, and that at Brous^hton is added to a buildini^ which
itself bears evidence of very late date.

The floors of the upper chambers seem to have been
made of timber filled in between and covered with plaster,

a method inherited from Eoman, and passed on to medise-

val, times. Mr. Irvine found some traces of such a floor

over the chancel at Boarhunt, but the walls above it had
not been plastered, which we should expect them to have
been if there had been a livincj room there.

These upper chambers were probal)ly chiefly sleeping

rooms, and perhaps studies. The difficulty of service

seems to unfit them for eating places, and there is no
provision for cooking. There must, therefore, have been
some buildings besides them, which may have been dis-

posed round the fore-court. But we do not know what
the plan of a Saxon monastery was like. The normal
Benedictine arrangement existed, at least on paper, as far

back as the time of Charlemagne, as the St. Gall plan bears

witness, and it has the appearance of having been derived
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from Roman sources. But there is no trace at all of it in

monastic buildings here in England or, so far as I know,

anywhere else older than the Confessor's work at West-

minster Abbey.
The use of church towers as dwellings seems to have

been general to the end of Saxon times, and, as mentioned

in a former note, we find examples of it here and there

up to the fourteenth century, or even later. Of these

the most remarkable stood lately at Irthlingborough in

Northamptonshire. It is much to be regretted that it

does so no longer. A few years ago it was declared

unsafe, whether truly or not I can not tell, and it was
pulled down. In its place there is now a new tower, in

some sort a copy of the old one, and called a " conser-

vative restoration," but less worth, as evidence for the

^antiquary, than a good photograph or a set of measured

'drawings of the original. There is, however, a description

of the building, with illustrations, in the Northampton-

shire Society's book on the Churches of the Deanery of

Northa7n])ton, which, after the loss of the building, has an

-enhanced value.

Late in the fourteenth century a small college was
founded at Irthlingborough, and to accommodate it

there was added to the church a western tower arranged

for a dwelling house, which had so much in common
with the early Saxon tower dwellings that their influence

on its arrangements can scarcely be doubted. There was

a porch of four doorways, not placed under the tower,

but between the tower and the church, as in the Saxon
example at Dover. The north and south doors were the

entrances : the eastern led to the church and the western

to the tower. There were three stories of living rooms
above the bell chamber, and others below, some having

4ire-places. And at the foot of the tower were some other

buildings, which, though they can not now be exactly

appropriated, must have contained the dining hall and
•other rooms for the common use of the members of the

college. Irthlingborough is within a day's walk of

either Brixworth or Brigstock, and the building of such

a tower at so late a date is strong presumptive evidence

that the Saxon towers in those places were still inhabited

.at that time.

2 A 2



THE RO^[AN COAST FORTRESSES OF KENT.'

By GEOKGE E. FOX, irox. :\r.A. 0\o\., F.S.A.

The Eoiuan camp at Pieculver, the first of those which
will be described in the following notes, is situated upon
the sea coast at a distance of three miles east of Heme Bay
and nine north of Canterbury.

In the Eoman period that ])art of Kent known as

Thanet was an island divided from the mainland by a

shallow strait which in later times was called the Want-
sum, and into which the greater and lesser Stour and

other streams emptied themselves. At the northern end

of this strait and upon a rising ground, hemmed in by sea

and marshland, lay the fortress, with perhaps some land-

ing place or haven on the south side. Its position was a

commanding one, and no vessel could pass through the

strait without being observed from its walls. This

condition of things changed gradually. The strait be-

tween Thanet and Kent became converted into marsh-

land by the slow silting up of the channel, and the tides

and currents of the North Sea during the same period

undermined and carried away the loose sandy northern

' Eead at Canterbury, July 25, 1896. of pottery, glass, metal, bone, &c. have
Tlae intention of the following pajjer been gathered toi^etlier, their discorery

has been to deal only with the structures has jiractically added but little to our

to be found on each of the sites de- knowledge of the period to which tliey

scribed, to the exclusion of such minor belong. On the other hand, these same
antiquities as may have been discorei'cd excarations have revealed, for the first

within them; these antiquities being too time in this country, the plan and dis-

often treated of at needless length by position of a Koman town with its walls

writers on Roman remains in Britain. and gates, its houses and streets, its

With relation to the Roman period in temples, baths, and fornm, showing in

our island there would seem to be only the varied character of the different

two branches of research that can aflbrd edifices discovered within its enclosure

results of any significance: firstly, tlie the extent to which the Eoman civilisfi-

elucidationof inscriptions; and secondly, tion had been accepted by the native

the systematic examination of structural race, and afPoiding indications, which
remains with their details. had previously been only too scanty,

As an illustration of the value of this of civil government as distinguished

second branch, it may perhaps be permis- from military rule.

sible to mention the results achieved by The plans of the three fortresses

the explorations (begimin 1864, resumed which illustrate this paper are drawn to

in 1390, and since carried on continu- a uniform scale. They are founded on
ously) of the site of the Roman town at the 25-inch Ordnance Survey maps, with
Silchester in Hampshire. In these ex- additions derived from the works of

plorations, althougli a very considei-able Boys and C. Roacli Smith, quoted in

number of objects in the various classes the paper.
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shore until their action destroyed half the enclosure

bounded by the Eoman walls. Leland, in the time of

Henry VIII, says :
" Eeculver . . . stondeth witliyn a

quarter of a niyle, or little more, of the se s}'de." A survey
made in 1GS5 shows that tlie sea had advanced to no oTeat

distance from the north wall of the camp, and in 1781
Mr. Boys, the historian of Sandwich, found that this wall,

with the exception of a length of a few rods and the
north-east angle, had fallen before the force of the waves.
What further ravages have taken place may be seen by
a glance at the plan copied from the Ordnance Survey
of 1872. Fortunatel}", before it was too late, Mr. Boys
was able to measure the area of the station, which was
quadrangular, its greater length being from north to

south. The space contained within the walls was 7 acres,

2 roods, 2fi poles. The remains of the walls still stand to

a. height of 8 feet. In Boys' time they were 10 feet liigh.^

They can be traced on the west side for a short distance

behind the inn, the Ethelbert Arms, for part of their

length along the south, and also on the east side up to the

point where they lia^'e been destroyed by the sea. The
south-east corner still exists, and shows a rounded ansle

unsupported by any tower. In fact, as far as can be seen,

there do not appear to have been any towers whatever.
The walls, with the exception of a patch here and there,

are denuded of their external facing and exposed quite

to the level of their foundation, which is composed of a
thin layer of beach pebbles. The core is mostly made up
of sandstone, which was procured from quarries near the

site.

From excavations undertaken by Mr. Dowker (recorded
ill Archceologia Caniiana^\o\. XII., 1878) it would appear
that the walls were, in their lower portion at least, built

against the sides of the rising ground on which the camp
was situated, and that they were 8 feet thick with two
sets off inside, the upper 1 foot wide and 4 feet high, the

lower the same width and about the same height. The
inner face consisted of alternate layers of Hint and sand-

stone. At present all the upper part of the wall is gone,
it having been destroyed to the level of the ground
within the station. Its original height is therefore not

' W. Boys in Bibliotheca TopograpMea Britannica, I, 83, mdcclxxx. mdccxc.
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obtainable. No trace of a ditcli is to l)e seen. rossi])lv'y

a section of the ground in front of the wall would show
whether such a defence had existed.

As to the gates there is no information. Mr. Dowker
observed that the south wall trended inward from each
anfjle, and coniectured that a iiate mii>ht have existed

near some central point in this wall. Tliere may have

been a gate where the modern road, traversing the station

from west to east, crosses the east wall, and another gate

at a similar point in the west wall, but all this is con-

jecture. Only excavation can decide the question, if it

is not already too late.

Archdeacon Battely, who wrote an account in Latin of

Reculver at the end of the 17th century (published after

his death), ^ makes mention of the remains of buildings

which must have been erected between the north wall oi

the fortress and the sea shore. In his account he speaks

of brick foundations of some size with small vaults in

them and of fragments of a tessellated pavement.

He also mentions that many cisterns were uncovered by
the encroachments of the waves. These cisterns varied

in size, but were similar in their method of construction.

They were from 10 to 12 feet square and the same in

depth, lined with woodw^ork of oak, the lining being

constructed with posts and planks two inches thick, and
the bottoms pugged with clay. They were not unlike

tanners' pits, but in his opinion were cisterns for the

storage of rain water, as the water derived from wells in

the neighbourhood is brackish.

The suiTcrestion of the learned Archdeacon that the

boarded and pugged pits were used as cisterns for rain-

water is a very plausible one ; and although the position

was dangerously exposed, it is possible that the remains
of buildings mentioned by him may have been traces of

the baths of the station. Such baths were occasionally

outside the walls."

Very little can be said of the internal arrangements of

the fortress. Nothinix Eoman is to be found above g-round.

The Saxon and media3val church, of which there are con-

^ J. Battelj, Aiitiqvitates Hutu' mini, on tl;e Wall of Hadrian, aro
pinee, &c. 1711. outside tlic station lying between its

* The baths of the station of Cilur- south wail and the Eiver Tyne.
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siderable remains, may occupy the site of the jjtrceiorvum,

but neitlier the fragments of masonry existing in this

church nor the cohimns from it (now to be seen at

Canterbury in the garden near the Deanery) can be
considered Eoman, as presumed by the late Mr. Eoach
Smith. The remains of the chancel considered by him
to be part of a Eoman building converted into a church
in Saxon times, do not resemble in plan any structure

likely to have been erected in a Eoman station ; on the

contrary, they are exactly those of the chancel of an early

Saxon church. The columns from this edifice do not

taper from bottom to top, as erroneously asserted and
incorrectly shown in an illustration in Mr. Eoach Smith's

book on Eeculver^ (such tapering being a sure indication

of Eoman work), nor have either their bases or capitals

any resemblance to any known fragments of Eoman
architecture to be found in this country. There can be
little doubt that the columns in question are of later date

than the period to which Mr. Sinith has assigned them.

Probably they are Saxon imitations of Eoman work.

The only mention of Regulbiiim in the Eoman period is

to be found in the Notitia, where it is named as garrisoned

by the lirst Cohort of the Vetasians commanded by a Tri-

bune. It must not, however, be supposed that from this

sinole and late mention of the station that it was of late

erection. Its simple line of mural defence apparently

unsupported by towers either within or without, and the

rounded angles, are, rather, signs of comparatively early

date. There is an absence of tile courses in the walls : also

the evidence of coins may be cited, though such evidence

must be received with caution. Archdeacon Battely, in

his account of antiquities found here, speaks of consular

coins having been turned up, and mentions that almost

all the Eoman Emperors down to Honor ius were repre-

sented, the coins of Tiberius and Xero being especially

sharp and fresh, as if new minted."

' C. Roach STiiitli, F.S.A., The An- as evidence, it will be seen that some of

fiquities of mchboroiu/h, Seculver, and tlieni may date from a jieriod before the

Li/mne, 1850, pp. 197-198. Saxons liad begun to trouble the east-

' It is commonly at'Sumed that all ern and southern shores of Brilain. It

the fortresses of the Saxon shore were is to this earlier date that the foundation
erected as barriers against the Saxon of Regulbium may in all likelihood be
pirates ; but if their plans, and the assigned,

details of their construction be accepted
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Next ill order and presumably in date stands JiUtnpke

(liicliboronph), which now chiiiiis attention.

As Jiegu/lniun guarded the northern end of the strait

separating Tlianet from the mainhmd, so tlie foi-tress of

liufiqmf commanded its southern entrance. It was of fai*

more importance than Regulbium, from the fact of its

being the principal and oldest port of entr}^ into Britain

in the Koman period. The establishment of these two
fortresses shows clearly that the strait just named was
considered from earl}'' times the best and most direct way
into the estuary of the Thames for vessels passing from
Gessoriamim (Boulogne) or from any southern port.

The aspect of land and water has changed as much at

Eichborough as at Eeculver, but in a diflerent way. The
waters of the strait have given place in both instances to

fertile meadows ; but at Eichborough the sea, instead of

encroaching, has retired, and the coast line is now more
than two miles from the eastern side of the hill on which
the camp is built.

The aspect in Eoman times must have been totally differ-

ent to the present one. The foot of the hill of Eichborough
was probably not washed by the open sea, though a broad
channel may have flowed close beside it forming one of

the southern mouths of the strait, while a narrow strip of

salt marsh and sand-bank lay between it and the open sea.

A large extent of what is now marshland, lying to the

west of the hill, ma}' then have been covered by the waters
and so have formed the haven, making of the camp hill

an island whose highest point was about 56 feet above
high-water mark, judging from the present levels of land
and water. The station stood on the highest o-round of

this island, wdiere, on the east, it sloped somewhat abruptly
to the water level. The sea channel on this side could
not have hugged the hill very closely, as at no great

distance to the south of the station on this same side, and
in the low ground presumably near ilie shore, fragments of

a Eoman house were discovered in 1846, when the Eams-
gate and Deal Eailway was in course of construction.

Ballast for this railway was taken from the slope of the

hill between the camp and the site of this house, and in

this operation many refuse pits were found, a pretty sure

indication of dwellings in the vicinity which may have
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here been scattered over the face of the hill. If any

traces of such dwelHngs were discovered they have not

been recorded.

On the high ground south of the camp was an amphi-

theatre, the remains of which were explored by Mr. Koacli

Smith in 1849. It was found to be elliptical in form, 200

feet long by 166 feet wide, with an external wall 3 feet

6 inches in thickness. A sloping bank of cla}^ and mortar

rested against the inside of this wall. Whether it was a

base forming a support for wooden seats is not very clear,

but it might possibly have served this purpose. There

were three entrances to the arena.

But to return to the subject of the station. The area

enclosed bj^ the walls was estimated by Mr. Boys (who
wrote of it in his History of Sandicicli in 1792) at 5 acres,

3 roods, and 8 perches. It was a regular parallelogram,

with the greatest length from east to west. The walls, in

some places still about 30 feet high, may be seen to be of

the usual Eoman construction, viz., a core of concrete

composed in this instance of boulders, sandstone, blocks

of chalk and ochre stone w^ith oolite and travertine oc-

casionally, cemented with a mortar of lime mixed with

shore arit the external facings beinp- of regular courses

of squared grit and Portland stone. The lacmg and
bonding courses, consisting of double rows of tile, occur

at somewhat irresfular intervals. The width between these

courses varies from 3 feet 3 inches to 4 feet 3 inches. In-

ternally the facing appears to be of flint, and the lacing

courses are single rows of tiles ver}^ irregularly spaced.

The walls have, as a foundation, layers of undressed flints.

Their total width is 10 feet 8 inches.^

The measurements and details here o-iven are taken

from the north wall, which remains in a very perfect

condition, but much of this wall, and most of what is

still left of the others, is so completely buried in ivy as

to render investigation difficult—well nigh impossible.

As before stated, the walls of the camp were on high

ground. This is so on three sides—north, south, and
w^est ; but on the fourth—the east side—the wall ran at

the foot of the slope of the hill, and the north and south

^ See W. Boys, Histori/ of SaiidnncJi Smith, Anfiqiiilies of Bichhoroiigh, lie-

and of Bichboroti(jh, 1792, aud C. Roach culrer, and Lyouie in Kent, mdcccl.
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walls descended that slope to join it. Such was the case

wath the Eoman fortress of Gariannonum (Burgh Castle)

guarding the mouth of the river Waveney, where it flows

into the laofoon behind Yarmouth in Norfolk. It has

been questioned by some antiquaries if in either case, at

Eichborough or at Jiurgh Castle, a wall existed in the low
ground, it being taken for granted that the slope of the hill

was a sullicient defence on this side ; but the discovery of

the foundations of the wall in the low ground at Burgh,

and the plan of liichborough by Mr. Boys, in which part

of the east wall is shown, should be suflicient to refute a
view so superficial of the methods of fortification employed
by the Eomans.^ The hill on which the station was erected

appears to have been much cut away on its eastern side,

probably in mediaeval times, and the materials of the wall

removed bv water carriao;e. as was certainlv the case at

(Hariannonum. They have doubtless been re-used in the

building of Sandwich. At each corner of the camp a

large circular bastion, 18 feet 6 inches in diameter,

capped the angle, while two square towers projected

from the west and two from the north wall. The south

wall shows one only, but more than half of this wall

has disappeared. The east wall having also vanished

nothing can be said of its arrangement, but it may be
conjectured that it resembled that on the west side. A
word must be said with respect to these square towers.

It is supposed that they each contained a chamber, but

there is nothinir to show that this was so. The huoe
main wall of the camp is seen to pass uninterruptedly at

its full height through what remains of the only tower

^ VVitli reference to tlie wall iu ques- quite encircled the Castrum, and on the
tion, Mr. Docker, in a paper on Kicli- eastern side tliey may have been below
borough published in the Journal of the cliff."

the JBriti.sh Archaoloqical Associa- ApoUinaris Sidonius, in his descrip-

tion, Vol. 40, p. 2G3, says : "Towards tion of the Saxons of his day (a.D. 438-
the east side of the Castrum Mr. 500), calls them arch-pirates, attacking:

iJoys thought he coidd trace a wall unexpectedly, carrying all before them,
flanking that side, which he has and delighting in the tempest and in

represented, in his plan, as below the crash of the waves; and he speaks of

the cliff near the river; since then the their custom, before returning to their

South Eastern Railway has been laid own country, of sacrificing every tenth
near the spot, and portions of the over- man of their captives to the gods of the
turned wall were met with during its sea. (Ep. vi. 8.) Such enemies as these,

construction. I have since ascertained it may well be imagined, would make
that another large mass, 15G feet in short work of the garrison of any camp
length, lies in the bed of the river. It unprotected by a wall on the side most
seems, therefore, probable that the walls open to tl.cir attack, viz., the sea.
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still standing, and it is evident that the projection

outwards of the tower, from the unbroken face of the

main wall (not more than 8 feet 6 inches), could not have
afforded room for such a chamber. Unfortunately, this

fragment of the only tower now left can be but imper-

fectly examined on account of the encroaching growth of

ivy. It seems that these towers were merely rectangular

projections built up solid with the walls for a certain

height and bonded into them in the upper portion. They
were, in fact, not towers as ordinarily understood, but

rectangular bastions affording platforms on wliicJi military

engines could be planted. The tower just referred to

is to be found in the north wall. It shows a width on
face of 16 feet ?> inches, with a projection, as before

stated, of 8 feet 6 inches. Considering it only as a solid

bastion, and not as a tower rising above the level of the

camp v/alls, these measures would afford, if deduction

be made for the width of the parapet, a solid platform

10 feet 3 inches wide by 10 feet 2 inches deep at the

rampart level. ^ The circular bastions at the angles of the

camp w^ould each show a platform of a minimum diameter

of 12 feet 6 inches.

Little is known of the gates of the fortress with one
exception, viz. ; a postern on the north side. This is not

in the centre of that side, but occurs at 250 feet from
the western angle. The camp wall here is thrown forward
for a distance of 10 feet 8 inches w^ith a return 10 feet

2 inches long, covering a straight passage from the

interior of the camp 15 feet in length. The aperture for

entrance left by the return wall is but 3 feet 10 inches in

width. A Inroad drain ran under the floor of this passage.

From the exterior the whole arrangement looked like the

towers to rio;ht and left of it, on a somewhat laro-er scale.

The passage is not vaulted, but must originally have been
covered by a roof; otherwise the rampart walk would
have been interrupted at this point, which is not likely.

If this passage was covered by a flat roof, the platform

' Clear indications (though indlca- occupied by the tower, and tlie face of
tions only) of the position of the second the wall here is more roughly builfc

tower, east of the gateway in this wall, than the facing on either side,

and close to its broken end, may still be Traces of the bonding are still plainly
seen. The tile courses of the main wall visible of the sides of the tower with the
are interrupted iu the space originally main wall.
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SO obtained woukl lui\e served the same purpose as the

platforms of the other towers.

Aiiotlier, and perhaps one of the chief gates, is supi)osed

to have existed in the west wall 180 feet south of the

noiih west ario'le. It is a curious fact that the wall on
either side of the supposed site of the gate trends slightly

inward towards it. It ma}^ be remembered that Mr.

Dowker noticed a similar disposition in the south wall

of Rcgidhiuni. At tlie distance from the angle named,
Mr. Boys found a heavy foundation of masonry, and
Mr. Eoacli Smith, in his work on Iiicliborough, gave an
illustration of this foundation from a sketch made when
it was uncovered by Mr. Bo3's. But neither Mr. Boys'

description, nor the sketch published by Mr. Eoach
Smith, throws any light on whatever structure may have
existed at this spot. Only careful re-excavation might
possibly solve the problem.

It is worthy t)f remark that in Mr. Boys' plan of the

fortress, if a line be drawn from the foundation just

mentioned across the area parallel to the north wall, it

would be found to fall at no great distance from the

point in the east wall where the remains of that wall,

cease ; a fact which suggests the existence near that spot

of an eastern gate corresponding with the western one.

No southern o-ate has yet been discovered, thouoh
m all probability the break in the south wall, which
corresponds nearly in position with the postern in the

northern one, is suggestive of its site. There, again, exca-

vation is much wanted, and careful excavation could
alone show whether the fortress was surrounded by a

ditch. At present there are no signs of so important a

feature of the defence.

But the great subterranean concrete structure lying

nearly in the centre of the area of the camp is the feature

which gives a character and interest to this station

wanting in so many other stations of larger size, The
mass of material of which it is composed measures ] 2-4

feet from north to south by 80 feet from east to west. Its

entire depth has not been made out, for a shaft sunk
beside it to ascertain, its depth was stopped at 30 feet from
the surface by the rising of the water before the bottom of

the concrete had been reached. The upper surface of this
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mass of concrete overhangs llie body of it by 12 feet on the

east and we.s:, and by 10 feet on the north and sonth sides,

the overhanging portions being 5 feet thick. It thus
presents at the ground level a floor 14:4 feet by 104 feet.

The materials of the concrete consist of flint boulders
bedded in mortar composed of lime mixed with coarse

sand, small peb])]e, a very slight proportion of ground
brick, and fragments of shell as if from sea sand. The
mortar is intensely hard.

Upon the centre of the platform, or floor, a cross of
masonry had been erected, the remains of which do not
now exceed 4 feet G inches in height. In length from
north to south it is 87 feet with a width of 7 feet 6 inches,

the transverse arm being 22 feet wide by 47 feet long.

The masonry of which it is composed consists of Kentish
rag, oolite, tufa, and flint boulders, the mortar resembling
in composition that of the exterior walls of the camp.
The corners and ends were faced with squared blocks of

tufa. Surrounding this cross and bordering the platform

at a distance of from 15 to 17 feet from its edo-e are

traces of a wall 3 feet 6 inches wide. Portions of this

still remain to a heio;ht avera^ino- 1 foot 6 inches. It

seems to have been built of boulders with a mortar more
sandy and poorer than that found in the other con-

structions.^

The structure described occupied the position ordinarily

assigned to the prcetoriiun of the fortress, where the road-
way's from all the gates would meet.

Various theories have been hazarded as to the use to

which this mass of concrete was put. In all probability

that propounded by the late Mr, T. G. Godfrey Fausset
is the correct one ; it is well stated by him."

After speaking of the huge concrete foundation as
probably intended to support some large superstructure,

possibly a pharos, which was never carried out as origi-

nally inttmded, he goes on to say ;
" The smaller remains

—viz., of the wall which probably formed a complete
rectangular enclosure upon the platform—are built so

exactly and regularly at a short distance within that part

^ Tlie details here given arc derived - In a note at the end of Mr. Dow-
from Mr. Dowker's report on tlie struc- ker's report,

ture in Archceologla Cantiaiia, Vol. viii.
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of" it ^vhi(:ll is not mere, phitforin, ') leet dec;}), but huge

solid Ibuudation, perliaps IM) feet deep, tluit we may
conclude them to have been certainly built with knowledge

of, and with reference to, the position and intention of the

great substructure.

"This masonry . . . is clearly lioman, with its red

mortar and its course of bondii-.g tiles ; and so is that of the

broader wall of cruciform shape in tli(; centre. May we
not sup})ose these to have formed part of some temporary

or substitutional building raised in lieu of the o>-iginal

colossal design? The cruciform remains have always

puzzled investigators ; their broadest part is too narrow to

have formed the foundation of any building containing

chambers, but so wide that we may well believe the solid

stone wall which must have formed its upward con-

tinuation to have been of very considerable height. As
R clue, perhaps not unworth}^ of consideration, I would

suggest that this building may have formed a sort of

internal buttress or support to a timber pharos built

around it, as Avooden houses are at this day built around

and supported by their stack of chimneys in the, centre.

A cruciform shape would be the ver}^ form best calculated

for stability in itself when raised to a great height, and.

for support to the timbers surrounding it. No one who
has seen a Canadian town after a fire, can have failed to

be struck with the curious effect of these central chimneys

standing tall and alone above the ashes of the wooden
buildings; and in this state let us imagine the watch

lower of Eichborough to have been left by the first Saxon

attack after Eoman departure. The tall masonry also

would not be long in reaching its present level."

The employment of concrete for substructions in the

Boman period has never been observed elsewhere in

Britain, whence apparently the difficulty found by English

antiquaries in coming to a conclusion respecting this

example at Eichborough. That it was so employed on

the continent is known ; the most notable examples are

to be found in Eome itself.

If, as supposed by Mr. Fausset, it was intended to erect

any kind of pharos at Eichborough, a solid foundation,

such as this mass of concrete, would have been required

for it. The hill of Eichborough was of too loose a sub-
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stance to afford support to sucli a structure, as was con-

templated, and it was therefore necessary to dig down to

a firmer bed on wliicli to base the foundations of the

intended building. A great square pit was in consequence

dug through the loose sand to the firm clay below, and
then filled with the dense mass of material described.

It will be asked, Why should there have been a light-

house at this place ? The question may be answered by
another. Why should there be a lighthouse at or near any
port ?—at Dover, for example, where the liomans certainly

erected one, if not two/ Knowinix what chancres have
taken place in the coast line of Kent, it would surely not

be an improbable conjecture that the entrance to the

strait and to the port of Richborough was quite as difficult

to make, if not more so, than the well-lighted port at

Dover.

Again, another use for the supposed structure may be
imagfined, viz. ; that of a sifijnal tower combined with a

lighthouse.

It has been noted that Regulhmm stood at the

northern, as Rutupice stood at the southern, end of the

strait between Thanet and Kent. As the crow flies the

two stations were something over eight miles apart.

Under ordinary conditions so trifling a distance would
have offered no difficulties of communication between
them ; but in the Eoman period there were insuperable

obstacles to direct intercourse, for the marshy estuaries

of the greater and lesser Stour falling into the strait

intervened between the two stations. They could there-

fore onty communicate with each other by the circuitous

route via Canterbury, or by water by means of the strait

itself, probably not practicable in all conditions of the tide.

It will thus be seen how important any means of signalling

would become, and there is therefore some reason for

supposing that a tower at Richborough may have been
erected for this purpose as well as to serve as a lighthouse.

By means of signals news of pirate fleets in the estuary

of the Thames could be conveyed from Reculver to Rich-
borough, from which station the coasts further south

' As to the second lighthouse erected Shepwaii, liolden on Bredenstone Jlill at

•on the western heights, see E. Knocker, Dover, ^'c. p. 47 et seq.

All Account of the Grand Court of
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coiikl be alarmed, and tlie hoadqnarters of" the British

ilect at dessoriaciiin (Jjoiiloj^ue) could be comniuiiicated

^vith, if need "were, by way of Dover.

Little more need be said as to Richborough. Tl^e

latest mention of its existence as a military station is in

the Notitia, where it is given as the liead-quarters of the

2nd Legion, called the Augustan, originally in garrison at

Caerleon. This fact alone shows the importance of the

place. Yet even the diminished numbers of a legion of

the time of Honorius could scarcely have been contained

within its walls, and such divisions of it as were not on
duty here must have been quartered in others posts.

Possibly part of the legion may have been stationed at

Canterbury.

The next station to Rutupice was IJubne (Dover),

jiarrisoned in the time of Honorius by a numerus of

Tungrians under a prcepositus. Nothing remains of the

station, which, it is presumed, occupied a part of the site

of the present town. All that is now to be found of

Roman work, much modified however in. the middle ages,

is the pharos standing close to the Saxon church within

the lines of the media3val castle. Another lighthouse of

corresponding character is said to have existed on the

western lieis^hts.

The three stations

—

Regulbium, Rutupice., and Duhrce—
may liave been more or less in communication with

each other ; but the last to be described, Portus

Lemanis, occupied a position at some considerable dis-

tance from the others, and on the southern coast line.

A Eoman way known in modern times by the name of
the Stone Street may be traced running southwards from
Durovernuni (Canterbury) for about twelve miles, at

which distance it turns in the direction of the Eoman
port. This road connected the port with the great high-

wav startincr from Richborouoii, and passino- throuirh

Kent to London. The port may very well have been
fortified and garrisoned at a late date to prevent a hostile

advance along it. The fortress stood at no jjreat distance

from the eastern end of the vast forest of Anderida, then

doubtless recognised as a great natural barrier against

the inroads of the piratical Saxons.

The 2^osition of Portus Lemanis, which might almost
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1)3 called a town from its size, not simply a fortified

post, is a veiy striking one. It seems to have occupied

a broad point of land slightly projecting from a

line of cliiis, runnino- east and west, which formed the

northern shore of a strait separatmg a wide tract oi

marsh and sandbank from the mainland. In times not

long subsequent to the abandonment of Britain by the

Eoman Government, it may be conjectured that the port^

already partly obstructed in the late Eoman period^

became choked by the accumulation of shingle ; the-

strait for a considerable portion of its length, opposite

and west of the town, ceasing to exist. As the sea

channel disappeared, the vague tract which had been

its southern boundar}^ grew gradually into the broad

pastures and arable land now known as the Eomney
Marsh. The Eoyal Military Canal wdiich flows at the

foot of the line of cliffs referred to, represents in position

the strait of Eoman times.

^

At some unrecorded period, but probably before the

Norman Conquest, a great catastrophe took place. The
vdiole of the site on which the Eoman town stood, under-

mined by land springs, slipped downwards to the marsh,,

and the massive walls which had guarded it were rent

and overthrown in wild confusion. The walls of the

east and west sides suffered least ; but on the north, and
partly on the east side, masses of the masonry were

pushed inward, and in x^laces the towers were parted

from the walls and tumbled over. No remains of the

southern wall are now visible, but recent excavations

have revealed its south-east angle."

Unlike the stations already noted. Partus Lemanis

1 For the state of tliis district in the stones intact, vvbicli woulcT certainly not
Roman period, see C. Roach Smith, liave been the case if tliey had not been
Report on excavations made on the covered and forgotten for centuries. On
site of the Roman casfrnm at Lymne, in the other hand, the greater part of the
Kent in 1850, with notes on the original masonry which remained above ground
plan of the castnim, and On the ancient lias lost its casing, as might be expected.

state of the Romnei/ Marshes by The parish church of Lympne, an early

James Elliott, Jun. one, on the cliff, is said to have been
- Excavations made by Professor built from the materials of the ruined

Victor Horsley, see .4//;e«fp«;«, Sept. 22, station below it, and stones from tlie

1894. With respect to the date of tlie ruins are also worked up in the fabric

landslip it shoukl be observed that the of the mediaeval house adjacent to the
lower povtiuns of tlie walls, when un- church. See the Report above quoted,

covered in the excavations of 1850, were p. 32.

found to have retained their faci

2 B
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was not strictly (inadraiiijular in plan. The east and
west walls were pai-allel, and probably the south wall

next the harbour was at right ano-lcs with these ; but ou
the north the wall was pushed outwards, forming an
irregular bow-shaped line.

The area Avithin the walls was larger than that of either

lieiiidbiain or liutiijria!, containing about eleven acres.

The walls were of the usual construction, built on the

surface of the ground, Avitli a set-off course of stones at

the base inside and out. There were also the usual

bonding and lacing courses of tile at intervals of varying

width, these courses being carried round the towers.

Inside and out, the walls were faced with well-cut

limestone blocks from quarries in the neighbourhood,
and the rubble core was of the same material. The
mortar was in composition like that used at Eichborough,
but in the facings the pink variety was employed, possibly

a sign of work of late date.^ The thickness of the walls

was from 12 to 14 feet.

At intervals along the mural barrier were solid towers

or bastions, very much like those of Pevensey in Sussex

(Anderida), to which station, in the disposition of its

defences, Portus Lemanis bore considerable resemblance.

These bastions probably did not rise above the level

of the rampart walk of the walls between them, and
afforded, as seems to have been the case with the

towers at Eichborough, platforms on which to place

balistae. The projection of these towers from the curtain

walls seems to have been about 15 feet. They may have
varied in this respect, but definite information as to their

size is wanting. They were certainly 20 feet high, as

were the walls : no doubt both were higher when perfect.

They were bonded into the walls and formed one substance

with them, not being in any way additions." The distance

^ C. Eoacli Smith, Eej)ort, &c. pp. 14- the northern end of the west wall, had
15. No traces of tlie pink raortar are not, on its northern side, been bonded
to be observed in the remains above into the wall. He suggested from this

ground, though the excavations of 1850 fact that, originally, the station was
may have shown traces of it in the quadrangular instead of as at present

—

facing courses now deeply buried. It is seven-sided—the tower in question occu-

used at Pevensey. PJ"ig the north-west angle of the quad-
- In a recent visit of the Archseolo- rangle. For some reason—perhaps to

gical Institute to the site (1896), Mr. guardagainst a threatened landslip—the
Hope pointed out that the only tower line of the wall liad been altered to its

which can now be made out as such, at present direction, and the former straigjit
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between tower and tower varied : tlie shortest might have

been 125 feet, the longest 315 feet. In plan they were

either semi-circnlar, or ])ossibly semi-circular with pro-

lono-ed straight sides. ^ In three instances, two on the

west side and one on the east, they appear to have had
small chambers in their substance, like deep niches,

opening to their full width to the interior. One of them,

in the middle tower on the west side, was about 6 feet

high, 8 feet wide, and 10 feet deep.

On the western side of the fortress there is some appear-

ance of a ditcii, but the landslip has so affected all the

surface of the ground that it is impossible to say if such a

-defence ever existed.

Two, perhaps three, gates, if not more, have been found

in the walls. The two on the west side have no marked
•characteristics. The}' seem to have been simple openings

from 5 to 6 feet in width, and probably arched. The
principal entrance was on the east side, and the Roman
road from Canterbur}^ [Durovernitm) descended the hill

towards it. The massive substructure of this gate is

remarkable, formed as it is of two layers of heavy stone-

work. Upon this platform were erected two semi-circular .

towers G feet across. The distance between these towers,

or rather huge buttresses, was 11 feet, the actual archway

of the gate probably not being more than 8 or 9 feet wide,

if any judgment can be formed from the drawing given b}^

Mr. Eoach Smith in his Eeport, which does not, however,

accord either with his plan or his own measurements of

the structure. The semi-circular buttresses of the exterior

are repeated in the same relative position on the interior

face of the wall. In all likelihood there was no chamber
over this gate, the rampart walk of the walls being simply

carried across it on a timber flooring.

With respect to the buildings within the area of the

station, Mr. Roach Smith says: "In the upper part . . .

broken walls of a building were found, but they were so

wall pulled clown. The tlieory is a O on plan, p. 5, Report, &c., was ellipti-

plausible one ; that it should be made cal in plan, but it is possible that if all

sliows how much has yet to be found the towers had been carefully examined
out with respect to this station, and how tliey would have been found to resemble

much further exploration is needed on those of tlie kindred fortress of Pe-

tliis site. Tensey, which are in plan as above de-
' Mr. Smith says that one tower at scribed.

2 B 2
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dislocated that it was hopeless to atlempt traciii<i- them,,

and we can only surmise that they had lornied originally

a portion of a series of long, low edifices, which p]-obably

extended across the area; for at the centre we succeeded

in laying open the remains of a building, of about 120 feet

long by 30 wide, consisting of an apartment iu the middle
with an octangular termination towards the nortli,andapart-

ments on the sides of double the dimensions. . . . The
walls were built of limestone and tiles, the angles composed
of a larger number of tiles as is usual inRoman masonry. No
vestige of pavement or flooring remained, and nothing was
found except some pieces of pottery, a few coins, chiefly

of the Constantine family, and fragments of glass, some of

which seemed to have l)elonged to windows. The plan of

this building will indicate the peculiar manner in which
the western apartment had been broken away and carried

downwards, while that to the east and the upper part of

the middle room remained nearly in situ, having been
obstructed probably by a rock underneath. It is impos-
sible to say decidedl}" for what purpose this building may
have been intended, whether it was part of the barracks

for the Turnacensian or other soldiers who were quartered

in the castrum, or whether it was used as a storehouse.

The broken walls on the east, before mentioned, appeared
from their character to have beloui^ed to a similar buildins'."

Opposite the southernmost tower on the eastern side

other constructions were discovered, consisting of a group
of four chambers, three of which had been warmed by
liypocausts. The largest of these chambers had an apse

in its south wall ] 5 feet in diameter, and on the east side-

a rectangular projection filled by pilcc of larger dimensions

than the rest, which probably supported a bath. The fur-

nace was just outside the east wall of this projection. The
room directl}^ north of this chamber, 121 feet b}' 11 feet,

also warmed b)^ a pillared h}-pocaust, had arches in the

party wall, so that the tw^o liypocausts were in communi-
cation. It also had a furnace on its east side. To the

west of this room and joining it was another of similar

size. Dwarf walls runnincf the lenirth of the room formed
the hypocaust, which communicated b}'' an arch in the

party wall with the hypocaust of the chamber last described,

and received the heat from it by this means. To the south
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•was anotlier room of equal size with the last named. It

was iijuch ruined.

Possibly this group of chambers may have formed part

of the baths of tJie station. Thev evidently belonged to

a larger whole. T-shaped iron cramps for fastening l)nx

tlues to the walls were found in the last extension of the

room just spoken of. It is probable that they served to

hold a jacketting of Hue tiles to the walls of this hot bath-

room. Tra^ces of painted plaster were also turned up
among these ruins.

This short account of the buildino"s found within the

w^alls may be brought to a close with a notice that

vestiges of some chamber near the southern end of the

western wall of the stc^tion Avere dug up in the course of

the excavations of 1850.

I3ut two important discoveries yet remain to be
recorded having a bearing on the date of this station.

Amongst the debris turned up in these excavations were
various fragments of roof and other tiles bearing a stamp
with the letters CLBE, which, Mr. Eoach Smith read as

Classiarii Britannici, that is to say, marines of the British

fleet. These stamped tiles, none of which were perfect,

appeared to have been used up as building material, and
it is to be observed that none of the perfect tiles found

in the excavations in the ruined buildinfrs, or aloncf the

line of the wall of enceinte, had any stamp ; these broken
fragments onl}', bore inscriptions. Again, in the ruins of

the principal gate it was noted that many of the stones

had evidently come from another structure, perhaps of

some magnitude. One of these stones proved to be an
altar, in a much mutilated state, bearing on its face a

worn inscription, which, as read by Mr. Eoach Smith,

purported to be a dedication of the altar by a pra^fect of

the British fleet, Aufidius Pantera by name, probabl}''

to Neptune ; but this part of the inscription was nearly

effaced. This stone had evidently been under Avater for

some time before it was worked up in the masonry of the

principal gateway of the fortress, for it had barnacles

adhering to it, as was also the case with anotiier frag-

ment found in one of the houses in the area of the station.

It may be well to see what deductions can be drawn
from these discoveries.
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It is M well-known fad tli.it wherever a camp has l)eeii

built and oecupied by any division of the forces of

Eome, naval or military, the name of such division is

not uncommonly to be found amongst its ruins, stamped
on tiles or cut in stone, usually in a very abbreviated

form. The stamp upon the tiles mentioned, if rightly

interpreted, together with the inscription on the altar

referred to, would therefore go far to show that at some
period, probably before Constantine, a division of the

liritish fleet was stationed at Portus Leinanis, and that

buildings were erected there by its crew?. These were
no doubt connected with the maintenance of the fleet,

perhaps storehouses about ihe port itself, having to do
with the docks.

From the facts revealed by the excavations it is clear

that when necessity arose for fortifying the place, either

the buildings in question were pulled down, or, being

then in ruins, their materials were in part used in the

construction of the new fortifications. The neglected

state of the altar, and its being made to ser\e in the

masonry of the eastern gate, w^ould seem to point to some
late period for the erection of the fortified line around
what may, for a couple of centuries, have been an open
town and port.

It is strange that though evidence has thus been found
on the spot to show the comparatively early importance
of Portus Lemanis, there is nothing but a brief sentence

in the Notitia to prove its continued existence down
to the latest period of Eoman rule, at which time it

was garrisoned by a niuaerus of Turnacenses. At what
period its massive walls and towers were erected is matter
for conjecture, but it could scarcely be placed earlier

than Constantine, if so early, regard being had to the

plan and structural details of the fortress. Further
exploration of the site might help to determine this

important point.

Having thus briefly described the three still existing coast

fortresses of Kent, the next question which offers itself

for solution is that of the relative dates of their erection.

There are two ver}^ definite types into which Eoman
military stations may be divided. The first shows a

rectangular area, sometimes approaching a square, sur-
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rounded by a wall unbroken by any external projection
;

except in rare instances the towers at the gateways

had no external projection. At the same time square

towers occur internal to the wall, between the gate-

ways, and sometimes in the internal angles, which are

always rounded. Sometimes these towers at the angles

are reinforced by a widening of the wall, somewhat
resembling a platform, for the whole length of the curved

line. Occasionally the wall serves as a retaining wall to a

bank of earth raised against it on the inside, which bank
afforded ample room for placing military engines, and
allowed space for the concentration of the defenders at

any given point. Generally speaking, the walls of camps
of this first type are not so thick as those of the second,

some not being more than 5 feet in width. The gates of

vhese stations consist either of a single arch, or double

arches, according to their importance, the width of each

arch being from 10 to 12 feet. They are always flanked by
towers. Between the towers and over the archways, a
gallery with windows, back and front, was carried

;

occasionally, if the gate was a deep one, a chamber took

the place of the gallery between the towers.

As a rule, a ditch (sometimes two, or even more ditches)

ran at the foot of the walls with an intervening berm, and
completed the defences.

It would occupy too much time to enter into the internal

arrangements of camps of the first type, though they offer a

most interesting subject for study. These notes, however,

must be confined to a description of the defences only.

In Britain examples of the first type are to be found
in the stations on the Wall of Hadrian, and in the great

Legionary camp, at York, and also co these, amongst
others, may possibly be added the largest of the camps in

Eastern England, the Venta Icenorimi [Caister near Norwich).

The type of fortified station here described was cer-

tainly in existence in the reign of Hadrian (a.d. 117-

138). How much later it prevailed it is not easy to

say ;^ but towards the end of the third century it seems to

' A dated example is to be found in irime^triel des Aniiquifes Africaines
the Legionary camp of Lambwsis, in recveillies par les soins de la Sociefe

Northern Africa, founded by Hadrian de Geographie et d'Archeologie de la

A.D. 128. See Wilmanns, etude sur Province d'Oran, Vol. I. p. 185 ei

Lambese {trad. Thedenat) in Bulletin seq., 1882. 1 plan.
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liave given place to another, the second type mentioned.

In this latter, the unbroken line of enclosing wall was no
longer to be seen ; instead, the towers, which before had
been as a rule internal, now boldly projected from the

line of enclosure, and the principle ])y which every part

of a fortification should command and defend the other

had been definitively adopted and acted upon.

A fine and remarkable example of the second type

is to be seen in the walls of Eome itself, begun by the

.Emperor Aurelian and finished by Probus a.d. 280,

much of which wall still exists. The wall is 12 feet

thick in its lower portion, and constructed of solid con-

crete faced with brick. The scmare towers occurring at

frequent intervals with which it is studded projected as

much as 13 feet from its face. The lower part of the

towers, like the wall, is solid." The gates of the second

type did not essentially differ from those of the first, but
the square towers on either side of the arches of entrance

w'ere now more often exchano-ed for semi-circular ones

with slightly prolonged sides. In fact, as the years w^ent

on, it was found that the last-named form of tower was
strono-er and offered neater advantaoes for defence thano o o
the earlier square tower, against whose angles the battering-

ram could be used with effect. The semi-circular tower
then came commonly into use, though the square tower was
never abandoned. Other forms for towers were invented.

In the great palace fortress of Diocletian at Spalato, the

gateway towers are octagonal, while those at the angles

and the intermediate ones are square.

In this country the towers of the modified semi-circular

plan mentioned are almost invariabl}'' solid, containing

no chambers ; they do not rise a])ove the rampart walk,

nor are they of any great size. They may be found
added to pre-existing w^alls, or may form part and parcel

of the walls of which they are the main defence. In the

latter case the vralls are generally of considerable thickness,

and the structure may fairly be considered one of com-
paratively late date.

If the facts here stated are studied with relation to the

camps under consideration, some interesting deductions
may be drawn from them.

^ See J. H, Miclclleton, Ancient Rome in 1885, 1st ed. p. 130 et seq.
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If, as there is reason to believe, the type lirst men-

tioned be the earher of tlie two treated of, it will

be seen how closel)^ the plan of Eegulbiuni (Eeculver)

accords with it. From all that is known of this station

it may be supposed that it never had external towers,'

but it is evident that it had rounded angles ; its walls

were comparatively thin (only 8 feet in width) and they

were built, in part, as retaining walls to ground within

them, the higher level thus obtained, in part, substituting

the internal mound of the earl}^ type. Whether there

was an}^ thickening of the wall at each of the angles

is not known, but excavation within the only existing

one might possibly settle this cpiestion, and further ex-

cavations along the south side might reveal the former

existence of internal towers. The evidence of coins,

the absence of brick courses in the walls, all point, as

has been already observed, to an early origin for this

fortress.

The same cannot be said for Rutupice (Richborough).

The walls are not backed, as at Eeculver, by higher

ground inside the area, and they have a greater thick-

ness than those of Eeculver. But wdiat shows that this

station is of later date (at least as far as the existing

fortifications are concerned) are the indications of flank-

ing defences to be noted in the rectangular projectiug

towers, which occur at intervals upon the walls, and
the laro-e round bastion at each an^le of the enclosure.

Though these square towers gave a flanking defence to

the curtain between them, and a moderately-sized plat-

form at the rampart level for military engines, yet they

had too little projection to be of much value for such

defence. They must, therefore, be looked upon some-

what as an experiment in the principle which had begun
to be more usually adopted than heretofore, in which
boldly projecting towers at short intervals prevented an
assailant from attacking the curtain vralls between them
or forced him to run the gauntlet of an attack on either,

or both, sides in doino- so.

With one exception—the existing north gate—notlnng

^ On the Column of Trajan at Rome sembling that at Reculver. See Pietro

is to be seen figured a camp, a simple Santi Eartoli, La Colonna Trajatia,

.€[uadrangular enclosure, strongly i-e- PL 7.
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is really known ot" the entrances to lliis station. It may
be that too few traces have been lelY to make any en-

deavour to discover them worth tlie hibour it would
involve, and yet the attempt should be made, as gate-

ways of what appears to be a camp of a transitional

time would perhaps offer in their plan some deviation

from the early established form.

It is likely that in the middle of the latter half of the

third centurv, when the sea rovers befjan to trouble the

coasts of Britain, the walls of this camp arose to protect

the approach to the harbour, and that the erection of a

lighthouse and signal tower was contemplated within the

area.

If Eutupice shows us the principle of flanking defence

as yet imperfectly carried out, the walls of Partus

Lemanis (Lympne) make it plain that that principle was
clearly established when they were built. The square

towers have given place to the far stronger semi-circular

ones, with prolonged sides, part and parcel of the walls,

which are much thicker than those of either Be(julhiuni

or Rutiqyia'. Another proof of late date may be found in

the fact that the enceinte is of comparatively irregular

form, as is that of the kindred fortress of Anderida
(Pevensey in Sussex). Portus Lemanis and Anderida
were probably the latest of the stations built along the

southern shores of Britain, and both have a certain

likeness in their plans and dispositions to early mediaeval

fortification.

As far as our knowledge extends at present this is

all that can be said as to the periods of the erection

of the three fortresses undei" consideration, viz., that

Pegidblum (Eeculver) was the first in date ; RutupicE

(liicliborough), the second, and lastly, Portus Lemanis
(Lympne), this knowledge being based upon the varied

construction and plan of each station. More fully

planned excavation of each station than has yet been
made might probably afford further clues ; but until this

is attempted we have to fall back for information on
some fable, and a few facts gathered from time to time

from partial digging on the different sites ; for which
latter we cannot be too grateful to those earnest antiquaries

who have undertaken the trouble of what is often a
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difficult and, not always, a successful task. It may be

confidently asserted, in conclusion, that practically the

only means of obtaining new information respecting these

Eoman remains is by systematic excavation, and by sys-

tematic excavation alone.
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Institute.

ANNUAL MEETING AT CANTKHBIJRY, JULY 22xd TO
JULY 29TII, \^W.

Wednesday, -luly "2211(1.

At noon His Woisliij), the Mayor of Canterbury (Alderman 8.

Hill Deax), received the members of the Institute in the GuikllnxU.

The office of President of the meeting' liad been accepted by His
Grace, the Archbishop of Canterburj', bat the unforeseen coincidence,

at the hist moment, of the date of the Royal Wedding, and that of

the opening of the nieeting-, unfortunately deprived the Institute of

His Grace's pi^esence and promised address.

His Wouship said that on behalf of the Corporation and of t'-e

citizens generally, he desired to offer the members of the Institute a
most hearty welcome to the city. Unfortunately they missed, the
genial face of the Archbishop, who, as they were well aware, was
engaged iu a most interesting ceremony elsewhere. In welcoming
the members to the city, he need hardly remind them that the neigh-
bourhood abounded in buildings of interest to archa3oIogists. He
trusted, the glorious Aveather of that day would last during the
whole of the visit, and he was snre that under such conditions the
visit to Canterbury would not only be interesting and instructive,

hut also yevy pleasurable. In conclusion, His Worship again oifered

the members the kindest welcome the city could give them.
The Presidknt of thk Institute, Viscount Dillon, said he was

snre the members would thank the Mayor very heartily for the kind
welcome he had given to them. They knew there was an immense
deal to be said and done here, and he believed there were a great
many gentlemen who were ready to explain and show all the
treasures of Canterbury. It was twenty years since they last came
here, and in that time an enormous amount of progress had been
made in research, so that twenty years did not seem too long a period
to put between the visits. At tbe same time there were so many
places of interest in England that they were unable to allow a much
shorter interval between their visits. On behalf of the Institute he
begged, to thank the Mayor for his very kind welcome.
The BiSHOi' OF Dover said he had been called upon at the very

last moment to express the very deep regret felt by the Archbishop
of Canterbury, who Avas to have delivered the Presidential address,

at his inability to attend that da3^ His Grace desired him to express
by word of mouth Avhat he had already expressed to their secretary

and officers—his regret. It was a great loss to them that they
would not hear his address, and also to His Grace that he was
unable to meet such a distinguished body in so unique a city as his

own city of Canterbury. They all knew the reason why His Grace
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was not wifcli them that day, and His Worship the Mayor had well

expressed their feelings of interest in the occasion which had called

him away. Proceeding-, the Bishop said he was not going to make
a speech on that occasion. He was almost the youngest member of

the Institute, and knew nothing, or next to nothing, about archa^"-

ology, so he thought he had better make this fact known at once and
save himself being considered an authority on such matters. But he
should like to associate himself with the Mayor in wishing them all

the most coi'dial welcome they could possibly give. He was there
not only for the Archbishop but also for the Dean of Canterbury,
Avho that day was fulfilling a long-standing engagement whicli

could not possibly be altered.

Such a visit as this had a very serious and earnest purpose behind
it. It was not, as some might think, merely of the nature of a large

and extended picnic ; they conferred a distinct value upon the

localities they honoured with their presence, and he was sure it would
ill befit this city not to make some recognition of their sense of the-

honour which had been conferred upon Canterbury. Their pro-
ceedings would be read and pondered over long after they themselves
had gone, but by none would they be read more carefully than by
the Mayor and Corporation of this city, Avho were in charge of the
general aspect of its buildings and streets, and who had shown in

the past, and they all trusted in the future, would show that spirit

of true Conservatism and real reverence for old thing's which made
the streets of Canterbury so remarkable. Their proceedings would
be read by none with greater care than by the Dean and Chapter,,

who were guardians at the pi'esent moment of that priceless fabric,

the Cathedral. He was not saying too much when he said that
Canterbury Cathedral, in its combination of outward beauty, archi-

tectural variety and historical interest would yield to none in this

country in point of attractiveness to such an association as this. In
this city there was the desire to maintain every link that was
possible with that gloi-iouG past, and the history both of the civil and
religious life of our country which entered so largely in our interests

of the present day. Nothing was more remarkable, he thought, than
the wonderful growth of the histoi'ical imagination in the last few
years, and this revival was very lar^gely due to such an Institution as

this. By their careful investigations they went far to popularise that
knowledge which was so pleasant an element in our present day life,

and they added very largely to the educational refinement of the
people of this country by such work as they commenced that day.
In conclusion, the Bishop referred to the preservation of the ancient
traditions of which the Society constantly reminded us, remarking
that, were it not for this, the English people might, as other
countries had done, cut off its links with the past, and go too far in

modern innovation, to preserve that strong and stable life, which in

its arrangements, its respect for civic institutions, and reverence for

religion and ordered life, had made the British nation the wonder of

the world to-day. On behalf of those whom he represented, he
trusted the jnembei-s of the Institute would go from Canterbury
with pleasant associations, and, he hoped, a good regard for the
people v.'ho lived in that ancient City.

Mr. Hexnikek Heaton, M.P., remarked that he left the House of
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('onimons a liitlo al'tor three o'cloek tliiitinoniiiiu-. liaviiiL;- l)eeii tlicro

engaL-'eil in ii less pleasant task than that now assigned to him, and
he had hui ried with very great pleasure to join the liishop and tlie

Mayor in welcoming the Institnte to Cantei'])ury. He was quite

certain that this meeting wonld be no less interesting to them than
that of 1844, a record of wliich was contained in a book he now held

in his hand. He felt sure they Avould go away very pleased with their

visit, because he was never tired of recognising this as the ecclesi-

astical capital of the British Empire. He had nothing to add to the

charming words of the Bishop of Dover, in which he referred to the

efforts made to i-etain the old associations and buildings of this

country, and had very great pleasure in moving a vote of thanks to

him for the admirable and common-sense address to which they had
ju.st listened.

Alderman IMason in seconding the motion mentioned that the first

President of the Institute—Lord Conyngham—aftei-wai'ds became
member for the city of Canterbury. The motion was then carried

with acclamation and acknowledged by the Bishop.

Sir Henry Howorth, M.P., then proposed a vote of thanks to the
Mayor for presiding. This was seconded by Mr. J. T. MiCKr.i:-

THWAITE, F.S.A., and carried unanimously.

By the courtesy of the Mayor and Corporation the ancient maces
and sword of state of Canterbury, and the maces of the old borough
of Fordwich were exhibited in the Guildhall as well as a number of

the city seals. Alderman Mason and Mr. W. H. St. John Hope
briefly described the various objects.

Aftex" luncheon the members assembled at the great gateway of St.

Augustine's College, where Mr. W. H. St. John Hoi'E, M.A., pointed
out its architectural features. On entering the college Mr. Hope
gave a brief account of the history of the great Benedictine Abbey of

St. Peter and St. Paul, which had for upwai-ds of nine hundred years
been established here, and pointed out the general disposition of the

buildings, the remains of which he also indicated and described.

Mr. Hope specially dwelt on one peculiarity of the monastery in its

earliest days, that it possessed three churches standing in line at the
same time, viz., the monk's church of St. Peter and St. Paul, with
the chapel of Our Lady to the east, but separated from it by the
monks' cemetery, and beyond that the chapel of St. Pancras.

Prom St. Augustine's the party pi^oceeded to the chapel of St.

Pancreas, where Canon Routledge, F.S.A., described the remains and
indicated the discoveries made by him upon part of the site by
excavations. Mr. Hop)e said that from a comparison of its plan wdth
those of the churches of Rochester (604), Lyminge (633), and Recul-
ver (c. 670), it was clear that St. Pancras was an early member of

the same group of buildings, and not improbably it had been built

under the direction of Augustine himself, soon after his arrival here
in 597.

The members then walked on to St. Martin's Chui'ch, where Canon
Routledge again acted as guide, and read a carefully prepared paper
on the history of the building and the discoveries recently made in

it by excavations and the removal of the comparatively modern
plaster from the walls of the nave. The latter operation had re-

vealed not only the apparently Roman constiniction of the walling,
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hut also the existence of two orig-inal Aviiidows in the west wall and
the traces of a lofty archway between them. Excavations had also

disclosed the foundations of a small chamber on the south side of the

church, in the angle formed by the nave and chancel, of a date con-

temporary with the very early work of the western part of the

chancel. From the chni-ch the painty passed to the adjoining resi-

dence of Mr. and Mrs. Mapleton Chapman, who hospitably provided

tea, and afforded every facility for the inspection of their interesting

Jacobean house.

In the evening the Antiquarian Section was opened by Professor T.

M'Kkxnv Hughes, M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A., in the old chapel of the

Hospital of St. Thomas of Canterbury, commonly called the East

Bridge Hospital, which had kindly been placed at the disposal of the

Institute by the Master, the Rev. T. Cross. Professor Hughes'
opening address is printed at p. 249 of this volume.

The Rev. G. M. Livett, M.A., followed with an address on the

architectural history of St. Martin's Church, Canterbury. Referring

to the tradition quoted by Bede that there was on this spot a church

dedicated in honour of St. Martin, which had been built while the

Romans still dwelt in Britain, Mr. Livett said they must not over-

look the fact thus stated, and the question to consider was, not

whether St. Martin's was Roman or Saxon, but whether any nucleus

of a Roman church existed in the present building. After review-

ing the various discoveries made by Canon Routledge, Mr. Livett,

showed, by reference to plans and drawings, that the oldest part of

the church, in his opinion, was the western half of the chancel,

which not only contained an inserted doorway of very early Saxon
date, bnt had apparently terminated in an apse and been attached

,

to a nave of the same width, the foundations of which had been

lately found under the floor of the present nave. An interesting

discussion followed, in Avhich Professor Hughes, Professor Clarke,

Mr. Micklethwaite, Mr. Hope, Sir H. Howorth, and others took

part, resulting in the prolongation of the meeting to a somewhat
late hour. The consensus of opinion seemed to be that if the case

for the existence of Roman work at St. Martin's had not been fully

proved, the recent discoveries made in the church had, at any rate,

furnished matter for an entirely new consideration of the question.

Thursday, July 23rd.

At 10 a.m. the member's pi-oceeded in brakes to the village of

Fordwich, anciently a borough, and an appendage of the Cinque
Ports. At the Town Hall the party was received by the vicar—the

Rev. R. Hitchcock, M.A.,—who introduced the Rev. C. E. Woodruff,
M.A., the historian of Fordwich, under whose guidance an inspection

was made of the Town Hall, a curious little two-storied building of

timber of fifteenth century date, with the chief room on the first

floor. Here are preserved the old bar, the ducking stool, a pair of

old drums, and a very ancient looking hutch. In the corner is a

remarkablj^ incommodious " jury room," and underneath it, on the

ground floor, the lock-up or prison. Leaving the Town Hall, a move
was next made to the Church, where Mr. Woodruff again acted as
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fjfiiiile. 'J'lii' Imildin;^ is one of coiisidcrfihli- iiitcrt'.st, ami consists of

ii Noriium iiiivc and cliaiiccl, a sl:L;litly later iioitli aisle, with south

poi-cli and west tower. The font is a erood Norman one, and in the

(lecoi-ati'd windows of the nave itre some beautiful fra<,'-ments of ohl

L^lazintr. 15ut the most lemarkaijle featui'e is a Norman monumental
stone, of the " hog--back " type, with arcaded side, and coped top

with overlapping scales ; it appears to be of early twelfth century

date.

The joui'ncy was thence resumed to Reculver, where after

luncheon, Mr. Geouck E. Fox, F.S.A., delivered an address on the

History of the Roman Station. Mr. Fox pointed out that from its

position there could be little doubt that the foi-ti-ess was built to

connnand. the northern end of the channel that once severed the Isle

of Thnnet from the mainland. The camp was square in form, with,

rounded angles, a feature indicative of an early date, but its northern

half hnd been destroyed b}^ the encx'oachmcnt of the sea. The posi-

tion of tlie gates Avas doubtful, but the extent of the walls was easily

traceable by the existing remains, which were afterwards perambu-
lated, under Mr. Fox's guidance. Mr. J. T. ]\Iicklethwaitk, F.S.A.,

briefly referred to the remains of the desecrated parish church, which
stands on about the original centre of the camp, but now on the edge
of a cliff, strongly giiarded b}' bi'eakwaters to ensure the preservation

of the towers as Trinity House landmarks. Its oldest portions were,,

he said, built in the Roman manner, but they were not of Roman
date, as some bad thought, and it was clear from the plan that the
church was of Saxon origin, and probably that built by " Bassa, the

mass-priest " shortly after the gift of the site to him by Ethelbert in.

(569.

Re-entering the carriages, the party next proceeded to Herne^
wliere the vicar, the Rev. J. R. Buchaxax, M.A., received the

members in the church, and pointed out the chief features of interests

The principal architectural features are the fine decorated tower to

the west of the north aisle, and the somewhat later arcades of the

nave. The font is a beautiful and ricb example which can be dated

by the arms of Henry IV, and Archbishop Arundel, as having been
carved between 1405 and 1413. There is also a good, but mutilated,,

late screen across the north aisle, and on the floor a number of well-

known brasses. The stall work and misericords in the chancel

desei've notice.

After the inspection of the church Mr. Buchanan very kindly
entertained the members to tea on the vicarage lawn.

In the evening Professor E. C. Clai;k, LL.D., F.S.A., opened the

Historical Section with an address on " The Repopularisation of

History." Professor Clarke's address is printed at p. 285.

Mr. Fkaxcis W. Cross followed with a paper on "The Early IMinute-

Books of the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury." This paper is

printed at p. 235.

Friday, July 24th.

At 9.45 a.m., the members should have proceeded by rail to Dover,,

but the train did not put in an appearance until forty minutes after

the advertised time of starting. Eventually the party arrived at-
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Dover, and proceeded to the Town Hall, where the Mayor cordially

welcomed the Institute. Mr. E. Wollaston Kxockeh, the Town
Clerk, recapitulated the history of the Maison Dieu, on the site of the

present buildings. Little of it, however, remains except a tower
next the street, and some arches between the two halls. By the

courtesy of the Mayor and Corporation, the mace, moot-horn, and
civic plate, were exhibited and described by Mr. Knocker.
From the Town Hall the party proceeded to St. Mary's church,

where they were received by the vicar, the Rev. Prebendary Palmes,
M.A., who fully described the building.

The Benedictine Priory of St. Martin, the remains of which are

now preserved within the grounds of Dover College, was next visited,

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, M.A., pointed out the decorated gatehouse,.

the Norman guest-house (now the College chapel), on the north side-

of the great court, and the ruins of a barn behind it. The site of

the church was also indicated, and the remains of the western range-

of buildings explained. Of the claustral buildings only the frater

remains intact. It is a fine and lofty late Norman hall, one hundred
feet long, with wall arcades, alternately pierced at the sides for

windows, aud at the east end traces of a large contemporary painting

of the " Last Supper."
After luncheon the pai-ty proceeded to the Castle, where Mr.

Emanuel Greex, F.S.A., pointed out and described the chief featui'es

of interest. Mr. Micklethwaite offered some remarks upon the
church of St. Mary-within-the-Castle, which he contended was, on
the strong evidence of its plan alone, of late Saxon date, just anterior

to the Conquest, though built of old Roman material. The Roman
pharos or lighthoiise to the west of it had, he thought, been preserved
through being used as a bell tower to the church with which it had
once been connected.

At the section in the evening, Mr. E. W. Brarrook, F.S.A.^
President of the Anthropological Institute, read a paper on " Kent in

Relation to the Ethnographic Survey." This paper is printed at

p. 215.

Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, F.S.A., followed with the first part of a
paper on " Some Saxon Churches."

Saturday, July 25th.

At 10 a.m. the General Annual Meeting of the Members of the
Institute was held in the Eastbridge Hospital. The President,,

YiscouNT Dillon, F.S.A., in the chair. The minutes of the last

annual meeting were read and adopted. The Chairman then called
upon the Hon. Secretary to read the report for the past year.

Report of Council for the Year 1895-6.

Your Council has the honour of presenting the fifty-third Annual
Report on the affairs of the Royal Archaeological Institute, together
with the cash accoimt for the year ending December 3Ist, 1895. It

is with some gratification that the Council draws attention to the
fact that the expenditure has been covered by the income and that

there are no liabilities outstanding beyond the expenses appertaining*

2 c
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to the ir.iuiaj^ement IVoiii day to day. 'I'lie cash account shows a
balance in favour of the Institute of £68 IHx. Id. The arrears of
annual subscriptions are inconsiderable at tlie present time. In
alluding to the disturbing statement in the last Report thut frauds
had been perpetrated by Martin, the ottice clerk, the Council believes

that the loss incurred thereby has been ascertained, as nearly as
possible, and that the amount is somewhat over £(5U. Prosecution
of the delinquent would not have recalled even the smallest sum, and
his subsequent decease closes the event so far as he was concerned.
The loss has been made up by the subscriptions of some members
of the Institute, and the equilibrium as regards tliat feature in our
finance has been thus restored. One item onl}- of that subscription
which came to hand in 1895, appears in the present account, the
remainder will appear in the account for 189G. The list for further
voluntary subscriptions is however still open.
Your Council has to further report that in April, a communication

was received from the British Archa3ological Association asking that
delegates on behalf of the two Societies should lie a])]iointed to again
consider the question of a fusion or amalgamation. Wilh'ngly acced-
ing to this request the delegates of the Institute met those of the
Association in May, 189G, and reported. Your Council having
considered the various propositions made by the latter, felt bound to

return some modified proposals. To these at present no reply has
been made.

The members of the Council retiring are : Col. William Pinney,
Messrs. E. J. Hopkins, Somers Clarke, Hellier Gosselin, A. E. C.
Griffitlis, and W. H. St. John Hope. It is proposed that General
Pitt-Rivers and Col. William Pinney be elected Hon. Vice-
Presidents

; and that Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S., F.S.A.,

be elected a Vice-President ; that Messrs. Somers Clarke, Hellier

Gosselin, A. E. C. Griffiths, W. H. St. John Hope, and J. T. Mickle-
thwaite be re-elected, and that Rev. E. S. Dewick, F.S.A., be added,
to the Council. It is further proposed that Mr. H. Longden be
elected auditor for the ensuing year in the place of Rev. E. S.

Dewick.
On the motion of the President, the report was adopted.

The Hon. Secretary then read the balance-sheet (printed at p. 392),
which was also adopted.

Several new members were elected, and some discussion arose as to

the place of meeting for next year. Eventually it wa^s left in the
hands of the Council.

At 11 a.m. Professor Gregoire Tocilesco, of the University of

Bukharest, and chief director of the National Museum, gave an
account of his researches in the Dobrudsha, and of the extensive

excavations which he has carried out during several years. The
most striking results of his labours include the identification of the

ancient topograpliy of Lower Mcesia ; the discovery of three great

lines of fortification running across the province ; the collection of

over 600 ancient insci'iptions ; and the excavation of a considerable

part of a buried city, Tropseum Trajani, now Adamklissi, which is

situated about 15 kilometres to the south of Rassova. It was one
of the most important places in that region, attained municipal rank,

and became the chief garrison of the frontier. A few years ago all
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that was known of it may be described as heaps of ruins, which
included a great tuniuhis of masonry ; its name even was unknown.
By some it was regarded as a Persian monument of the age of

Darius ; others supposed it to be the tomb of a Roman General, or of

a Gothic Chief. These conjectures have now given place to certainty.

Professor Tocilesco having unravelled the history of the site, and
laid bare some of its most remarkable buildings. His plan indicates

a cit}- of 10|^ hectares in area, surrounded by walls adapted to the
variations of the surface, and Avith 36 towers or bastions, of which
12 have been already uncovered. Three gates are visible, two
larger ones east and west, and a postern on the south. The
principal street is paved with slabs of stone, and has central

channels, one for the water supply, the other for drainage. Right
and left of the main street were ranged great buildings—here a
basilica (in the classical sense), there a Byzantine basilica with a
crypt under the altar, and containing a fine mosaic. There are
proofs that the city had been reconstructed, as stones bearing
inscriptions had been re-employed as building material. Further
evidence of this has also been found in the inscription of a trophy
•which dates from the year 316, and furnishes information as to the
history of the region. The city was founded by Trajan, received
municipal rights to\vai"ds the close of the third century, and was
probably destroyed by the Goths. The Emperor Constantine and
his associate Liciniauus fought the barbarians and '• reconstructed
the city of Tropteensiuin from its foundations "—" Ad confirmandum
limitis tutellam etiam Tropjeeusium civitas a fundamentis feliciter

:auspicato constructa est." The tropceum, of limestone, 2"65 metres in

height, was the memorial of the victory, and served as the arms of

the city. It will require several years of continuous excavation to

lay open the entire city, which seems likely to become a second
Pompeii. Thanks to the labours of Professor Tocilesco, the gi-eat

tumulus has ceased to be an enigma ; its epoch and motive have been
revealed, and the splendid monument of which it encloses the
remains has been described and figured in a monograph by the
discoverer (" Das Monument von Adamklissi," Wien, Holder, 1896,
in folio). It maybe briefly described as a gigantic trophy erected
by the Emperor Trajan, after his victory over the Dacians in the
year, 108-9. It was dedicated to Mars Ultor, and its architect was
the famous Apollodorus of Damascus.

During the present year Professor Tocilesco has discovered and
excavated another monument which is unique in the ancient world.
It is a mausoleum erected by Trajan to commemorate the soldiers who
fell in a battle near the spot, in which the Emperor himself took part.

The monument is quadi-anglar, on a platform of five or six steps, and
bore plaques covered with inscriptions recording the names of the
Roman citizens, the legionaries, and even the peregrines who fell in a
battle near the spot. These inscriptions are full oP interest, and
contain details of the domus or of the domicile of the Roman soldiers,

and of the countries to which the strangers belonged. ^I. Tocilesco
gave a most interesting description of the principal inscriptions, and
of the light which they throw on the history of the buried city. He
suggests that the great trophy was erected by Trajan at Adamklissi,
although the war mainly took place north of the Danube, on account

2 c 2
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ol' (he cmperur's own piX'sciicc ;it tlio o])eniii^' b;ittli> iu';ir tliat sjiot,

and Avithin the three lines of defence. This battle is indicated in tho

Trajan column. The mausoleum appears to have been in the form of

a pyros such as seen on the medals of Antoninus Pius and Julia

Donina. In eoneludinf^ his discourse the professor said that these

excavations, which are l)eing continued without interruption, are of
the utmost intei'cst to Rumanians, as they bi-ing to lifj;'ht long'-buried

memorinls of tlie birth of theii- nation and of the Roman soldiers who
sacriticed their lives in its behalf.

On the completion of the address the President expressed the

heai'ty thanks of the members of the institute to Professor Tocilesco

and to the Rumanian Government for the splendid work upon which
they are enj^aged at Adamklissi.

Mr. GEOKdK E. Fox, F.S.A., followed with a paper on " The
Roman Coast Forti-esses of Kent." INfr. Fox's paper is printed at

p. 352.

The Rev. Canon Scott Robertson, M.A., then conducted the
members round the Eastbridge Hospital, and gave a full descrip-

tion of the building and its history. A visit was next made to

the church of St. Alphege, also under the guidance of Canon Scott

Robertson.
In the afternoon the members proceeded in brakes to Chartham

and Chilham. At Chartham the rector, the Rev. C. Randolph,.
M.A., received the party, and gave an interesting description of the

church, especially referring to the beautiful chancel windows w^ith
" Kentish " tracery and fine painted glass.

From Chartham the party proceeded to Chilham Church, where
the Vicar, the Rev. G. H. Wkight, M.A., received the meml)ers, and
fully described the church and its monuments. From the chui'ch

the party proceeded to Chilham Castle, where they were received by
the owner, Mr. C. S. Hardy. Mr. Emanuel Green, F.S.A., briefly

sketched the more important points in the history of the manor, and
Mr. F. W. Ckoss described the architectural features. Mr. Hardy
most hospitably entertained the members to tea on the lawn.

In the evening Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, F.S.A., read the con-

cluding portion of his paper on " Some Saxon Churches." This
paper is printed at p. 293.

Monday, July 27th.

At 9 a.m. the members proceeded to Sandwich by train. St.

Bartholomew's Hospital was first visited, where the chapel, a building

of the thirteenth century, was inspected. Viscount Dillon, F.S.A.,

pointed out the peculiar features of an interesting knightly effigy on
the north side of the altar in complete mail without any plate

defences, and with the shield laid flat upon the chest, its date was
assigned to about 1230.

St. Peter's Church was next visited, the rector—the Rev. W.
Flower, M.A.—reading some descriptive notes. The church w^as once
a very fine one, chiefly of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

with nave and chancel with continuous aisles, and central tower. In
1661 the south aisle was wrecked by the fall of the tower, and is now
a mere ruin walled off from the rest of the church. In the north
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aisle are several interesting tombs and effigies. Beyond the east end
of each aisle are the remains of a vestry, and under that on the south

side is a vaulted charnel house for the reception of bones discovered

in digging graves.

St. Clement's Church Avas then visited and described by the vicar

—the Rev. A. M. Chichksjek, M.A. Its principal features are a

Norman central tower, a decorated chancel, and a perpendicular nave,

the last with two aisles. In the chancel are some remains of the old

stalls, and the font is an interesting one of the fifteenth century, with

shields and other devices. On the floor are numerous indents of lost

brasses to former inhabitants of Sandwich.
At noon His Worship the Mayor (Alderman F. W. Lass) re-

ceived the members in the quaint old Town Hall. His Worship after

welcoming the Institute to the town of Sandwicli, proceeded to read

some notes on the Town Hall, The building was erected in 1579
but has since been refrouted and the old stone wall surrounding it

pulled down. The interior is still intact with its panelled walls,

carved seats for the mayor and aldermen, curious jury box, and other

interesting I'eatui'es. By courtesy of the Mayor and Corporation the

civic insignia, the Customal of Sandwich, together with many inter-

esting charters and other documents were displayed in the Council

chamber. In this chamber are preserved a curious series of paintings

removed from an old house in the town. The paintings represent

the landing of Catherine of Braganza, and her reception by Charles II.

After luncheon the party drove to Ricliborough, where Mr. Gkorge
E. Fox, F.S.A., gave a description of the Roman foi'ti*ess of Rutupiee.

The principal features were indicated by Mr. Fox, who spoke of

the possibilities of the place as a signalling station and the absurdity

of the gTeat concrete platform in the centre being regarded as for any
other purpose than to carry a watch tower or some such building.

The journey to Canterbury was then continued, a halt being made at

Ash Church, where some notes prepared by the vicar, were read by
the Secretary in the unavoidable absence of the writer*. ViscoDXT
Dillon, F.S.A., described the tine series of monumental effigies.

These consist of a knight, temp. Edward I, in mail armour with

ailettes, with an effigy of a lady beneath, probably a husband and
wife ; also of a beautifully sculptured figure of Sir John Lcverick,

showing the quilted gambeson and other defences worn about 1380,

and alabaster effigies of John Septvans, Esq. (died 1458), in complete
plate and standard of mail, and of his widow, Avho died forty years

later.

In the evening Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, M.A., opened the

Architectural Section with an address upon the architectural history

of Canterbury Cathedi'al. While avowedly taking as his basis Pro-

fessor AVillis's masterly treatise, Mr. Hope was able to show by
extracts from the Account Rolls and other documents that much
supplementary and corroborative evidence has come to light since

1845, and with the help of an elaborately constructed plan, with over-

lapping and movable sections, he traced the successive alterations

and enlargements of the church from Lanfranc's time down to the

present day.

Mr. H. Sharpe followed with a paper on " Rutupite." This paper

is printed at p. 204.
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TuL'sday, July 28th.

This clay was devoted to the cathedral cliurcli and buildings of the

Tnonastery under the guidance of j\Ir. \V. Jl. St. .Juii.N Hon:, M.A.
Assembling in the south ti-ansept a visit was first paid to the chapel

of St. Micliael, which contains the coffin of Stephen J^angton, and the

tomb and elligics, splendidly carved in alabaster, of Lady Margaret
Holland and her two husbands. Passing through the tunnel under
the choir steps, the party next entered the north tiunsept, whei'e the

scene of the "martyrdom " of St. Tlionias in 117U was ])ointed out.

Attention was also called to the monuments and tloor slabs, and to

the re-arrangement of the steps by Prior Chillenden to give the

monks a separate entry from the cloister. The Lady Chapel, built

by Prior Goldstone, and dedicated in 1455, was also visited. A
descent w^as then made to the crypt, where Mr. Hope pointed out

the curious featui-e in the central alley (which was first noticed by
Canon Scott Robertson) whereby the pillars have alternately plain

capitals and ornate shafts, and carved capitals with plain shafts.

The bases of the pillars have until lately been hidden by a deposit of

earth brought in soon after the crypt Avas built to rai.se the level

above that of floods. This has now been taken away, and by arrange-

ment with the French Protestants the south side of the crypt has
also been thrown open. After an inspection of the j^l^ce of St.

Thomas's tomb and other interesting features, the party returned,

by the newly opened south entrance of the crypt into the south
transept, and thence ascended to the choir aisle. In the south wall

of this is a tomb which has long been assigned to Archbishop Hu.bert,

whose monument is now knowii to stand elsewhere. Mr. Hope ex-

plained that the effigy was not an archbishop's, but that of a mitred
prior, and he had no doubt from the ai'chitectural evidence and the

vacant niche on each side of the tomb that this was actuall}' the
hitherto unrecognized monument, put up in 1330, of Prior Henry of

Eastry, who was recorded to have been buried " between the images
of the holy vii'gins Sythe and Apollonia." Passing on to the place

of St. Thomas's shrine, Mr. Hope called attention to the unaltered
pavement that still surrounds the spot and to the actual stones of

the steps of the shrine, which are laid in rows across its site. He
also described wdiat he had been able to learn as to the shape, struc-

ture, and surroundings of the shrine itself. Attention w^as also

called to the arrangements of the circular chapel east of the shrine,

which contained the altar of the Holy Trinity, flanked by the shrines

of Odo and Wilfrid. Mr. Hope indicated the place on the south side

where the relic called the Crown or Head of St. Thomas was kept
within a grated enclosure. The chapel now contains the marble
chair of the archbishops and Cardinal Pole's tomb. After inspecting

the monuments of the Black Prince, Henry IV, and his queen, and
others that surrounded the shrine, the party repaired to the choir,

where the original arrangements were discussed, and the former
sites of the archbishop's chair, of the high altar and the altars of

St. Dunstan and St. Elphege, with their shrines, were pointed out.

After an examination of the beautiful seventeenth century stailw^ork

at the west end of the choir an adjournment was made for luncheon.
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The afternoon was devoted to a perambulation of the monastic
buildings. The cloister and chapier-house were first visited and
their history and arrangements described, and then Mr. Hope led the

way to the chapter library, where, by the aid of a number of plans,

he explained the general arrangements of the monastery, especially

as illusti'ated by Prior Wibert's curious twelfth century pictorial

plan of the water supply. The remains of the various buildings were

then visited in turn. The two early Saxon columns from the ruined

church, of Reculver were also examined, and commented on by Mr.
Fox. The perambulation ended in the garden of the house now
occupied by the Bishop of Dover, who most kindly entertained the

company to tea.

In the evening the President, Viscount Dillon, F.S.A., read a

paper on " Calais and the Pale."

The general concluding meeting followed, the President in tbe

Chair.

On the motion of the President, hearty and unanimous votes of

thanks were accorded to His Grrace, the Ai'chbishop of Canterbury,

President of the meeting, and to His Worship, the Mayor, for his

courteous reception of the Institute.

Professor T. M'Kexnt Hl'GHES proposed a vote of thanks to the

Bishop of Dover, the Dean of Canterbury, and the cathedral clergy.

This was duly seconded and carried unanimously.
A vote of thanks to the Foreign Delegates was proposed by the

President and carried. Monsieur Tocilesco, delegate of the

Rumanian Government, and Monsieur A. Joli, delegate of the Societe

d'Archeologie de Bruxelles, briefly responded.

Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite proposed a vote of thanks to the Presi-

dents of Sections. This was duly seconded and carried.

A similar compliment was paid to the readers of papers on the

motion of Professor E. C. Clark.

Mr. F. W. Cross proposed a vote of thanks to the Local Committee
and the Hon. Local Secretary.

Votes of thanks were also passed to the owners of houses visited,

to the clergy who had allowed the Institute to visit and inspect the

churches, and to the Master of the East Bridge Hospital for the use

of the Hospital for holding the sectional meetings.

The President proposed a vote of thanks to the Director and
Meeting Secretary, and the Rev. T. Auden, one to the President for

presiding at the meeting.

Wednesday, July 29th.

At 10.15 a.m. the members proceeded by train to Lyminge and
thence in brakes to Lympne. At the church the party was received

by the vicar, the Rev. H. B. BiRON, M.A., Avho gave a short account

of the building. It originally consisted of a Norman chancel, nave,

and central tower, without transepts, but in the thirteenth century

the chancel and nave were rebuilt on a larger scale and a north aisle

added to the latter.

The early fifteenth century manor house adjoining the church was
next visited. Mr. Biron again acting as guide. The great hall is now
divided into two stories with several rooms in each, but its large
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•windows still remain moi-e or less intact, iind the kitclien lias upper-

chambers.
After luiielieon the iioman station, now called Studfall Castle, was

visited under the <,niidance of Mr. (1. E. Fox, F.S.A.

Now that the sea has receded nearly two miles from the camp it is

not easy to realise that Tortus Lemanis, as ]\Ir. Fox pointed out, once

guarded the haven wlierc the Jloraano-liritish fleet lay at anchor;

and the destruction of the fortress by landslips has well-nigh

obliterated all traces of its Avails and towers, though portions remain

in a more or less tumbled condition. Mr. Fox called special attention

to the greater thickness of the walls as compared with those of

Eegulbium and Rutupise, and to the existence of the mural towers,

which were not found in the other two stations, except in a rudimen-

tary foi-m at the latter.

E,e-entei'ing the carriages, the party then drove back to Lyminge,

svhere the church was inspected under the guidance of Mi-. J. T.

JMiCKLETHWAiTE, F.S.A. The foundations in the churchyard are of the

Saxon church built probably in 633 by Fthelburga.

The nave and chancel of the church itself are also Saxon, though

of late date. The western tower and north aisle are supposed to have

been added by Cardinal Bourchier.

From Lyminge the party returned to Canterbury by train.

Thursday, July 80th, and Friday, July 31st.

Two extra days devoted to visits to Calais and Boulogne. About
thirty members of the Institute left Dover by the morning boat, and on

arriving at Calais—where the Comte de Marsy, Directeur de la

Societe Fran^aise d'Archeologie, joined the party—-proceeded to

explore the old town under the guidance of Viscount Dillon. From
Calais the party proceeded by the aftemioon train to Boulogne-sur-Mer,

where in the evening they were entertain'^d to a " vin d'honneur " by
the Mayor and Municipality in the Salon des Glaces in the Etablisse-

ment des Bains. On Fi'iday morning visits were paid to the

Communal Museum, where the Curator, Dr. H. E. Sauvage, evhibited

and explained the principal objects ; to the cathedral and crypt, and
to the Chateau. A small committee, appointed by the Mayor and
Municipality, accompanied the members on their perambulation and

provided every facility for a thorough inspection of the buildings

visited. Unfortunately lack of time prevented the proposed visits

to the librarj-, the belfry, and the tour d'Odre which had been

included in the progi-amme. Hearty votes of thanks were passed to

the j\Iayor and Municipality, to the Reception Committee, to the

Curator of the museum, and to the Librarian. The party then

returned home by way of Folkestone.
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Orbinurir |g(£ttings.

July 1st, 1896.

E. Green, F.S.A. (Hon. Director), iu the Chair.

Mr. J. R. MoKTiMER communicated a paper on " Killing Pits on

Goathland Moor between Scarborough and Whitby." This paper is

printed at p. 144' of the present volume of the Journal.

Professor Bunnell Lewis, M.A., F.S.A., read a paper on "The
Mosaic of Monnus at Treves." This mosaic was discovered by work-

men excavating for the foundations of the Provincial Museum in that

city. The dimensions were 5 metres 69 centimetres in length and
breadth. In addition to this square there was an apse with an

ornamental border, enclosing a space covered by aquatic plants. The
mosaic is at present in a fragmentary condition, having suffered from

a terrible conflagration, probably in the fifth century, when the

barbai'ians were devastating the Roman empire ; it seems also to

have been pillaged in the Middle Ages for the sake of building

materials. The representations in the quadrangular area may be

divided into six classes : 1. In nine octagons, a muse instructing a

mortal ; 2. In eight squares round the central octagon, busts of

Greek and Roman poets and prose-wi-iters ; 3. In eight squares

further from the centre, busts of dramatic characters ; 4. In pen-

tagons at the four corners, the four seasons ; 5. In twelve trapeziums,

the zodiacal signs ; 6 . In twelve squares above the pentagons, and
between the trapeziums, the months of the year.

Of the octagons, the best preserved are those of Urania and Euterpe :

a coloured plate of the latter was exhibited, which was published iu

the " Denkmaeler " of the Imperial German Archteological Institute.

Among the busts, Ennius and Hesiod are in a better condition than

the rest. Autumn appears riding on a panther ; and we may infer

from the analogy of similar compositions that each of the other

seasons was mounted on a different animal. The months are

represented by deities selected either from the resemblance of their

names, e.g., Juno for June, or in accordance with the dates of their

festivals. The mosaic is almost in situ, having been only transferred

from the soil in Avhich it was discovered to the first story of the

museum.
Professor Lewis's paper will appear in a future number of the

Journal.

November 4th, 1896.

Judge Batlis, Q.C., V.P., in the Chair.

Mr. "W. Harper exhibited and presented a porcelain reproduction

of the Sandbach crosses.

Chancellor Ferguson, F.S.A., by permission of Colonel Baldwin,

of Dalton-in-Furness, exhibited a portable sundial. It consists of a

brass plate of octagonal shape 3^^ inches long and 2| inches broad.
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The lower lialf of the pliitc is occupii'd by a coiiii)<is.s whose <^lass top
is a little below tlio uppei' surface of the brass plate, and whose box
projects a quarter of an inch below it. The <^iiom(Jii occuj)ies the
npper half of the box and is hinged so as to fold down flat on the dial.

On one side of the gnomon is engraved in a running hand "Time
tiys," wliile the other is graduated from 40° to 60", so that the instru-

ment can be set to any latitude between 40° and 60°. The hour lines

radiate to the edge of the upper five sides of the dial, and are

numbered both in Arabic and in Roman figures from 4 a.m. to 8 p.m.

In the centre of the dial is tlie legend " I'hil : Bullock fecit"; and
near where the morning liour lines begin are engraved in very small

Arabic figui-es t)'A 20 and 51 li'I, the latitudes respectively of Dublin
and of ('ork. On the back of the plate the following tables of latitude

are boldly engraved :
—

Eome
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Church, and that the resolution had been forwarded to the Dean and
Cha}3ter.

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope gave a brief description of the work
contempLT;ted at Peterborough, and of the alternative scheme put

forward by the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings.

J. WiCKHAM Legg, M.D., F.S.A., read a paper on "The Queen's

Coronation Ring." Dr. Legg traced the history of the English

coronation ring from the Coronation Order in the Pontifical of Robert
of Jumieges to the present reign. In the time of Edward T. the ring-

was of gold ; in the reign of Richard II. a ruby had been set in

it, and the ruby ring continued at least to the coronation of James II.;

but the rings of King William IV. and of the Queen were adorned
with large sapphires marked with a ruby cross. In this adoption of

the sapi:)hire there Avas a following of the episcopal ring which
would i-emind the antiquary of many other points in the Order
of Consecration of the Kings of England in which there were
resemblances to the Order of the Consecration of Bishops. In illus-

tration of his paper, Dr. Legg exhibited photographs (taken by
command of the Queen) of Her Majesty's coronation ring and
those of King William IV. and Queen Adelaide. Dr. Legg's paper
will be printed in the Journal.

Mr. Chiustopher Tuexor contributed a paper on " The Buried
Cities of Yucatan," illustrated by means of lantern photographic slides.

The principal ruins described were those of Uxmal and Chichen-

Itza.
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i^oticcs of ^vcfjcToIogi'cnl publications.

THE GEXTLEMAX'S MAGAZIXE LIBEAKY : being a classified oollection of

the chief contents of the Gentleman's Magazine from 1731 to 1868. Edited

by George Lawrence Gomme, F.S.A. English Topography. Part VII.
Leicestershire—Monmouth. Edited by F. A. MiLNE, M.A. (London : Elliot

Stock, 8to, 1896.)

This volume advances the editor's work, now inchiding Leicester-

shire, Lincohisbire, Middlesex and Monmouthshire. The last being

distant from headquarters has not a long notice, but on the last page
there is mention of a curious chalice at Bicknor bearing the date

1176. Many curious matters and customs are recorded as usual.

At Hinckley, there is mention of an old oak bedstead, gilt and
ornamented in panels, twenty-nine in all, each painted with em-
blematic devices, and having each its Latin motto. The mottoes are

here printed and translated. At Rigbolt, in Lincolnshire, was another
verjr remarkable panelled bedstead, thirty-six of the panels were left

in 1793, and the then tenant of the house remembered it complete as

being shut in or boarded up as it were on all sides with wainscot,

two holes being left or made at the foot through which intending

sleepers must have crept.

An inventory of the goods of a farmer in 1652 is interesting, and
we think more attention could be paid to this class of document.
London proper is not included as it will have a separate volume, but

Middlesex has of course many things great and small recorded.

There is a summary of its history, with some concluding miscel-

laneous remarks, in which it appears that Chelsea was once known
as Calcuith. We can only again wish all success for these well

edited volumes.

HUNTINGDONSHIRE AND THE SPANISH ARMADA. Edited from
original manuscripts by W. Mackbeth Noble, B.A, rector of Wistow, Hunts.
(London : Elliot Stock, Sto, 1896.)

This little book is to be commended. We remember but one work
on the subject published in 1888, the tercentenary of this important
historic event, but, full of local interest as the time was, every
point should be worked out for every county. The brunt of the

anxiety lay on the maritime counties, but the men of inland Hunts
were prepared and willing to back up others, and so joiued the force

assembled at Tilbury to guard the Thames and London. The neces-

sary preparations extending over forty years bring out circumstances

of extreme interest in the social life of the time. One great interest

here is the constant notice of the Cromwell family, and there is a

muster roll of a company commanded by an Oliver Cromwell in 1588

;

there are also many letters from Sir Henry Cromwell, showing his

activity and loyalty. The loyalty to the Queen was one of enthusias-

tic devotion. The material used by the Editor is taken from a

manuscript once in the possession of Lord de Ramsay, now in the
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British ^Insenin, lint wo would sn^'gest tli.at more of interest may
])i()bal)lj- be found in the DoTTiestic State Papers, Avhicli, if added,
Avould fairly exhaust the subject.

THE MONASTERY OF PKTSCirHXCrA, SKETCHES OF RUSSIAN LAP-
LAND. (From liistoric-iil and lofjciulary sources.) By J. A. Fbus, professor

in the L^niversitv of Cliristiiinia. Transhited bv Hill Hepp. (London :

Elliot Stock, 8vo," 1896.)

Far away to the north on the coast of the White Sea, on tlie shores

of Russian Lapland, a country still almost unvisited, is laid the scene

and story here related. The narrative opens with the adventures of

three sportsmen, who are camping out, Avhen one of them happens
upon a millstone, causing a surprise Avhich couki have been equalled

only by Kobinson Crusoe's discovery of the footmark in the sand.

Enquiiy from the Ijapps I'esults in learning- that by a tiudition with
them there was long ago a monastery thereabouts, and this informa-
tion later, being followed by reseai'ch in the Norwegian and Russian
archives, has enabled the author to tell his tale. This monastery, the

most northeidy in the world, was founded b}^ a repentant brigand and
niurderer,who, perhaps judiciously, seeking solitude far from the
haunts of men, wandered northwards in 1524, and settled on the

Petschenga river. Getting fame as a hermit pilgrims visited him,
when he built a chapel and I'eturned to Russia for a priest. In time
lie managed to attract the notice of the Czar, and so got a grant of

the land and all I'ights in 1556. The result was soon a prosperous
trading station and Avealth, destined not to last long, however, as

during a war between Sweden and Russia, some Finnish troops

reached the monastei'y, and plundered and burned it with the various

warehouses in 1589. So trees grew on the site, everything having
disappeared save the millstone.

PREHISTORIC MAN IN AYRSHIRE. By Johx Smith. (London : Elliot

Stock, 8vo, 1895.)

Rarely do we meet with a work so persistently and intelligently

followed as is shown in this volume. The history of the early inhabi-

tant is gathered from cromlechs, crannogs, turf spirals, dinans, kits,

hut circles, and vitrified walls, urns, potteiy, and every other sort of

remains. The author has evidently worked the county thoroughly,
and more, he has carefully made drawings of his finds, and these are

here well and carefully vepi'oduced, much enhancing the value and
interest of the book. There is a good drawing* of Dunvin fort on the
Ring Knoll, also of Dalmellington Moot hill. The turf village at

Old Gallock, of which a plan is given, is of great archfeological

interest, there being eighteen houses and two hut circles remarkably
entire. Some trenches on the banks of the Fail Water, called locally

the Roman trenches, must be unique in plan. The author supposes
them to have been made as an approach to cover an attack on a
British stockade, but as really nothing can be known about this

ciu'ious place it must long probably remain a puzzle. Recording
incidentally the find, not as pre-historic, of some gravestones at
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Kilwiuniug Abbey, one bearing sliears and a cross is su])poscd to

indicate a woman, or spinster, bnt we Avould suggest that this emblem
marks an archdeacon. An archdeacon performs archidlaconal

functions, and one function was conferring the tonsure, hence the

shears.

LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS AND THE LOCALITIES ADJACENT: their

historical and topographical associations. By Chaeles William Hecke-
THOBN. Small 4to. (Elliot Stock, London, 1896.)

TAncohi's Inn Fields and Environs, by Charles W. Heckethorn, is a

book of well thought out and interesting facts, and to those of

Archaeological tastes it is a most valuable addition to a library.

Mr. Heckethorn carries us back to the early part of the 13th

century, Avhen we are told the Black Friars occupied the Hoi born
site of Lincoln's Inn. This brotherhood increased and outgrew the

monastery, removing to a locality on the Thames, since named after

them, Blackfriars.

After pointing out how this spot was tiie centre of learning, we
read the names of many eminent students, members, and residents.

Sir John Fortescue (b. 1395, d. 1-485), one of the benchers, being

the man who is first mentioned, and to whom it owed its rising

celebrity; Sir Thomas More is also mentioned, Prynne, Thomas
Sutton, founder of the Chartei'house, and others bringing the list

down to Simon Michell, Esq., who purchased the church of St.

John, Clerkenwell, where he was subsequently buried.

Passing on to the surroundings of Lincoln's Inn Fields, we find a

description of such buildings and places as the College of Surgeons,

Clare Market, St. Clement's Lane, Portugal Street, King's College

Hospital, and the Duke of York's Theatre, this last named building

existing until 1745, Avhen it was taken possession of by a detachment
of the Foot Guards, and eventually became Spode's china repository.

We find the merry Mr. Pepys to have frequented these parts, as he

is mentioned as having been a visitor in Vere Street, where a theatre

existed, in which was performed on the opening night, November 8th,

1660, the play " King Henry IV."
This history of Lincoln's Inn is made doubly attractive by the

numei'ous illustrations by Alfred Beaver and others, handing down
to posterity pictures of some of the most interesting portions of old

London which are so fast disappearing.

COUNTY RECOEDS OF THE SURNAMES OF FRANCUS, FRANCEIS,
FRENCH IN ENGLAND, a.d. 1100-1350. By A. D. Weld French.
8vo. Privately printed. Boston, U.S.A., 1896.

Mr. Fi'ench's Index Armorial of the surname of French, and his

Frenches in Scotland, have already been noticed in previous volumes
of the Journal. The present work contains extracts from miscel-

laneous documents and charters in which the name of French, in its

many variations, appears. Unfortunately, no reference is made to

the sources from which the information is derived, nor arc the
references to the various rolls, &c., given.
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liiijlhani, Canib.-- , IS.") ; Wimborne
Arinster, ]Jorset, 1~'A; "Winiliorne,

Hospital oF St. Mai-piret, 174
;

Win.sluw, Jjiicks., 181 ; AVitlev,

Sui'iev, 165.

K.

Isagatla, Egypt, flint implements from,
4H, 50.

Jsativity, the, in iuiumI paintings, 174,

177.
'

IVetlieravon, "Wilts., Saxon work at, 311,
312, 349.

Kcwton, E. T., 217.

Nortbnioor, Oxon., mural paintings at,

181.

Xorton, Durliani, Saxon work at, 332.
IS'oruicli, choir plan of catliedral chni'cli

o^', 'J.

O.

Oaklcv, Bucks., mural paintings at, 181.
Oliver, Andrew, exhibits Egyptian

funereal figure, painting of tlie Trinity
r-n alabaster, and silver gilt plaque of
St. Peter, 108.

Orgaresvveeke Marsh, Kent, 235.
Orvieto, model of Etruscan tomb found

near, exliibited, 192.

Orwell, Kent, curious harvest custom at,

230.

Our Lord bearing the cross, in mural
paintings, 161 ; healing the Centurion's
servant, 162 ; healing the sick, 1G3

;

showing wounds, 161, 174.

Oxenden, Kicbard of, prior of Christ-
church, Canterbury, inventory of goods
of, 258, 270.

Oxford, Christehurch, Saxon work in,

333 ; ^S'cw College, dumb bell at, 25.

Padburv, Bucks., mural paintings at, 160,
181."

Pad worth, Berks., mural paintings at, 175.
Paintings, mural, see Miiral paintings.

Papposeilenos, 124.

Parish churches, some notes on the study
of old, by J. T. Micklethwaite, 193.

Piirre, Sir Tliomus. 130.

Passion, the, shield of, in mural painting,

187.

Paul, abbot of St. Albans, 11.

Pens, principal .sorts of early, 109; the
stylus, 109; the reed, 110.

Pepusch, Airs., 154.

I'eter the Konnm, 297.

Peterboi-ougii Ca'.hedral, ])]an of choir,

11, 17; resolution against demolition
of west front, 390; Saxon work in, 302,
303.

Petrie, Professor, ilint implements
obtai.Mod by, 46, 5U.

Petrockstovv, Devon, momucental brass

from, 109.

Pevensc}', Sussex, Roman station at, 35C,

374.

Philipps, Morgan, 154; Peter, 153, 154,

1 ")!•.

Pitt-Kivers, General, Hint knife in col-

lection of, 50; flint rings in collection

of, 51.

Piunu'd helmets, early representations of,

127.

Phunes and features, A'iscount Dillon on,

109, 126; list of, iemj). Elizth., 136;
price of, /emp. Henry A'lll., 129.

Portus Lemanis, sep Lympno.
PoslingCord, Suffolk, mural paintings at,

160.

Presentation in the Temple, in mural
painting, 161.

Prestwicli, Sir Joseph, flints collected by,

215, 216, 217.

Primus, Caius Julius, inscription to, 70.

Proceedings at Canterbury Meeting, 376.

Proceedings at Meetings of the Institute,

lOS, 192, 376; Egyptian funeral figure,

exliibited, 108 ;
painting of Trinity on

alabaster and silver gilt plaque, 108 ;

recently discovered wall paintings, 108

;

terra-cotta figure from Cyprus, 108 ;

brpvet issued during French Kevolu-
tion, 109 ; carved wooden panel, 109

;

brass from Peti'ockstovv, Devon, 109;
fcatliers and plumes, 109 ; on the

possible Arabian origin of Gothic
characters, 109 ; Etruscan tomb from
Orvieto, 192 ; sketches of churches in

Cheltenham and neighbourhood, 192
;

the monastic buildings of the abbey
of St. Peter, Gloucester, 192 ; mural
]iainlings at Williiigham and in

south of England, 192
;
great stones at

Gozo, 192 ; the Fitzwilliam Virginal

Book, 192 ; Killing Pits on Goathland
Moor, 389 ; the Mosaic of Monnus at

Treves, 389 ; models of Sandbach
crosses exhibited, 389

;
portable sundial

exhibited, 383; Mr. Fox on " Urico-

nium," 390 ; resolution protesting

against demolition of west front of
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A.

Aaron and Moses, in nmral i)ainting, 179.

Adam and Eve, in mural paintings, 169,

182.

Adoration of the Magi, in mural painting,

166.

-Ti]ina, tetradraclim of, 118.

Alburv, Surrey, mural paintings at, 165.

Aldermaston, Berks., mural paintings at,

175.

Aldliun, bishop of Durham, church of, 3,

15.

Alexander, Peter, 238.

Alkborough, Line, Saxon work at, 337,

339.

Auderida, see Pevensej.
Andre, J. L., exhibits carved wooden

panel, 109.

Angels appearing to tlie Shepherds, in

mural painting, 177.

ATinnnciation, the, in mural ])aintings,

169. 177, 188.

Antioehus, Anlus Publicius, 59.

Antiquarian Section ; opening address at
Conterburv, 249.

Apostles, the, in mural painting, 187.
Arabs, the, writing of, 109.

Ash, South, Kent, flint implements from,
217.

Asliampstead, Berks., mural paintings ai,

160, 177.

Ashmans worth, Hants., mural paintings at,

172.

Axmouth, Devon, mural paintings at, 174.
Ajot, St. Lawrence, Herts., mural paint-

ings at, 164.

B.

Babraham, Cambs., church of, 201.

Balance sheet for 1895, 392.

Baldwin,- Colonel, portable sundial be-

longing to, 3S9.

Barford, St. Michael's, Oxon., mural
paintings at, 178.

Barnak, Xorthants, Saxon work at, 336.
Bartlow, Cambs., mural paintings at,

185.

Bartou-on-Humber, Line, St. Peter,

Saxon work in, 333, 334, 339.

Bedale, Yorks., tower of church of, 322.

Bell, C. F., 155.

Benedict Biscop, 30S.

Bernav, France, choir of abbev church of,

10.
"

Bilson, .Tolin, on tlie recent discoveries at

the east end of the Cathedral church
of Durliam, 1.

Bletsoe, Beds., mural paintings at, 181.

Bloxham, Oxon., mural paintings at, 178.

Boarhunt, Hants., Saxon work at, 322,

350.

Boleyn, George, 244, 245.

Bolnhurst, Beds., mural paintings at,

182.

Bosham, Sussex, Saxon work at, 321, 337.

Boughton Alupli, Kent, mural paintings

at, 166.

Brabrook, E. W., on Kent in relation to

the Etlinographie Survey, 215.

Bradbourne, Derbyshire, dumb bell in

church of, 19, 20".

Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts., Saxon work at,

324, 326, 338.

Bradwell, Essex, chapel of St.-Peter-on-

the-walls, Saxon work in, 316.

Brass, monumental, from Petrockstow,

Devon, 109.

Bremner, R., 155.

Brightwell Baldwin, Oxon., mural paint-

ings at, 180.

Brigstock, Jforthants, Saxon work at,

321, 322, 350.

Brill, Bucks., mural paintings at, 181.

Britford, Wilts., Saxon work at, 325.

Brixworth, Xorthants, Saxon work at,

299, 300, 322, 337, 3 10, 342, 343, 349,

350.

Brizc Xorton, Oxon., mur.d painting at,

179.

Bromley, Kent, the pancake bell still

rung, 230.

Bronze objects—griffin from Magdalenen-
berg, 82 ; head of Silenos from Col-

chester, 122 ; statue fi-om ^lagdalencn-

berg, 57.

Broughton, Hunts., mural paintings at,

182.

2 D
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15ruui;;litoii, Line, Suxmi work at, 335,

350.

Urouf^hton, Oxon., imii-;il jiaiiUings at,

17M.

15ull. John, 15-k

JJurt'ord, Oxon., mural paint inj^s at, 178.

Bni-fjli Castle, XorFolk, :{5N.

Uiirwoll, ("iinih., niurai i)aintinf;s at, 184.

Button, Edniuiid, ffathcr niakor, 120.

Eurv St. Edmunds, Sull'olk, clioir plan of

abbov oIuutIi of, 9.

Bvrd, William, 158,

C.

Cabiri, the, 43.

Caen, France, choir of St. Eticnuc, 10

;

pLm of choir of St. Kieholas, 10, 13,

18; church of St. Triuite, 11.

Caesar, Landing of, in Kent, 222,

Caister, Norfolk, Roman camp at, 371.

Cambridge, St. Eenct, Saxon work in,

321.

Canterbury, flint implements from, 216;
date of arrival of Walloons at, 238.

Canterbury Cathedral, early minute books

of the Dean and Ciiapter of, F. W.
Cross on, 235; Lanfi-anc's choir, 11;
mviral paintings in St. Anselm's chapel,

160, 165 ; Saxon work in, 295.

Canterbury, Christchurch, inventories of

goods of three priors, 258,

Canterbury Meeting, proceedings at, 376 ;

opening address of Antiquarian Section,

249 ; opening address of Historical

Section, 285,

Canterbury, St. Alphege, mural paintings

at, 166,

'

Canterbury, St, Martin, Saxon work at,

295, 314, 315,

Canterbury, St, Pancras, Saxon work in,

313, 339,

Carinthia, Roman antiquities in, by Bun-
nell Lewis, 56.

Caruana, A. A., on further megalithic

discoveries and explorations in the

islands of Malta during 1892 and 1893,

26 ; further great stones, Q ozo, explored

in 1893, 140, 192.

Casaubon, Isaac, 238.

Castle Howard, Yorks,, marble head of

Seilenos at, 122,

Catana, tetradrachm of, 118.

Catherington, Hants., mural paintings at,

170.

Catherick, Yorks., church of, 197.

Cerisy-la-F6ret, France, plan of choir of

abbey church of, 10, 13, 17,

Chamberlain, Robert, 127.

Charity, iigure of, in mural painting, 187.

Chartham, Kent, 242.

Cheltenham, sketches of churclies in and
near exhibited, 192.

Chesler-le-Street, Durham, 323,

Cliiehen-ltzn, 391.

Cliillington, Sussex, inural paintings at,

177, 178,

Chippi'nham, Canibs,, mural paintings at,

1()0, 182, 183.

Church building, Saxon. Iiy J. T. Mickle-

thwaite, 293.

Churches, old parish, some notes on tlie

study of, by J, T. Micklethwaito, 193.

Cirencester, Glouc, dumb bell in Town
Hall, 22

Clark, I'rof. J\,. C, ojiening address to

Historical Section at Canterbury, 285,

Clavton, Sussex, mural paintings at, 166,

Clifford, Lady, 130.

Colchester, Essex, bronze head of Seilenos

found at, 122.

Colwall, Hei-eford, church of, 197.

Conmbe, Long, Oxon., mural paintings at,

179.

Copford, Essex, mural paintings at, 161.

Corbridge, Xorthumb,, Roman work in

church of, 339.

Cordin, Malta, great stones at, 26, 141.

Corhampton, Hants., Saxon work at, 321.

Coronation rings, 391.

Cottered, Herts., mural paintings at, 164.

Crawshav, D. B., flint implements col-

lected 'by, 216.

Craxsantus, name on inscription, 61.

Cross, F. \V., on the early minute books
of the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury,
235.

Crucifixion, the, in mural paintings, 174,

175, 177, 179, 180.

Crypts, Saxon, 340,

Cumberland, Earl of, 130.

Cumberland, flint ari'ow point from, 55.

Cunyngliame, H. H. S., on the possible

Arabian origin of Gothic characters

from an examination of the methods of

writing used by the Arabs, 109.

Cyprus, terra-cotta figure from, Talfoiird

'Ely on, 115.

D.

Danhy, Y'^orks., " Killing " Pits near, 145,

David (or Samson) and the lion, in mural
jDainting, 162.

Deerliurst, Glouc, Saxon work at, 311,

320, 322, 328, 337, 347.

De la Moor family, effigies of, 181.

Denmark, flint implements from, 46, 51.

Descent into Hell, in mural painting,

161.

Diddlebury, Salop, Saxon work at, 323.

Dillon, Viscount, on Feathers and Plumes,

109, 126.

Dolmetsch, Arnold, virginal belonging to,

152, 157.
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Dooiii, the, in mural paintings, 160, 163,

166, 16y, 171, 177, 178, 182, 183, 184,

185.

Dover, Roman station at, 364 ; St. Mary
on tlic Castle Hill, Saxon work in, 327,

337, 3 10.

Downton, Wilts., mural paintings at,

17k
Diibrce, see Dover.

Dueklington, Oxon., mural paintings at,

181.

Dudley, Sir Andrew, 130.

Dumb bells, notes about, by R. S. Fergu-
son, 19 ; at Bradbourne, 19, 20; Ciren-

cester Town Hall, 22 ; at New College,

Oxford, 25.

Dunliani, Great, Norfolk, Saxon work at,

332.

Durliam Cathedral Church, apse of

Norman choir found, 4 ; apses of choir

aisles found, 7 ; brief sketch of Norman
church, 3 ; comparison of choir plan

with other Norman examples, 9 ; dis-

coveries at the east end, John Bilson on,

1 ; eastern transept built, 4 ; Galilee

erected by Bishop Pudsey, 4 ; Lady
Chapel at east end begun by Pudsey
but abandoned, 4 ; Norman east end
removed, 4.

Durley, Hants., mural paintings at, 171.

Dwelling places in churches, 322, 346.

E.

Each End, Kent, 212, 213, 214.

Earl's Barton, Northants, Saxon work at,

335.

Eastry, Henry of, prior of Christchurch,
Canterbury, burial place and monument
of, 259 ; inventory of goods of, 258,

262.

Ebbs Nook, Northnmb., chapel at, 323.

Edmund of Pontigny, Archbishop of

Canterbury, in mural painting, 172.

Egypt, Hint implements from, 46.

Elmham, South, Suffolk, Saxon work at,

317, 318.

Elphege, bishop of Winchester, 342.

Ely Cathedral church, original choir of,

11.

Ely, See of, arms of, 188.

Ely, Talfourd, on a Cyprian terra-cotta,

108, 115.

Erith, Xent, flint implements from,

217.

Escombe, Durham, Saxon work at, 310.

Etlinographic Survey, Kent in relation

to, E. VV. Brabrook on, 215.

Etruscan tomb, model of, exhibited,

192.

Evans, Sir John, flint implements in col-

lection of, 217.

F.

Faith, figure of, in mural painting, 187.

Falaise, France, church of Ouibray at, 11.

Feathers and Plumes, Viscount Dillon on,

109, 126 ; list of, temp. Elizabeth,

136
;
prices of, temp. Henry VIII., 129.

Fecamp, France, plan of choir of abbey
church of, 9.

Ferguson, R. S., notes about dumb bells,

19 ; exhibits portable sundial, 389.

Fingringhoe, Essex, mural paintings at,

163.

Fitzwilliara, Lord, 155.

Fitzwilliara Virginal Book, J. A. F. Mait-

land on, 151.

Flambard, Ralph, Bishop of Durham,
2, 3.

Flight into Egypt, in mural painting, 163.

Flint implements from Egypt and Den-
mark, F. G. J. Spurrell on, 46 ; from
Kent, 215,216, 217.

Florence, bronze figure in tlie museum at,

59.

Forster, Sir George, tomb of, 175.

Fortitude, figure of, in mural painting,

187.

Foster family, arms of, 183.

Fox, G. E., on the Roman coast fortresses

of Kent, 352 ; reads paper on Uri-

conium, 390.

Friendsbury, Kent, mural paintings at,

160, 173.

Friskney, Line, mural paintings at, 160.

Funereal figure, Egyptian, exhibited, 108.

G.

Gariannonum, see Burgh Castle.

Ggantia, the Gozo, at, 26, 27, 28, 32, 33,

39, 41, 42, 43, 141.

Gloucester, plan of choir of Cnthedral

cliurch of, 9 ; the monastic buildings of

the abbey of St. Peter at, 192.

Goathland Moor, Yorks., "Killing" Pits

on, 144.

Gothic characters, possible Arabian origin

of, 109.

Gozo, the Ggantia, 26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 39,

41, 42, 141 ; further great stones ex-

plored in 1893, by A. A. Caruana, 140.

Griustead, West, Sussex, mural paintings

at, 170.

Guildford, Surrey, St Mary, Saxon work
in, 332.

Gumfreston, Pembroke, mural paintings

at, 178.

H.

Hagar-Qim, Malta, stones at, 26, 27, 28,

30, 32, 33, 38, 42, 43, 141.
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lI;i;,'i'a-Ui-Saii.-'un, Go/.u, inonolitli at,

141.

Hagra "Wieqt'ii, Gozo, moiiolith sit, 111.

JIanniiigCield, EastjEssfx, iniiral ])aiiiliii;,'s

at, 1G3.

IlaniR-r, E. P., 22.

JIai'pcr, W., presents models of Sandbacli

crosses, .389.

Uarrisoii, B., Hint iniplt'inenl s in colleetion

of, 2 It), 217.

Kartell, Gerard Van, 129.

Hatfield, Herts., mural paintings at, 164.

llatlibrand, Robert, prior of Christcliureli,

L'anterbnrv, inventory of goods of,

258, 283.
'

Ilaughmond Abbey, Salop, 202.

Hayes, Kent, Hint im))lenients fi'oin, 217
;

pit dwellings at, 220.

Hayward, Archdeacon, 22.

Helmets, plumed, early representations

of, 127.

Henry, Earl of Northumberland, feathers

for train of, 129.

Hessett, Suffolk, mural paintings at, 177.

Hexham, Northumb., Saxon work at, 304,

344, 346.

.Hevbridge, Essex, mural pairitings at,

161.

Higliwoi'tlie, Wilts., Norman sculpture

at, 163.

Hinton, William, 22.

Historical Section, opening address at

Canterbury, 285.

Plistory, the repopularisatiou of, 285.

Honywood, Thomas, 244.

Hope, W. H. St. John, reads paper
on the monastic buildings of the abbey
of St. Peter at Gloucester, 192; com-
municates inventories of the aoods of

Henry of Eastry (1331), Richard of

Oxcn'den (1334), and Robert Hath-
brand (1339), priors of Christchurch,

Canterbury, 258.

Hope, figure of, in mural painting, 187.

Horvvard, Bucks., mural paintings at, 160,

181.

Howard, Sir Edward, 130 ; Sir George,
126.

Hnghes, Professor T. M'Kenny, opening
address of the Antiquarian Section at

Canterbury by, 249.

Hurstbourne Tarrant, Hants., mural
paintings at, 171.

Hythe, Kent, Hint implements from, 217.

Ightham, Kent, flint implements from,

217.

Il-Gzira, Malta, Roman inscription

found at, 34.

Inkpen, Berks., mural jiaintings at, 177.

I iisrri])iions, I'hd'Mieian, foiiixl at Gozo,
II, 42; at Melkart, 42; Roman, on
bronze figure at Florence, 60 ; in

niuseum at Geneva, 61 ; on brcnzo
figure found at Magdalenenberg, 59

;

from ditto, 64; from Malta, 34; in

Treves Museum, 70, 71 ; to the Vettii

family, fitJ.

Inventories of goods of three ])riors of

CJhristchurch, Canterbiu-y, 258.

Irthlingborougii, Northants, churcli

tower of, 322, 351.

It-Torri Gawar, Malta, stones at, 28.

J.

Jarrow, Durham, Saxon work at, 309,

337, 339.

Jonah and the whale, in mural painting,

161..

Judith, wife of Duke Richard II., of Nor-
mandy, 10.

Justice, figure of, in mural painting, 187.

K.

Kent, flint implements from, 215, 21G,

217 ; in relation to the Ethnographic
Survey, E. AV. Brabrook on, 215

;

Landing of Caesar in, 222 ; the Roman
coast fortresses of, G. E. Fox on, 352.

Kerr, Mrs. A., exhibits a brevet issued

during the French Revolution, 109
;

exhibits model of Etruscan tomb found
near Orvieto, 192.

Keyser, C. E., on recently discovered

mural paintings at Willingham, Cambs.,
and elsewhere in the south of England,

108, 160, 192.
" Killing " Pits on Goatliland Moor,

J. R. Mortimer on, 141.

Kippax, Yorks., 339.

Kirkclale, Yoi-ks., Saxon work at, 320.

Kirkeby, John de, Bishop of Ely, arms of,

188.

Kirkhammerton, Yorks., Saxon work at,

321.

Klagenfurt, Roman antiquities in the

museum at, 82 ; statue found at, 93.

Knapton, Norfolk, church of, 202.

L.

Laindon, Essex, 323.

Lakenheath, Suffolk, mural paintings at,

161.

Langettes, explanation of term, 127.

Langford, Oxon., Saxon work at, 312,

332.

Lanivet, Cornwall, mural paintings at,

177.
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roterborougli, ;W0 ; ilio Queen's

Coronation ring, 'S'Jl ; the buried cities

of Yucatan, 391.

Prudence, tigure of, in mural painting,

]87.

Publications, Arehffiological, notices

of:—Chrono£>ranis, 111; Nooks and
Corners of Pembrokeshire, H^;
Gentleman's Magazine Library, Eng-

lish Topography, 393 ; Huntingdon-
shire and the Spanish Armada, 393;

The monastery of Petschenga, 394

;

Prehistuvic man in Ayrshire, 39i;

Lincoln's Inn Fields, 395 ; County
records of French, 395.

Pudsey, Hugii, bishop of Durham, work
of on Catliedral church, 4.

Pyrton, Oxon., uniral painting at, 179.

Q.

Quy, Cambs., mural paintings at, 183.

E.

Kamsburv, Wilts., mural paintings at,

174.

Kamsey, Hunts., 326 ; mural paintings at,

182."

Eeculver, Kent, Hint implements fi'om,

217 ; Roman fort at, G. E. Fox on,

352 ; Saxon cliurch at, 298.

Heed pen, the, 110.

Regulbium, see Eeculver.

Eemigius, bishop of Lincoln, 11.

Eeport of Council for 1895-96, 381.

Eepton, Derby, Saxon work at, 329, 341,

342.

Eesurreclion, the, in mural paintings,

161, 182.

Eicluird II., Duke of Normandy, 10.

Eichard II., King, 127.

Eii-liborough, Kent, Henry Sharpe on,

2U4; the Roman fort at, G. E. Fox on,

3.iti.

Eicher, Jean Francois, brevet issued to,

1U9.

Eiugs, Coronation, 391.

Eipon Minster, Yorks., Saxon work in,

304, 344, 345.

Eocliester, Kent, Saxoia work at, 314.

Eolle, Henry and Margaret, brass to, 109 ;

Hon. Mark, exliibits brass from Pet-

rockstow, Devon, 109.

Eoman coast fortresses of Kent, G. E.
Fox on, 352.

Eome, fortified station in, 372.

Eomsey, Hants, choir of abbev church
cf, 12.

Eotherfield, Sussex, mural paintings at,

l(i8.

Eufus, Geoffrey, bisliopof Durliam, 2, 3.

Eutupiie, .vee Eichbcn'ougli.

s.

St. Alban's, Herts., plan of choir of

abbey, 11, 14, 17 ; Saxon work in St.

Michael's church, 321.

St. Anne, in mural painting, 172.

St. Anthony, in mural paintings, 105, 182.

St. Carilef, William of, bishop of Durham,
work of. on Cathedral church, 1, 2, 3.

St. Catherine, in mural paintings, 1G3,

178, 179.

St. Christopher, in mural paintings, 1G4,

105, 170, 172, 173, 174, 175, 17G, 178,

179, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 188.

St. Cuthbert, translation of, 4 ; shrine of,

4, 6, 15.

St. Edmund, in mural painting, 181.

St. Edward the Confessor, in mural
painting, 181.

St. Elizabeth, in mural painting, 187.

St. lirasmus, in mural painting, 174.

St. Cabriel, in murai paintings, 169, 188.

St. Gabriel, France, plan of choir of

priory church of, 10, 18.

St. George, in mural painting, 164, 180,

181, 188.

St. Georges-de-Bocherville, France, plan

of choir of abbey church of, 10, 13,

18.

St. Gregorv's JMass, in mural painting,

163.

St. Helen, in mural painting, ISO.

St. James Major, in mural painting, 174,

189.

St. James Minor, in mural painting, 187.

St. John the Baptist, in mural painting,

174, 189.

St. John the Evanijelist, in mural paint-

ings, 169, 174, 179, 180.

St. Michael, in mural paintings, 163, 169,

1 70, 178.

St. Nicliolas, in mural painting, 175.

St. Paul and the viper, mural painting of,

160, 165.

St. Peter, silver plaque of, exhibited, 108.

St. Sebastian, on painted screen, 178.

St. Simeon, in mural painting, 161.

St. Swithun, burial of, 312.

St. Tlioinas, the incredulity of, in mural
painting, 170.

St. Thomas of Canterbury, in mural
paintings, 172, 176, 178.

Salutation, the, in mural painting, 187.

Samson (or David) and tlie lion, in mui al

painting, 162.

Sandbach, Cheshire, crosses at, 389.

Sandwich, Kent, 210.

Saravia, Hadrian de, 238.

Sarre, Kent, bridge at, 209.
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Siivvtry, lliinis., uiiinil painting' at, ISO.

Saxon cluirfli building, by J. T. Mickle-
tliwaito, 2i);{ ; Alkborou'frb, Line., a37,

339; Barnak, Nortiiants, 33(; ; IJr.rtoii-

on-ll umbel-, l-inc, St. Voter, XiH, 33*,

339; Uoarlnint, lluut.x, 322, 350 ; Ho-*-

1mm, Sussex, 321, 337 ; JSradwcU,
Kssex, cliapi'l of Si. Petpr-on-tlie-wall,

316; Bradford.on-Avon, Wilts., 324,

326, 33S; Brig-toi'k, Nortiiants, 321,

322,350; Britford, Wilts., 325; Brix-
Avorth, Northants, 21)9, 300. 322, 337,

310, 3-12, 313, 349, 3.">0 ; Broughton,
Line, 335, 350 ; Caiiibridge, St. Beiiot,

321 ; Canterbury Cathedral, 295 ; Can-
terbury, St. Martin, 295, 314, 315

;

Canterbury, St. Pancras, 313, 339;
Corhaiupton, Hants, 321 ; Deerhurst,
Glouc, 311, 320, 322, 328, 337, 347;
Diddlebury, ^alop., 323; Dover, St.

Mary-on-tiie-Castfe Hill, 327. 337, 340;
Duuliam, Great, Norfolk, 332 ; Earl's

Barton, Northants, 335 ; Elmliam,
South, Suffolk, 317, 31S ; Escombe,
Durham, 310; Guildford, Surrey, St.

Mary, 332 ; Hexham, Nortliumb*, 30i,
344,' 346; Jarrow, Durham, 309, 337,

339; Kirkdale, Yorks., 320 ; Kirkham-
nierton, Yorks., 321 ; Langford, Oxon.,
312, 332; Leicester, St. Nicholas, 322

;

Lyminge, Kent, 313, 314; Mouk
Wearmouth, Durham, 308, 322, 349

;

Xetheravon, Wilts., 311, 312, 349;
Norton, Durham, 332 ; Oxford, Christ-

church, 333; Peterborough, N'orthants,

302, 303 ; Reculver, Kent, 298 ; Eepton,
Derby, 329, 341, 342 ; Ripon Minster,
Y'orks., 304, 444, 345 ; Rochester, Kent,
314; St. Alban's, Herts., St. Michael,
321 ; Stanton Lacy, Salop, 332 ; Stowe-
iii-Lindsay, Line, 332 ; Warham, Dor-
set, St. Martin, 321 ; Winchester, 342

;

Wing, Bucks., 307, 338, 341, 342 ;

Wiltcring, N'orthants, 321 ; Wooten
Wawen, WaMvick, 332; Worth, Sussex,

325 ; York Minster, 304.

Scarborougli, Yoi-ks., church of, St. Mary
at, 200.

Scott, Sir Thomas, 244.

Scourging, the, in mural painting, 161.

Seilenos, figure o^", 117; various representa-
tions of, 117-125.

Sclby, Yorks , original clioir of abbey
church of, 12.

Sharpe, Henry, on Rutupicc, 204,
Sheldwich, Kent, 235.

Shoebury, North, Essex, mural painting

at, 180.

Shudy Camps, Cambs., mural paintings

at, 184.

Sidbury, Devon, church of, 195.

Silchester, Hants., Romano-British church
at, 295, 319.

Simeon, abbot of Ely, 11.

Socordia, in min-al ])ainting, 172.

Sonning, Berks., mural ])ainting3 at, 176.
Soiithwark. " The (lower do luce," 211.
Spooner, Rev. \V. A., 25.

Spalalo, palace of Diocletian at, 372.

SimrnU, E. C. J., on some Hint imple-
ments from Egypt and Denmark, 40.

Standlake, Oxon., mural jiaiutings at,

181.

Stanford Dingley, Berks., mural paintings
at, 175.

Stanion, Xorthants, chiircli of, 197.

Stanton Lacy, Salop, Saxon work at, 332.
Stedham, Sussex, mural paintings at, 177.
Stoke, North, Oxon., mural paintings at,

178.

Stowe-in-Linflsav, Line, Saxon work at,

332.

Stylus, the, 109.

Sulhampstead Abbots, Berks., mural
paintings at, 176.

Sundial, portable, 389.

Swanfcombe, Kent, flint im])lements
from, 217 ; skeleton of paleolithic man
from, 217.

T.

Tal-Qisuiti, Malta, Roman inscription

found at, 34.

Tal-Qughan, Gozo, great stones at, 140.

Ta-Mrezbieh, Gozo, great stones at, 141.

Terra-cotta figure from Cyprus, 115.

Temperance, figure of, in mural painting,

187.

Tewkesbury, Glouc, clioir plan of church
of, 9.

Tiiame, Oxon., mural paintings at, 180.

Throckmorton, Wore, church of, 199.

Tiberianus, Tiberius Barbius, 59.

Tisdall, William, 154.

Tofts, Cambs., mural paintings at, 183.

Tours, Fiance, the church of St. Martin,

plan of choir of, 9.

Transfiguration, the, in mural painting,

162.

Tragian, Francis, 153, 154 ; Katherine,

154.

Treves, mosaic at, 389.

Trinity, the, on alabaster panel, 108

;

banner of, 162 ; in mural paintings,

166, 167, 171, 181.

Troches, explanation of term, 127.

Tufton, Hants., niural jjaintings at, 172.

Turnor, C, reads pajier on the buried

cities of Yucatan, 391.

U.

Uriconium, see Wroxeter.
Uxmal, 391.
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V.

Vassallo, Dr. F., 27, 43.

Yciita Ic'ciioruin, see Caister.

Vettii fainilj, ini«crii)tions to, OG.

Vettius, C, inscription to, G4.

Vienna, bronze statue in museum at, 57.

Tirgin, tlie Elessed, in mural painting.'!,

]61, 163, 1G6. 1G9, 171, 172, 174, 179,

18U, 186 ; assumption of, 187 ; five joys

of, 178.

Tirginal, belonging to Ariiold Dolmetscb,

152, 157.

Tirginal Book, tbe Fitzwilliam, 151.

Yirunum, Roman antiquities found at,

85.

W.

Walloon settlers, date of arrival of, 238.

Waltbam, Essex, mural painting from a

bouse at, 164.

Waltbam Abbey, Essex, mural paintings

at, 163.

AVarebam, Dorset, St. Martin, Saxon
work in, 321.

Wellovr, Hants, mural paintings at,

172.

Wenhaston, Suft'olk, mural paintings a*',

160.

.Wlicel of the seven dtadly sins, iu mural
painting, 172.

Wickbam, West, Kent, Hint implements
from, 218.

Wied-iz-Zurrieq, Malta, 2S, 39.

Willin^bam, Cauibs., mural paintings at,

185.

Wilson, H., exliibits book of sketcbes of

oliurcbes in Cbelteuliam and neigli-

bourliood, 192.

Wimborne, Dorset, mural paintings in

liospital of St. Margaret, 174; in tbe
Minster, 173.

Wincbester, Hants., plan of choir of

catbedral, 9 ; crvpt built by bisbup
Elphege, 342.

Wing, Eucks., Saxon work at, 307, 338,
341, 342.

Winslow, Bucks., mural i)aiiitings at, ISl.

Witlcy, Surrej, mural p-unlings at, 165.

Wittering, Norcbants, Saxon work at,

321.

Wood panel, carved, exhibited, 109.

Wooten Wawen, Warwick, Saxon work at,

332.

Worcester, cboir plan of Catbedral church
of, 9.

Worth, Sussex, Saxon work at, 325.

Wroxeter, Salop, churcli of, 202 ; font

in, 339 ; lionian station at, 390.

Xaghra, Crozo, the Ggantia at, 141.

York ;\Iinster, Saxon work in, 304.

Yucatan, the buried cities of, 391.

ZoUfelil, bronze statue found near, 57
marble statues found at, 92.
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